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Destined companions of the calling (compañeros del destino), huapango arribeño 

music practitioners often refer to each other as – a label that signifies the expressive 

bonding forged through the axis of encounter/engagement central to huapango arribeño’s 

performance. As of late, huapango arribeño, which originates in Mexico, has made its 

way across the border where it is performed among communities of listeners and 

practitioners in the U.S. This dissertation unearths the cultural dimensions of the 

experiences of migration particular to the immigrant communities in question with 

focused attention on the performative (musical/discursive) contouring of the transborder 

imaginary – the prism through which they live and understand their lives, make 

decisions, work, perform, and imagine. Attention is given to the physical and 

metaphysical construction of the border between the U.S. and Mexico, to its 

militarization and officialized discourses of the nation and citizenship that legitimate 



 viii 

draconian policy initiatives. Huapango arribeño – as a site of conviviality and sociality –, 

it is argued, actively disrupts this dislocational alchemy of the borderlands, as 

communities themselves cultivate the linkages that shape the patterning of their 

multidirectional existence across borders. 
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 1 

De Fundamento: an introduction 

The work of mestiza consciousness is to break down the subject-object duality 
that keeps her a prisoner and to show in the flesh and through the images in her 
work how duality is transcended. 

–    Gloria Anzaldúa, Borderlands/La Frontera 

 

Imagine how narrator and audience find themselves in the space of a doubled, 
haunting epistemology that comes of speaking from within the object spoken of. 
How they find themselves both subject and object of story, both inside and 
outside storied events, simultaneously seduced and watchful, firmly placed in the 
immanence of remembered scenes and unfolding events yet always cognizant of 
the culturally marked skill of “makin’ somethin’ of thangs.” 

–    Kathleen Stewart, A Space on the Side of the Road 

 

(1) Desde Tejas has venido  (2) Hoy la amistad se conlleva   
compañero del destino  esto te lo dice un hermano 

 aunque poquito me afino  compañero Queretano 
 el verso te he dirigido   sobrino de los Villeda 
 hoy que a tocar he venido  mira, tu amistad se queda 
 y sin sentir ni un quebranto  en el folclor que hay aquí 
 yo te diré por lo tanto   como allá en el Potosí 
 una amistad sincera   voy a trovarte este verso 
 junto con mi huapanguera  y para ti lo disperso 
 ALEX CHÁVEZ, YO TE CANTO AHORA QUE ANDAS POR AQUÍ 
  
       –    Raúl Orduña, Xichú, Guanajuato 

 

Dreams. 

Entre sueños (amdist dreams), I remember taking an afternoon trip with my 

parents and several paternal relatives to La Colgada, Pinal de Amoles, a tiny rancho in 

the mountains above my father’s native Jalpan, Querétaro, Mexico. In the company of 
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aunts, uncles, and cousins, I was on my way to meet Mauro Villeda Olguín – my father’s 

father. I was seven years old. I’m still not certain as to whose idea it was to visit him, my 

father’s, my tía Reina’s or tía Purificación? Yet, it seemed like a good one to me (at that 

age any trip to any place seems exciting to a group of frenzied children). We all piled into 

an old fifteen-passenger van – rusty, battered, mammoth relic of the 1970s – and noisily 

turned on to the dirt road that led the way – clouds of dust in our wake.  

La Colgada isn’t very far from Jalpan, about a thirty-minute climb up 

mountainsides – just enough time for a child’s mind to ponder, though not resolve, rather 

vexing questions concerning his family. You see, up until then, the man I knew as my 

paternal grandfather was Beto Martínez, my father’s stepfather. Mauro and my 

grandmother, Catalina Chávez Ramírez, never married, though they had four children 

together – my father among them. Catalina and Mauro went their separate ways; and she 

then married the man I knew to be my abuelito Beto. I was told very little about Mauro. I 

overheard that he was a musician of some kind. That’s all. Up until that day I trust my 

father had not seen him in close to thirty years, for he was merely five years old when 

Mauro left his life. My father grew up in Jalpan, spent his adolescent years in Mexico 

City, and then migrated to west Texas at the age of sixteen. He met and married my 

mother, they started a family, and have remained in the U.S. since. I was born and raised 

in Texas. (Given this, one can comprehend the disconnect in my young mind – I was 

having a hard time understanding whom this person we were visiting was.)  

The trip was rather brief. We arrived at a small cluster of homes perched on a 

hillside – some made of concrete, others mere wooden shacks. Our parents inquired 

where the old man lived. They found him. We children followed. I recall timidly walking 

up to a tired, stoic old man as he sat warming his bones in the afternoon sun. I introduced 

myself, shook his hand, and someone explained to me that he in fact was my grandfather. 
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I must admit – as I shyly observed him, stood next to him –, I could sense a chorus of 

wisdom in his touch, his demeanor. These transient images are the only memories I have 

of that man. A year later, he passed away. 

As time went on, I began to ask questions, for I often overheard family, friends, 

and musicians speak of Mauro with great ceremony. “Poeta, músico, huapanguero…” 

they would say. Now, I suspect these conversations had taken place in my presence for 

some time. Yet, after his passing, I took a deep interest in their telling. What exactly is a 

poeta, I asked? Who was my grandfather? Why do people recall his memory so? These 

and other questions have occupied my mind for quite some time. 

Yearly family trips to Querétaro throughout my childhood and countless 

conversations with relatives and musicians left me with scores of stories regarding Mauro 

Villeda, his life, his craft. Those varied accounts partially answered my initial, now 

distant, embryonic queries. Hence, this study is the reflection of searching kindled long 

before arriving at the University of Texas at Austin. Still, the questions and experiences 

of my youth wove themselves into subsequent formal research and fieldwork, which 

culminated first in an honors senior thesis, Buscando a Don Mauro: Memory and 

Huapango Arribeño en la Sierra Gorda Queretana (2004). There, I assembled a largely 

biographical account concerning Mauro’s life as a practitioner of huapango arribeño – 

told principally through the words of those who remembered him. Founded on 

community wisdom and collective memory throughout Querétaro, that document also, in 

part, explored huapango arribeño as oral tradition with a focus on its aesthetic and 

political dimensions. 

In 2006, I wrote my masters report, On Authenticity: Huapango Arribeño, 

Modernity, and Folkloristics, a mostly theoretical engagement with the discipline of 

folklore and its subject matter. That document critically tended to the often unexamined, 
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yet salient, connection between folklore (as both discipline and cultural practice) and 

capitalist modernity. My rather candid treatment of this relationship was an attempt at 

working through the problematic of folkloristics’ patent anti-modernist inclinations, with 

a focus on huapango arribeño as folk performance vis-à-vis the contemporary globalized 

social moment of postmodernity.  

 This dissertation, then, is the culmination of all prior research. Yet, unlike my 

previous work, principally concerned with huapango arribeño in national Mexico, the 

majority of the ethnographic data that informs this project was conducted among 

transborder Mexican immigrant communities located in both the U.S. and Mexico: Texas, 

Mississippi, and the Mexican states of Guanajuato, Querétaro, and San Luís Potosí, 

specifically. The focus of this study rests in exploring the recent emergence of the 

practice and performance of huapango arribeño among Mexican immigrant communities 

and the way huapango arribeño embodies and shapes their varied multi-faceted/inflected 

social relationships to both their native Mexico and the United States. A guiding premise 

of this study suggests that current trends in international migration are a particular 

incarnation of the decentering tendencies tied to larger economic and social processes 

global in scope – their role in physically displacing and transferring people to, from, and 

in between distinct social and geographic sites – and what follows, then, is an exploration 

of the shifting social base that sustains this specific musical form of performance. 

Accordingly, how and why, I ask, does huapango arribeño form part of the range of 

expressive cultural practices with which the people in question negotiate their existence 

across borders? 

 This ethnography sits at the intersection between imagined communities, the lived 

experience of migration, and the aesthetics of transborder musical performance. In part, I 

survey huapango arribeño’s form of performance and its change over time throughout 
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the 20th century and into the current, with specific attention to the period of the 1970s 

through the present. Yet, I must clarify that my aim is much less centered on assembling 

a comprehensive history of huapango arribeño, though that is part of the story. Rather, 

this ethnographic endeavor offers a glimpse into people’s social lives, their experiences 

as migrants, as laborers, as compañeras/os, as musicians/practitioners, and as dancers and 

lovers of huapango arribeño. Hence, the aesthetics of musical performance in 

communities and its relationship to overarching political and social processes, struggles 

and imaginaries are particularly salient in my rendering. When tending to the aesthetics 

of huapango arribeño I am specifically referring to and critically dealing with certain 

aspects of its form of performance: oral tradition, ritual performative encounter, el código 

de honor, and la palabra viva – terms I will further clarify through this dissertation. 

Hence, this work is as much about music practice as it is about the lives of my 

informants, for it is through the florescence of performance and its social space – 

extraordinary expressive moments located in “everyday” life – where the “everyday” 

finds critical expression. Accordingly, this dissertation deals with issues of performance, 

tradition, migration, discourse and postmodernity in addition to the disciplines of 

anthropology, ethnomusicology, folklore and Chicana/o studies. 

 

 

NI DE AQUÍ, NI DE ALLÁ 

Ethnography has continually been a subject of intellectual scrutiny, and 

understandably so, issues of authority, representation and interpretation are implicated in 

its doing. What follows is an explication of where my own positionality is rooted within 

the purview of the present ethnographic work. Lila Abu-Lughod (1991) and Renato 

Rosaldo (1989) suggest the ethnographer possesses a partial autonomy in selecting the 
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position from which she observes, understands and communicates. Their contention 

represents the intellectual cornerstone of contemporary ethnography. Yet, throughout the 

course of fieldwork I, nonetheless, experienced limitations to this very idea, for there 

exist dimensions of subjectivity that are at times beyond one’s control. In my case, to put 

it simply, I’m Chicano – or “Greater Mexican,” if one may invoke Américo Paredes. I 

can’t escape this. It is who I am. And I draw attention to this precisely because this 

existentialism of embodied/carnal/corporal borderlands means living with contradiction. 

One feels neither fully Mexican nor fully American, ni de aquí, ni de allá (neither from 

here, nor from there – in between). Any Chicana/o knows this perfectly well. Yet, this is 

especially salient for a Chicano working in a transborder social context, that is, in both 

Mexico and the United States and spaces in between. In the eyes of my immigrant 

informants when in the States, I’m “Mexicano, de nosotros,” (Mexican, one of us) yet 

when in Mexico I can’t escape my Americaness, my privilege, my unfettered mobility. 

Insider/Outsider. Yes, I have chosen to convey a particular account, to tell a particular 

story, one that is, of course, embedded in and shaped by a particular perspective. Still, I 

further emphasize that all of this, in one way or another, comes from a Chicano 

anthropologist – ni de aquí, ni de allá. Gloria Anzaldúa’s (1987) work beautifully 

unweaves this borderlands tapestry, a cultural mosaic of unbelonging. She writes: 

 
Because I, a mestiza, 

continually walk out of one culture 
and into another, 

because I am in all cultures at the same time, 
alma entre dos mundos, tres, cuatro 

me zumba la cabeza con lo contradictorio. 
Estoy norteada por todas las voces que me hablan 

simultáneamente. (99) 
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In the case of my work, I do not claim to fully comprehend, relate to or altogether 

entirely represent the worlds of the Mexican (national) experience, the immigrant 

experience, the huapanguero experience, despite my ethnicity, cultural heritage or life 

story. I am no “cool cultural translator” (Rosaldo 1989). What I offer is my own Chicano-

situated take on the lives of the people I have conducted research with and consider 

friends. However, unlike previous researchers who have conducted peripheral work on 

huapango arribeño (I’ll tend to them and their work in chapter five), this music is not 

something I discovered – and I purposefully use this word fully aware of its loaded 

exoticized connotations. This is to say, although I am a Texas-born Chicano, I grew up 

with huapango arribeño. There exists an intimacy I can’t deny. 

When I was a child, huapango arribeño provided the soundtrack to yearly 

journeys with my family to Querétaro. My father would play pirated Guillermo 

Velázquez y Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú cassette tapes as we wound our way 

through the serranía, cool mountain air on our faces, the smell of damp mesquite and 

orange blossom filling our nostrils. We would often hire huapangueros huastecos, 

sometimes arribeños, to play at family gatherings at my grandmother’s home in Jalpan, 

Querétaro. For hours, zapateados kicked up dirt and exposed the dry bone of earth 

beneath our feet, falsetes, versos and poesía filled the space between us, children played, 

the swift warmth of liquor kept everyone happy y los sones sonaban (and the sones rang 

out). I grew up around those musicians – they were family friends, they all knew my 

grandmother (and Mauro), they taught me a few things on the jarana, me enseñaron a 

linear un versito (showed me how to componed a verso).  Don Camerino, Don Franco, 

Proceso: my first huapango teachers. Don Franco was a tough old fellow – there was a 

rugged competence about him. As a teenager, I’d sit with him outside his home in the 

shade of his enramada as he played sones for me. I’d watch. My turn. He’d listen, eyes 
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shut, cigarette lit, always – cloud of white smoke paralyzed around him, embracing him, 

blessing him like copál. He recently passed. Though a life-long huasteco musician, 

founding member (along with his brother, Camerino – also deceased) of the emblematic 

and influential (at least in the Sierra Gorda Queretana) Huasteco Trio Los Canarios, he 

had a close knowledge of huapango arribeño and forever desired to be an arribeño 

poeta. Dice su decimal (his decimal says):  

 
POCO ES MI CONOCIMIENTO 
EN CUESTIÓN DE LA POESÍA 

PUEDO FALLAR TODAVÍA 
AUN ME FALTA ENTENDIMIENTO 

 
(1) Por entusiasmo me animo    (3) Es rudo mi pensamiento 
a hacer la composición     para la composición 
con poca preparación     no encuentro la solución 
le voy entrando a el camino    aun digo lo que siento 
aunque ese no es mi destino    es grave me sentimiento 
quiero ver que todo encuentro    aunque estoy en la porfía 
en eso del reglamento     y aunque siento mi alegría 
aunque así es me educación    improvisar es muy duro 
por eso hablo con razón     por eso no estoy seguro 
POCO ES MI CONOCIMIENTO    PUEDO FALLAR TODAVÍA 

 
(2) Me gusta de corazón     (4) Quisiera ser como son 
oír la poesía en su expresar    los poetas de nacimiento 
y yo no puedo encontrar     que son de un grande talento 
la verdadera intención     que entienden toda razón 
es triste mi situación     de cualquier explicación 
esto y mas yo lo diría     es educado y atento 
mi dios así lo quería     estando en cualquier evento 
aunque me da sentimiento     decir esto es todo muy raro 
porque no soy elemento     porque yo mismo declaro 
EN CUESTIÓN DE LA POESÍA    QUE AUN ME FALTA ENTENDIMIENTO 

 

James Clifford claims, “the development of ethnographic science cannot 

ultimately be understood in isolation from more general political-epistemological debates 

about writing and the representation of otherness” (1988: 24). This suggests that a 

relationship of mediation exists between representation and authority. Clifford continues:  
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Ethnography is, from beginning to end, enmeshed in writing. This writing includes, minimally, a 
translation of experience into textual form. The process is complicated by the action of multiple 
subjectivities and political constraints beyond the control of the writer. In response to these forces 
ethnographic writing enacts a specific strategy of authority. (1988: 25) 

Recent so-called “new ethnography” attempts to resolve the recurring problematic of 

authority and representation in contemporary ethnographic experiments (Clifford 1988). 

The postmodern shift in writing culture is embedded in an imaginary that seeks to 

cultivate the particular – a celebration of partial knowledges. The choices now being 

made are ones that recognize the situatedness of both phenomena and the accounts that 

seek to represent them. In Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of Ethnography 

(1986), Clifford and Marcus introduce the interrelated concepts of partial truths and true 

fictions as a way of coping with the crisis of representation. Though I don’t consider my 

writing a “true fiction,” I do recognize the utility behind this concept, which is premised 

on the idea that ethnography is inherently partial and incomplete, it is made and 

fashioned through experience. Ethnomusicologist Jeff Todd Titon writes: 

We [ethnomusicologists] have usually sought to explain musical sounds, concepts, and behavior 
rather than to understand musical experience. And yet our own most satisfying knowledge is often 
acquired through the experience of music making and the relationships that arise during fieldwork. 
It seems to me that in our ways of being musical, and in our ways of doing fieldwork, we, like the 
subjects (people) of our study, are open to transformations through experience. (1997: 97) 

It is the type of reflexivity that characterizes current shifts in writing culture. Por mi 

parte, I’m a Chicano anthropologist working among Mexican communities. I deal with 

their social lives and musical-poetic expressive forms of performance. Because of my 

ethnicity, cultural heritage, and life story vis-à-vis the colonial legacy of anthropology, I 

find myself not necessarily privileged with a unique perspective, but rather continuously 

challenged by the methodological and conceptual formulations embedded in the 

discipline. The “political questions” of representation become rather salient for an 

anthropologist of color simultaneously engaged in research focused on one’s own family, 

friends, and communities.  
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I turn now to Kathleen Stewart (1996). In her ethnography of West Virginian coal 

camps, A Space on the Side of the Road, she tracks the social imaginary of an “Other” 

America – an “Other” that occupies a space of desire in the schizophrenic bourgeois 

American imaginary, existing as both a pillar of authenticity-place and forever victim of 

degeneration. (Pause: think folkloristics) For her, the storytelling that permeates everyday 

life in this “Other” America constitutes a cultural poetics of a people left behind. Their 

“just talk” is an embodied critical breach in American society’s master narratives of 

modernity and democracy. I find her work especially useful for me; and here I am 

referring to her ethnographic narrativizing, her unabashed introspective reflexivity, and 

her focus on discursive imaginaries. She suggests her ethnography: 

Is not a smooth story that follows the lines of its own progress from beginning to end as a master 
narrative would but a collection of fits and starts in the moves of master narrative itself. It is made 
up of moments of encounter, shock, recognition, retreat . . . It is a story in which there is always 
something more to be said. (Stewart 1996: 7) 

Too, my ethnographic rendering of performance and social lives heads in varied 

directions. It is not neat, for neither is the social world from which it emerges. It exposes 

a scrambled humanity caught within a multiplicity of intersections where national-

imaginaries, capital, labor, borders, migration, legality and the expressive are not 

mutually exclusive, but rather all form and inform a practical politics of performance and 

everyday life. This said, a social analysis focus on non-order, as Rosaldo (1989) suggests: 

Insofar as it is concerned with how people’s actions alter their forms of life . . . must attend to 
improvisation, muddling through, and contingent events. In this context, the study of 
consciousness becomes central because people always act (however imperfectly) relative to their 
desires, plans, whims, strategies, moods, goals, fantasies, intentions, impulses, purposes, visions, 
or gut feelings. (102-103) 
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Illustration 1.1: Plaza – Xichú, Guanajuato. 

Mine is in part an act of translation, that of translating the multiple words and worlds of 

informants, and likewise an act of reflection, as I utilize my own story in a manner that 

allows me to connect those of others in a productive way. Now, I make mention of my 

story, of my family, of myself because, again, I feel compelled to embrace my subject 

position with all of its implications, for it is what principally shapes my efforts at 

representation. Any attempts at dissociating, at transcendent critique, at forgetting myself 

amounts to little more than disciplined amnesia – opting for a taxonomic fixed order of 

things instead. Stewart contends we ought to arrest objectivity, “suspend the urge to 

Truth long enough to notice the nervous force and density of a lived cultural poetics 

caught in its own tensions” (ibid: 71). I, for one, find myself caught up in this nervous 
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tension and no objective attempt can conceal it. The duality of objective and subjective 

positions is complicated for me. I sit somewhere in between: ni de aquí, ni de allá. 

This ethnography ultimately weaves together spaces, places, unfolding 

relationships, and narratives that tell a story, though one that always leaves something 

more to be said, as do the performative, poetic, and discursive dimensions of huapango 

arribeño itself. I open with a set of improvised décimas by Raúl Orduña, a central figure 

in this ethnography, which he gifted me with at a performance in Xichú, Guanjuato, 

Mexico. I begin with him because his words underscore the “culturally marked skill of 

makin’ somethin’ of thangs ”(Stewart 1996: 34). His poesía skillfully textualizes the 

world, it deploys a “haunting double vision of a subject who is simultaneously in a world 

and subject to it, and yet moving through it with the power to fabulate it and give it form” 

(ibid: 74). And I, as narrator and audience, find myself invoked “both inside and outside 

storied events, simultaneously seduced and watchful” (ibid: 34). My deliberate use of 

autobiography as a reflective strategy is an attempt to decenter the ontology of objective 

ethnographic authority – a frank honesty regarding my own life experiences throughout 

this narrative. And here I draw inspiration not only from Anzaldúa (1987), but also, in 

relation to this specific project, the relevant ethnographies of Américo Paredes (1958), 

Leo Chávez (1992) and José Limón (1994). Johannes Fabian (2001):  

Autobiography can . . . be a condition of (rather than an impediment to) ethnographic objectivity 
in the sense that it allows the writing subject’s actual history and involvement to be considered 
critically. (12)  

Now, I bring in Fabian fully aware of his (to some problematic) return to the question of 

objectivity.  He argues that a lack of focus on objectivity itself in postmodern 

ethnography should not be taken to mean that it has effectively disappeared as an 

epistemological concern in contemporary ethnography, but rather that anthropology’s 

focus has shifted from knowledge production to that of knowledge representation. Yes, 
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postmodern awareness has eroded the vestiges of positivism embedded in the discipline, 

yet no form of unique/de-centered/experimental representation absolves anthropologists 

from demonstrating what “justifies epistemologically the constitutive acts of 

ethnographic research” (ibid: 23). He continues:  

Writing as representation simply cannot be the fundamental issue. Presence is, because before 
there is representation there must be presence; and in the end the question of ethnographic 
objectivity still comes down to the question of what makes it possible to have access to another 
culture, or to be in the presence of another culture – both of which seem to be required if 
ethnographic knowledge is to be more than projection or delusion. (ibid)  

As a way to integrate, critically deal with, and textually render “presence,” I deliberately 

use the autobiographic as a means of knowledge production, a candid treatment of my 

own “presence” in this work. I utilize my story to connect those of others – ni de aquí, ni 

de allá.  
  

  

OF METHODS 

My research is necessarily transborder in scope. My informants exist in Mexico, 

the U.S. and between its borders. They live, perform, and imagine in a multi-sited 

context. Key has been maintaining a “multi-sited imaginary” within the frame of the 

larger research design (Marcus 1998). Ultimately, one must sustain the realization that all 

research is multi-sited, for one can no longer conceive of the communities in which we 

study in to be immune to global forces and processes, if they ever were. The answer rests 

in viewing transnationally distributed phenomena with a focus on ongoing 

interconnectedness, interaction, exchange, and mobility between a network of sites and 

the social traffic between them (Hannerz 1998). I’ve depicted the interplay between the 

translocal and local by means of oral history, ethnographic performance and discourse 

analysis – all in all, in producing this ethnography. 
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The bulk of the formal research that informs this dissertation was carried out over 

the course of six-and-a-half years, beginning in the fall of 2002 and ending in the spring 

of 2009, and was conducted among communities of huapango arribeño practitioners and 

listeners in Texas, Mississippi and the Mexican states of Guanajuato, Querétaro, and San 

Luís Potosí. Within the frame of my research, “community” has distinct connotations 

depending on whether one is located in a Mexican or U.S. context. In Mexico, I use the 

term to refer to both networks of people and geographically/spatially situated places (i.e., 

towns, regions). In the U.S., I use the term only in reference to the former, for many of 

my informants constantly migrate back and forth between sites and it is primarily through 

their social and kinship networks that they continually recreate and sustain senses of 

community. To be specific, in Dallas, Texas there is no San Luís de la Paz, Guanajuato 

part of town or neighborhood or suburb. In the U.S., the migrants in question are not 

always clustered or situated in specific areas as they are in Mexico. In fact, they are more 

dispersed than anything else. Still, their social networks are situated within particular 

locational contexts (i.e., cities, regions). This is to say, though there is no San Luís de la 

Paz neighborhood in Dallas, Texas, there do exist a significant number of people that live 

in the Dallas-Ft. Worth metroplex that come from San Luís de la Paz, Guanajuato. 

Accordingly, my primary research sites include: Austin, Dallas and Houston, Texas; 

northern Mississippi; Atarjea, San Luís de la Paz, Victoria and Xichú in the state of 

Guanajuato; Ahuacatlán de Guadalupe and Jalpan in Querétaro; and Cerritos, San Ciro 

and Rioverde in the state of San Luís Potosí. 

Most of this work was based out of Austin, Texas, where I lived and journeyed to 

and from sites on both sides of the border for over five years, though the final ten months 

of research were spent in residence in El Refugio, San Luís Potosí – a small town located 

within the municipality of Cd. Fernandez, minutes away from the city of Rioverde. My 
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time there was spent in the company of Doña Chimina and Don Reinaldo of la familia 

Yañez, whom acted as surrogate relatives throughout my entire stay. Doña Chimina, an 

avid lover and dancer of huapango, is originally from the town of Xilitla, which is 

located in the Huasteca region of San Luís Potosí, a cradle of son huasteco – Pedro 

Rosas, author of one the more emblematic and recognizable sones huastecos, “El 

Querreque,” was a native of Xilitla: 

 
El querreque es popular 
Xilitla es su mera tierra; 
Es hijo de un pico real 
conocido dondequiera 
de fama internacional 
y en la República entera 
…Querreque… 

She devotes her time to work as a costurera and sobandera. Don Reinaldo was born in El 

Refugio, though much of his life was spent in el norte.  At sixty-two, his tired body can 

no longer handle the hardships of work in the States. He first crossed the border at the age 

of eighteen and proceeded to make yearly trips well into his fifties. He’s been to Atlanta, 

Florida, Memphis, New York, West Texas, Kansas, to name a few places, and has 

worked in everything from commercial construction to picking crops and meat-packing. 

He’s seen his share of weather, hunger, and death when crossing the border. He reflects:  

Nos correteaba la migra y si no nos agarraban, pues le seguíamos caminando y con hambre. 
Unos hasta lloraban por el temor de quedarse tirados por allí. Y unos si, si, si encontraron la 
muerte cruzando el río, de hambre, de frío. Es triste de a madre eso. 

He now tends to his orange orchard in El Refugio, a parcel of land his father won fighting 

in the Mexican revolution as a Zapatista. However, the prospects of a living wage are 

often discouraging. A ton of oranges, valued at $500.00 two years ago, is now worth a 

mere $50.00. As one can imagine, many orchards lay abandoned. Many opt to cross into 

the U.S. in search of work instead. Not him, not anymore at least. “Aquí se me acabó el 
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corrido,” (the ballad has ended for me) he says. His oldest son, Rei, currently lives in 

North Carolina. He hasn’t returned to El Refugio in over thirteen years. 

Illustration 1.2: Orange Groves – El Refugio, Cd. Fernández, San Luís Potosí. 

Over the past six-and-a-half years I have continuously traveled between Mexico 

and the U.S.; between the urban-sprawl city-scape of Houston, Texas and the rural 

communities that surround Rioverde, San Luís Potosí; between the sizable pueblo of 

Jalpan, Querétaro and Central Texas Hill Country; between the Sierra de Xichú and the 

suburban outskirts of Dallas, Texas; between northern rural Mississippi and Mexican 

roads and highways that snake their way towards the border; between paisanos’ backyard 

fiestas in the U.S. and ferias regionales en la Sierra Gorda (regional fairs); between 

lavish Mexican homes built in the shadows of crumbling hacienda walls with dólares 

Americanos (American dollars) and ramshackle American trailer-homes and apartments 

littered with mattresses for the many who sleep and work.  
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Michael Kearney (1995) proposes the following: 

Transnational processes are anchored in and transcend one or more nation-states . . . transnational 
is the term of choice when referring for example to migration of nationals across the borders of 
one or more nations . . . Transnational calls attention to the cultural and political projects of 
nation-states as they vie for hegemony in relation with other nation-states, with their citizens and 
‘aliens.’ (548-549) 

Though I agree with Kearney’s widely accepted definition, I believe recent treatments of 

transnationalism have fallen prey to a nihilism of deterritorialization – recall Fabian 

(2001). Meaning, because of the efficacy and relevancy of the term vis-à-vis the reality of 

globalization, this idiom is over-used to the extent that the conditions that constitute 

transnationalism as a process of capitalist accumulation are glossed over, taken-for-

granted, habitually uncritically examined – especially when treating the relationship 

between expressive culture and migration. Many prefer the “sexiness” of postmodern 

ambiguity.1 I do not. Though I also deal with deterritorialization, transnationalism, 

globalization, and postmodernity, I do not treat them as teleology. Rather than the term 

transnational, I opt for the “transborder” as an expression that specifically references and 

grounds the realities of border crossings and crossers whom exist across nations and their 

imaginaries – where the “border” inscribes the very real demarcations of legality, 

citizenship, and labor onto social life: a localizing of the translocal, if you will.  

Now, I first arrived at this specific project as a musician and hence my most 

meaningful relationships have been with musicians. Accordingly, the majority of my 

informants are huapango arribeño practitioners whom reside in the U.S., Mexico, or 

both. I have also cultivated relationships with non-musician members of communities, 

though their stories are reflected in this document to a lesser extent. Still, through the 

course of research I came to understand that musicians were not only performers who 

gave voice to struggle and the situated subjectivity of their communities, but were also 
                                                
1 Relatedly, emergent theoretical neologisms, like Arjun Appadurai’s (1991) various “scapes,” come to mind, as they 
are often deployed in a way that altogether mystifies the process of transnationalism itself. 
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equally part of them. To be specific, it is shared experience that enables them to 

“narrativize” the “everyday” in a performance context – they speak of themselves, of 

each other, perform for themselves, for each other, for they have lived en carne propia 

(in flesh and blood) what finds expression through performance. They are also migrants, 

laborers, transborder Mexicanos, in addition to being performers. 

 

Oral Histories 

I conducted a number of ethnographic interviews, a method I felt best captured 

oral histories. Interviews were semi-structured and focused on life histories in general 

with special attention to the experiences of music performance and migration. This said, 

aside from the utility of the oral history method within the context of the research, I 

believe oral histories to be of value in their own right. In Making Histories: Studies in 

History-Writing and Politics (1982), Richard Johnson writes:    

To expand the idea of historical production well beyond the limits of academic history-writing . . . 
we must include all ways in which a sense of the past is constructed in our society. These do not 
necessarily take a written or literary form. Still less do they conform to academic standards of 
scholarship and canons of truthfulness. Academic history has a particular place in a much larger 
process. We will call this ‘the social production of memory’. In this collective production 
everyone participates, though unequally. Everyone in this sense is a historian. (185) 

Johnson points out the importance of non-academic sources of history (oral history and 

its expression of collective memory and experience being one of many) and how 

everyone, my informants included, takes part in the process of historical production. 

Alesandro Portelli (1991) continues: 

Oral sources are credible but with a different credibility. The importance of oral testimony may lie 
not in its adherence to fact, but rather to its departure from it, as imagination, symbolism, and 
desire emerge. Therefore, there are no ‘false’ oral sources. Once we have checked their factual 
credibility with all the established criteria of philological criticism and factual verification which 
are required by all types of sources anyway, the diversity of oral history consists in the fact that 
‘wrong’ statements are still psychologically ‘true’ and that this truth may be equally as important 
as factually reliable accounts. (49)   
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Through their subjectivity, oral sources not only communicate details regarding people 

and events but, moreover, they also convey the meanings behind them, what people 

believed and what people now believe about them. My research deals with oral tradition 

and by implication the varied interpretations embedded in modes of orality, memory and 

history. Accordingly, I include extensive portions of interviews – my informants’ own 

words – throughout this text to underscore the importance of particular ideas, concepts, 

and experiences. 

 

Participant Observation 

As problematic as this method may be, it is still employed as a means of data 

collection and as an analytical tool. Wayland and the DeWalts write: 

The method of participant observation includes the explicit use in behavioral analysis and 
recording of the information gained from participating and observing. That is, all humans are 
participants and observers in all of their everyday interaction, but few individuals actually engage 
in the systematic use of this information for social scientific purposes. (1998: 259) 

Accordingly, I attended and took part in social gatherings and performances. These 

included birthdays, quinceañeras, religious celebrations, fiestas patronales, weddings and 

the performances organized in conjunction with them.  

 

Discourse Analysis 

The linguistic turn in anthropology has shifted the discipline to a focus on 

language as social action, as performative (Bauman and Sherzer 1974). From this 

perspective, discursive practices can be seen as constitutive of culture and performances 

as the scenes whereby culture emerges from interaction among participants. Huapango 

arribeño, as a musical-expressive form of oral tradition produces and circulates oral 
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messages that form and inform the consciousness of its practitioners and listeners 

(Vansina 1985). Accordingly, I undertook an extensive analysis of poetic discourses 

generated within performative contexts and those shared with me during interviews. This 

process involved transcribing a rather large corpus of recorded material collected in the 

field over the past six years. A number of examples are incorporated throughout this 

ethnography, though among them are a select few I pulled from both published 

anthologies and studio recordings. These varied examples principally serve to 

contextualize informants’ life histories/biographies, underscore thematic/conceptual 

formulations I specifically focus on, and to illustrate the dimension of performative 

encounter central to huapango arribeño. In the case of the latter, I have incorporated 

extended portions of poetic exchanges between practitioners.2 

 

Ethnographic Performance 

Huapango arribeño practitioners do not readily disclose information regarding 

their craft in any systematic way. They usually refer to performance in a broad sense 

within the frames of their life histories. Hence, acquiring a knowledge of performance 

practice proved challenging. Yet, through engaging in performance myself, at times 

alongside the practitioners in question, avenues of knowledge and information were made 

available to me. Establishing metacommunicative competence through ethnographic 

performance allowed me to gain a clearer understanding of the more musicological 

aspects of huapango arribeño by not only “learning-by-doing,” or performing, but also 

by means of placing myself in performance situations where disclosures regarding the 

codes of performance took place. 

                                                
2 For the most part, I have chosen to include decimal texts in their entirety and only portions of poesía texts at the 
request of my informants. 
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OF PRECURSORS 

What follows is my rendering of a genealogy of influence with focused attention 

to Marxist philosophical, historical, ideological, critical, and ethnographic currents. The 

intent here is to aptly situate my work in relation to a constellation of Marxist cultural 

criticism that has, over time, impacted perspectives within, and approaches to, 

anthropology, ethnomusicology, and folklore – the disciplines my research contributes to. 

I dovetail this effort by adding a final detailing of where this dissertation sits in relation to 

this corpus of scholarship and other relevant literatures, what I trust it accomplishes, and 

a brief description of its major components.  

Kevin McHugh (2000) indicates one ought to “[understand] migrations as cultural 

events rich in meaning for individuals, families, social groups, communities and nations” 

(71).  I am in agreement with his suggestion, though I’m much less concerned with 

“meaning” as an end-in-itself. Nonetheless, McHugh’s perspective, I believe, represents 

an intervention in the sociology of immigration, a scholarship not necessarily concerned 

with exploring the vitality of the migrants under study. However, grasping the “cultural,” 

the processes and practices that inform behavior and social life, ultimately aids in 

understanding the politico-material conditions that also constitute and contour everyday 

lived experiences. To be specific here, individuals and communities actively negotiate the 

conditions of their lives as migrants. Deeply embodied in this discussion is no doubt the 

nearly eternal juxtaposition between idealist and materialist perspectives on social life, 

the struggle between subjective/objective, culture/nature, emic/etic representations – a 

debate central to Marxist cultural criticism. 
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Marxism itself has been, for the most part, read philosophically and it is from this 

approach where we inherit a diverse set of positioned interpretations: orthodox (historical 

materialism), communist, neo-Marxist (dependency theory, among others), critical 

theory, structuralism. The contention, here, is that most Marxist analysis exists solely as 

ideological critique (thus, as philosophy), as a critical interpretation of capitalism that 

offers a window into the unfolding “class war” – a “passive interpretation of a social 

situation” (Cleaver 1979: 30). Further, the premise of the philosophical reading rests in 

defining Marxism as a type of political economy.3 Some accredit Marx himself with 

establishing the now famous base/superstructure guiding premise for understanding 

human history and society. In the Feuerbach: Opposition of the Materialist and Idealist 

Outlook he writes the following: 

Men, developing their material production and their material intercourse, alter, along with this 
their real existence, their thinking and the products of their thinking. Life is not determined by 
consciousness, but consciousness by life. (1978: 155). 

Orthodox Marxists explicitly understood this and other like contentions as the basis for 

constructing a dialectical materialist philosophy. Yet, more recent autonomist Marxist 

interpretations suggest that Marx left the debate with German Idealism behind after the 

Holy Family, German Ideology, and the Feuerbach – his engagement with Hegel 

specifically. The exorcising of the philosophy of dialectics is, instead, attributed to 

Engels.4 After all, it is Engels whom writes, in his frequently referenced letter to Joseph 

Bloch in 1890: 

                                                
3 Here, political economy is referenced in the classical tradition of Adam Smith, David Ricardo, etc. of the 18th and 19th 
centuries: political economy defined as the social sphere of the market and commodity exchange, the economistic 
logics of production and consumption. 
4 In the Introduction to Dialectics of Nature (1875-76), Engels extends a dialectical approach to the realm of natural 
history: 

It is an eternal cycle in which matter moves, a cycle that certainly only completes its orbit in periods of time 
for which our terrestrial year is no adequate measure, a cycle in which the time of highest development, the 
time of organic life, and still more that of the life of beings conscious of themselves and of nature, is just as 
scantily meted out as the space in which life and self-consciousness come into cooperation; a cycle in which 
every finite mode of existence matter; whether it be sun or nebular vapour, single animal or genus of animals, 
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We make our history ourselves, but, in the first place, under very definite assumptions and 
conditions. Among these the economic ones are ultimately decisive. But the political ones, etc. 
and indeed even the traditions which haunt human minds also play a part, although not the 
decisive one. (1978: 761) 

Independent of whether the cultivation of historical materialism is attributed to Hegel or 

Marx, the base/superstructure metaphor ultimately confines Marxism to economic 

analysis (political economy) – this applies to all philosophical readings, not only 

orthodox Marxism. Accordingly, the cultural superstructure (the realm of politics, as it 

were) is left to the socialist planning of Marxist politicians (i.e. the social democrats in 

Germany).5 Further, an emphasis on economy results in an asymmetrical rendering of 

capital’s so-called “laws of motion” whereby the emergence of capitalist crisis is 

understood as the result of contradictions embedded in its own internal logic of 

development and accumulation, ultimately understood as the causes of its inevitable 

destruction. In effect, capitalist development – here understood as the axis of human 

history – advances independently of class struggle. Such a focus on the mechanisms of 

capitalist exploitation divorce the working-class as critical revolutionary subject and 

relegate it to hapless spectator to “the global waltz of capital’s autonomous self-activating 

development” (Cleaver 1979: 44).  

This particular philosophical rendering runs through the foundations of Western 

Marxism, from Lukács through the Frankfurt School and their extended treatments of 

culture. Lukács’s History and Class Consciousness: Studies in Marxist Dialectics (1971) 

is an exposition of the capitalist laws of development and their fundamental role in 

producing the reified bourgeoisie and working-class subjects. He writes: 

                                                
chemical combination or dissociation, is equally transient, and wherein nothing is eternal but eternally 
changing, eternally moving matter and the law according to which it moves and changes. (1962: 79) 

5 For example, Leninist/Stalinist communist Marxism (as political economy) via Bolshevik party policy guided the 
development of orchestrated accumulation – the project of socialism. The social upheaval of the 1960s in Europe called 
into question the strategies of officialized Communist Party policy, namely the exploitation and repression of its 
laboring classes and Soviet imperialism, both of which ultimately represented “the bankruptcy of its [the Soviet State’s] 
political strategy and . . . ossified interpretation of Marxism” (Cleaver 1979: 36). 
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The proletariat makes its appearance as the product of the capitalist social order . . . The forms in 
which it exists are . . . the repositories of reification in its acutest and direct form and they issue in 
the most extreme dehumanization. (Lukács 1971: 149) 

He accepts fetishism as accomplished fact, a priori to the experiences of those subjects 

whom would be constituted in their respective classes through capitalist social relations. 

Moreover, although the working-class – as the subject-object of history – through its 

conscious intervention into the reality of fetishized appearances achieves an “objective 

understanding of the nature of society,” the critical revolutionary subject is not the 

working-class itself – whom is incapable of “[eliminating] the problem” of its existence –

, but rather the organized party, the paramount “bearer of class consciousness of the 

proletariat” (ibid: 149, 173, 41). The Critical Theorists (Horkheimer, Marcuse, Benjamin, 

Habermas, Adorno, et al.) unravel the political impotence of the working-class in their 

focus on the emergent mechanisms of capitalist tyranny in the cultural realm that hinder 

the development of working-class consciousness itself. 

 In reaction to the crisis of historical materialism, the Frankfurt School aimed to 

demystify the hegemonic character of capitalist mass culture and locate areas of human 

practice inimical to the ideological interests of capitalism (Limón 1983: 37). The ultimate 

goal was to develop a greater cultural understanding of the consciousness of subordinated 

groups in society, rather than dismiss such aspects of social life as vulgar Marxists had 

previously done. What followed was a radical dissection of bourgeois society and the 

consumerist logic of domination that extended capital regimentation and the commodity-

form to the whole of society, though always tempered with a negative outlook concerning 

the revolutionary potential of the proletariat and its ability to be the “subject” of history 

in advanced capitalism. It is in the face of such pessimism where the subsequent 

influential strain of Marxist cultural criticism picks up and begins to shift the political 

economy framework.  
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Richard Hoggart’s Uses of Literacy (1957), Raymond Williams’ Culture and 

Society (1958), and E.P. Thompson’s Making of the English Working-class (1963) are 

considered the foundational works in British cultural studies (the Birmingham School), 

an eclectic mix of leftist sociology, Marxism, literary studies, and adult education. As a 

new brand of Marxism, the Cultural Studies paradigm posited culture to be “interwoven 

with all social practices . . . sensuous human praxis, the activity through which men and 

women make history” (Hall 1981: 25). Cultural Studies’ focus largely rest in exploring 

the asymmetrical relationship of domination between human action (cultural practice) 

and hegemony. Consequently, their work at once both commented on the culture debate’s 

idealist and civilizing definitions of culture6 and engaged vulgar economic 

determinism/historical materialism – the highly developed Marxist base/superstructure 

metaphor derived from the German Ideology (1845). Key in cultivating the latter 

contention, and in altogether redefining the culture concept, was Raymond Williams. In 

Culture and Society (1958), he traces the historical narrowing of the concept from 

Edmund Burke through F.R. Leavis and comes to the following conclusion (and I quote 

him at length): 

The one vital lesson which the nineteenth century had to learn – and learn urgently because of the 
very magnitude of its changes – was that the basic economic organization could not be separated 
and excluded from its moral and intellectual concerns. Society and individual experience were 
alike being transformed, and this driving agency, which there were no adequate traditional 
procedures to understand and interpret, had, in depth, to be taken into consciousness . . . The 
questions we have now to ask . . . relate to the Marxist impact on our thinking about culture. The 
basic question, as it has normally been put, is whether the economic element is in fact determining 
. . . But the difficulty lies in estimating the final importance of a factor which never, in practice, 
appears in isolation. We can never observe economic change in neutral conditions . . . but clearly, 
if we are to understand . . . [culture], we are committed to what is manifest: the way of life as a 
whole. What many of us have felt about Marxist cultural interpretation is that it seems committed, 
by Marx’s formula, to a rigid methodology . . . The interpretive method which is governed, not by 
the social whole, but rather by the arbitrary correlation of the economic situation and the subject of 
study, leads very quickly to abstraction and unreality . . . It leads also, I think, to very doubtful 
descriptions of a culture as a whole . . . Marxists, in the use of ‘culture’ . . . corresponds with the 

                                                
6  Writing in Culture and Anarchy (1869), Matthew Arnold perhaps best articulates this vision of culture when he 
suggests it to represent “the best that has been thought and said in the world,” a pinnacle of refinement. 
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weak use of ‘superstructure’ . . . Marxists should logically  use ‘culture’ in the sense of a whole 
way of life, a general social process. (280-282) 

To underscore this new understanding, the Birmingham School focused on studies 

of “cultures from below,” from the margins and through their efforts cultivated a 

perspective centered on the reciprocal relationality between base and superstructure. 

British Cultural Studies succeeded in opening up a field for a Marxian study of culture 

that drew heavily upon Gramsci with explicit concerns for politics and agency within the 

lived experience of domination. The recuperation of Gramsci’s most significant 

conceptual formulation of hegemony in conjunction with his “optimism of the will” is 

perhaps what we inherit from the Birmingham School.7 Raymond Williams (1977), in 

particular, offers a critical re-reading of Gramsci’s hegemony that counters his 

pessimism. For Williams, hegemony exists as lived process, not as a totalizing and 

imposing force of subjugation, for it is “continually resisted, limited, altered, challenged 

by pressures not at all its own” (Williams 1977: 112-113). Though hegemony may 

saturate everyday life, there exist areas of cultural practice through which people create 

their own modalities of life that test the limits of hegemony’s reach (Limon 1983: 42). 

Given the limitations of Althusserian Structuralism and Political Economy in the 

1970s, academic work with explicit concerns for class, culture, and politics emerged as 

the contending intellectual force a decade later.8 William Roseberry (1988) argues: 
                                                
7 Though Gramsci resigns to a ‘pessimism of intellect,’ much like his Frankfurt counterparts, he still maintains an 
‘optimism of the will.’ Meaning, despite the realization that true revolutionary practice seems effectively domesticated, 
he still holds to a belief in the possibility of meaningful adversarial political practice – his ‘war of position.’   
8 Structural Marxists of the 1970s (a contemporary of British Cultural Studies and its then theoretical rival) perhaps in 
response to materialist anthropology, opted for the highly expanded ‘mode of production’ model in order to understand 
the asymmetrical relations of production and effects of capitalist penetration upon large-scale regional and political-
economic systems. Culture, here, is confined to the realm of ideology – that is, only treated with respect to its “role in 
social reproduction: legitimating the existing order, mediating contradictions in the base, and mystifying the sources of 
exploitation and inequality in the system” (Ortner 1984:  140). Sherry Ortner astutely observes, “whether it be the 
hidden hand of structure or the juggernaut of capitalism that is seen as the agent of society/history, it is certainly not in 
any central way real people doing real things” (ibid: 144). Political Economy, here, refers specifically to a theoretical 
amalgamation of Latin American Dependency Theory (Frank, Cardoso, Faletto, Dos Santos) and its less extreme North 
American counterpart World Systems Theory (Wallerstein), both of which emerged in the 1960s and 1970s.  
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Where the mode-of-production literature paid too little attention to the activity of human subjects, 
such activity is now placed at the center of analysis. Where the mode-of-production literature was 
too abstract, new work places concrete groups – and individual actors within them – at the center 
of analysis. Where world-systems theory had too little to say about local situations, many scholars 
now begin and end with the local. (171) 

The “new work” Roseberry is referring to is the then emergent Cultural Studies of 

globalization with its pluralist, de-centered, and fractured understanding of the human 

subject and the post-Fordist cultural field – the anthropology of postmodernity. It is here 

where we find the work of my most immediate precursors. The themes of the Frankfurt 

School and Stuctural Marxism carry over into this most recent formulation, however with 

an emphasis placed on mobility and individual agency in relation to global ideological, 

social, and economic processes of domination. Marxist literary critic, Fredric Jameson 

(1991), argues humanity has entered into a distinct late capitalist moment, which signifies 

that: 

We have gone through a transformation of the life world which is somehow decisive but 
incomparable with the older convulsions of modernizations and industrialization, less perceptible 
and dramatic, somehow, but more permanent precisely because more thoroughgoing and all-
pervasive. (xxi) 

His work on the culture of (or within) postmodernity has been highly influential among 

scholars of Greater Mexico (José Limón, Richard Flores) and, by extension, informs my 

own understanding and positioning of their work. 

In the end, this dissertation is one principally anchored in exploring the 

relationship between culture and society, in unraveling the emergence of the cultural 

within a class-codified social matrix, hence indebted to Marxian cultural criticism. 

Though, as will be made apparent in later chapters, I will be proposing a break with 

precusory philosophical Marxist critique. Yet, there also exists an additional set of 

literatures I principally engage with by virtue of their relevance to the study of huapango 

arribeño transborder performance. First among them is that of folkloristics. Here I 

specifically draw from the performance-centered approach and the concept of socially 
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situated discourse, both of which seek to dissolve the dilemma in social theory of how to 

connect social structure and human agency. Studies offered by Américo Paredes, Richard 

Flores, José Limón, Richard Bauman, and Charles Briggs are especially useful. Likewise, 

the body of literature concerned with tradition, with specific attention to oral tradition as 

a constant process of readjustment and adaptation, is also of importance. In addition to 

the aforementioned scholars, here I also look to Jan Vansina, Johannes Fabian, Jack 

Goody, Joel Sherzer, and ethnomusicologist Phillip Bohlman. Particularly important is 

the debate concerning the processes/balance of creativity and stability embodied in oral 

transmission. 

The relative “instability” of the current late capitalist moment, on the other hand, 

is what most concerns globalization scholars – the local-global discussion that seems to 

have permeated every corner of the social science world, due in part to the work of the 

previously mentioned postmodernist intellectuals. Immigration scholarship is necessarily 

implicated here, which is an extensive and varied body of work where one finds 

everything from more sociological renderings of international migration to ethnographies 

focused on particular populations. This study expressly engages with the work of Aihwa 

Ong, Leo Chávez, Fernandez-Kelly, and Nicholas DeGenova – their notions of 

segmented assimilation and the production of legality/illegality in particular. Relatedly, 

the transnational movement of sounds has been of interest to ethnomusicologists 

concerned with musical change and exchange for quite some time. Here I look to Veit 

Erlmann, George Lipsitz, Steven Feld, Thomas Turino, in addition to recent case studies 

on the transnationalization of Greater Mexican musics offered by Daniel Sheehy, Elijah 

Wald, Helena Simonett, and Sydney Hutchinson. The ongoing debate within the 

discipline between the globalization cultural grey-out doomsayers and those concerned 

with sub-cultural music styles and their relationship to postmodernity has produced vital 
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discussions regarding the transnationalization of localized/national music cultures and 

emergent music hybrids. These are of keen interest for me.  

Finally, I come full circle and return to Marx and offer re-emergent Autonomist 

Marxism as the lens with which to read the greater relationship between music 

practice/performance and historical/contemporary global social processes, more 

specifically, to aid in situating huapango arribeño within the purview of globalization 

and the larger geopolitics of Mexican migration to the United States. Autonomist 

Marxism has its origins in the 1960s with the Italian New Left, which contained within it 

Operaismo (workerism), auto industry wildcat strikes, the women’s movement and 

student organizing occurring at the time, struggles against the extension or full 

socialization of capitalist social relations beyond the factory, struggles against the social 

factory.9 By the 1960s, the desire to reappropriate or de-alienate the supra fetishized 

Taylortist/Fordist methods of organizing work (in and outside the factory) lessened and in 

its place arose the refusal of work itself: “they [workers] didn’t want control; they wanted 

out” (Cleaver 1979: 17). In the autonomist perspective, Marxism is not read 

philosophically, but strategically from the point of view of the working-class as a means 

“to determine the meaning and relevance of every concept to the immediate development 

of working-class struggle” (ibid: 30). To this end, autonomist Marxists make two critical 

interventions. First, they redefine the working-class against conventional interpretations 

that limit it to industrial wage workers and move to include unwaged work, non-factory 

workers, students, women, migrants, the unemployed, peasants, etc. Further, over and 

against philosophical political economy, they recuperate the working-class as the critical 

revolutionary subject within capitalism and thus give attention to the two-sided dynamic 

                                                
9 Autonomist Marxism resurges in the 1990s with the squatter movements in Europe and the Zapatistas in Mexico. 
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of struggle and ultimately suggest it is the working-class that forces and checks capitalist 

development. Harry Cleaver writes: 

The working-class is not a passive, reactive victim, which defends its interest against capitalist 
onslaught . . . its ultimate power to overthrow capital is grounded in its existing power to initiate 
struggle and to force capital to reorganize and develop itself . . . capital cannot be understood as an 
outside force independent of the working-class. It must be understood as the class relation itself . . 
. In other words, capital seeks to incorporate the working-class within itself as simply labour-
power, whereas the working-class affirms itself as an independent class-for-itself only through 
struggles which rupture capital’s self-production. (ibid: 65-66) 

The intellectual work stemming from these movements continues to deal with the 

implications of worker formations, the ways in which capitalist reproduction invades all 

spaces and times of life, and the ruptures that offer the possibility of alternate forms of 

social organization. Autonomist Marxists maintain autonomia constitutes a strain of 

radical politics aimed at theorizing the potenzas of people’s imagination, creative power, 

self-valorization and collective ability to liberate the body, mind and spirit from the 

degradations of a life reduced to work, production, and consumption under capitalism. 

Now, in my analysis I couple classic Cultural Studies with Autonomist Marxism in an 

attempt to explicitly treat the cultural, for most autonomists, although concerned with the 

social factory, have, up until now, focused their energy solely on case studies dealing 

with social movements. Consequently, they have only made esoteric mentions of self-

activity non-explicitly tied to class struggle, understood as biopolitical production, power, 

and the common. I aim to utilize the categories of the common, the biopolitical, 

multitude, and virtuousity, and communication (the informational mode of production) 

and apply them to transborder expressive culture located in a distinctly postmodern 

moment in order to recuperate the critical dimensions and possibilities of Greater 

Mexican culture. The writings of Antonio Negri, Michael Hardt, Paolo Virno, John 

Holloway, and Harry Cleaver are important works of reference in this regard. 
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My engagement with these varied scholarships is necessarily situated within a 

U.S.-Mexico Borderlands context – culturally, geographically, and theoretically. 

Admittedly, a number of contemporary scholars speak of exchange and hybridity, though 

encounter (Limón 1998) is probably, in my opinion, a more productive way of 

understanding the type of relationality referenced at the level of the Borderlands. Given 

this understanding, I intend for my study to contribute to debates regarding aesthetic 

practices and the social conditions through which they are constituted. The work of 

Américo Paredes, and his students, is worth noting here. The cornerstone of their 

argument suggests that intercultural conflict throughout the Greater Mexico has generated 

a great amount of expressive culture. This body of work has explored how an entire range 

of expressive modes and forms reflects and resolves, on a symbolic level, various forms 

of conflict. Similarly, my work seeks to examine the relationship between the globalized 

nexus of intercultural/social conflict/contradiction and the emergence of huapango 

arribeño in the U.S. My concern is thus twofold. First, to understand how the emergence 

of this musical expressive form of oral tradition in the U.S. is embedded within larger 

processes of transnational migration and globalization – thus, I engage with and 

contribute to discussions centered on the interplay between the local and global with 

fixed attention to migration and music cultures/folk performance. Second, within the 

paradigm of Cultural Studies, I address the relationality between dominant and 

alternative/situated sociocultural discourses and modes of performance and the 

implications of said relationship on the reimagining of community – questions of 

citizenship and the state emerge here. Ultimately, this study aims to elaborate the social 

and political ground through which performance blossoms with attention to migrants’ 

active participation in the social production of the transborder imaginary. I’m asking: 
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• How have communities of listeners and practitioners of huapango arribeño come to exist and 
perform in the United States?  

• What of their relationship to the Sierra Gorda/Zona Media? 
• How do huapango arribeño’s performative social space and situated discourses mediate 

understandings and experiencing of the state, migration, and community?  

This document, as mentioned previously, deals with performance as much as it 

does with individual’s lives. In order to achieve a balance between the two I have divided 

the dissertation into nine chapters, which follow this introduction. The first deals with el 

destino, a code of performative kinship/camaraderie among practitioners, as a way to 

introduce key informants/musicians (and critical aspects of their social lives) who will be 

referenced throughout the dissertation. The next two chapters detail a comprehensive 

history of huapango arribeño and its musicality, respectively – the former largely socio-

historical and the latter is grounded in the experiences and insights of practitioners 

themselves. Chapter five moves on to explore the performative dimensions of huapango 

arribeño as oral tradition, accompanied by an analysis of specific examples of poetic 

exchange. Chapter six is a focused study of the vexed emergence of a postmodern 

economy in La Sierra Gorda/Zona Media from the 1960s through 1980s and shifting 

modes of performance and poetic discourse that take place at that particular moment. 

Migration, citizenship, and the emergence of huapango arribeño in the U.S. are treated in 

the following chapter as a way to unpack and address the more recent transborder social 

dimensions embedded in its performance. Me Permito el Saludar represents a case study 

of poetic discourse of the “living word” as an embodied dialogic integration of the 

performative and the social. Chapter nine is a comprehensive engagement with folklore, 

the globalization of music, and Borderlands Chicana/o Cultural Studies scholarship – a 

detailing of my intervention within and contributions to previously mentioned scholarly 

debates. The final chapter is in part a conclusion and also a return to cultural memory.  
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Given the scope of this study and its subject matter, what I present in this 

dissertation is only a focused cross-section of communities, practitioners, their lives, their 

poesía and their labor of performance – a moment among many, a distinct moment I 

render through a marriage of Borderlands scholarship, Autonomist Marxism, and Cultural 

Studies focused on music cultures and folk performance. I’ll be the first to admit that this 

work is in large part engaged with and indebted to the precursory – scholars, cultural 

memory, family, Mauro. I’ve presenced the latter my entire life through the words and 

remembrances of musicians, friends, my grandmother. Thus, I end here with her, with the 

woman who inspired in me her own love for huapango and poesía.  
 

******************************************** 

ME PERMITO SALUDAR 
A LOS DIOSES DE ESTA TIERRA 
QUE VIVA JALPAN DE SERRA 
LINDO Y HERMOSO LUGAR 

 
Pido permiso a los dioses 
al amenizar esta fiesta 
porque hay muy pocas como esta 
y las que hay ya las conoces 
que se aglomeren las voces 
de las músicas al resonar 
para poder celebrar 
estos hermosos conciertos 
celebrando el día de muertos: 
ME PERMITO SALUDAR 

 
Con los sones arribeños 
con los huastecos de un trío 
vivamos el desafío 
como buenos lugareños 
compartamos nuestros sueños 
la fiesta de par en par 
aquí al poder estrechar  
jubilosos nuestras manos 
como buenos Queretanos: 
ME PERMITO SALUDAR 

 
– Angel Gonzalez, Jalpan, Queretaro 
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Illustration 1.3: Mission Church – Jalpan de Serra, Querétaro. 

“Abrázame cabrón!” (hug me, you bastard) my grandmother, Doña Catalina, 

demands as I walk into her home. I reach over and embrace her soft, frail body. At 

eighty-one, she no longer moves with the same ease and grace of years past, yet her mind 
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is still as sharp as a tack and her (sometimes abrasive) manner of speaking and getting-

on, remains.  

As of late, my trips to Jalpan, Querétaro are marked by afternoon visits to her 

home – hers, like many in Mexico, is a humble structure made of concrete with an 

outside kitchen/fogón. Y sin falla (without question), one can always find her sitting at 

her entrance breeze-way eyeing the happenings outside her door por la colonia San José 

(San José neighborhood). Greetings from passers-by, the clamor of traffic, and a chorus 

of cackles – courtesy of turkeys and chickens caged out back – all keep her company.  

Nestled in the heart of the Sierra Gorda Queretana, this picturesque colonial town 

is home to twenty-some-odd-thousand inhabitants, my immediate paternal relatives 

among them. A great part of my childhood was spent in Jalpan – on its cobbled-stoned 

streets, in the shadows of its Franciscan mission, with the sounds of its huapangueros. 

Presently, it’s August and the heat and humidity of the summer months can be 

unbearable. Doña Cata welcomes the afternoon breeze. As I take a seat across from her, 

she draws my attention to the table and a three-liter coca-cola plastic bottle filled to the 

brim with a milky off-white liquid. Pulque. “Te han de querer los dioses hijo, mira lo 

que te traen,” (the gods must love you son, look what they’ve brought you) she smiles. 

Pulque is a fermented drink that comes from the maguey cactus, as ancient as the Aztecs. 

You see, she always makes it a point that we drink pulque together upon my arrival. Our 

ritual. “El vino de los dioses,” (wine of the gods) my uncles say. And – as the milky-

liquor passes through me, my body warms, my senses dull, eyes heavy, mild euphoria – I 

can only agree. The gods must favor me, vaya… 

We calmly sip, sit in silence, sunlight on our faces, nos acaricia el viento (the 

wind caresses us). 
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Compañeros del Destino:                                                                  
transborder social lives, laboring bodies, and performance 

The realization that traditional music inevitably changes in response to 
encompassing social and cultural movements is hardly a comforting one . . . some 
of us have not been deterred by Alan Merriam’s dismissal of musical 
preservationists as self-appointed “White Knights,” saving folk music from the 
carelessness of the folk.  

–    David Coplan, Ethnomusicology and the Meaning of Tradition 

 

Hay quien pueda pensar que para ejercer dignamente esta tradición hay que usar 
huaraches de tapadera, vestirse o hablar de determinada forma; yo descubrí que 
sólo siendo uno mismo se puede ejercer este destino. 

–    Guillermo Velázquez, Poetas y Juglares de la Sierra Gorda  

 

I met Raúl Orduña by way of the extensive networks of musicians located in 

Austin, Texas – “Live Music Capital of the World,” so they say. He and I came across 

one another by chance; turns out mutual musician friends of ours ran in the same circles. 

I dabbled in son jarocho and played in an indie-en-español-postmoderno-rock band, he 

an arribeño poet. We instantly became friends, kindred spirits I suppose. I must admit, 

however, I was a bit startled initially. That is, I had no idea huapango arribeño – music I 

principally associated with the Sierra Gorda for reasons already expressed – had crossed 

the border. A poeta and vareros in Austin, Texas? Little did I know. 

This chapter introduces a number of the individuals that populate this 

ethnography. The aim is to situate their labor of performance in a transborder social 

landscape by means of unpacking the varied dimensions of their experiences as migrants, 

musicians, laborers, and friends, experiences that ultimately constitute the shared 

imaginary through which they understand and play out their social lives across borders. 
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Theirs is a situated subjectivity embedded in what Américo Paredes refers to as Greater 

Mexico. Ramón Saldívar (2006) suggests this: 

Dialogic space between two worlds that he (Paredes) came to call “Greater Mexico” . . . 
[indicates] the Mexican labor diasporas north from the border, as the social, economic, political, 
and symbolic overlap between those contiguous worlds. (5) 

For Saldívar, Paredes’ intellectual project ultimately functioned as a “backstop to 

historical memory in a period of official collective amnesia” concerning the relationship 

between Mexico and the United States (ibid). Meaning, Paredes sought to critically undo 

the damage caused by “historical strategies of containment” wielded against Mexicans 

north of the border. He attempted to recuperate a historical sense of cultural continuity 

and basis for community in el norte. Though in contemporary official discourse the 

aforementioned is much less an issue, of most concern instead are the types of “strategies 

of containment” deployed through both official politico-academic and general popular 

discourses as they pertain to Mexican immigrants, specifically. It can be argued that such 

discourses have always formed part of the greater American political imaginary – one 

need only survey the history of immigration policy and its damaging effects on the 

Mexican community in the United States. Still, I believe, presently, containment relies 

much less on collective amnesia and more on hyper-awareness (of immigrants) and the 

subsequent hostile nativist social climate it foments. If we accept this, then we may 

understand the conviviality produced through performance amongst my informants (and 

their audiences/communities) as an embodied communal exercising of rights and 

privileges they, as undocumented Mexican immigrants (past and present), ostensibly 

ought not possess according to judicial statutes concerning immigration and citizenship. 

Theirs is an expression of a social citizenship – through work, friendship, performance – 

that, in effect, exists outside the U.S. nation-state’s legal prerogatives precisely because it 

“[operates] on a beyond-the-state level” (Del Castillo 2007: 93).  
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AL NORTE 

Raúl Orduña left the rancho of Piedra Gorda, located in the municipality of 

Atarjea, Guanajuato, at the age of twenty-three and migrated to central Texas. “Yo me 

vine pa’ acá, como todos, buscando un mejor porvenir, a mejorarse uno su vida 

económicamente” (I came over here, like everyone, searching for a better future, to better 

one’s life chances economically) he shares. Though he grew up listening to huapango 

arribeño and, according to him, at an early age desired to become a practitioner, his life 

as a musician did not begin before coming to the U.S. Interestingly enough, he became a 

poeta in the mid 1990s in Texas – we’ll return to this. Yet before crossing the U.S.-

Mexico border illegally, his first migratory experience took place at the age of seven 

when he left the Sierra Gorda with family to live and work in Mexico City.10 Raúl would 

remain there until the age of eighteen, although in his teenage years he visited Piedra 

Gorda often, a period in his life which he also spent working: shining-shoes, washing 

cars, cutting lawns, and laboring as an albañil in el D.F. He fondly recalls his teenage 

rockero days in Mexico City – a genuine chilango, he was. “Hasta teníamos una 

pandillita. Éramos catorce. Pero no creas que se trataba de pleito. No. Mas que nada 

solo éramos una banda de chavos que nos juntábamos. Es mas, nos llamábamos los 

‘Clean Babies’ porque no le hacíamos a la droga ni nada de eso” (We even had a little 

gang. It was fourteen of us. But don’t think we were about starting trouble. In fact, we 

even called ourselves the ‘Clean Babies’ because we didn’t do drugs or any of that). His 

                                                
10 Many of the musicians whom form part of this ethnography share this experience, that is, many migrated from the 
Sierra Gorda to Mexico City; the causes for and the experiences forged through this particular migratory journey will 
become more apparent in later chapters. 
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memories make him chuckle – and it’s hard for me to picture Raúl a Mexico City 

“pandillero”.  

Amidst this, he also clearly remembers the day his older brother, whom also 

resided in Mexico City at the time, returned from a visit to Piedra Gorda. “En ese 

entonces apenas salían las grabadoras de cassette. Mi hermano se fue al rancho por 

unos días y resulta que hubo una tocada de huapango por allá y grabo algo de la música 

que tocaron. Unas piezas, unas poesías” (At that time tape-recorders were just coming 

out. My brother went to the ranch [Piedra Gorda] for a few days and it turns out there 

was a huapango performance and he recorded some of the music they played. Some 

piezas, some poesías). His brother played the recording for him. “Algo cambio dentro de 

mi ese día” (Something in me changed), he says, “Sentí un escalofrío. El rock me 

gustaba, pero no me hacía sentir eso” (I felt goose-bumps. I liked rock music, but it 

didn’t make me feel this way). In part, it was the cultural memory of his early childhood 

that stirred such emotion in him; he and his family would often attend weddings and 

baptisms where huapangeros played. The more memorable group, for him, was that of 

Los Guillenes, a well-known arribeño ensemble made up of brothers from the 

municipality of Atarjea. He dedicates a poesía to them: 
 

Tal vez muchos pregunten el porque 
honorar a este grupo campesino 
pero es que ellos nos abrieron el camino 
de lo que hoy el huapango siempre fue 
hubo algunos otros muy buenos yo lo se 
pero haya por me región nomás Guillenes 
ellos fueron como el viento y sus vaivenes 
que alegraron nuestras mentes con ensueños 
inculcándonos con sones arribeños: 
EN TAPONA NACIERON LOS GUILLENES 

 

Listening to the music on that cassette tape was like reliving a distant past very much a 

part of him. So much so that before migrating to the U.S. Raúl returned to Piedra Gorda 
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and upon his arrival began traveling to Xichú, Guanajuato to seek out arribeño musicians 

to learn from. Over the course of six months he embarked on the ten-hour walk from 

Piedra Gorda to Xichú every two weeks in order to attend the huapango arribeño 

workshop and visit with and learn from the musician Manuel Oviedo, brother-in-law to 

Angel González, a poet from the rancho of Palomas, Xichú, Guanajuato. But to no avail, 

“No pude aprender allá” (I never learned to play over there), he laments. 

 

Illustration 2.1: Raúl Orduña (front) – Xichú, Guanajuato. 

Mine is in part an act of translation, that of translating the multiple words and 

worlds of Raúl came to Central Texas in 1986. He initially worked a number of odd jobs 

– everything from ranch-hand, truck-driver, and busboy to commercial construction. Five 
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years later, through ingenuity, hard work, and a bit of luck, he came to successfully 

manage and head his own business, a small masonry contracting/building company – he 

and those who work for him specialize in stonework, lay cement, stucco, and brick. And, 

he reminds me, “Yo nomás estudie hasta segundo de secundaria!” (I only went to school 

up until the 8th grade!) It is perhaps this type of immigrant success story that Guillermo 

Velázquez, poeta from Xichú, Guanajuato, had in mind when he composed the following 

poesía: 

 
ES UNA COSA MUY DE ADMIRAR 
LO QUE SUCEDE CON LOS NORTEÑOS 
CUANDO MEDIANDO LUCHAS Y EMPEÑOS 
LOGRAN SU META DE PROGRESAR 
 
Lo que produce mucha sorpresa 
es que hay paisanos, ¡ojo atención! 
que con escasa ó nula instrucción 
hoy administran su propia empresa 
maztican “inglish”, tienen cabeza 
hacen billetes a manos dar 
porque han sabido desarrollar 
sus cualidades y sus talentos 
les aseguro que no son cuentos: 
ES UNA COSA MUY DE ADMIRAR 
 
Gente del rancho que un día emigró 
y que venciendo la adversidad 
logra niveles de calidad 
que otro no alcanza ni aunque estudió 
gente muy jóven que potenció 
habilidades y hoy da en que hablar 
porque produce, tiene un lugar 
y hasta es a veces patrón de gringos 
en un “big bisnes” ya no hay distingos: 
ES UNA COSA MUY DE ADMIRAR 
 
Hay en el Norte gente exitosa 
que si se hubiera quedado aquí 
jamás habría dado de sí 
lo que allá logran –y es otra cosa- 
presión, instinto, todo se endosa 
talento y ganas de trabajar 
es como un salto que logran dar 
porque se exigen a otros niveles 
y sea que tengan ó no papeles: 
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ES UNA COSA MUY DE ADMIRAR 
 

Eight years after having arrived in central Texas, Raúl came across a few arribeño 

musicians. Through work he met Toño, a vihuelero from Piedra de Lumbre, Victoria, 

Guanajuato, whom was working as a carpenter at the time. And at a friend’s family 

gathering he met Pedro Sauceda, famed veteran poeta from El Zapote, Rio Verde, San 

Luís Potosí, and Ramiro, a violinist from La Mesa Prieta, Victoria, Guanajuato – turns 

out huapango arribeño musicians had been hired for the evening. These chance 

encounters re-inspired Raúl and he became determined to, if anything, give huapango 

arribeño another shot. He collected all the arribeño recordings he could find, bought a 

guitarra quinta from Pedro, and began rehearsing with Toño and Ramiro, amongst 

others, and consulted Pedro on occasion. According to him, when they first got together 

they would rehearse at least three times a week at his trailer-home in south Austin, 

although “algunos muchachos me decían, ‘usted nomás no’” (Some of the guys would 

say to me, ‘you’re no good’) he comments. Still, there were those who encouraged him, 

among them Filemón, a notable violinist from Agua Fría, San Ciro, San Luís Potosí.  

Filemón’s father was a violinist and it was from him that he began learning his 

craft at the age of ten. At twelve he would help his father play at velorios when he would 

tire. Three years later he began to play professionally at weddings, birthdays, local 

dances, yet a good portion of his adolescence, he explains, was also spent working in the 

mines of the states of Coahuila and Jalisco. This was so well into his twenties. Like the 

individuals already mentioned (Raúl, Toño, Pedro, Ramiro) and those whom will be 

introduced as we go, Filemón had only a few years of formal education – others had 

none. Thus, joining the workforce at an early age was not uncommon, as is the case for 

many working-class Mexicanos. All of my informants began their lives as jornaleros del 

campo, agricultores, campesinos just as their parents before them were or continue to be. 
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Filemón came to have his first topadas at the age of twenty-one alongside poetas José 

Mendoza and Javier Rodríguez.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 2.2: Filemón Torres – Puente del Carmen, San Luís Potosí. 

In 1996, he migrated to the United States for the first time. He crossed in 

Matamoros, was taken to Houston, then driven to Austin. Like most, he came to work, 

though the prospect of playing huapango was also enticing. Turns out Pedro Sauceda, 

whom he had known for years through the huapango world, let him know about a few 

musicians whom he could connect and possibly play with in Texas. “Me dijo, ‘yo te 
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hecho la mano, yo te consigo con quien llegues, el es buena gente.’ Y que era Raúl! Yo 

tenía ganas de irme para allá, pa’ calarle. Pues, que me da su numero de Raúl y le llamé. 

Y si, me dijo que me viniera. No hombre, que me dejo ir” (He told me, ‘I’ll help you out, 

I’ll find someone for you to stay with, he’s good people.’ And it turns out it was Raúl! I 

had a desire to come over here [U.S.], to try my luck. Well, he gave me Raúl’s phone 

number and I called him. And yea, he told me to cross. Man, I let myself go), Fili tells 

me. He vividly recalls arriving in Austin and waiting for Raúl to pick him up underneath 

one of the I-35 downtown bridges; he was thirty-one years old. He worked in masonry for 

a while with Rául and later moved on to wood framing in residential homes with Toño. 

And Ramiro he actually knew from playing huapango in San Luís Potosí. “Tocamos en 

frente algunas veces, fíjese” (We played in front of one another on a few occasions, 

wouldn’t you know it), he exclaims. “Pero eso si, el (Raúl) me hecho la mano lo que no 

se imagina. El me ayudo mucho. Cuando mas lo necesitaba, el me hecho la mano. Yo por 

eso cuando el me preguntaba de una cosa y yo me daba cuenta que podía ayudarle en 

algo en esto de la música, pues lo hacía con gusto” (No doubt about it, he [Raúl] helped 

me out like you wouldn’t believe. He helped me out a lot. When I most needed it, he gave 

me a hand. And that’s why when he would ask me about something and I felt I could help 

him with respect to the music [huapango], well it was my pleasure). Raúl laughs, “Fili 

me decía, ‘échele ganas, le aseguro que vamos a estar en una topada usted y yo’” (Fili 

would tell me, ‘give it your all, I assure you that you and I will be in a topada). Before 

long, Raúl, Toño, Filemón, and Ramiro were playing every Friday, Saturday, and 

Sunday. This continued for three years. They even made a few studio recordings together. 

And yes, they finally came to play in a number of topadas alongside one another. Raúl 

smiles, “Yo dije que un día iba a tocar, pero nunca me imagine que aquí (Texas)!” (I told 

myself I would perform one day, but I never thought it would be here [Texas]!) He’s had 
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topadas with Ciro Orduña, Misael Arbízu, Pedro Sauceda, Raúl Díaz, Pablo González, 

Cándido Martínez, Celso Mancilla, and Claro González, among others. One of his first 

poesías: 

 
RAUL ORDUÑA YO SOY SEÑORES 
AQUÍ LES TRAIGO MI TROVACIÓN 
HOY LES ENTREGO MI CORAZÓN 
SOMOS EL GRUPO LOS TROVADORES 

 
Yo soy nacido por Guanajuato 
allí mi patria me dio nacer 
y se que muchos quieren saber 
de donde procede mi humilde canto 
por eso vengo con mi relato 
para entregarles mis pormenores 
y con el grupo los trovadores 
aquí me tienen para servir 
con el propósito de divertir: 
RAUL ORDUÑA YO SOY SEÑORES 

 
Hoy que recorro estos senderos 
haciendo honores a la cultura 
le hecho candela, le hecho ternura 
y acá por Austin yo fui el primero 
aunque se acerque otro versero 
en poco tiempo créanlo señores 
que aquí por estos alrededores 
seré la chispa de este fulgor 
y brillaré mas con resplandor: 
RAUL ORDUÑA YO SOY SEÑORES 

 
Hoy mi destino ya está marcado 
seré yo el símbolo de alegrías 
entres huapangos y poesías 
en las pachangas y los tablados 
aquí por Tejas y en todos lados 
donde se ofrezca dar pormenores 
entre jardines y bellas flores 
iré yo dando así mis versiones 
siempre alegrando los corazones: 
RAUL ORDUÑA YO SOY SEÑORES 

This all began in 1995/1996. Fili returned to Mexico in 2004. 
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EL DESTINO 

 “Traes la jarana Alex?” (You have your jarana Alex?) they asked. I replied, 

explaining it was in the car. Raúl, at least, was certain I had it with me and maybe I was 

nervously anticipating this moment. Earlier that afternoon he and I met at his home and 

chatted for while, listened to music. At this point we had known each other for about a 

month or so – our friendship would blossom after this evening. Our meeting was abruptly 

cut short. He had a tocada to get to and asked if I wanted to come along, but with the 

condition that I bring my jarana, which I had in my car. I hadn’t expected this, but I 

eagerly said yes with the hope of listening to some poesía that evening, drinking a beer or 

two, maybe even dancing a jarabe – provided I find a bailadora – enjoying myself, 

really. So, he jumped in his truck, took off and I followed. As the sun set over the city, 

we sped onto I-35 towards downtown Austin, took the Cesar Chávez exit, snaked our 

way through east Austin, drove by some of my usual Chicano-beat watering holes, then 

slowly crept past run-down buildings and boarded up homes as we got closer to our 

destination – a mostly poor African-American neighborhood way, way east of the 

highway. We met the other musicians outside a convenient store. I stepped out of the car 

and greeted them. Filemón smoked a cigarette, Higinio scratched a lotto ticket he had 

purchased inside; prior to this I had met them only once.  

 We then caravanned to the engagement, it was dark by the time we arrived. Once 

there, all quietly walked over to Raúl’s truck, took out their instruments, and asked, 

“Traes la jarana Alex?” And there I was, standing in the middle of the street, outside a 

stranger’s home in east Austin, tuning my instrument with the rest of them. Before I 

knew it, I was furiously strumming away to a valona. In short, I played the entire 

engagement that evening, which was an older gentlemen’s birthday celebration held in 

his backyard; we began at around eight and ended at close to three in the morning.  
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Illustration 2.3: Tocada – Northern Mississippi. 

There were about fifty people in attendance, there was an abundance of food and 

drink, and even a tarima for the dancers. Now, I knew enough musically to get by, but I 

had never seriously played arribeño before. That is, I could recognize the various claves 

involved in the music, but had never played them with an ensemble. I had a hell of time, 

to say the least; I intensely listened with my entire body to the quinta huapanguera, to the 

violins, to Raúl’s poesía. I thought, “What happened to just dancing?” In between 

Newport cigarettes and tragos de tequila (swigs of Tequila), Filemón assured me I was 

doing fine. I disagreed. That night, the sounds of police sirens, pounding sub-woofers 

from cars that cruised just beyond the backyard fence, airplanes above preparing to land 

at the nearby airport were all carried in the evening air along with valonas, jarabes, y 

sones. For me, this was a memorable experience. Yet, in retrospect, it was their insistence 
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that I perform that struck me the most. I later came to find that this was precisely their 

intention. They felt I could play and decided I should take part. If only briefly, I caught a 

glimpse of el destino. I felt the shadow of Don Mauro’s memory gently brush against me 

that entire night. 

Huapango arribeño originates in the northern regions of the states of Guanajuato 

and Querétaro and the mid-region of the state of San Luís Potosí. It is played by an 

ensemble made up of four members/instruments: two violins, a vihuela or jarana, and a 

guitarra quinta huapanguera, which is played by the poeta, the figure whom makes use 

of the décima form lyrically with which to craft poetic narrative. Vicente Osorio 

Cervantes (1993) writes: 

El poeta es le personaje central del huapango arribeño. Es ante todo un trovador que anda entre 
la serranía, localidad tras localidad, cumpliendo sus compromisos, cantando y recitando sus 
versos y haciendo crónica de lo que ve y escucha, de sí mismo y de la gente que lo llama; del 
lugar, la religión, y el país; de la tierra y el cielo; de amores y desamores, de nostalgias, y 
esperanzas. (vía Velázquez: 9-10)  

Now, all of this will be treated at length in the following two chapters, which are 

extended discussions focused on the musical, poetic, and performative elements that 

constitute huapango arribeño performance. Still, I include this succinct description as a 

way to situate all ensuing mentions of “enfrentamiento” (encounter), a performative 

aspect vital to this music. Huapango arribeño is best actualized during the topada 

performance, an all-night performative ritual encounter between two poets and their 

respective ensembles where they engage in both musical flyting and poetic controversy. 

Now, one must possess a degree of competence in order to take part in a topada, for 

during such performances poets and the musicians that accompany them laboriously 

confront one another for hours. They both share and bear the responsibility of tending to 

the audience in question; meaning, they must speak and play to both the occasion and 

those in attendance. It is precisely this rigorous performative exercise that engenders a 
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remarkably intimate musical camaraderie and respect among practitioners, one that is 

indebted not only to each other’s labor of performance, but also that of past practitioners 

– a collective cultural memory that now extends across borders. This immensely trying 

responsibility of engagement/encounter is wholly acknowledged and embraced; it is 

considered a “calling,” for it is precisely why practitioners refer to one another as 

compañeros del destino (companions of destiny/the calling or destined companions). This 

is reminiscent of Mark Slobin’s (1993) affinity groups, “charmed circles of like-minded 

music-makers who are drawn magnetically to a certain genre that creates strong 

expressive bonding” (98). Guillermo Velázquez reminds me:  

Incorporarse al ejercicio de una tradición como esta del huapango arribeño es otro mundo, es otra 
cosa, es otro nivel de exigencia y de entrega también. Entonces, para mi fue eso, para mi fue 
asumir un destino que se me revelo y que yo abrasé y que me costo por supuesto trabajo, me costo 
mucho poder llegar a ejercerlo. 

Illustration 2.4: Fidel Cruz – San Ciro, San Luís Potosí. 
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At this point, I feel it necessary to make brief mention of a number of past and 

present practitioners who form part of this tradition, many of whom I will be referencing 

throughout this study. The individuals listed here are but only a few, in comparison to the 

vast number of musicians that comprise the greater quantity of practitioners, yet I have 

chosen to include the following because they are those whom I have specifically 

encountered throughout the course of research – be it in person or in memory. Among the 

legendary poetas performing either before or immediately after the turn of the 20th 

century one finds Eugenio Villanueva, José Torres, José Ceballos, Tranquilino Méndez, 

Pancho Berrones, Pantaleón Rodríguez, Antonio López, and José Rosales. Those born 

during the social upheaval of the Mexican Revolution include Eleuterio López, Agapito 

Briones, Antonio García, Antonio Escalante, Mauro Villeda, Ernesto Medina, and Nico 

Montalvo. The following generation, mostly born between the first and second World 

Wars (during the Global Depression of the 1920s/1930s), consists of Guadalupe Reyes11 

and Pedro Sauceda (both still active poets), Asención Aguilar, Adrián Turrubiartes, Juan 

Rodríguez, Miguel González, Ismael Orduña, and Teodoro Ruiz. The more notable poets 

born in the 1940s/1950s whom then emerge as practitioners in the 1960s/1970s are 

Cándido Martínez, Ángel González, Asención Meza, and Guillermo Velázquez – all of 

whom still perform, yet in varying capacities. Ciro Orduña, Tobías Hernández, Javier 

Rodríguez, José Claro González, Pablo González, José Mendoza, Celso Mancilla, Hilario 

Gutiérrez, Amador Arredondo, and Alberto (Beto) Arbízu, the subsequent cohort, all 

currently perform and are joined by a few more recent/younger poetas, which include 

Pánfilo Oviedo, Mario Aguilar, Misael Arbizu Oviedo, Fidel Cruz, and Raúl Orduña. As 

far as violinists are concerned, some of the older deceased vareros born in the first half of 

                                                
11 In 2006, Guadalupe Reyes was a recipient of the Mexican government’s Premio Nacional de Ciencias y Artes in the 
category of Artes y Tradiciones Populares. 
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the 20th century include Román Gómez, Ceferino Juárez12, Lorenzo López, Eusebio 

Méndez (son of Tranquilino Méndez), Simón Castillo, and Otílio Villeda. Though 

ostensibly part of this generation, Lorenzo Camacho, Franco Rivera, and Los Cucos 

(Isidro and son Refugio Rodríguez) are still living and occasionally perform. Current 

vareros include Leonardo Lara, Guillermo Guevara, Mario González, Higinio Ledesma, 

Sebastián Salinas, Filemón Torres, Inés Suárez, Genaro Rincón, Los Espinos (Juan and 

son Santos), Tacho Ruiz, Juan Manuel Amador (El Niño), Gabino Landaverde, Cacho 

Rodríguez (grandson to Los Cucos) and Ramiro Díaz.  

Guillermo Velázquez invokes the collective cultural memory of these compañeros 

del destino during a topada with Tobías Hernández in Xichú, Guanajuato:    

 
ANTES QUE ENTREMOS AL APPOREÓN 
NOMBRO LOS POETAS QUE YO HE ADMIRADO 
PARA QUE SUBAN A MI TABLADO 
Y FORTALEZCAN MI CORAZÓN 

 
Yo que la suerte tuve de ser 
contemporáneo de trovadores 
que son y han sido de los mejores 
o los mas grandes a mi entender 
un homenaje les quiero hacer 
públicamente porque hay razón 
sea que estén vivos o en el panteón 
yo como poeta me debo a ellos 
y están en mi alma y en mis resuellos: 
ANTES QUE ENTREMOS AL APPOREÓN 

 
Don Agapito Briones tenía 
garbo y estilo y a su manera 
ejecutando la huapanguera 
entre los bardos se distinguía 
luego aquel canto de la poesía 
su voz en alto, la entonación  
los revuelques  de diapasón 
y muchas cositas que yo lo vi 
de aquel gran poeta mucho aprendí: 
ANTES QUE ENTREMOS AL APPOREÓN 

                                                
12 Ceferino was born in 1902 and his father, Severiano Juárez, was, according to collective memory, one of the more 
popular violinists of the late 19th and early 20th century. His grandfather was also a practicing poeta – together they 
represent three generations of musicians stretching back to the mid 19th century. 
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De aquel finado Chon Aguilar 
su inteligencia y su sencillez 
Pedro Sauceda chispa y fluidez 
en su manera de improvisar 
Cándido el modo de confrontar 
con reciedumbre y con decisión 
fue un contrincante duro y perrón 
y mientras viva lo sigue siendo 
de mis rivales también aprendo 
ANTES QUE ENTREMOS AL APPOREÓN 

  
Miguel González, que voz ,que canto 
y como toca la huapanguera 
Don Adrián sabe que a mi manera 
su nombre al cielo también levanto 
y Don Antonio García que tanto 
enalteciera a la tradición 
que topadonas, que diversión 
hicimos juntos en tantos lados 
fue un gran guerrero de los tablados: 
ANTES QUE ENTREMOS AL APPOREÓN 

Guadalupe Reyes, a legendary veteran poet from El Refugio, Arroyo Seco, 

Querétaro, was born in 1931. He began playing huapango at the age of twenty-two and 

had his first topada in 1963, after which he went on to encounter the greats of his era: 

Toño Garcia, Toño Escalante, Miguel Gonzalez, Pedro Sauceda, Asencíon Aguilar, 

Cándido Martínez, to name a few. And yes, he met face-to-face with Mauro Villeda 

numerous times. He says to me, “El (Mauro) fue un elemento, no estaba fácil para 

derrotarlo” He [Mauro] was elemental, defeating him was no easy task); and chuckles, 

“Allá en Arroyo Seco fue donde lo acabe de plano que ya no tenía con que. Luego el 

empezaba y decía ‘Apagaste esta lumbre, pero todavía queda el bracero.’ Era terco! 

Hasta Don Antonio García me decía, ‘Oyes ese Mauro esta demonio! No lo acaba uno 

muy fácil’” (It was in Arroyo Seco where I had outright finished him and he had nothing 

left. He would still go on with ‘You’ve put out the flame, but the coals are still left.’ He 

was stubborn! Even Don Antonio García would tell me, ‘That Mauro is a devil! You 

can’t finish him easily!’)  Guadalupe Reyes’ poesía: 
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DE MIS TRIFULCAS VOY A TRATAR 
DE AQUELLAOS GÉRMENES DE POESÍA 
CUANDO JUGABA EN LA VERSERÍA 
Y AHORA MARCHITO EN UN DELIRAR 
 
Allá en San Ciro Don Rosalío 
la consonancia me declaraba 
y yo con gusto la meditaba 
haciendo versos sin desvarío 
después cantando lo propio mío 
a las contiendas la empecé a entrar 
y así tratándose de charlar 
le hice frente a los trovadores 
en el refugio y alrededores: 
DE MIS TRIFULCAS VOY A TRATAR 
 
Topé con Mauro y Don Emeterio 
con Don Bartolo y Antonio García 
el superior en la versería 
y mucha fama por su criterio 
yo me quedaba pensando en serio 
pero con ánimo de triunfar 
con Antonio Escalante y Asención Aguilar 
Asención Mesa y Isabel Ibarra 
conferenciando con mi guitarra: 
DE MIS TRIFULCAS VOY A TRATAR   

 

I imagine these memories of friendship and encounter are what stirred overpowering 

emotions in him on one occasion in Ahuacatlán de Guadalupe, Querétaro. He had been 

invited – as had a number of other arribeño and huasteco musicians – to perform at the 

eleventh annual Al Rescate de Nuestras Raíces (To the Rescue of Our Roots) festival, this 

year in honor of Los Villeda.13 We were chatting off to the side of the stage while others 

performed. He thought of Mauro and shared, “Trabajábamos en la contradicción. 

‘Regáñeme,’ le decía, ‘como quiera, otro día nos vemos’” (We worked in 

contradiction/debate [poetic flyting]. ‘Scold me,’ I would say to him, ‘don’ worry, we’ll 

see each other another day’). He grasped my shoulder, his eyes misty. 
                                                
13 After a seven year pause, in 2004 the festival resumed in honor of Los Villeda. Previously it had honored Armonía 
Huasteca (1995), Los Camperos de Valles and Heliodoro Copado (1996) (both accomplished son huasteco trios) and 
Los Viejos Huapangueros (1997). In 2005 and 2006 the festival was held in honor of Fortunato Ramiréz Camacho, 
founder of the son huasteco trio Fortunato y Los Cometas, and Guadalupe Reyes, respectively. 
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 I’ve always been rather reluctant to perform huapango arribeño (though I have 

played on a number of occasions) precisely because I don’t consider it to be my calling. 

The huapangueros who play this music devote themselves, se entregan (give 

themselves). I’ve performed and I deeply value my experiences and what I’ve learned, 

pero no es mi destino (but it is not my calling). This I know. Yet, I empathize with the 

sentiments collectively shared amongst these musicians because I’ve witnessed, through 

them, its ubiquitous power and presence. Many of these huapangueros are dear friends of 

mine –a quienes los ha tocado el destino (who have been touched by el destino). Amador 

Arredondo, poeta from San Luís de la Paz, Guanajuato dedicates his decimal to fellow 

violinist Gabino Landaverde during a performance in Victoria, Guanajuato: 

 
(3) En hacerle reverencia 
aquí con la melodía 
conmemorando este día 
hoy día de la independencia14 
hoy que Don Gabino esta a la presencia 
porque lo estimo y lo quiero 
y como un guitarrero 
saludes le quiero dar 
porque es digno y de apreciar 
PORQUE ASÍ YO LO REQUIERO 

 
(4) Al hallarme conversando 
en esta fecha del mes 
porque anda con Inés15 
pues donde quiera tocando 
de las fiestas disfrutando 
sufrir lluvia, remolino 
decirlo se me aprevino 
porque así yo lo requiero 
Gabino, apreciable compañero 
COMPAÑERO DEL DESTINO 
 

Now, I initially came to know a good deal of my informants through both 

attending their performances and performing with them; that is, I arrived at this research 
                                                
14 The date was September 16th, Mexican independence day. 
15 This is a reference to Inés Suarez, a violinist whom plays alongside Gabino in the group Los Compadres de la Sierra 
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prior to envisioning any sort of formal project. I began playing levantadas de niño, 

birthdays, and quinceañeras for paisanos in Dallas, Austin, Houston, San Antonio and 

central Texas, with Raúl, Fili, Higinio, Ramiro, Toño, Los Espinos. My friendships and 

subsequent research grew from there. Since, I have become friends with a number of 

other musicians and have had the privilege, on occasion, of performing with them. Some 

I’ve made mention of, the rest I’ll be introducing as I go.  

 

 

TRANSBORDER SOCIAL LIVES 

The network of people that informs this study constitutes a transborder 

community; meaning, these individuals sustain a constant process of social, economic, 

and cultural exchange and mobility between Mexico and the United States that results in 

a multi-inflected social relationship that binds these two distinct places of origin and 

settlement together, thus forming the prism through which they ultimately live and 

understand their lives, make decisions, work, perform, and imagine. Here I am referring 

specifically to networks of communication, information, kinship, capital, and labor that 

maintain lives across distances, those that form a “bifocal dual frame of reference” within 

a transnational migratory context (Rouse 1992). Nina Glick-Schiller (1999) draws 

attention to these very networks, those which not only aid in the migration process but 

that also extend and sustain senses of community across international borders. Yet, we 

must keep in mind that these very networks are, in part, what constitute the reality of the 

U.S.-Mexico Borderlands and all of its geopolitical and cultural contradictions and 

struggles. Though a trope, for all intents and purposes, Borderlands must be understood 

as the practical, material, social, and political consequences of the U.S.-Mexico border 

that are lived and experienced by border crossers (physical and metaphysical) 
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everywhere. These consequences are the product of the particular intersections of 

political systems, cultural experiences, and histories of colonization and racialization. 

Mary Pat Brady (2006) writes: 

The simultaneous transparency and solidity of [the] disjuncture between space and time must be 
grasped if we are to understand the ontology of the Mexico/US border; if we are to trace what 
labor the border performs; if we are to interrupt its alchemy – an alchemy that works in part as an 
abjection machine: transforming people into ‘aliens,’ ‘wetbacks,’ or ‘undocumented’ and thereby 
rendering them unintelligible (and unintelligent), ontologically impossible, outside of the real and 
the human. (151) 

Illustration 2.5: Tablado – Mexia, Texas. 
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A focus on huapango arribeño – the lives of its practitioners and the specific aesthetics 

of its performance – offers insight into the problematics and disjunctures of this rather 

complicated social world. However, beyond reaching mere insight, there exists the task 

of comprehending the ways in which huapango arribeño itself interprets and “interrupts 

the alchemy” of the U.S.-Mexico border (ibid). In order to reach such an understanding, 

we must further deal with both the experiences of practitioners and the act of 

performance itself in perhaps the most basic of ways, as particular incarnations of 

everyday life. 

 Our understanding of this category of analysis is certainly indebted to Raymond 

Williams (1958) and Richard Hoggart (1957) and their basic hypothesis positing “culture 

as everyday life.” Others since have proposed more in-depth readings of this conceptual 

formulation, chief among them Lefebvre (1991). More concretely, for Lefebvre, everyday 

life consists of both the damages sustained by the late capitalist social order and the 

possibilities for transformation and insubordination – this is no doubt an invocation of 

Gramsci’s hegemony and Williams’ critical reading. Yet, we arrive at a more recent 

understanding through Hardt and Negri (2004) with their concept of Multitude. They 

begin with what they term Empire: the contemporary imperial network of hierarchical 

sovereign power that functions through always-emergent global mechanisms of control, 

division and conflict wielded by dominant nation-states, supranational institutions, and 

transnational capitalist corporations (ibid: xii). The Multitude, then, represents the 

breathing alternative that grows dialogically within and in relation to Empire. This 

alternative rests principally in a broader conception of production as social production – 

the production of, yes, material life mediated by economic relations of production, but 

also the production of forms of social life (community, communication, relationships, 

imaginaries). Paramount here is the “commonness” central to social production; this is to 
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say, what the multitude “produces, in fact, is common, and that common we share serves 

as the basis of future production, in a spiral, expansive relationship” (ibid: 197). In an 

attempt to cultivate this idea of the common, Hardt and Negri draw upon the American 

pragmatist tradition, in the vein of Charles Pierce and William James, and explicitly 

recuperate the notion of habit. They deduce:  

Habit is the common in practice: the common that we continually produce and the common that 
serves as the basis for our actions. Habit is thus halfway between a fixed law of nature and the 
freedom of subjective action – or, better, it provides an alternative to that traditional philosophical 
binary . . . Habits are like physiological functions, such as breathing, digesting, and circulating 
blood. We take them for granted and cannot live without them. Unlike physiological functions, 
however, habits and conduct are shared and social. They are produced and reproduced in 
interaction and communication with others. Habits are thus never really individual or personal. 
(ibid) 

The Multitude, as the social production of the common, ought then be fundamentally 

understood as historically and politically situated quotidian collective existence. 

An array of diverse socio-cultural subjectivities make up the Multitude, for it is 

through difference whereby it attains its unique valence. In the case of the community the 

focus of this dissertation, it is comprised of transborder Mexican immigrants and 

Mexican nationals who live out their social lives in both Mexico and the United States. 

Their experiences ultimately form and inform a transborder imaginary contoured by 

geopolitical, discursive, and ideological borders. Wayne Cornelius (2005): 

During the 1990s, more than 11 million people were added to the US population through 
immigration . . . This robust growth has continued into the current decade: nearly 1.5 million 
immigrants are being added to the US population each year and, according to an estimate by the 
Urban Institute, at least one-third of that net growth*/about 500,000 per year */is unauthorized. 
(776) 

According to the Pew Hispanic Center (2005), eleven million undocumented immigrants 

were estimated to reside in the U.S.; it is assumed that six million are of Mexican decent. 

Let us recall the practitioners and communities in question. They are overwhelmingly 

working class (construction and service industry laborers) and have had little to no formal 

education. Many are undocumented; and of those, many have not returned to Mexico in 
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years while others attempt to cross the border “illegally” rather frequently. On the other 

hand, some became resident aliens through IRCA (1986) or have done so by way of 

under-the-table paid marriages and other clandestine-like activities. Some have resided in 

the U.S. for quite some time and others are newcomers. A few cross the border with the 

aid of work visas; others get by with papeles chuecos (fraudulent documents). In all, they 

represent the vast spectrum of negotiated and available forms of legality and citizenship 

in the U.S. Consequently, like most immigrants across the globe, these marginalized 

individuals possess limited citizenship and legal rights, acquire limited economic and 

social mobility, are racialized, and are often subject to the threat of violence, be it by 

police, the Department of Homeland Security or Mexican authorities and American 

vigilante groups when crossing the border and once in the United States. Their existence 

is one of constant transition, as their incorporation into American society happens in 

stages, some which are never fully achieved. Leo Chávez (1992) equates this to a 

liminality of sorts. Although I am not intent on invoking a symbolic-ritual framework, I 

understand the categorical reference. As Chávez observes, incorporation is “a process 

marked by a series of experiences, such as finding a job, forming a family, learning the 

local culture, establishing contacts with family and friends in the area, learning English, 

and moving from undocumented status to legal residence” (1992: 65). The spectrum of 

these conditions constitutes the spatial-political logic of the border and, I argue, is 

critically and undeniably linked to the disjunctures of the postmodern condition – both in 

its material and ideological senses.  Transnational flows of people and culture form part 

of the logic of late capitalist development. Explicitly, there rests a fundamental 

contradiction in enacting restrictive immigration policies in conjunction with neo-liberal 

structural adjustment, managed by nation-states and global regulatory financial regimes 

like the IMF and World Bank aimed at global capital integration, which in turn generates 
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the disastrous social conditions that create disenfranchised mobile populations. This 

coupled with a rise in the cultural denigration of immigrants has lead to a postmodern 

cultural logical that accepts migrants as expendable laborers, but not as citizens with 

equal human and civil rights. In the face of this adverse social reality of immigration and 

accompanying deterritorialization, communities actively mitigate the distance and 

disjuncture between, as is the case with my informants, the Sierra Gorda and the United 

States through the common acts of labor and performance, acts embedded within and 

reflective of everyday social life. 
 

******************************************** 

 “Tengan muchachos, me acaba de llegar este quesito de Río Verde,” (Here you 

go boys, this cheese just came in from Río Verde). Doña Blanca hands us a plate of been 

and cheese tacos, the cheese courtesy of a family friend whom recently returned from Rió 

Verde, San Luís Potosí. We (Raúl, Higinio, Elpidio, Toño, Ramiro, Javier, and myself) 

are all gathered at her home – and I say her home because although her and Toño are 

married and both live here, everyone whom arrives and visits this humble duplex in 

northeast Austin knows that Doña Blanca runs things. We eat, chat, and serenade her at 

her behest.  

Doña Blanca, in her mid thirties, is originally from El Capulín, Victoria, 

Guanajuato, though most of her extended family has lived in Río Verde for quite some 

time.  She arrived in Austin in 1996 and immediately began laboring as a domestic 

worker – conducting a wide range of tasks consisting of house cleaning and childcare, an 

occupation ultimately “polarized in terms of wages, working conditions, and potential for 

personal fulfillment” (María de la Luz Ibarra 2007: 286). That same year she and Toño 

met and fell in love. This occurred at a Guillermo Velázquez y Los Leones de la Sierra de 
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Xichú performance in downtown Austin, no less. Los Leones had been invited to play a 

fundraiser for a San Luís Potosí hometown association. “Yo lo conocí [Toño] en un baile 

de Guillermo Velázquez y ese mismo día que lo conocí, ese día nos juntamos. Era una 

presentación de don Guillermo por la ‘Congress.’ Yo me vine del trabajo. Pues yo 

trabajaba en una casa, limpiaba una casa, cuidaba los niños y ahí me quedaba. Pedí 

permiso para venir y me vine al baile y lo conocí y ya no volví ni al trabajo, ni a la casa, 

ni nada. Ya tenemos desde ese entonces” (I met him [Toño] at a Guillermo Velázquez 

dance and we got together the same day I met him. It was at a don Guillermo 

performance on Congress. I came from work. Well, I was a housekeeper, I cleaned the 

house, took care of the children and I lived there. I asked permission to go to the dance 

and I met him and I never went back to work, not to the house, nothing. We’ve been 

together since), she explains and Toño, whose sitting nearby, wears a giant smile across 

his face. Love at first sight, I suppose:  

 
SI TU QUIERES AMADA MÍA 
VENIR CONMIGO Y VIVIR AMANDO 
QUIERO CONTIGO VIVIR SOÑANDO 
PARA LLEVARTE EN MI COMPAÑÍA 

 
Tu eres el valle de mi ternura 
tu eres el pacto de mi querer 
cuando te sueño te quiero ver 
a tu radiante y bella figura 
si tu quisieras linda criatura 
un día conmigo te llevaría 
y así juntitos con alegría 
pasar el tiempo sin pesadez 
para contigo morir después: 
SI TU QUIERES AMADA MÍA 

 
Cuando te miro a mi presencia 
ya no hay rencores, ya no hay pretextos 
los días que siguen serán muy nuestros 
para gozar de nuestra existencia 
si me lloraste en aquella ausencia 
hoy te pido que haya armonía 
si tu me quieres como quería 
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yo también digo como tu dices 
y aunque haya muerte, morir felices: 
SI TU QUIERES AMADA MÍA 

 
– Cándido Martínez 

Illustration 2.6: Doña Blanca's home – Austin, Texas. 

Doña Blanca’s is a transborder home and she is the unrivaled matriarch. Though 

her own family unit (herself, Toño, and their children) is not necessarily transnationally 

mobile, her home, nonetheless, serves as a haven for border crossers (many of whom 

happen to be musicians) traversing I-35 from Laredo through San Antonio, Austin, 

Waco, Dallas and points in between. Navigating the I-35 corridor isn’t easy for these 

individuals. I recall driving from Austin to Dallas many a time with musicians in tow 

(often undocumented), all of us holding our breaths as border patrol agents suspiciously 

eyed us as we cautiously passed them by. Her home is a crucial safe space for those who 
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need somewhere to stay, rest, eat, and acquire information about jobs or the whereabouts 

of friends and family. You see, she works out of her home. She is a cocinera and 

everyday works at preparing large meals for clients’ celebrations and gatherings 

(quinceañeras, weddings, birthday parties, baptisms).  She makes everything from mole, 

rice, beans, asado, ensaladas, and on the weekends folks stop in to buy freshly made 

menudo straight out of her kitchen. Adelaida R. Del Castillo (2007) suggests these 

women and their transborder homes “assist in the creation of community through the use 

and maintenance of sociocultural patterns of interaction based on the social networks of 

the sending community” (99).  I couldn’t agree more. In part, Doña Blanca’s occupation 

affords her a degree of economic independence, which elevates her status within the 

home and reinforces her role as mediator between distant communities and the social 

lives of travelers in between.  

On this particular occasion, we’ve gathered at her home for an early evening 

travesiada. Raúl, Higinio, Toño, and Ramiro just got off from work. Javier and Elpidio 

are passing through and staying the night (both recently arrived from Mexico). I received 

the call on my way home from UT and headed over. I arrived and joined the group 

gathered outside under her carport – the fall evening is mild, a pleasant change from the 

heat and humidity of days past. A few minutes later Higino drives up and makes his way 

over. We immediately notice he’s limping. “Hurt on the job?” I think to myself. “Pues 

que le paso don?” (What happened to you don?) Javier asks. Higinio explains, “No creé, 

andaba en el jale y que me dejo caer de donde estaba descargando piedra pa’ echarme a 

correr. Nomás de repente vi que corrían los demás y los seguí! Yo ni cuenta porque 

corrían pero ahí iba yo” (You won’t believe, I was at work and I leapt from where I was 

unloading stone so that I could run. I just saw everyone else run and I followed. I had no 

idea why they were running but there I was). “Y eso?” (And that?) I ask. He shrugs, 
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“Según gritaron que era la migra. Y yo que me dejo caer y que me voy lastimando la 

pierna. Mire nomás!” (Supposedly it was immigration. I leapt and hurt my leg. Would 

you look at that!)  

Higinio was born in La Florída, Arroyo Seco, Querétaro. He never went to school 

and from an early child worked the milpa with his father. At the age of fourteen he began 

to learn to play the violin, “Es que oía unas cuerdas y se me enchinaba el cuero” (I 

would hear the sound of strings and I would get goose-bumps) he remembers. He began 

playing professionally in 1978 at the age of twenty-two and had his first topadas shortly 

thereafter in the company of his cousins, who at that point had all come together to form 

the arribeño ensemble Grupo Mil Amores. By the late 1980s, he and Ángel González 

(previously mentioned) formed part of Los Campesinos de la Sierra. To date, he’s played 

vara with Sebastián Salinas, Eusebio Méndez, and Mario González, to name a few, and 

has been in topadas with Guillermo Velázquez, Tobías Hernández, Toño García, Pedro 

Sauceda, Hilario Gutiérrez, Cándido Martínez, Raúl Orduña, Javier Rodríguez, Claro 

González, Celso Mancilla, etc. Yet, since the age of seventeen, he’s also constantly 

migrated to the U.S. He’s picked oranges in Florida, worked construction in Nashville, 

and currently works for a masonry company in central Texas. Needless to say, he’s 

traveled back and forth between Mexico and the U.S. for quite some time, though he did 

remain in Mexico for a stint of close to ten years in the 1990s. As of late, he arrived in 

Austin in 2000 and has not returned to Mexico since. When he’s not working – and 

fleeing from the migra – he plays huapango as often as he can: tocadas, topadas or 

informal travesiadas like the one this evening at Doña Blanca’s. We all joke, play sones, 

piezas, Doña Blanca directs, and Higinio massages the pain in his leg from time to time. 

“Por el temor que uno les tiene (la migra)” (All because one fears them [INS]), he shakes 

his head, tips his sombrero back, and begins to sound the next son on his violin. 
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Illustration 2.7: Higinio Ledesma – Dallas, Texas. 

Guadalupe Reyes laments: 

He andado con varios músicos que me han dejado, porque se han tenido que ir a trabajar por el 
otro lado. El jaranero fue el primero que se fue, luego conseguí otro pero también me dejó; uno 
está en unas huertas de California, y otro cuida caballos en Texas. (2007: 12) 

Many of the musicians mentioned travel back and forth between Mexico and the U.S. in 

varying capacities, meaning they maintain varied relationships to communities in both 

countries. Some reside primarily in the U.S. and periodically visit Mexico; others vice 
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versa, while yet others seem to live in both places an equal amount of time. Some 

perform more often in Mexico and others in the U.S. For some of those who barely 

scrape by working low-wage jobs in the U.S., playing music helps supplement their 

income, while others in Mexico make their living primarily through playing music. What 

I want to establish here is the diversity among these practitioners with respect to their 

lives as laborers and their labor of performance. Yet, no matter the capacity in which they 

engage either in, these common acts of everyday transborder social life are mitigated in 

spaces like Doña Blanca’s home. This evening she directs the musicians – asking for this 

song, that huapango, a valona. Her eyes laughing, she reminds me, “Me gusta la música 

a mi de corazón. Mi viejo lo sabe. Si se la pasaran tocando aquí día y noche, yo 

anduviera bailando” (I love this music. My husband knows it. If you all played here day 

and night, I’d be dancing just the same). 

Stuart Hall (1996) understands globalization as “those processes, operating on a 

global scale, which cut across national boundaries, integrating and connecting 

communities and organizations in new space-time combinations, making the world in 

reality and in experience more interconnected” (619). Expressive cultural practices have 

met the forces of globalization head on; many have become deterritorialized and now 

find themselves practiced in entirely new social realities. The experiences of the 

individuals introduced thus far may be understood as such. Poeta Guillermo Velázquez 

argues: 

El asunto de la tradición y la modernidad es una permanente búsqueda de puntos de convergencia, 
de construcción de puentes para expandirnos, no para empequeñecernos. (Velázquez 2004: 335) 

This said, I understand sociocultural subjectivities to be relational. That is, subject 

positions embody a relationship between personal experience and greater public 

meanings embedded in, among other things, cultural memory, both of which may be 

constructed and Real, for they are fashioned in social reality – thus tied to relations of 
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power and social structures of inequality. As such, we can understand how identities are 

ascribed, resisted, and embraced and, relatedly, how cultural practice (huapango arribeño 

performance for our purposes) – as the social production of the common – is congealed 

through specific transborder social circumstances and conditions. It is a historically and 

politically situated quotidian expression. This is to say, the presence of huapango 

arribeño practitioners in the U.S. constitutes a transborder subjectivity that officialized 

technologies of containment and master narratives of citizenship and legality attempt to 

restrain.  

The presence of practitioners and the performance of huapango arribeño in the 

U.S. suggests that practitioners live out their destino across borders. Likewise, the 

imagined foundation that serves as the backdrop for performance and the backdrop 

through which these communities live out their social lives is transborder in scope – 

huapango arribeño no longer only has its home in Mexico. If this is so, then el destino, in 

my opinion, must be expanded beyond mere referent to performance, but also be 

understood to describe the connectivity between performance and experience/social life, 

for performance increasingly forms and is formed by this broadened transborder 

imaginary. This is to say, el destino is far more than a gloss for artistic 

vocation/profession; its semantic horizon spans the whole of social life whereby the 

everyday is transformed through unique moments of expressive activity – performance. 

Alberto Arbizu, poeta from Milpillas, Victoria, Guanajuato who has migrated back and 

forth to the U.S. for the past twenty-five years comments, “Hay muchos destinos en la 

vida, se van confrontando, entrenzando” (There are many callings/paths in life, they 

converge, intertwine). He’s lived in Dallas, Houston, Sacramento and worked in 

commercial construction and textile factories, mostly. He continues to travel back and 

forth. Dice su poesía: 
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Algunos regresan al paso del tiempo 
con lo poco o mucho de lo que han logrado 
hablando palabras de inglés champurrado 
“Yes,” “How are you?” – se siente contento 
en cambio para otros es como un lamento 
de ver el fracaso tan delirante 
así es el destino de atroz y humillante 
que a veces nos trata con grande rudeza  
el encontrar la muerte, dolor, o tristeza: 
QUE TRISTE ES LA VIDA PA’ EL QUE ES EMIGRANTE 

Guadalupe Reyes echoes this sentiment, as he invokes his life’s work as both campesino 

and poeta:  

 
SOY CAMPESINO, SOY LABRADOR 
LABRO LA TIERRA CON GRANDE ESFUERZO 
A MIS AMIGOS LES CANTO UN VERSO  
PORQUE TENGO ALGO DE TROVADOR 
 
Pasa la noche, recuerdo lento 
oigo las aves cantar bonito 
me pongo alerta muy tempranito 
con buena traza de lo que intento 
saliendo afuera respiro el viento 
para ser algo de lo mejor 
el sol asoma su resplandor 
dándole luces a mi camino 
porque en la marcha de mi destino: 
SOY CAMPESINO, SOY LABRADOR 
 
Llega la tarde que se ha esperado 
no abarqué nada sobre el trabajo 
miro hacia el cielo de arriba abajo 
me siento triste y desconsolado 
y por cierto ya muy cansado 
marchitado por el calor 
pienso en un trago de algún licor 
porque me gusta calmar la pena 
en los apuros de mi faena: 
SOY CAMPESINO, SOY LABRADOR 
 
Toco guitarra, me pongo a leer 
con una mente muy despejada 
formo algún verso con su tonada 
siempre pensando en lo que he de hacer 
porque ante todo tengo un deber 
de hacer trabajos a mi favor 
le doy las gracias a un dios creador 
agradecido en cualquier fecha 
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por mi labor que se encuentra hecha: 
SOY CAMPESINO, SOY LABRADOR 

In the liner notes of his first studio recording, Los Trovadores de Rio Verde, San 

Ciro, y Xichú, Guillermo Velázquez writes: 

Para el poeta trovador la guitarra es un destino, algo ineludible, una fatalidad casi. Se siente uno 
agarrado, tironeado, traído y llevado de aquí para allá unas veces por la vida, otras por la muerte, o 
más bien dicho por las dos a un tiempo. (1982: 1) 

I can’t help but interpret his mention of “life” and “death” to signify the trials and 

tribulations of the everyday, while at the same time referring to the rather difficult, trying 

and, at times, inescapable calling of el destino. Ultimately, the transborder – in all of its 

violent contradictions – is inscribed onto laboring and moving bodies, it contours 

everyday lives, yet is re-imagined through huapango arribeño. With this in mind, I end 

with an exchange shared between Antonio García and Agapito Briones during a gathering 

of veteran arribeño poetas in San Francisco, Río Verde, San Luís Potosí in 1989: 
 
Antonio García: “Como ya hice lo que pude respecto al arte del huapango y la décima, he 

decidido limpiar mi alfalfa, comprarme un tiro de mulas, un arado de dos 
manceras, un sombrero ancho, una montura nueva y a seguir mi camino, 
¡Chingao…! Ya nomás quiero dedicarme a sembrar mi tierra, a florear la reata, 
a tumbar toros a ver hasta dónde aguanto, pero de los asuntos del verso, hasta 
aquí llegué.” 

  
 

Agapito Briones: “Antonio, mejor cállate . . . mejor cállate porque eso que has dicho es una 
ocurrencia que se te vino de momento. Tú seguirás siendo lo que eres, el verso 
no se te va a retirar nomás porque lo deseas. Está en ti, te entregaste a él…” 

 
  

Antonio García: “Sé, pero con tus sanas opiniones y con tus vivas y aplausos no me vas a 
rejuvenecer. Ya no puedo salvar el charco, lo sé mejor que tú y que todos.” 

 
 
Agapito Briones: “No me voy a someter a tus opiniones, eres un poeta y lo serás hasta que 

mueras.”   
  
 

Antonio García: “Lo fui, Agapito, pero no hay que comparar el pasado con el presente.” 
 
 
Agapito Briones: “No, Antonio, ya no puedes olvidarte. Es como cuando haces un pacto con el 

diablo. No vas a poder dormir si no estás con el verso encima. Si quieres 
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deshacerte del verso necesitas morir. Y si dejas el verso llorarás, eso sí, 
llorarás.” (Quoted in Velázquez 2004: 350-351) 

 

Let us juxtapose this image of veteran legendary huapangueros “firmly 

grounded” in the Sierra Gorda/Zona Media, with that of their more recent counterparts 

(migrant postmodern commentators like Alberto Arbizu) – it is enough to make academic 

“White Knights” uneasy or at least give them pause. The next chapter – in an attempt to 

dismantle the reified image of primordial, timeless, fixed son tradition – positions son as 

social history. There I unravel a diversity of intersecting histories and historical actors; it 

is an exploration that will serve as the prism though which we can situate and ultimately 

understand changes (social and performative) that transform huapango arribeño 

performance practice in the late 20th century. 
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Que Suene el Son:                                                                                     
huapango arribeño, a social history 

In the house of paintings     
the singing begins, 
song is practiced, 
flowers are spread, 
the song rejoices. 

 
The song resounds,    La música y la alegría 
little bells are heard    son fundación del ambiente; 
to these answer    Y por esa simpatía 
our flowery timbrels.    se dice sinceramente 
Flowers are spread,    que una vida sin poesía 
the song rejoices.    es como un río sin corriente. 

                            – sextilla de son 
Above the flowers is singing          
the radiant pheasant;     
his song unfolds      
into the midst of the waters.    
To him reply      
all manner of red birds,     
the dazzling red bird     
beautifully sings. 

 
Your heart is a book of paintings,  Hay pájaros advertidos 
you have come to sing,   en el campo es la verdad; 
to make your drums resound,   Ellos cantan desmedidos 
you are the singer.    con toda serenidad 
Within the house of springtime,  y yo con cinco sentidos 
you make the people happy.   no tengo esa libertad. 

                  –    sextilla de son 
You alone bestow     
flowers that intoxicate 
precious flowers. 
You are the singer. 
Within the house of springtime, 
you make the people happy.  

 
–    Nezahualcoyotl of Tezcoco, Song of Springtime 
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“Atención Austin! Regresan porque ustedes lo pidieron! Este Sábado en el jaripeo 

‘El Lindero’ se enfrentaran Pedro Sauceda y sus Huapangueros de Rió Verde contra 

Raúl Orduña y Los Trovadores en una topada de huapango arribeño. La música inicia a 

las nueve de la noche. Lléguenle!” (Attention Austin! They are back by popular demand. 

This Saturday at the Rodeo ‘El Linderdo’ Pedro Sauceda and his huapangueros of Río 

Verde will meet Raúl Orduña and the Troubadours in a topada, face-to-face. The music 

begins at nine. Be there!) All of this blasts over my car radio, tuned to the local am 

norteño station as I drive up to Raúl’s home. The booming voice subsides as yet another 

Polo Urías polka-ranchera fills the airwaves. Raúl had mentioned the possibility of the 

topada and I assured him I’d make it out if indeed it were to take place. The radio 

announces tonight is the night. 

“Que dice Alex?” (What do you say Alex?), Santos asks as I step out of my car 

and walk towards the garage where familiar faces are gathered, chatting, a couple sipping 

on beers, all enduring the late afternoon central Texas muggy heat. Santos drove in from 

northern Mississippi to accompany Raúl as primerero, hard to imagine considering 

hurricane Katrina pummeled the Gulf Coast a mere two weeks prior. I ask how he and his 

family faired during the storm. Was everyone ok? You see, I’ve visited Santos’ home and 

can only imagine the beating the small town must have endured. According to him, the 

hurricane had lost much of its force by the time it reached northern Mississippi. Fallen 

trees and downed power-lines marked the extent of the damage. Still, he and his family 

stayed in a hotel during the worst, fearing the vulnerability of their trailer-home. No 

worries, however. They and their home survived the storm without major incident. No 

sooner did we strike up our conversation than Raúl walk up and interject to inform us of 

his newly composed décimas concerning Katrina, which he would introduce as the tema 
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de fundamento at the topada. Michael Eric Dyson’s words on “Talk of the Nation” a year 

later would forever remind me of this conversation: 

These African-American people by and large have demanded of themselves a level of 
accountability and responsibility that the government has not nearly begun to match . . . If George 
Bush was as responsible as the average black person I have seen down here on the ground, this 
government would not be besieged by ineptitude, by extraordinary cronyism, by corrosive 
cynicism about the possibility of the government responding to the issues of African-American 
people. (2006) 

Illustration 3.1: Outside Santos Espino’s home – Northern, Mississippi. 

After receiving a warm welcome from Raúl and greeting the rest in company, we 

rush off to El Lindero. Santos’ brother-in-law rides with me. They drove in together from 

Mississippi. It’s a long way to Texas and he figured Santos could use some help and 

company on the road. Besides, it had been a while since he’d been to a topada. The 

current drive is itself proving to be rather lengthy, as El Lindero lies beyond the margins 
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of southeast Austin. In the meantime, we have a long conversation about the hurricane 

and family back in Mississippi and Guanajuato. 

It’s close to 7:30pm when we arrive. We enter through the side entrance of the 

open-air venue, walk past the stands and towards the dance floor and stages, situated 

opposite each other, where we are met by Pedro Sauceda, Raúl’s rival that evening. He 

sits patiently in a folding chair near his stage or tablado, as we would say. Everyone 

shakes the old poet’s hand, an imposing presence at seventy. Raúl and company excuse 

themselves, for they have to go and tend to their instruments, tablado, etc. I decide to sit 

and chat with Don Pedro. He tells me he and two of his musicians drove in from Dallas 

earlier that afternoon, a city they have, in part, called home for a number of years now. 

Pedro, though, is originally from El Zapote, Rió Verde, San Luís Potosí. He has been 

traveling back and forth between San Luís and the U.S. since 1985. And this, he suggests 

with reference to the presence of huapango arribeño in the U.S., began no more than ten 

or so years ago. He, on the other hand, has been performing huapango arribeño since 

1955, a veteran to say the least. According to him, his maternal grandfather was a poeta 

and enjoyed his heyday in the early 20th century. Don Pedro, like many who move on to 

become poetas, began playing velorios (wakes) and velaciones (vigils for patron saints, 

holy figures). Don Tranquilino Méndez, veteran poeta from El Agucate, Río Verde, San 

Luís Potosí, helped him find his way as a practitioner. He had first topada in 1961; 

thereafter he encountered Agapito Briones, Toño Escalante, Toño García, Cándido 

Martínez, Guillermo Velázquez, Chon Meza, Chon Aguilar, Claro González, Celso 

Mancilla, Panfilo Oviedo, Pablo González, to name a few.  

 
ES EL ZAPOTE LA TIERRA MÍA 
TIERRA FLORIDA DONDE NACÍ 
ES MEXICANA Y ES POTOSÍ 
ALLÁ ES ENCANTO DE MI ALEGRÍA 
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En ese rancho yo fui nacido 
esa memoria no se me pierde 
porque en el pueblo allí de Río Verde 
allí mi nombre fue escribido 
ciertas personas fueron conmigo 
a dar los datos de mi teoría 
en el juzgado con fecha y día 
quedó archivado mi nacimiento 
bajo las leyes de un reglamento:   
ES EL ZAPOTE LA TIERRA MÍA 
 
Yo de Río Verde soy ciudadano 
mis documentos me acreditaron 
que en aquel templo me bautizaron 
para que fuera yo un buen cristiano 
el señor cura ahí con su mano 
me persignaba y me bendecía 
ahí rezaba y también decía 
“mis bendiciones te harán feliz”  
porque en el estado que es de San Luís: 
ES EL ZAPOTE LA TIERRA MÍA 
 

– Pedro Sauceda 
 

One can only imagine the stories he has to share (and often does). I think about this as 

Higinio, Don Pedro’s primerero for the evening, walks up, listens in and invokes my 

grandfather. Astutely aware of my relation to the man, Don Pedro reminds me, “Toque 

frente a Don Mauro en Jalpan en algunas ocasiones” (I played in front of Don Mauro on 

a few occasions in Jalpan). 

As we chat, members of the slowly building crowd periodically walk up and greet 

Don Pedro, who is more than happy to tend to their requests. I, on the other hand, 

struggle to ward of mosquitoes and the heat, all of this while becoming ever more 

intoxicated by the smell of chicharrones (fried pork skins) from the nearby vendor. I feel 

my tripas (stomach) grumble. Hambre (hunger)? Anticipation? Perhaps. I excuse myself 

and join Raúl at his tablado. Anticipation, I express to him. He laughs, “Seguro que ya te 

anda Alex, tu no eres el que vas a recibir los chingazos!” (I’m sure your anxious Alex, 

you’re not the one that’s going to receive the beating!) He’s referring to the musical and 
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poetic flyting that both poets and their respective ensembles will engage in and, perhaps 

in exaggeration, the “abuse” they will “endure” and “inflict” upon one another 

throughout the topada. Perhaps he’s right. After all, isn’t that why those in attendance, 

including myself, are all here? To listen, to be attentive to the poets and musician’s, to 

hear what they say, what they play, and how they provoke, engage, and respond to one 

another, perhaps to witness poetic changazos. El agarrón y que suene el son… (The 

squabble and for the son to sound/be heard) 

Illustration 3.2: Outside Pedro Sauceda’s home – El Zapote, Río Verde, San Luís Potosí. 

 

******************************************** 
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Huapango arribeño originates in the Mexican states of San Luís Potosí, 

Querétaro, and Guanajuato. To be exact, the mid-region of San Luís Potosí (La Zona 

Media), northern Querétaro and northeastern Guanajuato – the latter two areas make-up 

what is known as La Sierra Gorda. This geographic region is comprised of the following 

municipalities: Guadalcázar, Cerritos, Villa Juárez, Armadillo, San Nicolás Tolentino, 

Zaragoza, Santa María del Río, Tierra Nueva, Ciudad Fernández, Río Verde, Alaquines, 

Cárdenas, Rayón, San Ciro, Lagunilllas, Santa Catarina, and Tamasopo in San Luís 

Potosí; Peñamiller, San Joaquín, Pinal de Amoles, Landa de Matamoros, Jalpan de Serra, 

and Arroyo Seco in Querétaro; San Luís de la Paz, Dr. Mora, San José Iturbide, Tierra 

Blanca, Victoria, Xichú, Santa Catarina, and Atarjea in Guanajuato. Though most people 

from this greater region recognize and understand huapango arribeño as part of the fabric 

of their greater cultural patrimony, practitioners, communities of listeners/attentive 

followers, and performances vary in numbers, intensity, and frequency from place to 

place – not everyone identifies with this music in the same way, as is the case with any 

regional tradition. For example, in Querétaro, huapango arribeño, in its secular 

incarnation, has all but disappeared. The number of performances and topadas is limited 

and there exist only a handful of practitioners, most of which perform huapango arribeño 

in religious settings (velaciones or velorios) – performance contexts not the focus of the 

present work. 

As of late, fifteen years or so, huapango arribeño is also performed in the United 

States. To my knowledge, there exist practitioners and communities of listeners in 

California, Florida, Mississippi – the northern regions of all three states – and Central, 

Eastern, and Southern Texas. Accordingly, this study’s focus in the U.S. primarily rests 
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in Texas and, to a lesser extent, Mississippi. These migrant communities are testament to 

the ever-shifting social base that sustains huapango arribeño performance, yet this is 

merely the latest “shift” in a vast saga of social change as it pertains to the history of this 

particular variant within the greater Mexican son tradition. This chapter is an exploration 

of the social history of said greater folk music tradition with specific attention to 

huapango arribeño. Yet, what follows ought not be understood as an ethno-historical 

search for origins, for musical change is embedded within unfolding historical and social 

processes, music practice shifts and breathes, as does history. The developments that 

ultimately constitute a musical tradition ought not be interpreted or treated as teleology. 

As Anthony Giddens (1992) reminds us, history does not occur along the lines of linear 

master narratives. Yes, ethno-history offers sequential accounts that lend insight into how 

particular cultural practices have come to be. Still, this piecing together, in the end, 

comprises a perspective, one among many. In my case, I will be dealing with the 

historical conditions, cultural syncretism, and social milieu that, over time, come to form 

what we now recognize as huapango arribeño.  Before tending to this, nevertheless, I 

believe it is necessary to first deal with scholarship (mostly ethnomusicological) focused 

on greater Mexican musics in order to situate my own discussion. 
 

 

 

ETHNOMUSICOLOGY OF GREATER MEXICO 

The original “common folk” in Latin American music studies were understood to 

be native-Americans and the first students of their musics were European travelers, 

administrative officials, and missionaries during the colonial period. Their detailed 
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reports provide us with crucial historical knowledge of their music cultures. Yet, the 

history of ethnomusicology, proper, in Latin America dates to the nineteenth century and 

it mirrors the emergence of comparative musicology in Europe. It was at this moment in 

time that cultural historians, and the like, began to recognize the importance of native-

American oral culture and practices. “This recognition resulted from the strong influence 

of European and European-related music produced and consumed in Latin America at the 

time under the control of elite social classes, as a reaction against the domination of that 

music which tended to obliterate the nationalizing qualities of local musical expressions” 

(Behague 1991: 56-57). This concern mirrors European interest in disappearing folk and 

primitive musics and brings with it the problematic of identifying a “common people’s” 

music, its relationship to modernity, and the practice of academic colonialism. Phillip 

Bohlman (2002): 

Mapping the world with folk music had all the earmarks of colonialism, and it was hardly by 
chance that concepts of folk music were also rallied to justify European expansion. If the 
collection of folk music was implicated in European encounters throughout the world, folk music 
came increasingly to reflect the ideologies of modernity, not just colonialism but also nationalism 
and the fundamentalist search for authenticity. (70) 

This ideological orientation codifies the first music histories in post-revolutionary 

modern Mexico, as they appeared in conjunction with a romanticized Aztec renaissance 

in the 1920s and 1930s. Encouraged by the impulses of intellectuals and state politicians 

like José Vasconcelos, a preoccupation with the search for nationalist cultural symbols 

emerged alongside attempts at reconstructing cultural histories – efforts to salvage 

“authentic” Mexican culture on the brink of extinction in the face of the onslaught of 

modernity. One can identify the tensions inherent to such a project and the scholarship 

reflects this.16 Unfortunately, this perspective has persisted in most musicological 

scholarship from Mexico; one can find it in Ruben M. Campos’ El Folklor y La Música 
                                                
16 Similar trends also occurred in neighboring countries: afrocubanismo in Cuba, Brazilian modernismo, and Andean 
indigenismo. (Behague 1991). 
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Mexicana: Investigación Acerca de la Cultura Musical en México (1525-1925) (1928) 

through Vicente Mendoza’s work on the décima, corrido, and regional folk music styles 

in the 1930s-1960s, to even the more contemporary work of Maria Ester Grebe and Isabel 

Aretz of the mid 1980s. Despite the professionalizing of ethnomusicology in the 1950s 

with its focus on folk music cultures within modern industrial societies and its subsequent 

remodeling in the 1960s/1970s – Alan Merriam’s “music in culture,” Nettl’s “functions 

of music,” Blacking’s “humanly organized sound” –, a preoccupation with sociocultural 

evolutionary taxonomies and a fascination with “survivals” remained entrenched in Latin 

American music scholarship whose analytical axis rest in uncovering the acoustical 

properties of music. The social location of its performance and production often 

neglected. The Argentine folklorist and musicologist Carlos Vega comes to mind. 

Writing in the 1960s, he still considered ethnic music to be primitive music. The 

“common people,” for him, were “middle and lower classes, the less educated, and also, 

by extension, the rural classes; that is to say – in most cases – the folklore groups” (Vega 

1966: 2). A great deal of such scholarship advocates a neocolonialist stance through its 

practice of an outdated musical folklore with a descriptive emphasis and little to no focus 

on the social dimensions of musical production. This limited conceptual mode across 

Latin America seems to finds its justification in the argument: “we are studying our own 

country/people and we understand it best.” Yet, this is problematic considering the social 

stratification that exists in Latin American countries. This is to say, those conducting 

music scholarship are privileged elites (Behague 1991). In all honesty, when reading 

Ruben M. Campos’ El Folklor y La Música Mexicana  (1928) vis-à-vis E. Thomas 

Stanford’s El Son Mexicano (1984), one can hardly tell the difference between them. 

What is astonishing, and what I think is of most importance, is the sheer fact that 

this type of scholarship continued well into the 1980s, at a time when yet another 
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groundbreaking remodeling of ethnomusicology was underway influenced by the 

performance-centered approach and the work of Steven Feld (1982). Writing against 

ethnomusicology of days past – with things like cantometrics in mind – Feld (1984) 

argues: 

Comparative sociomusicology should take the tough questions and sort them out with the best 
materials available for detailed comparison: the thorough long-term, historically and 
ethnographically situated case study. The meaningful comparisons are going to be the ones 
between the most radically contextualized case examples, and not between decontextualized trait 
lists. (385) 

He and others were partially influenced by the “ethnography of speaking” and “verbal art 

as performance” approaches. Appropriately, musical performance was positioned as 

event, process, and as a mode of expression and communication – not fixed cultural relic. 

The analytical focus lay in the study of actual behavior, the social interaction of 

participants in performance, the varied codes and contexts of performance, and the 

interplay between communicative resources, individual competence, and the goals of the 

participants within the context of a particular situation. This was a means toward 

comprehending the uniqueness of particular performances as a generalized cultural 

system in a community (Behague 1984). 

Although not as theoretically groundbreaking as the approaches just mentioned, 

there do exist a few notable exceptions in the music scholarship of greater Mexico 

published at roughly this same time. Daniel Sheehy’s dissertation, The Son Jarocho: The 

History, Style, and Repertory of a Changing Mexican Musical Tradition (1979), is an 

excellent example of a nuanced, diachronic, and socially relevant treatment and 

representation of a folk music form, the son jarocho. A far cry from the surface-

descriptions of his precursors, Sheehy’s study reconstructs the social history of the son 

jarocho in great detail and critically examines the socioeconomic trends affecting its style 

in the 1970s. Though the music was not becoming extinct, he argues a romantic jarocho 
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image was being generated, magnified, and commercially exploited, thereby making the 

son’s vital functions and meanings obsolete while at the same time creating the climate 

for the development of new functions and meanings. Jas Reuter’s La Musica Popular de 

Mexico: Origen e Historia de la Musica que Canta y Toca el Pueblo Mexicano (1980) is 

another example of a socially contextualized study of Mexican folk music. Although he 

realizes urban-music production and commercial musics are of importance, the interest of 

this work rests on musics in rural communities and towns that up until recently were in 

relative isolation. With technological, communication, and infrastructural advancements, 

varied forms are rapidly altering.  

While it is apparent that theoretical shifts and trends forged in the U.S. did not 

have much of an impact on work published outside its borders – Mexico for our purposes 

–, music scholarship of Greater Mexico coming out of the U.S. did reflect and internalize 

these transformations. Manuel Peña’s (1980, 1982, 1985, 1999) influential work on 

Texas-Mexican music continued the intellectual legacy of Américo Paredes. Paredes’ 

(1958) groundbreaking study of the corrido of intercultural conflict linked its emergence 

as a popular form and medium for social protest in the late 19th century to the 

transformation of Texas-Mexican society, which explicitly involved the rise of both 

modernity and a new hegemonic racial-class structure. Accordingly, the corrido derives 

its cultural agency from the conflict that attends Anglo-Mexican relations in the 

Southwest. Ultimately, for Paredes, music culture could only be understood within the 

frame of the larger social formations through which it is forged. Similarly, Peña accounts 

for inter-cultural and class conflict in understanding the emergence of distinct musical 

styles among Mexicans in Texas. José Limón (1983, 1994) and Richard Flores (1992, 

1995), part of this “conflict school,” also published work in relation to Texas-Mexican 

musical forms and expressive culture within the frame of inter-cultural conflict. 
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Arguably, John McDowell’s work is fashioned in a similar approach. Most notably is his 

recent Poetry and Violence: The Ballad Tradition of Mexico's Costa Chica (2000), which 

explores the “logic underlying the association between poetry and violence in the ballad 

tradition of modern Mexico known as the corrido . . . in one particular manifestation of 

this tradition among afromestizos on the Costa Chica in the states of Guerrero and 

Oaxaca” (13). Transnationalism and the movement of people and music across borders 

have been the focus of more recent scholarship. Helena Simonett’s Banda: Mexican 

Musical Life Across Borders (2001) comes to mind. Her study represents the current state 

of music scholarship of greater Mexico. She unravels issues concerning the musical 

construction of identity and through said exploration posit musical production as a site 

not only of social significance, but of cultural contestation, all within the larger context of 

globalized linkages between local settings and larger transnational structures and 

processes across the U.S.-Mexico border.  

Still, I would argue a rift remains between scholarship produced in national 

Mexico and that in the United States. And although I would like to believe this gap is 

actively being reduced and negotiated through the efforts of emergent research, my 

engagement with recent studies produced by Mexican researchers tells me otherwise. The 

latest work – which will be dealt with in chapter five – seems to be entrenched in polemic 

binaries, categories, and theoretical frames of old where the “common people” and their 

“folk music” practices continue to be treated as idyllic expressions or reified categories of 

analysis – “the notion of immemorial tradition so popular with native informants and 

folklorists” (Coplan 1991: 36). In contrast, to treat the “origins” of huapango arribeño, I 

believe, is to understand it rests on constantly shifting historical ground. So, we begin (as 

one must) in recognizing that the cultural syncretism at its core is embedded in a social 

history of conflict and encounter that begins with the European discovery of the New 
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World – the West’s outward expansion, the primary catalyst in waking Europe from its 

feudal slumber and ushering in the first epoch of global capitalism (Hobsbawm 1962). 

Now, as much as one might detest the notion of “discovery,” as it pertains to the 

Americas – or Africa and Asia for that matter – we ought not altogether forget this crucial 

ideological perspective central to the project of colonialism. As polemic as it might be, 

“discovery” reminds us how the Western psyche cultivates a tiered vision of humanity, 

one that sustains an asymmetrical axis of power and human dignity founded on the 

construction of the Amerindian/Oriental “Other.” This legacy maintains its relevance. 

Hardt and Negri (2000) write: 

The Oriental, the African, and Amerindian are all necessary components for the negative 
foundation of European identity and modern sovereignty as such. The dark Other of European 
Enlightenment stands as its very foundation just as the productive relationship with the ‘dark 
continents’ serves as the economic foundation of the European nation-states. The racial conflict 
intrinsic to European modernity is another symptom of the permanent crisis that defines modern 
sovereignty. The colony stands in dialectical opposition to European modernity, as its necessary 
double and irrepressible antagonist. Colonial sovereignty is another insufficient attempt to resolve 
the crisis of modernity. (115) 

Colonialism wasn’t some chance encounter; it was a methodically brutal process of 

conquest, destruction, and terror experienced by the indigenous populations of the 

Americas – less than human others in the eyes of their European conquerors. Given the 

foundational context of this social history, it is through culture that populations in Mexico 

(indigenous, mestizo, afro-mestizo) constructed new identities and carved out modes of 

life and production in the face of spiritual and physical domination. 
 

 

HUAPANGO ARRIBEÑO 
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Terminology 

The term son has, over time, come to signify music sound and performance in the 

Spanish language. The Diccionario de Autoridades (1737) defines son as, “ruido 

concentrado que percibimos con el sentido del oído, especialmente el que se hace con 

arte, o música . . . El son particular, que se toca en cualquier instrumento musical.” The 

same dictionary also defines music as, “ciencia físico–matemática que trata de los sones 

armónicos y consiste en el conocimiento científico de los intervalos de las voces que se 

llaman consonantes y disonantes.” According to Hernández Azuara (2003), Gaspar Sanz, 

in his 17th century instructional guide for the Guitarra Española, uses the term son to 

refer to musical pieces like sones de rasgueado, El Villano, El Canario and La 

Sarabanda. And, in 18th century Spanish Inquisition documents, Gabriel Saldívar (1934) 

informs us, the term son is used to refer to a number of loud and obscene secular dance 

styles banned by the Catholic Church in New Spain. The point here being, the term son 

has existed as a clear referent for sound with a musical quality since the 17th and 18th 

centuries. During those same centuries, Hernández Azuara (2003) claims, more than one 

hundred and fifty sones were brought over from Spain (from the provinces of Andalucía, 

Extremadura, Murica y Castilla, specifically), at that time played exclusively on the 

vihuela and guitarra (112).  

Today, son is used to refer to a distinct form of traditional Mexican music 

comprised of several variants that exist in different parts of the country. Nonetheless, 

they all, for the most part, share the following characteristics: son is played almost 

exclusively using stringed instruments (though some percussive elements may be found 

in certain variants – jarocho and tierra caliente); the décima, cuarteta, quintilla and 

sextilla Spanish poetic forms are employed lyrically; the music is mainly played in 3/4 or 

6/8 time; and son is, among other things, dance music. This said, son is distinct from 
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other genres of traditional Mexican music – the corrido, the canción ranchera, the 

accordion driven polca, redova, and chotís norteño/a, the brass and woodwind based 

banda popular – because of these characteristics. The principal son variants include: 

sones de la tierra caliente, which originate in the states of Guerrero and Michoacán, its 

ensemble is often referred to as the conjunto de arpa grande; in the states of Jalisco and 

Colima there is the son jalisciense or abajeño, precursor to the mariachi; son guerrerense 

or son de la Costa Chica comes from the states of Guerrero and Oaxaca; in the istmo de 

Tehuantepec of Oaxaca there is the son istmeño; Veracruz is home to the son jarocho; 

son huasteco is practiced in the huasteca regions of the states of Tamaulipas, Veracruz, 

Hidalgo, San Luís Potosí, Querétaro, and Puebla; and then there is the son arribeño. Each 

form differs in instrumentation, repertoire, style, and performance. The term son, by 

extension, also serves to identify specific musical pieces part of each variant’s repertoire, 

referred to, then, as sones. Meaning, there exist sones jarochos, huastecos, etc. For 

example, within the former the particular son entitled “El Pájaro Cú” is played and in the 

latter the son “El Caimán.”  

Son or huapango? This is principally a question of terminology, as son is used to 

delineate a particular supra-genre of Mexican folk music and its variants, which we just 

described, while the term huapango is used to refer to various aspects of music and dance 

with respect to only three of those variants – (huapango) jarocho, (huapango) huasteco, 

and (huapango) arribeño. Gabriel Saldívar (1937) maintains the term huapango is of 

nahuatl origin, from the word cuahpanco. Cuahuitl means wood, pan designates “atop,” 

and co designates “place” – thus the word signifies the expression “atop of the wood” and 

thus refers to the tarima or wooden platform atop which people dance to these styles. 

Now, this seems to indicate that huapango refers specifically to dance, and in part it does, 

for in many senses it is synonymous with fandango. In the mid 18th century in New 
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Spain, the name fandango was used to refer to social gatherings where people would 

dance and sing to the sounds of music. The Diccionario de Autoridades (1737) defines 

fandango as “un baile introducido en España por los que han estado en los reinos de las 

Indias que se hace al son de un tañido muy alegre y festivo.” Daniel Sheehy (1979) adds 

that fandango is the name given to the specific performance context for New World sones 

in 1789 by Fray Gabriel Perez de León and banned by the Spanish Inquisition in the 18th 

century (Hernández Azuara 2003). All mentions of origins aside, currently speaking, 

fandango and huapango exist as referents to dance as social gathering/event. Yet, over 

time, huapango has also come to refer to the musics played at these gatherings, in 

particular where son huasteco, arribeño, and, to a lesser extent, jarocho are played. So, 

one might say “vamos al baile de huapango” (let’s go to the huapango-music dance, just 

as one might say let’s go to the norteño-music dance) or “vamos al huapango” (let’s go 

to the huapango, meaning let’s go to the dance). Yet, an additional usage of the term 

deserves mention here. Unlike in the son huasteco where huapango is utilized as a 

synonym for specific sones, this is not the case for arribeño. Within son arribeño the 

term huapango only refers to the variant itself and not specific pieces or sones that form 

part of the repertoire. For example, in both huasteco and arribeño there exists the son 

entitled “La Presumida.” Huasteco practitioners and listeners may refer to said son as el 

huapango “La Presumida,” This would not occur in arribeño. One would merely say 

“La Presumida.” Ultimately, son arribeño and huapango arribeño are interchangeable. 

Some people also use the terms huarapaleo (which most often is in reference to the dance 

event) or música de vara (music of the bow or bowed music – in reference to the violin 

bow, so violin music) or merely say huapango.  
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Illustration 3.3: View from Milpillas, Victoria, Guanajuato. 

Why arribeño? Depending on your geographic perspective, arribeño either refers 

to the altiplano region of San Luís Potosí where the Zona Media is located – thereby 

distinguishing the huapango that comes from this area from that which comes from the 

huasteca region, which, geographically speaking, is lower in altitude (thus, technically, 

son abajeño). Arribeño may also suggest huapango serrano, huapango from the 

mountains, from the Sierra Gorda of the states of Querétaro and Guanajuato, from up 

top/the highlands (de arriba), hence arribeño (Cervantes 1993; Perea 1989). The name 

arribeño seems to have increased in popularity over the past thirty years or so, as this 

particular son variant has become better known throughout Mexico. Thus, the term has 

served the purpose of distinguishing itself from huapango of the various huastecas and 
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Veracruz (jarocho). Further, arribeño also seems to serve the function of differentiating 

itself from other son traditions whose ensembles also feature the violin; son de la tierra 

caliente from Guerrero and Michoacán, as an example, is also a type of música de vara 

(bowed music / violin music). 

Scholars contend that what we come to identify as son, in its various incarnations, 

becomes consolidated in the 19th century throughout distinct regions in Mexico (Reuter 

1980). César Hernández Azuara (2003) comments: 

Los estudios sobre el origen de la música tradicional mexicana tienen como finalidad establecer 
una identidad regional o nacional. Según estos estudios, la música nacional comenzó a formarse 
en el siglo XVIII, hasta concluir con la creación de los estereotipos regionales y nacionales. El 
surgimiento de la música nacional fue sustentado por los regionalismos musicales que lo 
conformaron creando los estereotipos. La música en México ha seguido los pasos históricos y 
sociales de la nación en su conjunto, en su formación como tal, y su periodización se llevó a cabo 
de acuerdo con la historiografía oficial incluyendo etapas prehispanica . . . , colonial, 
republicana y revolucionaria.  (35-36) 

Implicit in this proposition, though not necessarily salient vía Hernández Azuara, are 

processes of cultural syncretism and hybridity, as they pertain to music making and 

performance practices – central to the formation of Mexican son over time –, which find 

their origin in the 16th century, at the onset of the conquest of the New World. This said, 

our contemporary understandings ought to conceptually situate son as musically 

embodied social process; meaning, son is and has always been a flux social exchange of 

aesthetic practices, ideas, and performance forged within a history of cultural encounter – 

imperial, colonial, nationalist, transborder, postmodern, etc. Son has never existed as 

some sort of reified form or as unchanging tradition. Ultimately, when dealing with such 

a formulation, we must recognize that cultural practice is selected from a series of human 

activity. And although aesthetic form, philosophically speaking, may be identified as a 

reified set of relationships, it constantly shifts due to the fluidity of its cultural content, 

for the resources (ideas, practices, material culture) at one’s disposal emerge through a 

series of ever-changing and developing historical moments. 
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Pames 

Prior to the Spanish arrival in the region in question, the Pames, Jonaces, 

Guachichiles, Gumares and Zacatecos – all descendants of the semi-nomadic 

Chichimeca – were its primary indigenous inhabitants, though it must be said that the 

Chichimeca region spanned far beyond Querétaro, Guanajuato and San Luís Potosí. 

Scholars suggest it also encompassed the modern-day Mexican states of Coahuila, 

Chihuahua, and Nuevo León and Texas and New Mexico in the U.S.; and descendant 

inhabitants in these areas include the Janos, Cocotes, Sumas, Jumanos, Conchos, 

Coahuilecos, Cacaxtles, Tobosos, Laguneros, and Guayares (Austin 1996: 38; Alonso 

Bolaños and Rodríguez León 2000). Yet, perhaps the more prominent surviving group in 

the region here referred to is the Pames or xi’úi; the present-day heart of the Pame region 

is the Sierra Gorda and San Luis Potosí (Berrones Montes 1997). This area was identified 

by the Spanish as “tierra de guerra” because of the ferocity of its indigenous inhabitants 

and their resistance to conquest (Gerhard 1986). It is well documented that the Jonaces, 

in particular, organized frequent armed uprisings against the Spanish and managed to 

destroy a number of Franciscan missions. In response, the Spanish crown sent José de 

Escandón to pacify the indigenous inhabitants. In 1743/1744, as part of his efforts, he 

founded the now famous missions located in the present-day sate of Querétaro in the 

towns of Jalpan, Conca, Landa de Matamoros, Tilaco and Tancoyol. Berrones Montes 

(1997) continues: 

Como consecuencia del éxito obtenido . . . José de Escandón . . . recibió de la corona Española el 
título más grande que se haya dado en la historia de la región: ‘Conde de Sierra Gorda’. Cuando 
estuvo todo en calma, y libre el camino para las tierras a conquistar, José de Escandón 
emprendió la conquista que sería la más grande del siglo XVIII; hizo trasladar a cinco mil 
familias a la ciudad de Querétaro y de allí a Nuevo Santander, custodiadas por las fuerzas del 
mismo Conde. (42-43)  
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After his success in pacifying or exterminating (as was the case with the Jonaces) the 

indigenous populations of the Sierra Gorda, Escandón goes on to settle the newly 

founded province of Nuevo Santander in 1749, whose territory generally corresponds to 

the present-day northern Mexican state of Tamaulipas and southern Texas. The 

establishing of said province grew from a series of proposals by Nuevo León governors 

and others to control the “hostile” Indians who took refuge in the coastal jungle and 

adjacent mountains. It is interesting to note the striking similarities between the colonial 

histories of conflict/conquest of the Sierra Gorda/San Luís Potosí and south Texas – 

birthplace of the corrido. It would have perhaps intrigued Mr. Américo Paredes, to say 

the least, to know of the José de Escandón connection and that the décima later flourishes 

in both places.  

Presently, assessing the total number of Pame in the region is difficult due to 

varying official Mexican policies, which at differing times, sought to either maximize or 

minimize census counts of indigenous groups, though it is believed only a few thousand 

live in each of these three states (Valiñas 1993; Bässler de Chemín 1997). The Pame, 

among other things, accustom music and poesía at religious functions. During velaciones 

the music played is referred to as música de camarín or musica de fiesta and at velorios 

parabienes and vinuetes/minuetes are usually performed for children who have passed 

away, much less so for adults. Although in some sense festive, no one dances at these 

gatherings, for they are not secular events. These performative contexts are not the focus 

of this study, yet it deserves mention that these practices, indigenous in origin, also exist 

among the mestizo populations of the region. Gabriel Saldívar (1934) informs us of 

religious festivities condemned by the Spanish Inquisition in the 18th century referred to 

as velaciones, among those described is a festivity in San Nicolás Tolentino, San Luís 

Potosí where musicians, whom played guitar and harp, performed at the foot of a 
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religious altar constructed by the inhabitants of the community in question. This evidence 

suggests that velaciones existed as widely accepted practice during the colonial period at 

a time when the majority of the population in the region was indigenous. One can then 

assume this comes to influence mestizo religious custom as well (Alonso Bolaños and 

Rodríguez León 2000). Contemporary Pame music consists of arrullos (children’s 

songs), parabienes (poesias and music for saints, holy figures, and the deceased – music 

played in the context described above) minuetes/vinuetes (similar to parabienes, yet 

instrumental), and sones (music played at secular gatherings). With respect to the latter 

secular form, huapango arribeño (and huasteco to a limited degree) also reflects distinct 

similarities: the custom of changing keys throughout the performance; the names of 

certain sones; and dance being central to the performative context. All of this serves to 

confirm that mestizo and Pame music of the region have influenced one another to a 

considerable degree (ibid). 

 

The Third Root 

Veracruz, Mexico served as one of the largest ports of entry for African slaves in 

the New World for over three hundred years – Mexico, for the purposes of political 

expediency in the face of the Texas War of Independence, officially abolished slavery in 

1829 –, thus it is no surprise that African cultures inform the hybridity of emergent 

musical forms during the colonial period. Mexico, it may be said, represents one locus of 

interaction in the greater African diaspora – slaves and their descendants construct, 

transform, and renew hybrid subjectivities under conditions of exile and displacement 

(Gilroy 1993). Rolando Antonio Pérez Fernández (1990) understands Mexican son as a 

synthesis of African and European rhythms, he bases his contention on the work of 

Aguirre Beltrán (1989), whom argues that Africans (slaves, runaways or otherwise) were 
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unable to recreate “authentic” versions of their cultures in colonial New Spain. This is to 

say, there did not exist favorable social conditions that would allow them to consolidate a 

neo-African culture that could be passed on to their African or afro-mestizo descendants; 

the only alternatives available to them were acculturation, adaptation, and intermarriage 

as strategies of survival. Christian slave owners forbade African slaves from practicing 

their religion and accompanying music practices, though they continued to in a 

clandestine manner. The Spanish Inquisition managed to condemn these clandestine 

forms of religious dance and music in the 17th and 18th centuries. Of importance here is 

the presence of such forms in the face of cultural and religious adversity, the resilience of 

this population in carving out practices of self-making that later come to influence greater 

mestizo music cultures. Further, due to the scarcity of African women, so Beltrán tells us, 

African men intermarry with Indigenous women, the end result of which is a nascent 

mulatto population. Accordingly, at the beginning of the 19th century upwards of 10% of 

the Mexican population was recognized as afro-mestizo. Jas Reuter (1980) and Pérez 

Fernández (1990), like Fernando Ortiz (1950; 1984) with respect to afro-Cuban music, 

identify certain elements of contemporary son to be African in origin – the prominence of 

triple-meter rhythm and call-and-response structured singing, specifically. These are 

performance traits that are central to many of the son variants, arribeño among them. 

 

Flower and Song 

For indigenous groups throughout Mexico, poetry has usually been associated 

with music and danza, huapango arribeño seems to reflect this distinct indigenous 

influence. Guadalupe Reyes writes: 

 
EL ESTILO DEL HUAPANGO ES LA ALEGRÍA 
DE LOS HOMBRES CAMPESINOS BAILADORES 
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DESDE TIEMPOSE MUY LEJANOS ANTERIORES 
ES RECUERDO QUE NOS QUEDA TODAVÍA 
 
Según datos que la historia va narrando 
de los tiempos legendarios que pasaron 
estos gustos jubilosos principiaron 
por talentos que a la luz fueron brotando 
Nezahualcoyotl por su parte vino dando 
primer forma Mexicana en la poesía 
con sus cantos los festejos divertía 
con las danzas que otros indios principiaron 
desde entonces por impuesto nos dejaron: 
EL ESTILO DEL HUAPANGO ES LA ALEGRÍA 

 

Nezahualcoyotl (1402-1472), supreme ruler of Tezcoco and counselor to the Mexica of 

Tenochtitlan, is perhaps one of the most lauded poets of the ancient Mesoamerican world. 

During his reign of forty years, sources of pre-Columbian history inform us, the 

metropolis of Tezcoco was witness to a great florescence of art and culture unsurpassed 

by any other moment in Aztec history. Unlike many of his poet/artist counterparts, 

however, Nezahualcoyotl was also considered a Tlamatini, a sage, a master of things 

human and divine “who [mediated] and [told] about the enigmas of man on earth, the 

beyond, and the gods” (León-Portilla 1992: 70). Osorio Cervantes (1993) writes: 

Entre los indígenas, sobre todo entre lo mesoamericanos, la poesía siempre se asociaba con la 
música y a la danza. El poeta era considerado un intercesor entre lo humano y lo divino a la vez 
que ayudaba a transmitir conocimientos de una generación a otra, narrando la tradición histórica 
y religiosa de los pueblos, acompañado por el huehuetl y el teponaztle. Era la voz que 
interpretaba los sentimientos colectivos. (10)  

It may be said that the poeta within the huapango arribeño tradition occupies a similar 

role with reference to the themes/content tended to through poetry, the occasions at which 

performance is actualized, and the relationships to communities.  

Mesoamerican scholars suggest the presence of specific glyphs and graphemes 

inscribed within Teotihuacan paintings (linear sequenced signs for water, shells, flowers, 

flowery sound scrolls emerging from mouths, etc.) are, in fact, the first extant records of 

pre-Columbian song in the Americas, which date back to 400-450 A.D. Full renditions of 
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nahuatl chants may be found in 16th century manuscripts courtesy of friar-ethnographers 

Andrés de Olmos and Bernardino de Sahagún. These accounts are primarily based on oral 

tradition closely linked, it is believed, to the contents of pictoglyphic books. One of the 

more widely known is the nahuatl text referred to as the Legend of the Suns, which 

contains several epic poems (later rendered in alphabetic writing by native scribes in 

1558). These foundational sources, scholars conclude, demonstrate above all else the 

presence of paired units of expression, or stanzas, which constitute the patterned 

arrangement of Mesoamerican song and poetry. This rather salient parallelism is most 

often in the form semantic couplets in which two metaphors are presented together to 

symbolically convey one thought – see the example authored by Nezahualcoyotl at the 

beginning of this chapter. Miguel León-Portilla (1992): 

Among the elements most often found as stylistic devices within the internal structure of a unit of 
expression, one also finds parallel sentences that usually have one and the same subject. Stylistic 
parallelism is introduced as a means of strengthen a statement, to amplify an image, or to make an 
idea more explicit. (53) 

It should perhaps come as no surprise that both African call-and-response style singing 

and the Spanish décima, as types of parallelism, are incorporated in the emergent son 

traditions as central components during the colonial period. 

 

Juglares, Minstrels, and Troubadours 

Juglares and minstrels, scholars suggest, accompanied Spanish conquistadores 

during their voyage to the New World and throughout their subsequent military exploits 

(Grebe 1967; Romeu 1948). It is probable, however, that these performers were also 

doubling as sailors/soldiers/conquistadores themselves. Menendez-Pidal (1957) defines 

juglares as artists who made their living performing for audiences, be it through music 

and poetry or as charlatans, acrobats, mimes, etc. The juglar is first mentioned in Spanish 
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historical accounts in the 11th century, although its antecedents are said to have performed 

in European royal courts as early as the 9th century – Norse skalds and Celtic bards are 

comparative examples. Still, it is precisely during the 11th and 12th centuries, at the dawn 

of French literature, when the first epic poems – the chansons de geste, subsequently 

known in Spain as cantares de gesta – appear, which narrate legendary events and laud 

the heroic deeds of conquerors like Charlemagne, King of the Franks during the 8th and 

9th centuries. The chanson de geste emerge close to one-hundred years before the lyrical 

poetry of the French trouvéres (troubadours) and predate the first known Spanish 

romances, which don’t appear until the 14th century. Nonetheless, they are believed to 

have been performed by jongleurs (juglares) – the French Song of Roland and Spanish 

Cantar de Mio Cid are examples (Cook 1987; Lord 1960; Menendez-Pidal 1957). 

Relatedly, juglares are also thought to have been key in developing the 

controversia or contrapunto verbal dueling/artistic flyting traditions. Competition 

between juggler troubadour poets dates back to the Middle Ages in Europe. Initially, 

these performers traveled from town to town offering their services for food or money. 

By the 11th century, notable juglares were sought after by nobility and confronted each 

other publicly in royal courts. Northern France and Spain especially saw a surge in 

troubadours and poets who then went on to establish the poetry, music, and art of the 

juglaresca. Juglares are known to have engaged in public poetic controversy until as late 

as the 16th century (Bode Hernández 1997; Echevarria Alvarado 1984; Jimenez de Baez 

1964; Linares 1990; Paredes 1966, 1993; Uribe Echevarria 1962; Romeu 1948). Given all 

of this, one could draw parallels between the poeta arribeño and the topada performance. 

In her study of the Chilean verso, Maria Ester Grebe (1967) attempts to uncover 

the “archaic residues” of Spanish medieval and renaissance music and poetic practices 

found in the paya in order to establish a direct link between the Spanish juglar and the 
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contemporary Chilean payador. She does this by means of extensive transcriptions, 

stylistic analysis and even behavioral analysis aimed at highlighting analogous practice 

between poetas populares and European court troubadour types of the 15th and 16th 

centuries. Similarly, Osorio Cervantes (1993) concludes:   

Es mas que dable suponer, entonces, que la décima llegó a tierras americanas con los misioneros 
y los soldados – entre los que venían algunos ministriles –, utilizándola los primeros para apoyar 
su labor evangelizadora, y los segundos para su recreo y diversión. Ya en plena Colonia se 
celebraban actos que reforzaron el arraigo de la glosa decimal y las justas poéticas, como los 
torneos literarios que con motivo de la llegada de nuevos virreyes u otros sucesos similares se 
celebraban en las plazas de las localidades, donde los poetas ejercitaban su capacidad de 
versificación y ponían a prueba sus conocimientos en teología, religión y ciencia. (20) 

 

Illustration 3.4: Cándido Martínez – Río Verde, San Luís Potosí. 
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I am of the opinion that scholarship such as this (and there exist many studies 

with reference to the décima-poetic traditions of Latin America) amount to, among other 

things, little more than appraisals of the survivals of high European tradition, for let us 

not forget the comparisons are always to royal court juglares and, further, the décima 

itself first enjoys popularity among ruling aristocratic elites as a literary form before 

becoming incorporated into popular music traditions (Mendoza 1947; Trapero 1996). Son 

is undoubtedly mestizo music and to suggest that New World poetic court tradition, as 

Osorio Cervantes notes, accounts for the presence of the décima among mestizo music 

practices is misleading. If we recall, within Mexico’s rather elaborate caste system during 

the colonial era mestizos, indigenous groups and afro-mestizos possessed limited rights 

and privileges as these pertained to land ownership, the holding of public office, 

marriage, and the list goes on (Garcia Saiz 1989). To assume that these marginal groups 

participated in or were welcomed within elite spaces, such as criollo colonial courts, is a 

stretch. More likely, as has been mentioned, is that mestizo, indigenous, and afro-mestizo 

populations became familiarized with the décima through the often brutal process of 

evangelization. Striking, then, is how the décima, over time, is appropriated and utilized 

in a musico-poetic secular context by these populations. 

 

Décima 

The décima is an octosyllabic ten-line stanza, rhyming A B B A A C C D D C, 

Spanish in origin. Though ten-line stanzas of different design were used and performed 

with some frequency as early as the 15th century, the abovementioned variant is the most 

well-known and is accredited to Vicente Gómez Martínez Espinel (1550–1624), 

acclaimed Spanish writer and musician of the Siglo de Oro (Golden Century). The Siglo 

de Oro refers to a period of artistic and literary florescence in Spain, which generally 
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begins in 1492 with both the completion of the Reconquista (the Christian recapturing of 

the Moorish controlled Iberian Peninsula) and the voyages of Christopher Columbus to 

the New World and ends roughly with the death of the last prominent writer of the 

period, Pedro Calderón de la Barca in 1681. The A B B A A C C D D C décima form, 

often referred to as the décima espinela or simply espinela, appeared at the height of this 

period in 1591 with the publishing of Espinel’s Diversas Rimas.  

 
           (a)  Suele decirme la gente 
 (b)  que en parte sabe mi mal, 
 (b)  que la causa principal 
 (a)  se me ve escrita en la frente; 
 (a)  y aunque hago de valiente, 
 (c)  luego mi lengua desliza 
 (c)  por lo que dora y matiza; 
 (d)  que lo que el pecho no gasta 
 (d)  ningún disimulo basta 
 (c)  a cubrirlo con ceniza. 
 

- Vicente Espinel 

The espinela’s poetic dominance ultimately trumped the use of pre-existing ten-line 

stanzas commonly referred to as copla real, some of which existed in the general form of 

A B A A B C D C C D. Crucial to its sustained popularity in Spain was its use in 

controversia, a form of verbal dueling and poetic flyting between rival juglares, which in 

the Siglo de Oro served to give a particular vitality to the décima as a form used in poetic 

controversy.  

The popularity of the décima espinela in Spain undeniably contributed to its 

emergence in Latin America. Along with other Spanish poetic and musical forms and 

genres including the alabado, romance, copla, pregones, música profana, and música 

divina, among others, the décima and controversia also came to exist in Latin America in 

the late 16th century. Sources suggest its diffusion came by way of the Catholic Church’s 

evangelical efforts and labors, as clergy attempted to Christianize Indigenous populations 
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with the aid of song and poetry, and also as a result of colonial aristocratic 

popularization, as the cosmopolitan sensibilities of Spanish soldiers, conquistadores, and 

colonial officials gained favor. Américo Paredes writes, specifically: 

Through the popularization of the Spanish Golden Age literature in the colonies; as a result of 
poetry-writing contests in schools, universities, and viceregal courts in which contestants were 
required to gloss a given stanza, and through the use of the décima by the Church in its missionary 
activities among the Indians. The influence of the clergy was especially important, as can be seen 
from the high proportion of religious décimas (décimas a lo divino) in most Spanish-American 
collections. (1993: 235-236) 

To date, the décima is performed throughout Latin American and among Latinos living in 

the United States, though its use has all but dissappeared in Spain. It exists and is 

practiced in a variety of performative contexts all with their own nuances, stylistic traits, 

and functional features. These New World décima traditions have been infused with 

African, Indigenous, and mestizo influences to produce rich poetic practices intimately 

tied to bodies of folk-song and music and dance traditions. The décima exists in 

Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Ecuador, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Puerto Rico, 

the Southwestern United States, Uruguay, and Venezuela. It is also used within verbal 

dueling practices, indebted to the controversia tradition, in a number of places. There 

exist the paya in Chile, punto in Cuba, seis in Puerto Rico, valona in Mexico, among 

others. As an example, decimistas or decimeros, usually begin with a planta, a base-

stanza to be glossed or expanded upon that often takes the form of a quatrain rhyming A 

B A B or A B B A, and proceed to poetically render each line of the planta with a 

corresponding décima – this is referred to as a glosa or pie forzado. Such an exercise 

serves to demonstrate the decimista’s improvisational talent and poetic competence vis-à-

vis another performer, as each is expected to respond in-kind with décimas of their own. 

Further, décimas are often thematically grouped into two categories in accordance with 

their content. Décimas of a religious orientation are referred to as décimas, or canto, a lo 

divino (of the divine) and those concerned with more worldly/secular themes are  
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décimas, or canto, a lo humano (literally of the human, but of the secular more 

appropriately) (Mendoza 1947, 1956, 1957). 

In the Mexican case, the décima is widely used within the greater son tradition – 

son huasteco, son jarocho, son jalisciense, son arribeño, specifically –, though versions 

of it were also incorporated into the corrido.17 Though it forms part of the lyrical corpus 

of the varied son variants abovementioned, it is only in the son arribeño where exists as 

the primary poetic form utilized. Son huasteco, jarocho, and jalisciense employ the 

décima on occasion, within the valona within the latter and during contrapuntos in the 

case of the former two. However, at times a single decimista, either in between sones or 

in the midst of a son, might interrupt the performance and recite within huasteco and 

jarocho. The valona, according to Vicente Mendoza (1947, 1956, 1957), refers to a set of 

décimas used to gloss a base planta or quatrain – the previously mentioned pie forzado. 

His work is focused on the valona within the Mexican state of Jalisco (neighbor to 

Guanajuato) as it existed in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The term valona, Osorio 

Cervantes (1993) suggests, with reference to Mendoza:  

Aparece en México . . . en el siglo XVIII, y nos da como explicación de ello la llegada de soldados 
valones – de la región de Flandes, Utonía y Saboya, en la actual frontera de Francia con Bélgica, 
que fuera tierra de trovadores – a la Nueva España en 1765 y 1768, con el objeto de reforzar las 
milicias del gobierno colonial. (20) 

However, son arribeño practitioners use the term valona most often to refer to the music 

that accompanies the planta and corresponding décimas. What Mendoza identifies as the 

valona, arribeño practitioners usually call el decimal – more on this distinction in the 

next chapter. Nonetheless, the valona, loosely understood as a referent for the glossing of 

décimas, also exists within son arribeño. 

                                                
17 The early 20th century border corridos El Mosco Americano and Los Ambiciosos Patones serve as examples. 
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Now, it is not known exactly when the décima made its way to the Sierra Gorda 

nor is it exactly clear when huapango arribeño becomes consolidated into the musical 

form we come to recognize. Nonetheless, collective memory in the region takes us back 

to the mid 19th century when a number of poets and musicians were alive, performing, 

and engaged in precursory exercises in performative controversy similar to the topada – 

let us recall Eugenio Villanueva, José Torres, José Ceballos, Tranquilino Méndez, 

Pancho Berrones, Pantaleón Rodríguez, Antonio López, José Rosales, Ceferino Juarez’s 

father and great grandfather and not to mention Mauro Villeda’s own father.  

One final note, the intensity and duration of the topada performance, with respect 

to its element of performative encounter, is unmatched in other décima practices in Latin 

America. In other traditions, verbal dueling performances are relatively short – it would 

be difficult to sustain a punto Cubano session for ten or twelve hours, which is the 

common duration of a topada.  

 

Instrumentation 

Prior to the arrival of the Spanish, pre-Columbian indigenous instruments 

consisted of wind flutes, conch shells, shakers, and assorted drums like the huehuetl and 

teponaztle and were most often utilized in religious ceremony. Brass trumpets, harps, 

vihuelas, and guitars, the latter three chordophones entirely unknown in the Americas, 

were among the first introduced by the Spanish in the 16th century. According to Gabriel 

Saldívar (1934), during the course of that century a host of musicians came to the New 

World, some of whose names come to us via friar accounts. Bernal Díaz del Castillo 

makes reference to Maese Pedro (harpist) and Alfonso Morón (vihuelero) (ibid: 202). 

Thereafter, Hernández Azuara (2003) explains:  
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Se usaron estos instrumentos en fiestas religiosas y populares por los indígenas y negros llegados 
con los españoles a esta tierras . . . Se ha comprobado el uso que los indígenas hicieron de esta 
enorme variedad de instrumentos que penetraron en México durante la conquista y que pronto 
aprendieron a tocarlos y fabricarlos. Se llegó a tal grado de dominio sobre los instrumentos 
traídos, que se especializaron en construirlos y adaptarlos a sus necesidades. Los indígenas 
mostraron una enorme habilidad para tocar y construir los instrumentos introducidos que se 
extendieron por todos los confines de la Nueva España, hasta llegar a los lugares mas recónditos 
de la sierra. (66) 

Musical instruction, and instruction in instrument fabrication for that matter, initially took 

place in convents, and consequently, indigenous and mestizo populations first utilized 

these instruments to play religious music as part of the Spanish mission of 

Christianization (ibid). However, they later come to form part of emergent secular forms 

of mestizo music. 

The huapango arribeño ensemble currently consists of four instruments: two 

violins (referred to as 1st/primera vara and 2nd/segunda vara – a reference to the bow), a 

guitarra quinta huapanguera (instrument utilized in the son huasteco as well), and a 

vihuela (also used in the son jalisciense, sones de la costa chica and tierra caliente) or 

jarana huasteca (likewise played in the son huasteco). This is the latest incarnation in a 

series of precursory ensemble arrangements. Above, Hernández Azuara makes mention 

of how the use of European chordophones emerged in “la sierra,” a reference to the 

huasteca region, geographic neighbor to the Sierra Gorda. What I would like to do next is 

similarly piece together a possible account of how the instruments currently used in the 

huapango arribeño ensemble emerge in the region. What I am presenting here is based 

on archival research, information provided in previous literatures, and first-hand 

interviews with Manuel Villeda, Pedro Sauceda, Cándido Martínez, Guillermo 

Velázquez, Sebastian Salinas, Alberto Arbizu and Javier Rodríguez. 

Alfredo Guerrero Tarquín (1988) maintains both the Sierra Gorda and the Zona 

Media were home to a convergence of myriad travel/commerce routes connecting the 

Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific coast, ostensibly traversed by countless arrieros 
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(merchants, traders, carriers). One such route began in San Luís de la Paz, made its way 

up to Xichú (both in Guanajuato), passed through San Ciro de Acosta and Río Verde in 

San Luís Potosí, and finally reached Tampico, Tamaulipas on the Gulf (ibid: 191, 203). 

Another similar path also began in San Luís de la Paz/Xichú, however it then made its 

way to Arroyo Seco and Jalpan in Querétaro, reached Ciudad Valles, San Luís Potosí and 

ended, likewise, in Tampico, Tamaulipas (ibid: 170-200). In the other direction, routes 

began in the Sierra Gorda of Guanajuato, made their way to Guadalajara, and finally 

reached the Pacific via the state of Guerrero (ibid). It is probable that among usual 

commerce and trade, musical instruments and stylings also traveled along these routes. 

For instance, the vihuela is vital to the music in Guanajuato’s neighboring state of Jalisco. 

The incorporation of two accompanying violins is likewise found in the son jalisciense 

and in the son de la tierra caliente of Michoacán, which borders both Guanajuato and 

Querétaro. The guitarra quinta and jarana huasteca are both instruments native to the 

adjacent huasteca region. The question remains, however, at what moment do these 

instruments come together? 

Cándido Martinez tells of one precursory ensemble that existed in the late 19th 

century in the Zona Media of San Luís Potosí – this according to stories told by his 

parents and older family members –, which consisted of a guitarra sexta (the more 

customary six-string guitar), a violin, and clarinet. Over time, he says, the clarinet was 

replaced by a second violin. Though Manuel Villeda made no mention of the clarinet or 

its presence in Querétaro, he did corroborate the absence of a second violin in the late 19th 

century, for his father, Ricardo Villeda, was a violinist whom accompanied various 

poetas during that same time period, yet he did so alone without the aid of a segunda 

vara. What one can conclude from this, at the very least, is that the guitar and violin 

comprised the core of the arribeño ensemble by the mid to late 19th century. At the dawn 
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of the 20th century a sundry of instruments began to make their way in and out of the 

ensemble. Guerrero Tarquín (1988) alludes to witnessing the use of some sort of requinto 

(lead guitar or perhaps mandolin), a bajo quinto/sexto (instrument used in the accordion 

based norteño music), vihuela, and violin in “competitions” between poets. Guillermo 

Velázquez suggests the guitarrón (bass instrument used in the mariachi) was used on a 

few occasions, which he actually saw as a child (Cándido Martínez also makes mention 

of the guitarrón). Further, Velázquez maintains that a musician whom played the bajo 

quinto/sexto taught the veteran poet Asención Aguilar huapango arribeño.  

Illustration 3.5: Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú – Xichú, Guanajuato. 
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Now, the first mentions of the guitarra quinta date back to the mid-1930s and are 

linked to Euluterio López, whom, according to both Cándido Martínez and Pedro 

Sauceda, was the first poeta in the Zona Media to incorporate said instrument. Relatedly, 

Antonio García, whom becomes a poeta a decade later in the municipality of Río Verde, 

asserts that he immediately began playing the guitarra quinta (Parra Muñoz 2007). Still, 

later generations of poetas from the Zona Media – Pedro in the mid-1950s and Cándido 

in the late 1960s – come to initiate their careers as practitioners playing the guitarra 

sexta. In the case of both Pedro and Cándido, it’s not only until two to three years 

afterwards that they begin using the guitarra quinta. Based on these accounts, it seems 

the quinta, though introduced in the early 20th century, did not become widely 

accepted/incorporated into the arribeño ensemble until well into the late 1960s, for 

Cándido recalls that by the time he emerges as a poeta and makes the switch to the 

quinta, most practitioners in the Zona Media thereafter use the quinta exclusively. This 

said, it would still be another decade before the quinta would become commonplace in 

Querétaro and Guanajuato. In the former, both Mauro Villeda and Guadalupe Reyes 

played guitarra sexta well into the 1970s. This is astonishing considering Mauro Villeda 

became a practitioner in the 1920s and Guadalupe Reyes in the 1960s. In the case of 

Guanajuato, Guillermo Velázquez, from Xichú, admits to playing his first engagements 

on the sexta, this was in the years 1976/1977. Likewise, Alberto Arbizu, from Victoria, 

begins his career in 1978 with the sexta. Both, however, do recall witnessing the use of 

the quinta by the late 1960s within ensembles from the Zona Media who would perform 

regularly in the Sierra Gorda of Guanajuato. All things considered, it seems fitting to 

conclude that the quinta was first introduced in the Zona Media, perhaps because of its 

close proximity to the huasteca region where the instrument is used in son huasteco, in 

the first half of the 20th century and was used in varying capacities before becoming 
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commonplace in the 1960s. As for Querétaro and Guanajuato, though practitioners may 

have been aware of the quinta’s use via the Zona Media, it was not fully incorporated 

until the late 1970s. This being the case, all arribeño ensembles currently feature the 

quinta and those who aspire to become poetas learn to play on the quinta, without 

exception.   

The vihuela is an interesting case. Violinist Don Eusebio “Chebo” Méndez from 

El Aguacate, Río Verde, San Luís Potosí explains: 

La ocurrencia de meter un cuarto instrumento al huapango fue del grupo de mi papá [Tranquilino 
Méndez], aunque don Luterio tiempo antes había metido a su hijo Candelario con una jaranita, 
fuimos nosotros los que metimos la vihuela. Mi papá era gallito con una guitarra sexta, pero 
cuando en 1957 Crisóforo echó vihuela se oía bien bonito, haga cuenta que era guitarra quinta y 
sonadora. Era bueno . . . en seguida se soltaron los demás. Después ya nadie quiso salir sin 
vihuela. (Quoted in Velázquez 2004: 306) 

Don Chebo, born in 1937, makes mention of two key moments in the appearance of this 

instrument that have been relayed to me by other huapangueros from all three states. 

First, Don Pedro Sauceda recalls, as does Don Chebo, that Euluterio Lopez’s son played 

jarana huasteca or vihuela (he’s not certain) in said ensemble as early as the 

1930s/1940s. Second, he also remembers that the individual “Crisóforo” mentioned 

above by Don Chebo also played with poetas Agapito Briones and Antonio García in the 

1950s and 1960s. However, the arribeño ensemble, according to him, only fully 

incorporates this fourth instrument until the early 1960s, around the same time that he 

begins to participate in his first topadas. Cándido Mártinez also explains that although 

Euluterio Lopez, and perhaps a few others (though he fails to mention specific 

practitioners), might have used the vihuela in the 1930s/1940s, its use did not become 

commonplace until just before he becomes a practitioner in 1966/1967. These dates seem 

to confirm Don Chebo’s contention that only after “Crisóforo” became part of his father’s 

ensemble (1957) did the vihuela gain in popularity a few years later in the early 1960s. 

Relatedly, it is at this time when Socorro Perea (1989) begins her own research on 
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huapango arribeño in the Zona Media (mid 1960s – mid 1970s). She also makes mention 

that at that moment in time both the vihuela and jarana huasteca were commonplace. 

Javier Rodríguez, poeta from Cerritos, San Luís Potosí, confirms this. Before becoming a 

poeta, he first begins playing jarana for his father, poeta Juan Rodríguez, at the age of 

nine in 1975. Thereafter he goes on to accompany Antonio García, among others. 

However, he notes, the thought of playing the jarana huasteca came from observing 

Antonio Escalante’s own ensemble whom at the time utilized this instrument. This is 

corroborated in a field recording conducted in 1979 of Antonio Escalante and his group 

Los Gorrioncillos de la Sierra in the city of San Luís Potosí featured in the Antología del 

Son de México (1985). The instrumentation listed includes the jarana. 

Alfredo Guerrero Tarquín (1988) indicates, again, that the vihuela was part of the 

ensembles he observed in Xichú whom participated in “competitions” with one another in 

the 1940s. However, Alberto Arbizu, Guillermo Velázquez and Sebastian Salinas, all 

from Guanajuato, insist that the vihuela in that state was somewhat of a novelty/new 

occurrence in the 1960s. Prior to the introduction of the vihuela or jarana, just as 

musicians in all three regions contend, the huapango arribeño ensemble consisted of only 

three instruments – two violins and a guitar. This seems to suggest that the more common 

ensemble arrangement throughout most of the 20th century was the two-violin/guitar trio. 

Alberto Arbizu, before becoming a poeta, began playing vihuela at the age of ten in 1970. 

According to him, at that time many of the ensembles from San Luís Potosí already had 

the vihuela, this is how he got the idea. Yet, when he began playing vihuela, to his 

knowledge, there were only a few other vihueleros around in Guanajuato, among them 

Beto Ruiz, Felipe Ramírez, and Inés Suárez. Sebastián Salinas confirms this. Still, all of 

this gives us an indication of when the vihuela emerges in the Zona Media and 

Guanajuato (1960s), at least, though not how.  
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As will become evident in chapter six – though already mentioned to some degree 

– a number of huapango arribeño practitioners migrated to Mexico City to work, among 

them was Don Chebo Méndez who made the journey in his late teens. It is known that he 

and other huapangueros upon arriving in Mexico City joined mariachi groups. Some 

believe it is in this manner that they become acquainted with the vihuela and brought it 

back to the Sierra Gorda/Zona Media. Now, Don Chebo sites 1957 as the year 

“Crisóforo” began playing the vihuela, this roughly corresponds with his travels to 

Mexico City, for at that time he was already living there and possibly playing in 

mariachis. (He was a mariachero in Plaza Garibaldi for a number of years; he returned to 

live in the Zona Media in 1980.) This is one explanation. The other is once again tied to 

the varied travel routes that passed through the region. Guanajuato is adjacent to the 

states of Jalisco and Michoacán, whose son traditions utilize the vihuela. Also, both the 

Sierra Gorda of Querétaro and the Zona Media of San Luís Potosí border with huasteca 

regions where the jarana huasteca comes from. Constant travel between these areas 

might have helped introduce these instruments into the arribeño ensemble over the 

course of the 20th century. Or perhaps it is a combination of these two explanations. It is 

not certain. Further uncertain is whether the vihuela first came to San Luís Potosí or 

Guanajuato, though it seems to have been introduced in both states some time in the early 

20th century. 

In Querétaro, again, huapango arribeño is mostly played in religious contexts as 

of late. Yet, Guadalupe Reyes, perhaps the only living poeta whom continues to 

participate in secular events asserts that when he began performing at topadas in the early 

1960s the vihuela was just beginning to emerge here and there. However, Manuel Villeda 

in the mid 20th century played the jarana huasteca in the arribeño ensemble. This 

continues to be the case with many of the ensembles that currently perform in religious 
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settings in Querétaro. According to Hernández Azuara (2003), the jarana huasteca 

originated in Tampico, Tamaulipas towards the end of the 1930s/beginning of the 1940s, 

an instrument practically invented by Pascacio Vargas and his brothers (huasteco 

musicians and artisans) for the expressed purpose of incorporating it into the son 

huasteco ensemble. Before then, said son variant was played with only two instruments – 

violin and guitarra quinta. Perhaps the clearest precursor to the jarana huasteca is the 

jaranita used by the Teenek and Nahua indigenous groups in the huasteca regions of 

Veracruz and Hidalgo; this instrument is mainly used in danza ceremonies like that of 

Las Danzas de Conquista. However, it was not until the 1950s that the jarana huasteca 

becomes commonplace within the huasteco ensemble (ibid). This is interesting, for 

Manuel Villeda recalls traveling to the huasteca Potosina and Veracruzana at the age of 

eighteen in 1938 (perhaps right when the jarana first appeared) where he purchased one 

and learned to play. There are photographs that prove this. He is perhaps the first to 

introduce the jarana huasteca in the state of Querétaro, before then both the son huasteco 

and arribeño ensembles in the region consisted of only guitar and violin (in different 

combinations, of course, as already mentioned). Manuel accompanied his brothers Mauro 

and Otilio Villeda throughout the Sierra Gorda and the Zona Media where they played 

arribeño, and huasteco at times, for over thirty years together.  

Currently, the vihuela is undoubtedly the instrument most commonly used, 

Querétaro being the exception. It must be noted, however, that a few vihueleros in San 

Luís Potosí and Guanajuato are beginning to return to the jarana – most notably Javier 

Rodriguez of Cerritos, San Luís Potosí and Mauro González of Palomas, Xichú, 

Guanajuato. At times, they play the jarana exclusively throughout the engagement or 

alternate between it and the vihuela. Who knows? Maybe the jarana is making a return? 

This is a current living example, at least in terms of instrumentation, of how son arribeño 
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is an ever-shifting form that moves, adapts, discards, breathes, looks back, springs 

forward, never complete, always in process.  
 

 

QUE SUENE EL SON… ACROSS BORDERS 

In the 18th century, ruling authorities in New Spain and the Catholic Church 

banned a host of music and dance practices of the lower classes due to their supposed 

loud, immoral or heretical content. Among the things outlawed: theatre pieces, dance 

styles, sones/jarabes (Chuchumbé, El Toro Viejo, El Toro Nuevo, La Cosecha, El Pan de 

Manteca, El Pan de Jarabe, El Totochin, Las Bendiciones), coplas, certain forms of 

dress, etc. (Hernández Azuara 2003; Sheehy 1979). After the struggle for independence 

from Spain (1810), sones, fandangos, and dance, nonetheless, came to be accepted as 

legitimate cultural expressions of Mexican heritage. Most of the insurgent militia 

elements that fought in the struggle were of the pueblo and identified with these forms of 

music and dance. By the mid to late 19th century, Mexican elites would turn a deaf ear to 

such expressions in favor of European high-culture: Italian opera, French salon dance 

styles, etc. Still, son continued to be practiced and explored in the communities in which 

it, in its various incarnations, initially emerged. It persisted through the ushering-in of 

modernity during the Porfirio Díaz regime and the revolution thereafter. In the post-

revolution era of the 1920s/1930s, a myriad of folk expressions – son variants included 

(huasteco, jarocho, jalisciense) – were appropriated and incorporated into an officialized 

discourse aimed at constructing “The” cultural symbols of Mexican identity. The intent 

was to cultivate and connect with an imagined community/cultural memory through 

situated music and dance practices. Ironically, this is carried out by the same agents (of 
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modernity) whom claim modernity itself has all but destroyed the remnants of Mexico’s 

traditional past. They ostensibly seek out the degenerative folk and exploit their 

expressions – White Knights in full garb, on a mission to mobilize tradition. Hernández 

Azuara (2003) continues: 

El movimiento revolucionario mexicano conllevó una reivindicación popular cargada de un fuerte 
dosis de nacionalismo. Nació así una orientación nacionalista en el discurso de los gobiernos 
posrevolucionarios. A partir de los años 20 y 30 se comenzaron a realizar los trabajos tendientes 
a conocer las manifestaciones típicas de las diversas regiones de nuestro país . . . Estos 
estereotipos fueron moldeados por literatos, artistas, folkloristas y miembros de la elite 
gobernante quienes describieron fiestas, danzas, atuendos, artesanías, música, juegos, cuentos, 
leyendas, poesía, lenguas, etcétera, de los grupos étnicos marginados y de los grupos mestizos de 
la mayor parte del país . . . Es así como estas manifestaciones populares reelaboradas por las 
elites se identificaron con expresiones de carácter oficial, como en el caso del clásico estereotipo 
del charro y la china poblana bailando el jarabe tapatío, ejecutando en todos los festejos de 
escuelas y eventos del gobierno, que adquirió así carta de certificación como símbolo nacional. 
(42-43) 

What occurs in post-revolutionary Mexico is what Philip Bohlman (1988) refers to as the 

ideologization of folk music, the mobilization of tradition in the service of nation 

building – much like 18th century European anti-modernist Romantics paradoxically in 

service of newly emergent nationalist modernities:   

Both Enlightenment and early Romantic writers often portrayed folk music as a bridge between 
the natural and the civilized worlds. Both humans and animals naturally produced song, but for the 
former there were also an inherent order and the ability to express emotion. For Herder and 
subsequent generations of writers on folk music, it was the language of the soul or the heart; folk 
music encapsulated the cultural core before society complicated it. (54) 

I contend that both the Catholic Church’s condemning of a litany of expressive practices 

(as an active agent of the state during the colonial period) and the post-revolutionary 

Mexican state’s cooptation of those same forms represent strategies aimed at obliterating 

the very power of situated cultural expression – they are threats that need to be contained 

or symbols to be domesticated. Shortly thereafter, these same musics become 

commercialized through recordings, radio broadcasts, and moving pictures, and thus 

further elevated and consumed as authentic symbols of Mexicanness. I’d like to briefly 

treat the son huasteco and son jalisciense.  
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In 1932, Elpidio Ramírez, Pedro Galindo, and Nicandro Castillo, all huasteco 

musicians, form Los Trovadores Chinacos in Mexico City, gain popularity, and go on to 

perform huapangos part of the huasteco repertoire (La Rosa, El Gallo, La Malagueña, La 

Petenera, El Toro, El Caimán, La Leva, El Gusto, La Huasanga, El Fandanguito – sones 

Ramírez goes on to register with music publishers as his own compositions in 1936) on 

national Mexican radio stations XEW, XEB, and XEQ. They later author some of the 

more memorable huapango-canciones (huapango-songs) that eventually come to form 

part of the larger repertoire of “traditional” Mexican song (i.e. El Hidalguense, Las Tres 

Huastecas). Others, noting the success of such compositions, author their own: Severiano 

Briceño, Enrique Alarcón Leal, Cuco Sánchez, Lorenzo Barcelata, Felipe Bermejo, Juan 

Pantoja, Ernesto Cortázar, José Alfredo Jiménez, Tomas Méndez, Rubén Fuentes, and the 

list goes on (Rivas Paniagua 2003). The content of these “sones”, however, often projects 

the image of the drunken, boastful, machista huasteco – a figure also indebted to the 

canción ranchera (country song). This is an interesting case, for canciones rancheras, 

when featured in the various mediums (i.e. radio, moving pictures) above listed, were 

most often performed by the mariachi, by then a modified version of the son jalisciense 

ensemble and emergent national symbol of Mexico. Arguably this type of song (nor the 

corrido for that matter which is also interpreted by the mariachi at this time) was not 

central in the son jaliscense repertoire prior to the 1920s/30s. Olga Nájera-Ramírez 

(2007) contends the canción ranchera “expressed a nostalgia for a provincial lifestyle 

and projected a romanticized idyllic vision of the past,” (457) yet also proliferated the 

grotesque image of the Mexican macho (Paredes 1993). Canciónes rancheras and tin-

pan-alley corridos in the 1930s/1940s performed by mariachis and sung by Golden Age 

Mexican cinema stars like Jorge Negrete and Pedro Infante cultivated, invented, and 

reified a bourgeois caricatured and sensationalized image of the macho Mexican male, 
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while at the same time vilified women – an ideological displacement of class oppression 

projected onto gender relations (ibid; Peña 1999).  

Selective tradition, Raymond Williams (1977) tells us, is an expressively-

embodied (deliberate) process of legitimating the contemporary ruling/hegemonic order, 

a thought echoed by Eric Hobsbawm (1983) in his discussion of new devices or 

“invented traditions” in 19th century Europe aimed at both ratifying emergent state 

formations and stabilizing/restructuring social relations and identities in the face of rapid 

transformation experienced at a time of industrialization and urbanization (263). It can be 

argued that post-revolutionary Mexico, in the face of jarring social change, goes through 

a similar process. Certain forms/elements of selective tradition are, yes, entirely 

new/“invented,” while others, however, are founded on the “residues” of cultural memory 

through which individuals and communities symbolically mediate and reconstitute 

subjectivities – the popularized mariachi and canción ranchera, for instance. Implicit in 

this discussion is the interplay between “tradition,” or situated folk expression, and 

modernity, a problematic relationship that remains rather salient throughout this entire 

dissertation. Relatedly, how are we to understand the situated subjectivities and social 

imaginaries of poetas in the mid-20th century deep in the Sierra Gorda/Zona Media when: 

Junto a la tradicional ropa de manta y los huaraches llegaron los zapatos, proliferaron aviones 
en el espacio, se masificó la radio, y la emigración a los Estados unidos anticipó su relevancia 
future y sus síntomas racistas en “los enganches” de trabajadores que antes de pisar suelo 
estadunidense eran rociados con insecticida. Las guerras, las catástrofes naturales y la visión 
apocalíptica del fin de milenio fueron asuntos abordados por los trovadores junto a las 
obligaciones poéticas de cada fiesta. Cuando en el país comenzaba el proceso de 
industrialización acelerada. (Velázquez 2004: 39)   

 

Huapango arribeño has come to exist in it latest incarnation over time and I’ve 

tried to illustrate, by means of broad historical strokes, the complicated social and 

historical milieu that constitutes the well of cultural resources that have come to shape 

this music. Most recently, its performative fabric is continuously shaped by its presence 
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in the United States. Again, son, I maintain, is a social process, never complete, always 

moving, a practice not mere product of history – of the cultural syncretism explored thus 

far, for example –, but a practice that exists as this social history, representative of a 

subaltern subectivity key in self-making always emergent forms of expression, the 

vessels of people’s integrity. Sidney Mintz’s (1998) commentary on the history of 

creolization in the Caribbean is relevant here, for said process represents:   

Centuries of culture building, rather then culture mixing or culture blending, by those who became 
Caribbean people. They were not becoming transnational; they were creating forms by which to 
live . . . They had to devise new forms of communication, new norms of interaction, new ways to 
maintain life’s meaning, and to do so using the materials in their hearts, heads and hands – as well 
as those materials they found lying around them. They were no longer going anywhere – they had, 
as it were, arrived. Resistance, both symbolic and real, figured importantly in the way such culture 
building happened, because people in chains must deal with living meaningfully in one place, and 
with their chains, at the same time. Those five centuries of embattled creativity have to do with 
‘global cultural history’ most of all because European capitalism was battening on its military and 
political power, seizing land, moving people creating markets. Creolization was both 
geographically and historically specific. (119) 

 

This said, let us return to the beginning of this chapter and the topada at hand. And let us 

ask yet again: how are we to situate Raúl Orduña – a once Mexico City chilango, now 

U.S. resident turned arribeño practitioner – or Pedro Sauceda – legendary poeta from the 

Zona Media, seasonal migrant whom continues to labor in U.S. commercial construction 

at the age of seventy? What of the social lives of these transborder compañeros del 

destino, of their own processes of culture building, of huapango arribeño as social 

history? 
 

******************************************** 

 

The topada begins at close to 10:00pm and is scheduled to end at around 3:00am. 

Raúl Orduña lleva la mano (has the hand), meaning he plays first and also has the 
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responsibility of guiding and directing the flow of the topada – this includes deciding 

what poetic topic will be addressed by both poetas, when the ensembles are to change 

keys, and when they are to move into different portions of the topada. Rául begins, 

however there is a problem, or so Don Pedro Sauceda insists. It is custom during topadas 

for ensembles to begin playing in the key of D, then move on to the key of A, and end in 

the key of G (all of this will become clearer in the next chapter). Yet, Rául takes it upon 

himself to begin in the key of A. It’s a livelier key to play in and, considering the short 

length of the topada and the time they are commencing, he thought it fitting. Why waste 

time in D? Don Pedro immediately makes an issue of this and begins to scold Raúl in his 

decimales. In the midst of this, Raúl turns to me, “Estos son puntos que dan guerra” 

(These are issues/contentions one wars over). By midnight, the crowd swells to five 

hundred.  

Below is the exchange they share through their initial decimales: 

 
DÁNDOLES LAS BUENAS NOCHES 

LES BRINDO LA BIENVENIDA 
EN ESTA FIESTA FLORIDA 

HOY QUE SE ABREN LOS BROCHES 
 
(1) Aunque no somos la esencia    (3) Que mas les puedo decir 
y lo digo en verso patente      en el rato que aquí estemos 
pero recibo a esta gente      así los complaceremos 
a esta bella concurrencia      venimos para servir 
hermosura de presencia      y lo vuelvo a repetir 
yo les trovo sin reproches      mi frase va dirigida 
dándoles las buenas noches     y ante esta gente reunida 
con este verso en la mente      ya que le ocasión se presta 
saludo a los de en frente:      y comenzando la fiesta: 
DONDOLE LAS BUENAS NOCHES    EN ESTA TIERRA FLORIDA 

 
(2) Lo digo con sencillez     (4) Aquí esta Santos Espino 
y que mueran las tristezas      y también Ramiro Díaz 
viva, que viva Austin, Tejas     Jaime y sus melodías 
y la plaza _____18      y yo Raúl, que poco me afino 
aquí por tercera vez      aunque sea con poquito vino 

                                                
18 Here Raúl mentions the actual name of the venue, which I have chosen to identify as El Lindero.  
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ante esta gente reunida      dándoles las buenas noches 
en esta tierra florida      veo que llegan en camionetas y coches 
yo lo digo con empeño      a esta tierra florida 
tocando son arribeño:      mi frase va dirigida: 
LES BRINDO LA BIENVENIDA     HOY QUE SE ABREN LOS BROCHES 

 
– Raúl Orduña 

Illustration 3.6: Topada – Austin, Texas. 

 
ANTE EL PUBLICO HONRADOR 

YA VINE Y ESTOY AQUÍ 
COMO SE LO PROMETÍ 

DE TODOS SOY SERVIDOR 
 

(1) Desde aquí lo estoy saludando    (3) Buenos noches ya empezamos 
buenas noches Don José 19    el que canta no se aferra 
aquí estoy como ve      los violines como quiera 
como quien dice, “empezando”     pobre de los que cantamos 
en su nombre estoy pensando     haber a donde aguantamos 
el verso me hace creador      digo y no me arrepentí 

                                                
19 The name of the person in charge of organizing the topada in question. 
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ante todo espectador      con cariño y frenesí 
ya que dios me dio licencia     en versos ya como ve 
buenas noches concurrencia:     buenas noches Don José 
ANTE EL PUBLICO HONRADOR    COMO SE LO PROMETÍ 

 
(2) Ante todo espectador     (4) Les honro con mi presencia 
ya que a horita principiemos     y antemano lo sostengo 
la afinación que aquí te vemos     por segunda vez que vengo 
el diablo de “La Mayor”      ya que dios nos dio licencia 
a mi me causa temor      gracias a la omnipotencia 
desde luego presentí      mi canto ya se quedó 
en mi canto le advertí      en el verso se notó 
al hacer mis verserías      tierra donde alumbra el sol 
buenas noches gentes mías:     los de allá del caracol: 
YA VINE Y ESTOY AQUÍ     DE TODOS SOY SERVIDOR 

 
– Pedro Sauceda 

 
 

YA QUE EMPEZAMOS PRIMERO 
YO LO DIGO COMO PUEDA 

SALUDO A PEDRO SAUCEDA 
VIOLINISTAS, VIHUELERO 

 
(1) Así encontré la afinación    (3) En tono no pido perdón 
pero espero no sea huanga     pero si en algo me equivoco 
la saque de la manga      Pedro aun yo no lo provoco 
y subí la entonación     lo estimo de corazón 
para el gusto de esta reunión     y le mando salutación 
y para ellos lo primero     aunque mi voz este huanga 
un saludo, decir yo quiero      pero andando en la pachanga 
y aunque no somos la esencia     yo me dirijo a la gente 
contando con su presencia:     por eso el tono patente: 
YA QUE EMPEZAMOS PRIMERO   ME LO SAQUE DE LA MANGA 
 
(2) Aun no empieza la bravata    (4) Un saludo al primerero 
y decirlo lo primero      y a la segunda también 
mil saludos al versero      para ellos un parabién 
hoy que de cantar se trata      y que viva el vihuelero 
si al principio me maltrata      mencionarlos lo primero 
yo le doy salutación      al compás del decimal 
porque esa es mi convicción     a todo este personal 
y a el le mando mil laureles     y todo el que va llegando 
rosas y también claveles:      con gusto voy saludando: 
PORQUE ASÍ ENCONTRE LA AFINACIÓN   CON AFINACIÓN ESPECIAL 

 
– Raúl Orduña 

 
 

ESTE BAILE QUE SE MENCIONA 
CANTANDO LOS TROVADORES 
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GRACIAS RAUL POR TUS FLORES 
HASTA AQUÍ LLEGO SU AROMA 

 
(1) Buen pecho puedo lograrlo    (3) Lo siento en este día 
y el publico se complace     se que me castiga el pecho 
todo en este mundo se hace     el pueblo quiere bien hecho 
y mi trovar puede alcanzarlo    sobre todo el alegría 
mi trova puede recrearlo      pero que culpa no sea mía 
también la voz que se entona     por estos alrededores 
los versos en la valona      por mis maestros “los trovadores” 
y antemano lo acredito      Raúl saludarte quiero 
te he dicho y te felicito:      primer vara y segundero 
EN ESTE BAILE QUE SE MENCIONA   RAÚL, GRACIAS POR TUS FLORES 
 
(2) A ver si no retrocedo     (4) También a tu jaranero  
y a ver si no me complejo      quiero darle mi expresión 
pobre del que se hace viejo     se merece un galardón 
y gracias el que esta nuevo     lo he dicho como versero 
del pueblo viene el relevo      porque es un gran compañero 
y también muchos honores     del destino y se entona 
al ver los observadores      la verdad como una broma 
que viva la concurrencia      hay Raúl que bien me hiciste 
bonita la complacencia:      esas flores que me diste: 
Y EL BAILE DE LOS TROVADORES   HASTA AQUÍ LLEGO LA AROMA 

 
– Pedro Sauceda 
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El Código de Honor:                                                                                     
on musicality 

Cuando escucho los remates de jarabe, has de cuenta que me estoy comiendo un 
dulce de guayaba… 

–    Filemón, Río Verde, San Luís Potosí 

 

Even though there are two fiddles in the traditional son arribeño quartets, poets 
toting large, eight-string guitars called huapangueras steal the show in the Sierra 
Gorda mountains of Central Mexico . . . both fiddlers in this genre play second 
fiddle to the man who backs up improvised verses with his large guitar. 

–    Lindajoy Fenley, Fiddler Magazine 

 

Much of the literature focused on the study of music in culture explores the ways 

in which humans use music; it stands to reason, then, that most scholars believe music 

serves particular functions in society or, better said, that music functions in certain ways 

within society. Bruno Nettl’s intellectual project was, in part, concerned with surveying 

the utility of ethnomusicological methods, and to this end, he lent considerable attention 

to discovering the function(s) of music. Yet, as he states, “it is perhaps too general a 

statement to say that people everywhere have used music to do certain things, and at the 

same time that they thought that music was capable of doing something to them” (1983: 

147). As a way to take us beyond such generality, he engages directly with Alan 

Merriam’s (1964) influential “uses and functions” of music. Merriam’s claim purportedly 

identifies the specific ways in which music is both used in certain situations and becomes 

part of them. He takes function to mean the “specific effectiveness of [music] whereby it 

fulfills the requirement of the situation, that is, answers a purpose objectively defined; 
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this is the equation of function with purpose” (Merriam quoted in ibid). John Blacking, 

also in reference to musical functionality, explains “the function of music is to enhance in 

some way the quality of individual experience and human relationships; its structures are 

reflections of patterns of human relations” (1995: 31). This is to say, music functions to 

reinforce experiences that have come to embody meaning in the social lives of groups of 

people.  

What does this all mean? For me, it is rather simple. The importance of music 

does not come from its acoustical properties, but rather through the experiences generated 

through its performance, experiences fashioned through larger social processes and 

formations – the previous chapter illustrated the historical social base through which the 

son genre emerges in Mexico and the cultural valence it possess vis-à-vis processes of 

encounter, syncretism, and struggle. Yet, why all this preoccupation with “old-hat” 

debates concerning musical functionalism? Musical function, whether as symbolic 

expression or as a mechanistic measure of effectiveness in fulfilling performative 

requirements, I believe, must be reframed in a context that recognizes, as many do now, 

that culture and cultural practice are not fixed in any sense. One escapes reification if 

“function” is seen as fluid. As this and the next chapter will demonstrate, my intention is 

to explicate how huapango arribeño, itself as musical practice, functions in its 

performative context. A detailing of this functionality, as it were, will serve as a basis to 

then link performance to the social. 
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EL APRENDIZAJE (APPRENTICESHIP) 

“Oral tradition,” Philip Bohlman (1988) argues, “fosters both the creativity and 

the stability of folk music. So strong is the correlation of oral tradition with folk music 

that most definitions treat oral tradition as fundamental to folk music, if not its most 

salient feature” (14). Bohlman makes the case for how oral tradition – as the central 

conduit for the transmission of musical knowledge/taxonomies pertaining to form, style, 

performance, and repertoire – is utilized in the process of learning and recreating folk 

music forms. This certainly applies in the case of huapango arribeño, for practitioners 

come to learn their craft as vareros, guitarreros, poetas, vihueleros/jaraneros through 

establishing relationships with actively performing huapangueros whereby musical 

knowledge is transmitted orally – at times these relationships take the form of formal 

apprenticeships, at others aspiring practitioners attend performances, watch, listen, and 

ask questions. As was explained in chapter two, practitioners understand this as a calling. 

Giving oneself to el destino can be, according to most, a rather trying and arduous 

learning process. Ultimately, one is expected to become competent on one’s respective 

instrument, learn the repertoire, and, ultimately, come to know and follow el código de 

honor – the performative rules of engagement part of the fabric of the topada 

performance (which includes learning the varied underlying logics of poesía, decimales, 

valonas, jarabes, and sones), but also key in setting the parameters of other performance 

settings. Learning these ins-and-outs is a test of will and ability – the following are four 

individual practitioners’ accounts.  

 

Mauro Villeda 

Eliazar Velázquez (2004) writes:  
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Músicos y trovadores que urdieron la trama de la tradición entre los siglos XIX y XX se 
distinguieron por la tenacidad para el aprendizaje. Acudieron a buscar el conocimiento de los 
mayores, y muy a la usanza de la economía campesina de entonces, intercambiaron animales, 
productos o jornales a cambio de la técnica para glosar décimas o acceder a repertorios de 
sones, jarabes y valonas. (37) 

Illustration 4.1: Los Villeda (Manuel, Otilio, Mauro) – Querétaro, circa 1938. 

Mauro Villeda, so they say, became a practitioner at the age of fourteen, at which time he 

began to accompany his father Ricardo Villeda, primerero, and José Sánchez, segundero. 

Mauro’s older brother, Otilio, soon replaced José Sánchez. Father and sons played 

together for nearly six years. Initially, however, Don Ricardo discouraged his sons from 
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pursuing music altogether, he insisted they work in the milpa (which they continued to do 

even after becoming musicians in their native Agua del Maíz, Pinal de Amoles, 

Querétaro). Yet, Mauro and Otilio would make toy instruments from scrap-wood and 

strum/bow away in the milpa without their father knowing. Soon after, Don Ricardo 

accepted his sons’ fate and began to instruct both – Otilio on the violin and Mauro on the 

guitarra sexta. Though when it came to matters of poesía, Mauro turned to poetas 

Fidencio Salinas (Don Ricardo’s half-brother) and Nicanor Carranza, both of who played 

alongside Don Ricardo often. Though it is suggested that he never had a formal 

apprenticeship, Mauro attentively listened to both poetas during performances. It was 

through them (and in this manner) that he came to learn the décima and the secrets behind 

the gloss. The structural form of huapango arribeño’s central musical piece and topada 

etiquette he learned from his father.  

At this age Mauro had not yet learned to read or write. Actually, this would 

forever escape him; he would never attend school or receive any formal education. Apart 

from attaining musical knowledge, he, like any other poeta, had to begin the task of 

composing poesía with attention to matters of religion (velaciones in honor of la virgen 

de Guadalupe, San Isidro, La Santa Cruz, etc.); poesía concerned with festive occasions 

(weddings, regional fiestas patronales, Mexican independence/revolution, etc.); and 

poesía of “intellectual” rigor focused on broader, usually historical or pseudo-scientific, 

issues and themes (astronomy, world history, Charlemagne and the twelve peers of 

France, Christopher Columbus, geography, etc.). His inability to read or write further 

complicated the process of composition. For help in this endeavor, Mauro turned to his 

cousin, Macedonio Macario, and Samuel González, a local rezandero, both literate. 

Every evening after working in the milpa he would go and see both. They would read to 

him, he probed their knowledge, asked questions, and they imparted what they could. 
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This is how he first acquired the tools necessary to begin composing poesía, this is how 

he began to cultivate the necessary musical knowledge required of him in order to 

competently face other poetas in topadas. 

 

Cándido Martínez 

Cándido Martínez poeta from El Aguacate, Río Verde, San Luís Potosí recalls:  

Es una época muy triste la que yo viví al principio, porque yo desde que me 
acuerdo, desde tres o cuatro años para acá de vida, yo quería una guitarra. Es 
una historia amplia. Mi papa tenía un carretón y se iba a Río Verde cada 
domingo y cuando no iba mi mama le decía que me llevara a mi. Yo quería ir a 
Río Verde y el motivo era para pedirle que me comprara una guitarra. La 
primera vez que me llevó le dije, “papa yo quisiera que me compre una 
guitarrita.” No me contesto nada, el nomás hablando con el caballo. Yo tenía 
unos cuatro años. Bueno. Se tardaba pa’ volverme a invitar a Río Verde, yo creo 
por lo mismo también, porque lo iba a molestar. Y ya después me volvió a invitar. 
“Alístate mijo porque te voy a llevar a Río Verde.” Y lo volví a molestar por el 
camino, “Papa, yo quiero que me compre una guitarrita.” Tampoco me contesto 
nada. Y no se valía insistir. Entonces ya como a la tercera vez que me llevó a Río 
Verde otra vez, pa’ ese entonces yo ya tenía como unos siete años. Y le volví a 
pedir por una guitarrita. Y esa vez si me contesto. Pero, sabes que me contesto? 
“No mijo, usted pa’ que quiere guitarra? Yo no quiero que usted sea músico.” 
Con esas palabras. Ya no le volví a decir nada, ahí quedo. Después mas tarde, de 
mas grande, pues nosotros ayudándole en la friega del trabajo de la milpa, pero 
después mas dejo de ser jornalero del campo y se dedico al comercio, al 
abarrote, cosa que todos aquí le apoyamos. Bueno, a los trece años empecé a 
componer versitos a mi manera y la primer guitarra la fui comprando a los 
dieciséis años con ayuda de un hermano mío, mayor que yo. El y yo íbamos a Río 
Verde a traer lo que se vendía en la tienda de mi papa, la mercancía. Y en cada 
mandado que le hacíamos a mi papa, nos autorizaba un peso pa’ comprar un 
refresco y un pedazo de pan. A veces lo gastábamos, a veces lo guardábamos. 
Cuando yo ya tenía dieciséis años yo tenía poquitos ahorros. Un día andando en 
la tienda en Río Verde en donde comprábamos las frutas había una guitarra 
colgada, allí en un clavo. Al dueño de la tienda ahí se la habían dejado empeñada 
y ya tenía mucho tiempo ahí que no iban por ella. La vendía en cincuenta pesos, 
pero como clientes le bajo cinco pesos y no la trajimos. Pero todo esto fue a 
escondidas de mi papa. Aquí mismo, en la cocina que esta ahí yo estudiaba [la 
guitarra]. Yo hacía la tarea que me encargaban en la milpa, la yunta, y le echaba 
ganas para lograr apartar un ratito en la tarde todos los días para irme a 
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estudiar, a encerrarme en esa cocina que se ve ahí, la primera que hizo mi papa. 
Pero, lo reitero, esto fue a escondidas de mi papa. El no sabía que yo estaba 
estudiando guitarra. En ese entonces yo tenía un método que compre en cinco 
pesos con mi hermano y con ese me iba enseñando, no tuve quien me ayudara. Ya 
después que se dio cuenta mi papa que yo estaba estudiando me dijo, “Es cierto 
que tienes guitarra? Y ya puedes tocar algo?” Le dije que casi no, pero que 
estaba estudiando. “Y quien te está enseñando?” Le conteste que nadie. “Bueno, 
pos haber cuando la traes, a ver que me tocas, a ver que puedes hacer.” Y ahí le 
fui rascando poquito, lo que yo entendía. 

 

Unlike Mauro, Cándido had four years of school, learned to read and write, thus the task 

of acquiring and gathering material that served as the basis for the content of his poesía 

was perhaps not as difficult. Though, he admits to have learned el reglamento de la 

poesía (poesía structure) through listening to other poetas during performances. In 1967, 

at the age of eighteen, he began his career. His first topada took place three years later. 

This said, it deserves mention that Cándido arrives at a moment in the greater social 

history of huapango arribeño marked by a significant generation gap amongst 

practitioners. He fills it. Dice su poesía: 

 
CADA VEZ QUE ME ENCUENTRO PRESENTE 
RESONANDO ESTE MISMO INSTRUMENTO 
A TRAVÉS DE MI PROPIO TALENTO 
VOY DICIENDO, “AQUÍ ESTÁ SU SIRVIENTE” 
 
Yo soy Cándido el del Aguacate 
de Río Verde, San Luís Potosí 
es mi honra decirles aquí 
me permitan que aquí les relate 
me disculpan algún disparate 
que llegaré a decir de repente  
porque se que no soy suficiente 
el que ustedes están esperando 
pero quiero decirlo trovando: 
CADA VEZ QUE ME ENCUENTRO PRESENTE 
 
Nací pobre, soy un campesino 
y nacido en un triste desierto 
soy alegre también es muy cierto 
si a tocarle me invita un vecino 
yo manejo uno que otro destino 
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de carácter total diferente 
aunque nada lo soy competente 
pero quiero cumplir mi tarea 
y en el plano de incluir lo que sea: 
CADA VEZ QUE ME ENCUENTRO PRESENTE 
 
Poco a poco fui desarrollando 
al trabajo de campo hice guerra 
unas veces sembrando la tierra 
con la yunta, otras veces arando 
experiencias que he ido pasando 
a cual menos, cual mas aparente 
yo trabajo con toda mi mente 
y aunque sufra, no hay que aflojar 
si me canso, me pongo a cantar: 
CADA VEZ QUE ME ENCUENTRO PRESENTE 

 
– Cándido Martínez 

 

Cándido battled and, because of his demeanor in topadas, had his way with the older, 

aging poetas of the time: Antonio Escalante, Antonio García, Pedro Sauceda, Agapito 

Briones, Guadalupe Reyes, Miguel González, and Mauro Villeda, to name a few. 

Guillermo Velázquez, poeta whom emerges ten years after Cándido (yet ostensibly part 

of the same generation as him), speaks to this: 

Cuando irrumpe Cándido en la tradición yo todavía ni siquiera me incorporo. 
Pero cuando yo lo conozco allí en Xichú topando frente a Don Miguel González, 
es un tipo con un temperamento guerrero, corsario como dicen. Se va encima. La 
erupción de el fue esto. El fue un personaje que reanimo la tradición. Yo no 
discuto su calidad poética. Pero su temperamento para mi gusto es el aporte 
mayor a la tradición y lo fue por mucho tiempo. En aquellos momentos  en que se 
topaba con Don Toño García, con Don Chon Aguilar, quienes tenían otra 
mentalidad, otra manera de asumir las cosas, yo entiendo que era como 
oxigenarse la tradición, aunque lo resintieran, porque yo creo que no toda la 
agente veía con buenos ojos a Cándido, porque se iba indiscriminadamente 
encima de sus contrincantes  sin compasión. Pero yo siento que Cándido fue un 
gran aporte.   
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Alberto Arbizu 

At nineteen, Alberto Arbizu from Milpillas, Victoria, Guanajuato, began to play 

his first engagements as a poeta, though he initiates his career playing the vihuela at the 

age of ten alongside his father, a violinist. At that time, in 1970, he insists, there were few 

vihueleros in the region of Guanajuato, so, as can be expected, he was invited to 

accompany a number of poetas. Needless to say, he participated in his first topadas at an 

incredibly young age playing vihuela. In response to making the shift to the guitarra 

quinta and as poeta, he explains: 

Cuando yo tocaba la vihuela, acompañaba guitarra sexta. Por eso no le sabía 
[the guitarra quinta]. Yo las miraba por ahí con otros, cuando venían los músicos 
de pa’ abajo – Don Pedro, Don Toño. Dejaban de tocar los músicos y agarraba 
la guitarra [quinta]. Y no pa’ echarle manotazos, sino pa’ agarrarle la afinación. 
Le sonaba y yo la escuchaba bonito, la escuchaba bien afinadita. Y yo nada de 
tonto! Le fui agarrando los puntos, me los fui grabando Y no crea que fue de una 
vez, eso fue de muchas veces. [Here he is referring to the act of plucking each 
string on the guitarra quinta individually and then fretting the adjacent string until 
it corresponded to the open note. For example, the fifth set of chorus strings on 
the guitarra quinta is tuned to G and the fourth to D. If one plays the D chorus-
strings while fretting the fifth fret, the resulting notes is a G. Thus, it was in this 
manner that Alberto realized that the fifth (G) and fourth (D) chorus-strings were 
in tune with one another if the notes sounded the same when playing them open 
and fretted fifth, respectively.] Mientras anduve tocando la vihuela, echando 
vihuela, esa si le podía. Y yo así empecé, no hubo quien me dijera. Entonces, pos 
yo cual verso? Aprendí a tocar y a afinar la guitarra de a poquito. Entonces venía 
lo peor! Si! El verso. Mi papa me dijo, “Bueno ahora ya tocas. Y la cantada?” 
Pos si. Se supone que uno de guitarrista, pos el verso.  En ese entonces había un 
señor que se llamaba Miguel Estrada, vivía por un ranchito por aquí, La Cueva. 
Ese señor tocaba. Mi papa fue y le pidió unas poesías y me las trajo escritas. Y de 
repente se llegó el momento del primer compromiso. No se me olvida eso a mi. 
Era un baile de clausura de escuela. Y yo solo tres poesías llevaba y no mías, me 
las habían regalado.” – I gasp – “Por eso le estoy diciendo que esto esta muy 
difícil! Entonces, fuimos. Y pos, echaba decimales todos destartalados, sin 
reglamento, nada. La poesía es memorizada, pero el decimal pos es al momento, 
trovado. Eso es lo difícil. Cante mi primer poesía y luego seguía el decimal. Se 
me cerraba el mundo! Pero bueno, ahí a lo tonto hacía según el decimal, 
elogiando la persona, el pueblo, el publico. Pos, cante la primer poesía, la 
segunda, la tercera, y que se me acaban. Y a hora? Bueno, que le doy vuelta con 
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la primera y así! Y yo, yo sentía muy feo.  Pero bueno sacamos el compromiso. Y 
por cierto le voy a decir la verdad. Cuando yo ya me di cuenta del reglamento de 
la poesía, esas poesías regaladas no estaban bien echas, estaban descuadradas. 
Pero de eso me enteré hasta después que yo me di cuenta del reglamento del 
verso.   

 

 

Illustration 4.2: Alberto Arbizu’s patio – Milpillas, Victoria, Guanajuato. 
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All of this is further complicated by his migration to Mexico City at the age of sixteen 

where he spent five years working in industrial factories. Though he would travel back 

and forth between Guanajuato as often as he could, this, he laments, made the learning 

process that much more complicated. Now, Alberto makes mention of attaining poesías 

from fellow poetas, a common (though rarely openly discussed) practice among 

practitioners, especially those whom are just beginning. Often, novice poetas barter gifts, 

goods, services/labor, and money with other more experienced poetas in exchange for 

poesías. Namely, these borrowed/purchased/gifted poesías serve as guides that facilitate 

the laborious process of composition; they are templates upon which novices begin to 

formulate their own poesías. Learning the (seemingly simple) décima form and structure 

or the secrets to glossing a quatrain with four corresponding décimas is an arduous task. 

What parts are memorized? Which are to be improvised? In what order? What is the 

rhyme scheme? Borrowing poesías is a means to an end – a learning tool. Alberto came 

to have his first topadas as a poeta in his early twenties (we will tend to that experience 

in the following chapter) – he has encountered Pablo González, Fidel Cruz, Pedro 

Sauceda, Miguel González, Hilario Gutíerrez, Tobías Hernández, Javier Rodríguez, Juan 

Rodríguez, Claro González, Guillermo Velázquez, Amador Arredondo, Panfilo Oviedo. 

 
ESTE PUBLICO DEBEMOS SALUDAR 
UN SALUDO MUY ATENTO A LOS SEÑORES 
ME DISCULPAN DE MOMENTO MIS ERRORES 
SI EN MI CANTO LOS PUDIERA FASTIDIAR 
 
Con un tono alternativo ni impresionante 
me permito el saludar sin distinción 
con mi humilde habilidad y mi vocación 
por mi mira tan sencilla y repugnante 
me disculpan de momento y al instante 
que al momento no los pueda saludar 
es inútil mis torpezas abogar 
porque nunca puedo hacerlo con decencia 
que remedio con mi poca inteligencia: 
ESTE PUBLICO DEBEMOS SALUDAR 
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Entre todos mi respeto es lo primero 
lo comprueban mis cantares de obediencia 
nomás ténganme un poco de paciencia  
soy un torpe, yo lo entiendo y lo considero 
la actitud que de momento yo venero 
me hace falta vocación para expresar 
mas cualquiera me la puede titular 
y juzgando mis enlaces desiguales 
de momento con mis notas musicales: 
ESTE PUBLICO DEBEMOS SALUDAR 

 
– Alberto Arbizu 

Sebastián Salinas 

Still, there exist practitioners that did not have the benefit, for better or for worse, 

of hands-on guidance, however complicated it may have been for those already 

mentioned. Sebastián Salinas, violinist of Xichú, Guanajuato, compares his learning 

experience to that of Raúl Orduña, “Lo de Raúl, pos imagínese estar allá [United States]. 

Pero no imposible. Yo empecé de edad grande y en el D.F., que allá no se oye nada de 

huapango. Yo me tenía que salir a tocar pa’ la sierra desde allá” (Raúl’s situation, well 

imagine being over there [U.S.]. But not impossible. I began at an older age in D.F., and 

over there huapango wasn’t heard. I had to go to the Sierra to play). He continues: 

Para mi la música fue una tristeza muy grande. Mi papa [Miguel Salinas] fue 
poeta y yo escuchaba la música de chiquito, pero se me fue olvidando. Andaba 
con el de mas chiquillo, pero luego de diez años pa’ delante pos ya trabajaba en 
el campo, la yunta. Pero, luego conocí unos de Jalpan que tocaban huasteco ahí 
en la colonia donde vivía en México. Y luego también conocí unos de Xichú que 
tocaban arribeño también en la misma colonia. Tenía unos veintidós años. 

You see, Sebastián’s father passed away when he was fourteen and from that moment on 

he worked in order to help provide for his mother and siblings. To this end, he migrated 

to Mexico City in search of work at the age sixteen. He remained there for thirty-six 

years. However, it was precisely there where he reconnected with huapango arribeño, as 

he explains above. He came across a few practitioners, befriended them and slowly began 
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to pick up the violin. By the age of twenty-four he would sit in with musicians in Mexico 

city and on occasion in Guanajuato on his trips back home, but never topadas. He 

chuckles, “Me invitaban, pero les decía que no, porque yo nunca había andado en eso 

[topadas]. Tenia ganas, pero me faltaba valor” (They would invite me, but I would tell 

them no, because I had never been in topadas. I had the desire, but I lacked courage).  

Still, given the scarcity of learning opportunities in Mexico City, so it would seem, how 

did he learn to play huapango arribeño and subsequently become one of its greatly 

skilled and more widely respected violinists? He answers: 

Vivía un compadre mío allá en el D.F. también y le gustaba mucho el huapango. 
Sus huapangueros eran Don Chebo [Mendez - varero] y Don Pedro [Sauceda - 
poeta], y un hermano de el, sus músicos eran Don Toño Escalante [poeta] y Don 
Román [Gómez - varero]. Entonces, al año entre esas músicas hacían hasta unas 
dos topadas nomás de gusto ahí en el D.F. Así me di cuenta. En una de esas 
topadas le pedí permiso a Don Román que le grabara algo. Me dice, “Grabe lo 
que quiera.” Y cual, me grabo unas piezonas chulísimas! Tres cassettes llenitos 
de sones y piezas buenas. No hombre, pos ahí me dio todo el material que uso 
últimamente! De ahí empecé a saber que era el son, que era la valona, cuantas 
partes llevaba, cuantas partes echarle, y como estaba la cosa. Ahí me afilé. 
Entonces, había algunas cosas que yo todavía no entendía. Me iba hasta San Luís 
Potosí a ver a Don Román pa’ que me guiara. Cualquier detallito iba a verlo. 
Después ya sabía por que lado irme [en la música]. 

Like Raúl, Sebastián’s initial learning experience was somewhat unorthodox. He had 

limited hands-on guidance and relied mostly on recordings. Although as time went on he 

played with greater frequency in Guanajuato and Mexico City, it wasn’t until 1986, at the 

age of thirty-eight, that he came to have his first topada. He accompanied poeta Elías 

Chessani as primer vara and played in front of Guillermo Velázquez y Los Leones de la 

Sierra de Xichú in Ahuacatlán de Guadalupe, Querétaro:  

Pos iban a tocar Chessani y Guillermo en frente. Y le pregunto Chessani a Don 
Tacho [Tacho Ruiz, violinist who was to accompany Chessani] que quien mas se 
llevaba de varero. Don Tacho le dijo que le iba conseguir a alguien. Y el 
Chessani le dijo que vale mas que fuera bueno porque iban a estar en frente de 
Los Leones y en ese tiempo Los Leones andaban en su mero... Fue Don Tacho 
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hasta Mexico a invitarme. Y yo le dije, “No como cree.” Yo si tenía mucho 
[material] que tocar pero no me arriesgaba. Nunca me había topado. Pero, según 
ya había quedado [Tacho] con el Chessani. Y no hombre, pos que me trae. Y yo 
todavía andaba, pos así como te vistes tu, una playera, así de pachuco. Con mi 
cachucha y mochila. [Here he is referring to my way of dress – khaki pants, dress 
shoes, button up shirt, etc., pachuco style in his eyes, in contradistinction to more 
ranchero - boots and cowboy hat - attire] Quedamos en vernos con el Chessani en 
San Luís Potosí a tal hora. Llegamos a la central, nos sentamos allí en la banca y 
en eso que llega el Chessani. Y luego le pregunta a Don Tacho, “Y que pasó con 
el varero?” Como venía vestido de pachuco, pos no se había dado cuenta que yo 
era el varero. “Pos aquí esta, es éste,” y me vio Tacho. Dice [Chessani], “Oiga, 
usted se atreve a tocar al frente de Los Leones?” “No se,” le dije, “es que Don 
Tacho dice que me trajo. Como ve?” “Pos, va estar carajo,” dice [Chessani], 
“porque al frente de Los Leones no esta fácil. Así es de que váyase previniendo!” 
Pos mas miedo me metió! Salimos de San Luís Potosí y llegando a Purísima 
[Querétaro] subió Mario [Mario González - violinist], Guillermo [Guillermo 
Guevara – violinist] e Inés [Inés Suárez – vihuelero], que eran los que iban a 
tocar con Guillermo [Guillermo Velázquez - poeta]. En ese entonces yo no 
conocía a Mario, nomás conocía a Guevara y a Inés. Nos agarramos a la platica. 
Cuando nos bajamos en Jalpan [Querétaro] le dice Guillermo a Mario, “Mario, 
salude a este amigo. Es un compañero del destino. Es el que va a tocar en frente 
con Chessani.” Muy apenas me dio la mano [Mario], fue todo. No hombre, me 
metían miedo por todos lados! Ya estando en la topada, al empezar me dice el 
Chessani, “Agárrese porque esto va estar bueno!”   

  

Sebastián describes in detail what happened that evening, the intense agarrón he and 

Mario engaged in for close to twelve hours, facing each other across the plaza in 

Ahuacatlán atop their respective tablados, exchanging sones and jarabes. Though he nor 

Mario speak to this, it is well known that there exists a rather healthy rivalry between 

both violinists, something I have witnessed first-hand in topadas between the two. I’m 

inclined to believe their artistic feud was born on this occasion. Sebastián’s experience 

seems common. Meaning, most practitioners – regardless of what instrument they play –  

often suggest they were thrust into topadas before they felt they were ready to take part in 

them because of either lack of musical/poetic/performative knowledge or, at times, a 

general hesitancy or fear of having to bear such a responsibility, that of engaging other 
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musicians for hours at a time. “It has to happen some time,” they say. Sebastián has 

continued to play in topadas since and alongside poetas Adrián Turrubiartes, Asención 

Aguilar, Pedro Sauceda, Amador Arredondo, Ángel González, Pablo González, Tobías 

Hernández, and Guillermo Velázquez, among others. In 1997 he moved back to 

Guanajuato. He now resides in San Luís de la Paz and, along with vihuelero Elpidio 

Galvan, forms part of the group Alegría Arribeña – they’ve accompanied a number of 

poetas, yet as of late Tobías Hernández seems to be their poeta of choice. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 4.3: Sebastián Salinas – Ahuacatlán de Guadalupe, Querétaro. 
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LA PIEZA ARRIBEÑA 

The defining huapango arribeño “musical piece” – which I am calling la pieza 

arribeña – is divided into three distinct sections: poesía, valona, and son or jarabe. This 

rigorously structured musical unit serves as the vehicle with which practitioners 

strategize, engage, and improvise with throughout the course of topada and non-topada 

performance settings. It is the tangible musical embodiment of el código de honor. In a 

sense, it “functions” to order and guide the process of musical encounter and engagement 

between musicians, particularly in the topada performance setting. 

The term poesía is primarily a referent to the lyrical content of the first section, 

which consists of a planta – a quatrain rhyming A B A B or A B B A – and corresponding 

décimas. All of this is composed beforehand and memorized, it forms part of the poeta´s 

repertoire.20 The section begins with the singing of the planta by the poeta. He does so 

twice. The planta´s melody is chosen by the poeta from a set of pre-established and 

commonly used/shared tonadas (melodies), though each practitioner embellishes 

according to his own aesthetic preference or to meet the needs of his voice/vocal range. 

Once the poeta begins singing and playing the guitarra quinta, the remaining musicians 

in the ensemble immediately follow his lead. The violins, in particular, proceed to restate 

the planta´s melody and repeat it as many times as is required before the poeta decides to 

stop and begin to recite his corresponding décima, at which time the entire ensemble 

halts. Yet, this does not happen abruptly, rather the poeta slowly decreases the intensity 
                                                
20 The ideal-typical décima Espinela is octosyllabic. The décimas that constitute huapango arribeño poesías can be 
anywhere from eight, nine, ten to fourteen syllables. Those with fewer than ten syllables are known as sencillas 
(simple) and those above ten are known as doble (double). 
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of his strumming, thereby signaling to the others he is about to stop. During this silence, 

the poeta recites a décima of which the final verse is, consequently, the first of the 

original planta – what is referred to as pie forzado, forcing the poeta´s décimas to 

coincide both syntagmatically (completing the base quatrain) and paradigmatically 

(expanding upon the initial theme established by the planta). Considering the décima 

form (A B B A A C C D D C), reciting in this manner makes it so that the sixth and 

seventh verses of each décima stanza always rhyme with the first of the planta. 

Accordingly, only the first nine lines of the décima are recited, while the tenth is sung, 

for it is the first of the planta. For example: 

 
VIVA, QUE VIVA LA VIDA 

VIVA MIENTRAS LA GOZAMOS 
QUE TIEZOS Y BOCA ARRIBA 

PA’ QUE LA NECESITAMOS 
 
(1) Nuestro paso es por el mundo     (4) Que caso tiene gastar 
un relámpago fugaz      energías en lo indeseable 
es un instante nomás      si en un rato es muy probable 
es lo breve de un segundo      todo llega a terminar 
y en ese pensar profundo      por eso hay que valorar 
se reconcentra y anida      la existencia recibida 
que disfrute sin medida      que entrando la despedida 
la vivencia que perdure      estando uno en la ataúd 
y aunque muy poquito dure:     y mientras haya salud: 
VIVA, QUE VIVA LA VIDA     VIVA, QUE VIVA LA VIDA 

 
(2) Que sea la familia el centro    (5) Que siempre sea primavera 
el motor que hace que gire     gozo y dicha por evento 
la existencia que no expire     y disfrutar el momento 
el sentimiento de adentro      como si el ultimo fuera 
que acudamos al encuentro     después de que uno muera 
de una relación florida      todo culmina y se olvida 
y que la familia unida      dimensión desconocida 
goce, piensa, sufre y ría      la que se vive después 
y aunque dure como un día:     y por eso de una vez: 
VIVA, QUE VIVA LA VIDA     VIVA, QUE VIVA LA VIDA 

 
(3) Si ha habido errores pensemos 
en lo que ya sucedió 
y si se deterioro  
la relación renovemos  
lo valioso que tenemos 
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en la pareja querida 
buscando y dando salida 
eso suplicio a esa cruz 
y rauda como la luz: 
VIVA, QUE VIVA LA VIDA 
 

– Tobías Hernández 

This is repeated no less than four times. The planta, however, is only sung/repeated twice 

the very first time (and sometimes after the final decima), the remaining times in between 

it is only sung once. 
 

 

  

Figure 4.1:  Musical Transcription – Planta melody in the key of G 
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Without pausing, the ensemble commences the second portion, the valona. Yet, 

before describing this section, let us first treat its presence within the greater Mexican son 

tradition. Vicente Mendoza (1947) defines the valona as the act of glossing a base 

quatrain with four corresponding décimas. For him, this is the most “perfect” incarnation 

of the gloss, though other “degenerate” or less perfect forms exist, whereby a base 

quatrain is only glossed by two or three décimas, a practice he observed in the son 

jalisciense and son de la tierra caliente of Michoacán. He claims valonas also exist in the 

states of Guerrero and Veracruz. Both Gabriel Saldívar (1934) and Socorro Perea (1989) 

suggest the name valona comes from the Spanish word vale (meaning comrade, among 

other things) thus referencing its possible laudatory role. For practitioners may utilize the 

gloss to showcase their improvisatory skills, thus greeting and lauding the audience to 

said end – as a valedor, a comrade. Perea writes:  

Su nombre deriva de los términos ‘vale’ y ‘valedor’, cuando se pide un favor, una petición, un 
servicio, así los cantadores interpretan las intenciones del que la solicita, al decir: hazme una 
‘valona’ de felicitación para los novios, una de amor para la del vestido rosa, unos saludos para 
el Sr. X, porque hay que recordar que la valona se improvisa en el momento de cantarse. (ibid: 
16) 

Mendoza (1947), on the other hand, claims the term initially emerges as a referent for 

soldiers whom arrived in New Spain from the Valona region of Belgium (Southern 

French-speaking) whom practiced the glossing of décimas. The evidence to support this 

is rather thin. Whatever its origins, it seems to have enjoyed great popularity in the first 

half of the 18th century throughout New Spain, however by the time Mendoza is 

researching in the first half of the 20th century, he is only locates its practice in the states 

of Jalisco, Michoacán, Guerrero, and Veracruz – he makes no mention of its presence in 

the Zona Media or Sierra Gorda. In Jalisco and Michoacán, the valona takes on 

humoristic themes with most frequency and its musical structure is similar to that found 

within the son arribeño. However, and this is key, within the son arribeño the term 
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valona is most often used to refer to the music that accompanies the gloss, specifically 

the violin interludes played in between each décima. The actual glossing of a base 

quatrain with corresponding décimas (what Mendoza calls valona) is referred to as the 

decimal by most arribeño musicians.  

Like the poesía, the valona also begins with a planta in the form of a quatrain 

(usually A B B A, seldom A B A B), yet it is only sung once – at the beginning of this 

section, it is never returned to. Again, the ensemble seamlessly commences this portion, 

though the shift is noticeable. More specifically, after the poeta sings the planta of the 

poesía section for the final time, the violins, as expected, continue to play the tonada of 

the planta, yet without warning (and instead of pausing to recite yet another decima part 

of the poesía) the poeta begins to sing the planta of his decimal. The subsequent décimas 

are now glossed, sung, always octosyllabic, and entirely improvised. The sung melody is 

standard and used by every poeta, though, again, each embellishes according to his 

preference and needs. When glossed, the final verse of the first décima is the same as the 

first verse of the planta, the final verse of the second décima is the same as the second 

verse of the planta, etc. until glossing the entire planta. For instance:  
 

LA POESÍA DEBE SER 
FUERZA, MENSAJE, Y RAZON 

Y LIBERTA DE EXPRESIÓN 
QUE SIEMPRE HA DE FLORECER 

 
(1) Hay que trovarle a el amor    (3) Todito lo que se expresa 
y a los problemas sociales      con una fe verdadera 
a los pueblos desiguales      da frutos en la carrera 
a el arte, gusto, y folclor     de la alegría o la tristeza 
a la noche, su resplandor     quien llora, quien canta o reza 
la luz y el atardecer     pero en fin es la expresión 
como un nuevo amanecer     lagrimas, risa, o emoción 
que renace con el día     la lluvia o la sequía 
enojo y algarabía      la pobreza o jerarquía  
LA POESÍA DEBE SER     Y LIBERTA DE EXPRESIÓN 
 
(2) La mente con su poder     (4) Contra todo el imperialismo 
va forjando un pensamiento    o a favor de la alegría 
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y así se forma un cimiento     que viva la poesía 
que se debe de ejercer     y que viva el optimismo 
y después es un deber     para cerrar un abismo 
que se expresa con razón     ver el campo florecer 
si agiganta el corazón     la poesía debe ser 
dando sus palpitaciones     fuerza, mensaje, y razón 
se juntan las emociones     y liberta de expresión 
FUERZA, MENSAJE, Y RAZON    QUE SIEMPRE HA DE FLORECER 
 

–  Raúl Orduña 
 

This requires the poeta to improvise a total of four décimas. Unlike the poesía section, 

the music never pauses, the incessant strumming of the guitarra quinta huapanguera and 

vihuela continually accompany the poetas as he sings each décima. Furthermore, the 

vihuelero, during the spaces in which the poeta sings each décima, exhibits his own 

virtuosity by playing, as he sees fit, a series of syncopated rhythms and chord 

progressions that ornately float around the poeta’s recitation. 

After the planta and in between each décima, the violins play a series of melodies 

referred to as remates, of which there exists a vast corpus from which to choose. Yet, 

there is one in particular considered the valoneo. It is always played immediately after the 

initial planta is sung. Thereafter, the primer vara decides what remate is to be played 

after each glossed décima and the segunda vara follows. However, after having played 

each remate twice, both violins return to the valoneo, which is then played as many times 

as needed while the poeta composes the following décima he is to improvise. The 

valoneo is the principal melody that anchors the valona portion. These bundled musical 

interludes of remates and valoneo, I must mention, are, at least in my opinion, 

reminiscent of Vivaldian Baroque chamber music, they are intensely syncopated, 

incorporate fast trilled meter notes, and exhibit the obvious restatement theme, typical of 

Baroque style movements.  
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Figure 4.2:  Violin Musical Transcription – Remate de Valona with Valoneo in the key of 
D 
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Figure 4.3:  Violin Musical Transcription – Remate de Valona with Valoneo in the key of 
G 
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At the moment of his choosing, the poeta interrupts the valoneo and sings his following 

decima. This is repeated until the poeta has glossed four décimas. After the fourth 

decima, the poeta abruptly strums the quinta three or four times to signal he is done and 

simultaneously introduce the final section – the jarabe or son. 

The primer vara has the liberty to choose what jarabe or son is to be played and 

the segunda vara, again, follows. Mario González, violinist from Palomas, Xichú, 

Guanajuato, explains, “Los sones son conocidos porque son de una intensidad mas lenta 

y mas baja” (Sones are recognizable because they are less intense). Some of the more 

common include Presumidas, Rositas, Conchitas, Pajarillos, Diablitos, Cuervitos, 

Frijolitos, Tecolotitos (See Appendix A). Variants of La Presumida, El Cuervo, Las 

Conchitas, and La Rosita Arribeña are also found within the son huasteco. Each son has 

its base melody (planta/introducción), which is played immediately after the valona is 

finished. These base melodies introduce the final portion as son – the guitarra quinta and 

vihuela join the violins as soon as they recognize the violins’ melody. The 

planta/introducción is played a number of times, as many as the primer vara sees fit, and 

is then followed by the paseado, which is the guiding vocal melody of the verse that is to 

be sung. This is played once and then repeated yet again while the vihuelero (or at times 

poeta) sings a sextilla, a six-line stanza rhyming A B A B A B – though usually the first 

two are repeated mirroring each other, the resulting sung verse looks something like A(1) 

B(2) B(2) A(1) – A(3) B(4) A(5) B(6). After the paseado and sung verse, the violins return 

to the planta/introducción. This is repeated twice or sometimes three times. After the 

final verse is sung, the violins proceed to play a closing remate to end with. Each son has 

its corresponding closing remate based on its planta/introducción, a more intense variant 

of said base melody. Mario comments, “El remate es parecido al son, pero no es el son 

natural, ya es otra cosa muy independiente pero esta emparentado y hermanado con el 
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son” (The remate is similar to the son, but it is not the original son [melody], it is 

something else all its own, but it is related to the son). The son is finally concluded with a 

brief closing melody referred to as el cierre or finalización, which is always used. 

According to most violinists the structure of the son has changed over time, this is the 

latest and most frequently used. 

 

Figure 4.4:  Violin Musical Transcription – Son La Rosita 

Saldivar (1937) claims the jarabe, as a popular dance form in Mexico, has its 

origins in Spain. According to him, there exists a rich history of Spanish danzas 

zapateadas dating back to the 16th century grounded in the seguidilla and fandango 

traditions. By the late 18th century the jarabe became a national phenomenon in Spain 

and subsequently made its way to Mexico. He writes: 

A fines del siglo XVIII se denomina con el término jarabe a la ‘gran variedad de sones que tenían 
en común algunos elementos, sobre todo en la parte bailable, el cual adquiere esplendor desde 
esa época y durante el primer tercio del siglo XIX, especialmente en la región de Jalisco y 
Michoacán. (Saldívar 1937: 308) 

The jarabe name, so he says, emerges in Spain in reference to the jarabe Gitano, a 

“degenerate” seguidilla form in both music and dance. Hernandez Azuara (2003), on the 

other hand cites Jas Reuter, and argues: 

El nombre parece proceder una analogía entre el medicamento del mismo nombre, hecho a base 
de varias hierbas curativas y de sabor dulce y agradable, y el jarabe musical compuesto por 
various sones o ‘aires’ que le dan forma. (117) 
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The jarabe in both Spain and Mexico was denounced by the Catholic Church during the 

inquisition. However, it – among other musical forms as suggested in the previous 

chapter – emerges as a national cultural symbol after the Mexican war of independence in 

1810. Typically, from the 20th century on, the jarabe is mostly associated with the state of 

Jalisco and the son jalisciense and subsequent mariachi. I would suggest that the son 

arribeño comes to incorporate the jarabe (and valona for that matter) because of its 

proximity to this neighboring region.  

Mario González explains, “El jarabe es mas arrebatado con una intensidad y 

música mas alegre” (The jarabe is more unruly with a greater intensity and more joyous 

music). If a jarabe is played after the valona instead of a son, the primera vara also 

begins with a planta/introducción, this time pertaining to a particular jarabe, which is 

then followed by a series of remates de jarabe. This grouping or bundling of plantas de 

jarabe and corresponding remates de jarabe requires immense skill on the part of 

violinists and, when done seamlessly, can showcase a violinist’s virtuosity.  There exist 

several options here. One may play the planta/introducción and adjoin a single remate 

and repeat this particular coupling one or two more times. Or, one can adjoin two or three 

remates to the planta/introducción (thereby lengthening this grouping) and not repeat the 

bundle at all. The possibilities are endless. After having played a particular bundle, the 

violins then play the cierre or finalización, which signals the poeta to sing a quatrain, 

though at times they also utilize sextillas in their original (A B A B A B) form – the violins 

rest during this brief moment. The process is repeated at least two more times (though it 

can be done as many as the ensemble wishes), however with entirely different bundles 

each time (a new planta and different remates).21 As must be obvious by this point, the 

                                                
21 Huapango arribeño practitioners in and around Jalpan, Querétaro do not accustom sones, they only play jarabes 
after the valona portion. Field recordings confirm this, as do older acquired recordings of Los Villeda.  
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pieza arribeña increases in intensity with each passing section, something that proves 

incredibly useful during the topada performance as practitioners engage one another. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5:  Violin Musical Transcription – bundled Remate de Jarabe in the key of D 
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PERFORMANCE SETTINGS 

Huapango arribeño is performed on a number of occasions and for certain types 

of celebrations. These may be grouped into two performance context categories: religious 

and secular. Within the former, one finds velorios and velaciones. Unlike the topada, 

usually only one ensemble participates in these settings, yet if two do participate it is only 

in the latter, during which they engage one another at a more subdued level.  Velorios, 

again, are wakes. Here, the ensemble plays certain types of piezas (the term for polka), 

waltz’s, minuetes/vinuetes, and poesías all considered to be a lo divino (to the divine). 

Only poesías contain lyrical content, the rest are instrumental. The general timbre of the 

music is somber, melancholy, and is meant to honor the deceased. Velaciones are 

religious celebrations – vigils for patron saints, holy figures, and the like. Ensembles are 

asked to play velaciones much more frequently than velorios. These events are also 

simply referred to as fiestas (de imagines – of holy figures) and the music performed as 

música de camarín. Camarín may be translated roughly as dressing room, yet it refers to 

the niche adjacent to (either behind, to the side of, etc.) the altar in which the holy figure 

in question is being honored and worshiped. Or, say in a church, the camarín is the room 

where such figures and their effects are kept. For all intents and purposes, camarín is in a 

sense a gloss for the holy figure itself. Thus, música de camarín is music for holy figures. 

Ensembles play the same repertoire as in velorios. Yet, there exist key differences in the 

performance of the pieza arribeña in both religious settings that must be noted. After the 

valona portion, instead of a son or jarabe, ensembles play piezas or minuetes/vinuetes. 

Accordingly, no one dances at these gatherings. Also, the decimal is usually written 

beforehand and not improvised. A number of musicians initiate their careers playing 
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these types of events. It is often considered a stepping-stone before moving on to play in 

secular settings. 

In the secular context one finds both tocadas and topadas. Tocadas are 

performances where only one ensemble is hired to play a private function: birthday, 

baptism, anniversary, etc. or at times a public celebration of some kind. This is not, 

however, talón/piece-work similar to the mariachi that plays a restaurant or bar for tips. 

Yes, there is heightened audience participation, for people freely request music, etc. Still, 

ensembles are hired and compensated for playing a set amount of time and their ultimate 

responsibility is to those whom have hired them to perform. At these events, aside from 

the pieza arribeña, ensembles also play selections from a vast repertoire that includes 

everything from sones and jarabes jaliscienses, sones huastecos, corridos, canciones 

rancheras, and piezas. Generally, ensembles don’t stray from folk-derived styles, 

meaning they don’t play the latest top-40 cumbia, ballad, or reggaeton hit.  

However, huapango arribeño is best expressed during the topada performance, 

which may be organized for a host of occasions ranging from birthdays, weddings, 

wedding anniversaries, town fiestas patronales, fiestas patrias (Mexican independence), 

to celebrate the new-year, and the list goes on. Some of the more customary in the region 

include: 

 
• January 31st in San Ciro de Acosta, San Luís Potosi 

• Mid-March in Pinal de Amoles, Querétaro 

• March 31st in Miguel Hidalgo, Rio Verde, San Luís Potosí  

• July 31st in Cerritos, San Luís Potosí 

• September 15th in Victoria, Guanajuato 

• September 16th in Xichú, Guanajuato 

• November 12th La Palma, Lagunillas, San Luís Potosí   

• November 13th San Diego, Rio Verde, San Luís Potosí 

• November 24th in Santa Catarina, Guanajuato 
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• November 25th in Rio Verde, San Luís Potosí 

• December 6th in Purísima de Arista, Arroyo Seco, Querétaro  

• December 12th in Ahuacatlán de Guadalupe, Querétaro 

• December 31st in Xichú, Guanajuato 

 

Similar to what Américo Paredes (1993) refers to as the contrapunto – the informal and 

secular form of poetic flyting that took place along the Lower Rio Grande Border in the 

mid-nineteenth century between decimeros – the topada is a dignified all-night ritual 

encounter/confrontation between two huapango arribeño ensembles where they engage 

in both musical flyting and poetic controversy. Unlike the Paredes’ contrapunto or the 

paya in chile or punto in Cuba, which are all somewhat impromptu performances, the 

topada is a highly formalized marathon encounter. Eliazar Velázquez (2004) writes: 
 
La expresión suprema del huapango arribeño se conoce como la “topada”: confrontación 
artística que dura una noche entera y cuya dinámica y desarrollo están regidos por reglas no 
escritas y por un estricto código de honor. En el contexto de la fiesta y el baile, dos trovadores se 
enfrentan acompañados por sus respectivos músicos . . . abordando temas de contenido social, 
histórico, religioso, de humor o ingenio y música de jarabes, valonas, y sones. (33) 

 
The name topada comes from the verb topar – to collide with/run up against – and 

signifies the engaged reciprocity and intensity that constitute this performative encounter. 

After all, the listening public often refers to these events as contiendas (bouts) where 

musicians se regañen, se dicen cosas, se dan su buena 

desplumada/zarandeada/revolcada, donde se maltratan bonito! (scold one another, say 

things to one another, where they give one another a good trouncing, where they mistreat 

one another beautifully!)  
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Illustration 4.4: View of Tobías Hernández and Alegría Arribeña from opposing tablado 
– Victoria, Guanajuato. 

During the performance, ensembles position themselves facing one another atop 

tablados or tarangos or tapancos, which are raised wooden/metal benches that tower 

above the audience. They are located at opposite ends of the dance area, the dancing 

public in between them. Tablados, apart from accentuating the competitive character of 

the topada, also serve particular functions: they keep the public at a reasonable distance, 

thus inhibiting unwarranted interruptions during moments of intense concentration; they 

give the musicians a bird-eye view of the event, enabling them to, at moments notice, 

speak to (through verse) what may be happening among the audience; and – more the 

case in the days when electricity and high-tech audio systems were unavailable in the 
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region – they facilitated the acoustical range of the music, allowing it to be heard above 

and beyond the audience. When performing (in any context), it is obligatory that the 

musicians positions themselves in the following manner: the vihuelero/jaranero is seated 

to the poet’s immediate left, the primer vara is seated to the poet’s immediate right, and 

the segunda vara to the poet’s far right. Throughout the topada, the ensembles take turns 

performing the pieza arribeña. As soon as one ensemble finishes, the other commences. 

This back and forth performance style usually begins in the early evening and lasts until 

mid-morning.  

In a topada, one ensemble among the two is responsible for guiding and directing 

the flow of the encounter. This ensemble lleva la mano, has the upper hand. The 

ensemble designated with this responsibility is either that which first positions 

themselves atop their tablado or whom is chosen by the person(s) who have organized 

the topada or at times the ensembles consult with one another and decide among 

themselves. Al llevar la mano, an ensemble is entrusted with certain responsibilities: 

commencing the engagement, that is, making the first musical intervention of the 

evening; the violinists of said ensemble decide when and what types of sones and jarabes 

are to be played; the poeta establishes the topic of debate for the engagement and chooses 

when to shift into different portions of the topada; and the ensemble somewhat 

collectively decides (though most of the burden falls upon the violinist) when they are to 

change keys. It is through the pieza arribeña and within the parameters of la mano that 

musicians strategize and engage one another and demonstrate their competence in 

following these performative rules of engagement. Accordingly, ensembles may attempt 

to provoke and take la mano away from the opposing musicians; they can use their skills 

to creatively negotiate within/through these performative elements and call this to the 

other ensemble’s attention, especially when one or the other strays. The “winner,” so to 
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speak, is never formally decided. If anything, the audience applause, cheers, and 

zapateados may offer an indication. Still, there is no official judge who decides who has 

been vanquished nor is there a moment when a victor is announced. The audience 

reaction is enough for ensembles. 

 

 

PLAYING SECOND FIDDLE 

The lyrical-poetic dimension of the topada is the focus of the next chapter; at this 

moment I’d like to strictly explore its musicality, the role of violinists in particular, 

whom, if we are to believe Lindajoy Fenley, merely play second fiddle within the topada 

performative context – nothing could be further from the truth. 

 I met Mario González on a hot summer night in Austin, Texas at Emo’s, a punk 

rock club located downtown on the infamous 6th street – ground zero in the supposed 

“Live Musical Capital of the World.” He, Raúl and Higinio came to check out a gig I had 

with my postmodern indie en español alt-folk-rock band. Though we had never formally 

met, I immediately recognized him as a member Los Leons de la Sierra de Xichú,. He 

dug the gig, especially my sacrilegious use of the guitarra quinta huapanguera in a disco 

inspired vinuete. We’ve been friends ever since. He began playing velaciones in 1974 at 

the age of thirteen in and around Palomas, Xichú, Guanajuato. Perhaps his most 

influential guide in the ways of huapango arribeño at that age was violinist Guillermo 

Guevara, also from Palomas. “Me dio los secretos” (He gave me the secrets), he 

remembers. At around that time he along with his cousins Ángel, poeta, and Mauro, 

vihuelero, González (brothers) and Guillermo Guevara formed the first incarnation of Los 

Leones de la Sierra de Xichú. By 1979/1980, Los Leones consisted of Guillermo 

Guevara, Inés Suarez (vihuelero), Guillermo Velázquez (poeta) and himself – another 
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violinist, Leonardo (León) Lara, stepped in and out of the group. He recalls the shift 

occurred because the name “belonged” to Guevara – think of Sebastián Salinas and “his” 

group Alegría Arribeña. Guillermo Guevara would at times accompany Ángel González 

and at others Guillermo Velázquez. He shares, “Antes de que Guillermo [Velázquez] y 

Guevara se incorporaran de plano como ‘Los Leones,’ gente los conocía por ahí también 

como ‘Los Tocayos’ o ‘Los Guillermos’” (Before Guillermo Velázquez and Guecara 

came together to form Los Leones, people knew them as Los Tocayos or Los Guillermos). 

At that same moment, Ángel González names his newly formed group Los Campesinos 

de la Sierra. Mario has performed alongside and in front of a number of poetas – he tells 

me of a few topadas he had in front of Los Villeda in the Sierra Gorda of Querétaro when 

he was all of seventeen years old. Nonetheless, he has remained an established member 

of Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú since the early 1980s.  

Mario insists:  

Dentro del complemento de los cuatro músicos el varero es el que dirige 
musicalmente la orquesta, digamos. Por ejemplo, si no hay un primerero, no 
hubiera lo demás. Pero también tiene sus cualidades el varero porque el varero 
se apoya del poeta y el poeta se apoya del varero también. Según como sea la 
capacidad de quien sea, el varero pues, tiene que estar seguro de lo que hace 
tanto el poeta como el varero. Y si el varero decae pues también el poeta se 
acaba. O’ sea, el chiste es que hay que sobre salirle a lo que uno esta haciendo. 
O’ sea echarle todos los kilos . . . El poeta va ordenando su letra y el varero lo va 
acompañando . Y también otra cosa, el varero también va ordenando su sonería, 
su música . . . el poeta esta cantando lo de el, pero no sabe con que va salir el 
varero. 

In other words, the violinist plays an incredibly important role within the ensemble, for 

he serves as its chief musical guide, as he constructs a musical narrative that the entire 

ensemble must follow. The poeta depends on him. This is precisely where el código de 

honor and el llevar la mano matter the most. In what way? The answer lies in the 

inescapable dynamic of engagement that sustains the topada performance, an aspect that 
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necessarily cultivates creativity within this performative context. Philip Bohlman (1988) 

comments:  

Rather than being mutually exclusive, creativity and representation of tradition are mutually 
dependent; they define each other by their balance and interaction. Creativity depends on tradition 
to give it direction; tradition becomes flaccid and moribund without creativity to animate it. 
Maintaining this balance is the folk musician. Indeed, the ability and care with which the musician 
sustains the balance becomes also the measure of the musician’s skill and specialized role in 
society. (80) 

 

Accordingly, Higinio Ledesma outlines the method through which such creativity 

is sustained. He details the varero´s responsibilities as follows: 

 
• Uno tiene que tener muchas plantas de jarabe y sones. Que no toque el mismo, 

que sean diferentes y con diferentes remates. 
 

• Estar preparado, pa’ si estando en la topada con el contrincante poder darle 
respuestas a sus peticiones. 

 
• Conocer los tonos. Si el contrincante te pide tonos, pues saber que tono te esta 

pidiendo y dar la respuesta. 

José Manuel Amador, “El Niño,” violinist from El Tulillo, Río Verde, San Luís Potosí, 

has been a huapangero since the age of twelve. He began playing vihuela alongside 

poetas José Mendoza, Cándido Martínez, Pedro Sauceda, Claro González, Ángel 

González, and Javier Rodríguez. In 1990, at the age of fifteen, he took part in his first 

topada. He made the switch to violin about five years ago in 2003. In a short span of time 

he has become one of the more sought after violinists in the Río Verde area. He 

contextualizes the responsibilities Higino makes mention of: 

De hecho cuando llevas la mano, como cuando estábamos allí en San Luís de la 
Paz [here he is referring to a topada he had in San Luís de la Paz, Guanajuato, 
which I attended], nosotros llevábamos la mano, entonces ellos tenían que 
seguirnos a nosotros, se toque un son, un jarabe, de hecho uno es el que va 
mandando. 
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Illustration 4.5: Filemón Torres and José Manuel “El Niño” Amador – Ahuacatlán de 
Guadalupe, Querétaro. 

La mano is the means by which performative engagement is assured, enforced, 

and maintained. And, as is becoming clear, the violinists, primer vara especially, guide 

the ensemble through the encounter. Higino continues: 
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Estando un una topada agarra uno temas también, tanto el violinista como el 
poeta. Uno se engancha en temas de son, de jarabe. Por ejemplo, Las 
Presumidas, el tocarle varias Presumidas al contrincante, que es el mismo son 
pero diferentes. Yo le puedo tocar unas diez presumidas al del frente sin cambiar. 
Y si el me toca una presumida, bueno pues yo le contesto con esta. El trovador se 
agarra en un tema con alguien de una historia sin salirse de allí. Igualmente, allí 
es como uno [as a violinist] se amarra con su contrincante entre ello. 

In other words, when the violinists quienes llevan la mano  (who have the upper hand) 

decide to play certain types of sones or jarabes, the other ensembles must respond in 

kind. Accordingly, and as Higinio explains, creativity and engagement are particularly 

salient for violinists in the final portion of the pieza arribeña. For, as the late Don 

Eusebio “Chebo” Méndez once said to his accompanying poeta, “en la poesía yo lo sigo, 

pero en el son o el jarabe, agárrense señores porque el que se quedó se quedó” (I follow 

you during the poesía, but during the son or jarabe hold on to your britches because if 

you’ll get left behind), this according to Filémon and El Niño – both of whom were 

students of his. Don Chebo Méndez was born in 1937 in El Aguacate, Río Verde, San 

Luís Potosí, son of legendary poeta Tranquilino Méndez. He began playing violin at the 

age of seven and the guitarra quinta when he was eleven. He remembers:  

Mi papá me puso maestro en la guitarra: me enseño si bemol, fa, los menores. Ya de allí se 
empieza uno. Pero a mi me gustó el violín, y de coraje mi papá que vende la guitarra. Entonces, ni 
violín ni guitarra, y al trabajo. Pero yo, a las escondidas empecé a ir a los velorios con Franco 
Rivera. Nos pagaban diez pesos toda la noche, y todavía amanecía y había que llevar el angelito 
al sepulcro. (Quoted in Velázquez 2004: 304-305) 

He moved to Río Verde at sixteen and traveled and lived in Monterrey, Guadalajara, 

Tampico, and Mexico City thereafter, always in search of work.22 In the early 1980s he 

returned to Río Verde and quickly became one of the most influential violinists in the 

region and remained so until his death in 2002. Poeta José Mendoza of El Tulillo, Río 

Verde, San Luís Potosí: 

                                                
22 Chebo spent twenty-five years playing in mariachi ensembles in Plaza Garibaldi in the heart of Mexico City – if 
we recall, he is one of the musicians who incorporated the vihuela into the arribeño ensemble. 
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 ENTRE LOS MARIACHIS Y LOS HUAPANGUEROS 
 DON CHEBO TOCABA DE NOCHE Y DE DÍA 
 PONIENDO UN SU MÚSICA MUCHA ARMONÍA 
 EN FRENTE DE POETAS Y BUENOS VAREROS 
  
 Como fue que Chebo su fama creció 
 gracias a diosito y a su inteligencia 
 de don Tranquilino la trae por herencia 
 fue un grande poeta que nunca perdió 
 y este retoñito su ramo siguió 
 siguiendo el destino y los mismos senderos 
 se fue conociendo con mas compañeros 
 con los cuales hizo muy buena amistad 
 y un día de repente Chebo se nos va: 
 ENTRE LOS MARIACHIS Y LOS HUAPANGUEROS 
 

Don Chebo is most remembered for his virtuosity, a vital tool when engaging another 

ensemble. 

Though there exist a myriad of other possibilities, in my opinion, a violinist’s 

virtuosity is best expressed in his ability to incorporate subtle modulations within the 

series of bundled remates pertaining to sones and jarabes. The ability to shift the tonal 

center of a son or jarabe not only demonstrates a practitioner’s mastery of his instrument, 

but also serves a very basic function – to musically signal or petition a change in key to 

the other ensemble. Pardon the pun, but key here is an understanding of the most 

common tonal structure of the topada. Ensembles usually commence the engagement in 

the key of D major, shift to the key of A major two to four hours after midnight, and 

finally switch to G major at first light. These shifts may be subtle or abrupt. In the case of 

the former, violinists utilize modulations, referred to by most as piquetes – little pricks, to 

ease the transition. “Uno de primera vara tiene que negociar. ¿Cambiamos de tono? Se 

consulta uno con el trovador, pero uno lleva esa responsabilidad. Los piques son pa’ 

decir, ‘Ya es momento’” (If one is primera vara you have to negotiate. Do we change 

keys? You consult with the poeta, but one ultimately has the responsibility. The piques 
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are used to tell the other ensemble, ‘It’s time to change key’), Higinio explains. However, 

as is sometimes the case (especially between rival violinists) the usual tonal structure 

may be entirely ignored and ensembles may opt to engage each other in less common 

keys – the key of E or B minor, for instance.  

 

Illustration 4.6: Misael Arbizu Oviedo and Santos Espino – Austin, Texas. 

The late violinist Lorenzo López explains:     

En las topadas la costumbre nuestra es que los cantadores tienen que agarrarse por temas y los 
vareros también en tonos menores, bemoles o mayores, tirando de segunda posición para arriba. 
Si mayor, mi mayor son tonos trabajosos, pero ahí nos pepenamos. (Quoted in Velázquez 2004: 
289) 
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If one does not have la mano, this may occur without warning, thus one must always be 

prepared. Mario suggests:   

El rol de la topada depende por ejemplo de los violinistas que estén en frente. Si 
vez uno que te esta como queriendo apocar pos tu también tienes que sacar las 
uñas. Yo no soy así, yo no cargo la mano, pero si voy preparado por si me cargan 
la mano, pues orale ahí te va. Acumula uno repertorio y por ejemplo si ves que te 
están como queriendo picar la cresta pos hay que sacar las uñas. Pero no, como 
te digo, yo nunca me ha gustado ser así, que apocar a alguien y eso, no. Pero 
tiene uno que preparase por si se ofrezca . . . Tienes que ir empapado de todo. 

Included among violinist’s repertoire are modulations in minor keys often referred to as 

Peteneras, a reference to the son huasteco and jarocho La Petenera whose most salient 

feature is its constant modulation between E minor and G major.23 This said, again, there 

is perhaps no greater way in which a violinist is able to showcase his virtuosity and 

creativity than through intricate modulations. It may be said that when topadas take on 

this character, the ensemble depends almost entirely on the violinist. The late Juan 

Rodríguez, poeta from Cerritos, San Luís Potosí writes:  

 
DO, RE, MI, FA, SOL, LA, SI 
DAREMOS EXPLICACIÓN 
DE LO QUE ES LA EJECUCIÓN 
AHORA DI SI NO ES ASÍ 

 
Siete sonidos mayores 
sílabas correspondientes 
háblame en letras decentes 
si quieres triunfos mejores 
tus temas con solfeadores 
un regla conocí 
no creas que desvanecí 
al tratarte de cantar 
y si se trata de solfear: 
DO, RE, MI, FA, SOL, LA, SI 

 

                                                
23 Scholars suggest this son is a derivative of 16th century Spanish zarabanda dance, some argue it has Sephardic 
Jewish origins, while yet others maintain it is named after a women singer from Paterna de Rivera in the province of 
Cádiz – La Paternera, over time, becomes La Petenera (Echevarría Román 2000). 
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Those in attendance – the viewing and listening audience witness to this elaborate 

strategizing – are astutely aware of the intensely involved musical confrontation 

unfolding before them. They articulate their own engaged presence within the 

performative social space through dance and verbal and non-verbal expression. José 

Limón’s (1994) discussion of South Texas dance serves as an appropriate comparative 

example. Without treating Limón’s larger intervention concerning the embodied cultural 

poetics represented by the act of dancing itself, I will say that among those present at the 

topada, like Limón’s working-class mexicanos in the dancehall, one can also “detect an 

emic awareness,” not of a counter-hegemonic physical politics of dancing, but rather of 

the presence of encounter itself that sustains the performative social space. And, this is 

also “expressed in a different pure from in the gritos, long cries of celebratory approval” 

carried in the wind and blended with abundant commentary (Limón 1994: 163-164).  
 

******************************************** 

 

Two older women, in their fifties – certainly not my grandmother’s age but still 

reminiscent of her (demeanor, character, appearance) – sit next to one another, not too far 

from the tablado, blanket over their laps, huddled against the cold. It’s September 15th, 

fiestas patrias, and the first cold front of the fall just blew in from the north. The topada 

is between Los Compadres de la Sierra (which consist of Mario Aguilar, poeta, Inés 

Suárez, primer vara, Gabino Landaverde, segunda vara, and Mauro González, vihuelero) 

and Tobías Hernández (poeta) and Alegría Arribeña (Sebastián Salinas, primer vara, 

Refugio “Cuco” Rodríguez, segunda vara, and Elpidio Galvan, vihuelero) in Victoria, 

Guanajuato. It’s still early in the engagement, 1:00am or so and both ensembles are in the 

key of D. One woman, sleepy-eyed, leans on the other. I’m standing close by, beer in 
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hand, mini-disc recording, and chatting with a friend. Los Compadres are playing at the 

moment. During the valona, however, they play a remate with a modulation in the key of 

A – “ya es momento” (It’s time), a slight nudge to begin changing keys. You see, Alegría 

Arribeña lleva la mano and it seems they are pretty comfortable in the key of D. My ears 

perk up. In their following intervention, Tobías and Sebastián send Los Compadres a 

jarabe containing a remate modulating to the key of A. Next, Los Compadres respond in 

kind, a jarabe also containing a remate modulating to the key of A. The woman sitting up 

nudges the other in the ribs, “No te duermas cabrona, que van a tocar en LA mayor!” 

(Don’t you go to sleep cabrona, they’re going to play in A major!) I’m beside myself! I 

chuckle! I listen. Sure enough, the next time around Tobías and Sebastián shift to the key 

of A. I can almost hear my grandmother, “Con estas si se suelta el cuerpo!”  

On another occasion, in Xichú, Guanajuato, Genaro “Naro” Rivera, native of 

Xichú and member of the organizing committee responsible for putting together the new-

years topada, says to me, “Escucha! Les están dando una buena arrastrada. Un violín 

dice, ‘Por aquí no ha llovido,’ y el otro dice, ‘Como que quiere llover.’ Como vez?!” 

(Listen! They are living them a good trouncing. One violin says, ‘It hasn’t rained around 

here,’ and the other says , ‘It wants to rain.’ What do you think [Alex]!) The topada is 

between Celso Mancilla, resident of Rió Verde, San Luís Potosí, and Pablo González of 

Xichú, Guanajuato. Celso lleva la mano and he’s decided to forgo the key of A entirely 

and play instead in the key of E. Pablo and his musicians follow and attempt to respond 

in kind. Though, as time passes, it is becoming obvious that his violinists, lead by 

primerero Guillermo Guevara, are having a devil of a time playing in that key. Naro 

takes a break from dancing, wipes the sweat from his brow, looks towards Pablo and 

Guevara, and confesses, “No hombre, ni se baila a gusto. Uno anda zapateando pero con 

la cara toda torcida” (No way man, you can’t even dance at ease. You’re stomping your 
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feet but with twisted face/furrowed brow). Pablo’s violinists aren’t playing to his liking 

and the crowd, I must admit, are in agreement. On the other hand, Cacho Rodríguez, 

Celso’s primerero, breezes through the engagement. The key of E suits him quite well. In 

Pablo’s defense, I must say, he has treated the thematic focus of the topada – an homage 

to/in honor of la mujer serrana (woman of the Sierra), the organizing theme of the 

Festival del Huapango Arribeño y de la Cultura de la Sierra Gorda this year – to a far 

greater extent than Celso. Another friend, Victor Pichardo, speaks to this, “Aunque no la 

hace muy bien en MI, [Pablo] está respetando el tema. Eso si buey” (Even though he 

can’t play too well in E, Pablo is respected the theme. That’s for sure, buey). Even 

Guillermo Velázquez, also in attendance, admits, “Hasta se me quitó el sueño” (My 

sleepiness is gone). By sunrise, Celso and Cacho finally shift to the key of G major, 

though they manage to sneak in a few piquetes in E minor just to drive the point home – 

“let’s see what else you can’t do/play.” I’m dancing close to Celso’s tablado right as 

Cacho begins to modulate from G major to E minor. An older gentlemen dancing not too 

far from me stops, listens, looks up to Celso’s tablado, turns and looks in Pablo’s 

direction, then loudly exclaims, “Oye nomás cabrones!” (You hear that cabrones!) 

Charles Keil and Steven Feld comment (1994): 

A feeling is a subjective inner state which is physically and culturally constructed, that listening 
sophistication and awareness and involvement as part of a musical community all develop over 
time as part of involvement in the music, that there is this wonderfully complex, subjectively 
constructed dimension of what engendered feeling is. (154) 

The emotive, nuanced soundscape produced through the topada touches everyone. There 

exists a shared awareness of the always-emergent performative encounter among the 

audience and this is often expressed. I’ll end the chapter with one of the poetic exchanges 

that took place between Celso and Pablo (decimales and versos de jarabe) in Xichú to 

highlight the intensity of the topada that evening, an intensity that served as the catalyst 
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for the abundant commentary among the audience, of which the above are but only a few 

examples.  

Illustration 4.7: Topada – Xichú, Guanajuato. 

 

 

******************************************** 

 

I return to Filémon, for I echo his sentiment quoted at the beginning of this 

chapter. When I’m in the presence of poetas and their words, vareros y su sonería, 

cuando se van entrenzando en combate (when they are engaging one another), when the 
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air is thick with rimas y remates, I’m filled with an undeniable joy – igual, es como 

comerme un dulce de guayaba. I’m moved, in all of my pocho-ness, as if I were listening 

to Bill Evans – his delicate choruses, wave after wave of melodies drenching one’s senses 

– OR witness to the jazzy vamps of south Texas Chicano accordion players, their clic-

clac-clic-clac always pushing the polka further, assaulting its integrity. All I can do is 

gleefully bob my head and stomp the ground harder with each dancing step. I once 

dabbled in jazz piano. I was much younger (presently, my skills are mediocre at best). 

Still, my love for that music – it’s intensity, verve, unpredictability, the moment-to-

moment – remains. Zapateando to Jazz, that’s how I see it, how I feel it, how I 

understand topadas. And frankly, the notion that violinists play a subdued, subordinate or 

less important role in topadas is simply wrong. Fenley’s brief case study is based on a 

topada between Ángel González y Los Campesinos de la Siera and Guillermo Velázquez 

y Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú that took place in Xichú, Guanajuato. Interestingly 

enough, Higinio was playing primer vara for Ángel on that occasion – his own analysis 

of the topada and discussion of the parameters of performative encounter featured in this 

chapter contradict her assertion entirely. El Código de Honor – the performative rules of 

engagement that contour the topada and pieza arribeña – cultivates creativity and 

functions to sustain the encounter. Higinio says it best: 

Uno tiene que seguir con el reglamento, porque cualquier falla, la otra música le 
reprocha de luego. El chiste es hacer ruido.  

 
 

Celso Mancilla vs. Pablo González    –   Xichú, Guanajuato 
 

VERGÜENZA HAS DE TENER 
OYE PABLO, CANTADAOR 

MI FIJO QUE EL “MI” MAYOR 
TU NO LO PUEDES PONER 

 
(1) La gente cuenta se ha dado    (3) Aquí por esta ocasión 
y el que trova esto te narra     te sostengo lo que hablo 
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para tocar la guitarra      Guillermo24 enséñele a Pablo 
Pablo, tu estas acabado      como es un “MI” mayor 
aquí y en cualquier poblado     para que se oiga mejor 
esto yo te hago saber      y así se gane el honor 
te falta mucho que entender     lo admiro por su valor 
las cosas se ponen graves      ya sea en jarabes o sones 
y de tonos tu que sabes      Pablo, tu si descompones 
VERGÜENZA HAS DE TENER     MI FIJO QUE EN MI MAYOR 
 
(2) Estando aquí en los tablados    (4) Pablo hoy que vengo a Xichú 
Pablo, te digo en las pistas     te digo bueno y no borracho 
yo veo que tus violinistas      me fije que tu muchacho25 
tocan muy desentonados      es buen músico que tu 
te lo digo en versos trovados     te crees la cu-rru-cu-cu 
ante un pueblo observador     pero aquí vas a perder 
Pablo, estas en un error      aunque no lo quieras creer 
mas te quiero recalcar      oye Pablo trovador 
primero ponte a estudiar      el tono de “mi” mayor 
OYE PABLO, CANTADAOR     TU NO LO PUEDES PONER 

 
 

(verso de jarabe) 
Por aquí andamos de parra 
Mi mayor es un buen tono 
Oye Pablo, a tu guitarra 
Lo que le falta es buen mono 

 
– Celso Mancilla 

 
 

CELSO, NO TE DE CORAJE 
EN ESTA NOCHE MAÑANA 
VIVA LA MUJER SERRANA 

HOY SE LE BRINDE HOMENAJE 
 

(1)Celso, por acá esta el tema    (3)No cantas ni una siquiera 
no le pudiste llegar      pienso que es lo que es vergüenza 
ya te fuiste hasta el mar26      de ser poeta piensa 
por mi parte no hay problema     y aquí en esta cabecera27  

                                                
24 A reference to Guillermo Velázquez. 
25 A mocking reference to Guillermo Guevara.  
26 He is calling attention to a previous “romantic” or love-oriented type poesía performed by Celso. In said poesía, 
Celso narrates his pursuit of a young love interest, whom he refers to as a mermaid, and their fictitious trip to the ocean. 
Though this poesía, in some sense, deals with the theme of the evening, Pablo believes both poetas ought to be lauding 
women of the region through their verses, not romancing them. Hence, “y te fuiste hasta el mar” (you’ve gone all the 
way to sea). 
27 A reference to Eliazar “Chalo” Velázquez, part of the committee in charge of putting organizing the topada who, 
among other things, asked both poetas to treat the thematic focus of the festival – la mujer serrana.   
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bien sería la diadema      piensa con esa manera 
pero eso es de purito ultraje     y en la tierra Mexicana 
y para que te haces guaje      te digo de la dama 
yo en todito me fijo      digo ya basta el ultraje 
¿que, Chalo no te dijo?28      ya que ahora se hace un homenaje 
CELSO, NO TE DE CORAJE     VIVA LA MUJER SERRANA 
 
(2)Celso, sin cortesías     (4)Tu tienes tus vanidades 
autor es tema y de neta      te digo sin mas entonos 
y a llegar buen poeta      Celso, no se dicen tonos 
que te hagas poesías      se dicen tonalidades 
pa’ que andes de rancherías     consulta y son las verdades 
y como dijo Quintana      y para que te haces guaje 
tu me sirves de botana      hoy se brinde un homenaje 
tu no eres trovador      porque se debe de hablar 
dice tu servidor       de la dama en el lugar 
EN ESTA BELLA MAÑANA    CELSO, HOY ES SU HOMENAJE 

 
 

(verso de jarabe) 
Por mi parte no hay problema 
Celso, yo soy buena reata 
Si no hayas ninguna del tema 
Cantante una de bravata 

 
           – Pablo González 

 
 

(verso de jarabe) 
Oye Pablo, en este rol 
Las cuerdas no me congojan 
Allí les va este SOL mayor 
Y a ver si así la despiojan  

 
– Celso Mancilla 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
28 By cabecera he means the town of Xichú, the head (cabeza) of the township of Xichú – its cabecera municipal.    
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“Poeta, Dime Tus Razones”:                                                                   
performative encounter and the florescence of oral tradition 

As a performed genre, folk music can live in a community only through repetition 
or re-creation, both of which characteristically require performer and audience . . . 
In short, folk music requires a vital social basis for its continued practice.  

–    Philip Bohlman, The Study of Folk Music in the Modern World 

 

Listo no vengo, pero con el destino de enfrentarme…  

–    Misael Arbizu Oviedo, Mexia, Texas 

 

Situated knowledges are about communities, not 
about isolated individuals. 

–    Donna Harraway, Situated Knowledges 

 

Con todos esos señores me 
enfrentaron…   

– Cándido Martínez, El Aguacate,    
Río Verde, San Luís Potosí 

 

In Oral Tradition as History (1985), Jan Vansina defines oral tradition as verbal 

messages, unwritten elaborations of the historical consciousness among a group of 

people. Messages produced by means of oral tradition are part of a constant collective 

process of transmission and result in social products significant to members of 

communities (ibid: 3-12). Yet, tradition (in any sense), as Raymond Williams reminds us, 

is not “a relatively inert, historicized segment of social structure: tradition as the 
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surviving past” (1977: 114). Tradition is in fact an actively shaping force, “an 

intentionally selective version of a shaping past and a preshaped present, which is then 

powerfully operative in the process of social and cultural definition and identification” 

(ibid: 115). Ultimately, tradition exists within and has relationships with real social 

structures in the present and must be mapped accordingly, for these formations give rise 

to tendencies, movements, and processes that have decisive influence on the active 

development of cultural practice. Handler and Linneken aid us in this endeavor. In their 

discussion of tradition’s relationship to the social they ask,  “does tradition refer to a core 

of inherited culture traits whose continuity and boundedness are analogous to that of a 

natural object, or must tradition be understood as a wholly symbolic construction,” as 

process situated in the present (Handler and Linneken 1984: 273)? For our purposes, the 

aim is to understand how performances of oral tradition achieve their particular location, 

intention, and form. This said, such an understanding of “traditional” performance must 

be contextualized within the purview of the globalized social formation. Giddens (1991) 

notes: 

Tradition is a mode of integrating the reflexive monitoring of action with the time-space 
organization of the community. It is a means of handling time and space, which inserts any 
particular activity or experience within the continuity of past, present, and future, these in turn 
being structured by recurrent social practices. (37) 

This ultimately raises the question of how the relationship between oral tradition, or 

“tradition” more broadly, and modernity has been treated, or better still, ought to be 

treated, for there exists a difference between invented tradition and organic custom, a 

distinction dependant upon the degree of consciousness with which they are elaborated. 

As an example of the latter, David Coplan (1991) focuses on South African migrant 

workers engaged in lengthy poetic extemporizations, autobiographies in which they 

represent their common experiences through the eloquent display of cultural knowledge 
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in performance. The poetic forms used arise out of particular historical contexts, however 

there exists a heightened degree of intertextuality is present in the genre. He writes: 

Tradition, conceived as the “established structures of creativity” (Joyner 1975: 262), provides 
images, expressive principles, and aesthetic values by means of which performances are both 
fashioned and made sensible . . . In reproducing tradition in performance, oral genres represent 
both a “mnemonic code,” elaborating the complex symbolism of a historical culture, and a critical 
reapplication of autonomous social values (Vail and White 1978: 19).  (Coplan 1991: 40) 

Poetic song in the case of South African migrant workers becomes a form of ritual action 

through which the collective imaginary is brought to bear upon the contemporary 

structure of social relations through aesthetic representations of tradition. The aim, for 

anthropologists and ethnomusicologists alike, should be to examine the creations of 

people themselves, the forms in which their own concerns are expressed, which often 

make statements about common experiences and give a sense of popular consciousness 

and social history – as was elaborated in the chapter three with attention to son as an 

aesthetically embodied historically situated social process – by means of specific 

expressive structural forms, which could be understood as traditional. 

 

 

THE ANTINOMY OF LIVING TRADITION? 

Questions of terminology, its uses, and the intersection between academic and 

quotidian social worlds (or, rather, the modern and traditional) are salient preoccupations 

present in ethnohistorian Rafael Parra Muñoz’s thesis, Tradición y Sociedad. El Devenir 

de las Velaciones y el Huapango de la Zona Media y la Sierra Gorda (2007). Parra 

Muñoz is primarily concerned with uncovering origins, such that his thesis chronicles, 

explains, and analyzes the changes that “Traditional” huapango arribeño has “suffered” 

over time. As is typical of scholarship that fetishizes “Traditional” cultural practice, a 

glaring contradiction ultimately taints his endeavor. The study accounts for the 
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“development” of huapango arribeño. In other words, he gives attention to historical 

processes over time that have come to form what we know as huapango arribeño. Yet, he 

does so while simultaneously deploying a reified organic symbol as his “object” of study; 

meaning, he sustains an essentialized and static conceptual idea of what huapango 

arribeño is (or ought to be), which in turn negates the very historical, processual 

development he so painstakingly attempts to illustrate – he succeeds in undermining his 

own project. In his opinion, huapango arribeño’s most perfect incarnation – most 

“Authentic” – is that which has existed since the last quarter of the 20th century and any 

change thereafter typifies the destructive and cultural imperialist forces of modernity.  

Illustration 5.1: Tablado – Arroyo Hondo, Armadillo, San Luís Potosí. 

Now, he achieves the abovementioned by writing against previous research, 

which, according to him, has corrupted huapango arribeño through its general 
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misunderstanding of quotidian taxonomies concerning performance practice. He argues 

scholars have unjustly deployed terminology that misrepresents traditional folk-poetic 

practices. He’s mainly referring to the tangled overlap between the terms valona and 

decimal – we spoke to this in the previous chapter. Once more, Vicente Mendoza (1947) 

defines the valona as the act of glossing a base quatrain with four corresponding décimas. 

However, within the son arribeño the term valona is used most often to refer to the music 

that accompanies the gloss, specifically the violin interludes played in between each 

décima. The actual glossing of a base quatrain with corresponding décimas (what 

Mendoza calls valona) is referred to as the decimal. Now, Parra Muñoz contends that 

existent huapango arribeño scholarship employs Mendoza’s terminology rather than that 

which is commonly used among practitioners in the region. I would agree that such usage 

is present in the literature, yet on the other hand to suggest that there exists a homogenous 

understanding of this taxonomy among practitioners is just as misleading. I’ll provide 

two examples. Veteran poeta Miguel González says: 

La valona se hace de momento, y para encontrarla es trabajoso. Cada quien tenemos un modo: 
Don Antonio García murmura el decimal cuando los violines dan vuelta, y cuando paran es que 
ya lo tiene. Yo no puedo así: hago el verso y me voy; llevo la mira adelante, y me tiene que salir; 
voy con mi mente adelante buscando las palabras. (Quoted in Velázquez 2004: 255) 

Here he is clearly referring to the act of glossing a set of décimas, yet he seems to be 

using the terms valona and decimal interchangeably. “Para encontrarla [valona] es 

trabajoso,” this is to say, improvising a gloss is difficult. And, “Don Antonio García 

murmura el decimal,” meaning Don Toño whispers the gloss. In the former he refers to 

the gloss as valona and in the latter as decimal. To emphasize the nuances of this 

terminology yet even further, Mauro Villeda, within an actual glossed décima, refers to 

his singing of a gloss as a valona:  
 
SI ME LLEGO IR DE PERDIDO 
LO QUE SIENTO ES MI NEGRITA 
PORQUE AQUÍ ME TIENE ENGREÍDO 
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UNA MUJER MUY BONITA 
 
(3) Lo se por otras personas 
parientes y amigos míos 
se que me hechas desafíos 
por palabras volantonas 
si me oyen cantar valonas 
crean que por ella lo digo 
dicen que he andado jodido     
a ver si me pueden ver 
el amor de esta mujer: 
QUE ES LA QUE ME TIENE ENGREÍDO 

In the fifth line of the glossed décima he refers to his singing of the gloss as “cantar 

valonas.” If we abide by Parra Muñoz’s contention – that the valona is only a referent to 

the music that accompanies the gloss – then it stands to reason that valonas are played 

(by the violins, vihuela and guitarra quinta), they are not sung. And to suggest such a 

thing is unthinkable, but as we see this is not the case. Now, I will admit, as Parra Muñoz 

argues, practitioners generally do refer to the gloss as decimal. However, I do not 

consider those who fluidly treat the terms valona and decimal to be wrong, as he is 

inclined to do. If anything, this tradition – in its non-fixity – is far more dynamic. The 

notion that an infallible hegemonic taxonomy exists that somehow ontologically 

represents its practice, well, is to misunderstand “tradition,” or at worse to abstract and 

reify it. The terms practitioners use change, they shift, they breathe. Still, the question of 

scholarship and its own uses of terminology remain. In order we better understand Parra 

Muñoz’s greater argument, it is necessary that we detail the discursive terrain in which he 

positions himself.  

As in much of folklore scholarship in Europe, the United States, and Latin 

America, what little that has been written on huapango arribeño has brought together a 

diverse set of perspectives. One can classify its contributors accordingly: degreed 

academics, amateur folklorists, and native scholars. Rafael Parra Muñoz’s voice is the 

most recent and seems to ring loudest in this textual exchange. 
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Guillermo Velázquez (1993, 2000), poeta from Guanajuato, member of Los 

Leones de la Sierra de Xichú – native scholar for our purposes – has had a hand in editing 

three poesía anthologies focused on the work of veteran huapango arribeño poetas: 

Guadalupe Reyes, Epifanio Torres, Mauro Villeda (1993); Asención Aguilar (2000); and 

Guadalupe Reyes (2000). These are not extensive academic studies by any means, rather 

only collections of poesía that also include biographical data concerning the poetas in 

question. What is of concern for Parra Muñoz (2007) is, again, the use of terminology. 

He writes:       

En sus recopilaciones [Velázquez] omite generalmente las clasificaciones de poesía y  decimal, 
aunque tal vez sintetice estos dos términos en la expresión “poesía decimal campesina” que 
utiliza con frecuencia. También emplea la expresión “verso decimal” y  el término décima, que es 
el único que escuché cotidianamente en las charlas de algunos de los poetas entrevistados, para 
referirse al decimal. (41-42) 

 

The only other instance where Guillermo Velázquez does offer a brief detailing of 

huapango arribeño performance is in the thirty-four-page booklet that accompanies his 

first studio recording released in 1982. Relatedly, Maria Isabel “Chabe” Flores Solano 

(2001), also member of Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú and wife of Guillermo 

Velázquez, published an anthology of her father’s poesía, Ruperto Flores, poeta native of 

Organitos, Xichú, Guanajuato. The work is a detailed account of his life, as told through 

his own words and those of his family members. The short book contains anecdotes, 

tales, and poesía. With respect to the poesía, again according to Parra Muñoz, Maria 

Isabel Flores incorrectly refers to the decimal as décimas glosadas and valona.  

Among amateur folklorists we find the interesting and prominent figure of 

Socorro Perea (1989, 2005), native of San Luís Potosí whom studied chemistry at its 

university and later in life decided to pursue a study of huapango arribeño. In the preface 

to her book Décimas y Valonas de San Luís Potosí (1989), Tomás Calvillo writes (and 

quotes) in reference to Perea’s research:    
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Cuando trabaja en una empresa de productos químicos, comenzó en sus tiempos libres a 
frecuentar un rancho cerca de Armadillo . . . “Ahí en 1965, escuché por primera vez las décimas y 
valonas tocadas por campesinos y me impresionó mucho pensé que era algo hermoso que se debía 
de dar a conocer”. . .  Durante toda la década de los setenta recorrió las rancherías de la Sierra 
Gorda, de la Zona Media y del Altiplano potosinos . . . Ella iba no con el afán de un académico o 
de una investigadora social sino con el gusto de quien reconoce una emoción familiar. En esos 
años no contó con ningún apoyo institucional, en parte eso afectó su capacidad de investigación, 
pero tal vez permitió la libertad y espontaneidad que enriquecieron su trabajo. (7-8) 

A small portion of her book consists of a study of huapango arribeño whereby she details 

its musical and poetic elements, discusses its origins, accounts for the social context 

relative to its performance, lists its more active practitioners at that time (1970s), and 

discusses her own research methodology. The greater part, however, is a collection of 

some four hundred plus poesía and decimal texts belonging to a myriad of poetas, young 

and old. Parra Muñoz again insists that Perea misnames the decimal, referring to it as 

valona. She published yet another anthology of collected poesía in 2005 in collaboration 

with the scholar Yvette Jimenez de Baez that includes a few introductory chapters 

authored by researchers commenting on her work. Bearing this in mind, I’d like to take 

the time and deal with Perea’s own understanding of huapango arribeño tradition. She 

comments: 

Pues decía que en estos 20 años, he notado que esta tradición va a desaparecer porque los poetas 
actuales son hombres viejos y debido a ello han dejado de tocar y componer poesías . . . Lo 
principal es el poeta, habiendo poeta es fácil conseguir un conjunto de músicos que los 
acompañen, pero no veo a jóvenes que hagan poesía. (9) 

She continues: 

Recorriendo las rancherías, la sierra y sus cañadas, encontramos a nuestros poetas campesinos, 
gente de siembre y pastoreo, leñadores que se inspiran en la contemplación de la Naturaleza, 
haciendo poesías con una mezcla de sencillez y picardía, la mayor parte aún sin la contaminación 
de la música moderna, ignorados por la gente de la capital de San Luís Potosí y de toda le 
república. (11) 

Much like Parra Muñoz’s reified historicity, Perea’s statements also represent an 

antinomy difficult to ignore: huapango arribeño tradition exists in La Naturaleza (nature) 

far from the reaches of modern life, yet its disappearance is the cause of modernity itself. 
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To this end or despite it – depending on your perspective – apart from publishing the 

book in question she also made a few commercial recordings of huapango arribeño. To 

my knowledge there exists a series of three phonograph recordings that feature Román 

Gómez (primera vara), Ismael Martínez (segunda vara), Faustino Ojeda (jarana), and 

Antonio Escalante (poeta). Tomás Calvillo: 

En 1978 de decidió a grabar un disco: Décimas y valonas de San Luís Potosí. Para lograrlo tuvo 
que emprender otra aventura que nos enseña, a relieve, esas yuxtaposiciones culturales de la vida 
urbana, ese sincretismo, esos artistas silenciosos de la tierra que perduran entre el ruido, el 
consumo y las pretensiones asfálticas de nuestras ciudades. (8) 

Illustration 5.2: Socorro Perea y Los Cantores de la Sierra (Ismael Martínez, Román 
Gómez, Socorro Perea, Antonio Escalante) – picture in Décimas y Valonas de San Luís 
Potosí (1989). 

Oddly enough, she decides to interpret Antonio Escalante’s poesía herself while he is 

relegated to the role of guitarrero. She even goes to such lengths as “baptizing” the group 
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with the name Socorro Perea y Los Cantores de la Sierra.29 She steps in as poeta and 

attempts to represent the art form of “artistas silenciosos” (stoic artists) whom exist apart 

from the “pretensiones asfálticas” (asphalt pretensions) of urban life. Why she did this 

instead of recording the ensemble as is, remains unclear. Perea passed away in 2008.

 David Carracedo (2000, 2003), an architect who in the mid 1980s did his servicio 

social (university residency work) in Xichú, Guanajuato, came to witness topadas for the 

very first time while carrying out his work. This experience sparked an interest that 

eventually led him to publish two very short books – introductions to the art of huapango 

arribeño akin to popular education pamphlets. The works in question mostly treat the 

more technical musical/poetic aspects key in the performance of huapango arribeño and 

its social-performative context. There isn’t much of a concern with origins, nor with other 

academic literatures on the subject. Again, these are brief, though very useful and unique, 

accounts accentuated by a host of cartoon-like drawings intended to help the reader better 

understand the technical explanations in question – once more, akin to materials utilized 

in popular education settings. Parra Muñoz maintains his same line of argument when 

treating Carracedo: valona is not the same as decimal. Yes, Carracedo utilizes Vicente 

Mendoza’s terminology, however of greater interest for me is his treatment of the 

tradition concept: 

Las tradiciones no surgen ex profeso, coadyuvan a que un individuo se identifique como miembro 
de un grupo o de una sociedad. Igualmente ayudan a que un grupo conciencia de su unidad como 
pueblo, cultura o nación. Con ese conocimiento entendemos más cabalmente quiénes somos, de 
dónde venimos y a qué aspiramos. Por eso es importante que las tradiciones – sobre todo las más 
auténticas – no se pierdan. (2000: 12-13) 

Further:  

La cultura de masas ha creado todo un sistema de vida y un modelo que, según pregona, todos 
deberíamos seguir . . . El mecanismo de esta cultura de masas es tan sutil, que ya casi no 

                                                
29 A year later, in 1979, this same set of musicians – sans Socorro Perea – is recorded under the name Los 
Gorrioncillos de la Sierra and featured in the Antologia del Son de México (1985), a son anthology released under 
Discos Corasón – this confirms that the name was the creation of Perea, with herself as acting poeta. 
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percibimos cómo es manipulada nuestra conciencia política, económica, social y cultural. La 
primera, más evidente, es que el consumidor consuma. Que compre y compre sobre todo lo que no 
necesita. Este comercialismo también ocupa, y mucho, la música y el espectáculo en general. Es 
evidente, y conocido de todos, que por radio y televisión se difunde intensamente música, las más 
de las veces de nimia calidad, y con la única intención de venderla y hacer el gran negocio. La 
segunda intención que trae consigo la cultura de las masas es la domesticación de las 
conciencias. (ibid: 58-59) 

We can identify in the former an expressed anxiety concerning the need to preserve 

tradition, yet the threat is not merely modernity, but rather that of mass culture, for the 

latter statement is a clear Marxist critique of the culture industry a la Theodor Adorno. 

To this list I add Reynaldo Mota Molina (2008) and Eliazar “Chalo” Velázquez 

(2004), both journalists and amateur folklorists whom have written about huapango 

arribeño in both capacities. Mota Molina is also a promotor cultural, a state employee 

dedicated to promoting cultural awareness and the preservation of local customs and 

traditions – in this case, those of the Sierra Gorda. He is the principal architect of the 

festival Al Rescate de Nuestras Raíces mentioned in chapter two, which is hosted 

annually in Ahuacatlán, Pinal de Amoles, Querétaro. Its name says it all – the rescuing of 

our roots. In reference to the festival, he suggests it exists: 
 
Dentro del contexto integral de un proyecto cultural, así denominado, que contempla los 
elementos esenciales del patrimonio cultural de la Sierra Gorda queretana incluyendo la música, 
trova y baile del huapango arribeño y del huapango huasteco en sus características más genuinas 
con el propósito de preservarlos y difundirlos, así como el rescate de las lenguas maternas 
indígenas, historia prehispánica y arqueología de la región, que con el tiempo, que con el tiempo 
abarcaron el ámbito nacional. (Mota Molina 2008: 12) 

For him, the endangered relic of huapango arribeño is in need of salvaging and he was 

one of the first to recognize this dire situation, so he says: 
 
La promotoría cultural la he ejercido prácticamente desde que pisé la tierra serrana y me di 
cuenta que tanto el huapango arribeño como el huasteco y, en general, el patrimonio de la sierra 
requerían de rescate, promoción y difusión de sus valores culturales genuinos con el fin de 
preservarlos. (ibid: 13) 

I ask: how does one rescue a living cultural practice? He recently published a book, 

which is a collection of articles published since 2003 in the column Galería 
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Huapanguera part of the newspaper Mensajero de la Sierra Gorda focused on son 

huasteco and arribeño as practiced in the Sierra Gorda. He reassures us, however, that 

the book itself is written from a “punto de vista imparcial y objetivo” (ibid: 14). This is 

perhaps not the most fitting description of said work, as the next chapter will illustrate 

when we tend to his position regarding recent changes and shifts within the practice of 

huapango arribeño. Finally, Eliazar Velázquez, brother of Guillermo Velázquez, apart 

from publishing a score of newspaper articles in various periodicals focused on huapango 

arribeño, is also the author of Poetas y Juglares de la Sierra Gorda: Crónicas y 

Conversaciones (2004). This book is not a study, proper, of huapango arribeño, but a 

collection of real-life stories, tales, and anecdotes told through the words of veteran 

poetas and violinists within the genre.30 In an introductory section, Velázquez does 

discuss, though not in any academic sense – and he is explicit about this –, the greater 

social context surrounding huapango arribeño over time and in the present. He insists: 
 
Cuando algún trovador canta ¡Viva el huapango!, eso encierra un sentido; decir viva el huapango 
es decir ¡viva la tierra!, viva la memoria, viva la palabra, viva la poesía pública, vivan los viejos 
que guardan la memoria de las cosas del mundo, viva la capacidad de curarnos con hierbas, viva 
todo eso que son reservas de vida. Tradiciones como ésta invocan propuestas civilizatorias, claves 
del ser de la tierra, claves de la armonía con la naturaleza, con el viento, con el conocimiento, 
con el espacio. El huapango y la poesía decimal campesina son una manera de percibir el tránsito 
por le mundo; son un grito de dignidad. (Velázquez 2004: 15) 

He dovetails this effort at the end of the book by featuring a conversation with his 

brother, Guillermo, in which he comments on a number of relevant issues concerning the 

practice of huapango arribeño, its current status, and possible futures. However, Eliazar 

falls prey to the objectification of “traditional” cultural practice:       
 
El cruce de los tiempos y mundos ha desbordado las estructuras internas, y salvo excepciones, la 
sabiduría acumulada cuando la tierra y al comunidad eran razón de ser . . . No son pocos los 
lugares donde el gusto por ejercer la memoria y la conversación, la mitología de duendes y 
lloronas y la amplia gama de colores y rincones de la oralidad, está siendo sustituido por las 
telenovelas de moda que vacían las veredas. (ibid: 22) 

                                                
30 Eliazar has been working with arribeño practitioners, organizing workshops and festivals since the early 1980s. This 
will be addressed in the following chapter. 
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He laments the tragedy of modernity and its erosion of the “folk” way of life – yet, I must 

admit that although he does not use the term folk, it is nonetheless what he seems to be 

referring to.  

In the third grouping, one finds Parra Muñoz himself and Vicente Mendoza. 

Ultimately, Parra considers Vicente Mendoza’s taxonomy unfitting in describing the use 

of the décima within huapango arribeño and castigates those who would displace native 

terminology and instead impose Mendoza’s categories of analysis. Parra Muñoz succeeds 

in asserting his authority over and against these “Other” researchers, namely amateur 

folklorists and native scholars. It is they and their “academic” perspectives, so he claims, 

that have come to influence popular understandings (this has yet to be seen) to the extent 

that they are operating in the service of a “hegemonic” plot. He argues:  
 
Los que han alcanzado poder político en México, al apropiarse de  la llamada cultura nacional, 
han creado estereotipos de las culturas populares para imprimirles lo que consideran 
refinamiento, con el objeto de que se conviertan en  símbolos de una identidad falsa que legitima 
su discurso oficial de estado . . . Por lo anterior, una parte de dichos estereotipos implica la  
difusión de conocimientos equívocos sobre las tradiciones musicales populares, como  ha 
sucedido con la del mariache, los llamados sones jarochos y los huastecos. Investigadores de 
diversas disciplinas científicas sociales han contribuido a la creación  de tales estereotipos. Uno 
de ellos fue Vicente T. Mendoza, que si bien empleó para su análisis datos etnográficos 
proporcionados por músicos y bailadores populares, éstos sólo se referían a algunas tradiciones 
en particular. (Parra Muñoz 2007: 6-7) 

He suggests his precursors have cultivated an invented tradition in the ideological service 

of nation building. This is quite a claim – rather unfounded, in my opinion. On the other 

hand, his scholarship possesses an outsider perspective, one that not only manages to 

truly appreciate folklore, but also avoids its traps. Yet, it is his own reifying discourse 

that rectifies modernity’s own age-old existential crisis, it’s need to locate its own 

identity over and against what it is not – the primitive Other and its degenerative cultural 

relics. “The colony stands in dialectical opposition to European modernity, as its 

necessary double and irrepressible antagonist” (Hardt and Negri 2000:115). Huapango 

arribeño, as he would have it, must be treated as living fossil. 
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Anthropology is inherently a compromised discipline, as “the dichotomy between 

the European civilized observer and the culturally distant (and objectified) ‘other’ has 

always been central to . . . [its] tradition” (Stocking 1987: 47). Parra Muñoz goes a step 

further and Otherizes his amateur-academic contemporaries, thereby delegitimizing their 

work. Though not necessarily an insignificant academic point of departure, his 

preoccupation with sorting out the varied (mis)uses of terminology as they pertain to the 

practice of huapango arribeño possesses some value. Yet, I’m not exactly sure what 

Parra Muñoz’s overall aim is, other than proving to everyone (academic readers, arribeño 

practitioners, and native scholars alike) that he correctly uses the terms valona and 

decimal. However, he does succeed in carving out a certain level of discursive hegemony 

for himself, one of objectification, as Johannes Fabian (2001) might so describe, whereby 

he understands his subjects “as merely transitive (as matters of description, analysis, or 

explanation)” (77).  

Each of the studies mentioned offer unique and insightful perspectives. Yet for 

these authors, huapango arribeño exists as “traditional” unchanging object, immune to 

the contemporary social formation of late capitalism. They suggest a relationship between 

modernity and “tradition” does not exist, and as of late, the “recent” interplay between 

these two social worlds is the cause of anxiety, for it is deteriorating the social base that 

sustains huapango arribeño and will unavoidably lead to its extinction. My position 

suggests entirely the opposite – I do not ignore the relationship between these not-so-

distinct social world(s), nor do I lament what may be on the horizon. 

 

 

HUAPANGO ARRIBEÑO AS ORAL TRADITION 

Veteran poeta Antonio García maintains: 
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La contradicción, la competencia entre nosotros los trovadores es cosa buena porque eso nos 
exige tener buenas poesías acerca de todos los temas y adecuados a cada contrincante. 
(Velázquez 2004: 348) 

Let us return to Jan Vansina (1985). If we understand him correctly, then it stands to 

reason that oral tradition is part of a continuous communal process of transmission that 

results in the production of social narratives that resonate with members of communities. 

This said, huapango arribeño’s narrative-poetic dimension is one of its most salient 

features – it transmits, communicates, and expresses messages central to greater 

processes of remembering and subject formation. Poeta, Don Guadalupe Reyes, is 

adamant and explicit with respect to his understanding of oral tradition: 
 
Lo que está en la escritura y lo que escucho lo hecho en verso. Junto una leyenda con otra para 
darle mas salida a la gente, que se de cuenta de cosas que no saben. Por eso mucho tiempo tuve 
fama. 

In no other Mexican son variant does the lyrical dimension take on comparable 

import. Poeta, Guillermo Velázquez, contends the poeta must always be in search of 

knowledge; and for him, that search begins and ends with the people that constitute 

huapango arribeño’s social base. He expresses that huapango arribeño tradition is 

primarily one of giving, for the poet is destined to give to those who listen, just as they 

have given to him. Cultivating relationships premised on the acts of listening and giving 

is required of the poeta and this means engaging in an intensive exercise of the mind – 

one must constantly search among and create for those around him. He notes, “Recibo 

para preservar, para fortalecer, para renovar, para dignificar y para entregarle a el que 

sigue. No recibo solo para repetir. Tengo una responsabilidad mayor” (I receive to 

preserve, to strengthen, to renew, to dignify and to give to those who come after. I don’t 

receive merely to repeat/duplicate. I have a greater responsibility). It becomes clear, after 

having attended numerous performances and having spoken with those who attend, that 

there exists a particular expectation of huapango arribeño ensembles on behalf of the 
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public, if you will. That is, people request huapango arribeño ensembles to perform 

because they expect to hear “something”, an expectation evidence of the social relation of 

giving between public and practitioner. Yes, people dance and enjoy themselves for a 

communal physical space is created through performance. Yet, there exists the 

expectation that a certain economy of poetic discourse will make its presence felt 

throughout the performance. This is to say, people request a performance because they 

expect to be gifted with the living word, they expect to hear narratives that address the 

audience and occasion, words that cultivate performative encounter – primarily through 

the topada –, and discourse that, in effect, serves to demonstrate that the huapangueros in 

question are competent enough to be upon the tablado. Poeta, Ángel González: 
 
LOS POETAS TROVADORES TENEMOS LA MISIÓN 
DE INFORMAR A LA GENTE LO QUE ESTA SUCEDIENDO 
DE TANTAS OTRAS COSAS QUE ESTÁN ACONTECIENDO  
Y ALEGRARLES LA VIDA, TAMBIÉN El CORAZÓN 

 
Igual que el reportero el poeta vive atento 
anuncia lo que siente, lo que tiene a la vista 
buscando ser correcto, nunca es oportunista 
decide donde y cuando aprovecha el momento 
para ser portavoz del acontecimiento 
teniendo en sus cantares el poder de la razón 
usando como base el “clic” de la intuición 
lo cierto lo discute, las verdades alega 
como el cuchillo de palo que sigue, “friega y friega!”: 
LOS POETAS TROVADORES TENEMOS LA MISIÓN 
 
Los poetas aprovechan sus cantos, sus poesías 
hablan de la reforma, de la inseguridad 
del hambre que genera la triste realidad 
la mafia, los poderes, ciclones, y sequías 
es casi terrorífico hablar de profecías 
de los vicios que tiene nuestra generación 
el ansia de poderes, la contaminación 
nuestro mundo agoniza por falta de conciencia 
decir lo que sentimos tenemos como herencia: 
LOS POETAS TROVADORES TENEMOS LA MISIÓN 
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Illustration 5.3: Ángel González (poeta) y Los Campesinos de la Sierra – Jalpan, 
Querétaro. 

Folk performance maintains and is maintained by sets of social relations. In this 

sense, it may be said that there exist bonds between the public and practitioners that serve 

to create and maintain performative social space. Richard Flores (1994) believes this 

social space is structured by means of symbolic markers that indicate the kinds of social 

relations that emerge in performance. In his analysis of the folk drama Los Pastores, he 

suggests the performance itself undermines notions of capitalist commodity-exchange, 

for it is a symbolic gifting of performance. This gifting encourages the emergence of 

“bonds of sociability” among the audience and practitioners, embodied in the ways the 
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performance is organized and actualized, which lead to a “renewed sense of identity and 

community in a society that displaces the communal in favor of individualized social 

experiences that conform to a commodified order of things” (ibid: 282). The symbolic 

gifting of performance between the audience and practitioners, Flores argues, sustains the 

performative social space. Relatedly, he contends that “actors do not merely ‘enact’ a text 

nor do audience members ‘receive’ a performance: the performance event is produced by, 

and emerges from, the human activity that stems from the event itself” (ibid: 271). 

Hence, for him, the “acts” of enactment and reception themselves go far beyond their 

literal senses. I agree and would add that as such these “acts” may represent the very 

human activity that Flores speaks of; it is possible for the discursive to embody the very 

social bonds that both emerge within and maintain performative social space. My focus 

rests on narrative production itself within huapango arribeño performance and its active 

role in not only promoting sociability, but in transforming the performative social space 

into one of encounter. Thus, unlike Flores, my concern goes beyond form, as I seek to 

engage content as well. 

On that note, Michael Warner  (2002) suggests “the public” is a social space 

created through the reflexive circulation of discourse; it is an ongoing space of encounter 

for discourse. If we take Warner seriously, then we are able to map his notions onto 

performance and suggest that the reflexive discursive “acts” of enactment and reception 

that take place between the public and practitioners are vital in maintaining performative 

social space. However, how does this occur? That is, what is it about what is enacted and 

received that sustains performance? Charles Briggs (1988), in reference to the 

discoursing in performance, claims that performers of traditions do not merely isolate and 

reproduce particular texts, but, rather, they assume responsibilities for invoking 

potentially shared patterns of form and meaning. He writes: 
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Skillful use of stylized language prompts the hearer to look beyond appearances to grasp the 
meaning with which the creator has imbued this world. Such artists also have the ability to “read” 
the “real” world in which their audiences live and thus to find the sorts of imaginary scenes and 
existential problems that will fit the experiences of their interlocutors. (ibid: 2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 5.4: Tablado – Xichú, Guanajuato. 

Folk performance is an active and interpretive experience that creates shared meaning. 

This involves reflexive relationships and also implies a responsibility. Reading the “real 
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world” in which audiences live and articulating existential problems in an attempt to fit 

their experiences, I argue, requires the practitioner to express the sociocultural 

subjectivity particular to the public he/she is in dialogue. It is through this that the 

responsibility Briggs points to is fulfilled and, consequently, performative social space is 

maintained. Guillermo Velázquez explains: 

El trovador es un condensador de la colectividad, es un antena que concentra en 
si lo que en la comunidad es inquietud, es anhelo, es sueño, es memoria, es 
necesidad de expresión. En ese sentido el trovador expresa los intereses de la 
comunidad y los suyos propios, que muchas veces pueden ir mas adelante o mas 
atrás de la comunidad. No por el hecho de que yo sepa hacer un verso quiere 
decir que ya soy capaz de expresar el interés de la comunidad – eso se logra a 
través de mucho tiempo, de mucha dedicación, de mucho deseo de llegar a 
traducir en lo versos lo que la gente quiere decir. Eso tiene que ver con la 
responsabilidad que tiene el poeta, el trovador para estar permanente atento - 
¿qué sucede aquí, que sucede allá? Descifrar los signos que el tiempo le da. Por 
ejemplo, si yo voy el domingo, un 6 de Julio, a tocar en un lugar y acaban de 
cerrar las casillas, yo no puedo ser indiferente a ese hecho en el que está 
involucrada la comunidad en la que estoy tocando. Yo sería irresponsable si no 
comento siquiera eso. Esto es la permanente conexión con el fluir de la realidad.  
Esto yo lo considero una responsabilidad.  

Again, I understand sociocultural subjectivities to be relational: positioned 

between personal experience and public meanings, both of which are embedded in larger 

social structures and processes. For Jill Dolan (2001), performance, as transformational 

cultural practice, is an expression of lived experience grounded in specific social and 

material conditions, yet capable of offering consistent glimpses of utopia. In other words, 

performance articulates sociocultural subjectivities, while at the same time imagines a 

world beyond them, a sensibility she refers to as the “utopian performative.” She 

describes utopias as generally oppositional, “reflecting, at the minimum, frustration with 

things as they are and the desire for a better life” (ibid: 457). This definition points to 

imaginative territories that map themselves over the Real – utopia takes place now, in the 

interstices of present interactions of intersubjective understanding, in glancing moments 
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of possibly better conditions of existence (ibid). The point here is not to suggest that all 

of folk performance or huapango arribeño is a type of utopian performative, but rather to 

take seriously the possibility of enacting expressions of the possible. For if the public and 

practitioners are able to engage in this imagining through reflexive discursive 

relationships within the context of performance, then it stands that they do so through 

referencing their lived experiences, which are grounded in specific conditions that 

demarcate their subordinate and marginalized existence. Hence, the ability to imagine 

beyond the “now” suggests that performative cultural practices and their respective social 

spaces are grounded in particular subjectivities. Dolan’s assertions allow us to understand 

how Briggs’ notion of responsibility is related to sociocultural subjectivity.  

Considering the above, my concern thus lies in exploring how huapango 

arribeño’s situated performative social space and its respective discursive content and 

form of performance (particularly the topada) all represent an ethos of encounter, thus 

framing processes of narrative production necessarily as such. Encounter obligates all 

poetas to maintain an expansive poetic repertoire and to continually hone their 

improvisatory abilities; in the case of violinists, it also compels them to sharpen their 

repertoire, master their instrument.  

 

 

FLORESCENCE 

 Eliazar Velázquez (2004) writes:  

Quien es reconocido por su comunidad como trovador, como verdadero artista popular, tuvo que 
haber pasado por un proceso iniciático consistente en un sinfín de batallas enfrentando a otros 
trovadores, algunos menores, pero los más, quizá mejores y más experimentados. Un camino de 
derrotas y triunfos que lo llevarán en un momento de su vida a manejar los secretos de la 
tradición de una forma como sólo él lo sabe hacer; a encontrar “su palabra” o “su manera de 
decir”. (12-13) 
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For poeta and musicians alike, the topada is an exercise in listening – listening to the 

musicians sitting at one’s side, to those situated across the way, lending an ear to those in 

attendance, listening to and observing the performance space as it slowly blossoms 

through one’s own labor of performance. With each passing moment, with each 

alternating musical and poetic intervention performed, with each son, jarabe, poesía, 

verso, the acts of listening, of creativity, of virtuosity increase in their intensity, gradually 

weaving and braiding themselves to produce a shifting, breathing dialogic narrative, a 

conversation that hovers. Everyone in attendance feels its presence. 

Illustration 5.5: Raúl Orduña and Santos Espino – Quinceañera, San Antonio, Texas. 

The topada itself has a number of distinct moments that, similar to the pieza 

arribeña, increase in their intensity and function according to a dynamic logic of 

performance that facilitates encounter – all of this is also part of el código de honor. The 
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pieza arribeña, if we recall, begins with the poesía, which is composed beforehand and 

memorized. I suggest this is where poetas stake their position in reference to the tema or 

position themselves vis-à-vis their rival poeta within the bravata portion. During the 

valona, at which time poetas improvise their decimal, a space is created for them to 

directly engage one another in an improvisatory manner, to negotiate the encounter in 

real time, to debate unabashedly. This improvised dialogue blossoms in front of 

everyone’s eyes and ears. At times, the cuartetas/sextillas sung during the jarabe or at the 

conclusion of sones may also be utilized to contribute to the dialogue.31  

Poetas begin the engagement with poesías and decimales that introduce 

themselves, their accompanying musicians, and greeting those in attendance (the 

audience in general, those who have hired them to perform, and also, though not always, 

his opponents that evening). They then move on to speak to the occasion in question; this 

is referred to as el tema de fundamento (foundational theme/topic). The intent is to 

elaborate not only why the topada/fiesta has been organized, but also thematically 

explore its focus. For example, if it is a wedding, then they perform poesías that speak 

about the sanctity of marriage, Adam and Eve, other religious/catholic motifs; in the case 

of the celebration of an ejido, then one must speak to the Mexican revolution, historical 

details of the community in question, agrarian reform, etc. The list goes on. After having 

exhausted this portion, poetas may then, though not always, move to treat a topic of their 

choosing (also considered de fundamento) that might not necessarily be related to the 

occasion in question. The possibilities are endless here: the genealogical history of 

huapango arribeño musicians, immigration, local history or regional geography, national 

politics, mass culture, changes in the region (political, cultural, economic, etc.), biblical 

                                                
31  On occasion, the end of a son may be treated like that of a jarabe, thereby allowing the poeta to also sing and 
improvise a cuarteta. 
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mythology, etc. Remember, the poeta que lleva la mano decides when these shifts occur. 

Engagement between poetas when treating temas de fundamento is contoured through 

their competence in treating the tema in question. Here, they demonstrate their familiarity 

with the tema, present nuanced points of view, question one another’s knowledge, 

provide answers, make claims, defend their positions, and strategize accordingly. Veteran 

poeta Asención Aguilar recalls a topada with Antonio García: 

Ya en calor de la topada don Antonio, hombre muy sagaz, preguntó en sus décimas que quienes 
habían sido los papás de Judas Iscariote. Me sorprendió porque sabía que fue apóstol, pero no 
supe de dónde venía, ni cuándo ni nada. Pero entonces, mientras él tocaba yo estaba ideando, 
tenía que prevenirme porque en el tablado nadie quiere quedar más abajo, todos queremos andar 
arriba como la espuma. Tomé, entonces, una idea: como estábamos tratando de historia sagrada, 
apenas íbamos por el nacimiento de Cristo, los años que pasó oculto, la presentación en el 
Templo, su vida pública, la Pasión, y pensé: <<A ver si me vale la idea>>. Llegando mi turno le 
contesté en una décima que con gusto daría respuesta a su pregunta, pero que tomara en cuenta 
que íbamos muy atrás de la historia, que esa pregunta quedaría bien en la Pasión de Jesucristo. 
<<Cuando tratemos de los apóstoles que trajo al mundo, deje llegar a esos puntos – le dijo –, y 
entonces, con toda confianza, le hago saber quiénes fueron los papás de Judas.>> . . . Era pura 
idea, yo no sabía nada, pero como don Antonio Escalante es de esos hombres que entiende 
mucho, contestó que aceptaba . . . Íbamos llegando al punto del río Jordán cuando amaneció, y se 
acabó la contienda. Me fui victorioso, pero a base de esa idea, no porque supiera la respuesta a 
su pregunta. (Quoted in Velázquez 2004: 239-240) 

On another occasion, Mauro Villeda thought of a similarly ingenious strategy, Mota 

Molina (2008) writes: 

Gustaba [Mauro] dar Guerra sin cuartel a los poetas que enfrentaba en memorables topadas 
como aquella en que en décimas preguntaba a su adversario que gozaba fama de muy aguzado: 
¿De cuantos huesos se compone el cuerpo humano?, y después de traerlo batallando gran parte 
de la noche y no sabiendo la respuesta – grave afrenta - , finalmente le confesó don Mauro: “NO 
lo sé; dímelo tú”. A lo que don Mauro socarronamente le contestó:”Yo tampoco lo se, por eso te 
pregunto…”. (132) 

Here is the poesía Mota Molina makes reference to: 
 
POETA VERSERO FAMOSO 
SI YA ANDAS EN LAS ALTURAS 
CONOCERAS DE ESCRITURA 
O VIENES DE VANIDOSO 
 
Soy ignorante de plano 
pero si quieres versar 
di ¿cuántos huesos serán 
los que tiene el humano? 
con mi instrumento en la mano 
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cantando muy sospechoso 
es un gusto caudaloso 
mi poesía lo está diciendo 
como le vamos haciendo: 
POETA VERSERO FAMOSO 
 
Dame una cuenta cabal 
contando pieza por pieza 
los huesos de la cabeza 
la columna vertebral 
manos y pies por igual 
y serás muy victorioso 
serás hombre respetuoso 
en tu gran sabiduría 
lo total ¿cuánto sería?: 
POETA VERSERO FAMOSO 

 
– Mauro Villeda 

The practice contained in the above examples, is what is known as las preguntas (the 

questions), where a tema de fundamento takes the form of a question. The back and forth 

between poetas is strategized around their varied attempts to provide one another with 

appropriate responses. This practice is less common, though in decades past it seems to 

have enjoyed widespread popularity. Mauro might have asked his rival poeta: 
 
POETA, DIME TUS RAZONES 
CON UN SENTIDO PROFUNDO 
¿A CUANTAS GENERACIONES 
BAJO JESUCRISTO AL MUNDO? 
 
Comenzando desde Adán 
cuando ya dejó el paraíso 
que al mundo dejó un regazo 
de toda esta humanidad 
hablando en legalidad 
dame tus aclaraciones 
¿cuántos hijos tuvo de hombres 
que le bendijo el señor? 
Hablando en punto mayor: 
POETA, DIME TUS RAZONES 
 
Desde Adán preguntaré 
de tu gran sabiduría 
¿cuántos años pasarían 
hasta el tiempo de Noé? 
los años preguntaré 
de esos tiempos anteriores 
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de la tribu de los mayores 
¿quiero saber cuantos son 
hasta en esa inundación?: 
POETA, DIME TUS RAZONES 
 

The late Francisco Berrones of San Nicolás Tolentino, San Luís Potosí might have 

inquired: 
 
SI ERES COMO TU CREES 
Y DAR UNA PRUEBA INTENTAS 
DE UN MILLON HAZME LAS CUENTAS 
PERO TODAS AL REVES 
 
Si de un millón rebajamos 
cuarenta y cinco pesetas 
dime sabio entre poetas 
cuanto dinero contamos 
de lo que sobra sacamos 
de pesos cuarenta y tres 
dime cuanto dinero es 
lo que sobra del millón 
hazme la liquidación: 
SI ERES COMO TU CREES 
 
De lo que viene sobrando 
hay que sacar mil quinientos 
puedes hacer los descuentos 
a ver cuanto va quedando 
luego hay que seguir sacando 
otros nueve cientos pies 
para liquidarle al juez 
una multa que me cobra 
puedes decir cuanto sobra: 
SI ERES COMO TU CREES 

Though no longer a common practice, las preguntas epitomize, perhaps in its most literal 

sense, the lyrical-poetic dimension of encounter – “let me ask you a question and let us 

have a conversation; let’s engage one another and see how things turn out; let us 

demonstrate our knowledge; Dime tus razones…(tell me your reasons)” 

After the temas de fundamento the bravata commences. The bravata is the climax 

of the topada. It is the moment when poets directly engage with one another in banter, 

question the quality of their poetic and improvisational skills, and defame and ridicule 
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one another. This portion is particularly aggressive. However, it does not come without 

warning, or at least it’s not supposed to. The poeta que lleva la mano petitions the other 

poeta and in effect asks whether he and his musicians are “feeling up to it.” That is, “can 

we move on to the bravata and see what you’ve got?” Managing the process of 

petitioning or asking for the bravata is always delicate, yet it also serves to further color 

the ever-shifting dialogue. Once this portion is done with, poetas give each other a 

reconciliatory greeting (though not always, especially if there exists an entrenched rivalry 

between them) and say their final farewells to the audience. At times, ensembles will then 

play assorted piezas, sones huastecos, and canciones to close out the topada. Throughout 

the performance, poetas are attentive to one another, respond in kind, question, claim 

positions, are assertive, improvise incessantly, and exercise their capacity for 

memorizing. Here are a number of examples representing each section discussed. They 

are taken from topadas documented in the field: 
 

Introductions 
 

Misael Arbizu Oviedo vs. Pedro Sauceda   –   Dallas, Texas 
 

SOY UN BRAZO DE LA RAMA QUE HA FLOREADO 
COMO PLANTA VEGETAL ME CONSIDERO 
DE LO FRESCO, DE LA SIERRA Y EL VENERO 
DE AGUA PURA CRISTALINA FUI REGADO 
 
Por la herencia de mi abuelo soy versero 
de familia fui heredando este oficio 
y hoy me esfuerzo por mi propio sacrificio 
y me alegro que me gane algún dinero 
me desvelo me maltrato pero quiero 
ser la victima de este sueño que he soñado 
de mis padres siempre he sido aconsejado  
siempre enviando, para mi son tan divinos 
sea en el monte y pedregosos los caminos: 
SOY UN BRAZO DE LA RAMA QUE HA FLOREADO 
 
De chiquito me fijaba en los verseros 
a un lado de mi madre oía el poeta 
me quedaba yo hasta con la boca abierta 
y allá en alto en los bancos los vareros 
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los violines los oía como jilgueros 
y aunque a veces sea con hambre y mal pasado 
contratiempos he vivido atormentado 
en pobrezas pero alegre con mi gente 
y recuerdo del pasado y del presente: 
SOY UN BRAZO DE LA RAMA QUE HA FLOREADO 
 
Ahora que ando en esta chamba me presento 
con mi música de veras como puedo 
con mi nombre Misael Arbizu Oviedo Oviedo 
apoyado de mi orgullo y mi instrumento 
complaciendo a ese nivel que tiene aliento 
y agradezco a todo aquel que me ha invitado 
serán angustias de un amor apasionado 
por donde ando trabajando mi destino 
serranista y sigo siendo campesino:  
SOY UN BRAZO DE LA RAMA QUE HA FLOREADO 

 

– Misael Arbizu Oviedo 

 

ASÍ ES LA VIDA DEL CANTADOR 
CRUZANDO PLANES Y SERRANÍAS 
CANTANDO VERSOS, CUANTAS POESÍAS 
CUANTOS LO ESTIMAN CON MAS AMOR 

 
Yo desde niño ya me inspiraba 
ni cual estudio, tenía nociones 
solo en oír las composiciones 
en este oficio siempre pensaba 
ya un poco a poco me preparaba 
pero pidiéndole a mi creador 
en que me hiciera merecedor 
llegar a un banco a cantar mis versos 
lo fui logrando con mis esfuerzos: 
ASÍ ES LA VIDA DEL CANTADOR 

 
Aunque es muy poca mi inteligencia 
tampoco tengo las cualidades 
y así han querido mis amistades 
que venga a honrarles con mi presencia 
pero quizás que la omnipotencia 
esté en parte a mi favor 
porque la vida es como una flor 
de ser fragante va marchitando 
aunque se sufre también gozando: 
ASÍ ES LA VIDA DEL CANTADOR 

 
Yo este destino venía buscando 
aunque es un poco muy fastidioso 
el músico pierde cuanto reposo 
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siempre anda afueras aventurando 
mucho se enferma siempre tocando 
al aire libre, cual inferior 
sufriendo rasgos por el licor 
unos le aplauden, le hacen gritadas 
otros al malo le echan habladas: 
ASÍ ES LA VIDA DEL CANTADOR 

 

– Pedro Sauceda 

 

Javier Rodríguez vs. Pánfilo Oviedo   –   El Refugio, San Luís Potosí 
 

MUY BUENAS NOCHES PUBLICO HONRADO 
AQUÍ NOS TIENEN PARA SERVIRLES 
YO CON MIS CANTOS QUIERO DECIRLES 
AQUÍ NOS TIENEN A SU MANDADO 
 
Somos humildes para los versos  
porque yo siento la decadencia  
solo les pido tengan paciencia  
para ir formando nuestros esfuerzos 
nada tenemos de ser perversos 
cuando se trata de un saludado 
para un amigo, para un cuñado 
solo les pido su nombre escrito 
y ahí nos vamos poco a poquito: 
MUY BUENAS NOCHES PUBLICO HONRADO 
 
Voy a trovarles según mi estilo 
con mi guitarra y mis compañeros 
pero aquí broto versos primeros 
porque yo siento no dar el kilo 
pero este verso yo lo perfilo 
con este canto que le he pensado 
en que el momento que se ha llegado 
y de cantarles así sería 
y hoy les entrego mi versería 
MUY BUENAS NOCHES PUBLICO HONRADO 
 
A mi me falta mucha experiencia 
para los versos como los de antes 
a mi me fallan las consonantes 
pero les pido tengan paciencia  
y voy hablando con gran conciencia  
hoy que el momento que se ha llegado 
este versito que ya he cantado 
he de entregarles en el memento 
por eso digo desde mi asiento: 
MUY BUENAS NOCHES PUBLICO HONRADO 
 

– Javier Rodríguez 
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AQUÍ ESTAN SUS HUAPANGUEROS 
DISPUESTOS PARA CHAMBIAR 
LES VENGO A FELICITAR 
CON MI SALUDO SINCERO 
 
Saludar es muy preciso  
para poder comenzar 
hoy que venido a chambiar 
y a cumplir un compromiso 
porque mi destino quiso 
traerme como un huapanguero 

 y andando sobre el sendero 
 para cumplir mis labores 
 si señoras y señores: 

AQUÍ ESTAN SUS HUAPANGUEROS 
 
Les brindo mi canto trino 
como el agua que esta en clara 
con Rogelio32 en primer vara 
excelente en su destino 
cuando mi guitarra afino 
lo hago con todo el esmero 
Filemón33 el segundero 
que ejecuta su violín 
para animar el festín: 
AQUÍ ESTAN SUS HUAPANGUEROS 
 
Aunque soy un decadente 
pero el momento se anhela 
José Luz en la vihuela 
también se encuentra presente 
saludo a toda esta gente 
con estímulos sinceros 
y poniendo los esmeros 
les entrego un saludado 
ahorita que hemos llegado: 
AQUÍ ESTAN SUS HUAPANGUEROS 
 

– Pánfilo Oviedo 

 

Temas de Fundamento 
 

Misael Arbizu Oviedo vs. Raúl Orduña   –   Austin, Texas   –   Iraq War / September 11th 
 

 POR TODAS PARTES DE LA REGIÓN 

                                                
32 Rogelio Hernández, Javeir’s primer vara that evening. 
33 Filémon Torres, Javier’s segundero that evening. 
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 SE CORRIÓ EL TEMA, NOTICIA Y RUIDO 
 QUE EN NUEVA YORK DE ESTADOS UNIDOS 
 HUBO UN DESASTRE Y UNA EXPLOSIÓN 
 
 Mes de septiembre, once la fecha  

siendo en el año del dos mil uno 
llego la muerto de uno por uno 
sin dar aviso, menos sospecha 

 por la mañana la cosa fue hecha 
 ese día martes fue la función 
 como a las ocho el primer avión 
 pego en la torre donde había un gentío 
 esa mañana fue un desafío: 

POR TODAS PARTES DE LA REGIÓN 
 
Dos edificios fueron tirados 
cortos circuitos por explosiones 
por un ataque de dos aviones 
sin vuelta alguna fueron llevados 
sus aéreo-gentes bien secuestrados  
de terroristas fue la función 
de muchas vidas fue el apagón 
tan repentina fue la vaganza34 
y entre la hoguera sin esperanza: 
POR TODAS PARTES DE LA REGIÓN 

  
 Fue mucha gente que se aventaba 
 desde muy alto por los fracasos 

caían al piso hechos pedazos 
 no había defensa que los salvaba 
 mientras la torre se derrumbaba 

tan terrorosa la quemazón 
la gente ardiendo, ¿que compasión? 
y todos oramos por la tragedia  
en una forma mucha muy seria: 
POR TODAS PARTES DE LA REGIÓN 
   

– Misael Arbizu Oviedo  

 

LLEGO LA GUERRA, DIO SU ZARPAZO 
CAYO BAGDAD Y TODOS LO SABEN 
PERO A SADDAM Y TAMBIÉN BIN LADEN35 
PUES, NO HAN PODIDO ECHARLES UN LAZO 
 
Septiembre once no se me olvida 
muchos murieron en Nueva York 

                                                
34 Escapo  
35 Saddam Hussein and Osama Bin Laden 
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cuanta catástrofe, cuanto dolor 
la pena en mi alma no da cabida 
miles y miles pierden la vida 
bajo un presagio del cielo raso 
esa tragedia no fue de paso 
pues fue el principio y la realidad 
de lo que pasa hoy en Bagdad: 
LLEGO LA GUERRA, DIO SU ZARPAZO 
 
El presidente de U.S.A 
mueve sus tropas con mucho alarde 
pero pa’ mi que es como su padre 
sus intereses no me hacen buey 
es el petróleo que a toda ley 
van a explotarlo y ese es el caso 
las diplomacias son un fracaso 
cuando se tiene poder y demás 
aunque queramos vivir en paz: 
LLEGO LA GUERRA, DIO SU ZARPAZO 
 
No estoy en contra de los soldados 
que allá en Irak libran su batalla 
les doy honores y una medalla 
guerreros firmes, bien adiestrados 
a su servicio fueron mandados 
y el renegar, ese no es el caso 
y aunque Saddam allá fue un fracaso 
la libertad hoy es confusión 
si se practica con invasión: 
LLEGO LA GUERRA, DIO SU ZARPAZO 
   

– Raúl Orduña 

 

Guillermo Velázquez vs. Cándido Martínez   –   Xichú, Guanajuato   –   Honoring Veteran Poetas 
 

¿QUE HABRÁ SIDO DE LOS GRANDES CANTADORES? 
ELEUTERIO, JOSÉ TORRES, VILLANUEVA36 
MUERTE INGRATA QUE SE ENSAÑA Y QUE SE CEBA 
EN LA VIDA Y EN EL SER DE LOS MEJORES 
 
Como gira la ruleta del destino 
de la altura del olimpio al basurero 
ay que suerte la del poeta y del varero 
que infortunios ensombrecen su camino 
si un tiempo sobra gente y sobra vino 
amistades a granel, aduladores 
cuando llega la vejez con sus dolores 
junto llega el abandono y el olvido 

                                                
36 Eleuterio López, José Torres, and Eugenio Villanueva – veteran poetas of the late 19th / early 20th centuries. 
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les pregunto, le pregunto entristecido: 
¿QUE HABRÁ SIDO DE LOS GRANDES CANTADORES? 
 
Tiempos idos, tiempos muertos, tiempos, tiempos 
que miraron a los grande huapangueros 
¿que fueron de ellos? que respondan los senderos 
 y los cerros y los valles y los vientos 
empezaban a templar sus instrumentos 
y se alzaba aquel murmullo de rumores 
eran sabios y profetas ruiseñores 
hombres llenos de pasiones y virtudes 
no de en balde arrastraban multitudes: 
¿QUE HABRÁ SIDO DE LOS GRANDES CANTADORES? 
 
¿Pero donde esta la clave del misterio? 
¿en que queda tanta fama y tantos brios? 
recordemos nada mas, amigos míos 
de que forma terminó don Eleuterio 
llegó al borde de la tumba, al cementerio 
pobre, viejo, y entre muchos sinsabores 
¿qué pasó con los aplausos los loores 
las cervezas y las vivas, tanto grito? 
orillando se murió triste y solito:  
¿QUE HABRÁ SIDO DE LOS GRANDES CANTADORES? 
  

– Guillermo Velázquez 

 

QUE VIVA DON TRANQUILINO37 
TALENTO DE LOS TALENTOS 
TALENTOS COMO EL NO HAY CIENTOS 
SE LOS DICE UN POTOSINO 
 
Don Tranquilino si es 
elemento entre elementos 
nacido el mil ochocientos 
el año setenta y tres 
un seis de julio, tal vez 
vino al mundo peregrino 
tal vez por el dios divino 
dijo, “que tu don consagres” 
radico en Labor de Bagres: 
QUE VIVA DON TRANQUILINO 
 
Radico allá en La Labor 
de Bagres, “La Boquineta” 
pero su don se respeta 
de aldeano progenitor 
si cometió algún error 

                                                
37 Tranquilino Méndez, veteran poeta father of Eusebio “Chebo” Méndez. 
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fue por azar del destino 
después a vivir se vino 
a mi ejido El Aguacate 
y en esto no hay disparate: 
QUE VIVA DON TRANQUILINO 
 
Don Tranquilino al llegar 
a mi ejido El Aguacate 
en fiesta, boda, o combate 
el ya empezaba a tocar 
y tratando de apoyar 
a un compadre, un vecino 
un ahijado, algún padrino 
de alguna fiesta que había 
cantando les complacía: 
QUE VIVA DON TRANQUILINO 
 

– Cándido Martínez  

 

Transitioning into the Bravata 
 

Ángel González vs. Celso Mancilla   –   Jalpan de Serra, Querétaro 
 

HAY QUE CANTAR UN RATITO  
PARA ALEGRAR ESTA GENTE 

ENTRALE POETA DE EN FRENTE 
VAMOS HACIENDO EL RUIDITO 

 
(1) Siempre me gusta dejar    (3) El poeta vive al día  
algo, algo de mensaje     y siempre ha de estar atento 
y de mi tierra yo traje     cualquier acontecimiento 
espadas para pelear     un ciclón o carestía 
te puedes pues preparar     como antes ya lo decía 
oye lo que habla Angelito     yo lo expreso atentamente 
aunque sea por un ratito     oye, que habla tu sirviente 
unas dos a tres poesías     gracias por esa atención 
cantemos con alegrías     comencemos el aporreón  
HAY QUE CANTAR UN RATITO   PARA ALEGRAR ESTA GENTE 
 
(2) Lo que digo cierto es     (4) Celso, pon mucha atención 
Celso, hoy en este lugar     hoy que en mi verso lo expreso 
hay tanto de que cantar     con la caída del peso 
que no acabaría en un mes     hay grande preocupación 
al derecho y al revés     hoy sufre nuestra nación 
hay un asunto pendiente     porque encareció todito38 
y que esta siempre en la mente    el gas y el aceitito  
la reforma petrolera39     hay que seguir la tarea 

                                                
38 A reference to the global economic recession that began in 2008. 
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yo te hablo de esta manera     comencemos la pelea 
PARA ALEGRAR A ESTA GENTE   HABRÁ QUE HACER EL RUIDITO 

  

– Ángel González  

 

ÁNGEL, TE ESTOY ESCUCHANDO 
Y CONTESTO A MI MANERA 

AVIENTATE LA PRIMERA 
YO AQUÍ TE ESTOY ESPERANDO 

 
(1) Ángel, mi voz no provoca    (3) Lo recalco cantador 
y aquí la amistad no pierde    ante este publico entero 
aquí tienes a Río Verde     si es que me escuchas grosero 
y a ver que a como nos toca    me disculpas por favor 
mientras me tomo mi coca     solo le pongo sabor 
yo te sigo recalcando     en el plan y en la pradera 
en versos que voy trovando    pero decirte quisiera 
es de muy cierto Angelito     con poesías y decimales –  
conmigo amarras cortito     “ya te dije, Ángel González, 
ÁNGEL, TE ESTOY ESCUCHANDO   AVIENTATE LA PRIMERA” 
 
(2) Ante toda la reunión     (4) El pensamiento se aferra 
no es que me sienta un fantoche    y al verso le pongo comas 
ya casi en la media noche     hoy que vienes de Palomas 
yo te doy contestación     vamos haciendo la guerra 
si es que quieres aporreón     hoy aquí por esta tierra 
depende de mi manera     yo te sigo recalcando 
con mi quinta huapanguera    ante los que andan bailando 
al publico de esta gente     Ángel como te decía 
Ángel, hoy que estas en frente    aviéntame tu bravía 
TE CONTESTO A MI MANERA    AQUÍ TE ESTOY ESPERANDO 

   

– Celso Mancilla  

 

Bravata 
 

Fidel Cruz vs. Hilario Gutiérrez   –   San Ciro de Acosta, San Luís Potosí 
 

PORQUE TE ELEVAS ALLÁ A LA ALTURA 
SI TU DESTINO SE QUEDA ATRÁS 
CONMIGO TIENES Y AHORA VERÁS 
NOMÁS NO LLORES POBRE CRIATURA 
 
Te digo y te hablo con la verdad 
que yo te escucho y tu no me entiendes 
tu no te acercas y no comprendes 

                                                
39 He’s commenting on the national debate in Mexico concerning the privatization of PEMEX – the Mexican state-
owned petroleum company. 
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aquellas frases de claridad 
aquí que diga la humanidad 
quien habla y dice con mas finura 
esto no es juego, ni es travesura 
es un destino sabio y honrado 
y tu no te hayas capacitado: 
PORQUE TE ELEVAS ALLÁ A LA ALTURA 
 
Pues yo te digo, “mucho cuidado” 
que no tenemos ni precauciones 
que nos disculpen nuestros borrones 
y no presente ningún enfado 
si tu quieres ser mentado 
estudia algo, saber procura 
y no me salgas con tu tortura 
porque te burlan esa torpeza 
’tas bien tapado de la cabeza: 
PORQUE TE ELEVAS ALLÁ A LA ALTURA 
 
Pues ya le digo mi valedor 
ahorita en esta contienda 
espero que me comprenda 
voy de acuerdo cantador 
ante este pueblo de honor 
no me salga con basura 
porque el que sabe poco se apura 
y es preciso su reglamento 
pero usted que habla sin fundamento: 
PORQUE TE ELEVAS ALLÁ A LA ALTURA 
   

– Fidel Cruz 

 

PARA SERVIRLE MI SUPERIOR 
VAMOS CUMPLIENDO CON LA TAREA 
PARA QUE EL PUBLICO EL PLEITO VEA 
DÉME UNA PRUEBA DE SU VALOR 
 
Aquí me tiene a disposición 
buen puede entrarle a dicho combate 
y si comete algún disparate 
tendré que darle su reprochón40 
y si me ofende con mas razón 
el publico siéndolo sabedor 
aunque la pique de historiador 
y como bardo de gran saber 
esto prontito vamos a ver: 
PARA SERVIRLE MI SUPERIOR 
 

                                                
40 reproche 
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Todo este pueblo será testigo 
de esta contienda llevada acabo 
al fin que es cierto, digo y al cabo 
que hacerle a frente solo me obligo 
aunque me lo eche yo de enemigo 
traigo una espada de un triunfador 
la de Oliveros el vencedor41 
cuando peleaba con su adversario 
del pleito siempre soy partidario: 
PARA SERVIRLE MI SUPERIOR 
 
Muchos me han dicho que es valoristo42 
que trae su espada con mucho filo 
se me figura que hoy no da el kilo 
según se aclara ya por lo visto 
bien se podrá encomendar a Cristo 
ya no hay remedio mi valedor 
hasta en las corvas ya trae temblor 
ahora lo lazo con una reata  
para colgármelo de corbata: 
PARA SERVIRLE MI SUPERIOR 
 

– Hilario Gutiérrez  

 

Claro González vs. Javier Rodríguez   –   Austin, Texas 
 

CUANDO SALES A TOCAR 
TE DAS POETA BUEN NOTADO 
Y AUNQUE ANDAS DE RETOCADO 
DEJAS MUCHO QUE DESEAR 
 
Caramba Javier, que facha 
andas muy desalineado 
y aunque pases retirado 
apestas a cucaracha 
pero al ver una muchacha 
te le empiezas a cuadrar 
vergüenza te había de dar 
traes los sobacos mugrientos 
hediondos y hasta pulguientos: 
CUANDO SALES A TOCAR 
 
Te hablo como compañero 
Javier, ya no seas moroso  
de verte tan chamagoso 
de plano me desespero  

                                                
41 Oliveros (Oliver or Olivier), favored paladin of Charlemagne (king of the Franks) and considered one of the 
legendary twelve peers of France. His sword is known as Hauteclaire.  
42 valiente 
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debajo del sombrero 
traes piojos de espantar 
como no vas a apestar 
si al agua le sacas cañas 
y nunca jamás te bañas: 
CUANDO SALES A TOCAR 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Illustration 5.6: Claro González and Jaime Díaz – topada, Houston, Texas. 

 
De plano que si la riegas 
tu como buen guitarrero 
arréglate con esmero 
como lo hacen tus colegas 
a donde quiera que llegas 
el tufo empiezas a dar 
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traes las patas sin lavar 
demasiadas callosas 
sucias y bien apestosas: 
CUANDO SALES A TOCAR 

   

– Claro González  

 

TRATANDO DEL APORREÓN 
Y DE UN FURIOSO COMBATE 
NO HABIDO QUIEN ME ARREMATE 
SOY EL AS EN LA NACIÓN 

 
Yo nunca le retrocedo 
porque esa no es mi costumbre 
échele gas a la lumbre 
si es que no conoce miedo 
yo no vengo a ver si puedo 
yo vengo a darme un jalón 
si tu te crees el campeón 
no le hagas tanto al borlote 
vas a conocer tu azote: 
TRATANDO DEL APORREÓN 
 
Ni un poeta me ha quitado  
la fama que he conseguido 
ahora contigo he venido 
como valiente soldado 
ya que nos han encontrado 
será grande la cuestión 
si te crees fanfarrón 
de la noche a la mañana 
no sirves ni de botana: 
TRATANDO DEL APORREÓN 
 
Es muy bonito el combate 
pero un combate cerrado 
y lo mas bien arreglado 
y sin hablar disparate 
hoy te voy a dar el mate 
y tu acta de defunción 
para mandarte al panteón 
eso ya ni te lo cuento 
–  Javier Rodríguez atento:  
TRATANDO DEL APORREÓN 

 

– Javier Rodríguez 

 

Reconciliatory Remarks and Farewells 
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Raúl Orduña vs. Pablo González   –   Xichú, Guanajuato 
 

MUCHAS GRACIAS A ESTA GENTE 
COMITÉ ORGANIZADOR 

YA SE VE ESTE TROVADOR 
LES DEJO UN VERSO EN LA FRENTE 

 
(1) Yo me voy impresionado    (3) Adiós dicen los Cucitos43 
de ver tanta algarabía      ante los que oyendo están 
y se hace chiquito el día     muchas gracias les da Adrián44 
porque estoy emocionado     y yo con versos claritos 
pero el contrato ha acabado    aunque no son exquisitos 
y si no fui competente     pero así habla el trovador 
pido perdón a la gente     ya a este publico de honor 
me voy de esta región     como les puedo decir  
los llevo en mi corazón     venimos a divertir 
MUCHAS GRACIAS A ESTA GENTE   PERO SE VA EL TROVADOR 
 
(2) A don Guillermo Velázquez    (4) Y también la agrupación  
y también Chalo les canto     donde estuvo Don Pablo 
verán no siento quebranto     en el verso yo les hablo 
al irme yo de estas partes     y adiós doy de corazón 
y les dejo estos remarques     y disculpen mi versión 
y a Isabel con honor     fue pa’ animar a la gente 
despedirme es lo mejor     adiós digo atentamente 
gracias a esta concurrencia     nos veremos otro día 
y aunque no fuimos la esencia    les dejo esta poesía 
COMITÉ ORGANIZADOR45    Y CON UN VERSO EN LA FRENTE 

 

– Raúl Orduña 

 

ADIÓS PUBLICO HONRADOR 
NOS VAMOS A RETIRAR 

GRACIAS LE VAMOS A DAR 
COMITÉ ORGANIZADOR 

 
(1) Yo soy el Pablo González    (3) En el publico tenemos  
Mario, Gabino, y Javier46     ventajas y desventajas 
y hoy en este amanecer     Raulito si no te bajas 
les dejamos decimales     aquí nos atardecemos 
y con saludos cordiales     y si quieres le siguemos 
quiero dar un esplendor     como ya lo has de mirar 
a este pueblo observador     adiós en particular 

                                                
43 Raúl’s violinists on that occasion were Isidro and son Refugio Rodríguez, known as Los Cucos. 
44 A reference to his vihuelero, Adrían Vázquez. 
45 Guillermo Velázquez, Eliazar “Chalo” Velázquez, and Isabel Flores were all in attendance. 
46 His accompanying musicians: Mario González, primer vara, Gabino Landaverde, segunda vara, Javier Rodríguez, 
jarana. 
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a esta bastante gente     adiós dice su sirviente 
les dice aquí su sirviente     si se va aquel de en frente 
ÁDIÓS PUBLICO HONRADOR    ¿SINO? VAMOS A JALAR 
 
(2) Y ya nos vamos a ir     (4) El gusto se nos aferra 
Raúl, mil felicidades     digo ante los escuchantes 
y esas vulgaridades     gracias, gracias emigrantes47 
no las vuelvas a decir     gracias Leones de la Sierra48 
y te quiero repetir      y ahora que el gusto se encierra 
que eso se oye muy vulgar     gracias publico de honor 
hasta donde te has de bajar     yo les digo con fervor 
adiós publico de gente     digo mil frases de honrado 
les dice aquí su sirviente     y adiós publico honrado  
GRACIAS LES VAMOS A DAR    COMITÉ ORGANIZADOR 

 

– Pablo González 

 

Guillermo Velázquez vs. Tobías Hernández   –   Xichú, Guanajuato 
 

NO ES QUE ME QUIERA RAJAR 
PERO YA ES ENERO EL MES 

Y YA PASA DE LAS DIEZ 
Y ES MUY JUSTO CAMINAR 

 
(1) Es para que alguien lo note    (3) El sol ya se esta asistiendo 
lo que voy aquí explicando    y hasta sudo y hasta exhalo 
ya hasta se me está borrando    y no se que dirá Chalo49 
nomás de estar sentadote     de esto que aquí estoy diciendo 
yo quiero seguir mi trote     si dice algo lo comprendo 
ya quisiera descansar     con profunda sencillez  
quisiera estar en mi hogar     ya estando en enero el mes 
o tal vez en otro lado     el publico esta aun a gusto 
pero bajar del tablado     y creo decirlo es justo 
Y NO ES QUE ME QUIERA RAJAR   Y YA PASA DE LAS DIEZ 
 
 
(2) Adiós publico todito     (3) Ya lo pensé y lo diría 
y gracias por su asistencia     a el publico que aún esta 
adiós a la concurrencia     si no decimos que ya 
nos recibió muy bonito     esto dura todo el día 
informarles me permito     por eso la algarabía 
y aunque existe prendidéz50    debiera finalizar 

                                                
47 A mention of Xichú natives who have migrated to the U.S.; they yearly contribute monies to help fund the Festival 
del Huapango Arribeño y de la Cultura de la Sierra Gorda in Xichú, Guanajuato, of which the topada in question 
forms part. 
48 The huapango arribeño ensemble, Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú. 
49 Eliazar Velázquez, in attendance. 
50 Energía, ambiente 
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ya lo se del justo juez     no es que me quiera rajar 
al proseguir en el arte     pero siendo enero el mes 
yo creo que de nuestra parte    ya pasando de las diez 
PUES AHORITA TODO ES    Y ES MUY JUSTO CAMINAR 

    

– Tobías Hernández 

 

LES DOY MI ADIÓS ENLAZADO 
ENLAZADO EN BUENOS DÍAS 
BUENOS DÍAS PARA TOBÍAS 
TOBÍAS Y EL OTRO TABLADO 
 
Tobías Hernández, Tobías 
¿Tobías, como amaneciste? 
amaneciste muy triste 
triste y no como querías 
querías un ¡Si! de alegrías 
y alegrías no se te han dado 
no se te han dado y frustrado 
frustrado voy a dejarte 
a dejarte por mi parte: 
LES DOY MI ADIÓS ENLAZADO 
 
Aquí podíamos seguir 
seguir diciéndonos cosas 
cosas que por afrentosas 
por afrentosas y herir  
herirían el porvenir 
el porvenir barbechado 
barbechado con arado 
y arado de tradición 
siembra reconciliación: 
LES DOY MI ADIÓS ENLAZADO 
 
Si gana el pueblo al ganar 
ganamos también los dos 
los dos y al decir adiós 
mi adiós les voy a dejar 
a dejar en un altar 
en un altar adornado 
adornado y afianzado 
afianzado a puros versos 
que estallan en universos 
LES DOY MI ADIÓS ENLAZADO 

 

– Guillermo Velázquez  
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DIMES Y DIRETES: POETIC RIVALRY 

Joel Sherzer (2002): 

Verbal dueling is a fascinating speech-play form in which grammatical and lexical play and wit as 
well as interactional play and strategy are intertwined. Verbal dueling is at the heart of the 
intersection of speech play and verbal art and reflects and expresses it extremely creative ways the 
essence of the relationship between and among language, culture, society, and the individual. (69)  

We have lent attention to the lyrical-poetic aspect of the topada (the use of the décima in 

particular), yet I insist another poetics is at work during this combative flyting. I am 

reminded of the African-American dozens or verbal art practices among working-class 

Mexicanos (Abrahams 1962; Limón 1994). Although highly stylized and ritual-like, the 

lyrical-poetic engagement/verbal dueling that takes place between poetas also represents 

a type of play, one that is gendered, no less, and what I term a sensuous poetics of 

masculinity. Speech play itself tends to be structured by “a degree of selection and 

consciousness beyond that of ordinary language use” (Sherzer 2002: 2). In the case of 

arribeño poetas, dueling interaction between them is contoured by the rigorous logics of 

the décima, the pieza arribeña, and el código de honor. This is key when situating the 

intensity of engagement between subjects whose identities – and by extension their 

expressive cultural practices – are fashioned and inscribed within a larger racialized 

narrative of Otherized masculinity. We can look to the canción ranchera as a 

comparative example. This cherished symbol of Mexico, whose emotional excessiveness 

are most often embodied in hetero-normative lyrical content, has at times been 

interpreted as little more than machismo, though others fervently disagree  (Nájera-

Ramírez: 2007). However, the masculinist tone of the topada may not be reduced to 

exaggerated male virility or machismo, as it were, to a veritable cockfight, pardon the pun 

(Paredes 1993). Guillermo Velázquez describes the topada: 

La dinámica de la tradición lo lleva, cuando uno decide incorporarse, a 
confrontarse con todos. Es la prueba de fuego, la topada. Es la expresión máxima 
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de la tradición y es la prueba de fuego para que el quiera ser trovador. Es ahí 
donde se van templando, donde se va demostrando la solidez del destino que se 
asume. El que no aguanta, el que no aguanta en todos sentidos – es un brutal 
desgaste físico, es un ejercicio intenso de la memoria, de la inteligencia, del 
ingenio, de muchas cosas – el que no pasa esas pruebas, pues acaba retirándose . 
Pero el que va pasando esas pruebas, va consolidándose, y no es nada fácil.   

Poetas engage one another in an intensive exercise – one, yes, of masculinist play, 

though not machista. There is a difference. If we comprehend what machismo itself 

signifies, then I would argue it represents the ideal-typical behavior of the Hobbesian 

primordial man lacking in reason, knowledge, who is guided by ignorance and un-

freedom, one whom makes life nasty, brutish, and short. Equating the topada as ritual 

typifying such behavior is to ascribe to an opinion similar to that of William Bascom 

(1965) whereby folklore is principally understood as an expression of particular 

discontented factions of society and as such serves as a safety valve for aggression. At 

worse, it is mere anxiety displaced and turned inward. Octavio Paz (1961) and Samuel 

Ramos (1962) would go a step further and argue this to be the existential state of affairs 

for the Mexican male pelado. On the contrary, what poetas are engaged in is not brute 

idiocy or aggression. The parameters within which they operate during the topada are 

rigorous and practitioners who decide to participate must be prepared, as Guillermo 

points out, for an extensive exercising of the mind. Meaning, this requires a rather 

heightened degree of competence and poetic skill, of memory, of intelligence and 

ingenuity – qualities atypical of and antithetical to brute machismo.  

Feminist perspectives have focused on the malleability and instability of gender 

identity. Judith Butler (1990) has argued that we re-make, re-symbolize, and re-inscribe 

our gender through constant acts of performance, which in turn constitute what we come 

to understand as masculinity and femininity. The ethos of encounter that sustains the 

topada is necessarily gendered, for practitioners are men, exclusively. This said, it would 
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be easy for analysis to focus on the sexualized metaphors, phallic symbolism, and 

scatological discourse that at times abound between poetas in the topada.  Such a surface 

reading is one only concerned with content and not the form of performance – this is 

where things get interesting. If we accept Butler’s contention, then poetas, it may be said, 

are also performing their masculinity in a rather distinct way, sensually I argue. A deep 

intimacy blossoms between both men during the topada as they body forth into one 

another’s minds and words, as they deploy a rich and passionate use of language, 

penetrating each other’s performance for hours at a time. Misael Arbizu Oviedo, poeta 

from Puerto de Palmas, Victoria, Guanajuato whom now resides in Texas, explains: 

El poeta tiene que recibir a el otro pa’ que vaya la cosa pareja . . . La topada es 
cuestión de armonía, no es ofensiva o defensiva. Como quiera uno se tiene que 
estar cuidando para que la gente este captando en el tema de que se trate. Entre 
dos músicas se encadena y florece . . . La gente esta entusiasmada para escuchar 
a uno y uno recibe el cariño que ellos le están mandando. 

Poetas receive one another. This is a question of cultivating a sense of harmony between 

the two of them during performance. Varero Mario González also suggests: 

La armonía se la transmite a la gente, ya no al contrincante que esta en frente. 
Uno transmite a los oyentes. Tienes que sacar tu mejor repertorio para que la 
gente te la jales para acá . . . La gente ve de aquí pa’ allá y dice, “Esta música se 
oye bonita” o “Aquellos no se dejan.” Esto es el rebote, la contradicción. La 
gente es la que va a escuchar, a bailar. 

This harmony is transmitted to the audience in attendance, it is for their listening ears, 

and again, it is evidence of the discursive (musical and poetic) “acts” of enactment and 

reception that take place between the public and practitioners. Oral tradition is forged and 

sustained through performative encounter. Given this, poetas, together through the 

crucible of the topada, become compañeros del destino. Their encounter engenders a 

“rival” sensuous poetics, a dynamic and fluid intersection between language, culture, and 
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subjectivity that shapes their masculinity and results in an intimacy of performance that 

results in close relationships between them – compañeros.  

Illustration 5.7: Poetas Panfilo Oviedo and Javier Rodríguez – Río Verde, San Luís 
Potosí. 

“Esas regañadas si eran bonitas, fíjese” (Those scoldings were pretty), Javier 

Rodríguez shares. “Cuando apenas empezaba llegue a enfrentarme con los grandes. Una 

vez don Agapito Briones, créamelo que me dio mi buena desplumada, todavía me 

acuerdo de una de sus plantas” (When I first started out I went up against the legends. 

One time, Agapito Briones, believe me that he gave me a good trouncing, I still 

remember his plantas [cuatrains]):  
 
POR UN RESPETO DE DISCIPLINA 
VOY A MOSTRARTE MI EDUCACIÓN 
A VER SI EN ESTA CONTRADICCIÓN 
LOGRES QUE EL PUEBLO TE DE PROPINA 
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Javier was born in 1966, native of Cerritos San Luís Potosí. His father was Juan 

Rodríguez, famed veteran poeta. At nine years old he began playing the jarana alongside 

his father and at times Asunción Meza and Antonio García. By 1984, he played his first 

engagement as a poeta with violinists Tacho Ruiz and Tacho Hernández. He later began 

playing with Don Chebo Méndez, at which point they were known as Los Tigres de la 

Sierra. By the early 1990s, both he and Don Chebo became members of Los Leones de la 

Sierra de Xichú – Javier on vihuela. Though a member of said group, he continues to 

perform as a poeta on his own – on both sides of the border since 2005. As of late, he and 

Filemón play together quite frequently. He tells me of yet another regañada (scolding) he 

received from his father: 

Estaba en una topada frente a don Guadalupe Reyes en San Luís Potosí. Me baje 
del tablado a bailar un ratito. Y ahí andaba mi papa esa vez y que me ve y me 
dice, “Vienes a trabajar o a bailar? Fijese lo que le está diciendo el señor!” 
Estaba chavo yo. 

Alberto Arbizu recalls similar stories of when he first began performing. Many a time, 

rival poetas would castigate him for performing poesías authored by others: 

Yo ya me iba a tocar por donde quiera y donde me encontraba un cantador les 
pedía, “Óigame no sea malo, regáleme un versito.” Yo ya iba agrandando mi 
repertorio . . y en ese tiempo yo ya me bajaba a Río Verde a tocar. Yo andaba 
encantadísimo! Tenía poesía a lo bárbaro, pero no mía . . . Entonces se llegaron 
los tiempos de las topadas. ¡Ahí fue otro atorón feo! Porque ahí ya me 
reprochaban todinino. Como los poetas ya andaban tocando aquí y allá, so 
conocían entre ellos sus versos. Me los oían a mi y me decían esa poesía es de 
fulano, esa otra de zutano. ¡Ahí fue otro atoronsóte! 

It is clear that becoming a practitioner means entering a rigorous world of performance 

and the topada is the ultimate proving ground.  Guillermo continues: 

Es [la topada] el espacio donde verdaderamente el que quiera ser músico o poeta 
se forja y lo demuestra. Porque tiene el elemento de la confrontación, el elemento 
del combate, el elemento de la emulación, donde se plantea un nivel de exigencia 
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que no se da cuando uno está tocando solo . . . Tener físicamente en frente a otro 
músico o a otro poeta significa ya un desafío . . . Sería el espacio privilegiado de 
la formación de un trovador y un músico, por la sabiduría misma de la tradición. 
Ese es el espacio donde se demuestra la vocación, donde se demuestra si 
verdaderamente uno asume el destino de ser lo que quiere ser y donde se gana o 
se pierde en cuanto reconocimiento de la gente. Y no solo un una topada, tiene 
que ser a lo largo de muchas topadas y de muchos años . . . No puedes asumirte 
como poeta o como músico si no has estado en ese crisol. 

And Asunción Aguilar admits: 

Arriba del tablado se siente de todo: a veces miedo, a veces con un vino agarra uno valor; 
también da ánimo cuando  el pueblo apoya; pero cuando lo mandan a uno por un tubo, se siente 
triste. El público a veces viene a favor y a veces en sentido contrario, y cuando el otro poeta lo 
lleva a uno de mala traza la gente dice: <<Ahí tienes a tu padre . . . >> Pero todo eso va 
desmereciendo, pero cuando la dan a favor se siente uno grande. En la carrera del destino hay 
que saber de todo, a veces se saca uno la medalla de oro y a veces ‘ni maíz palomas”, de todos 
nos trae la suerte . . . Hay cantadores más duros que otros; algunos no dejan pasar nada, se 
aferran en lo de ellos, y uno también. (Quoted in Velázquez 2004: 240-241) 

 

 Just like violinists, poetas also must have a varied repertoire and within it a few 

necessary tools that aid them in gaining an advantage vis-à-vis their opponents. Among 

the more ingenious tools, one finds poesías encadenadas/enlazadas and de esdrújula. In 

the former, the stanzas that form the décima are “chained” together in such a way that 

each stanza begins with the word or words that end the one that precedes it. For example:  
 
(encadenada) 
QUE VIVAN SIEMPRE LOS TROVADORES 
LOS TROVADORES Y VIOLINISTAS 
Y VIOLINISTAS QUE SON ARTISTAS 
QUE SON ARTISTAS DE LOS MEJORES 
 
Allá en Plazuela don Tranquilino 
don Tranquilino que ya es finado 
que ya es finado nos ha dejado 
nos ha dejado de su destino 
de su destino marcado el camino 
marcado el camino a sus seguidores 
sus seguidores y admiradores 
admiradores de su talento 
de su talento que arrastro el viento: 
QUE VIVAN SIEMPRE LOS TROVADORES 

 

– José Mendoza   
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(encadenada) 
QUE VIVA EL POETA QUE CANTA POESÍA 
POESÍA QUE DIFUNDE EN DISTINTOS SENDEROS 
SENDERO EL QUE DIOS LE CONCEDIÓ AL VERSERO 
VERSERO EL QUE CANTA DE NOCHE Y DE DÍA 
 
Cuantas epopeyas el poeta compone 
compone su obra en tamaños distintos 
distintos los verso de cuatro o de quintos 
de cinco, de seis, o de nueve renglones 
renglones que siempre el poeta dispone 
dispone dispuesto si hay energía 
si hay energía es que hay compañía 
compañía observando lo que el poeta narra 
narra entre violines, vihuela, y guitarra: 
QUE VIVA EL POETA QUE CANTA POESÍA 

 

– Cándido Martínez 

Poesías de esdrújula are just as, if not more, complex in their prosodic structuring. An 

esdrújulo/la is a word whose accent falls on the third to last syllable – for example, 

molécula (molecule) or décima. Every stanza of each décima that constitutes a poesía de 

esdrújula incorporates one to two such words, the end result of which is a rather distinct 

cadence that mimics the feel of swinging eighth notes. For instance: 

 
(esdrújula) 
CON ESTA MÚSICA SE ALEGRA MÉXICO 
SEGÚN LA PRÁCTICA DE CADA MÚSICO 
EN ESTA FORMULA QUERIDO PÚBLICO  
AQUÍ ESTA CÁNDIDO CON SU DIALÉCTICO 
 
Si en nuestro México hay algo mágico 
son los poéticos cantando décimas 
unas fantásticas otras muy pésimas 
pero con método algo automático 
es nuestro símbolo tan sistemático 
también científico, igual numérico 
cuando hay un publico siempre genérico 
es que los músicos van afinándose 
otros al baile van congregándose: 
CON ESTA MÚSICA SE ALEGRA MÉXICO 

 

– Cándido Martínez 
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(esdrújula) 
GUITARRERO MÁS MEDIÁTICO 
QUE PROCLIVE A SER ASCÉTICO 
YO ME ASUMO CIBERNÉTICO 
EN UN MEDIO MUY SELVÁTICO 
 
Guitarrero de lo agrícola 
sin llegar a lo específico 
mas poeta que científico 
más abstemio que vinícola 
ya no veo la letra pícola 
ya sin lentes ando errático 
no distingo puerta de ático 
y me juzgan un atípico 
pero por complejo edípico: 
GUITARRERO MÁS MEDIÁTICO 

 

– Guillermo Velázquez 

 
(esdrújula) 
ANTE ESTE PUBLICO QUE ES MUY SIMPATICO 
DARÉ UNA CÁTEDRA SOBRE GRAMÁTICA 
EN VERSO DÉCIMO COMO UNA PLATICA 
SOBRE LO ESDRÚJULO PORQUE SOY PRACTICO 
 
Me hablas en fábula pero es ascética 
porque soy émulo del hijo pródigo 
también soy geólogo y tengo mi código 
y muestro táctica hasta en aritmética 
rápida intrépido tacho tu hermética 
pues tienes síntomas de ágil lunático 
como eres tímido, no eres simpático 
para este público que está escuchándote 
oye mi cítara que está llamándote: 
ANTE ESTE PUBLICO QUE ES MUY SIMPATICO 

 

– Asunción Aguilar 

Both types of poesía are designed to showcase poetas’ lyrical skills and ingenuity and 

thereby call into question his rival’s own abilities. Dime tus razones…   

To crystallize the relationship between performative encounter, ingenuity and oral 

tradition, I turn my attention to the long-standing and rather healthy rivalry between 

Cándido Martínez and Guillermo Velázquez, poetas that, as has been mentioned, belong 

to roughly the same generation. Guillermo: 
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Inevitablemente la dinámica de la tradición me empezó a confrontar con los 
protagonistas de ese tiempo. Uno muy fuerte fue Cándido Martínez, que en aquel 
tiempo andaba en auge. Con el tuve topadas fuertes. 

Cándido: 

De los poetas de antaño que yo conocí yo soy el mas joven, de ahí para acá hay 
otra generación . . . De los de antaño no hubo quien les hiciera competencia, no 
había mas, y yo soy el que empecé a desenvolverme, pues entre espinas y abrojos, 
entre las piedras como una plantita que fermenta. Yo soy uno de los mas nuevos 
de los viejos. Ya después sucedieron otros. Ahorita hay bastantes chavos y que 
bueno. Pero en ese entonces, pues con todos esos señores me enfrentaron.51 

Both contextualize their respective emergence as poetas and the internal dynamic of 

huapango arribeño, its centripetal force necessarily thrusts poetas and musicians alike 

into topadas, confronting one another. Cándido on Guillermo: 

El [Guillermo] empezó después. Nuestra primer topada fue en Xichú, allá en la 
tierra de el, un día ultimo del año del 1979. Para esto yo ya tenía doce años 
trabajando. El tenía esa inquietud de toparse conmigo. Se le concedió. 

Over the course of thirty years, these two have battled countless times and it has been 

through the rigors of such engagement that they have had to adapt to one another and 

push the limits of their own creativity. To this end, I ask Guillermo about Cándido’s well-

known use of poesías de esdrújula and his own strategizing in response to this lyrical-

poetic tool, he explains: 

Las compuse [poesías de esdrújula] a partir de mis enfrentamientos con Cándido 
. . . Es un recurso . . . Yo lo empecé a oír en Cándido, el lo utilizaba como un 
arma para aplastar al contrincante. Y sabía que ese recurso lo había empleado 
para azotar otros poetas. 

Guillermo had never composed such poesías, but did so in response to the possibility that 

he would have to engage Cándido accordingly. 

 

 
                                                
51  Look to Guillermo’s own thoughts on Cándido’s emergence in the previous chapter. 
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RAÚL AND PABLO…   

The sun had been down for a good while now, it’s winter, close to nine in the 

evening, and arid mountains surround this all but abandoned town, or so the darkness 

would lead one to believe. If you look closely, you can see the outlining shadows 

towering overhead. Yet looking up in the dim moonlight can be disorienting. I’m sure 

this place is vibrant on a warm afternoon, but I wouldn’t know, I’ve never been here 

before and it’s freezing cold. Atarjea, Guanajuato – about a three-hour drive from Jalpan, 

Querétaro or six hours after company drops by as you’re leaving, a transmission oil leak, 

and a flat tire. The cold is unbearable outside and the pale stone houses, lines of them, 

don’t look any warmer, in fact they look as empty as the streets. Inside the auditorio 

municipal (municipal auditorium), however, life seems to have gathered. It’s not terribly 

warm, well not so much if you’re sitting, but it’s another thing if you’re dancing. 

Raúl invited my family and I to come tonight. He knew I was going to be in 

Jalpan through the holidays. It’s Christmas day and the events organized, including 

pageants, plays, horse races and tonight’s topada, have been part of Atarjea’s fiestas 

navideñas (Christmas festivities) and will continue through the New Year. I only came 

for tonight, for the topada. Tonight, Mario González accompanies Raúl and across the 

way are Pablo González and Sebastián Salinas. Pablo González is from Mesa de San 

Diego, Xichú, Guanajuato, born in 1964. At sixteen he began playing the vihuela and 

soon after tried his luck as a poeta. He’s lived most of his life in the region, still over the 

past decade or so he’s migrated to the states to work: Florida picking oranges, working 

construction in Mississippi and Atlanta. Both ensembles take their positions atop their 

tablados and commence. As the night wore on, both poetas seemed to have entered a 

trance, attentive, hanging on each other’s poesía’s, gestures, and movements. The 

auditorio, now filled with people, birthed an energy, a pulse that moved in unison with 
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the strumming of the valona, the dancers steps, back and forth, oscillation, an incessant 

exchange between musicians, people, moments of listening and dancing, dizzying. Pablo 

invoked the local campesino and Raúl spoke to the struggles of the immigrant, resulting 

in a transborder dialogue that many in attendance could identify with. What took place 

that night marks the beginning of a rivalry between the two, as we shall see at the end of 

this chapter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 5.8: Atarjea, Guanajuato on a warm afternoon. 
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A final note on the ethos of performative encounter – Philip Bohlman (1988): 

Oral tradition reflects the selectivity of the community that initiates and bears it. It is thus not a 
random pattern of aesthetic and social expression but takes its shape from the stylistic concerns 
and emotional core of a given community. The selectivity central to oral tradition shapes its canon 
from the very inception of tradition and then continually reshapes it throughout the tradition’s 
history. (31) 

It is huapango arribeño’s social base that not only sustains its performance, but its 

practitioners reflect the social base’s situated socio-cultural subjectivity poesía. As 

“Chabe” Flores indicates, “No es que el poeta diga lo que la gente quiere escuchar, sino 

dice lo que la gente quiere decir, las palabras del pueblo se trasmiten por medio de uno” 

(It’s not that the poet says what the people want to hear, but rather, he says what the 

people want to say, the words of the people are transmitted through the performer). More 

importantly this process is fluid, as the collective subjectivity of the social base is 

fashioned through larger processes of social change, power, and inequality. Now, 

although I don’t necessarily ascribe to Bohlman’s notion of canon formation, I do 

understand that the performative elements that constitute huapango arribeño are, as he 

suggests, “predicated on stability and change, both of which are ongoing and inseparable 

forces in the determination of the oral tradition of folk music” (ibid: 32). Here he is 

referring specifically to oral tradition as the process of transmission in learning 

performance practice. I would go a step further and interpret this in reference to 

huapango arribeño as oral tradition. If this is so, and I suggest it is, then our 

understanding of the lyrical-poetic content of huapango arribeño approximates 

something akin to a situated knowledge – narrativizing and analyzing, expressing the 

“somethings” that people expect to hear, the real world of their subjectivities (Briggs 

1988).  

Donna Harraway (1988) elaborates on the subversive uses of the imagination 

among subjects otherized within the plurality of Western hegemonies: racism, classism, 
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patriarchy, heteronormativity, etc. as the lived experiences of dehumanization. For her, 

the self-reflexive cultivation of affinity is what results in situated knowledges, what 

Norma Klahn (2003) in her evaluation of Chicana literature refers to as an ethnic 

gendered positionality that “recognizes the place of history, language, and culture in the 

construction of subjectivity and identity” (119). The discursive dimensions of huapango 

arribeño as oral tradition (both its lyrical-poetic content and the form of its narrative 

production) identify, construct, form, and inform the collective subjectivity of its social 

base – a lived affinity discursively invoked. Further, it is the social base that propels 

practitioners towards one another. Cándido Martínez tells us, “Con todos esos señores me 

enfrentaron” (They put me up against all of those gentlemen [practitioner poets]).  

Performative encounter doesn’t actualize in a vaccum, it is intimately woven into the 

fabric of its social base. People seek out their poetas, they create spaces for topadas to 

take place, such that encounter is sustained by those whose very subjectivities are 

constituted through the narratives that flourish within these performative moments. An 

affinity that spirals in a process of self-making. Ultimately, I understand tradition as a 

historically situated and emergent form of socially grounded cultural perception. During 

topadas people laugh, think, reflect, dance, listen, empathize, exist and are touched by 

performance. The unique and complicated constellation of musical, poetic, and 

performative elements involved in this oral tradition, in the end, succeeds in engendering 

an always-moving intimate duality of engagement and encounter that resonates with 

people. 
 

******************************************** 

 

Raúl Orduña vs. Pablo González   –   Xichú, Guanajuato 
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What follows is a rendering of a topada between Raúl Orduña and Pablo González in Xichú, Guanajuato. I 

have chosen to feature those portions which best represented heightened levels of exchange between both 

poetas in order to appropriately highlight the processes of performative encounter, strategizing within el 

código de honor and the florescence of oral tradition. Included are transcribed poesías, decimales, versos 

de son/jarabe coupled with running commentary. Yet, I first preface the topada in Xichú with a brief 

sample of the previously mentioned performative exchange that took place between the two poets in 

question in Atarjea, Guanajuato three years prior to their encounter in Xichú. On that occasion, Rául 

llevaba la mano, however before he takes the opportunity to petition Pablo to enter the bravata portion, as 

is customary, Pablo had already begun to castigate and ridicule Raúl in his decimales, in effect jumping 

ahead of Raúl and forcing the bravata upon him – this was, according to many practitioners, Pablo’s 

customary practice at that time, for he was known for his heavy hand in topadas. The following brief 

exchange highlights this: Pablo, in his decimal is taunting Raúl, while Rául in his subsequent poesía has yet 

to even petition the bravata, in fact he’s still greeting those in attendance and the opposing musicians –  

introducing the topada, as it were. 

 
 

(decimal) 
¿PUES QUE TE PASA RAULITO? 

NO ENCUENTRO NI QUE PENSAR 
PORQUE TU PARA TROVAR 

ESTAS DE AL TIRO TONTITO 
 

(2) El que conoce es testigo 
con respecto a este trabajo 
que yo solo me rebajo 
querer competir contigo 
para mi no eres enemigo 
yo he sabido jugar 
si quieres hasta a apostar 
y aunque te cause calambres 
no te metas con perros grandes 
NO ENCUENTRO NI QUE PENSAR 
 
(4) Raúl tu no eres trovador 
y esto repite tu amigo 
yo al ponerme contigo 
solo rebajo mi honor 
y ante el pueblo espectador 
te lo digo y te repito 
y que no te cause aguito 
practica mas tus esfuerzos 
porque tu para ser versos 
ESTAS DE AL TIRO TONTITO 
 

– Pablo González  
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Illustration 5.9: Pablo González during his topada with Raúl Orduña – Atarjea, 
Guanajuato. 

  
(poesía) 
SALUDOS AL EMPEZAR 
LA TOPADA ANTE ESTA GENTE 
Y PARA EL POETA DE EN FRENTE 
QUE ME VIENE A ACOMPAÑAR 
 
Perdón pido de antemano 
por las fallas que yo tenga 
que la suerte me mantenga 
con mi guitarra en la mano 
yo al poeta pido de plano 
un favor al empezar 
que si la riego en mi trovar 
nomás lo hago de relajo  
para cumplir el trabajo: 
SALUDOS AL EMPEZAR 
 
Mi contrario es un capullo 
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es versero de cimiento 
es cultura y es cimiento 
es poeta que trae lo suyo 
es bueno pa’ el apabullo 
no hay nada que recalcar 
para eso de improvisar 
el trae para un buen rato 
como se hace en Guanajuato: 
SALUDOS AL EMPEZAR 
 

– Raúl Orduña  

 
The topada in  Xichú begins like any other. Raúl lleva la mano, thus he commences. Both Raúl and Pablo 

begin with poesías that introduce themselves, their respective musicians, and greet the audience and town 

of Xichú. Raúl, in his second intervention, performs a poesía dealing with Christmas and the New Year 

(the holidays in general); it seems this is the tema he is introducing. Pablo does not respond to the tema, 

instead he continues with another introduction-type poesía. In his third intervention, Raúl again begins with 

the tema of the holidays, yet, to everyone’s surprise, he interrupts his own poesía with an improvised 

décima to the rhythm of the valon – in effect, he is suggesting to Pablo that they commence the bravata 

portion. This is a common practice, though poetas usually don’t interrupt themselves. Raúl proceeds with a 

poesía de bravata – the only type he would sing for the remainder of the engagement, nearly nine hours. 

 
 

(improvised décima) 
Uso mi frase sonora  
para poderme expresar 
miren quiero comenzar 
pues ya se llegó la hora 
en esta temprana hora 
a la música de en frente 
y también aquí a esta gente 
este permiso les pido 
porque para esto he venido 
con permiso al presente 
 

– Raúl Orduña  

 

(poesía) 
UN SALUDO AL POETA PARA COMENZAR 
A SUS VIOLINISTAS Y A SU VIHUELERO 
DE MIS COMPAÑEROS UN CANTO SINCERO 
PORQUE LA BRAVATA YA VA COMENZAR 
 
Después de un saludo creo que es necesario 
saludar al poeta y a sus compañeros 
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grandes violinistas amigos sinceros 
y a su vihuelero por ser legendario 
somos dos poetas en el escenario 
que puedo decir para comenzar 
nomás el saludo que quiero brindar 
a toda esta gente que aquí se a reunido 
y todo el que llegue que sea bienvenido: 
UN SALUDO AL POETA PARA COMENZAR 
 
Regreso a la meta de la poesía 
saludando el poeta que tengo yo en frente 
es un gallo giro y muy competente 
bueno en decimales, el son, la poesía 
es un gallo fino que tiene alegría 
y muy preparado hoy viene a tocar 
por segunda vez vamos a topar 
y así cumpliremos aquí este contrato 
que viva Atarjea y Xichú Guanajuato: 
UN SALUDO AL POETA PARA COMENZAR 
 

– Raúl Orduña  

 

(poesía) 
RAÚL ORDUÑA LES QUIERE DECIR 
YA LLEGAMOS PARA LO QUE SEA 
EN BRAVATA COMO EN ATARJEA 
AQUÍ ESTAMOS PARA DIVERTIR 
 
Si don Pablo así lo requiere 
y mi orgullo lo manda al sendero 
con respeto me quito el sombrero 
de otra forma tal vez ni me hiere 
sin embargo si así le profiere 
y me tira con ganas de herir 
yo aseguro que pueda sentir 
las heridas que aquí yo le deje 
y veremos quien queda de jefe: 
RAÚL ORDUÑA LES QUIERE DECIR 
 
Con Tobías, con Celso, o con Pablo 
ya nos hemos corneado la frente 
hemos visto feliz a la gente 
y dependo como me hablo le hablo 
nos mandamos a China y al diablo 
pero al ultimo todo es reír 
sin embargo lo quiero insistir 
Pablo, rézale aquí a San Antonio 
porque voy a mandarte al demonio: 
RAÚL ORDUÑA LES QUIERE DECIR 
 

– Raúl Orduña  
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 (poesía) 
AHORA MISMO LO VAMOS A VER 
YA QUE PABLO SE ENCUENTRA PRESENTE 
ANIMEMOS UN POCO EL AMBIENTE 
Y CUMPLAMOS CON ESTE DEBER 
 
Hoy andamos por esta región 
y el destino nos cruza esta vez 
hoy me das o te doy un revés 
y veremos quien entra en razón 
según se que un día hiciste mención 
que esta fecha podía suceder 
aquí estoy ya me puedes morder 
y desecha de una vez tu coraje 
ya veras que no soy ningún guaje:  
AHORA MISMO LO VAMOS A VER 
 
Al tal Pablo le sobra talento 
y eso yo no lo puedo dudar 
mucho menos lo vengo a juzgar 
si es poeta o nomás puro cuento 
con que el público mire contento 
satisfecho yo he de resolver 
una vez, otra vez, yo he de ver 
a ese Pablo furioso en acción 
para untarle en la cola un carbón: 
AHORA MISMO LO VAMOS A VER 
 

– Raúl Orduña  

 
 
Understand, Pablo has yet to respond in kind, he has refused Raúl’s suggestion/invitation to commence the 

bravata, neither has he chosen to expand on the initial tema established by Raúl. Up until this point, Pablo 

has performed poesías dealing with the art of huapango arribeño – an early attempt to strip la mano away 

from Raúl. A simple, yet resonant, strategy: don’t follow your opponent, make him follow you. However, 

in his fourth intervention, Pablo forgoes performing a poesía altogether and instead begins with a decimal 

that castigates Raúl for his –according to Pablo – breach of el código de honor. This is to say, that Raúl has 

not appropriately petitioned him to enter the bravata portion, though he actually has, however brief it may 

have been. 

 
 

(decimal) 
CUANTO IGNORO TU SABER 

RAÚL TE ESTOY ESCUCHANDO 
DI DE QUE ME ESTAS TRATANDO 
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PA’ PODERTE COMPLACER 
 
(1) Estos años me han servido    (3) Al compás de los violines 
no se ni de que se trata     entre gentes educadas 
no te contesto bravata     yo para esas marrulladas  
porque no me la has pedido    no soy Cándido Martínez 
sabe el público lucido     dime cuales son tus fines 
y aunque no lo quieras creer    mira vente declarando 
no te vayas a ofender     que es lo que vienes buscando 
yo te digo ante el presente     bajo de este cielo azul 
tu donde tienes la mente     mira tu dime Raúl 
YO IGNORO TU CONOCER    QUE ES LO QUE VIENES BUSCANDO 
 
(2) Tu vienes muy bravucón    (4) Mis años tienen esmero 
a esta fiesta, a este rango     y en estos lugares bellos 
desprestigias el huapango     para esos atropellos 
o’ sea, a su tradición     pide permiso primero 
en esto hay educación     y ante este publico entero 
sabes lo que estoy pensando    todos lo podemos ver 
un loco te estoy juzgando     cualquier ave comprender 
ante el publico lucido     que nada te has declarado 
¿que quieres con tu alarido?    dime de que me has tratado 
NOMÁS TE ESTOY ESCUCHANDO   PA’ PODERTE COMPLACER 

 

– Pablo González  

 
 
Despite his claim, Pablo does, however, begin to engage Raúl in bravata. Raúl also continues with poesías 

de bravata, yet he chooses to completely ignore Pablo’s decimal concerning his supposed breach of el 

código de honor.  

 
 

(poesía) 
ADENTRO VEÁMOSLE DANDO 
HAY QUE DISCUTIR UN RATO 
ESTA SERVIDO TU PLATO 
YA NO TE ESTÉS MALPASANDO 
 
Atención, mucha atención 
Raulito en mis decimales 
yo soy el Pablo González 
que critican bravucón 
y si hoy vienes rezongón 
las pruebas te voy ir dando 
que yo no me ando dejando 
de poetillas limosneros 
y dile a tus vareros: 
ADENTRO VEÁMOSLE DANDO 
 
Yo se que fama no tengo 
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para competir contigo 
soy tu rival, soy tu amigo 
y lo que hablo te sostengo 
y a lo que vengo, vengo 
y ahorita ya comenzando 
no quiero estar escuchando 
que me hables entre los dientes 
porque te miran las gentes: 
ADENTRO VEÁMOSLE DANDO 
 

– Pablo González 

 
This is Pablo’s first poesía de bravata. In effect, as has been mentioned, Raúl is still guiding the topada, as 

Pablo has now reluctantly followed him into the bravata portion. However, Pablo does something rather 

ingenious. During his decimal, he petitions Raúl to move on to the key of A. Up until this point they had 

both been playing in the key of D. This is yet another attempt to make Raúl follow his lead. 

 
 

(decimal) 
RAÚL SI BRAVATA QUIERES 

SI ERES DE LOS TROVADORES 
DE ESOS SIETE MAYORES 

¿DIME, CUANTOS SON MUJERES?52 
 

(1) No hables nomás por hablar    (3) Raúl ya tanta alegata 
da le brillo a tu alegato     te crees un poeta de claves 
hoy en Xichú Guanajuato     y ni tan siquiera sabes 
aquí te voy a calar     como pedir la bravata 
si me puedes contestar     y ahora que de ti se trata 
con tus versitos me hieres     por estos alrededores 
digo que hoy de mi tu esperes    te dicen tus servidores 
por hay te va el aporreón     te pregunto en la ocasión 
contéstame en la ocasión     que cuantas mujeres son 
SI ES QUE TU BRAVATA QUIERES    DE ESOS SIETE MAYORES 
 
(2) Tanto me la estas buscando    (4) Pa’ que te luzcas bonito 
y sin tener experiencia     si sabes, nada te cuesta 
y hoy en la concurrencia     quiero escuchar tu respuesta 
de esto te estoy preguntando    ante el publico todito 
fíjate y bien ve observando    y no te pongas marchito 
entre señoras, señores     si bravata es lo que quieres 
si es que eres de los mejores    no andes con falsos quereres 
solo decirte me resta     te hablo sin vanidades 
de esto dame una respuesta    de siete tonalidades 
SI ERES DE LOS TROVADORES    DIME CUALES SON MUJERES 

 

– Pablo González  
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Despite this, Raúl continues playing in the key of D, as does Pablo. Further, Raul’s poesías are increasingly 

becoming more aggressive and Pablo decides to play this to his advantage. He begins to portray Raúl as out 

of line, out of touch, claiming that he is a grosero (coarse and rude) whom has no respect for the audience 

in question. He is effectively positioning himself as the more virtuous and demure poeta.  

 
 

(poesía) 
ENFRENTANDO ESE POETA RABIOSO 
ME PRESENTO ANTE LA CONCURRENCIA 
SI DIOSITO PRESTA LICENCIA 
HOY LE QUITO LA FE Y LO GRANDIOSO 
 
Yo a los poetas respeto de veras 
de Xichú, de Victoria y San Luís 
pero si alguien me pone un desliz 
y me acecha como las culebras 
me lo puedo espantar de a de veras 
nada le hace que sea venenoso 
no me importa que sea peligroso 
si se atonta le doy su aplastón 
y le quito también lo hocicón 
ENFRENTANDO ESE POETA RABIOSO 
 
Por la buena yo soy tranquilito 
y ojala que ese Pablo lo crea 
por la mala mejor ni me vea 
ni me junte siquiera tantito 
nada le hace que sea muy maldito 
y en bravata sea muy poderoso 
yo le puedo quitar lo oloroso 
y humillarlo si así me conviene 
y tumbarle los dientes que tiene: 
ENFRENTANDO ESE POETA RABIOSO 

 

– Raúl Orduña  

 

(poesía) 
SABRÁS QUE A UN PUBLICO ENTERO 
LO DEBEMOS RESPETAR 
PRIMERO ENSÉÑATE HABLAR 
LUEGO APRENDES A TROVERO 
 
No te ofendas mi colega 
comprende tu fechoría 

                                                
52The answer is LA, the key of A. 
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que tu pa’ hablar de poesía 
tu mente es absurda y siega 
toda expresión se te niega 
y hablar peor que un embustero 
pareces un pobre arriero 
falto de mentalidades 
y por tus vulgaridades: 
SABRÁS QUE A UN PUBLICO ENTERO 
 
Me estoy hallando obligado 
a llamarte la atención 
pero por mi educación 
espero ser perdonado 
porque ante un publico honrado 
se oye mal un bajadero 
por eso yo te sugiero 
un poco de mas respeto 
aunque seas un analfabeto: 
SABRÁS QUE A UN PUBLICO ENTERO 

 

– Pablo González  

 

(poesía) 
COMO POETA CANTADOR  
ERES DE LOS MAS FANTOCHES 
DE LA RIMA HACES DERROCHES 
EN LA SIERRA DE LO PEOR 
 
Siempre tocabas con Sebas 
con Elpidio y no se quien 
te creías en un vaivén 
y ahora en basura quedas 
sigues de tonto y te elevas 
como todo un trovador 
dices tener esplendor 
y entre los poetas bragados 
eres de los mas fregados: 
COMO POETA CANTADOR53  
 
A veces en tus delirios 
la neta no das ni abonos 
tocando pides de mi mas tonos54 
y en SOL ya pides martirios 
luego en RE prendes mil sirios 
y en DO te oyes de lo peor 

                                                
53 Sebastián Salinas, violinist, and Elpidio Galván, vihuelero, of the group Alegría Arribeña. 
54 Here Raúl makes a passing reference to Pablo’s earlier plea; in doing so, Raúl, in effect, dismisses Pablo’s attempt to 
get him to shift to the key of A. 
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ya después en MI mayor 
tocando te crees almeja 
te oyes como lata vieja: 
COMO POETA CANTADOR  
 

– Raúl Orduña  

 

(poesía) 
MUCHO CUIDADO HAS DE IR TENIENDO 
Y MAS RESPETO A LA CONCURRENCIA 
NO TE ARBORECES ¿SI NO HAY PACIENCIA 
PARA QUE TE ANDAS COMPROMETIENDO? 
 
Si quieres ser de los más camiones 
y relatarme muy suavemente 
tu nunca vengas ante esta gente 
con groserías y maldiciones 
hay que tomar nuestra precauciones 
para poder ir sobresaliendo 
piénsalo bien que te están oyendo 
tus disparates como un borracho 
toma experiencia, no seas tan gacho: 
MUCHO CUIDADO HAS DE IR TENIENDO 
 
Una persona que es precavida 
no cualquier tonto la avienta tierra 
yo a mi me gusta que me den guerra 
pero si, todo con su medida 
tu si no tienes otra salida 
ya mejor bájate y vete yendo 
porque con eso que estas haciendo 
pierdes contienda con amistades 
con todas esas vulgaridades: 
MUCHO CUIDADO HAS DE IR TENIENDO 

 

– Pablo González  

 
 
In response to Pablo’s claims and demeanor in the topda, Raúl counters with the following decimal. In part, 

he is invoking Pablo’s earlier decimal, “CUANTO IGNORO TU SABER,” specifically its third décima.  

 

 
(decimal) 

PABLO, YO EN LA EDUCACIÓN 
VERAS QUE ME IMPORTA UN BLEDO 

PIENSO QUE TUVISTE MIEDO 
O TE HICISTE ACATÓN 
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(1) No me preocupo tampoco    (3) Digo porque es menester  
y aquí lo digo presente     y lo quiero recalcar 
de testigo esta la gente     le pregunto yo a Eliazar55 
que siempre has estado loco    andando en este quehacer  
y que te patina el coco     mejor fura ahí Javier56 
lo sabe la población     y hoy que derivarlo puedo 
y ahora me sales chillón     veras que me importa un bledo 
veras que en lo del arribeño    Pablo, no eres competente 
mira no espantas ni el sueño    y que lo sepa la gente 
PABLO, YO EN LA EDUCACIÓN   CREO QUE TUVISTE MIEDO 
 
(2) Yo siempre he sido formal    (4) No me salgas con jaladas 
y que la gente lo sepa     dices que estas educado 
Pablo, tu como poeta     sabes bien que estas taimado 
eres purito nagual      y hoy me vienes con habladas 
y no vales un tamal     son puritas marulladas 
y esto no lo digo quedo     y lo digo en la ocasión 
y lo digo porque puedo     Pablo, yo en la educación 
no se que te habrá pasado     veras que me importa un bledo 
vienes todo atarugado     tal vez ya tuviste miedo 
VERAS QUE ME IMPORTA UN BLEDO   O TE HICISTE ACATÓN 

 

– Raúl Orduña  

 

Here, Raúl is expressing frustration with Pablo. This is to say, within the decimal he claims Pablo is simply 

scared to directly engage him in bravata. Further, Raúl counters the assertion that he has somehow crossed 

the line by dismissing the notion of being “uneducated.” In effect, he is calling Pablo’s bluff; Raúl is 

suggesting that Pablo isn’t as “demure” as he’s making himself out to be, rather he is simply afraid. Pablo, 

whom, as was previously mentioned, became known throughout the region as a bravucón (an incredibly 

aggressive type in topadas; he even acknowledges this in the first décima of his poesía de bravata, 

“ADENTRO VEÁMOSLE DANDO”. Raúl experienced this first-hand in Atarjea three years earlier; my 

guess is he is taking this opportunity to, in a sense, give Pablo a taste of his own medicine, perhaps. Pablo, 

on the other hand, expands his strategy. Not only does he continue to label Raúl a grosero, but also begins 

to petition for Raúl to engage him in poesías de esdrújula. This makes two petitions on his part thus far: 

suggesting a shift to the key of A being the first. In that regard, by this point Raúl has in fact shifted to the 

key of A, yet Pablo has chosen not to follow him and remains in the key of D. 

 
 

(poesía) 
CARAY TE VEO YA ANIMOSITO 

                                                
55 Eliazar Velázquez, in the audience. 
56  Javier Rodriguez, whom is playing vihuela alongside Pablo.  
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SOBRE DE MI TE CREES EL TRIUNFANTE 
HOY VOY A DARTE TU COMPROBANTE 
QUE TE HAS AYADO A TU PAPASITO 
 
Que te parece mi cantador 
si unas esdrújulas nos cantamos 
nomás a ver si lo comprobamos 
si es que si ha sido mi superior 
y así aumente mas tu valor 
de ser triunfante en cualquier cumplido 
si tu me cumples este antojito 
por mi te llevas hoy la diadema 
si es que aceptas y entras al tema: 
CARAY TE VEO YA ANIMOSITO 
 
Ya que le entramos hoy a trovar 
vamos haciendo el caso notable 
si soy o eres mi mero padre 
pa’ comenzarte ya a respetar 
hasta la mano te he de besar 
pero si en esto eres mejorcito 
en cambio si eres cualquier fuchito 
te mando al yonke, hasta el basurero 
de puntapié por todo el trasero: 
CARAY TE VEO YA ANIMOSITO 

 

– Pablo González  

 
 

Raúl, in the following decimal reminds Pablo that he has la mano. He argues Pablo is in no position to 

petition him whatsoever. Also, he insists that Pablo, according to him, has committed a grave error for not 

having followed him either in the initial tema of the holidays nor in the key of A. 

 
 

(decimal) 
SI CONOCES EL REGLAMENTO 

PA’ QUE ECHAS ESOS BRINQUETES57 
ERES DE LOS MAS TRANZUDOS58 

TE LO DIGO CON CIMIENTO 
 
(1) Tu poesía de año nuevo    (3) Javier y Mario, te digo59 

                                                
57  Brincos 
58  From transar, literally transaction, yet tranza or tranzudo is often used to refer to sneaky dealing or a sly dealer – in 
this case with respect to el reglamento or código de honor. Although this word does make sense thematically, it breaks 
with the cuarteta’s parallelism. Raúl, it seems, could have used the more offensive ojete(s), which is a nasty term used 
to refer to someone who is ungrateful, coarse (an asshole). However, using such language would in fact constitute a 
breach in el código de honor. Raúl uses transudo in its stead; and, in preceding it with brinquetes he conjures the word 
ojetes in the listening audience’s imagination without having to actually utter the term. 
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nunca la pude escuchar     tal vez estén como tu 
y ahora quieres reclamar     pues andan con tu inquietud 
y en el verso decir puedo     todo el rato te han seguido 
Pablo, de vera estas lelo     y aunque para eso han venido 
y hablas do conocimiento     veras que en la planta mientes  
no sigues el reglamento     y ante estas bellas gentes 
y dices ser trovador     tu dices ser trovador 
¿donde esta el LA mayor?     pero eres puro hablador 
SI HABLAS DE CONOCIMIENTO:   ERES DE LOS MOS TRANZUDOS 
 
(2) Yo te lo digo de plano     (4) Me pides la encadenada 
usando mi entonación     y creo que hasta la esdrújula  
mira en esta ocasión     mira que te falta brújula  
siempre he llevado la mano    pues en versos no vales nada 
y tu pareces zutano     si en esto vas de bajada 
veras que mi voz no miente    y te lo digo a su tiempo 
y así te digo de frente     también te digo contento 
debes de seguir la cosa     no me vas apantallar 
hay Pablo, burra olorosa     y me quieres recalcar 
AVIENTAS UNOS BRINQUETES   PABLO, TU DE REGLAMENTO 

 

– Raúl Orduña  

 
 

Next, Pablo explains his refusal to follow Raúl or “stoop" to his level. He precedes this decimal with a 

poesía de esdrújula to which Raúl does not respond in kind. Apart from these exchanges, both poetas are 

refusing to engage in each other’s requests. Yet, in a rather ironic set of circumstances, their most heated 

engagements are precisely those in which they explain why they are refusing to engage one another. 

 
 

(decimal) 
HAY QUE SEGUIR ADELANTE 

CONTESTA TU SERVIDOR 
NO TE SIGO EN LA MAYOR 

PORQUE ERES UN IGNORANTE 
 

(1) Un poetilla como tu     (3) No se fije usted Cucito60 
así de desordenado     le digo con prontitud 
aquí no se había parado     en mi pueblo de Xichú 
en este Real de Xichú     a Raúl juzguen loquito 
solo te deseo salud     yo frente a el no me aguito 
ya ante el publico escuchante    aunque se que es un error 
te dice tu contrincante     aunque el se crea en esplandor 
pa’ contestar porquerías     contesto y no es por relajo 
mira, yo no soy Tobías61     yo con el no me rebajo 

                                                
59  Javier Rodríguez, vihuela, and Mario González, primera vara, are accompanying Pablo on this occasion. 
60  Refugio “Cuco” Rodríguez of Los Cucos, whom are accompanying Raúl. 
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Y AL PROSEGUIR ADELANTE    PA SEGUIRLO EN LA MAYOR 
 
(2) Mira Raulillo ni hablar     (4) No te voy a contestar 
Tobías siendo un buen amigo    como ese poeta Tobías 
el se rebajo contigo      contestar tus facherías62  
por allá por el Chilar63     yo no me voy a igualar  
el se puso a contestar     ni me voy a rebajar 
a tu blasfema, tu error     tu serás muy elegante 
y hoy el publico honrador     te sentirás el triunfante 
eso lo sabe donde quiera     ante gentes congregadas 
esa mugrosa tontera     no contesto marulladas 
CONTESTA TU SERVIDOR     PORQUE ERES UN IGNORANTE 

 

– Pablo González  

 
 

By this point, both have taken distinct paths. Raúl is in the key of A and continues with the bravata and 

Pablo remains in the key of D and taunts Raúl with poesías de esdrújula and at other times continues to 

insist he has crossed the line of decency. Notice in the above decimal Pablo makes mention of poeta Tobías 

Hernández of Victoria, Guanajuato, whom, according to him, engaged Raúl in supposed vulgarities in a 

previous topada – something Pablo is refusing to do at the moment. Raúl responds with the following.  

 
 

(decimal) 
TIENES RAZÓN DE ANTEMANO 

YA QUE USAS TUS POESÍAS 
SABEMOS NO ERES TOBÍAS 

TU ERES UN TRISTE ZUTANO 
 

(1) Como vas a comparar     (3) Y luego tu vihuelero 
si no eres poeta de rango     no es mas que puro hablador 
Tobías si sabe huapango     porque ante este trovador 
y te puedo recalcar     yo le calme su sendero 
si de eso quieres tratar     y remarcarlo aquí quiero 
te lo digo de antemano     en Tejas en otros días64  
tu eres un pobre zutano     llego con sus alegrías  
que no sabes poesías     pero le di en la maceta 
no le llegas a Tobías     y por mentir el me inquieta 
NI CON LO ANCHO DE UNA MANO   LO DIGO EN MIS POESÍAS65 

                                                
61 Tobías Hernández, poeta. 
62 From facha, appearance, and fachoso, ostentatious. Fachería(s) suggests a vain boastfulness.   
63 The small rancho, El Chilarito 
64  He is referring to previous topadas between he and Javier in Austin and Houston, Texas. 
65  This décima is directed at Javier Rodríguez. Earlier, he and Raúl shared the following exchange in cuartetas during 
the son portion following the valona.  
 

A Javier el trovador     No estoy entre las maletas 
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(2) Si perdí el tono en la planta66    (4) A Tobías lo reconozco 
perdón le digo a la gente     como todo un trovador 
pero ese poeta de en frente     a Guillermo67 si señor 
la verdad que no me espanta    y muchos que yo conozco 
y mi verso se agiganta     pero ese torito hosco  
usando estas verserías     me da lastima de plano 
hoy que son ya buenos días    su vihuelero, triste fulano 
Pablo, te digo en el rato     que también es mentiroso 
si tu eres de Guanajuato     y aquí les digo gustoso   
NO LE LLEGAS A TOBÍAS    NO ERES MAS QUE UN ZUTANO 

 

– Raúl Orduña  

 

In his third to last intervention, Raúl finally takes Pablo up on his offer and performs a poesía de esdrújula. 

Pablo responds in kind. By this point the sun has come up and both ensembles have shifted to the key of G. 

 
 

(poesía) 
PONTE MUY ÁGUILA SI ERES POÉTICO 
PORQUE EN LA RÍTMICA NO TIENES PRACTICA 
SE ME HACE EQUÍVOCO QUE EN TU DIALÉCTICA 
TE SIENTAS CÉLEBRE Y ESTAS HERMÉTICO 
 
Ahora los técnicos en matemática 
se ven urgidos por algo sólido 
algún versito que fuera valido 
casi no se usa en la aritmética 
ahora la rima es mas dinámica 
mas eficaz en lo aritmético 
por eso pílfaro si eres poético 
hecha tu cántica que sea romántica 
para que el publico mire tu replica 
PONTE MUY ÁGUILE SI ERES POÉTICO 
 

– Raúl Orduña  

 

(poesía) 
TU NO ERES MÚSICO NI MENOS POÉTICO 
TIENES ORÍGENES DE SER MAMÍFERO 

                                                
Yo se lo vuelvo a decir    Raúl decirlo me toca 
Por andar en reventón    Recuerda que en Austin, Tejas 
También el puede sufrir    Ahí te calle la boca 

- Raúl      -    Javier 
66 Raúl began singing the planta of the poesía that preceded this decimal off key.  
67 Guillermo Velázquez 
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PARECES TÍTERE POBRE MORTÍFERO 
CONTÉSTAME ÚNICA ESDRÚJULA MÉTRICO 
 
Como eres bárbaro con otros poéticos 
así es que trátame, no te de lástima 
si no eres ídolo de la fantástica 
sobre lo rítmico y versos métricos 
siempre hay estímulo entre los sintéticos 
si tus ventajas son como cosmético 
derecho tírame menos diabético 
tu te crees sabido y muy altísimo 
pareces víbora pobre idiotísimo: 
TU NO ERES MÚSICO NI MENOS POÉTICO 
 

– Pablo González  

 
 

Save for their respective reconciliatory and farewell decimales68 – which also contained jibing 

commentary and were preceded by poesías de bravata – the following is their final salient exchange. In all, 

they shared thirty interventions, fifteen each; the topada began at around 12:30am and ended at close to 

11:00am. The rivalry between the two clearly blossomed throughout the entire engagement. Afterwards, 

both they and their accompanying musicians went and had breakfast together. I do recall Pablo and Raúl 

chatting a bit that morning, yet carefully keeping their distance – the euphoria had not yet lifted. I trust 

many are awaiting their next topada. 

 
 

(decimal) 
GUILLERMO LE DIGO YO 

NOS VAMOS A ORGANIZAR 
PARA IRNOS A TROVAR 

DONDE RAÚL SE ENSEÑO 
 

(1) Esas rimas tan cursantes    (3) Decirlo aquí no me pesa 
que aquí estamos escuchando    parece un pobre baúl 
cualquiera lo esta notando     la ignorancia de Raúl 
que eso es pa’ los ignorantes    ¡caray! Guillermo me pesa 
y aquí entre los escuchantes    y lo digo con certeza 
ya la mañana llegó     el nos quiere demostrar 
y Raúl nos demostró     que es un poeta ejemplar 
esas rimas sin sabor     y yo le digo trovando 
¡ay! pobrecito echador     y como lo esta escuchando 
GUILLERMO COMO NOTÓ    HAY QUE IRNOS A ESTUDIAR 
 
(2) Esas rimas de Raulito     (4) Al continuar la tarea 
digo que se escuchan gacho    Guillermo digo sin  traba  

                                                
68 Included among the examples of performative exchanges included earlier in this chapter.  
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las hace cualquier borracho    si los burros hayan agua 
y no se fije Cucito     en esa pobre Atarjea 
no estoy triste ni me aguito    y nomás pa’ que alguien crea 
Raúl busca tu lugar     Raúl la muestra nos dio 
primero aprende a trovar     pero muy mal se escucho 
con tu rima y tu compás     esas rimas al cantar 
hasta lastima me das     pero hay que irnos a enseñar 
NOS VAMOS A ORGANIZAR    DONDE RAÚL SE ENSEÑO 
 
 

(versos de jarabe) 
Raúl lastima me das 
Disculpa la fechoría 
Con esa triste poesía 
No ti limpias ni el de atrás 
 
Digo como dijo Lalo 
Yo ya me estoy prepasando 
Raúl si no puedes solo 
Para que andas embarrando  

 

– Pablo González  

 
 

(poesía) 
AUNQUE ME DIGAS QUE VOY TROVANDO 
ALGUNAS RIMAS FUERA DEL ARTE 
YO NO SOY NADIE PA’ CRITICARTE 
PERO SI QUIERES VAMOS TRATANDO 
 
Yo nunca he dicho que soy poeta 
ni guitarrero, ni cantador 
y aunque tu dices ser trovador 
no me preocupas, nada me inquieta 
para mi suenas como cubeta 
de esas podridas que van rodando 
si me criticas vete aguantando 
ya que tu dices ser en vergel 
para mi eres hijo de Juan Gabriel69: 
AUNQUE ME DIGAS QUE VOY TROVANDO 
 
Como te dije, “no seas creído” 
porque conmigo tu te revientas 
tal vez de rato que te arrepientas 
ya nada quede de tu bramido 
voy a sacarte tripas y ombligo 
y ya que sigues nomás fregando 
si me criticas vete aguantando 

                                                
69 Juan Gabriel is an iconic Mexican songwriter and performer; it is widely believed that he is gay – through this 
reference Raúl implies the same of Pablo. 
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y no critiques ya estos matices 
porque te rompo yo las narices: 
AUNQUE ME DIGAS QUE VOY TROVANDO 

 
    
(versos de jarabe) 
Que la gente no se aburra 
Lo digo y no estoy enfermo 
Le pregunto a don Guillermo 
¿Pa’ que me trajo esa burra? 
 
Guillermo me voy del Real70 
Lo digo entre la reunión 
Le dejo el niño chillón 
Pa’ que le cambie el pañal  

 

– Raúl Orduña 

Illustration 5.9: Pablo González, the morning after – Xichú, Guanajuato. 

                                                
70 Real de Xichú 
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“Como un Enjambre Desesperado”:                                                                   
la sierra gorda/zona media, a political economy of postmodernity 

There is always a danger of confusing the transitory and the ephemeral with more 
fundamental transformations in political-economic life. 

–    David Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity 

 

What “late” [capitalism] generally conveys is rather the sense that something has 
changed, that things are different, that we have gone through a transformation of 
the life world…  

–    Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism 

 

Me toco vivir la tradición y traducirla al tiempo que me ha tocado vivir. 

–    Guillermo Velázquez, San José Iturbide, Guanajuato 

 

My ethnography of the shifting transborder landscape of huapango arribeño 

performance is indebted to both cultural studies and autonomist Marxism. From the 

former we inherit a rich understanding of the relationality between culture (or the 

cultural) and overarching social formations that would seek to dominate (or hegemony). 

Yet, I choose to reframe the struggle central to this dialectical connectivity with the aid of 

an autonomist Marxist perspective. Explicitly, I opt not to rely on the tired categories of 

resistance and hegemony, which, apart from enjoying abundant overuse, understand the 

struggle here referred-to as principally one of culture against capital – think, we attach 

the qualitative prefix ‘counter’ to the a priori hegemonic in order to render the semblance 

of self-activity. On the contrary, one ought to understand that it is capital itself that 

ultimately struggles to reinscribe its own domination, to reinforce its own ‘power-over’ 
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and against self-activity/situated cultural practice. Although this chapter does not explore 

this specific contention at length (this is done in chapters eight and nine), I make mention 

of this perspective because it also frames my rendering of varied moments of global 

capitalist crisis. That which is experienced in the 1960s/1970s is particularly salient in the 

present chapter, as it aids in contextualizing shifts that occur within huapango arribeño 

performance in the last quarter of the 20th century. Relatedly, this theoretical and 

ethnographic unraveling, in effect, also buttresses my previous argument for 

understanding son as social history; this is to say, we ought to understand huapango 

arribeño tradition not as mere product of history (i.e. of cutural syncretism, conquest, 

crisis), but instead that son, in fact, is this history and continues to be. Meaning, we must 

account for the equal importance of subaltern subectivity and experience in carving out 

always-emergent forms of life and expression and, accordingly, envision such vitality not 

as reactionary impulse to domination, but, rather, as the very resilience over which 

dominating forces struggle to impose their presence and rule.  

That capitalism exists as a mode of organizing society around the imposition work 

– a fundamentally exploitative system centered on the production and concentration of 

wealth/surplus value achieved through asymmetrical social stratification – is understood. 

Of concern here, rather, is the shifting subjectivity of its subaltern/working classes, such 

that the salient point of departure in the subsequent analysis is a focus on 

transformational self-activity – forged through social/material conditions of global 

capitalist crisis in the 1960s/1970s – that finds expression through “traditional” huapango 

arribeño: everyday struggle – “common” shared political existence – aesthetically 

embodied. Now, the title of this chapter contains both political economy and 

postmodernity, terms I feel merit attention and explanation before continuing. I invoke 

the framework of political economy fully aware of its economistic connotations and 
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limitations; still, I find the Latin American neo-Marxist incarnation (as Political 

Economy) particularly useful when explicating the impacts of emergent economic 

globalization of the Post-War II period in Mexico. Bearing this in mind, most would use 

political economy merely as illustrative term in cultural analysis as a way to 

contextualize social life vis-à-vis its structural material conditions. Such unreflective use 

runs the risk of unintentionally recreating the base/superstructure dichotomy, dismissing 

the cultural as mere reflective epiphenomenon, and, in consequence, subordinating the 

critical revolutionary subject to the autonomous laws of capitalist accumulation and 

domination. Thus, to clarify, here I use Political Economy to explicitly understand 

processes of economy and do not rely on it to frame cultural analysis. This is not only for 

want of avoiding the abovementioned mishaps, but also, simply put, Political Economy is 

only useful for examining processes of economy, not culture.  

Furthermore, to deploy the term postmodernity is to invoke radical shifts in 

epistemology and aesthetics, to refer to a set of epochal global transformations in 

economy, social relations, and culture, to imply a metaphysical break with the modern, as 

it were. In fact, it is all of these things and for this reason my usage and understanding of 

the term merits explanation, for, unfortunately, “postmodernity” as academic and cultural 

buzzword is often used with little attention to its meaning(s) – an empty gloss for the late 

20th/early 21st century present-tense. The postmodern metaphysical complex of ambiguity 

(Jameson 1984; Lyotard 1984; Giddens 1991), contradiction, and plurality emerges at a 

moment (the 1960s/1970s) when capitalism matures into a postindustrial age marked by 

transnational hyper-accumulation, rapid mobility (of capital, people, information), and 

global consumerist logic, what David Harvey (1990) refers to as flexible accumulation: 
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The contrast between present political–economic practices and those of the post-war boom period 
are sufficiently strong to make the hypothesis of a shift from Fordism to what might be called a 
“flexible” regime of accumulation a telling way to characterize recent history. 

Meaning, postFordist labor (as subject and object) is constantly shifting, this is to say, 

deskilled, mobile, and highly expendable. In part, this involves a profound disjuncture 

between space and time, or time-space compression, “the ‘lifting out’ of social relations 

from local contexts of interaction and their restructuring across indefinite spans of time-

space,” according to Anthony Giddens (1991: 21). Now, we cannot speak of such a 

process without turning our attention to crucial moments of capitalist crisis that catalyze 

migrations and shifts in laboring bodies within which new subjectivities are created and 

subsequently made the objects of capitalist strategies of containment. Here I am 

specifically referring to the failure/collapse of the Keynesian development strategy (in 

part due to the world-wide social upheaval of the 1960s), the oil and monetary 

convulsions of the 1970s, the destruction of the welfare state, the emergence of neo-

liberal structural adjustment in Latin America, and the shift from factory production to 

social and immaterial sectors. It is amidst this critical moment in global, Latin American, 

and Mexican history where I locate a vital conjunctural transformation that takes place 

within huapango arribeño performance. An to illustrate the salience of the varied 

intersections of transitioning performance practice in a transitional moment of 

postmodernity I have chosen to focus the greater part of this chapter on an influential 

practitioner whom comes into the tradition at this very point in time. This said, I will be 

quoting him at length throughout the entirety of this discussion in an attempt to establish 

a dialogic rendering of his experience. 
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POSTWAR CHILDHOOD 

Yo nací circunstancialmente en México, D.F. en una de las idas que dio mi papa 
a trabajar allá y mi mama se fue con el, en el año 48. Pues, de alguna manera mi 
vida a estado marcada como la de mis padres por la migración también, por algo 
fui a nacer por allá. Sin embargo, siempre digo y es la realidad que es Xichú, la 
Sierra Gorda, mi referencia originaria, mis papas, mis abuelos, mis ancestros son 
del noreste de Guanajuato. 

Guillermo Velázquez, poeta of Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú, remains an emblematic 

figure within the world of huapango arribeño, a respected practitioner and prolific 

composer. His personal story is in many ways unique and in others not unlike that of 

other practitioners we’ve been introduced to thus far, and here I am referring to the 

experiences of laboring and migration, as he makes mention of above. For a great part of 

his life Mexico City would stand as an important point of reference for him, if only 

because his father would periodically migrate there to work, as did friends and relatives – 

yet also, he would eventually embark on the turbulent journey to the great metropolis in 

search of work later in life. Still, as a child in the late 1950s he recalls: 

Fue un paso fugaz hacía otros destinos . . . de la migración de mi padre . . . 
Cuando se termina la mina en Xichú, la bonanza, la gente corre hacía donde hay 
trabajo . . . mucha gente emigra  hacía otros lugares y mi papa fue uno de ellos. 
Entonces, nosotros lo seguimos . . . y siempre era pasar por el D.F. porque ahí 
había conocidos – de hecho mi madrina de bautizo es de ahí – que en ese transito 
nos daban al ojo por unos días. Es cuando yo empezaba a abrir la mirada al 
entorno a la gran ciudad de México. 

It is a widely known fact that the “discovery” of Guanajuato’s mineral wealth in the mid 

1500s served as a major catalyst for colonizing this portion of the Chichimeca region. 

Guanajuato’s Real de Minas were the site of the brutal exploitation of indigenous slaves 

for centuries, though frequent revolts disrupted the process at the project’s inception. 

Conflicting claims to the mineral seam between royal officials and prospectors lead to the 

subsequent exploration and mining of the Sierra Gorda region. The myriad 
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travel/commerce routes that crisscross the neighboring municipalities of that states of 

Guanajauto, San Luís Potosí, and Querétaro (mentioned in chapter three) and 

subsequently traversed by countless arrieros (merchants, traders, carriers), are part of the 

legacy of such exploration, no to mention the scarred landscape of which the mines 

themselves form part – some old, some new, others yet to be discovered.71 Some of these 

mines remained active well into the 20th century, among them are those of Xichú and 

Atarjea and the often-mentioned minas del río colorado and del realito located in 

between the municipalities of Santa María del Río in San Luís Potosí and Victoria in 

Guanajuato.72 Pedro Sauceda worked in the latter for a number of years, as late as the 

1980s, in fact. Guillermo’s father also found work in the mines, yet he and countless 

others were left jobless once the mineral wealth was exhausted in Xichú in the mid to late 

1950s. They migrated to find work elsewhere – Mexico City was one destination. This 

said, a full understanding of this labor circuit must also be situated within a broader 

history of agrarian reform in Mexico, for many of those who found work in the mines 

were landless or burdened with unproductive lands.  

The history of agrarian reform begins with the Mexican Revolution of 1910 and 

the political and social reforms contained in the 1917 constitution: 

The 1917 constitution was perhaps the most progressive constitution of its era in its call for fair 
elections, adequate wages and proper conditions for workers, land for peasants, and other reforms. 
But Mexico’s constitution, like all Latin American constitutions written within the framework of 
the civil law system, sets forth ideals toward which the government should strive, rather than iron-
clad guarantees . . . What the Mexican constitution [promised] and what the national and state 
governments [legislated] . . . are two different things. (Collier and Quaratiello 1994: 27)  

After the revolution, reformers throughout Mexico faced entrenched ranchers and landed 

elites who ruled brutally. As a result, reforms of the revolution came slowly to rural 

                                                
71 The principal minerals found in the Sierra Gorda mines include lead, silver, zinc, mercury, and fluorite. 
72 The road connecting this series of mines begins in San Luís de la Paz, Guanajuato and ends in Plazuela, San Luís 
Potosí. 
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areas, were unevenly implemented, and many peasants continued to labor in debt 

peonage for more than a decade after the practice was outlawed. It wasn’t until the 1930s 

that peasants in the most remote corners of the country informed themselves about ejido 

rights afforded them through the Constitution of 1917 and began to organize themselves 

to demand compliance from landed elites. In consequence, under the administration of 

President Lázaro Cardenas, the government redistributed thousands of hectares of land. 

However, in an attempt to secure peasants as allies without upsetting private agrarian 

interests, much of the land turned over to peasant communities was often marginal and at 

times unproductive. This was the troubled birth of the ejido system, whereby the state 

sponsored the cultivation, use, and sharing of communal lands expropriated from wealthy 

landholders. This, however, was by no means an entire reorganization of the previous 

encomienda system, since many large estates remained intact, yet it did provide dozens of 

communities with their own land:  

It is important to note that the government’s emphasis on land reform was not just a bid to win 
support of the peasantry. It was also the basis of a strategy for development rooted in agrarian 
economics . . . The worldwide depression . . . curtailed the demand for Mexican exports, resulting 
in a loss of foreign capital the government depended upon to fund industrial development. To 
compensate for this loss, the Cardenas administration instituted a six-year plan to replace the 
export-oriented economy with new domestic industrialization predicated on peasant production of 
cheap food . . . The huge scale peasant production kept down the price of foodstuffs, which 
allowed urban-sector wages to be kept low enough for new industry start-up. At the same time, 
peasants’ income from crop sales financed their consumption of manufactured goods, securing a 
domestic market for the new industries. (ibid: 31-32)  

With the outbreak of WWII, Mexico found itself having to meet U.S. demands for 

agricultural products and textiles. This shift had negative consequences for peasants and 

small farmers, as the government enacted policies that favored the development of large-

scale commercial agriculture to meet the sudden demand for exports. These changes 

brought land reform to a halt. In some cases, gains made under Cardenas were reversed. 

The occurrences in Mexico are not an isolated incident, many scholars suggest capitalism 

fundamentally transforms rural relations across the globe into distinctly capitalist 
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relations in the post-WWII period. In The Short Twentieth Century, Eric Hobsbawm 

(1994) notes, “the most dramatic and far-reaching social change of the second half of the 

[20th] century . . . is the death of the peasantry” (289). It is within this context – of 

embattled land claims and a waning local economy entrenched in mine productivity – 

that Guillermo’s family migrates to and from Mexico City. He is subsequently born there. 

Illustration 6.1: Milpas – El Refugio, Cd. Fernández, San Luís Potosí. 

To this day, Mexico City is fraught with contradiction for Guillermo: it is/was a 

symbol of both progress and destitution; site of personal tragedy and place of self-

discovery; at once an anchored familiar and disjunctural vacuum:  

El D.F. para mi siempre fue como un lugar de transito . . . Siempre ha sido una 
referencia para mi y de hecho tengo hacia México, la ciudad de México un 
sentimiento ambiguo, de amor y de odio. Porque ahí murió mi padre 
trágicamente, ahí murió un hermano y sin embargo reconozco que en aquellos 
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tiempos – te estoy hablando de mis siete, ocho, diez años – era el símbolo de la 
modernidad en México. Yo que venía de un pueblo minero . . . así completamente 
provinciano y llegar a la gran ciudad de México con los anuncios de neón 
aquellos antiguos que había donde pasaban las letras y se prendían los anuncios, 
ver los taxis aquellos que le llamaban los cocodrilos, aquel ambiente que se 
respiraba entre los años 50s todavía.  

The inter-war period, just prior to Guillermo’s childhood migrations, was one of 

profound transition in the expansion of the state’s role in determining monetary policy 

worldwide. Keynesianism (New Deals and Great Societies) emerged in the cores of the 

world economy (and developmentalist and populist projects in the periphery) not only as 

a replacement for laissez-faire economics of direct competition that contributed to the 

near collapse of capitalism during the Great Depression of the 1930s, but also as a 

strategy that sought to guarantee growth and full employment as a means to curb worker 

demands for higher wages (Cleaver 1979).  

  After the Second World War, when the mina in Xichú is depleted and Sierra 

Gorda natives migrate to labor in Mexico’s urban centers, these seasonal migrants 

encounter a transitioning industrial economy marked by an emergent regimented logic of 

production in the factories. In the 1950s and 1960s, during Latin America’s ambitious 

nationalist economic development phase, the region relied heavily on foreign capital and 

technology to cultivate domestic industry designed to produce import-substitutes and 

conducted a fierce reorganization of work centered around a Fordist-Taylorist logic of 

mass production. Although Latin American domestic markets were characterized by 

radical state intervention and protectionism (Keynesian managerial strategy), “the import-

substitution process of industrialization . . . [became] the corporation’s strategy for 

penetration” (Sunkel 1972: 525). In the end, Latin American countries traded their 

dependence on imports to a dependence on foreign capital and technology, the result of 

which was eventual indebtedness.  
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The oscillating realities of Mexico City and Xichú, of migration and precarious 

labor conditions forged through a shifting economy and hostile political climate were all 

part of everyday life during Guillermo’s childhood. In the face of this, still, he had two 

life-altering experiences. He recalls the first time he heard huapango arribeño performed 

at a wedding when he was six: 

Fui con mi familia, invitados a esa boda, y los recuerdos que tengo son de unos 
músicos trepados en un troncón de mesquite, el humo de las cazuelas y de las 
ollas, del caldo y todo que se estaba cocinando y el ambiente festivo de la gente    

At fifteen years old: 

También con motivo de ajuste de un boda de unos novios en un rancho que se 
llama Catarina del municipio de Xichú . . . Me acuerdo que estaba yo recargado 
en una cerca con otro amigo y de repente aparecieron en el patio de la casa 
aquella, tres músicos . . . dos violines y una guitarra y se plantaron en el patio y 
empezaron a cantar. Empezó el trovador a cantar sobre el teme del paraíso 
terrenal y de la creación. Y empecé a oír yo ya con mas conciencia aquella 
música que me parecía distinta . . . en aquel momento fue un impacto, una 
sensación emotiva. Al oír aquel hombre hablar y cantar y a los músicos 
acompañarlo me quedé impactado por lo que estaba yo viendo y oyendo. Y a 
partir de ahí tengo la conciencia de a ver perseguido la música. 

By the time he was a teenager his curiosity grew and he began attending marathon 

topadas from dusk till dawn. María Isabel Flores, childhood friend whom he would later 

marry, recalls, “En ese tiempo el [Guillermo] ya se amanecía en las topadas” (At that 

time, Guillermo was already pulling all-nighter topadas). Guillermo adds:  

Yo me dedique a estar oyendo a la música y a los poetas sin entender. Yo no sabía 
que era una décima, no sabía que era un son, que era una valona, que era un 
jarabe, pero yo oía aquellos hombres que versaban y intuitivamente yo sabía que 
aquello estaba versificado porque lo oía con un ritmo, con una musicalidad. Y oía 
que se decían cosas, pero yo no sabía que era la bravata, que había poesía de 
fundamento, ni nada. Sin embargo era tan poderosa la atracción, que yo trataba 
de estar oyendo empapándome de aquello, todavía sin pensar en que yo iba llegar 
algún día a tocar. 
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Life, it seems, had other plans, at least at that moment in time. Guillermo’s intelligence 

and desire to learn opened the door to the second of the aforementioned life changing 

moments – he would befriend the local Xichú priest and decide to pursue a life in the 

clergy. From his late teens until his early twenties, Guillermo studied at seminaries in 

Querétaro and New Mexico. Yet, he sites the death of his father and other personal 

reasons for his departure from potential priesthood. He returns to Xichú.  
 
SOY GUILLERMO VELÁQUEZ Y MÍA 
ES LA RAÍZ QUE YO NUNCA PERDÍ 
EN XICHÚ GUANAJUATO NACÍ 
Y AHÍ HABRÉ DE QUEDAR ALGÚN DÍA  
 
Soy humilde, mi origen, mi raíz 
es el sol, la pobreza  y las preces 
vi a mi madre, la vi muchas veces 
no tener ni pa’ un puño de maíz 
en la mina, el bullicio, los juaís73 
el ruidazo que hasta ensordecía  
y mi padre de pobre seguía 
diario, diario sudando el pescuezo 
pero yo no me afrento de eso: 
SOY GUILLERMO VELÁQUEZ Y MÍA 
 
Cuando niño traía huarachitos 
y ropita colchada y corriente 
me gustaba ir a ver la creciente 
y jugar, y brincar y echar gritos 
traveseando buscaba lolitos74 
mangos verdes y todo roía  
yo era un niño, uno mas que crecía 
en la calle, en el pueblo, en mi casa 
haya el tiempo feliz como pasa: 
SOY GUILLERMO VELÁQUEZ Y MÍA 
 
Si no fuera por un señor cura 
mi trabajo estaría en la parcela 
por el pude seguir con la escuela 
por el tengo tantita cultura 
no teníamos con que y que amargura 
añorar lo que no se podía  
aún queriendo estudiar, ¿como hacía?  
si apenitas comíamos tortilla 

                                                
73 The local name, at that time, for cargo trucks that would transport extracted mineral from the mines. 
74 Small insects that children would play with. 
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el recuerdo es como una ortiguilla: 
SOY GUILLERMO VELÁQUEZ Y MÍA 
 
Si alguien dice, “Que chiste, ha estudiado” 
y critica mi verso y mi veta 
se equivoca porque para poeta 
no hay estudio, ni hay certificado 
si soy poeta, si subo a un tablado 
es porque ese destino traía 
y lo mismo que soy lo sería 
sin estudios de ninguna clase 
porque el poeta ya nace, no se hace: 
SOY GUILLERMO VELÁQUEZ Y MÍA 

 
 
 

MEXICO CITY 

En el 73 fue cuando estuve en una encrucijada de mi existencia, me fui a México 
a buscar trabajo. Yo había estado en el seminario hasta ese momento. Decidí, a 
partir de la muerte de mi padre y otros factores, pues volver a cero . . . Yo me voy 
al D.F. a buscar trabajo . . . Me costo mucho trabajo hallar empleo. Lo encontré 
un una fábrica de muñecas . . . “Muñecas y Juguetes Ensueños” se llamaba . . . 
Estoy los tres años ahí. 

Like most whom seek to increase their life chances, Guillermo journeys to Mexico City 

in 1973 to live with his brother and search for a steady job. Finding work wasn’t easy and 

once he did he was confronted with the dehumanizing reality of factory work. He 

mentions: 

Al entrar yo a trabajar, a estar en contacto directo con el ambiente obrero, a 
tomar el camión en la mañana, a tomarme un licuado antes de chequar me 
tarjeta, estar desde en la mañana hasta en la noche, regresar cansado, dormir 
unas hora y tener que levantarme muy temprano también, estar enfrentando al 
mismo tiempo una crisis depresiva en la que estaba y que fui remontando a base 
de agallas también – eso me abrió los poros a muchas cosas para las que yo no 
había sido suficientemente conciente. 

The decade of the 1970s is one marked global capitalist crisis of which the abandonment 

of the Bretton Woods system in 1971 (which devalued the dollar and created floating 

exchange rates that fomented volatile economic shocks felt the world over), the global 
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food crisis of 1972-974 (inflated prices that lead to subsequent mass starvation in Asia 

and Africa), the oil crisis of 1973, and the world-wide recession of 1974 all form part. 

These changes or “shocks” – depending on your point of view – David Harvey (1990) 

argues, represent a post-Keynesian/postFordist regime of flexible accumulation 

characterized by a hyper-accelerated, fragmented, and dispersed system of production 

(though things like outsourcing) and mobile markets, labor, and production. In Mexico, 

for example, the Luis Echeverría administration (1970-1976) – burdened by enormous 

debt deficits, fiscal mismanagement, capital flight, and the deteriorating impacts of 

transnational economic integration (the lifting of protectionist policies on domestic 

industry) – devalued the peso by sixty percent; the peso fell from 12.50 to 20.50 to the 

dollar (Cardoso and Helwege 1992). These monetary convulsions and mechanistic 

postFordist reorganization of labor control emerge, many suggest, in response to the 

resurgent radical movements of the postwar period, the revolutionary spirit and 

effervescence of the 1960s. From the perspective of capital, the social upheaval is a result 

of a weakening of the social discipline imposed by the law of value (Holloway 2005).  

William Robinson (2003): 

The world capitalist crisis that began in the 1970s followed a lengthy period of worldwide class 
struggles, from the 1890s to the 1970s. This crisis ushered in a new period of restructuring and led 
to the search for new modes of accumulation and to globalization as an accumulation strategy. 
(18) 

The popular struggles here referred to signify a period in which capital loses control of its 

abilities to subordinate labor, to control the social factory. The worldwide working-class 

offensive of the 1960s undermines the Fordist logic of domination and signals the 

collapse of the Keynesian era. Subsequently, in the 1970s, nation states and multi-

national corporate institutions launch an international strategy through which:   

The direct manipulation of the prices of food and energy and of exchange rates and international 
debt is being used to achieve through international channels what Keynesian policies failed to do 
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nationally: regain control by containing wage struggle within the limits of rising productivity. 
(Cleaver 1979: 74) 

The idea was to eliminate the “social leveling” afforded through the Keynesian 

management model and instead turn to the virtues of direct individual competition, a 

“natural” market control mechanism for social unrest. As Samuel Huntington argued at 

that moment in time, monetary instability was a direct result of the economic 

consequences of too much democracy. The active participation of the masses (the most 

dangerous segments of society –minorities and the marginalized) in civic and political 

life had to be tempered with repressive rule. Huntington’s, and the ruling global political 

elite’s for that matter, fear was of democracy from below (Hardt and Negri 2004). The 

“more repressive use of money” in the 1970s was a reaction against the social leverage 

granted to workers under Keynesianism (Cleaver 1979: 10). Given this volatile economic 

context, Guillermo asserts: 

Me empezaron a llamar la atención esas referencias generacionales, para las 
cuales yo no había sido suficientemente conciente porque venía de un ámbito 
cerrado del seminario . . . Esos años fueron decisivos para mi porque por un lado 
alcance a definir el rumbo de mi vida y por otro cobre conciencia de muchas 
cosas que estaban pasando en el país. Estamos hablando de la primera 
devaluación fuerte en el gobierno de Echeverría, estamos habando de que en ese 
tiempo estaba gestándose todo lo que fue la guerrilla armada, que yo no sabía 
nada de eso, pero ahí estaba. 

He is moved precisely by both the social upheaval of the 1960s and 1970s and the 

reactionary response on the part of capital and the state. He clearly recalls, for instance: 

El movimiento del 68 me agarro en el distrito federal visitando un hermano que 
vivía allá. Yo tenía unas vacaciones. Y la noche del 2 de Octubre del 68 me 
agarro con mi hermano Adán en un restaurante viendo un partido de fútbol. Yo 
entonces no tenía conciencia mucho de lo que pasaba en el país. De hecho en ese 
tiempo estaba estudiando en Nuevo México, en el Moctezuma, seminario. Pero 
recuerdo vivamente la llegada de los soldados al restaurante, como nos pidieron 
identificación, nos pusieron con la manos en alto. Yo no sabía que era lo que 
estaba pasando en esos momentos en Tlatelolco. 
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The Tlatelolco massacre is just one example of state repression in response to social 

movements of the 1960s. In this particular instance, the Mexican Military, under the 

orders of then President Gustavo Díaz Ordaz, murder hundreds (or thousands – the 

official body count is unknown) of students, demonstrators and innocent bystanders on 

October 2, 1968 at a peaceful rally in the Plaza de Tres Culturas in Tlatelolco in the heart 

of Mexico City. On this day, demonstrators came together to protest the Mexican army’s 

occupation of the UNAM campus and to demand the release of political prisoners. Police 

authorities harass Guillermo, an innocent bystander. The Tlatelolco massacre is but only 

one incident part of the Mexican government’s “dirty war” against leftist elements, a 

secret scorched-earth campaign authorized under presidents Díaz Ordaz, Echeverría, and 

López Portillo that began in the 1960s and ended in the 1980s. Civilians, students, 

activists, workers, militants, and intellectuals were victims of disappearances, executions, 

torture, terror, savage intimidation, massacre, starvation, bombing campaigns, and 

genocide. Guillermo would later write a poesía that spoke to this turbulent moment in 

Mexican history: 
 
EL 68 DIO FRUTOS DE AMOR 
Y UN AMOR TAN PURO NO LO OLVIDAREMOS 
LA MEMORIA ES NUESTRA, ES NUESTRO EL DOLOR 
Y AUNQUE EL TRIUNFO TARDE, NO DESCANSAREMOS 

 
Aparentemente sonaba el badajo 
de muchas reformas mas que indispensables 
fluían en su inercia como inalterables 
la rutina diaria, la escuela, el trabajo 
pero en el subsuelo, pero por debajo  

 México sufría y lo que era peor 
 muy poquita gente se daba color 
 de tanta tristeza, de tantos gemidos 
 de tantos y tantos desaparecidos:  
 EL 68 DIO FRUTOS DE AMOR 

The political mobilizations in Mexico echoed the cycle of social upheaval occurring all 

over the world at that time. In 1968, we can locate the mobilization of workers, women, 
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students, the unemployed, intellectuals, artists and activists involved in popular 

movements, uprisings, and social rebellion in Italy, London, Africa, Spain, Poland, Paris, 

Mexico City, West Berlin, Brazil, Argentina, Jamaica, the United States, Czechoslovakia, 

and Japan in addition to the U.S. urban uprisings following the assassination of Martin 

Luther King Jr., the Black and Chicano civil rights movements, the protests of the 

Democratic National Convention in Chicago, the Chinese cultural revolution, and global 

opposition to the war in Vietnam. Harry Cleaver (1979): 

Racial discrimination, academic regimentation, alienation, exploitation, imperialism, 
dehumanization, sexual repression, consumerism, environmental destruction – one after another 
these evils of modern society were exposed in a confusing array of conflicts that seems to threaten 
the very disintegration of that society. (24-25) 

The ensuing crisis and subsequent response on behalf of the state were of historic 

proportions, for the foundations of the capitalist social order had been shaken. This 

moment, most theorists agree, marks the birth of postmodernity. 

Guillermo is only one of many arribeño musicians that migrated to and/or lived in 

Mexico City for an extended period of time, either before or after having become 

practitioners. Recall Raúl Orduña, who spent most of his adolescence there with family; 

Alberto Arbizu migrated back and forth from Guanajuato as a seasonal laborer beginning 

at the age of sixteen; Sebastián Salinas, whom became a practitioner in Mexico City, 

lived there for thirty-six years. Let’s turn to him. Considering the economic turmoil just 

discussed, in 1972 after having worked on the assembly-line at an electronics factory for 

three years with no pay increase, Sebastián participated in a three-month strike in demand 

of a living-wage and improved working conditions – he says, “Tenía mi señora con una 

niñita y otra por venir y sin dinero. Eso si fue sufrimiento” (I had my wife and little girl 

with another one the way and no money. That was suffering).  Among others (that will be 

introduced at the end of this chapter), there is also Toño Mendieta, Doña Blanca’s 

husband. Toño – who is actually a distant relative to Sebastián – is originally from Piedra 
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de Lumbre, Victoria, Guanajuato. At the age of eleven in 1978 he went to live with 

relatives in Mexico, City, “En esos tiempos uno no se iba a los estados unidos, uno 

siempre iba mas al DF . . . se sufría mucho en el rancho, no había dinero, muchos 

cambios, mucho cambio” (At that time one wouldn’t migrate to the U.S., you always 

went to Mexico City . . . you suffered a lot in the rancho, there way no money, lots of 

change, lots of change). From an early age he worked as a day laborer, a carpenter, and in 

the factory. Still, he would often return to Guanajuato where he would hear Guillermo 

Velázquez, Pedro Sauceda, Miguel González, Antonio García, Antonio Escalante, 

Agapito Briones, etc. His learning experience is incredibly similar to Sebastián’s:  

Me dio por agarrar un instrumento en el estado de México . . . Tocaba con otros 
músicos quienes andaban allá trabajando o que venían de la sierra a las tocadas 
. . . gente de la provincia que se iba a trabajar al DF, pues se llevaba la raíz y ahí 
se iba uno acoplando y trabajando.  

By the time he was twenty, he was playing vihuela in ensembles. He remained in Mexico 

City until 1990. That very year he migrated to Austin, Texas where he would later meet 

Blanca at a Guillermo Velázquez performance. 

The impacts of Keynesian and subsequent PostFordist development on the 

Mexican economy and social sphere in the 1960s and 1970s have been made clear thus 

far: the reorganization of factory labor, social and political upheaval from below, the state 

response (dirty war), economic crisis (peso devaluation), and migration. The birth of 

postmodernity and its “development,” as it were, was (and continues to be) “dependent” 

on the laboring and subaltern classes, on those who migrated to produce capital (Alberto 

Arbizu), whose struggles alter the conditions of their exploitation (Sebastián Salinas), and 

whom critically articulated the social conditions of that very moment (Guillermo 

Velázquez). 
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CHARLEMAGNE     

After working in Mexico City for three years, Guillermo returned to Xichú. 

Apparently, he had dabbled in songwriting for a short time, though he never imagined 

himself playing huapango arribeño. In 1976/1977 at the insistence of local 

huapangueros, he began learning the basics on the guitarra quinta and of the pieza 

arribeña. His love of the music was rekindled:             

A mi me toco recibir la tradición todavía como se a acostumbra siempre. 
Primeramente acercándome por instinto, por un llamado poderoso a donde 
sucedía la música y la poesía sin entender que era una décima, sin entender que 
cosa era una topada, que era un son, que era un jarabe, pero estar ahí cerca en el 
calor de la fiesta . . . Y luego a pegármele a los cantadores . . . por los caminos a 
las fiestas a estar con ellos, a oírlos, a amanecerse . . .  fue delirante . . . Abrí el 
corazón a la platica que ellos hacían porque hay una memoria histórica de la 
tradición que es como un acerbo que tenemos los músicos y eso se transmite 
también oralmente . . . además de aprender los rudimentos – técnica, mánico, 
pisadas, los tonos, tonadas de la valona – yo me iba dando cuenta de la intimidad 
de la tradición, de los personajes que se habían convertido históricamente en 
puntales y de los que se guardaba memoria.  

 

By the late 1970s and early 1980s, he gave himself completely to the world of huapango 

arribeño. His first topada was with Miguel González in 1978:  

A Don Migue ya lo había conocido yo antes, lo había oído y era y sigue siendo 
para mi un músico y una persona a la que admiro mucho, a la que quiero mucho. 

It may be said that for most of the 20th century, poetas arribeños occupied a 

distinct role within communities. At a time when there were literally no radios, 

televisions or even schools in the region, poetas had to be informed in matters of local 

and regional happenings, history, geography, not to mention other temas de fundamento 

of a broader scope – world history, biblical mythology, etc. Their constant travels 

throughout the region facilitated knowledge acquisition. In effect, their role was that of 
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troubador in its most literal sense – informing, recounting news, hearsay, history, 

religion, the telling of tales, opining on current world wars, the Mexican revolution and 

its most lauded protagonists, Hitler and the advances of the Allied Forces, flying saucers, 

earthquakes, etc. They were seen as teachers, prophets, scholars. This begins to change in 

the 1960s according to a number of practitioners. Guillermo:  

Hubo un tiempo en que la función social de los poetas era muy fuerte, pero 
cuando empieza a entrar lo que llaman el progreso a muchos ranchos que antes 
estaban apartados empieza a entrara el radio, la televisión, hay una parte de esas 
funciones de los trovadores que empiezan a ser desplazadas. Hay más escuelas. 
Antes la gente atendía mucho a los poetas como informantes, escolarizantes. 

He continues: 

En los años 60s/70s hay un proceso acelerado de modernización y se empieza a 
romper el aislamiento en que vivía muchas comunidades y muchos pueblos. Pues 
aquí mismo Xichú pues era un pueblo bastante incomunicado. Había una 
carretera a San Luís de la Paz pero hacías cinco horas para llegar . . . Aquí no te 
llegaba mas que el radio y eso tardíamente. Aquí empezamos a oír radio ya 
entrando los años 60. Nomás había una familiar que tenía un radio de bulbos. 
Entonces cuando había una pelea de box la gente se arremolinaba para oír la 
pelea de box. Nadie mas tenía radio. Entonces, se vivía de otra manera. La 
oralidad estaba completamente vigente a flor de piel. Yo siento que cuando se 
empieza a dar ese proceso de la modernización la fuerza de la oralidad que tenía 
la tradición en los trovadores se empezó como a opacar.  

The shifting social and material conditions of communities – a greater access to public 

education and media sources – impacted the performative valence of huapango arribeño. 

Ángel González: 

 
LOS POETAS DE NUESTRA REGIÓN 
DESDE TIEMPOS MUY, MUY ANCESTRALES 
ERAN SABIOS Y MUY CULTURALES 
POR RESULTA TRAÍAN CONVICCIÓN 
 
Como pues se podían comparar 
esos tiempos que haciendo memoria 
del poeta que escribe la historia 
y que nada dejaba pasar 
el poeta ocupaba un lugar 
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en el mundo de la difusión 
no hacía falta tener concesión 
del dinero que el canto deriva  
noticiando con palabra viva: 
LOS POETAS DE NUESTRA REGIÓN 
 
Para el poeta no había recompensa 
se obligaba si mismo a aportar  
a la gente que podía escuchar 
porque entonces no existía la prensa 
solamente tenía por defensa 
el derecho de libre expresión 
aquí en México y cualquier nación 
cuando Hitler en tiempos atrozes 
lo dijimos como portavoces: 
LOS POETAS DE NUESTRA REGIÓN 
 

Poetas, in particular, felt the brunt of these changes. Though not always explicit about 

their own fate, they were, however, attentive to changing times. Guadalupe Reyes: 
 
LA CRISIS NOS VA AUMENTANDO 
SE LAMENTA EN ALTA VOZ 
VALGAME EL PODER DE DIOS 
LOS TIEMPOS ESTAN CAMBIANDO 
 
Por mas que a dios aclamamos 
no hay justicia necesaria 
esta crisis momentaria 
toditos la lamentamos 
si esta crisis aguantamos 
vamos a quedar temblando 
tal vez hasta desvariando 
por falta de alimento 
no es mentira lo que cuento: 
LA CRISIS NOS VA AUMENTANDO 
 
Sufrimos con gran paciencia 
este mundo es engañoso 
no hay corazón en reposo 
todos pedimos clemencia 
lo digo por experiencia 
por lo que aquí esta pasando 
la fuerza se va menguando 
desde ancianos y criaturas 
cuantas series y aventuras: 
LA CRISIS NOS VA AUMENTANDO 
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Ironically, one way in which practitioners negotiated their relevancy was to lend their 

talent to local politics, a new, and fraught, space for this music. In the liner notes of his 

first studio recording Guillermo writes: 

No faltan candidatos políticos que en sus campañas se hacen acompañar de una 
o dos músicas para que los trovadores vayan dándoles realce en los pueblos y 
ranchos adonde llega, para que improvisen versos que hablen bien de su persona, 
de su trayectoria, y de la convivencia de que resulten electos. (1982: 4) 

Early on in topadas, Guillermo would say to such poetas during the bravata: 

 
Los candidatos te traen al gozo 
de sus campañas electorales 
los presidentes municipales 
también te buscan por animoso 
y andas con ellos muy famoso 
subiendo cuestas y miradores 
a pie, a caballo, les da honores 
y de regreso de donde vas 
traes ampollado todo el de atrás   

Now, this is not to give the impression that poetas did not engage in social commentary 

regarding the conditions of communities, for they did frequently (some more than others), 

yet it was often done by means of the elaborate metaphor of Las Perritas75. Eliazar 

Velázquez (2004) writes:  

La carestía también fue un tema, sólo que tratado en diferente forma; a las 
necesidades los cantadores las mencionaban en sus décimas como ‘las perras’, le 
llamaban ‘perras’ a las necesidades. (169) 

Guadalupe Reyes: 
 

VIENE LA PERRA DEL MAL 
QUE VINO EL AÑO PASADO 
ANDEN CON MUCHO CUIDADO 
QUE NO HA DE HABER OTRA IGUAL 
 
Este diablo de ‘onde viene 
nadie lo puede saber 
viene a buscar que comer 

                                                
75 The little bitches, though the term perrita does not carry quite as heavy a negative connotation as its English 
counterpart. The referent is to an evil and malevolent animal that steals, kills, exploits, etc.  
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a ver donde se mantiene 
de veras que es apreviene 
para romper el costal 
ya dejó sin nixtamal 
en el norte a muchas viejas 
y aquí llegan sus quejas: 
VIENE LA PERRA DEL MAL 
 
Los que andan en la tomada 
ya no tomen tan seguido 
porque por ahí anda el ruido 
que le quitaron la entrada 
le pusieron se emboscada 
pero corrió a un matorral 
la siguió a la migra ideal 
desde El Paso de Tijuana 
porque quería robar lana:  
VIENE LA PERRA DEL MAL 
 
Dicen que por Nuevo León 
hasta las muchachas muerde 
y se viene hasta Río Verde 
a Cárdenas y a Rayón 
allí salió un escuadrón 
del gobierno judicial 
la siguió por un maizal 
con unas trampas de alambre 
porque amenaza mucha hambre: 
VIENE LA PERRA DEL MAL 
 
Dicen que este animalillo 
las ha dejado en las ruinas 
también allá por Las Minas 
se acercó como un diablito 
la vieron por un portillo 
echándole ojo al metal 
que demonio de animal 
como le hace a los billetes 
nomás no se pongan cuetes: 
VIENE LA PERRA DEL MAL 
 
En San Ciro no la atraparon 
porque anda por las orillas 
ya le pegó a Lagunillas 
Arroyo Seco y a Jalpan 
en Xilitla no se escapan 
ni en la sierra del Pinál 
por ahí va con rumbo al Real 
hasta San Luís de la Paz 
haber cuantos friega mas: 
VIENE LA PERRA DEL MAL 
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En Valles se barrió un plato 
corrió a Tampico y el Mante 
de Monterrey tuvo aguante 
llegar a León Guanajuato 
allí se trago un zapato 
y corrió a la capital 
esta no tiene corral 
ya que en Querétaro se espera 
porque desde la frontera: 
VIENE LA PERRA DEL MAL 

 

Don Guadalupe’s rendering is incredibly rich and details much of what was occurring at 

that time, including the nascent phenomenon of migration to the United States within the 

region. 

Still, other performance practices also represented the profound space-time 

disjuncture embedded in the vexed shift of postmodernity. None more so than the tema of 

Charlemagne and the peerage of France: Guillermo recalls: 

Era un tema que los viejos trovadores empleaban frente a un nuevo poeta para 
calar si de veras estaba involucrándose en lo que era la obligación del trovador 
en relación a la poesía y a los temas  

Charlemagne or Charles the Great or Charles I (742-814), King of the Franks, is 

considered the Father of Europe for his successes in uniting Western Europe into one 

single empire (the first time since the Roman) through various wars and conquests 

against the Lombards, Moors, Saxons, Bavarians, Avars, and Slavs, among others. There 

exists a long history of lauding the deeds of Charlemagne within the French epic 

chansons de geste performed by jongleurs (The Song of Roland, for instance) that dates 

back to 11th century (2006 Kibler and Morgan) and also among Spanish romances in both 

Spain and Latin America (Trapero 1996).  
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Illustration 6.2: Copyright page of the book Historia del Emperador Carlomagno y los 
Doce Pares de Francia, which purportedly belonged to an unnamed poeta in San Luís 
Potosí – picture featured in Décimas y Valonas de San Luís Potosí (1989). 

Here is an example written by arribeño poeta Pancho Berrones:  

 
OLIVEROS SE LUCÍA 
EN UNA GUERRA CAPAZ 
CUANDO VENCIÓ FIERABRÁS 
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AQUEL REY DE ALEJANDRÍA 
 
Un moro con elegancia 
de Turquía pasó peleando 
decía que venía buscando 
los doce pares de Francia 
con se escudo y gruesa lanza 
dondequiera combatía 
era rey de Alejandría 
era hijo de Almirante 
una guerra muy triunfante: 
OLIVEROS SE LUCÍA 
 
Un hombre muy elegante 
que alcanzaba grandes fuerzas 
desde el reino de aguas muertas 
venía pasar adelante 
aquel esforzado gigante 
cualquier hombre le temía 
por su mal fisonomía 
de que era muy sagaz’ 
en contra de Fierabrás: 
OLIVEROS SE LUCÍA 
 
Fue llegando Fierabrás 
a la tierra de cristianos 
venían veinte mil paganos 
a hacer su guerra capaz 
Carlomagno estaba en paz 
cuando supo que venía 
Ricarte de Normandía 
le preguntó a Carlomagno 
que quien era aquel pagano:  
OLIVEROS SE LUCÍA 
 

The peerage of France, proper, refers to a distinction in French nobility that has its 

origins in the Middle Ages. The mythical peerage, according to legend, however, were 

Charlemagne’s closest advisors and favored paladins, the “twelve peers”: Roland, 

Olivier, Gerin, Gerier, Berengier, Oton, Samsom, Engelier, Ivon, Ivoire, Anseïs, and 

Roussillon (2006 Kibler and Morgan). Confronted with this tema, Guillermo, in his 

poetic riposte, crafted an inversion and shifted focus and his mode of performance, and 

demanded attention to matters beyond those of European history. He explains: 
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Lo que yo siento haber puesto en juego fue simple y sencillamente la sensibilidad, 
la vocación de trovador que se empezó a definir en mi y a presentarse y con toda 
la buena intención – no por joder a los otros trovadores – sino porque yo sentía 
la necesidad de que se empezar a hablar de cosas que no se hablaban. 

He would reply to such petitions on the part of poetas like Pancho Berrones with the 

following:76 
 
DE QUE PUEDE TROVAR HOY EN DÍA 
EL POETA QUE SUBE AL TABLADO 
COMO UNIR EL PRESENTE AL PASADO 
EN LOS TEMAS DE NUESTRA POESÍA 
 
Si mas antes había la ignorancia 
de los hechos de historia de atrás 
Carlomagno, Roldán, Fierabrás 
las cruzadas, los pares de Francia 
hoy en día dejemos constancia 
de los hombres que con valentía 
se sacuden la vil tiranía 
con coraje y anhelo genuino 
hoy hablemos del Che y del Sandino: 
DE QUE PUEDE TROVAR HOY EN DÍA 

 

He explains: 
 

Era el tiempo [1970s] en el que algunos cantadores todavía me planteaban el tema de 
Carlomagno y los doce pares de Francia. Entonces yo les decía [the above poesía] . . . Yo le 
cantaba eso a don Toño García o don Toño Escalante o don Chon Meza y era como romper con 
algo. Pero como convocar también a que la misma poesía que se había venido ejercitando por 
tanto tiempo empezara a ocuparse de la realidad. Pero no por esnobismo sino por necesidad vital. 

Apart from the social upheaval already mentioned, we mustn’t forget that the 1960s, 

1970s and 1980s are also a time of revolutionary fervor throughout Latin America that 

had ramifications the continent over, not the least of which was U.S. interventionism. 

Human rights abuses abound. Guillermo senses the urgency of these current struggles for 

liberation occurring around him, acknowledges their relevancy – vis-à-vis the ancient 

conquests of Charlemagne –, and feels a necessity to speak to them: 

                                                
76 Guillermo and Pancho Berrones never encountered one another in a topada, this merely serves as an example. 
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Cuando yo llego a Xichú en el 76, que me incorporo al huapango, empiezo – pues 
cono todo el periodo iniciativo que tuve – empiezo a subirme a los tablados, 
empiezo a transpirar en la poesía el tiempo que estábamos viviendo: la 
devaluación de Echeverría, la lucha en Nicaragua, etc. 

What this points to, in my opinion, is a shift in content, a shift in temas that begin to 

incorporate the widespread immediacy of social, economic, and political changes 

throughout the hemisphere. The suggestion here is not that huapango arribeño is merely 

a practice through which disjuncture is reflected, but rather that it itself embodies this 

new metaphysics – the experiences of migration among its nascent practitioners being the 

most salient example. Not only do these new huapangueros begin to speak of their own 

lived realities of mobility and change, but they themselves are forged as practitioners 

through these newly shifting geographies of cultural transmission – Sebastian and Toño 

become practitioners in Mexico City, for instance.  

The title of this chapter is an invocation of this very process. In his first studio 

recording in 1982, Los Trovadores de Río Verde, San Ciro y Xichú, Guillermo includes 

four poesías and decimales that chronicle the taxing and arduous journey of a campesino 

from the Sierra Gorda who travels to Mexico City in search of work: 
 
COMO UN ENJAMBRE DESESPERADO 
ANDA LA GENTE POR DONDE QUIERA 
POR EL D.F., POR LA FRONTERA 
DONDE UN TRABAJO SE OIGA SONADO 
 
Con una caja, con un velís 
y la mirada triste y marchita 
sale uno obscura la mañanita 
y agarra flecha para San Luís 
atrás dejamos hijos, maíz 
o tal vez unos ni hayan sembrado 
queda la tierra, queda el arado 
en su abandono de cada día 
porque se carga la carestía: 
COMO UN ENJAMBRE DESESPERADO 
 
En la central es un hervidero 
“Voy a tal parte!” “Que a que hora sale?” 
“Déme un boleto, que no me jale!” 
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“Quítese compa, yo soy primero!” 
quien muy de gorra, quien de sombrero 
quien entra o sale del escusado  
en los andenes por lado y lado 
un corredero y un desafino 
pobre del pobre con su destino: 
COMO UN ENJAMBRE DESESPERADO 
 
En las revistas del estanquillo 
junto a las torta y los licuados 
se ven en foto los diputados 
y alguno que otro politiquillo 
todos de traje, todos de anillo 
con el bigote bien recortado 
y acá en el suelo casi encuerado 
un muchachito llora entumido 
tantos discursos de que han servido:  
COMO UN ENJAMBRE DESESPERADO 
 
A las ciudades mas populosas 
donde hay industrias y construcciones 
llegan del diario mucho camiones 
llenos de gentes menesterosas 
con dos, tres mudas, algunas cosas 
y en sentimiento muy desolado 
pensando en todo lo que ha quedado 
vamos al brete y a la pelea 
y hallar trabajo de lo que sea: 
COMO UN ENJAMBRE DESESPERADO 

He comments:   

“Como Un Enjambre Desesperado” son retratos de lo que yo veía en la fabrica y 
que traducía creativamente a la migración de la gente del noreste hacía el 
distrito federal . . . yo como creador lo que hice fue incorporar en esas poesías 
toda una experiencia vivida en carne propia por mi padre y que yo veía en ese 
tiempo como un fenómeno tangible de la gente emigrada de la sierra al distrito 
federal . . . del campesino temporalero . . . Ahí esta plasmado tanto lo que yo en 
lo personal viví, como lo que estaba viendo que pasaba en ese tiempo 

His experiences in the factory became the basis for poesía that spoke to the emergent 

disjunctural realities of mass migration, the hostile political climate, and conditions of 

economic hardship of that time: daily life. In his words, he became conscious of many 

things, and not for want of participating in a “political movement,” so to speak, but rather 
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out of necessity. The lived alienation of work and the city were, for him, the most 

political of experiences:   

Al entrar yo a trabajar, a estar en contacto directo con el ambiente obrero, a 
tomar el camión en la mañana, a tomarme un licuado antes de chequar me 
tarjeta, estar desde en la mañana hasta en la noche, regresar cansado, dormir 
unas horas y tener que levantarme muy temprano también, estar enfrentando al 
mismo tiempo una crisis depresiva en la que estaba y que fui remontando a base 
de agallas también – eso me abrió los poros a muchas cosas para las que yo no 
había sido suficientemente consciente.  

 
ESE LUNES MUY DE MAÑANITA 
MADRUGAMOS EN BUSCA DE CHAMBA 
AHÍ VI COMO ESTA DE CARAMBA 
Y QUE TRATO LE DAN AL PAISITA77 
 
Con los ojos cargados de sueño 
prendí el radio donde dan la hora 
tres y cuarto se oyó sin demora 
tres y cuarto pensé con empeño 
mi pariente me dijo risueño: 
“Todavía es muy temprano compita, 
nos echamos otra pestañita, 
y cuando oigas que digan las cinco, 
entonce si nos paramos de un brinco:” 
ESE LUNES MUY DE MAÑANITA 
 
A las cinco y minutos nos fuimos 
a esperar que pasara el camión 
y ahí mismo empezó la cuestión 
porque apenas, apenas cupimos 
a codazos y como pudimos 
agarrando nuestra petaquita 
nos hicimos hasta un esquinita 
al pendiente de algún mala maña 
porque aquí nunca falta, si, saña: 
ESE LUNES MUY DE MAÑANITA 
 
Tlalnepantla me entro por los ojos 
como un panorama tedioso 
cielo pardo y ambiente brumoso 
puestos, bardas, premura y enojo 
entre prisas y semáforos rojos 
iba mi alma como la abejita 
que volando a su florecita 
no hace caso a mas inquietudes 

                                                
77 Paisano 
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empezaban la vicisitudes: 
ESE LUNES MUY DE MAÑANITA 
 
De las seis a las nueve, las diez 
estuvimos la bola de gente 
esperando que un tal gerente 
revisara sus listas del mes 
salio el viejo con mucha altivez  
muy peinado y de corbatita 
a decir que en su fabrica ahorita 
no habría chamba quien sabe hasta cuando 
y nosotros oyendo y sudando: 
ESE LUNES MUY DE MAÑANITA 
 
De ahí fuimos a otras companias  
pero en todas siempre era lo mismo 
la tristeza, el sudor, el bolismo 
y que vuelvan entre ocho días 
me sentí con las manos vacías 
pobre, lejos, una basurita 
una cosa que nadie acredita 
que no tiene ningún valimiento 
y de veras me entro sentimiento: 
ESE LUNES MUY DE MAÑANITA 

It would seem that Guillermo is perhaps an exception to the norm, but this is not so, for 

even older poetas – the same poetas whose petitions regarding Charlemagne Guillermo 

would dare challenge and instead speak to Sandino and Nicaragua – echoed this emergent 

structure of feeling, as their expressive activity flowed through the rhythmic and 

processual tensions of lived experience (Flores 1995). “Thought as felt and feeling as 

thought” compelled them to narrativize their changing life-world, as Jameson (1991) 

suggests (Williams 1977: 132). Socorro Perea (1989) makes note of this shift during her 

own research in the 1970s: 

Muchos [Sierra Gorda/Zona Media natives], por la mala situación en que se 
encuentran, han emigrado a Estados Unidos, pero no olvidan su pasado y sobre 
todo su música . . . Según la época, las ‘poesías’ informan al público de los 
acontecimientos del día. Actualmente hablan de los narcotraficantes, de la 
inflación, del dólar, de la miseria y la falta de trabajo. (23)  
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Mauro Villeda, seventy-years-old at the time briefly anticipates Guillermo and poetically 

renders the economic crisis of 198178 and subsequent migration to the U.S.: 
 
QUE VAYA CON DIOS PORTILLO79 
SE VA PARA OTRAS NACIONES 
SE VA MUY AGRADECIDO 
CON CANTIDAD DE MILLONES 
 
El año mil nueve y cientos 
en el año ochenta y uno 
gobiernos un por uno 
desde los primeros tiempos 
llevan sus elementos 
a lugares conocidos 
sus palacios muy lucidos 
sus casas muy relujosas 
recordando de esas cosas: 
QUE VAYA CON DIOS PORTILLO 
 
Pues no hay celos, ni hay agravios 
aunque andamos en desfortuna 
de el no tuvimos ayuda 
solo  pequeños propietarios 
pero no el ejidatario 
de toditos los ejidos 
ninguno es consentido 
según por lo que estoy viendo 
nada le fuimos debiendo: 
QUE VAYA CON DIOS PORTILLO 
 
Ya va a tener su salida 
se va para otro lugar 
con toda su familia 
de nuestra patria querida 
y viene otro de Colima80 
siguiendo el mismo destino 
esto digo en mi sentido 
con mi corta inteligencia 
ya lo declaro la prensa:  
QUE VAYA CON DIOS PORTILLO 
 
Ya no volvimos a verlo 
lo que nos dejo plantado 
en los pueblos todo caro 
nomás nos dejo el recuerdo  

                                                
78 Just prior to the Mexican debt crisis of 1982. 
79 Mexican president José López Portillo (1976-1982)  
80 Incoming Mexican President Miguel de la Madrid (1982-1988), originally from Colima, Colima.  
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luego que entro ese gobierno 
todo bien encarecido 
alimentos y hasta los vinos 
lo digo quedito y recio  
todo subió de precio: 
QUE VAYA CON DIOS PORTILLO 
 
 
 
 
 
SE ACBARON PRETENSIONES 
POR EL MAIZ ENCARECIDO 
HASTA LOS MAS COPETONES81 
A BUEN PRECIO LO HAN COMIDO 
 
En fin le voy a acordar 
del año ochenta y tres 
el año viene al revés   
ya no hay ningún temporal 
muchas tierras sin sembrar 
por toditas las regiones 
por allí se oyen las clamores 
de lo que ya origina 
muchos le entran e la harina: 
SE ACBARON PRETENSIONES 
 
Las aguas se están secando 
en todas los nacimientos 
van a ser puros tormentos 
por lo que se está mirando 
las fechas se están llegando 
de aquellos historiadores 
dejaron enplantaciones 
de lo que va suceder 
como le iremos a hacer: 
SE ACBARON PRETENSIONES 
 
Muchos que se van al norte 
piden prestado el pasaje 
las mujeres al talache 
y de allá les mandan reporte 
“as la milpa y tumba el monte, 
por allí les van los dólares” 
y yo he visto que en ocasiones 
ya no los quieren allá 
los avientan para acá: 
SE ACBARON PRETENSIONES 
 

                                                
81 The richest. 
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De toditos los estados 
van al norte a trabajar 
unos vienen y otros van 
como grandes ciudadanos 
de puritos Mexicanos 
son mas de cinco millones 
que han dejado sus regiones 
y también a su familia 
comiendo puritita harina: 
SE ACBARON PRETENSIONES 

  

In the former poesía, Mauro – with sobering wit – critically voices his thoughts on the 

devastating legacy of López Portillo’s presidency: theft, corruption, an economy in ruin, 

an increased cost of living, and the struggles of the ejido in the face of what would later 

develop into full-blown neoliberal structural adjustment. In the latter, he elaborates the 

realities of drought, unproductive lands, and economic hardship that contribute to 

people’s decision to migrate to the U.S. In fact, he tells us that because of the 

unprofitability (thus scarcity) of planting corn, people opt to use a cheaper alternative 

with which to make their tortillas – flour. These poesías offer an incredibly lucid picture, 

a window into the social lives of communities within the region in the late 1970s and 

early 1980s. In addition, another important and yet subtle implicit intervention is located 

in the ninth stanza of the third decima of “QUE VAYA CON DIOS PORTILLO.” It is 

here where Mauro says “ya lo declaro la prensa.” This is none other than a self-reflective 

narrative admission of his shifting role as a practitioner of huapango arribeño – he, and 

his compañeros del destino, are now confronted by a distinct reality, a moment where the 

place, role, and understanding of their craft is changing. They are no longer the sole 

bearers of news. Things like the press (radio and television) are far more widespread. I 

suggest the differences between Mauro and Guillermo are not so great, but the times at 

which they become practitioners are, 1925 and 1976 respectively. The fluid negotiation 

of the form of performance and its content in the 1970s/1980s is one marked by a 
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generational transition, one that ultimately implicates a change in voices, of mentalities, 

and of social realities. The nuanced shades of difference between these generations are 

embedded in a larger transitioning imaginary. This is to say, there begins to emerge a 

significant disparity between their respective social lives. Guillermo’s life, as it were, is 

less confined to the Sierra Gorda, for his increasingly globalized world is one accentuated 

by a metaphysical and epistemological transcendence of his immediate surroundings. 

Meaning, whereas earlier poetas’ experiences were circumscribed by what they 

themselves could come to sense, know, understand (their communities and their local 

travels), and what they at times read in books (or from those who would read to them), 

the imaginary of nascent practitioners of the 1970s/1980s is defined more and more by a 

hyper-mobility actualized through communication, laboring, and migration, all of which 

begin to find expression within huapango arribeño. Guillermo comments: 

Por el perfil que tenían aquellos trovadores y  a mí por la razón que sea, por la 
historia personal me toco irrumpir en la tradición con una carga de muchas 
cosas que ya puse en juego. Yo tengo un perfil distinto, soy más híbrido y 
entonces lo que empecé fue a intuir muchas cosas. Cuando empecé a entrar en 
contacto con otros poetas, a las topadas, a las confrontaciones . . . yo traía un 
ímpetu que naturalmente empezó a poner en juego otras cosas.  

And continues: 

Ya no vamos a trovar sobre anatomía, sobre cosas que antes trovaba don Mauro 
– el trovaba temas como de astronomía y todo eso – pero si podemos, e incluso 
dentro de esos temas de astronomía y otros que por tiempo no cultivamos mucho, 
se puede hacer poesías que renueven la visión de muchas cosas . . . No se trata de 
repetir los clichés . . .  Esta bien hablar de Carlomagno – que cayo en desuso – 
pero hoy nos tocaría hablar de la guerra en Irak, nos tocaría hablar de la 
hipocresía de George Bush, nos toca hablar de la hipocresía de la política 
migratorio en Estados Unidos, nos toca hablar del orgullo de ser lo que somos 
acá [México], nos toca hablar de que México no es el amarillismo de la 
corrupción  – somos mucho mas que eso. 
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Poetas were beginning to see themselves less as “scholars,” so to speak, and 

rather as voices that critically interpreted the popular/collective experience, sentiment, 

and subjectivity of communities; as individuals entrusted with sharing an eloquent 

opinion; as those whom gave informed commentary and invited others to listen and 

reflect. This particular performative dimension has always been present within huapango 

arribeño, yet it became static at a moment of global transformation (1950s-1960s) only to 

emerge as the primary mode of performance in the 1970s and 1980s. Guillermo:  

De algunos años para acá se a recuperado la función del trovador como 
informante, como gente que tiene una opinión y da un punto de vista. 
 
LOS POETAS TROVADORES TENEMOS OPINIÓN 
Y EXPRESARLA ES HOY DÍA LEGÍTIMO DERECHO 
SIGUE VALIENDO EL VERSO, LA VOZ, EL PECHO 
AUNQUE HAYA PRENSA ESCRITA, RADIO Y TELEVISIÓN 

This is crystallized in the cultivation of new thematic points of convergence within 

poesía. Poetas begin to speak of migration, give explicit political commentary, and offer 

their perspective on mass culture. Guillermo asserts: 

La renovación de los contenidos de la poesía, se empezaron a preocupar por 
abordar temas que tuvieran que ver con la experiencia de vida de la gente, 
particularmente con el fenómeno de la migración al norte, con la realidad 
política del país, con el cuestionamiento al arte mercantilizado para afirmar lo 
propio . . . Me toco vivir la tradición y traducirla al tiempo que me ha tocado 
vivir.  

In his final decimal on the 1982 studio recording, he draws attention to his understanding 

of the changing role of the poeta and its importance: 
 

NO QUIERO SER CANTADOR 
ESPECIAL EN VANIDADES 

HAY QUE TROVAR EL AMOR 
PERO TAMBIÉN LAS VERDADES 

 
(1) Yo soy sensible a la vida    (3) El que se plante a cantar 
esa es mi cualidad     debe sentir la existencia 
siento cada realidad     y expresar la convivencia 
de una manera encendida      sin impedir aflorar 
el pajarito que anida     lo que nos hace llorar 
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el agua, el sol, y al flor     lo que nos cause estupor 
pero también el dolor     lo santo y conmovedor 
me conmueve y no lo escondo    la montaña y el gusano 
si no es para hablar a fondo    todo es sentimiento humano 
NO QUIERO SER CANTADOR    HAY QUE TROVAR EL AMOR 
 
(2) Los cantadores de hoy día    (4) Quien quiera ser guitarrero 
hacen mas por divertir     debe perder todo el miedo 
y es que no dejan surgir     en este tiempo hablar quedo 
la fuerza de la poesía     solo el que es convenenciero 
pero crece mi alegría     el canto ha de ser sincero 
sintiendo las claridades     y abarcar las realidades 
que hay en las nuevas edades    que en nuestras comunidades 
respecto de este quehacer     nos mantienen sojuzgados 
yo tampoco quiero ser     yo trovaré saludados 
ESPECIAL EN VANIDADES    PERO TAMBIÉN LAS VERDADES 

 

 

REVITALIZING TRADITION 

In 1983, by way of circumstances that will become clearer in the following 

section, Guillermo and his brother Eliazar develop two projects aimed at revitalizing the 

spaces of huapango arribeño through alternative means. The idea wasn’t to “rescue” 

tradition, but rather to overcome the disjunctured circuits of cultural transmission that 

were generating a chasm between older and new practitioners. Through a chance meeting 

with Leonel Durán, director of the Dirección General de Culturas Populares, Guillermo 

and Eliazar garnered financial support with which to organize huapango arribeño 

workshops throughout the Sierra Gorda of Guanajuato and a festival in Xichú in honor of 

past practitioners, both of which sought not only to dignify the work of huapangueros but 

also create alternative spaces to facilitate intergenerational interaction. Guillermo 

explains: 

Dos, tres años después de que yo empiezo a tocar, me doy cuenta intuitivamente 
también de que los mecanismos de transmisión de la tradición no bastaban y que 
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tal vez sería útil buscar maneras nuevas de transmitir el conocimiento técnico y 
de toda índole de una generación a otra. 

The workshops were centered on both transmitting the rudimentary musical skills 

required to play the ensemble instruments and familiarizing students with the poetic 

forms utilized. He continues: 

Se nos ocurrió convocar a un taller en el que de lo que se trataba era propiciar el 
acercamiento de los viejo músico y poetas con los niños y jóvenes que estuvieran 
interesados . . . a juntarlos a ver que sucedía, empezar a descifrar como hacer 
útil el acercamiento. 

Eliazar remembers eighty students showed up for the first meeting, and they only had 

three guitarras quintas! Among the first musicians invited to teach the students were 

Lorenzo Lopez, Agapito Briones, Lorenzo Camacho, Simitrio Aguilar, Asunción Aguilar, 

and Miguel González, in addition to Guillermo himself.82 These sessions were held once 

to twice a month in Xichú, Victoria, and San Luís de la Paz and lasted close to fours 

years. As of late, workshops have been incorporated into the programming and outreach 

activities of municipal casas de cultura in varying degrees throughout Guanajuato, 

Querétaro, and San Luís Potosí. On that note, as an alternative to conventional/traditional 

instruction, those involved in workshop settings opted for a popular education teaching 

methods – they utilized play and games to transmit the various musical and poetic 

elements involved. For example:   

Los niños que estaban interesados en versificar – naturalmente que no íbamos a 
decirles, pues porque ni lo sabíamos en ese entonces, la décima espinela viene del 
siglo XVI y que quien sabe que, no  – no sabían ni que era una consonante, que 
cosa era una rima, entonces prescindir de las rimas. Había ahí en el patio de la 
casa donde hacíamos el taller una jaula y un pájaro . . . y entonces pues se nos 
ocurrió, “Bueno, tu eres la jaula y tu eres el [pájaro]. Que se dirían? Pero, no se 
preocupen de versificar, pónganse a platicar. Que se diría la jaula con el pajarito 
. . . ” Era una controversia, era una real controversia, pero era un juego. 
 

                                                
82 Higinio was invited to facilitate sessions in the 1990s.  
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Workshops continue to this day and they have produced some musicians, still their 

greatest achievement has been the coupling of customary means of transmission with 

poplar education methodology, a complimentary pairing that has lessened the 

generational chasm. 

Relatedly, the very first festival, initially a one-day affair, took place on 

December 31st, 1983, the date upon which Xichú already hosted one of its two annual 

topadas.83 This is still the case, yet the festival now begins on the 29th and concludes on 

the 31st.  For a number of years the festival was principally organized as an homage to 

pasts practitioners – Festival de Homenaje a los Viejos Maestros Huapangueros. To this 

end, their labor of performance was publicly recognized, they were given a small token of 

appreciation, and were invited to participate in a public forum where they were given the 

opportunity to speak to their experiences, their communities, their lives, their art. In 1983, 

Pancho Berrones, Tranquilino Méndez, Antonio García, Antonio Escalante, Agapito 

Briones, Tomás Aguilar, Ceferino Juárez, Román Gómez, Pedro Carreón, and Lorenzo 

López were the first to be honored.84 Now, it exists as the Festival del Huapango 

Arribeño y de la Cultura de la Sierra Gorda and is focused around a distinct central 

theme each year. And to this day, the apex of the festival remains the topada. Close to six 

thousand people ring in each new-year dancing in Xichú’s central plaza to the oscillating 

performance of two ensembles, an all-night encounter that begins at around midnight and 

lasts roughly ten to eleven hours. In addition, the organizing committee has been and 

continues to be composed of Xichú natives (musicians, campesinos, migrants, local 

residents, etc.) and is funded primarily independently of official institutions and 

                                                
83 The other topada is held on September 16th.  
84 Mauro Villeda was among those honored in 1986. 
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municipal monies. The committee relies on independent fundraisers and modest 

donations from Sierra Gorda natives. 

 A consequence of both the workshops and festival, it may be said, has been the 

incorporation of women into the tradition. Their presence remains marginal, yet there 

does exist a potential for shifting the overall gender dynamic within its practice. If we 

recall, Socorro Perea began recording and performing on the radio with Los Cantores de 

la Sierra in the late 1970s. However, from my understanding, she never fully 

incorporated herself into the practice of huapango arribeño. She merely interpreted Toño 

Escalante’s poesías and decimales. Thus, it can be argued that hers was more an attempt 

at commercializing the music rather than a desire to become a practitioner, proper. That 

said, María Isabel “Chabe” Flores is perhaps the first woman to assert her presence 

within an ensemble as a full-time member and participant. She was born in 1951 in the 

Xichú mine settlement; her parents actually met there (her father worked there for forty 

years). She grew up in Xichú and was a childhood friend of Guillermo’s. They grew up 

together, went to church together, and both shared a fascination with music from an early 

age. Chabe’s love of music, she admits, is in part due to her father, Ruperto Flores. She 

writes:      

Por 45 años fue trovador y guitarrero ejerciendo el destino en velaciones, bodas, 
fiestas populares, eventos políticos, cumpleaños, fiestas familiares (en este ámbito 
familiar ejerció toda su vida). Contaba con un amplio repertorio de poesía propia 
y algunas del dominio público, interpretaba muchas canciones, algunos cuentos y 
testimonios sobre sus vicencias. Un tiempo también presentó pastorelas 
integrando casi a toda su familia y las presentaban en la mina y en el Real de 
Xichú. (Flores Solano 2001: 8) 

She adds: 

Mi papa influyo mucho a mi a una hermana que también canta . . . Cuando 
éramos así niñas, mi casa en Xichú era un a posada para toda le gente que 
llegaba de las comunidades . . . No había carreteras antes, entonces toda la gente 
que llegaba el fin de semana se tenía que quedar para hacer sus compras, para ir 
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a misa el domingo, para arreglar algún asunto, entonces tenían que pedir 
permiso en las casas para dormir ahí. En mi casa llegaban alrededor de 
cincuenta a cien personas . . . familias . . . Llena, llena la casa . . . mi papa tenia 
petates para la gente que llegaba, o’ sea no les dábamos cobija, pero si un petate 
y un espacio para que durmieran. Se llenaba la casa los fines de semana. 
Entonces todo lo que yo estaba aprendiendo en la escuela – yo estaba en primer 
año y en ese entonces no enseñaban cantos, en ese tiempo se acostumbraba 
cancioncitas que al mismo tiempo se bailaban o se dramatizaban – todo lo que yo 
iba aprendiendo en la escuela lo hacíamos los fines de semana, hacíamos como 
un especie de teatro para le gente que llegaba. Igual incorporábamos a las 
muchachas que llegaban de los ranchos, las poníamos a bailar, o a cantar, o a 
declamar, o a hacer juego. So era de todos lo sábados . . . Luego también 
empezamos a cantar algunas canciones. Entonces llegaba alguna gente y mi papa 
nos hablaba, “le van a cantar a esta señora.” Desde muy niña nos puso el a 
cantar.  

Hers was a lively home, a childhood filled with music and song, and a father whom 

insisted she cultivate her talents. By the time she was twelve, she joined the church choir 

and began to develop the powerful voice she has to this day. Her familiarity with 

huapango arribeño came by way of observing and listening to her father perform, yet she 

also encountered the music at bailes, topadas, and fiestas:   

Yo escuchaba desde niña a los poetas mas que nada en las bodas, pero yo no 
tenía ningún conocimiento de lo que era una décima, de que ellos improvisaban . 
. . de que ellos fueran trovadores . . . Cuando los escuchaba así en las fiestas, casi 
siempre era cantando algo sobre el matrimonio. Luego yo como catequista a 
veces salíamos a los ranchos, entonces me llamaba mucha la atención cuando 
estábamos comiendo oír . . . los huapangueros.  

By the time she was a teenager, however, she and her sister were more interested in 

dancing huapango, not just listening. Their mother forbade them. Still, she smiles:  

Mi mama no nos dejaba – así cuando nosotras éramos chicas, una hermana y yo 
– no nos dejaba así que a los bailes. Nos escapábamos. Si era el 16 de septiembre 
o en año nuevo nos la llevábamos al jardín y la dejábamos platicando con 
alguien y mientras no veía íbamos bien despacito así dando la vuelta y ya que nos 
le perdíamos, corríamos, nos echábamos un zapateado y nos regresábamos a 
seguir dando la vuelta.  
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From 1973-1976, she studied at a social-work school in Celaya, Guanajuato after 

which she returned to the Sierra Gorda to work and came across Guillermo. She was 

surprised to know of his whereabouts, as far as she knew he was still on his way to 

becoming a priest. He explained, told her about his time in Mexico City, his decision to 

pursue huapango arribeño, and shared with her some of his poesía. She remembers:    

Cuando yo le escuche la primera poesía, ya con esta de la carestía o la de cayo la 
seca, a mi se me revelo, no se que, pues así como que cosa, que en este esquema 
tradicional se pueda hacer algo, se pueda modificar los contenidos, puedas 
despertar el interés. Porque yo considero que hasta ese tiempo no había mucho 
interés por la tradición. O’ sea todo era así muy repetitivo, muy tradicional. Si 
acaso las improvisaciones que hacían a los políticos . . . era lo mas tangible . . . 
Cuando yo escuche lo que empezaba a hacer Guillermo . . . fue una revelación. 
Empecé a tomar conciencia de que es lo que hacían los trovadores . . . y a valorar 
lo que hacía mi papa.   

These childhood friends fell in love soon after and married in 1979 – she conquered him, 

she insists. After Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú release their first studio recording in 

1982, they are invited to perform some of its material in Mexico City. On this occasion, 

Guillermo invites Don Benito Lara, a local Xichú huapango dancer, and Chabe to dance 

during the performance. From that point on they become members of Los Leones. In 

1985, Chabe sang a few poesía planta melodies and songs written by Guillermo on the 

second studio recording of Los Leones – Viva el Huapango. The next year she 

participates in the same manner on the third studio recording, Me Voy Pa’l Norte, yet on 

this occasion she also takes part in a controversia or contrapunto where she plays the role 

of wife to an immigrant whom returns to Guanajuato after working in the U.S. – the 

migrant played by Guillermo. The exchange between the two is in décima form and 

details the tensions and hardships of marriage, migration, and gender roles across 

borders.  
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Illustration 6.3: Chabe Flores with Raúl Orduña y Los Trovadores – Austin, Texas. 

They dialogically construct the following decimal: 
 

(Guillermo) ¿MUJER PORQUE ME AMENAZAS? 
(Chabe) ESO ES LO QUE TE HAS GRANJEADO 

(Guillermo) YO CREO QUE DE CRUEL TE PASAS 
(Chabe) Y TU DE DESOBLIGADO 

 
(1) Te largas así nomás (Ch)    (3) Al norte has ido tres años (Ch) 
por la carestía que azota (G)    pero sin suerte ni modo (G) 
no es cierto se te alborota (Ch)    no es cierto te gastas todo (Ch) 
viejita ya ponte en paz (G)     ya déjate de regaños (G)  
yo acá ni estufa de gas (Ch)    tampoco tu de des baños (Ch) 
la leña hace buenas brazas (G)    aflójame tus tenazas (G) 
malejos en ti que trazas (Ch)    otros haciendo sus casas (Ch) 
¿que mas te puedo decir? (G)    yo no soy hombre de vienes (G) 
pero te has de arrepentir (Ch)    vergüenza es lo que no tienes (Ch)  
¿MUJER PORQUE ME AMENAZAS?   YO CREO QUE DE CRUEL TE PASAS  
 
(2) No se yo que me reprochas (G)     (4) Te lo juro por diosito (G)   
¿que crees tu que pueda ser? (Ch)    yo creo ni tu te la crees (Ch) 
la verdad no se mujer (G)     será la ultimita vez (G)  
pues que todo lo derrochas (Ch)    yo no te creo, ni el bendito (Ch) 
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¿mejor, porque no lo mochas? (G)    déjame darte un besito (G)  
porque no creas que he acabado (Ch)   no seas tan desvergonzado (Ch) 
me tienes arrinconado (G)     dime que estoy perdonado (G) 
como chivo en el corral (Ch)    ni eso ni nada te digo (Ch) 
¿por qué me tratas tan mal? (G)    te pasas de cruel conmigo (G) 
ESO ES LO QUE TE HAS GRANJEADO    Y TU DE DESOBLIGADO 

With reference to the contrapuntos her and Guillermo have engaged in over the years, 

Chabe comments: 

Cuando empezamos a hacer esto de las controversias, parece que no, pero yo 
creo que si ayudo o a ayudado a despertar un poco de la conciencia también en 
algunas de la mujeres del campo. O’ sea, no ser tan sometidas, porque nos lo 
llegaron a decir. Señores nos llegaron a decir, “Oiga ya no cante eso porque mi 
señora ya se me esta poniendo brava.” Y bueno lo decían en parte broma, pero 
yo creo en general . . . a logrado despertar la conciencia en mucha gente. Y en 
este caso, ya una mujer que también este en controversia ahí y que las señoras le 
escuchan, pues tiene que moverles por ahí algo. Yo creo que si a influido eso, no 
en todas pero yo creo que en una que otra. A mi se me hace importante eso. 

 

The powerful symbolism embedded in these gendered exchanges, according to 

her, represents an aesthetically contoured cultural intervention in sexual and gender 

politics among communities. Further, Chabe, as a full-member of Los Leones, has exerted 

her gendered presence and at once shifted the masculinist vision of the music itself. 

Though, I must add, she does not participate in topadas, for she does not consider herself 

a poeta by any means. She, in part, laments this. Although she can and does write 

décimas, she is not a poeta, this is a gift that escapes her, so she says. And this is 

something that is made that much more obvious to her after having come across women 

decimistas from other poetic traditions (i.e. Puerto Rico, Uruguay). Over the years she 

has had to negotiate her varying roles as mother, performer, and organizer, as her work 

around the Xichú festival and the workshops has been crucial in maintaining those 

spaces. Another woman that has played a similar role to Chabe´s within huapango 
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arribeño and deserves mention is Leonila González, wife of poeta Ángel González and 

member of Los Campesinos de la Sierra.  

The huasteco tradition, on the other hand, has seen a far greater presence of 

women performers: Esperanza Zumaya of Veracruz, Paty Chávez of Tamaulipas, and 

Reina Chávez from Querétaro85, to name some of the more prominent contemporary 

practitioners. Also, in recent years, the abundance of son huasteco workshops throughout 

the huasteca regions have produced a great amount of young practitioners, many of them 

young women: the all-female huasteco ensemble Las Perlitas Queretanas comes to mind. 

Not to be left behind, the arribeño workshops have also produced a few women violinists 

and poetas. Unfortunately, due to patriarchal social mores, many have often given up the 

practice of huapango arribeño after marriage or motherhood. Still, there are a few who 

are testing the waters and beginning to perform. Norma Enriquez Prieto, for example, is 

sixteen years old and has been attending the Xichú workshop for three years. I had the 

privilege of witnessing her perform in Ahuacatlán de Guadalupe, Querétaro. Here is part 

of her decimal:     
CON MI QUINTA HUAPANGUERA 
ESTANDO EN ESTE LUGAR 
YO LOS QUIERO SALUDAR 
A MI MODO Y A MI MANERA 
 
(1) En este bonito día 
les canto sinceramente 
estando yo aquí presente 
con gusto y con alegría 
y con grande simpatía 
andando por dondequiera 
saludarlos yo quisiera 
al compás de estar tocando 
por eso digo cantando 
CON MI QUINTA HUAPANGUERA 
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RECORDING AND DOCUMENTING 

Only a few practitioners have stepped into the studio to record/document 

huapango arribeño and those who have, have done so for varied reasons. Some want to 

make a statement; that is, theirs is an attempt to demonstrate that this music is worthy of 

being recorded just like any other music. Others make the decision to record at the behest 

of members of communities whom want a tape or CD to listen to; people often want to 

add huapango arribeño to their music collections. Still, others decide to record as 

personal project, out of sheer desire to do so. All things considered, I cannot speak with 

any certainty as to when this music was first recorded, yet Ceferino Juárez – violinist 

(1902-1986) from Villa Juárez, San Luís Potosí mentioned in chapter two – explains: 

Andando con mi papa [Severiano Juárez] grabaron unos discos de fonógrafo, eran unos tubitos 
anchitos y larguitos; los metían en el fonógrafo y chillaban: sss sss… se ponía las tripitas en los 
oídos. Eso fue en el año del 17. Ahí quedó la música grabada. Mi hermano la tenía, pero se le 
descompuso el motorcito. (Quoted in Velázquez 2004: 272) 

This was in 1917. Aside from this instance, it remains unknown if any other musicians 

recorded prior to the 1970s. Once more, Socorro Perea made three commercial recordings 

of huapango arribeño in the late 1970s (the first in 1978) that feature Román Gómez 

(primera vara), Ismael Martínez (segunda vara), Faustino Ojeda (jarana), and Antonio 

Escalante (guitarra quinta), whom she “baptizes” with the name Los Cantores de la 

Sierra. In 1985, Discos Corasón released Antologia del Son de Mexico produced by 

Eduardo Llerenas, Enrique Ramírez de Arellano, and Baruj Lieberman that features Toño 

Escalante y Los Gorriones de La Sierra (the same musicians on Perea’s recordings) and 

El Conjunto de Pedro Sauceda (featuring Eusebio Méndez, primera vara; Fransisco 

Rivera, segunda vara; and Bruno Oviedo, vihuela). Though released in the mid 1980s, 

these ensembles were recorded in 1979 in La Plazuela, Río Verde, San Luís Potosí and in 

                                                
85 Reina Chávez, La Voz de la Sierra, is the daughter of Mauro Villeda, my aunt. She has been singing and performing 
publicly since the age of thirteen. She most often performed with son huasteco trios and mariachi from time to time. 
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1980 in San Luís Potosí, San Luís Potosí, respectively. In the early 1980s, Ángel 

González y Los Campesinos de la Sierra step into the studio as do Guillermo Velázquez y 

Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú. I was unable to track down recordings of the former 

group, but I have acquired Guillermo’s initial studio work, the first of which is entitled 

Los Trovadores de Río Verde, San Ciro y Xichú (1982). For Guillermo, the decision to 

record was one he struggled with: 

Yo me resistí al principio, me resistí mucho a grabar el huapango. Me pareció 
algo que era muy delicado, algo que no me pertenecía como individual y que yo 
tenía que tener mucho tacto y mucha delicadeza al entrarle al asunto . . . Yo 
siempre he considerado que esta música es patrimonio de todos, de nadie como 
individuo. 

Illustration 6.4: Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú (Leon Lara, Guillermo Guevara, 
Guillermo Velázquez, Inez Suarez) in the studio – picture featured in the liner notes for 
Los Trovadores de Río Verde, San Ciro y Xichú (1982). 
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The “album” was sponsored/funded in part by FONADAN (Fondo Nacional para el 

Desarrollo de la Danza), produced by Naldo Labrín (Argentine musician and director of 

the nueva canción ensemble Sanampay), and recorded in conjunction with the Ediciones 

Pentagrama label, which had been recently launched at that time. Their website states: 
 
EDICIONES PENTAGRAMA nace el 6 de octubre de 1981 y desde entonces sus objetivos han 
estado dirigidos a convertir a esta empresa en una verdadera alternativa en el ámbito musical de 
nuestro país. Igualmente se ha hecho especial énfasis en producir y distribuir las grabaciones de 
las múltiples manifestaciones musicales de la República Mexicana. Por ello, en nuestro catálogo 
se encuentran grabaciones como El Encuentro de Jaraneros en Tlacotalpan, Veracruz, el 
Encuentro de Chileneros o Jaranas Yucatecas o Rancheras Corridas, el Son Huasteco, Música 
Purepecha y nuevos compositores, entre muchas otras. 

Los Leones chose to partner with a not-so-typical record label and enjoy a ten-year 

relationship with Pentagrama, after which they parted ways and went on to record 

independently.86 I ask Guillermo what the logic was behind the decision, considering the 

problematic implications of potentially commercializing huapango arribeño: He says: 

Yo desde que empecé acercarme a la música me parecía importante – y conste 
que hace 30 años era una fantasía grabar, todo eso estaba absolutamente 
monopolizada y controlada por las disqueras, acceso a esos ámbitos era 
impensable – me parecía muy importante el intento del quehacer artístico se 
difundiera, no para competir con el ámbito de la música comercial, sino para 
demostrar que era posible romper los tabús y lo que tu hicieras como creador 
pudiera cuando menos compartirse con tu entorno inmediato.  

Others who have chosen to record professionally echo this sentiment.87 Among them are 

Tobías Hernández, Pablo González, José Mendoza, and Raúl Orduña. Los Leones have 

undoubtedly recorded most extensively. They have close to thirty studio recordings to 

their name. Still, we must put this in perspective and remember their efforts are “out-of-

the-trunk” affairs. You won’t find these albums at Tower Records. One may only 

                                                
86 After completing the first recording in 1982, they were given the opportunity to formally present the material in the 
Museo de Culturas Populares in Mexico, City, where they subsequently met Leonel Durán and began to develop the 
workshop/festival projects. 
87 Some simply record themselves during live performances and opt not to go into the studio, Cándido Martínez, for 
instance. 
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purchase them at performances and maybe (a big maybe) at local town record shops or 

cultural centers.   

 

 

BEYOND LA SIERRA GORDA/ZONA MEDIA (THE WHITE KNIGHTS PROTEST) 

Recording huapango arribeño had unintended consequences for Los Leones. 

Chance encounters and unsought relationships thrust them into the word of Latin 

American protest song or nueva canción/nueva trova, of which some of the more 

emblematic figures include Victor Jara of Chile; Mercedes Sosa and Atahualpa Yupanqui 

of Argentina; Silvio Rodríguez and Pablo Milanés of Cuba; and Amparo Ochoa, Oscar 

Chávez and Los Folkloristas of Mexico. Los Leones quickly adapt: 

Empiezo a entrar en contacto con el mundo de la nueva canción porque el 
productor de ese disco fue Modesto López . . . El empezaba Pentagrama en ese 
entonces . . . apenas tenía unos cuantos títulos y el se intereso en que su 
compañía produjera ese disco. Y por supuesto, siendo Modesto un emigrado 
[Argentino] alrededor de el estaban todos los artistas emigrados. Entonces, ese 
trabajo se conoció. En esa puerta que se abre, que yo ni siquiera había previsto, 
nos empezaron a invitar a algunos festivales en ese contexto de efervescencia, a 
juntar recursos para Nicaragua, etc. Entonces, empezamos a irrumpir en el 
ámbito de los compositores y cantantes de la nueva canción Mexicana e 
internacional. Me toco estar en eventos donde estuvo Chris Kristofferson, por 
ejemplo, aquí en Querétaro en el de los derechos humanos. Como una vertiente 
temática que yo cantaba embonaba perfectamente con los compositores de 
canciones . . . Y se veía como novedad que un trovador de origen campesino de 
acá y acompañado por músicos de ese perfil estuviera diciendo aquellas cosas. 
Eso era de alguna manera inédito. Esa fue la manera como se dio el contacto con 
ellos. Así conocí Amparo Ochoa, Oscar Chávez. Así es como el huapango 
arribeño entra en contacto con ese otro ámbito de la canción. 

As a consequence, they have had the privelege of traveling the world over, in effect 

introducing huapango arribeño to different peoples and engaging in exchanges with 

other music-poetic traditions: 
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Nos empieza a sacar de la región hacía otros espacios y de ahí se desató otro 
carril para nosotros como músicos. Seguimos en el universo propio de la 
tradición pero hay otro carril que es el de llevar la tradición como una expresión 
de la cultura popular a muchos lugares, a muchos espacios diversos. Los mismo 
una plaza de un pequeño pueblo que un gran escenario en el Festival Cervantino 
o en un gran festival de música folklórica en Seattle o a lugares inimaginables 
que yo jamás me imagine. 

 

Nevertheless, some of my researcher counterparts seem to take issue with every 

aspect of the revitalization efforts and the “lifting-out” of huapango arribeño from the 

Sierra Gorda/Zona Media. This, one may infer, includes everything from the festival in 

Xichú, to workshops, the general shift in content that takes place in the 1970s/1980s, the 

marginal but powerful presence of women, huapango arribeño’s practice beyond its 

region of origin (in the U.S., for instance), and its interaction with other types of music-

poetic traditions. Our old friend Rafael Parra Muñoz (2007), once more, chronicles the 

changes that “Traditional” huapango arribeño has “suffered” over time. For him, the 

abovementioned shifts represent threats to the cultural integrity of huapango arribeño. In 

his opinion, huapango arribeño’s most perfect incarnation – most “authentic” – is that 

which has existed just prior to the last quarter of the 20th century and any change 

thereafter typifies the destructive and cultural imperialist forces of modernity. He 

dismisses the transformations that take place in the 1970s/1980s, the very changes that 

this chapter not only illustrates but also goes at length to situate within a greater political 

economy of postmodernity. 

 With respect to the emergent structure of feeling that begins to inform the content 

of poesía, Parra Muñoz understands this as a novelty, a spectacle of “overtly political” 

poesía performed by more “popular” poetas – he is no doubt referring to Guillermo 

Velázquez, here. He takes as his point of reference the Socorro Perea anthology 

published in 1989. Now, this work, it must be noted, is an anthology of poesias and 
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decimales that Perea collects in the 1970s. Further, those poetas whose work is included 

are overwhelmingly veteran practitioners.  Meaning, much of the poetic work included is 

not contemporary to the moment in which she is actually collecting. In fact, she makes it 

a point to collect from them their most “dated’ work, for the impetus of her project is that 

of preservation. If this forms the basis of Parra Muñoz argument, then, yes I would also 

agree, many of these poetas are not explicitly speaking to their changing life world in the 

1970s, for reasons already discussed. Interestingly enough, the only younger poeta 

included in the collection is Cándido Martínez and he, as it turns out, is also the only one 

to have authored a poesía with reference to specific political changes in the 1970s – the 

coup against/ death of Salvador Allende in Chile: 
 
 El DÍA ONCE DE SEPTIEMBRE 
 MURIÓ UN MANDATARIO PLENO 
 EL PRESIDENTE CHILENO 
 QUE FUE SALVADOR ALLENDE 
 

That Cándido would author such a poesía is not surprising, however Parra Muñoz, at 

worst, entirely ignored this fact or, at best, it completely escapes him. Further, rather than 

tend to the larger global social transformations the focus of this chapter, he would 

attribute Guillermo’s poetic work to happenstance, the result of political mass culture:  

En los años setenta del  siglo XX estaba floreciendo la nueva trova, o canto nuevo, en México y el 
resto de  Hispanoamérica, junto con un renacer o “rescate” de la música folklórica que se inició 
desde fines de los cincuenta. Se sabe también que dentro de estas corrientes surgió desde los años 
sesenta la canción de protesta en el mundo de habla hispana, y que tuvo  influencia de las 
canciones de protesta en inglés ligadas al movimiento musical folk de Estados Unidos, en el cual 
dicho tipo de canciones cobraron auge por el influjo de  músicos populares como Woody Guthrie 
que participó en movimientos obreros . . . En ese contexto surgieron poetas como Ángel González 
o Guillermo Velázquez, en la  década de los setenta, quienes asimilaron las propuestas de los 
compositores de protesta  y sintetizaron elementos de estas con su propia tradición (incluso 
Velázquez menciona,  en una de sus composiciones en verso, que la canción Like a Rolling Stone, 
de Bob  Dylan, uno de los más famosos cantautores estadounidenses de protesta, es su  preferida).  
(Parra Muñoz 2007: 72-73) 

In other words, rather than understand Guillermo’s (and other practitioners’) life stories 

vis-à-vis this shifting moment in global history, he would instead attribute the shift that 
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occurs within huapango arribeño performance in the 70s/80s (mind you, this would 

include Mauro Villeda, Ángel González, and Cándido Martínez, to name others) to the 

fact that Guillermo happens to like a Bob Dylan protest-song. This is no doubt a 

subconscious assertion of how Guillermo does not fit the mold of conventional “folk” 

performer. I wonder what he would think of Raúl Orduña, Sebastián Salinas, or any of 

the other practitioners the focus of this ethnography, for their stories are also atypical. 

 On the shifting form of performance and function/role of the poeta, he continues: 

Si bien el trovador puede informar, criticar, educar, su función principal es la de divertir  y 
mandar saludos a las personas que le contratan . . . El varero o violinista Mario  González dijo de 
forma explícita que la crítica “está fuera de lugar” en las topadas  tradicionales, porque quienes 
contratan a los trovadores lo hacen para que los alaben y  no para que los critiquen, y les pagan 
para que los diviertan no para oír cosas  desagradables. Él hace crítica social en las topadas que 
organiza en  casas de cultura, en la del fin de año en Xichú, en sus presentaciones y en sus 
casetes.  Pero en las topadas en casas particulares, fuera de esos ambientes “culturales”, no se  
escuchan críticas políticas, aunque a veces se toca el tema de los mojados de manera  
humorística. (Parra Muñoz 2007: 71-72) 

His commentary is densely loaded with problematic claims and assumptions. 

First, after using Perea’s anthology as the basis with which to dismiss emergent “political 

poesía” as mere novelty – for there is no trace of “political poesía” in that volume –, he 

now conveniently ignores the very poesía de fundamento (focused on local, national, and 

global history, geography, etc.) found throughout Perea’s collection and claims that 

poeta’s do not inform and educate (which poesía de fundamento principally serves to do), 

but rather solely perform for the purposes of lauding those in attendance, to entertain, and 

provide spectacle. He buttresses this argument with the notion that audiences do not want 

to here poetas “criticar.” The deployment of this word is incredibly troubled. It is clear 

that he is trying to invoke something akin to “analytical,” this is to say, “critical” poesía 

that gives social commentary. Yet, the Spanish word “criticar” carries with it a heavy 

connotation of “negative criticism,” to “criticize.” Thus, it is no surprise that Mario 

González would insist that criticizing/talking-down to the audience during any 
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performance is out of line, I would agree. Yet, because of this semantic mishap he then 

concludes that any type of “crítica” (analysis or social commentary) is forbidden at 

performances. This is entirely untrue, for sharing social commentary is a great part of 

what poetas engage in, it abounds during performances – this will become more apparent 

in the following three chapters with reference to the specific tema of migration. This said, 

to then argue that migration, as a tema de fundamento, is treated solely in a humorous 

way, is to completely misunderstand the social lives of people in the region, including 

practitioners. Yes, at times poetas use satire to speak of their experiences, but this isn’t 

the only way in which migration is rendered poetically. Often, it is no laughing matter. 

Perhaps Parra Muñoz’s own worldview is untouched by the realities of immigration and 

he therefore understands the conditions of transborder life to be laughable.  

 Further, the workshops and festival, he writes, “surgen dentro de una corriente 

folklorista que ha contribuido a crear estereotipos de las tradiciones musicales populares, 

las transformaciones que traen consigo son inevitables” (Parra Muñoz 2007: 77). He is of 

the opinion that any efforts on behalf of practitioners themselves (especially those whom 

he doesn’t consider to be “authentic” practitioners – Guillermo in this case because of his 

time spent in the seminary) are misguided and ultimately in the service of hegemonic 

state forces that would seek to obliterate the original conditions of traditional practices 

and appropriate them for political ends. In all, what he is suggesting is that any 

practitioner that doesn’t fit his own stereotype of what an authentic practitioner ought to 

be is not a true practitioner. He concludes: 

Cuando en una sociedad estratificada una clase hegemónica se apropia de géneros  musicales de 
las clases subalternas, como el aquí estudiado, inevitablemente se  producen cambios en ellos, a 
pesar de que se instituyan movimientos que supuestamente  buscan la conservación de dichas 
tradiciones en los que, de todos modos, se difunden  conceptos inexactos sobre ellas debido a que 
dichos movimientos son controlados por unas cuantas personas que propagan sus 
interpretaciones particulares acerca de la  tradición que promueven, creando estereotipos. (ibid: 
124) 
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Parra Muñoz is convinced any changes within huapango arribeño in the late-20th century 

are tainted and un-organic. This is quite a position for an ethnohistorian to take, or 

perhaps to be expected of a discipline whose own existence depends on perpetually 

inventing the folk “other.”  

Not to be outdone, Reynaldo Mota Molina (2008) lauds his own cultural work 

while condemning that of practitioners and native-scholars. His aims have been to 

preserve, promote, and spread “el patrimonio cultural serrano, en . . . sus 

manifestaciones populares más genuinas” (37). He gloats: 

Al Rescate de Nuestras Raíces [festival] ha perneado de diversas formas en el ámbito cultural y 
de alguna manera ha contribuido al fortalecimiento del huapango en la sierra queretana. (14) 

 

His son huasteco workshops with youth from the Sierra Gorda of Querétaro began in 

2002 and have been supported by a sundry of local and state institutions. One particular 

project held in Oxnard, California was focused on bi-national cultural exchange between 

Mexico and the U.S. with the aim of maintaining “la población mexicana en contacto con 

sus tradiciones y de crear un acercamiento entre ambas naciones que coadyuve el 

entendimiento social, cultural y de las artes” (69). Perhaps helping pochos like myself 

stay in touch with my roots is what he had in mind? Mota Molina, an acquaintance of 

mine, does conduct important work with youth and son traditions, yet I must say that my 

appreciation is tempered by his problematic positions, his dismissal of organizing efforts 

on the part practitioners and the innovations they have brought to traditions. He insists:  

Si bien es cierto que la cultura es dinámica y por tanto evolutiva, no es fácil aceptar, para mucha 
gente, que entre los instrumentos de los músicos de huapango arribeño que interpretan valonas, 
sones y jarabes, se incluya un bajo eléctrico cuyo sonido discrepa del acústico que producen los 
violines, la guitarra quinta y la vihuela con que actualmente se acompañan y con los que hacen 
vibrar a la gente que baila toda la noche durante una topada de poetas decimistas. Nuevamente se 
pone en competencia la tradición del arte campesino, esencia del huapango arribeño, y la 
‘modernidad’, alcahueta de lo comercial, que distorsiona esa esencia. Lo mismo sucede con las 
topadas que se caricaturizan con pretendidas controversias en foros de presentación de grupos 
arribeños famosos, reducidas a espectáculos de mal gusto en los que se presentan temas baladíes 
preestablecidos y se devalúan el ingenio y la capacidad de improvisación de los poetas. Las 
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innovaciones que demeritan la tradición de la música arribeña, por más que se trate de 
disfrazarlas de evolución cultural, en el fondo lo que buscan es espectáculo y dinero. La cultura 
es mucho más que eso. (27) 

Illustration 6.5: Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú (Guillermo Velázquez and Chabe 
Flores in center) – San Nicolás Tolentino, San Luís Potosí. 

It seems Mota Molina also has it in for Guillermo Velázquez. He argues that innovations 

such as incorporating an electric bass during live performances and recordings (which 

Los Leones have been known to do from time to time) are blasphemous and done for 

profit motives. Not to mention that he understands the contrapuntos between Chabe and 

Guillermo as mere caricatured spectacles that bastardize the topada. Let us recall, there is 

a greater context to such innovation, that tradition is flux (which he admits, while still 

essentializing folk practice), and that the distinction between the “folk” and the modern is 

a problematic one that in the end does little more than reify. Considering the positions of 

my colleagues, I can only pause and think of Américo Paredes’ humor and wit in the face 

of the wholly ideologically anti-Mexican scholarship of Walter Prescott Webb. For, 

although Parra Muñoz and Mota Molina are perhaps not intent on being disparaging, I 
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wonder what their opinions might be when in a less scholarly mood and not being so 

objective (Paredes 1958: 17). 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

To speak of a political economy of postmodernity, is to call attention to 

reconfigured geographies and circuits of cultural transmission within the context of 

massive economic, social, political and cultural transformations that occur throughout the 

world during the 1960s and 1970s. This transfiguring global terrain is the socio-cultural 

landscape through which new constellations of performance practice begin to re-

constitute the form and content of huapango arribeño. Bering this in mind, “Como un 

Enjambre Desesperado” is an emotive distilling of lived experience, an aesthetic 

intervention into the social lives of communities during this moment in time. Here we are 

given a lucid picture of a scrambled humanity, but the “cry” is not one of desperation, el 

enjambre desesperado in Guillermo’s eyes is, yes, an experience forged through 

oppressive conditions, but the actual “cry” itself is the sounding of huapango arribeño 

itself, one of potentiality, of self-valorization. The decimal that follows “ESE LUNES MUY 

DE MAÑANITA”: 
EL ALMA DESFALLECIDA 

SE RECOBRA, SE LEVANTA 
Y ES UNA LUMBRE LA VIDA 

QUE ABRASA Y QUE SE AGIGANTA 
 

(1) Los bolismos, los enojos    (3) El tiempo no es la derrota 
de algo me han ido sirviendo    ni lo que nos extravía 
no es lo mismo ir comprendiendo    no es el sol ni la sequía 
que vivir cerrado de ojos     lo único que nos azota 
diario puertas con cerrojos     cuando esta conciencia brota 
diario mascando la brida     y encuentra tierra llovida 
que vuelva, que no hay cabida    cuando se enraíza y anida 
y entre gritos y aventones     entre cada recoveco 
va encontrando las razones    el alma es un leño seco 
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EL ALMA DESFALLECIDA     Y ES UNA LUMBRE LA VIDA 
 
(2) Metro, camión, ejes viales    (4) Esto de andar asoleado 
del diario vivir al trote     para arriba y para abajo 
de chalán, cargando el bote    lo de no encontrar trabajo 
puras chambas eventuales     lo de vivir arrimado 
propinas y mecapales     sentirse desenraizado 
este nudo en la garganta     pesadumbre tanta y tanta 
y cuando ya no se aguanta     todo lo que nos quebranta 
al espueleo de las penas     pensamiento con dolencia 
la sangre que hincha las venas    al arder se hace en conciencia 
SE RECOBRA, SE LEVANTA    QUE ABRASA Y QUE SE AGIGANTA 

Everyday struggles of displacement, migration, laboring – the most political of 

experiences – are struggles that transcend resistance, for they dare to imagine – in this 

case through performance – “positive, socially constitutive self-activity,” an alternative 

way of being (Cleaver 1979: 18). At the dawn of the 1980s, huapango arribeño begins to 

both embody and give critical voice to this struggle and it itself is fundamentally 

transformed through this process. Given this, the presence of huapango arribeño in the 

U.S. is undeniably linked to these changes, for part of cultivating this critical voice has 

meant exploring the lived dimensions of migration and transborder social life through 

performance:  
 
(verso de jarabe) 
Yo lo digo sin tristezas 
Porque lo miro y lo creo 
Para eso del huapangeo 
Nomás aquí en Dallas, Tejas 
 

–    Raúl Orduña 

 
(verso de jarabe) 
En Tejas hay mucha raza 
Mexicanos a dios dar 
Aquí es casi como andar 
En el patio de tu casa 
  

–    Guillermo Velázquez 

 

******************************************** 
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Filemón and I sit in his home in Puente Del Carmen, Río Verde chatting, enjoying 

the afternoon. We laugh. Children play outside in the courtyard. He lives in a humble 

vecindad apartment, a Mexican housing project home to a number of families, he among 

them. He shares with me the story of when he first arrived in Austin: 

Pase en Matamoros y nos llevaron hasta Houston y luego de ahí nos llevaron pa’ 
Austin. Raúl me recogió ahí por la 35, en el centro . . . Cuando yo llegue a la casa 
de Raúl ya le tenía comunicado a ellos [Ramiro Díaz, Toño Mendieta] que ya iba 
ir por mi y pa’ que cuando yo llegara a la casa de Raúl que les iba hablar para 
que se fueran para allá a echar parranda un rato . . . Vamos llegando como a las 
ocho de la noche. No hombre, que les habla de volada, “ya esta aquí vénganse!” 
. . . Llegaron . . . Bienvenido me dijo el Toñote . . . Ramiro también, pues 
compañero del destino, del rancho . . . Yo venía cansado del camino, todo 
nervioso, iba por primera vez . . . Yo no hallaba ni pa’ donde hacerme, todo 
avergonzado, tenso. Dice Raúl, “Usted ya esta aquí en la casa, no se ponga de 
otro modo, esta en su casa ya. Nos vamos a echar una copa de vino pa’ ponernos 
alegres y echarnos unos sones aquí.” . . . Sacamos los instrumentos, nos 
afinamos, y nos ponemos a tocar. La primerita noche. Nos dormimos hasta las 
tres de la mañana . . . Tocamos, platicamos . . . Y al otro día a trabajar.  

He became glassy-eyed when he spoke of Raúl and Austin. He turned away. Even I got a 

lump in my throat. (Perhaps I was homesick?)…. For a moment, I could see myself 

nestled comfortably in a familiar downtown Austin Chicano dive on 6th street (east of the 

highway), its air thick with the faint scent of marijuana, yeasty beer, and stale cigarettes – 

the flickering light of a neon-sign dancing on the crummy walls to the throbbing polka 

sounding from the jukebox. My head swims. I step outside to have a smoke in the soft 

dusk light; its colors drape the labyrinth of downtown buildings and traffic. I peer in the 

sun’s direction, squint towards the highway, west. And in the distance, underneath the I-

35 over-pass, I make out the silhouette of a lone figure, pacing nervously. He’s also 

smoking. He dons a cowboy hat, an overstuffed duffel bag at his side. It’s Filemón! He 

waits for Raúl.  

I’d meet him years later. 
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 “Cruzando Sierras Voy de Mojado”:                                                   
migration and the discursive borderlands of citizenship 

The simple truth is that we’ve lost control of our own borders and no nation can 
do that and survive. 

–    Ronald Reagan 

 

Imperial capital does indeed attack the movements of the multitude with a tireless 
determination: it patrols the seas and the borders; within each country it divides 
and segregates; and in the world of labor it reinforces the cleavages and 
borderlines of race, gender, language, culture, and so forth. Even then, however, it 
must be careful not to restrict the productivity of the multitude too much because 
Empire too depends on this power. The movements of the multitude have to be 
allowed to extend always wider across the world scene, and the attempts at 
repressing the multitude are really paradoxical, inverted manifestations of its 
strength. 

–    Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Empire 

 

VAMOS A DALLAS  

It must have been close to six a.m. or thereabouts. A deep mauve draped the sky, 

scattered rooster crows pierced the quieting spell of morning, the air suddenly brisk, la 

madrugada. I sat out on a dusty sidewalk directly across the street from what seemed to 

me to be a storefront, although it never occurred to me to ask. Its exterior was decorated 

with white and blue balloons, a nylon tarp anchored at its entrance stretched suspended 

above the narrow cobbled street to where I was, protecting those of us beneath it from the 

elements. I remained on the sidewalk most of the night, knees up against my chest, hands 

tucked under my arms, attention fixed on the happenings across the way. Inside, a 

porcelain holy figure poised atop an altar – small in size, donning a beautifully adorned 

cape and crown – stared back at me. I tried to stay warm as best I could. I wasn’t 
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expecting it to get this cold. It was the middle of June! Still, I was in Victoria, 

Guanajuato, the aperture of the Sierra Gorda, and temperatures drop considerably 

overnight even at this time of year. This fact somehow escaped me.  

I had arrived eight or so hours before with Tobías Hernández, poeta, Sebastián 

Salinas, and two other musicians. They were asked to play at a velación and I tagged 

along. Once there, we were met by friendly hosts and were offered an assortment of 

foods and libations to help us stay awake for the all-night vigil: tamales, mole, café de 

hoya, pan dulce, tequila. To my surprise, it was El Santo Niño de la Mezclita (The Holy 

Child of Mezclita)88 that stood atop the altar. Tobías had not mentioned the holy figure 

they would be venerating with their poesias, alabanzas, and vinuetes. You see, the Santo 

Niño’s home parish is in Jalpan, Querétaro. I grew up witnessing the massive celebration 

that takes place every 5th/6th of January in his honor. Upwards of twenty-five thousand 

people come to the mission-church in Jalpan every year on this occasion as peregrinos 

from surrounding communities in Querétaro, Guanajuato, and San Luís Potosí to honor 

him and witness its sacred healing powers. Apparently, there exist replicas of the holy 

figure that make their way across the region throughout the year, as numerous parishes 

and communities host the Santo Niño for extended periods of time. The original always 

remains in Jalpan. I wasn’t aware of this. Needless to say, it was a rather different 

experience attending a velación for el Santo Niño where only thirty or so people were 

present. 

Once the sun poked its head over the horizon, it was over. The huapangueros had 

just sung las mañanitas and the velación came to an end. The few remaining penitent 

souls seemed relieved. The all-night whispers slowly turned into soft chatter and finally 

                                                
88 Mezclita is the name of the community where the first altar in its honor was constructed in the Sierra Gorda 
Queretana. 
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into loud charla (chat) and laughter. I joined the group seated at the storefront entrance. 

The hosts offered me yet another cup of coffee. This time I politely refused. I had 

ingested enough throughout the night and feared another cup would give me a bout of 

insomnia. I wanted to rest. The morning-after charla was fluid, lax and at times marked 

by boisterous relajo (joking/banter). I had the good fortune of conversing with and 

getting to know a few of the individuals in attendance that evening. One in particular was 

actually Tobías’ niece, Aurora, a schoolteacher a couple of years older than me. I must 

admit, she was attractive and we hit it off. Still, our exchange was friendly at best, 

nothing more came of it. Tobías had noticed our interaction and began engaging the both 

of us in a bit of banter. “Oyes Alex, te la vas a llevar a Dallas?” (Hey Alex, are you 

going to take care to Dallas?), he asked, no doubt referring to my travels back to Texas. 

Now, this question seems innocent at glance, nonetheless there is a rather loud double 

entendre embedded in this simplest of inquiries. Dallas, when pronounced in Spanish, 

sounds similar to the phrase dar las after having dropped the consonant ‘r’ in dar. This 

leaves the expression da’ las, which literally means “to give them.” Dar las, when 

pronounced da’ las, immediately signifies a saying that forms part of the greater corpus 

of verbal put-ons in Mexican Spanish. The saying is “da’ las nalgas,” (to give your ass), 

hence referring to the act of getting screwed/fucked/violated sexually. These types of put-

ons are usually practiced among men, as they are central to a type of speech play laced 

with masculine homoeroticism. Most often nalgas is left out of the expression, as it was 

in this case, and only “da’ las” is verbalized, thus leaving the victim of such play to 

imagine the rest – his ass, as it were. So, although he seemed to be asking if I was going 

to take his niece to Dallas, in actuality he was insinuating something else. Was I going to 

have intercourse with her? Would she give herself sexually to me? Everyone, including 

Aurora’s parents who were also in attendance, soon joined in. They poked (pardon the 
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pun) fun at the both of us with respect to the “seriousness” of this possibility. Was I going 

to take her to Dallas/ “da’ las”? 

I was able to roll with the punches, however what I couldn’t get over was that this 

was all taking place under the watchful eyes of the Santo Niño, no less – moments before 

the space had been one of venerable worship, now we were engaged in erotically laced 

speech play. Would we have to repent for such blasphemy? Either way, I aloofly 

responded with, “No, yo voy a Austin,” (No, I’m going to Austin), though what I wanted 

to say was, “No, porque luego queda ‘Colorado’” (No, because then there’s Colorado). 

Here the literal meaning of the word “colorado” – red or reddish, which carries with it the 

connotation of being irritated – is invoked. Although the statement seems to suggest that I 

opt to go to the state of Colorado rather than Dallas, Texas, the double entendre instead 

warns of the risks involved when engaging in sexual intercourse: “No, because it (any 

sexual organ or bodily orifice of your choosing) is irritated afterwards.” Perhaps my 

mind-numbing insomnia was setting in, for I hesitated in conjuring this wonderfully 

graphic image – a missed opportunity. Still, amidst our exchange another layer of 

semiotics emerged and attached itself to this verbal play, one that referenced my actual 

travels back to Texas. “Te hago la maleta” (I’ll pack your bags), Aurora’s mother 

commented with laughter. Aurora agreed. However, she turned to me and echoed that 

she’d rather go to Austin. We all laughed. I then asked Tobías if he had ever gone to “da’ 

las”? He answered “no.” He had never given his ass, that is, he had never been the 

passive agent in sexual intercourse/been fucked by anyone. Surprisingly, he then added, 

“Nunca he ido,” (I’ve never gone) thereby breaking the pattern of double entendre and in 

effect explicitly referencing the semantic geography of Dallas, Texas that underlay the 

entire linguistic frame up to this point, just as Aurora had done.  
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Illustration 7.1: Tobías Hernández and his ensemble – Dr. Mora, Guanajuato. 

Tobías is originally from Victoria, Guanajuato, although he also left for Mexico 

City at the age of fifteen, first to attend high school and then to work. He remained there 

until 1989, finally leaving at the age of twenty-five. Before this, his first encounter with 

huapango arribeño came as a teenager when he would attend the yearly topada held in 

Victoria on Mexican Independence Day. He became inspired and began writing poesías, 

like many, without knowledge of the décima form.  However, in 1982 while living in 

Mexico City, he actually attended Guillermo Velázquez’s performance at the Museo de 

Culturas Populares in conjunction with the release of the record Los Trovadores de Río 

Verde, San Ciro y Xichú. He remembers buying the record: 

Ahí en el disco . . . venía toda una información a respecto a la tradición, el 
reglamento y todo el código de honor que existe en la tradición y ahí me di cuenta 
en el texto, en el folleto que traía, me di cuenta del reglamento, de la rima como 
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debería de ser. Entonces, empecé a modificar mis poesías y las siguientes cosas 
que fui haciendo ya eran con el reglamento. 

It was in this manner that he became aware of many of the more technical aspects of 

huapango arribeño. He would later visit Guillermo at his home in Guanajuato and pick 

his brain and even attended the workshop in Xichú:  

Con el descubrimiento de Guillermo Velázquez me fui dando cuenta que el 
huapango arribeño podía llegar a otras latitudes. Todo eso me fue abriendo el 
camino para ir entendiendo que el huapango arribeño podía ser diferente. 
 

COMO POETA VICTORENSE 
ME AFIRMO DE VEZ EN VEZ 
PARA MI UN ORGULLO ES 

EL SER UN GUANAJUATENSE 
 

(1) Casi desde muy pequeño    (3) Desde entonces hasta hoy en día 
desde que en la escuela estaba    pulso la guitarra quinta 
sentí que me coqueteaba     nuestra música es distinta 
el son y el arte arribeño     a la comercial diría 
porque me espantaba el sueño    yo le concedo valía 
algún poeta Río Verdense     al son por su sencillez 
y que me llegue y me convence    porque tiene brillantez 
este arte tan singular     arte natural genuino 
por eso les quiero hablar     andar en este destino 
COMO POETA VICTORENSE    PARA MI UN ORGULLO ES 
 
(2) Que me entra la cosquillita    (4) En ese firme sendero 
de escribir algún versito     se me da caminar 
y vi que se oía bonito     sin afán de desmayar 
ya con una tonadita     en mi oficio de versero 
que tradición tan bonita     no tengo voz de jilguero 
el son arribeño es      como el huasteco Hidalguense 
fuerza con que la vejes     ni soy como el Río Verdense 
animo contra el desveno      me afirmo de vez en vez 
viva nuestro son serreno     y para mi un orgullo es 
ME AFIRMO DE VEZ EN VEZ    EL SER UN GUANAJUATENSE 

Considering the moment at which he enters the world of huapango arribeño, Tobías’ 

experiences reflect what was detailed in the previous chapter concerning the fundamental 

shift that takes place within the tradition in the 1970s/1980s, as he becomes a practitioner 

in 1986. Here he speaks to the distinct social realities of prior and present generations of 

practitioners at that point in time:    
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Anteriormente había muchas limitaciones en cuanto a el acceso porque la 
mayoría de la gente de los poetas han sido gente que ha tenido que sufrir en el 
rancho que incluso no había ni carretera y había que caminar varias horas y 
apenas muy apenas llegaba el radio – últimamente ya hay televisión dondequiera, 
ya hay carreteras, ya llegan los carros. Todo esto era un obstáculo para 
informarse, para tener un contacto con un mundo exterior y todo se reducía, todo 
el repertorio se reducía de cosas de su entorno y se hacía difícil ver al mas allá 
de eso.    

Through the early 1990s he mainly performed at velaciones. By 1995 he makes the 

transition to secular contexts and begins to cultivate a range of temas within his poesía, 

U.S. immigration among them – though, as he makes clear, he’s never been to Dallas, 

Texas. In fact, he has never physically crossed the U.S.-Mexico border, unlike many of 

his fellow family members, friends, and compañeros del destino.  

That said, the emergent language concerning actual geography invoked during our 

pending relajo session layered a third meaning beyond sexuality and geography itself. 

We were now intimately referencing the social realities of migration and our relajo soon 

turned into a discussion that addressed this vexed issue. Most of the people there knew 

someone who hade migrated to the U.S. They jokingly said, “Se van a da’las.” They 

utilized this sociosexual discursive device to critically comment upon the conditions of 

hardship faced by those who migrate. This is to say, often times they (migrants) get 

fucked (exploited, discriminated against, etc.) once in the U.S. Pause. Let us extend our 

vision beyond current immigration for a moment, for, indeed, one could hypothetically 

extend the “da’ las” idiom historically to the 19th century. 

The Texas Modern, a term coined by Richard Flores (2002), refers to a set of 

“economic changes, social processes, discursive articulations, and cultural forms” that 

fundamentally transform Texas from a Mexican ranching and cattle-based economy to an 

agribusiness “social complex between 1880 and 1920” (xviii). Explicitly this involved the 

emergence of a new establishment race-class social order in which Mexicans were 
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politically disenfranchised, socially displaced, and relegated to the lowest rungs of the 

economic structure – where once they were ranchers and landowners, now they existed as 

exploited stoop labor. The period just prior to this was witness to the legendary Texas 

cattle drives, the majority of which traversed the Old Chisholm Trail that began in South 

Texas and ended in Kansas where cattle were brought to markets and railheads for 

shipment East. The trail itself passed through a then sleepy outpost known as Fort Worth, 

so named after Major General William Jenkins Worth (1794 – 1849) who was second in 

command to General Zachary Taylor during the Mexican-American War (1846-1848). 

Founded in 1849, Fort Worth remained a place of little significance, all of this changed 

once it became a stop along the Chisholm Trail in the 1870s89, transforming it into an 

economic center for the cattle industry. Its neighboring town, Dallas, was founded in 

1841 and incorporated as a city in 1856. It bears the name of George Mifflin Dallas 

(1792-1864), U.S. Vice President under James K. Polk (1795-1849), both of whom, 

interestingly enough, sanctioned the annexation of Texas in 1845 and the subsequent 

Mexican-American War during their tenure in office (1845-1849). The symbolism is 

remarkable – two towns so named after men who had a tremendous impact on Mexican 

Texas, all of national and Greater Mexico for that matter. Dallas’ economy in the mid 19th 

century relied exclusively on Fort Worth’s cattle industry of which the cattle drives were 

its focal point. Furthermore, it was largely Mexican vaqueros whom participated on these 

drives. Américo Paredes (1958) notes, “the trail to Kansas had its dangers, not the least of 

which – to the Mexican vaquero – was the traversing of territory where people often 

thought the best Mexican was a dead one” (135). If we couple the open conflicts of the 

19th century between Anglos and Mexicans in Texas and the shifting social order, it 

should come as no surprise, then, that the oldest border corrido that comes to us is that of 

                                                
89 The Chisholm Trail is established in 1867, yet it initially passes through Abilene, Texas. 
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El Corrido de Kiansis or El Corrido de Los Quinientos Novillos whose narrative focuses 

on the first cattle drives to Kansas in the late 1860s. According to Paredes, it was being 

sung along the border by 1870. Although El Corrido de Kiansis exists as the foundational 

archetype of the greater border ballad tradition, enclosed within its narrative is not the 

ideal typical story of border conflict, but rather one that recounts the hardships of the trail 

itself, the hardships, perhaps, experienced by Mexican vaqueros as they passed through 

Dallas/Fort Worth, “cuando iban a Dallas.”  

We can take this instance as our imagined point of departure for the emergence of 

the sociosexual idiom in question or we can fast forward a bit to the moment when the 

importance of the cattle drives begins to diminish with the dawn of technological 

advances. Richard Flores (2002): 

Between 1870 and the late 1880s, Reconstruction fostered the dispersal of new technologies and 
brought into the region an influx of Anglo-American and German entrepreneurs with little 
knowledge of Mexican Texas. The result was the eventual erosion of the peace structure by the 
establishment of new social and economic practices and a difference attitude about cattle and land. 
Two technological innovations that greatly affected rural life in Texas were the introduction of 
barbed wire and the railroad. Barbed wire and the fencing of vast ranch lands effectively ended the 
great cattle drives that saw thousands of head of cattle transported from Texas to Kansas City and 
other point north. (46) 

Either way, whether referencing the adversities of the Chisholm Trail as vaqueros passed 

through Dallas, Texas; or the impacts on the cattle drives themselves with the closing of 

the range, the invention of barbed wire and the arrival of the Southern Pacific Railroad in 

1875, which offered a faster and more secure transportation alternative for cattle 

shipment; or simply the legacy of the man whom the town (Dallas) is named after, the 

“da’ las” expression for Mexicanos could have ostensibly symbolically alluded to the 

experiencing of, as José Limón (1994) puts it, social and economic violation as far back 

as the final quarter of the 19th century. I must admit, however, this is all speculation on 

my part. My intention here, rather, is to provide a historical backdrop that, in part, sheds 

light on the linguistic archeology that lends semantic weight to this sociosexual idiom 
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when deployed in reference to contemporary immigration, a process that has incessantly 

marked U.S.-Mexico history dating back to the mid 19th century. 

Illustration 7.2: Construction west of downtown Dallas, Texas. 

The rhetorical skills involved in the type of speech play activity – of which the 

da’ las expression represents – require a degree of verbal competence in order one 

effectively maintain this humorous play frame. Marcia Farr (2006) writes: 

Relajo is related to the verb relajar (to relax), but it does not simply mean relaxation in the 
ordinary sense. Rather, it connotes relaxation of the usual discipline that keeps behavior within 
appropriate bounds. (231) 

She understands relajo “as the designated space for disorder, for violating boundaries and 

normal rules for behavior and interaction” (ibid: 17). Yet, this disorder, she suggests, is 

one of carnivalesque, in the Bakhtinian sense, a disorder that inverts the existing social 

order, an aesthetic “critical evaluation of social life” (ibid: 223). This symbolic reversal 

of society through language-use is enclosed in verbal art expression like chingaderas 
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(fuck ups), of the da’ las variety. Writing against the denigrating authoritative discourse 

of Samuel Ramos and Octavio Paz, José Limón (1994) displaces their psychological 

interpretations and alternatively locates the artistically textured discursive play among 

South Texas men within a specific socio-historical condition, the emergent postmodern 

moment in South Texas. And likewise, he believes chingaderas also represent a type of 

carnivalesque, though he takes us beyond Farr. For him, their carnivalesque – represented 

by scatological, phallic laden discourse – is developed at the axis of degradation, the 

cornerstone of the Bakhtinian theory, whereby such expressions symbolically reference 

the lower reproductive stratum. Social violation is articulated through sexually laced 

poetics. As such, the expressive linguistic activity embodied in chingaderas is in effect a 

contestative discourse of the dominated in difference to ruling bourgeois culture in South 

Texas inflected by racial and class domination (Limón 1994: 125). 

Whether it be chingaderas among South Texas males or relajo between family 

and friends in a huuapango arribeño post-performance situation, I am convinced it is 

perhaps these moments that one lives for when conducting ethnography. As Joel Sherzer 

(2002) reminds us, with reference to speech play, it also “provides implicit and explicit 

metacommentary – in the form of both the praxis of everyday life and artistic 

performance – on systems and structure, social and cultural as well as interactional and 

(socio)linguistic” (1-2). The “da’ las” expression itself serves to establish the presence of 

a rich tradition of verbal art among the communities in question that spans the 

performative spectrum from everyday banter and wordplay to the highly formalized 

poetic flyting that occurs within the topada performance. Further, it introduces the 

problematic of the relationship between folk performance and its social base, as both are 

ever more wrapped up in overarching global transformational pressures and processes. 

Again, as my company that morning in Victoria, Guanajuato put it, when immigrants 
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come to the U.S. “van a da’ las” or to echo Limón, “los chingan” (they get screwed). 

What follows is an exercise in the ethnography of speaking, an exploration of the 

“relationships between language and culture and language and society” ethnographically 

grounded in an “empirical analyses of actual instances of language use . . . related to 

native cultural conceptions and practices of speaking” (ibid: 8). My focus, more 

specifically, is on huapango arribeño as practiced among immigrant communities in the 

U.S. and the work performed by its poetic narratives within the greater discursive 

borderlands of nation and citizenship. And yes, some of the communities in question are 

located in Dallas. 

 

 

LOCATING THE TRANSBORDER 

It is understood here that immigration is tied to structural and historical causes the 

legacy of colonial domination whose present-day articulations are those of global 

economic inequality, political instability and conflict, and ecological pressures. Massey, 

Durand, and Malone (2002): 

International migration originates in the social, economic, and political transformations that 
accompany the expansion of markets. The entry of markets and capital intensive production into 
nonmarket or premarket societies disrupts existing social and economic arrangements and brings 
about a displacement of people from customary livelihoods, thus creating a mobile population of 
workers who actively search for new means of sustenance. (21) 

I would not reduce my understanding to their contention, but I do, however, recognize the 

role of “development” and “modernization” in shaping the conditions that facilitate 

international migration. Mobility is often a means of overcoming market failures that 

threaten life chances. Still, there are many other variables that both serve as catalysts and 

aid in maintaining migration: individuals engage in cost-benefit calculations, households 

make collective decisions in the face of economic hardship, social capital networks 
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facilitate transnational movement, labor shortages result in surplus mobile populations, in 

addition to overarching structural forces that give rise to socioeconomic disruption. Yet – 

and this fact ought not escape us –, Mexicans by and large migrate to the U.S. to work. 

Having said this, I am not intent on slotting people into theoretical models – neo-classical 

push-pull, Political Economy, historical-structural, migration systems, transnational, etc. 

– or on giving a comprehensive history of Mexican migration to the U.S. I instead seek to 

unearth the cultural dimensions of migration between the U.S. and Sierra Gorda/Zona 

Media with focused attention on the active performative contouring of the transborder 

imaginary, an imaginary through which people live their lives. This means examining 

narratives articulated through huapango arribeño and those produced in the greater 

American political imaginary through popular media and other officialized sources. 

Though not a comprehensive treatment of various typologies and models that 

theoretically render the complexity of transnational migration, I do draw from a 

significant amount of migration theory to help situate an informed vision of Mexican 

migration to the U.S. in the last quarter of the 20th century and into the 21st, the time 

period at which huapango arribeño not only emerges in the U.S. but also begins to 

discursively treat the phenomenon of migration.  

Despite the accelerated merging and integration of economies and life-worlds, 

political (b)orders and governance remain pervasive. As this chapter will make clear, 

rather than weakened, “borders between nations, cultures, and ethnicities appear to be as 

strong as ever – and are perhaps growing stronger” (Ganster and Lorey 2008: xv). To be 

specific, I draw attention to the physical and metaphysical (discursive) construction of the 

2,000-mile-long border between the U.S. and Mexico – its militarization and discourses 

of nation and citizenship that legitimate policy initiatives like militarization. To give a bit 

of context, according to the International Organization for Migration, the number of 
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migrants in the world doubled between 1965 and 2000, from 75 million to 150 million 

(Castles and Miller 2003). In the decade of the 1990s, the U.S.’s foreign-born population 

grew by an estimated 11.3 million – from 19.8 million to 31.1 million (Pew Hispanic 

Center). As of March 2005, more than 37 million people, a little over 10 percent of the 

total U.S. population, were foreign born: 11.5 million naturalized citizens; 10.5 million 

legal permanent residents; 11.1 million undocumented (closer to 12 million by 2006); 2.6 

million refugees; 1.3 million temporary legal residents. It is estimated that over half of 

the undocumented, roughly 6.2 million, are from Mexico (ibid). 

Nina Glick Schiller (1999) describes transnational migration as: 

A pattern of migration in which persons, although they move across international borders and 
settle and establish social relations in a new state, maintain social connections within the polity 
from which they originated. In transnational migration, persons literally live their lives across 
international borders. That is to say, they establish transnational social fields. (96) 

She and Peggy Levitt (2007) borrow from Pierre Bourdieu’s framework and also invoke 

the term social field and suggest it represents:  

A set of multiple interlocking networks of social relationships through which ideas, practices and 
resources are unequally exchanged, organized, and transformed . . . Social fields are 
multidimensional, encompassing structured interactions of differing forms, depth, and breadth. 
(Levitt and Glick Schiller 2007: 188) 

Of most importance here is the idea that social fields beyond the nation-state and 

migrants themselves participate as active subjects in their construction. Aihwa Ong 

(1999) in her work on transnational sojourners in the Asia Pacific Region takes a similar 

position. Hers is an attempt to capture the horizontal relationality between diffuse social 

and cultural processes involved in international migration and their simultaneous 

embeddedness within overarching power structures – “the cultural logics that inform and 

structure border crossings as well as state strategies” (ibid: 5). The latter represent 

disciplinary maneuverings related to systems of governmentality, in the Foucaultian 

sense, intent on conditioning subjectivities and practice. In an immigration context, this 
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involves both discourses and policies that struggle to define the nation, citizenship, and 

borders. Implicated here, and of concern for us, is how immigrants incorporate 

themselves into host societies. What characterizes the process of attachment in the face of 

exclusionary state strategies? For me, the answer lies in the transborder imaginary.  

U.S.-Mexico migration in the late 20th/early 21st centuries – understood here as a 

process of simultaneous territorialization-deterritorialization of humanity – is forged 

within the webs of capitalist internationalized production, a ruptured space of dislocation 

that is not merely transitory or neutral. It is occupied by the lived conditions of 

contradiction the consequence of antithetical economic and immigration policies. In the 

face of this schism, the transborder imaginary is socially reproduced, as communities 

themselves cultivate the linkages that shape the patterning of their multidirectional 

existence across borders. They act as the agentive intermediaries in the 

transnationalization of their social lives. Borrowing from Ong, Levitt, and Glick Schiller, 

then, I understand the immigrant experience as both anchored and pivoting, rotating back 

and forth physically and metaphysically across borders. This movement is what in effect 

forms and informs the transborder imaginary: modes of self-activity (the actual physical 

crossing of the border and its discursive treatment in performance) that self-fashion and 

transform subjectivities by means of filtering overarching social systems and processes 

through cultural practice.  

 

 

POSTFORDIST MIGRATORY FLOWS 

 Recent immigration from Mexico has shifted demographically from previously 

established patterns. There exists a higher proportion of women, migrants are younger, 
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have higher levels of education, and are increasingly coming from southern Mexico and 

urban areas. Marcelli and Cornelius (2001) attribute these shifts to: 

Changing composition of U.S. demand for migrant labor, with non-agricultural, year-round 
employment opportunities increasing over short-term agricultural jobs; the economic crisis in 
Mexico during the 1980s, which forced Mexicans in nontraditional source areas to enter the U.S.-
bound migratory flow; changes in U.S. immigration law, especially the legalization provisions of 
the 1986 Immigration and Control ACT (IRCA), which increased migration by women and 
dependent children to reunite families; and the maturing of transnational migrant networks. (106) 

All of this has had the effect of encouraging permanent settlement in the U.S. I will be 

treating most of those things enumerated above throughout this extended discussion. Yet, 

it deserves mention that from the 1920s through the early 1990s, migration from the 

“historic region,” which includes the states of Guanajuato and San Luís Potosí, has 

remained relatively constant.90 In the early 1990s, roughly half of Mexican migrants 

(49%) continued to come from this region (Durand, Massey, and Zenteno 2001).  

During the 1960s, state-centered ISI exacerbated income inequality, stagnated the 

agricultural sector, and produced inefficient industry. The subsequent responsive shift 

away from the Keynesian model in the 1970s involved the liberalization of foreign trade, 

financial markets, and international capital flows, all with little to no regulatory 

oversight. Consequently, Mexican President Luís Echeverría (1970-1976) is faced with 

massive capital flight – an unintended consequence of economic restructuring – as 

investors send capital abroad to avoid the threat of political instability. Furthermore, 

macroeconomic management was destabilized, tax morality undermined, the peso is 

devalued and fewer resources were available for domestic investment. However, as oil 

prices dramatically increase during the energy crisis, oil-exporting nations come into 

massive capital flows, which are pumped into western banks and subsequently used to 

finance loans for Latin American countries whom use the money for social spending in 

                                                
90 The historic region includes the states of Aguascalientes, Colima, Durango, Guanajuato, Jalisco, Michoacán, 
Nayarít, San Luís Potosí, and Zacatecas. 
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response to limited capital gains, a result of post-Keyensian economic instability and 

fiscal mismanagement. This recycling process provides Latin American unlimited access 

to foreign capital and external debt quadruples from $75 billion in 1975 to more than 

$314 billion in 1983, 50% of the region’s gross domestic product. The sharp increase in 

undocumented immigration to the U.S. has much to do with these conditions. It is at 

precisely this moment – at the cusp of the 1970s when the post-WWII model of industrial 

growth based on internal market development becomes undone – that neoliberal 

structural adjustment emerges as the dominant model of global economic development. 

In 1982, the Mexican peso depreciated 80%, capital flight increased at 

astronomical levels, Central Bank reserves were nearly depleted, foreign banks refused to 

continue lending, and Mexico’s Finance Minister announced that Mexico was incapable 

of servicing its debt (Massey, Durand, Malone 2002). The 1980s are referred to as the 

“Lost Decade” for the greater Latin American region. In response, countries were forced 

to renegotiate their debt with foreign lenders. The IMF and World Bank acted as 

intermediaries. Part of the agreements required nations to implement domestic structural 

adjustment policies, reforms aimed at overhauling Latin American economies in order to 

make them more competitive, profitable, and thus able to pay back their debt. Keynesian 

growth was finally and officially dismantled and replaced with neoliberalism, or, as 

Harry Cleaver (1979) suggests, a “more repressive use of money” aimed at constraining 

the working class (10). Measures included a reduction of the state’s intervening role in 

the economy; the transnationalization of markets; liberalization of trade; limiting wage 

increases for working sectors; unchecked freedom of investment and capital movements; 

dismantling of protectionism, subsidies, and trade barriers; decreased social spending; 

and privatization of the public sphere, enterprise, and services. William Robinson (2003): 

The privatization of social services in Central America and around the world represents a 
structural change towards the privatization of social reproduction immanent to the extension of 
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commodity relations into public, family, and community spheres which previously remained 
outside of the logic of exchange value. The conversion of these services into for profit and often 
privately run activities is accompanied by a shift from the ideology of the old Keynesian New 
Deal and developmentalist social structures of accumulation, which were legitimated precisely by 
the state’s role in social reproduction, to ideologies of individualism and communitarianism that 
legitimate the withdrawl of the state and capital from reciprocal commitments to labor and society. 
(ibid: 244)  

Policies intent on establishing fiscal balance functioned, in part, by means of further 

alienating working populations and disciplining civil society, all of which ultimately 

results in increased poverty, greater inflation, and higher unemployment rates throughout 

Mexico. It is estimated that more than 400,000 jobs were eliminated through privatization 

between 1983 and 1993 (Massey, Durand, Malone 2002). John Holloway (2005): 

The drive to subordinate every aspect of life more and more intensely to capital is the essence of 
neoliberalism. Neoliberalism is the attempt to resolve crisis by the intensification and 
reorganisation of subordination . . . capital is trying to overcome its crisis through the enclosure of 
more and more areas of social activity, imposing the rule of money where previously 
subordination was only indirect. (202)  

No longer a countervailing force, the emergent neoliberal state acts as an agent of 

capitalist expansion into every aspect of social life. Many migrate. 

Amidst a hard-lined ideology of self-reliance and competition and a revival of the 

Cold War (the Soviet Union as Evil Empire) in the 1980s, migration and drug trafficking 

are conflated, made salient nodes of political debate, and fashioned into issues of national 

security in the U.S. Politicians, policy-makers, and the media offer “U.S. citizens two 

new ‘enemies’ upon which their insecurities could be projected. Both were seen to 

emanate from malevolent foreign sources, and both constituted grave threats to national 

security” (Massey, Durand, and Malone 2002: 101). It is from this particular historical 

juncture that we inherit the contemporary, and all too familiar, rhetoric of criminalization 

symbolically characterizing immigrants as a menacing presence along the “lightly 

defended” two thousand mile border. Let us recall, postFordist migratory patterns have 

shifted to the extent that migrants are not only coming to the U.S. in larger numbers, but 
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also trending towards permanent settlement – my parents among them. When they were 

still undocumented, I recall experiencing the daily fear of deportation, living 

clandestinely. 

It is within this context that Ronald Reagan and other like-minded conservative 

policy-makers propose, craft, and make into law the Immigration Reform and Control 

Act of 1986, whose provisions expressly sought to intensify the militarization of the U.S.-

Mexico border (the INS budget is increased by 50%), sanction those who employed 

undocumented immigrants (fines up to $10,000),91 grant amnesty to long-term 

undocumented residents,92 and offer special legalization to undocumented agricultural 

workers. According to many migration theorists, this policy initiative greatly disrupted 

the long-established pattern of Mexican migration to the U.S. Its aim to deter migration 

was largely unsuccessful. Rather, IRCA transformed a seasonal flow of more-or-less 

temporary workers into a permanent population of settled legal immigrants: more than 3 

million immigrants achieved legal status (Massey, Durand, Malone 2002).  

The radical militarization of the border in the 1980s constitutes a harsh and 

repressive policy of low intensity conflict (LIC), a new U.S. military security framework: 

LIC doctrine was developed during the 1980s to meet a wide variety of perceived threats to U.S. 
national security in the third world (especially revolutionary insurgencies in Central America). 
The essence of LIC doctrine is the establishment and maintenance of social control over targeted 
civilian populations through the implementation of a broad range of sophisticated measures via the 
coordinated and integrated efforts of police, paramilitary, and military forces. (Dunn 1996: 4) 

Now, this is occurring at a time of rampant government-sponsored transnational 

integration between both Mexico and the U.S. Neoliberal reform in both countries at once 

displaces populations, liberalizes trade, and deregulates industry, all of which contribute 

to migration, not to mention that neoliberal “competitive-market culture” itself is 

                                                
91 Workers were required to verify their citizenship, which served to create a market for fraudulent documents. 
92 Created 1.7 million legally authorized workers and 1.3 million special agricultural workers; 2.3 million of the total 
were Mexican.  
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accompanied by a demand for cheap labor. This said, emergent free trade negotiations 

and subsequent agreements further compound the contradictions between economic 

integration and immigration restriction. An expensive illusion for taxpayers, argue 

Massey, Duran, and Malone (2002), for: 

Thereafter the United States would pursue a politics of contradiction – simultaneously moving 
toward integration while insisting on separation. In time-honored fashion, the United States sought 
to have its cake and eat it too – to move headlong toward a consolidation of markets for capital, 
goods, commodities, and information, but simultaneously to pretend that North America labor 
markets would remain separate and distinct. In the ensuing years the United States would spend 
increasing financial and human resources to demonstrate to the American public that the border 
was under control and not porous with respect to migrants or drugs, even as it was becoming 
increasingly permeable with respect to numerous other flows. (73) 

The rumblings of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) – the apex of 

hemispheric neoliberal reform – are first felt in the 1980s.  

 

 

NEW WORLD (B)ORDER 

 Despite the passage of IRCA, border apprehensions increased. In 1990, Mexico 

alone accounts for 44% of the migrants entering the U.S. legally. That same year, the 

Immigration Act of 1990 caps immigration from the western hemisphere at 700,000 per 

year through 1994 (Massey, Durand, Malone 2002). Relatedly, an average of 500,000 

people entered the labor force each year in the early 1990s in Mexico, a 3% annual 

increase – this figure does not include the close to one million workers in the informal 

sector (Bohórquez, García, Prieto, Rodríguez 2003). The rest of Mexico worked in 

agriculture or migrated:  

En su mayoría es gente que posee una pequeña porción de tierra, cosa que hace muy difícil su 
subsistencia; al interior del país, la única oportunidad de empleo que tienen los hombres es 
migrar hacia las ciudades del centro o norte de la República, y trabajar como asalariados o como 
peones en la industria de la construcción; en lo que toca a las mujeres las labores más comunes 
que desempeñan son las de empleada doméstica u obrera en la industria maquiladora. (Lugo 
Sánchez 2002: 44)  
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Illustration 7.3: Crumbling hacienda – El Jabalí, Río Verde, San Luís Potosí. 

The economic crisis and collapse of the new peso in 1994 make matters worse, as 

unemployment rises and the cost of living more than doubles, leaving many more 

displaced. In Querétaro, through the early 2000s:  

Aproximadamente diez mil queretanos migran anualmente a Estados Unidos, la mayor parte de 
ellos pobres y en una gran mayoría como ilegales, obligados por tanto a soportar vejaciones y 
persecuciones molestas y peligrosas. Hay casos extremos, como el de Arroyo Seco que, según 
ciertas fuentes, tiene más migrantes que habitantes. (Bohórquez, García, Prieto, Rodríguez 2003: 
24) 

In the U.S., newly arrived Mexicans – those most adversely impacted by a decade of 

neoliberal structural adjustment – are confronted with hostile policy and discourse and 

intensified right-wing punitive measures aimed at both criminalizing immigrants and 

dismantling affirmative action and welfare. Given this, 1994 is a landmark year that 

exposes the utter contradictions between U.S. economic and immigration policy. 
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 After coming to office through massive electoral fraud, Mexican President Carlos 

Salinas de Gortari (1988-1994) was determined to dissolve once and for all Mexican 

protectionism of domestic industry as a means, according to him and fellow technocrats, 

to boost labor productivity, stimulate foreign investment, promote exports, and work 

towards paying off Mexico’s debt. NAFTA was the answer (Grayson 1995). The Pew 

Hispanic Center (2005) reports that the number of immigrants to the United States from 

Mexico actually increased by more than 61% in the first eight years after the signing of 

NAFTA, due in large part to provisions that allowed for subsidized agricultural products 

from the U.S., especially corn, to be imported into Mexico. Unable to compete with the 

low prices of these imported goods, many local farmers were left jobless. Previously, 

Mexico had imposed import permits and tariffs (upwards of 20%) on one-quarter of U.S. 

agricultural products. NAFTA does away with such levies. The cost of local production 

increases and 1.5 million (other estimates say twice as many) small-acreage Mexican 

producers and their families are driven out of business. “600,000 of these farmers became 

NAFTA-caused additions to the normal flow of indocumentados seeking employment in 

the United States” (Stout 2008: 9). The crucial piece in this equation, however, comes 

three years prior to this. In 1991, de Gortari rewrites agrarian reform law in the 

constitution, ostensibly bringing an end to ejido land policy. Portions of “low productive” 

lands are sold to corporations:   

Se reformó el artículo 27 constitucional, con el fin de abrir la posibilidad para la 
comercialización de los terrenos ejidales, dar mayor seguridad a la propiedad agraria y 
favorecer la asociación entre empresarios y ejidatarios. Paralelamente, se observo un retiro 
paulatino del Estado por lo que hace a los sistemas de crédito, asesoría técnica, acopio, 
comercialización y abasto, con base en un discurso fuertemente crítico del proteccionismo y de 
los subsidios indiscriminados, al tiempo que se eliminan precios de garantía, así como precios 
controlados y subsidios al abasto de alimentos básicos. Por otra parte, se adoptan medidas de 
apertura comercial hacia al exterior, que tuvieron como punto de quiebre, en 1994, la entrada en 
vigor del Tratado de Libre Comercio de América del Norte, que representa una seria amenaza 
para la viabilidad de la agricultura mexicana, particularmente en lo que se refiere a granos 
básicos. (Bohórquez, García, Prieto, Rodríguez 2003: 61) 
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Although many found work in the NAFTA manufacturing sector, cross-border free-trade 

politics deteriorated the workplace in Mexico from NAFTA created industries (Audley 

2004). For instance, worker’s wages fell by more than 20% over NAFTA’s first five 

years. Today, many in the maquiladora sector earn from half to one-fourth their previous 

wages. Once more, others, unable to find work, are forced to cross the border into the 

United States in order to increase their life chances (Ruiz 2006). 

Proposition 187 in 1994 represented the climax of the anti-immigrant movement 

that secured the re-election of republican Governor Pete Wilson in California. The voter 

initiative aimed to exclude undocumented immigrant children from the public schools 

and prevent them and their parents from using virtually all other public services. 

Although the proposition passed, it was struck down years later by the federal courts on 

grounds of unconstitutionality, as it violated the Supreme Court rulings in Graham vs. 

Richardson (1971), which prohibits the states from denying public assistance to non-

citizens, and Plyler vs. Doe (1982), which determined that states must provide free public 

education to immigrant children (Cornelius 2005: 778). Although it began in California, 

the anti-immigrant trend soon went national and had much to do with the passage of both 

the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (which further 

militarized the border, enacted harsher penalties for visa over-stayers, and also limited 

immigrant eligibility for social service benefits at the local, state, and federal levels) and 

the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, two 

landmark pieces of legislation representing a veritable attack on impoverished 

populations in the U.S. (immigrants and people of color). These legislative efforts, 

DeGenova and Ramos-Zayos (2003) contend: 

Can be seen as disciplinary measures intended to intensify the subordination of labor in general in 
the United States by rendering more vulnerable, and thus, more tractable and flexible, precisely 
the poorest of working-class people. (44-45) 
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In addition, the twin strategies of “territorial denial” and “prevention through 

deterrence” also originate in the early 1990s (Nevins 2002). Border enforcement 

“expenditure remained relatively modest during the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s and early 1990s. 

It then quintupled from $750 million in 1993 to $3.8 billion in Fiscal Year (FY) 2004 and 

the size of the Border Patrol was tripled to more than 11,000 agents” (Cornelius 2005: 

777). First implemented was Operation Hold-the-Line in El Paso, Texas (1993); followed 

by Operation Gatekeeper in the San Diego area in 1994; Operation Safeguard was 

launched in central Arizona in 1995; and Operation Rio Grande began in 1997 in south 

Texas (ibid: 778). Operation Gatekeeper, in particular, lead to massive INS staffing and 

the construction of a border fence reaching fourteen miles inland from the Pacific 

(Goldsborough 2000). Hing (2004) notes, the deadly logic of militarization might have 

reduced the level of border-crossings initially, but it also shifted human traffic to sparsely 

populated remote areas and hazardous desert terrain: 

The militarization of the border . . . represents a false practical solution to moral questions raised 
by the flow of migrants pushed and pulled by economic and social factors. The migrants have 
become objectified, problematized, and demonized, allowing proponents to skirt the moral 
question, Thus, Gatekeeper has moral implications in an abstract way (as in “what kinds of people 
are we to permit such things to happen to”) and in a concrete way (the death toll and the hardship 
for Gatekeeper’s victims, and the attitude of those who enforce it, and live with it). (204) 

Since 2000, an average of 410 migrants have died each year as a direct consequence of 

attempted illegal entry along the U.S.-Mexico border. These statistics understate the 

number of deaths since they include only migrants whose bodies have been recovered by 

the Border Patrol and the Mexican police (Cornelius 2005: 783). Some of these deaths 

are also the direct result of anti-immigrant vigilante activity along the border. Conversely, 

there is no evidence to suggest that unauthorized migration is being deterred, that would-

be illegal entrants are being discouraged at the border after multiple apprehensions by the 
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Border Patrol, nor that their employment prospects in the US have been curtailed or that 

the resident population of undocumented immigrants is shrinking.  

Katherine Donato (1994) believes U.S. immigration policy has become less 

effective over time such that recent policy changes have affected overall migration flows 

far less than in the past; the entire process has become somewhat institutionalized and 

self-sustaining (725). Others would go as far as characterizing recent initiatives as 

“egregious [instances] of policy failure” (Zolberg 1999: 76). What these perspectives 

point to is a recurring gap between “state intentions of the law and its practical effects” 

(Calavita 1998: 106). This is to say, the paradoxical emergence of initiatives aimed at the 

hyper-restriction of the flow of people at a time of unprecedented demographic growth 

and economic integration is entirely incomprehensible.  

The terrorist attacks of September 11th, 2001 in New York and Washington DC 

pushed immigration reform to the back of the policy agenda, but subsequently also 

provided the ideological framework for an expansion of immigrant containment and 

criminalization justified by the national security threat of terrorism: the Department of 

Homeland Security is established, effectively dismantling the INS; as is Immigration and 

Customs Enforcement (ICE); the Patriot Act is made into law; and “Operation Endgame” 

is launched, whose expressed goal is to remove all removable aliens from the U.S. 

Despite the fact that no logical relationship can be drawn between border security, 

undocumented immigration and terrorism, habitual border-crossers, mainly Mexican, are 

now considered terrorists. Undocumented Mexican immigrants, it is argued, potentially 

“hate America” too. A way of dealing with this “problem” has been through extra-legal 

detention for undetermined amounts of time with no semblance of due process/habeas 

corpus, the end result of which has been a boom in the U.S. prison population:  

Like the prison industry, the management of ‘illegal immigrants’ has become a privatized and 
profitable concern. Today, the ICE holds about twenty-three thousand people in detention on a 
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given day, and about two hundred thousand overall each year, in over nine hundred facilities 
across the country. (Akers Chacón and Davis 2006: 223) 

The outsourcing of incarceration to corporations like the Corrections Corporation of 

America, Geo Group, and Halliburton has proven lucrative for the U.S. and has served to 

erect a regime of deportability whose improbable mission is that of removing all illegal 

immigrants from the U.S. According to Truth In Immigration – the immigration 

watchdog organization created by the Mexican American Legal Defense Fund –, more 

than 349,000 immigrants were deported in 2008, many of them charged with identity 

theft for possessing fraudulent papers; the Department of Homeland Security has spent 

over $2.8 billion in deportation efforts since its creation in 2003; and over one hundred 

Fugitive Operations Teams are active around the country raiding worksites and apartment 

complexes with veritable convoys of busses, SUVs, and helicopters. The budget for ICE 

operations for fiscal year 2009 was $5.93 billion, alone. Efforts to make immigrants feel 

less safe have meant increased militarization. According to a White House Office of 

Communications memo issued in August of 2007 entitled “Improving Border Security 

and Immigration Within Existing Laws”: 

The Administration Will Continue To Strengthen Security At The Border With Additional 
Personnel And Infrastructure.  We are committed to implementing the following border security 
measures by December 31, 2008:   
 
•  18,300 Border Patrol agents   
•  370 miles of fencing   
•  300 miles of vehicle barriers   
•  105 camera and radar towers   

In 2005, Janet Napolitano (Arizona Governor) and Bill Richardson (New Mexico 

Governor) declared a state of emergency along the border with Mexico. Between the two 

of them, they spent 1.5 million in enforcement efforts. The fantasy of border control, as 

Massey, Durand and Malone (2002) label it, wastes at least $3 Billion in taxpayer money 

every year. Again, these draconian policy measures have made crossing the border more 
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hazardous and, consequently, have instead served to deter migrants not from entering the 

U.S., but from returning to Mexico. The fear of repeating the arduous journey of entering 

the U.S. has further encouraged permanent settlement. “War on Terror” containment 

ideology, coupled with the schizophrenic policies of trade liberalization and immigration 

restriction, has only served to substantially increase the presence of an undocumented, 

vulnerable, exploitable pool of cheap labor.  

 

 

BORDER CROSSINGS 

 
SOY JOSÉ CLARO Y A LA REUNIÓN 
ESTE SALUDO YO QUIERO DARLES 
Y AL MOMENTO DE SALUDARLES 
YO LES PRESENTO MI TROVACIÓN 
 
Yo soy nativo del Aguacate 
tierra bendita donde nací 
y luego, luego me decidí 
por el huapango y por un remate 
porque es la música que me late 
aunque hay mas gustos y hay variación 
yo no critico y en mi opinión 
a cada quien lo que le ha gustado 
pa’ mi es la música de tablado: 
SOY JOSÉ CLARO Y A LA REUNIÓN 
 
Poco a poquito seguí el sendero 
tocando en bodas, en festivales 
en unos días con Miguel González 
tocando entonces de vihuelero 
siempre poniendo todo el esmero 
cada que de una presentación 
de al ver el gusto y la animación 
en cada fiesta tan concurrida 
desde ese tiempo no se me olvida: 
SOY JOSÉ CLARO Y A LA REUNIÓN 
 
Pues ni yo mismo se como fue 
que en la guitarra yo hice la entrada 
en el Aguacate fue la topada 
en la primerita en que yo toque  
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algunas gentes me tienen fe 
y yo agradezco su apreciación 
aunque es muy poca mi condición 
y he sabido lo que es acoso 
sin embargo digo orgulloso: 
SOY JOSÉ CLARO Y A LA REUNIÓN 

In 1985, huapango arribeño crossed the U.S.-Mexico border for the very first time. At 

the invitation of a Cerritos, San Luís Potosí hometown association (HTA) based out of 

Houston, Texas, two ensembles are invited to perform at a topada organized for the 

purpose of raising funds for a church construction project back in Cerritos. At that point 

in time, HTAs were not as commonplace as they are today. “In Chicago alone, “ for 

instance, “the number of ‘Mexican clubs’ funneling money to specific localities in 

Mexico to build schools, roads and churches jumped from 35 in 1995 to 181 in 2002” 

(Vertovec 2007: 166). Yet, even in the mid 1980s, these then-nascent immigrant 

organizations organized to finance socioeconomic development projects for their 

communities of origin, an important conduit in raising money for infrastructure projects 

(rebuilding roads, churches, clinics, sewage plants, schools), disaster relief, charitable 

work, and for organizing civic/cultural/religious events and festivals (ibid). On the 

occasion in question, the HTA successfully acquired short-term tourist visas for Cándido 

Martínez – whom was accompanied by Guillermo Guevara (primerero), Refugio “Cuco” 

Rodríguez, (segundero), and José Martínez (vihuelero) – and Pedro Sauceda, 

accompanied by Eusebio “Chebo” Méndez (primerero), Sebastián Salinas (segundero), 

and Claro González (vihuelero).  The first ensemble crossed successfully, the second was 

denied entrance at the border in Reynosa. Needless to say, the topada never happened. 

Cándido and company played the engagement alone and stayed in Texas for over a month 

– traveling and performing in Waco, Austin, and even Dallas (the city). Cándido vividly 

remembers, “Habían puros paisanos – hartos – de Río Verde, Rayón, San Ciro, 

Cárdenas, Cerritos, Matehuala, de todos lados. Eso no me lo esperaba” (There were 
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nothing but immigrants – a bunch – from Río Verde, Rayón, San Ciro, Cárdenas, 

Cerritos, Matehuala, from all over. I wasn’t expecting that). Months later, Pedro Sauceda 

and his musicians tried their luck once more. This time they were allowed into the U.S. 

They arrived in Houston and played another dance event organized by the HTA. After 

spending two months in Houston, they also traveled up to Austin and Dallas. Thereafter, 

Pedro Sauceda and Claro González found work in Atlanta, Georgia with a mutual friend 

from back home. 

Claro González, originally from El Aguacate, Río Verde, San Luís Potosí, had 

already been to the states a number of times before. He first crossed at the age of eighteen 

in 1971 in Acuña. He briefly worked in San Angelo and then made his way to Austin 

where he remained for six years without returning to San Luís Potosí. In the early 80s he 

would regularly migrate to Austin to work for months at a time. This changed in 1985 

with the previously mentioned trip to Atlanta via Houston. From that point on, Atlanta 

became his migratory destination.93 He has spent most of his time in the states working in 

commercial construction, most recently in masonry. His career as a huapanguero, mind 

you, is forged through this constant migration. He began playing vihuela for his father, 

the legendary poeta Miguel González, at the age of thirteen. Later he came to accompany 

Pedro Sauceda, Cándido Martínez, Antonio Escalante, Antonio García, among others. He 

becomes a poeta until nearly the age of forty. It was at around this time that he was 

playing vihuela for poeta Ciro Orduña and then slowly began subbing for him as 

guitarrero on occasions when Ciro was ill, etc. He slowly cultivated his talent and finally 

came to participate in topadas. He’s faced Guillermo Velázquez, Cándido Martínez, 

Hilario Gutíerrez, Pablo González, Celso Mancía, Pedro Sauceda, Tobías Hernández, 

                                                
93 This trip also marks an important moment for Pedro Sauceda, whom begins to migrate to Dallas, Texas from that 
point on. See Chapter 3. 
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Ángel González, José Mendoza, Mario Aguilar, Raúl Orduña, and Ciro Orduña, to name 

a few. In 2005, he ceased migrating to Atlanta and returned to Austin, where he now 

resides. It is there where he, for the first time in close to thirty-five years, came to 

perform huapango arribeño in the United States. To date, he’s had engagements in 

Michigan, Chicago, Arkansas and throughout Texas at the invitation of folks from San 

Luís de la Paz, Cerritos, Xichú, etc. and has had topadas with Ciro Orduña, Raúl Orduña, 

Misael Arbizu Oviedo, Javier Rodríguez, and Pedro Sauceda. Nevertheless, we are 

getting ahead of ourselves, for Claro is only the latest in a string of musicians who now 

exist in Texas.  

Illustration 7.4: Topada, Claro González vs. Raúl Orduña – Houston, Texas. 

After the 1985 would-be-topada in Houston, Guillermo Velázquez y Los Leones 

de la Sierra de Xichú, from my understanding, are the next musicians to perform in the 

U.S. In 1988/1989 they are invited to a festival focused on regional musics of Mexico in 

Los Angeles, California and also to perform at a San Ciro, San Luís Potosí HTA benefit 
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dance in San Diego, California. Guillermo recalls, “cuando nos invitaron . . . los 

emigrados de Xichú y de la sierra que se daban cuenta, llegaron a esas tocadas y era 

realmente emocionante para ellos y para nosotros encontrarnos allá en esos conciertos . 

. . Cientos de gentes se reencontraron. Fue impresionante y una experiencia muy bonita” 

(When they invited us . . . the migrants from Xichú and from the sierra that found out, 

they came out to those engagements and it really was emotional for them and for us to 

run into one another over there in those concerts . . . Hundreds of people got back in 

touch. It was amazing and a wonderful experience).  Thereafter throughout the early 

1990s, Los Leones traveled on a regular basis to Dallas, Texas to perform at fundraisers 

organized by the Club de San Luís HTA. In fact, Guillermo claims that the first topada in 

the U.S. took place in Dallas between he and Pedro Sauceda –¿Vamos a da’ las? ¡No¡ ¡A 

la topada! Tourist visas acquired with the help of HTAs have facilitated their travels.  

Now, through sets of undetermined circumstances (work, family, mutual friends, 

social networks), Raúl Orduña, Toño Mendieta, Pedro Sauceda, Ramiro Diaz, and 

Filemón Torres come to find one another in the Austin area in 1995/1996 and began 

rehearsing and performing. Two years later, Sebastián Salinas arrives in Austin. He was 

actually invited to Austin to perform alongside Pedro Sauceda and decided to stay and 

work. He has children in Memphis, Tennessee and this made the decision to stay easier. 

He visits them periodically during his stints in central Texas. He has gone back and forth 

for ten or so years. Now, there are a number of other musicians apart from these whom 

deserve mention. What follows is a weaving together of real life intersections between 

some of the individuals we’ve been introduced to thus far and others whom share similar 

border-crossing experiences. Border-crossing here is not only in reference to the actual 

physical crossing of the U.S.-Mexico border, the Rio Grande, but also to those greater 

experiences that constitute the transborder social lives of these musicians. As Raúl 
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Orduña says, “Uno se viene buscando una mejor vida . . . y nos comenzamos a 

desenvolver en estas comunidades donde a veces hay mucha discriminación racial, 

verdad, que es muy difícil a veces para nosotros expresar lo que nos gustaría” (One 

comes in search of a better life . . . and we started to make our way in these communities 

where there is at times a lot of racial discrimination, right, and it’s often times difficult 

for us to express what we’d like to). 

Toño Mendieta, Doña Blanca’s husband, arrived in Austin in 1990. His travels to 

the U.S. happened by chance. After a tocada in Tamazopo, San Luís Potosí he and the 

poeta he was with ran into a few friends in Río Verde who were on their way to El Norte. 

The chance encounter turned into a four-day farewell celebration that took them to San 

José de Tapanco and Las Minas. On their way back to Río Verde, “empezaron aquellos a 

invitarnos pa’l oltro lado,” (those guys started inviting us to the other side [U.S.]): 

Y así fue. Nos arrancamos otro día en la mañana de Río Verde. Cruzamos por Piedras Negras – 
Eagle Pass. Hasta la fecha esos señores viven aquí, ya tenían tiempo aquí. Yo según me iba quedar 
unas semanas nomás pa’ chambiar – pero mire, hasta la fecha, aquí ando… Pues nomás mire el 
muchachote que tengo [He hugs his son]. 

On that occasion, three men and three women crossed the river. He mentions, “yo deje de 

agarrar un instrumento por como unos cinco años, pues aquí no había nada” (I didn’t 

play my instrument for about five years, well there was nothing [music] here). This all 

changed after meeting Raúl and Ramiro in 1995/1996.  

Violinist Ramiro Diaz first came to the U.S. at the age of fourteen in 1978. He 

had cousins and uncles in Southern California who helped him find work picking 

oranges, lemons, and grapefruit, “yo me vine con las ganas de hacer dinero y de conocer 

los estados unidos” (I came because I wanted to make money and to experience the 

United States). On his first trip he remained in the United States for five years without 

returning to Mexico. He then began traveling back and forth, staying months at a time in 

both California and Guanajuato through 1993. Three years later he came to Austin with 
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friends to work in construction and has made it his home since. His career as an arribeño 

violinist began in Texas, as he met more musicians and took a liking to the instrument. 

However, he had already tried his luck as a poeta in the late 1980s in Guanajuato.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 7.5: Outside Ramiro’s apartments – Austin, Texas. 

His career was brief and complicated by migration, but memorable for him, nonetheless. 

He performed mainly at velaciones, but also picked up the vihuela and began 
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participating in topadas alongside Pedro Sauceda, Cándido Martínez, Javier Rodríguez, 

and Ciro Orduña – vihueleros across from him on occasion were Claro González, José 

Mendoza, Santos Espino, El Niño, and Javier Rodríguez. His younger brothers Raúl (a 

poeta) and Jaime (vihuelero) now also reside in Texas. 

Another Sierra Gorda migrant turned violinist in Texas is Genaro Rincón. “Si no 

fuera por el violín, no conociera a nadie por acá,” (If it weren’t for the violin, I wouldn’t 

know anyone over here) he admits. He is one of the younger practitioners. At twenty-

seven he is gradually making a name for himself, considering he picked up the violin 

only seven years ago. Although his father was also a violinist back home in San Luís de 

la Paz, Guanajuato, Genaro confesses that as a child he had no real interest in learning. 

Instead, he picked up the instrument years later, in the States, as he began travesiando 

with other like-minded young migrants from the Sierra Gorda interested in learning 

huapango arribeño. All of this, mind you, takes place in Dallas, Texas. In 1998, he 

migrated to the U.S. for the first time at the age of sixteen. He arrived in Tennessee where 

he found work in roofing. His next destination was Dallas. There, he joined a sister 

already living in the area. He has traveled back and forth between Guanajuato and Dallas 

since. He boasts of a steady job he returns to in a restaurant,  “Se me pegaron algunas 

palabras de ingles cuando menos pa’ evitar esos gritotes que me echaba el patrón de 

primero . . . lo que me daba era coraje, me aguitaba porque yo no sabía ni que me decía . 

. . pero después que ya sabía poquito, ya no me gritaba tanto” (I learned a few words in 

English to at least avoid getting yelled at by the boss like I did in the beginning . . . I 

would get angry and I would get down on myself because I didn’t know what he was 

saying to me . . . but later I knew a little [English], he wouldn’t yell at me as much). 

There is a compelling empathy about Genaro that I’ve always been drawn to, perhaps it’s 

because we’re about the same age. I first met him through Raúl, whom invited Genaro 
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and I to play a few engagements alongside one another in the Austin area. We kept in 

touch and our friendship grew. A year later, we had a topada in Houston, Texas. I 

accompanied Raúl on vihuela; Hignio and Ramiro were on violin. Across from us were 

Javier Rodríguez (poeta), Genaro and Santos Espino (vareros), and El Pato Espino on 

vihuela. We gave one another a good trouncing:  
 
TODO EL PÚBLICO ILUSTRADO 
AQUÍ ESTÁN SUS SERVIDORES 
COMIENZAN NUESTRAS LABORES 
LES ENTREGO UN SALUDADO 
 
Voy a hacer mi trovación 
en mis modos de versar 
queriendo aquí saludar  
a todita la reunión 
cumpliendo una obligación 
aunque no estoy preparado 
espero ser disculpado 
por toditos mi errores 
iniciando nuestras labores: 
TODO EL PUBLICO ILUSTRADO 
 
En este breve momento 
voy hacer mi versería 
viene de la mente mía 
aunque me falta talento 
saludaré al momento 
a este conglomerado 
el momento se ha llegado 
de hacer esta competencia  
hoy que dios nos dio licencia: 
TODO EL PUBLICO ILUSTRADO 
 
Yo principio mi tarea 
y saludaré el personal 
le frase la envío de tal 
y su servidor desea 
el publico que lo rodea 
desde abajo del tablado 
el momento se ha llegado 
de hacerle versería 
hoy que se ha llegado el día: 
TODO EL PUBLICO ILUSTRADO 
   

– Javier Rodríguez  
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UN SALUDO DOY DE CORAZÓN 
A EL ESTILO ATARJEA, GUANAJUATO 
AQUÍ EN TEJAS TOCAMOS LOS CUATRO 
COMO SE HACE POR NUESTRA REGIÓN 
 
Guanajuato nos dio la partida 
sin problemas cruzamos la raya 
a esta llegamos sin falla 
con deseos de un cambio de vida 
entre razas y fe dividida 
y sufriendo discriminación 
empuñamos un día el diapasón 
de la quinta, vihuela, o violín 
y aunque no hemos llegado hasta el fin: 
UN SALUDO DOY DE CORAZÓN 
 
Navegamos para este lugar 
con ayuda de dios el señor 
nos trajimos la planta y la flor 
y acá en Tejas se pudo regar 
hoy se empieza a ramificar 
convertida en huapango y en son 
y por eso nuestra tradición 
hoy renace y aquí en estos rincones 
con las rimas, huapangos y sones: 
UN SALUDO DOY DE CORAZÓN 
 
Radicados aquí en esta tierra 
hemos visto mil cosas sin fin 
hemos visto la flor de jazmín 
y de Irak no se diga la guerra 
y aunque el destino se aferra 
destruyendo región por región 
hoy venimos con la comisión 
de que ustedes disfruten felices 
y por eso con estos matices: 
UN SALUDO DOY DE CORAZÓN 
   

– Raúl Orduña 

When Genaro speaks about his transborder life I feel touched, anger, joy, 

frustration. I can’t help but be reminded of close cousins of mine whom are 

undocumented and share his experiences. When he tells of crossing the border I think of 

the “Yuma 14” who lost their lives in the Arizona desert in 2001:  

Me han puesto unas buenas corretizas en el monte. Me he llevado unas buenas 
espinadas, una buena cansada . . . caminar tres días en el monte . . . Ya esta 
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última vez que me fui pague una buena lana según pa’ no caminar – que también 
se batalla algo, no creas que es tan fácil . . . Ya me andaba pa’ llegar. Como a las 
cinco de la mañana ahí cerca del río el coyote nos hecho a una troca y en un 
crucerillo por ahí estaba una patrulla y se nos pego y estos le echaron todo a la 
troca y al último la metieron pa’l monte y se atranco. . . Uno luego va pa’ bajo 
corriendo. No me agarraron pero si me pusieron una buena corretiza. Bien 
oscuro y uno a correr sin saber a donde va caer . . . Nos corretearon como a las 
4:30 de la mañana y pues a correr los que pudimos. Unos pues todavía ni se 
alcanzaron de bajar de la troca, ahí mismo los agarraron . . . Yo me eche a 
correr tratando de seguir los que iban por allá, pero los otros corrían mas rápido 
que yo. Me metí al monte y luego, luego al suelo arriba de los nopalillos – me di 
una buena espinada! Me levanté y corrí y yo sentía que iba alguien detrás de mi. 
Quien sabe si era un mismo compañero o uno de la migración. El chiste es que 
corrí y al último corrí un rato yo solo. Ya que sentí que no iba nadie me pare a 
oír, no, pues se oía mas adelante hasta donde quebraban ramas, donde iban 
corriendo. Lo que entonces quise hacer fue alcanzarlos porque si no me iba 
quedar solo yo. Al último si alcance unos y con esos me anduve. Nos juntamos 
como unos cinco. Pero entonces echaron el helicóptero . . . A mi y otro no me 
agarro, pero a otros, porque nos separamos pa’ no estar amontonados, a esos 
que quedaron retirados, a esos si los agarraron. Y no, pues se bajo [el 
helicóptero] muy bajito hasta nos echaba mucho aire. Nos tuvimos todo el día 
siguiente ahí sin salir de la rama. Luego en la noche nos salimos. Y dijimos, pues 
ya que. Si nos agarraran . . . Salimos y íbamos caminando pa’ donde pensamos 
que había quedado la troca . . . De repente nos asustaron, que se oye una 
corredera de gente. Era otro coyote que llevaba gente. Nos pregunto [el coyote] 
de donde éramos y como estaba la cosa y porque andábamos ahí. Le contamos 
como estuvo la historia y le dijimos que nos llevara. No quería, pero al último 
siempre dijo que si. Nomás pregunto que si teníamos quien respondiera por 
nosotros allá. Y le dijimos que si. Le preguntamos cuanto nos iba cobrar y nos 
dijo. Al último nos salió en cien dólares menos que el otro. A el le íbamos a pagar 
mil quinientos y este nos cobro mil cuatrocientos. El nos llevo hasta Houston y 
ahí nos estuvimos hasta que llegara alguien quien trajera la feria pa’ soltarnos . . 
.  Nos entretuvieron casi ocho días fíjate, ahí sin comer, sin nada. Creo que en 
esos días nomás nos dieron dos sopa “marruchin” pa’ comer . . . Había mucha 
gente en la casita de dos cuartitos y una salilla. Nos juntamos cuarenta personas 
ahí. No, imagínate. Ahí todos sin comer, sin bañarnos, sin nada. Al último, pues si 
la libramos, si pasamos.   

His words speak for themselves – the militarized transborder wasteland of coyotes, 

border patrol, migrants, safe houses, and the elements. I listen. Thoughts and memories 

flicker. My mother a coffin-load, stuffed in the trunk of a car at the age of thirteen; she 
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made it across the international bridge and past the migra checkpoints. My father, like 

Genaro, walked the South Texas brush. His was a weeklong trek in the dead of winter 

through feet of snow. As a child, I dressed younger cousins with my clothing, taught 

them a few words in English, we pile into a car, our parents try and calm our nerves, the 

INS eye us suspiciously, my older sister and I chat away in our best American English.  

Border agent: “American citizens?”  

“Yes,” we children respond.  

We make it across.  

 Assorted characters abound in the border-crossing zone: some seedy, some just 

trying to make a living, others vile and cutthroat, a few compassionate. I think of my 

uncle Martín who lives in Miami, Florida. Yet, his work rests in between both countries, 

a constant border-crosser. Among other things, he’s a self-proclaimed part-time 

landscaper, part-time club doorman, and full-time transborder carrier. He doesn’t deal in 

controlled substances or firearms – however, I can’t speak to his dealings in the past. No, 

his is a more sensible affair. He delivers and transports money, correspondence, and 

personal effects to and from the Sierra Gorda Queretana. Preferred items include pulque 

(the same my grandmother and I drink in Jalpan), fresh cheese, dried meat, and huapango 

cds! My uncle, a sinewy man in his late forties, never seems to run out of stories – 

paying-off migra agents, troubles with the law, lost in remote areas, discovering new 

cities, dealing with the ridiculous requests of his clients. His constant nervousness – no 

doubt the product of years of being constantly policed –, however, takes some getting 

used to. His body never still, fidgety movements, rheumy eyes constantly sizing up his 

surroundings, almost contagious if you spend enough time around him. Great storyteller, 

I’ll give him that. He’s acted as coyote on occasion, he says, given the right 

circumstances. What those consist of is beyond me. Now, he tells me these things – in 
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breathtaking irony only he is capable of – as he dons a “Border Patrol” oversized mesh 

trucker hat he picked up at highway truck stop.  

El Pato is also familiar with such things: truck stops, tireless journeys across the 

U.S.-Mexico border, life in both countries. His home is El Refugio, Ciudad Fernández, 

San Luís Potosí. I met him during my ten-month stay there. He’s son-in-law to my 

neighbors Reinaldo and Chimina and his business is the same as my uncle Martin’s. His 

route takes him from El Refugio to North Carolina.  Every two weeks El Pato collects 

and delivers the effects of his clients on both sides of the border. According to him, he 

makes the trip driving non-stop in about forty or so hours. Along the way he only spares 

time to fill-up and for a handful of predetermined highway meetings with folks whom 

wait to pick up items along the way: the border, Houston, Louisiana, Atlanta.  

 Inés Suárez was born in El Mezquital, Xichú, Guanajuato in 1964. He grew up 

around huapango arribeño and picked up the vihuela when he was twelve years old. He 

began performing in topadas right away – at times in front of Alberto Arbizu. In 1978, he 

joined Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú. He’s featured on most their recordings and has 

traveled extensively with the ensemble as well. He switched to violin in the early 1990s 

and now regularly plays with a number of ensembles. In 2005, he was invited to perform 

at a series of engagement in the U.S. (Austin, Houston, Dallas, Chicago) with Pedro 

Sauceda and Javier Rodríguez. He didn’t make it – Genaro actually filled-in for him in 

Austin. On that occacion, both Inés and Mauro González tried their luck crossing in the 

Eagle Pass, Texas area. They were spotted by the border patrol, apprehended, and 

detained in an ICE facility in west Texas. They were first held in Val Verde County and 

then transported to Pecos: 

Íbamos con la idea, pues tanteábamos que pagándole a nuestro coyote, pues 
podíamos llegar allá a chambiar. Uno, pues, no hay otra, hay que intentar pasar 
y a veces las tanteadas no le salen como uno quisiera y esa ves nos agarraron. Y 
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luego nos dieron cuatro meses chingao! Cuando a uno lo llevan por allá ni le 
dicen exactamente.  Nos tuvieron encarcelados como delincuentes. Esta gacha 
esa experiencia, es triste, es muy desgastante estar ahí.  

Apparently, he and Mauro were held for fleeing from the border patrol and not disclosing 

the identity of their coyote. They were detained for four months. The Pecos prison is a 

privately operated federal detention facility mananged by the Florida-based Geo Group, a 

corporation that profits billions from providing immigrant detention services in the U.S. 

Inés is a bit reluctant to speak about his experience and it’s hard for me to imagine such a 

sprightly person as he confined in a cell for months. I assume he was subject to the same 

conditions as those detainees that led a prison-wide revolt in the Pecos facility as recently 

as February of 2009. Complaints concerning poor medical attention went unheeded for 

months and finally led to a two-day uprising. According to research studies conducted by 

the Center for Immigration Rights at Penn State University law school, the U.S. 

government currently detains over 310,000 persons a year in private and public jails and 

prisons across the country at a cost of $1.7 billion a year. Often, detainees are mixed in 

with the local prison population, are provided inadequate medical care, are harassed, 

subjected to dehumanizing conditions and abuse, separated from family members, and 

suffer the consequences of overcrowding. Young children (some U.S. citizens) have also 

been taken into custody, separated from their parents, and even put in solitary 

confinement, this according to Nina Bernstein of the New York Times. Ninety deaths in 

detention facilities have been reported since 2003. Substandard conditions are to blame, 

the result of cutting financial corners on the part of facility operators. Inés: 

Ahorita teníamos otra ida por allá, pero ya no nos quisimos arriesgar por lo 
mismo . . . mejor le dejamos así. Andamos sin papeles pero a ver si algún día 
logramos una visita para poder ir a complacer los paisanos que están por allá. 

Needless to say, Inés has not tried crossing again. He continues performing with Los 

Leones de la Sierra de Xichú, but as of late he also splits his duties as a violinist with Los 
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Compadres de la Sierra. In the summer of 2008, they had a topada with Javier Rodríguez 

(accompanied by Filemón, Mario González, and Luz Vera) in celebration of Genaro’s 

wedding in San Luís de la Paz, Guanajuato: 

Illustration 7.6: Los Compadres de la Sierra (Gavino Landaverde, Inés Suarez, Mario 
Aguilar, Mauro González) performing at Genaro’s wedding – San Luís de la Paz, 
Guanajuato. 

PARA GENARO RINCÓN 
VOY A TROVARLE MI PROSA 
EN COMPAÑÍA DE SU ESPOSA 

NUESTRA FELICITACIÓN 
 
(1) Hoy hago me versería     (3) Voy hacerle mi valona 
con mi quinta huapanguera   porque así debe de ser 
y lo hago a mi manera    es correcto proceder 
en esta noche que ya es día   elogiando a su persona 
con jubilo y alegría    y lo que amigos entona 
con harta satisfacción    aquí en esta noche hermosa 
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estando en este salón    y hoy que de dicha se goza 
voy a poner todo esfuerzo    recibe las adulaciones 
para trovarle mi verso    para entregarte salutaciones 
PARA GENARO RINCÓN   VOY A TROVARLE MI GLOSA 
 
(2) Saludarlo me permito    (4) Con violines y vihuela 
lo digo porque así es    permíteme que le cante 
trovando con sencillez    para seguir adelante 
hoy le entrego mi versito    voy a prender la vela 
cantando le felicito    de su nombre se anivela 
hoy por el hago mi glosa    y hoy hago mi versión 
que mi verso sea una rosa    ante toda la reunión 
el verso le quiero brindar    como dije me repito 
me permito el saludar    voy a trovarle un versito 
EN COMPAÑÍA DE SU ESPOSA   DÁNDOLE FELICITACIÓN 

 

– Javier Rodríguez  

 

Verso de jarabe 
Esto que quede bien claro 
A mi no se me ha olvidado 
¡Ay, compadrito Genaro! 
Estamos a su mandado 
   

– Mario Aguilar 

 

 

LABORING AND UNAUTHORIZED LIVES 

 Mario Aguilar, poeta for Los Compadres de la Sierra, says to me, “Si no tengo mi 

guitarra no ando a gusto”(If I don’t have my guitar I’m not at ease).  He arrived in 

northern Mississippi in 1999, though he’s also spent time in Dallas, Austin, and Kansas. 

Networks of friends and acquaintances that extend from San Luís de la Paz, Guanajuato 

brought him here – he’s originally from the rancho of Palmillas, San Luís de la Paz, 

Guanajauto. Lucky for him, he works alongside fellow musicians Santos Espino and his 

father Juan Espino. Santos arrived in 1994, his father in 2000, both are violinists also 

from Palmillas. Around these Mississippi parts the scenery is lush, gospel and jazz fill the 
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radio waves, Baptist churches and Piggly Wigglys are familiar landmarks, trailer-homes 

are the norm, and life moves at a rural Southern pace – quite a change from urban ghettos 

or even farm-worker shanty towns/migrant camps. I would never have imagined a 

community of Mexicans to have taken root here of all places. They have. And local 

policy-makers have taken notice. “Juan Crow” is what some are calling the system of 

draconian measures (not to mention vigilante activities) that have been enacted to isolate 

and control the surging population of undocumented immigrants throughout the 

American South over the past fifteen years. As of 2006, Georgia law denies 

undocumented immigrants driver’s licenses and bars them from receiving the benefits of 

state social services like medical care. Eligibility is dependent upon proving legal 

citizenship status. Relatedly, in Mississippi the Employment Protection Act (SB 2988) 

was signed into law by Governor Haley Barbour in 2008, which requires employers to 

utilize the E-Verify system to confirm legal identities and authorize employment.94 This 

measures applies to all public contractors and private employers. Non-compliance on the 

part of employers may result in the termination of public contracts; the suspension of 

operational permits and licenses; and could constitute a felony punishable by a minimum 

of one year in prison or a fine of no less then $1,000. Arizona was the first state to pass 

legislation requiring employers to use the E-Verify system, just prior to Mississippi. 

Other states that have enacted similar measures include South Carolina, Colorado, 

Oklahoma, Utah, Missouri, North Carolina, Georgia, and Minnesota. In 2008, Congress 

passed the Employee Verification Amendment Act of 2008 (H.R. 6633), which requires 

federal contractors to use E-Verify for the next ten years in order to gauge its 

effectiveness. Mario, Santos, and Don Juan have worked in a number of jobs, among 

                                                
94 E-Verify is an internet database managed by U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) that determines 
identities, and thus eligibility for employment, through the use of social security numbers.  
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them planting pine trees in the area, manufacturing plants, and construction. As has been 

apparent up through now (and will continue to be), most of these migrants find work in 

commercial construction, the agricultural sector (farm workers), and the service industry 

(janitorial services, restaurants, domestic labor). Meaning, a large portion of their 

employment opportunities are located in a quasi-informal sector.  

Illustration 7.7: Juan and Santos Espino and Mario Aguilar – Northern Mississippi. 

 Santos and Mario are roughly the same age, born in the mid-1970s. At sixteen, 

Mario was performing in topadas as a poeta. Like some of his younger counterparts (i.e. 

Tobías), he also learned much about the structuring of poesía from recordings. Santos 

began as a vihuelero playing alongside his father Don Juan when he was eight years old; 

Don Juan began his own career as a violinist at the age of ten in 1963. By the time Santos 
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was ten, he was playing atop tablados in topadas, accompanying poetas Pedro Sauceda, 

Amador Arredondo and Tobías Hernández, among others: 

Como a los diez años fue mi primer topada. Me invito Amador [Arredondo], el 
era el que mas me invitaba. Pues, que va ver una topada y pues que vamos, ya 
que. Y llegamos y ya estaba la bolota ahí, ya estaban los otros [músicos] tocando. 
Luego vi los bancos [tablados] que se acostumbran. Me subí temblando ahí por 
la altura y con los nervios de tocar al frente. Me subí y la apoyadera de los pies 
no alcanzaba yo y para recargarme no podía . . . Siempre las demás tocadas me 
ganaba el sueño. A veces me dormía a medio son a media poesía. Y ese día no! 
Tanteaba que me caía si me quedaba dormido. Toda la noche, estuve bien alerto.      

He, like Ramiro and Genaro, picked up the violin in the States. Sebastián Salinas was his 

principal guide. His first topada as varero occurred in Texas – Filemón sat across the 

way, his rival on that occasion. 

Misael Arbizu Oviedo currently resides in Mexia, Texas, though he’s originally 

from Puerto de Palmas, Victoria, Guanajuato. He arrived in the U.S. in 1996 at the age of 

twenty-four. Before then, he spent five years in Mexico City working as an albañil. He 

plays vihuela, violin, and guitarra quinta. His aprendizaje with his grandfather, a poeta, 

began at the age of ten. He remembers his childhood dream of becoming a huapanguero:  

Cuando yo estaba bien chiquillo . . . hacía una guitarrilla de tabla y le ponía unas 
cuerdas allí. Y me acuerdo que teníamos un lugar que le decíamos el cerrito y ahí 
echábamos unas chivas hay pa’ bajo y se divisaban hasta allá lejos. Entonces yo 
ahí me estaba en ese cerrito hasta que salían al otro cerro de aquel lado . . . Todo 
ese resto del día, ahí me estaba con mi guitarra en friega. Yo me imaginaba como 
se sentían los músicos. Hasta me subía a un árbol pa’ ver como se sentía irse 
subiendo al tablado, pero nunca pensé que yo me iba a subir. Había veces que 
hasta soñaba que yo era músico . . . Después cuando me subí le daba gracias a 
dios porque se me concedió eso. 

He had his first engagements four years later and when he turned twenty he became a 

poeta, which is what he mostly dedicates himself to. He’s battled with Pedro Sauceda 

(also a mentor of his), Hilario Gutíerrez, Ángel González, Cándido Martínez and with 

Ciro Orduña, Raúl Orduña, and Claro González in the U.S. He’s returned to Mexico only 
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once in twelve years. He works as a welder, has a family, and continues to perform. Still, 

his wistful tone is noticeable when he speaks of his status in the U.S.:  

Ya en topadas grandes, gente me oían mentar, me mandaban invitar que me 
querían a mi que fuera tocar por allá . . . Pues se siente uno lo importante que es 
pa’ su gente de uno. Por eso cuando yo llegúe aquí de primero . . . aquí llegue a 
puro trabajar . . . uno se siente como nada. 

I’ve heard many others utter similar words.  
 

******************************************** 

 

All kinds of folks gather at Doña Carmen’s lonchería in Río Verde to eat, drink, 

chat, and pass the time: men and women, transborder sojourners who have spent time in 

Texas, California, Florida, Atlanta, Chicago, North Carolina – “Vive uno jodido por allá, 

pero si te toca suerte si te alivianas con algunos dólares” (One struggles over there, but 

if you’re lucky you are able to make a little money). I think of Misael. Doña Carmen’s is 

a modest establishment – small wooden structure, dirt floor, fogón in the back with beans 

always on the fire. Along with others, it lines the barren parking lot of a shopping center 

that went out of business long ago. The place is cozy and the laughter and conversation 

nunca faltan (never cease). Sandra, the other woman who works there, loves huapango 

and particularly enjoys it when local huapangueros stop by, as do I, for this is why I 

spend a considerable amount of time here. You never know who you’re bound to run into 

and, if you’re lucky, you’ll find out when the next local topada is. Fili walks in. We 

drink.   

  
 “Oiga, no se acuerda cuando nos perdimos por Atarjea?” (Hey, do you 
remember when we got lost around Atarjea?) He asks me.  
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 “Ni hablar; eso si estuvo algo canijo!” (Of course; that was quite a predicament)  
I laugh and reminisce. 
 

We spent the afternoon in Atarjea, Guanajuato before heading off to El Chilarito, 

where Raúl, Fili, El Niño, and Luz Vera were to play later that evening. In the meantime, 

Raúl, Fili, and I stopped to have a beer at a corner lonchería, a tiny ground-floor room 

that served as both living area and dining room of sorts – the proprietor’s home located 

upstairs. She served up tacos de cabeza (braised goat head tacos) as family and patrons 

rushed in and out. Lukewarm Victoria beer for us.  Only a few people could fit in the 

musty cramped space, which contained a few chairs, table, and stove where the food sat 

and simmered. The clammy scent of barbacoa permeated my skin, a sticky film slowly 

coated my arms and face. (Perhaps my own claustrophobia manifest?) Yet, we rested 

easy, just like many a time in Texas in each other’s company. A windstorm brewing 

outside. “Alex,” Fili said, “no sea por nada, pero yo y Raúl, en el destino, en Austin, 

tuvimos varias aventuras y desaventuras” (It’s not for nothing/to be taken for granted, but 

Raúl and I, in Austin, we had a number of adventures and bad times). Raúl chuckled and 

patted him on the back. We drank our beers. 

Later that evening – or early morning rather, thereabouts 4:00 a.m. – after the 

tocada in El Chilarito, we found ourselves in the midst of our own desaventura, 

helplessly navigating the labyrinth of unpaved narrow back-roads in the sierra, 

precariously teetering on the edges of giant cerros, ever conscious of the menacing 

chasms below. Curious, isn’t it? Fili, Luz, and el Niño (Raúl stayed behind in El 

Chilarito) knew these back-roads by heart; they had traversed them countless times. Yet, 

presently it was dark, drizzling, and they were tired. The tocada had been long. For a 

brief moment – actually three hours that felt like an eternity – we felt incredibly 

vulnerable, not knowing where to turn, what road to take. I thought of David, a nephew 
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of Raul’s, also from Piedra Gorda, Guanajuato. He spent six years in the U.S., arriving in 

1996. He was 17. Witness to the florescence of huapango, he attended those first 

performances en el otro lado. He moved on to Dallas and finally settled in North 

Carolina. We chatted and drank a few beers earlier that evening in El Chilarito and he 

spoke to me of his own varied desaventuras in the U.S., his encounters with the migra 

mostly. “No hombre, en camino al trabajo, tempranillo, luego se nos acercaban las 

patrullas en los semáforos. De un carro a otro, allí estaban.  Vaya, nos bajábamos de la 

camioneta y corríamos como pinches conejos!” (Listen man, on our way to work, early, 

the border patrol trucks would get close to us at the traffic lights. They were just a car 

over. Heck, we’d get out of the truck and run like fucking rabbits!)  I couldn’t help but 

picture the infamous images of Riverside County police officers savagely beating 

undocumented men and women in Rodney King-like fashion – kicking, clubbing, 

yanking their hair, slamming them against their vehicle – on a stretch of highway in the 

Los Angeles area in 1996. When in the States, David had to navigate an unfamiliar urban 

landscape, as he precariously teetered between safe and unsafe spaces, his humanity and 

vulnerability utterly exposed. 

Exposed. When he was in Austin, Fili lived with his niece (his sister’s daughter). 

During his time there, his sister unexpectedly died. The news of her death paralyzed both 

he and his niece. The thought of death was too much to handle. Yet, it was not the 

passing of his sister/her mother that was so traumatizing, but rather the thought of having 

to face death when crossing the border. They had to get to Mexico and see her, to attend 

the funeral, and to be with family. The impossible return-journey to their lives in Texas 

was unthinkable. Things were getting tougher on the border and losing their lives on the 

way back was a real possibility. This desperation, this psychosis is the product of 

policing, of a regime of illegality and deportability that dehumanizes, deteriorates health 
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and wellbeing, and all too often deters community. Immigrants are constantly faced with 

the reality that theirs is an unauthorized existence, a life circumscribed by the tyranny of 

citizenship. 

 

 

DISCOURSING THE NATION 

The hegemonic attitude in the U.S. is anti-immigrant. Most believe legal 

immigration should slow down and illegal immigration should stop completely. This 

attitude is deeply rooted in ideas about national sovereignty, which immigration is 

understood to fundamentally violate in a variety of ways. Legal absolutists argue that the 

sovereign nation has the paramount responsibility of not only protecting its borders, but 

must also be able to view all that passes over them and exercise some degree of control 

over this movement. Consequently, because we don’t know who undocumented 

immigrants are, they are a potential source of criminality. There is little evidence, 

however, that crime rates are higher among immigrant populations than they are among 

other domestic populations of similar economic status or that economic migrants have 

terrorist ties (Chomsky 2007). Nevertheless, these connections are very real within the 

legal absolutist imaginary. 

Imaginaries are predominantly constructed through discourse, which is itself a 

textured representational strategy. In terms of national sovereignty, it is through 

officialized master narratives – discourses that struggle to establish taken-for-granted 

knowledges – upon which senses of belonging and centered identities are constructed. 

These primarily exist as a constellation of narratives concerning the political legitimacy 

of the imagined community articulated through symbols, ritual, invented tradition, and 

foundational mythology. Stuart Hall (1996) says it best, “a national culture is a discourse 
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– a way of constructing meanings which influences and organizes both our actions and 

our conceptions of ourselves” (613). In Covering Immigration (2001), Leo Chávez 

unravels the complicated tapestry of “visual and textual metaphors, icons, and images 

that make up [the] lexicon for discoursing about immigration and the nation” that has 

consistently fueled public anxiety (Chávez 2001: 52). Those popular tropes we are all 

familiar with – waves, floods, rising tides, war, invaders – are deeply embedded in a 

dominant discursive text (visual for him) that shapes the (mis)understanding of 

immigrants, their experiences and the process of immigration itself. Immigrants, in the 

greater American imaginary, represent a dangerous potentiality: coming anarchy, 

crumbling borders, disease, the death of American culture, a threat to the nation’s 

political integrity, the ethnic/racial dilution of the White majority, invading hordes, out-

of-control fertility and rampant reproduction, crime, an increase in the cost of social 

services, impending environmental disaster, and job displacement. The material 

consequences of alarmist discourse relates back to immigrant experiences and impacts 

their lives tremendously: public anxiety, racism, discrimination, militarization, constant 

policing. These dominant narratives obfuscate the social realities of immigration and fuel 

ignorance and hatred that transform themselves into misguided policy efforts at the local 

and federal level. Ultimately, this is precisely the aim of self-proclaimed American 

“Culture Warriors.” 

 Bill O’Reilly – Fox News political pundit, author, and radio host – has decided, in 

his own words, to become a “warrior in the vicious culture war currently under way in 

the United States of America . . . On one side of the battlefield are the armies of the 

traditionalists like me, people who believe the United States was well founded and has 

done enormous good for the world. On the other side are the committed forces of the 

secular-progressive movement that want to change America” (2006: 2). For O’Reilly, one 
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of the more infuriating causes of the secular-progressive movement is that of immigration 

reform. Such initiatives, he suggests, represent a malicious desire to dismantle the 

cultural core of America. He comments: 

You have people who hate America, and they hate it because it's run primarily by white, Christian 
men. Let me repeat that. America is run primarily by white, Christian men, and there is a segment 
of our population who hates that, despises that power structure. So they, under the guise of being 
compassionate, want to flood the country with foreign nationals, unlimited, unlimited, to change 
the complexion – pardon the pun – of America. Now, that's hatred, too.  

His anger, on this occasion, was directed at the New York Times whom, according to 

him, supports liberalizing immigration restrictions and thus the disappearance of 

America. Not to be left behind, nationally syndicated radio talk-show host Rush 

Limbaugh, in response to a federal court ruling banning the importing of certain 

mollusks, likens immigrants to an invasive species: 

So invasive species like mollusks and spermatozoa are not good, and we've got a federal judge 
say, "You can't bring it in here," but invasive species in the form of illegal immigration is fine and 
dandy – bring 'em on, as many as possible, legalize them wherever we can, wherever they go, no 
matter what they clog up. So we're going to break the bank; we're going to bend over backwards. 
The federal judiciary is going to do everything it can to stop spermatozoa and mollusks from 
coming in, but other invasive species? We're supposed to bend over and grab the ankles and say, 
“Deal with it.” . . . invasive species that, say, on their own power and of their own desire and 
volition cross the border and come here, we can't say diddly-squat about it. 

The problem, however, is that Mr. Limbaugh says quite a bit about it, describing 

Mexicans as a “renegade, potential criminal elements . . . poor and unwilling to work.” 

Such descriptions only outrage that segment of the population – among others – that tout 

America’s love for “God, guns, and the death penalty,” as Laura Ingraham, another right-

wing radio host, would have it. As is obvious to most Americans, there exists an 

abundance of political pundits that make a living from cultivating such divisive and racist 

ideology on air. Like O’Reilly, they understand their work as a noble cause in protecting 

the nation. A few other examples from corporate media sources: 

 
• Lou Dobbs of Lou Dobbs Tonight on CNN 

o Disturbed over President Barack Obama’s decision to address the U.S. Hispanic Chamber 
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of Commerce, suggested the organization itself was only “interested in the export of 
American capital and production to Mexico and Mexico’s export of drugs and illegal 
aliens to the United States.”  

o In his segments “Broken Borders” and “War on the Middle Class,” he’s described 
Mexican immigrants as an “army of invaders” who threaten the “health of many 
Americans through deadly imports of diseases like leprosy and malaria.”  

 
• Jack Cafferty of the Situation Room also on CNN 

o In response to the immigrant’s rights marches of 2006 exclaims that “Once again, the 
streets of our country were taken over today by people who don't belong here…. 
Taxpayers who have surrendered highways, parks, sidewalks and a lot of television news 
time on all these cable news networks to mobs of illegal aliens are not happy about it…. 
America's illegal aliens are becoming ever bolder. March through our streets and demand 
your rights. Excuse me? You have no rights here, and that includes the right to tie up our 
towns and cities and block our streets. At some point this could all turn very violent as 
Americans become fed up with the failure of their government to address the most 
pressing domestic issue of our time.” 

 
• Conservative author and political pundit Ann Coulter on the Bill O’Reilly show 

o “How do we get these people from living out of the shadows? Who cares if they’re living 
in the shadows. They’re illegal! What we want to do is figure out how to deport them.” 

 
• Glenn Beck, nationally syndicated radio host and CNN pundit of the Glenn Beck 

Program, in one of his crying fits 
o “How is it that I can be painted as somebody who just hates Mexicans when the 

cornerstone of what my problem on illegal immigration is they're breaking the law and 
they're not alone in doing it. The people who are really breaking the law are the 
companies that are trying to get rich on the – you know, let me ask you something. 
Somebody comes across the border in the middle of the night, why are they doing that? 
Really, three reasons: One, they're terrorists; two, they're escaping the law; or three, 
they're hungry. They can't make a living in their own dirtbag country. Well, how could I 
possibly want to hurt the people who are hungry, who want a better life? How can I 
possibly demonize those people? I can't. So, now I say, “Hey, we need these laborers 
over here. It helps them.” No, it doesn't. What are the jobs Americans won't take? I'll tell 
you what those jobs are. Those are the jobs where you're picking tomatoes for below 
minimum wage, and you're working in conditions that are illegal for everybody else to 
work in. That's the jobs that Americans won't take, and we shouldn't give them to 
Mexicans. We shouldn't give those jobs to people who are coming here just because 
they're trying to put food on the table. That's obscene. Just so you can have a cheaper 
meal, just so I can have a cheaper box of strawberries? It's obscene. You wanna solve the 
immigration [problem]? You know it and I know it. You put up a giant fence. You stop 
the people who are coming here because they're criminals or they want to do us harm. 
Then, you go after the companies and you stop those jobs from being given to illegal 
immigrants. Then on top of that, you make it easier for people to come through the proper 
door. That's how you solve it. Why can't they do it? I just solved it. I'm a recovering 
alcoholic, former DJ, and I just solved it in two minutes!” 
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This discoursing doesn’t include the work being done on the part of anti-immigrant 

grassroots organizations through online publications, non-syndicated radio programming, 

and organizing in their own communities. Some include the Federation for American 

Immigration Reform (FAIR)95; the Christian Coalition; American Immigration Control 

Foundation (AICF); U.S. English; the California Coalition for Immigration Reform; the 

National Organization for European American Rights; NumberUSA; PojectUSA; V-Dare 

(Virigina Dare); The Social Contract Press; The Stein Report; and Voices of Citizens 

Together (American Patrol), to name a few. The similarities in their depiction of 

immigrants and the process of immigration are astounding. These organizations and 

political pundits reach millions of Americans everyday and play an influential role in 

shaping public opinion.  

 Let us return to O’Reilly (2006) and his lucid commentary on the influence of 

corporate media: 

Most politicians in American, with the obvious exception of the President, hold only casual 
power; that is, they can make small changes and minor contributions to the country in their various 
capacities. The media hold the ultimate power to persuade. (42) 

I agree with his assessment. This to say, it is the mass corporate media whom takes on the 

task of discoursing the nation in the service of the mass public, as it were. Raymond 

Williams (1958), in his discussion of mid-20th century treatment of the culture concept, 

invokes the idea of the masses – a conventional gloss for “mob.” The conceptual massing 

of people is itself the result of modern urbanization, factory work (large-scale mass 

production), and working class mass action. And bourgeois class-democracy fears the 

potentiality of the masses; this emergent “mass” represents the threat of mob rule, direct 

democracy. Yet, he reminds us: 

                                                
95 Its largest supporter is the Pioneer Fund, which was founded in the 1930s inspired by Nazi Germany eugenics and 
population control research inspired (Diamond 1999). 
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There are in fact no masses; there are only ways of seeing people as masses . . . The fact is, surely, 
that a way of seeing other people which has become characteristic of our kind of society, has been 
capitalized for the purposes of political or cultural exploitation. What we see, neutrally, is other 
people, many others, people unknown to us. In practice, we mass them, and interpret them, 
according to some convenient formula. (300) 

The convenient and political exploitative formula, for our purposes, is manifested in the 

discoursing of the nation whereby undocumented immigration provides the ideological 

axis of meaning upon which notions of citizenship, sovereignty, and national identity are 

constructed. Williams (1958) continues: 

The conception of persons as masses springs, not from an inability to know them, but from an 
interpretation of them according to a formula. Here the question of the intention of the 
transmission makes its decisive return. Our formula  . . . can be that of the mob: gullible, fickle, 
herdlike, low in taste and habit. The formula, in fact, will proceed from our intention . . . If . . . our 
purpose is manipulation – the persuasion of a large number of people to act, feel, think, know in 
certain ways – the convenient formula will be that of the masses. (303)  

Contemporary mass public opinion concerning immigration is founded on the semantic 

work of alterity performed through manipulative discourse. The subordination of an 

entire class of people in the United States is accomplished through the institutionalizing 

of an entire range of white supremacist rhetoric cloaked in the lexicon of citizenship, 

legality, national identity and sovereignty. This formula breeds violence, illogical policy 

and subordination. Most importantly, American identity itself is dialogically sustained 

through such discoursing – borders safe, culture intact, the nation secure. 

 

 

DISCOURSING CITIZENSHIP 

“National cultures are a distinctly modern form” (Hall 1996: 612). Contemporary 

citizenship – as a site of universal individual rights made available through the imposition 

of state power – is a product of modern political revolutions: French Revolution, 

American War of Independence, English Civil War. Out of these struggles, the modern 
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nation-state is born, which, as Benedict Anderson (1983) tells us, necessarily involves the 

creation of a nationalist imaginary, an imagined community whose integrity is sustained 

through an invented homogeneity wielded against the divisions of class, culture, and 

ethnicity. Understand, within the national imaginary political liberties and civil rights are 

themselves considered the entitlements of national citizenship. The entitlements of 

citizenship are related to notions of virtue. I invoke virtue here in the classical Platonic 

and Aristotelian sense, as prudent intellectual and moral means necessary in the 

cultivation of excellence and attainment of the Good. The apex of virtue within the 

juridical context of the nation-state is membership in the nation, the bestowing of 

citizenship. Samuel Huntington (2004), among others, adamantly argues precisely this: 

there is virtue in ascribing to a political culture, governance, the rule of law, and devotion 

to a distinctive political identity. Undocumented immigrants, because they have entered 

the country illegally (thus broken the law), do not qualify. Further, allowing them to exist 

within the nation devalues and corrodes citizenship. As an imagined form of membership 

that grants specific entitlements to a limited group, citizenship necessarily distinguishes 

between citizens and non-citizens. With respect to undocumented immigrants, they are 

non-citizens and thus have no rights. And even if they did have rights, protecting them is 

not of concern because they have broken the law. The moral panic that surrounds 

immigramtion – whose material consequences include the militarization of the border, 

immigrant detention, and policing, to name a few – is ideologically framed citizenship 

primarily in terms of legality. Apart from bestowing upon the individual particular rights, 

citizenship also dissolves the boundary between the individual and the state. “Illegals” 

undermine this relationship: they are criminals whose existence undermines the rule of 

law, they elude the power of the nation-state itself.  
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Illustration 7.8: Returning migrants at a topada during the winter holidays – San Ciro de 
Acosta, San Luís Potosí. 

The cornerstone of Benedict Anderson’s (1983) seminal work on nation and 

nationalism is, again, his concept of the imagined community. More precisely, he defines 

the nation as “an imagined political community [that is] imagined as both inherently 

limited and sovereign” (1). The concepts of limits (borders) and sovereignty no doubt 
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continue to inform our current understanding of the nation, albeit in an age of rapid 

global transformations. Yet, upon closer inspection, one realizes anonymity is crucially 

embedded in Anderson’s framework, for the nation’s members “will never know most of 

their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the 

image of their communion” (1). I’d like for us to bear in mind this crucial component 

when thinking about the undocumented immigrant presence in the U.S. Explicitly, the 

U.S. national imaginary at once conceals undocumented immigrants (keeps them 

anonymous) and yet is hyper-aware of their presence (because they are anonymous). 

Such is the antinomy that marks the experience of Mexican migration to the U.S. 

Mexican immigrants are needed yet unwanted; they are necessary, yet pose a threat to the 

cultural and political integrity of the nation. At once, they are visible and invisible. Such 

a social condition is made possible through both policy efforts and discoursing. 

Nicholas DeGenova (2002) argues that the term “illegal” has been reified through 

the scope and formulation of discourses regarding undocumented immigration (423). 

Ultimately, illegality is a political identity that maintains a social relation inseparable 

from citizenship; it represents its exact opposite, a space of invisibility, anonymity, 

isolation, and exclusion. It is reproduced by the state – through policy and calculated 

interventions aimed at inclusion and exclusion – and discursively by those who have no 

official connection to the government whereby the categories of citizen, non-citizen, 

legal, illegal, alien, and resident are deployed and embedded within the American 

political imaginary. Further, the totalizing regime of illegality, DeGenova argues, is 

crystallized in deportation, the acute lived experience of encounter with the state where 

one is physically removed from the moral economy of citizenship. DeGenova: 

Migrant “illegality” is lived through a palpable sense of deportability, which is to say, the 
possibility of deportation, the possibility of being removed from the space of the nation-state . . . 
What makes deportability so decisive in the legal production of migrant “illegality” and the 
militarized policing of nation-state borders is that some are deported in order that most may 
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remain (un-deported)—as workers, whose particular migrant status may thus be rendered “illegal.” 
(2002: 439) 

As mentioned before with Filemón, citizenship (in this case the threat of deportation) is a 

device of intimidation that isolates, entraps, and foments a culture of anxiety among 

undocumented immigrants.  

 This said, discourses of social membership circulated in immigrant receiving 

contexts – which that of reconquista forms a part – are often concerned with assimilation. 

Most in the anti-immigrant camp understand the nation to possess one specific identity 

shared by all. Samuel Huntington (2004) makes the strongest argument for this position. 

And for him, “Hispanic” cultures as fundamentally unwilling to assimilate: Latinos are 

neither self-reliant, hardworking, nor morally upright. The national identity is threatened 

by potential dilution and degeneration:  

In the late twentieth century, developments occurred that, if continued, could change America into 
a culturally bifurcated Anglo-Hispanic society with two national languages. This trend was in part 
the result of the popularity of the doctrines of multiculturalism and diversity among intellectual 
and political elites, and the government policies on bilingual education and affirmative action that 
those doctrines promoted and sanctioned. The driving force behind the trend toward cultural 
bifurcation, however, has been immigration from Latin American and especially from Mexico. 
Mexican immigration is leading toward the demographic reconquista of areas Americans took 
from Mexico by force in the 1830s and 1840s, Mexicanizing them in a manner comparable to, 
although different from, the Cubanization that has occurred in southern Florida. It is also blurring 
the border between Mexico and American, introducing a very difference culture, while also 
promoting the emergence, in some areas, of a blended society and culture, half-Mexican. (221) 

Similarly, Otis Graham (2004) understands Latin American immigration to be the result 

of cultural deficiency. This is to say, social inequality, political instability, and 

“backwardness” in Latin American countries are directly linked to cultural values 

inherited from Indigenous populations and Spanish colonists. This set of inferior cultural 

values is what has retarded the progress of Mexico. This being the case, expecting 

Mexican immigrants to assimilate to American culture is an impossibility. In 

contradistinction, Aihwa Ong (1996), in reference to cultural citizenship, argues: 
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Citizenship as a cultural process of “subject-ification” in the Foucault sense of self-making and 
being made by power relations that produce consent and through schemes of surveillance, 
discipline, control, and administration. (737) 

This process of cultural inscription through state power and the instilling of normative 

citizen behavior – assimilation – is marked by the legacy of colonialism and is shaped by 

conceptions of race. Racism, she comments, is undeniably embedded in notions of 

citizenship, for self-development (social mobility, discipline, accumulation of human 

capital) within this context is a Whitening process. This is a far cry from Milton Gordon’s 

(1964) Anglo conformity assimilation model (the classic model of mid 19th century 

immigration from Europe) and the melting pot, both of which assume assimilation to be 

inevitable. Most recently and along the lines of Ong, Fernandez-Kelly (2005) proposes 

the model of segmented assimilation:  

While it is clear that members of the second generation, whether successful or unsuccessful will 
assimilate - in the sense of learning English and American culture - it makes a great deal of 
difference whether they do so by joining the mainstream middle class or the marginalized, and 
largely racialized, population at the bottom. (Fernandez-Kelly 2005: 1000)  

The central concern is not whether the second generation will assimilate to American 

society, but rather to what segment. This perspective is one focused on the mode of 

incorporation itself with attention to ethnic/immigrant networks and human/social capital. 

As highlighted by Portes (1979), classical assimilation theory predicts it to be gradual, a 

uniform process of upward mobility and incorporation into society’s mainstream. Taken 

to its most extreme, it is a racialized linear narrative whereby one emulates Anglo-

American culture. However, it is obvious that not everyone achieves the “American 

Dream” and that, “at the opposite end of society, there is a very unenviable scenario of 

youth gangs, drug-dictated lifestyles, premature childbearing, imprisonment, and early 

death” (Fernandez-Kelly 2005: 1004). Immigrant families navigate these conditions and 

they do so with varying material resources, skills, and in equally varied social contexts. 
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“It is such cleavages that a homogenous view of assimilation obscures rather than 

clarifies” (ibid: 1005).  

Immigrant incorporation is not only predicated upon assimilation, but also 

requires acceptance. Assimilation may be understood as a discourse of place and 

belonging and, by definition, requires exclusion. So, one should ask, to what extent does 

the larger society imagine undocumented immigrants to be part of the community? Do 

migrants imagine themselves to be part of the community? Nevins (2002): 

One of the most important ways in which social actors construct and reproduce social boundaries 
is through discourse. In territorially defined social groupings such as the modern nation-state, the 
distinctions between citizens, residents, aliens, the ‘legal’, and the ‘illegal’ are the discursive 
manifestations of the perceived necessity to maintain territorial purity. (162) 

Assimilation is not inevitable, rather it is uneven, contentious, a constantly negotiated 

relationship between accommodation and resistance. For Bill O’Reilly and all those 

previously mentioned, the discourses of citizenship/illegality/assimilation/deportability 

represent one battleground in the greater “Culture War” to save America. In The Clash of 

Civilisations (1997) Samuel Huntington provides the geopolitical backdrop to this 

supposed war. Here, he tells us, global geopolitics is organized around competing cultural 

blocs. The end result of which ostensibly constitutes the great “Culture Wars” – culture, 

for him, understood as homogeneous and unchanging. His alarmist voice warns of the 

dangers of multiculturalism and immigration, for not only is the U.S. struggling against 

the hegemonic cultural bloc of Islam, but also against hordes of brown and yellow-

skinned invaders entering the U.S. “under the radar”. His fear, it may be said, is not only 

of the Other, but of democracy itself, the albatross of direct democracy where the Other 

can potentially challenge the “white Christian male power structure.” Allowing 

undocumented immigrants to enter the U.S. and breed guarantees this. Therefore, they 

and other sectors of the population must be kept from “participating too actively in 

political life or demanding too much from the state” (Hardt and Negri 2004: 33). 
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Although Huntington’s warped and simplistic understanding of geopolitics is problematic 

at best, his work (and that of others who subscribe to such ideology) holds a particular 

valence. Those who participate in the discursive construction of illegality, citizenship, 

and deportability are simultaneously inventing and sustaining this imagined war, which 

has very real consequences. Yes, policy contours political relationships and lived 

experience with respect to citizenship rights, labor, militarization, policing, etc. Yet, 

ultimately, discourse also plays its role in reifying the categories through which such 

policy is imagined; discourse exists as the site where ideological borders are constructed.  

Regimes of truth define citizenship and legality – inclusion and exclusion. And it 

is here where the fundamental hypocrisy of immigration policy is exposed, for it is not 

merely intended to expel certain sectors of the population. No. It only seeks to exclude 

them politically and in a juridical sense. Broken policy is purposefully flawed. It is 

designed to disenfranchise, isolate, exclude, and render vulnerable an entire group of 

people in order to convert them into a readily exploitable pool of cheap labor. Most 

importantly, this is accomplished through the denial of citizenship accomplished by 

means of the constant discursive reification of their illegality. Massey, Duran, and 

Malone (2002)   

Despite a flurry of hand waving, smoke, and fire along the border, immigration continues as 
before, except on more favorable terms. The massive increase in the Border Patrol, the 
monumental deployment of materiel and equipment, the striking construction of an iron wall along 
the border – all this has made for great political theater, provided the media with impressive video 
footage, and allowed reporters to produce vivid copy. These props may have reassured U.S. 
citizens that the border is under control, but they have not come close to solving the problems 
associated with Mexico-U.S. migration. Without exception, all of these measures have made them 
worse. (164) 

And, in the end, this is the point. In order for capital and the state to profit from 

undocumented workers, illegality and deportability need to be reproduced. Both are 

inscribed onto the bodies of immigrants and represent an unfolding process of 
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globalization that translates into containment, terror and expendability. Akers Chacón and 

Davis (2006): 

The development of American capitalism has been predicated on institutions of control over the 
working class, depriving different sections of the working class citizenship, freedom of movement, 
and political participation at successive stages of history (and up to the present day). The most 
effective means of control, aside from physical subjugation, has been the institutionalization of 
racism. Immigration laws have historically honed the sharpest edges of racial prejudice favored by 
the ruling class as a means to divide their workers. (174) 

This is a legacy spanning colonial slavery through Jim Crow and the codification of 

legality and citizenship in the 21st century. Again, the restriction of citizenship is aimed at 

expanding the pool of non-citizen labor rather than deterring immigration. Robert Stout 

(2008): 

Entire sectors of advanced industrial economies become dependent on immigrant labor. The 
flexibility of being to hire and dismiss as work demands ebb and flow greatly benefits employers. 
They are not inclined to develop permanent work forces . . . In fact, when low-wage workers are 
not available and employers have to pay more for the same work, a strong incentive to find 
laborsaving substitutions is created. (7) 

This is the reality of American immigration policy that imports Mexican workers and 

denies that very fact. Immigrants are welcome to work, but may not exist within the 

nation-state in any other capacity. This is not a position against immigration, which in the 

end is needed to meet labor demands, keep the cost of production and goods down, and 

maintain the quality of life Americans enjoy. It is, instead, a position against immigrants 

themselves. The discourses of citizenship promise social justice, democracy, civil rights, 

enfranchisement, and equality, but in reality the categorical exclusions of citizenship 

realize alienation, containment, isolation and disrupt communities. 
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DISCOURSING THE TRANSBORDER SOCIAL FIELD 

 Undocumented immigrants are disqualified from political life in the U.S., as has 

been made apparent. Paradoxically, this condition makes their existence the most 

political, for their mere presence is an ostensible violation of the law. If we understand 

the aforementioned discoursing to represent contemporary strategies of containment 

wielded against undocumented immigrants, then, as was suggested at the outset, the 

conviviality produced through huapango arribeño performance is an embodied 

communal exercising of rights and privileges they, as undocumented immigrants, 

allegedly ought not possess according to the supposed impartial apparatus of the law. 

Theirs is an expression of a social citizenship – through work, friendship, performance – 

that, in effect, exists outside the U.S. nation-state’s legal prerogatives (Del Castillo 2007: 

93). What emerges through performance, as it were, is an expressively signified 

bifocality. When practitioners perform their existence across borders, they are actively 

constructing the transborder imaginary in the face of their subjugated positionality – 

giving voice to everyday struggle, a “common” shared political existence. In doing so, 

they are practicing and defining their own right to exist. Performance is an ongoing 

process of self-creation, self-identification, and self-activity whereby practitioners 

construct an entire field of expression through which they understand and live out their 

lives. As Charles Briggs (1988) would have it, performance shapes and is shaped by the 

specifics of the contextual social interaction in which it occurs. Performative discourse is 

not passive, it does not merely describe, but rather it invokes, creates sociality and, I 

would add, shapes the social world through which performer and audience find one 

another. For us, this is how we move beyond merely identifying where the transborder 

social space rests in all of its juridical/discursive contradictory manifestations (which has 
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been our task thus far) and begin to unravel how it is reinterpreted, re-rendered, and re-

imagined in ways that resonate for communities.  

In 2006, the Sensenbrenner Border Security Bill of 2006 (HR 4437)96 was 

proposed in Congress, another measure aimed at expanding the immigrant military 

industrial complex. Its provisions sought to make unauthorized migration a felony, 

criminalize any who aided undocumented immigrants, provide $2.2 Billion for the 

construction of seven hundred miles of fencing along the border at points with high 

human traffic, mandate employers to verify workers' legal status through electronic 

means, have the federal government take custody of undocumented immigrants detained 

by local authorities, and require all undocumented aliens to pay a fine of $3,000.00 

before being deported if they agreed to leave voluntarily but did not adhere to the terms 

of their agreement. This legislation came on the heals of the failed Secure America and 

Orderly Immigration Act of 2005 (Kennedy-McCain Bill) principally concerned with 

establishing a guest worker program and increasing border militarization. The more 

extreme version of the Sensenbrenner Bill was passed in the House of Representatives, 

but failed in the Senate, which in the end passed a more moderate bill that left out the 

felony provision and concentrated mainly on militarization. The Secure Border Act of 

2006 (Fence Act) authorized the building of seven hundred miles of border fencing 

(Akers Chacón and Davis 2006). 

In response, millions of immigrants and those in support of immigrant rights 

organized, marched, boycotted, rallied, and demonstrated across the U.S. What began in 

Washington D.C. in March of 2006 continued through April and culminated in a nation-

wide mobilization with millions of people taking to the streets in hundreds of cities 

                                                
96 The 2005 financial disclosure statement of James Sensenbrenner, Republican Representative from Wisconsin’s 5th 
district and primary sponsor of the legislation, revealed that he held  $86,500 in Halliburton stocks – if we recall, a 
major corporate sponsor of for-profit detention facilities around the country. 
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around the country. The mass organizing called the attention of elected officials and 

lawmakers, the media, and the “American people” and demanded social justice, amnesty, 

open borders, civil liberties, legality. In Austin, the largest rally occurred in April on the 

steps of the State Capitol. Raúl, Ramiro, Jaime, and Higinio were invited to perform. I 

was there aiding the organizers in setting up and transporting the sound equipment being 

used. It was mid-afternoon and the crowd gathered was energized, yet growing a bit 

restless as they endured the unforgiving midday sun in waiting for the speakers and music 

to commence. Workers, students, native-born, immigrants, young, and old were all in 

attendance, all eager, and demanding to be heard. Raúl arrived forty-five minutes before 

he was scheduled to perform. However, the other musicians were running late. They had 

asked off so that they could attend, a rather bold request for obvious reasons. As time 

approached, they were nowhere to be found. Finally, minutes before, only Ramiro and 

Higino arrived. Amidst the frenzy Raúl pulled me aside, handed me a vihuela, and asked, 

“Listo?” We frantically tuned, quickly made our way through the signs, banners, and 

people gathered at the steps of the Capitol, situated ourselves in front of the microphones, 

and waited for our cue, which immediately came. With over eleven thousand in 

attendance, although some police estimates were as high as thirty-six thousand, Raúl 

proclaimed in solidarity: 
 
CRUZANDO SIERRAS VOY DE MOJADO 
POR LA FRONTERA CON RUMBO AL NORTE 
ES QUE NO TENGO MI PASAPORTE 
PARA VIAJAR HACIA EL OTRO LADO 
 
Allá en mi rancho muy de mañana 
salgo muy triste, muy pensativo 
dejo mi casa con un suspiro 
cantaba un gallo en voz campirana 
mas la tristeza que me acompaña 
deber la vida que ya he dejado 
dejo la tierra, dejo el arado 
para salir rumbo a la frontera 
quiso el destino que pobre fuera: 
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CRUZANDO SIERRAS VOY DE MOJADO 
 

De Guanajuato me despedí 
pase en San Luís con harta tristeza 
allá en el rancho mi madre reza 
rogando al cielo y pide por mi 
desde el momento que yo salí 
a la frontera, pa’l otro lado 
llevo en mi mente muy bien grabado 
que si al cruzar me falla la suerte 
o en el camino encuentre la muerte: 
CRUZANDO SIERRAS VOY DE MOJADO 
 
Allá en la sierra cruzando ríos 
voy caminando por los dreñales 
entre desiertos y matorrales 
sufriendo a veces calores, fríos 
esos recuerdos, esos martirios 
que en carne propia los he pasado 
que licenciado ni que abogado 
saben lo triste de la pobreza 
vamos los pobres con la certeza: 
CRUZANDO SIERRAS VOY DE MOJADO 

 
Días y días en el camino 
y con el cuero todo encallado 
de cara y manos bien arañado 
llego cansado a mi destino 
pero como ando de peregrino 
en otra tierra, en otro condado 
tal vez la suerte me ha develado  
y hallando chamba me echen pa’ fuera 
y hay voy de nuevo pa’ la frontera: 
CRUZANDO SIERRAS VOY DE MOJADO 
 
Con la tristeza dentro de mi alma 
y la esperanza desquebrantada 
vuelvo a mi patria, a mi morada 
a recobrar un poco la calma 
pero no encuentro tranquila mi alma 
mi corazón esta destrozado 
no mas pensando que en el otro lado 
muchos disfrutan de aquel paraíso 
que mala suerte con se me hizo: 
CRUZANDO SIERRAS VOY DE MOJADO 
 
 

SOMOS YA VARIO MILLONES 
DE HISPANOS ACÁ EN EL NORTE 

ALGUNOS SIN PASAPORTE 
Y DE DIFERENTES REGIONES 
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(1) Muchos huyen de la guerra   (3) De todas partes del mundo  
con el alma decididos    en masas van emigrando 
a los estado unidos    y ya entre todos formando 
se van dejando su tierra    un estilo mas profundo 
la esperanza se destierra    yo lo veo cada segundo  
huyendo los corazones    en los estados del norte 
de diferentes regiones    y haciendo un grande reporte 
buscando un nuevo presente   desde África y Sur América 
y con la mira de frente:    vienen Asia y Norte América: 
SOMOS YA VARIO MILLONES   ALGUNOS SIN PASAPORTE 
 
(2) Aunque el congreso no quiera   (4) Tanta discriminación 
darnos la oportunidad    y seguimos adelante 
luchamos por igualdad    es que el hispanos parlante 
y nos tienen donde quieran    siempre lucha con razón 
somos la lumbre y la hoguera   aunque sea de otra nación 
vamos agarrando corte    pero tiene sus razones    
haciendo un grande reporte   y uniendo los corazones 
en toditas las ciudades    seremos un desafió 
formamos ya cantidades:     que brota desde el avío 
DE HISPANOS ACÁ EN EL NORTE  Y DE DIFERENTES REGIONES 

Illustration 7.9: Ramiro Díaz, Higinio Ledesma, Raúl Orduña, and author at immigrants 
rights rally in spring of 2006 – Austin, Texas. 
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Raúl communicated a clear and relevant message. He shared his experience of crossing 

the border, one no doubt many in attendance could identify with, and articulated the 

alternative stance and vision of immigration which all of those gathered sought to 

express. These narratives were precisely those being appropriated and interpreted in a 

threatening and racist context by lawmakers. Through his performance, Raúl reclaimed 

them and asserted their legitimacy as valid representations and visions part of the fabric 

of immigrant transborder social life. His discoursing articulated situations, conditions, 

and realities alternative to those deemed acceptable, held, or likewise imagined by 

dominant discourses of containment – the xenophobic echo chamber of citizenship, 

illegality, and deportability. Here are a number of other examples that express the same 

insurgent structure of feeling and do their part in performing the transborder imaginary: 

 
QUE TRISTE ES LA VIDA PA’L QUE ES INMIGRANTE 
PA’ MUCHOS QUE VAMOS A ESTADOS UNIDOS 
ALGUNOS CON SUERTE REGRESAN FLORIDOS 
PARA OTROS SU VIDA ES NEGRA Y DELIRANTE 
 
Buscando otra vida se van descargando 
dejando tras ellos dolor y amargura 
se van encontrando con otra cultura 
otras realidades se van enfrentando 
con otros lenguajes se van encontrando 
desafiando todo de forma constante 
ya ven que lo tratan como un ignorante 
con una mirada de gran altivez 
de grupos raciales hablando el ingles: 
QUE TRISTE ES LA VIDA PA’L QUE ES INMIGRANTE 
 
Algunos regresan al paso del tiempo 
con lo poco o mucho de lo que han logrado 
hablando palabras de ingles champurrado 
“Yes,” “How are you?” – se siente contento 
en cambio para otros es como un lamento 
de ver el fracaso tan delirante 
así es el destino de atroz y humillante 
que a veces nos trata con grande rudeza 
al encontrar la muerte, dolor o tristeza: 
QUE TRISTE ES LA VIDA PA’L QUE ES INMIGRANTE 
 
Hay unos que enfrentan el gran desafío 
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llegando el momento en que can a partir 
solo hay una meta, “!Vencer o Morir!” 
no importa si es de hambre, de calor o frío 
no importa el desierto ni el agua del río 
que reto tan duro, sagaz y arrogante 
me hiere en el alma de forma atacante 
pisar de esa forma suelo Americano 
me hiere mi orgullo por ser Mexicano: 
QUE TRISTE ES LA VIDA PA’L QUE ES INMIGRANTE 
 
Que forma tan ruda, fatal y altanera 
pa’ los que perecen buscando fortuna 
les ha resultado tan vana la pluma 
que atroz y salvaje es cruzar la frontera 
¿cual es la verdad y devoción verdadera? 
si valdrá la pena de ser tan desafiante 
para unos hay logros de vida triunfante 
para otros tristezas y desilusión 
si están tras las rejas en una prisión: 
QUE TRISTE ES LA VIDA PA’L QUE ES INMIGRANTE 
 
Se quiere y se anhela buscar otra vida 
y a veces no todo resulta tan bien 
el dólar impulsa, “I tell you my friend” 
que a veces deambula como ave perdida 
se queda en el alma abierta una herida 
que nada, ni nadie borra ese semblante 
si acaso sabemos cual es el causante 
si hay muchos que gozan de vida y de suerte 
pero otros que esperan sentencias de muerte: 
QUE TRISTE ES LA VIDA PA’L QUE ES INMIGRANTE 

 

– Alberto Arbizu  

 

¿CÓMO ES LA VIDA, CÓMO ES EL NORTE? 
¡COMO ES LA CRISIS YA DERRAMADA! 
BASTANTE GENTE INDOCUMENTADA 
CRUZAN DESIERTOS, SIERRAS, Y MONTE 
 
Se han acabado las tradiciones 
queda el regazo de las bonanzas 
dejando yunta, tierras, y casas 
por diferentes apuraciones 
se siente el gallo sin espolones 
y la mazorca ya es puro olote 
sin temporales, rama que brote 
y en donde quiera se anda diciendo 
que hay que lucharle, seguir viviendo:  
¿CÓMO ES LA VIDA, COMO ES EL NORTE? 
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Hombres, mujeres por donde quiera 
por lo que oyen o han mirado 
dicen, “Hay que irnos al otro lado” 
y se dirigen a la frontera 
ya que en Tijuana, por la rivera 
primero buscan un buen coyote 
pagando en dólar, que dinerote 
con nuestro peso ya no alcanzamos 
y en donde quiera se dice, “Vamos”: 
¿CÓMO ES LA VIDA, COMO ES EL NORTE? 

 

– Misael Arbizu Oviedo  

 

NADIE, NADIE NOS PUEDE NEGAR 
EL DERECHO LEGAL AL TRABAJO 
MIENTRAS SIGUA ACÁ IGUAL DE CARACHO 
CRUZAREMOS EL RÍO PA’ CHAMBIAR 
 
Mucho, mucho so oyó y se decía 
de una ley a según muy sonada 
de la Simpson-Mazoli mentada97 
que nos quiso chupar la alegría 
no se yo si logró mayoría 
o de pronto la van a archivar 
pero Reagan no quiere espantar 
a millones de indocumentados 
viejillo ese cachetes chupados: 
NADIE, NADIE NOS PUEDE NEGAR 
 
California llegó a ser lo que es 
por la fuerza bracera sin duda 
el mojado que le entra y que suda  
en los “fields” de los que hablan ingles 
los trabajos de mas pesadez 
de cortar, y piscar, fumigar 
estivar, agotarse, cargar 
los hacemos y s nos repela 
esos gringos no tienen abuela: 
NADIE, NADIE NOS PUEDE NEGAR 
 
Arizona y Tejas lo mismo 
nos adeudan sudor y trabajo 
mal pagados por día o por destajo 
largos años de hacer bracerismo 
las ganancias del capitalismo 
¿a costillas de quien se han de dar? 
esos gringos no saben granjear 

                                                
97 The Simpson-Mazoli Act is the congressional name for the IRCA law, named so after Roman Mazoli (Dem. Rep 
from Kentucky) and Alan Simpson (Rep. Senator from Wyoming) whom initially introduced the bill.  
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nunca saben portarse parejos 
la verdad es que se hacen tontitos:98 
NADIE, NADIE NOS PUEDE NEGAR 

 

Illustration 7.10:  Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú (Guillermo Guevara, Mario González, 
Guillermo Velázquez, Chabe Flores, Inés suarez) – picture taken on the 
Juarez-El Paso international bridge; it is included in the liner notes for 
the album Me Voy Pa’l Norte (1986)  

¿De que pueden quejarse los güeros? 
¿Porque quieren hacerle al San Dimas?  
si nos friegan las materias primas 

                                                
98 A clear break in parallelism; the word implied is pendejos. 
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el petróleo, el metal – tracaleros 
nos explotan como jornaleros 
traen sus cosas aquí a maquilar 
y en los campos no quieren pagar 
un salario mas justo a los peones 
malaya, esos gringos chillones: 
NADIE, NADIE NOS PUEDE NEGAR 
 
¿Quién levanta cosechas de granos 
jitomates, cebolla, frutales? 
¿Quién trabaja por viles jornales? 
¿Quién se talla la espalda y las manos? 
los Chicanos y los Mexicanos 
que sabemos lo que es trabajar 
ellos cuando se van a ensuciar 
en los campos y las plantaciones 
malaya, esos gringos tan flojos:99 
NADIE, NADIE NOS PUEDE NEGAR 

 

– Guillermo Velázquez100  

 

EL MEXICANO TIENE UN DON 
SE LE APREMIA POR SU REGIA VALENTÍA 
QUE LLEVANDO SUS JORNADAS NOCHE Y DÍA 
LE DA BRILLO A SU GLORIOSO PABELLÓN 
 
Si es soltero de sus cuates se despide 
Y luego se presenta ante su padre 
Igual hace con la anciana y pobre madre 
La que aclama un dios eterno que lo cuide 
Y su padre bendiciéndolo le pide 
Que a la virgen siempre eleve una oración 
Y que jure regresar a su nación 
Donde si hay aquella novia que lo espera 
Y si vuelve siendo fiel a su bandera: 
EL MEXICANO TIENE UN DON 
 
Todo aquel que fue mojado hará memoria 
Que por ir tras aquel dólar en moneda 
Con tristeza ve a su patria que se queda 
Al cruzar aquella línea divisoria 
Y anhelando de aquel viaje una victoria 
Para el agua siempre sale un campeón 
Porque ahí el que no conozca natación 
Es mejor que se detenga y no se arroje  
Y aunque toda la maleta se le moje: 

                                                
99 A clear break in parallelism; the word implied is cabrones. 
100 This is taken from a Guilermo Velázquez y Los Leone de la Sierra de Xichú recording, Me Voy Pa’l Norte (1986). 
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EL MEXICANO TIENE UN DON 
 
Es dichoso aquel valiente mexicano 
En los campos y en horas de terror 
Ha luchado y siempre ha sido vencedor 
Emigrando sobre el suelo Americano 
Mas su vista siempre esta en un aeroplano 
Que se eleva de algún campo de aviación 
Porque a diario siempre está en persecución 
De los hombres que no traen pasaporte 
Digo en versos que compuse acá en el norte: 
EL MEXICANO TIENE UN DON 

 

– Ciro Orduña  

 

YA LAS LEYES NOS QUIEREN DESCONOCER 
EN EL NORTE POR LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS 
SOMOS MILES LOS HISPANOS RESTRINGIDOS 
Y LUCHAR POR NUESTRA RAZA ES UN DEBER 
 
Muchos vamos a la unión Americana 
licenciados, un maestro, un albañil 
y se dice que pa’ el año del dos mil 
nuestra fuerza será libre y mas ufana 
centro América y mi patria Mexicana 
serán fuerza fulgurante en el poder 
porque Clinton mas esmere en el deber 
de las leyes que no tienen porvenir 
el seguro y medicaid corto en abril: 
YA LAS LEYES NOS QUIEREN DESCONOCER 
 
California y Tejas son casi lo mismo 
porque fueron de mi México en un tiempo 
hoy los gringos ya se sienten muy contento 
y se burlan de nosotros de sí mismo 
forman leyes al estilo caciquismo  
con Pete Wilson no se puede contener 
el no acepta que sean cosas del ayer 
y la 187 proponía  
y el Hispano demostró su valentía: 
YA LAS LEYES NOS QUIEREN DESCONOCER 
 
Nos persiguen en las chambas como perros 
en las tiendas, construcciones, ni se diga 
en hoteles, restaurantes siempre hay migra 
y hay montones de oficiales como perros 
a la gente la persiguen por los cerros 
y le dicen,” Tu aquí no pertenecer” 
pobres gringo que no miran que el quehacer 
del Hispanos se ve ya por cantidades 
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hemos hecho rascacielos y ciudades: 
YA LAS LEYES NOS QUIEREN DESCONOCER 

 

– Raúl Orduña101 

 

QUE TRISTE VIDA LA DEL MOJADO 
CUANDO SE SALE A GANAR EL PAN 
HIJOS Y ESPOSA ESPERANDO ESTÁN 
A TU REGRESO DESESPERADO 
 
El campesino en primer lugar 
hasta en las nubes vive soñando 
y si la milpa le esta fallando 
es muy seguro que va quebrar 
y se la pasa con desvariar 
que allá en el norte estará salvado 
yunta y carreta que han conservado 
todo lo vende y en un ratito 
que a ver que suerte le da diosito: 
QUE TRISTE VIDA LA DEL MOJADO 
 
Los que se van para el extranjero 
no reconocen su lado inerte 
cuantos se van a rifar su suerte 
con la ilusión de ganar dinero 
venden sus chivas y hasta un potrero 
que para irse hasta el otro lado 
y cuantas veces a resultado 
que lo regresan pasando el río 
llenos de hambre, de sed y frío: 
QUE TRISTE VIDA LA DEL MOJADO 
 
Con ilusiones de progresar 
se va el compadre, se va el vecino 
El Queretano, el Potosino 
El Guanajuatense, pues ya ni hablar 
detrás de ti se van a quedar 
hijos y esposa que tu has dejado 
ojala encuentres lo que has soñado 
y no resulte un amargo ayer 
ya sin dinero y sin que comer: 
QUE TRISTE VIDA LA DEL MOJADO 

 

– Cándido Martínez 

 

                                                
101 This is taken from a recording of Raúl Orduña y Los Trovadores, De Todo Un Poco en la Cultura (1996). 
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¡CARAY, NO PUEDO ENTENDER! 
COMO ANDA LA ECONOMÍA 
EMPEORANDO CADA DÍA 
NO HAYAMOS NI QUE HACER 
 
En México y sus estados 
rancherías por la región 
tan dura es la situación 
nos sentimos devaluados 
los precios tan elevados 
cualquiera los podrá ver 
y es muy difícil volver 
el tiempo, irlo retrasando 
las cosas que están pasando: 
¡CARAY, NO PUEDO ENTENDER! 
 
Nos tenemos que alejar 
a probar suerte a otro lado 
para el gabacho mentado 
los dólares a buscar 
y aunque no es nomás llegar 
y decir la voy a hacer 
o acaso podría tener 
algún tropiezo tal vez 
y lo que me hablen en inglés: 
¡CARAY, NO PUEDO ENTENDER! 

  

– Misael Arbizu Oviedo  

 

VIVA EL TRABAJO DE LOS BRACEROS 
QUE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS PESA 
AUNQUE LO QUIERAN NEGAR LOS GÜEROS 
HA PRODUCIDO MUCHA RIQUEZA 
 
Miles y miles de día y de noche 
cruzan la raya de la frontera 
pagan coyote o a su manera  
de astucia y mañas hacen derroche 
en tren, a pata, por aire, en coche 
mediando amigos, voces, polleros 
a emplearse muchos de jornaleros 
buscando el jale y el dólar gringo 
de todas artes se van un friego:102 
VIVA EL TRABAJO DE LOS BRACEROS 
 
Los campesinos eran mas antes 
quienes lograban siembras y piscas 

                                                
102 A break in parallelism; the word implied is chingón.  
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y hoy por la crisis y otras ventiscas 
llegan mujeres y hasta estudiantes 
en “fields,” en tiendas, en restaurantes 
en donde quiera se haya uno ñeros (compañeros) 
que iban algunos para ingenieros 
químicos, profes, o hasta doctores 
que haya persiguen sueldos mejores: 
VIVA EL TRABAJO DE LOS BRACEROS 
 
Las manos diestras en construir 
o ensamblar partes automotrices 
manos que siembran, riegan raíces 
o hacen andamios para subir 
ojos capaces de discernir 
ágiles mentes, dedos ligeros 
de piscadores o de torneros 
sin fin de gente cuya destreza 
a generado tanta riqueza: 
VIVA EL TRABAJO DE LOS BRACEROS 

 

– Guillermo Velázquez103  

 

Claro González vs. Ciro Orduña   –   North of Dallas, Texas 
 

TODO EL QUE VA PARA EL OTRO LADO 
SIEMPRE ALGUN RIESGO DEBE CORRER 
SI NO A ARREGLADO VA PADECER 
POR EL DELITO DE SER MOJADO 
 
Cuando uno va para el extranjero 
siempre le cuentan mil maravillas 
mil diversiones, muchas bolillas 
mucho trabajo y mucho dinero 
pero siemprito se arriesga el cuerpo 
en ese monte todo plagado 
muchos hermanos allí han quedado 
con la esperanza de progresar 
porque siemprito va a batallar: 
TODO EL QUE VA PARA EL OTRO LADO 

   

– Claro González 

 

GRANDE PROBLEMA DE NUESTRO PAÍS 
HA SIDO EL SALARIO QUE NO NOS ALCANZA 
PA’ EL CAMPESINO YA NO HAY ESPERANZA 

                                                
103 This is taken from a Guilermo Velázquez y Los Leone de la Sierra de Xichú recording, Frontera de Fantasías 
(1995),  
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SEMBRANDO GARBANZO, FRÍJOL Y MAÍZ 
 
Es causa y motivo que nuestros hermanos 
emigran al norte buscando la vida 
por tanta miseria ya no haya salida 
sin chamba, sin sueldo, cruzados de manos 
por eso sus tierras se vuelven en llanos 
sin surcos, sin plantas se ve su matiz 
la tierra cansada ya no hace feliz 
a tanta familia que de ella ha comido 
por eso es tristeza y un caso perdido: 
GRANDE PROBLEMA DE NUESTRO PAÍS 
 

– Ciro Orduña 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 If we recall, Mary Pat Brady (2006) argues the borderlands works “as a complex 

system with multiple and diverse nodes of production and reproduction” (151). The 

complex discursive terrain the focus of this chapter makes clear the varied ways in which 

citizenship is constructed, challenged, appropriated, and resisted. This said, citizenship, 

as a categorical tool of containment, is imagined and wielded in complicated ways that 

would have us understand its discursive manifestations to constitute a veritable 

borderlands, an uneven landscape of intersecting narratives – those officialized vis-à-vis 

situated poesía. Ultimately, institutionalized political punditry is not neutral. The moral 

antinomy of policy that concurrently deports and imports exploitable non-citizen workers 

goes completely (and purposefully) ignored in the greater media outlets who instead 

report on the presence of immigrants in alarmist fashion, thereby further ideologically 

sanctioning the militarization of the border and added rounds of policy premised on 

illegalization designed to ensure unfettered capitalist accessibility to disenfranchised 

labor. This is one node. Another is the assertion of human dignity on the part of 
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huapango arribeño poetas. Theirs is the self-activity, the situated knowledge production 

that renders an alternative vision of immigration, it is the manifest strength that both 

imperial capital and the state attempt to obliterate (Hardt and Antonio Negri: 2000). 

Huapango arribeño’s presence does not merely exist as a cultural register of 

transnational migration. Rather, it performs the active work of re-articulating the realities 

of transnational migration that power seeks to veil. Whether in the Sierra Gorda or in 

Dallas, Texas, at an HTA dance, a fiesta patronal, or a paisano’s backyard birthday 

party, huapango arribeño performance does its part in crafting its own discursive 

interventions in the borderlands of citizenship.  
 

 

******************************************** 

 

Days after our morning relajo in Victoria, Guanajuato, Tobías and I think back 

and reflect on our post-performance banter and musings on immigration. Once more, he’s 

never been to Dallas. Still, he recognizes his own critical role in constructing the 

transborder imaginary: 

El huapango arribeño sirve como un encuentro con el terruño, con la región, es 
un puente frente la incertidumbre de la migración . . . Con Claro [González] me 
gusta mucho tocar porque tocamos esos temas, de la migración, del desarrollo 
del mundo y también que los avances nos han traído desventajas también. 
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Me Permito el Saludar:                                                                                       
a cultural poetics of the living word 

We mean by labour-power, or labour-capacity, the aggregate of those mental and 
physical capabilities existing in the physical form, the living personality, of a 
human being, capabilities which he sets in motion whenever he produces a use-
value of any kind. 

–    Karl Marx, Capital  

 

Cada día hay cosas nuevas que aprender, aún hasta de improvisar. Esto nunca se 
lo acaba uno . . .  Hay trovas espontáneas que se hacen . . . quedan tan bien que 
se queda uno sorprendido y dice, “Siquiera hubiera escribido eso.” Y luego de 
repente dice el patrón [de la tocada], “Cánteme de vuelta, pero así lo mismo lo 
que canto porque que bien le salio!” . . .  Pero así como salio, se fue – uno hace 
versos muy buenos de repente, y se van…    

–    Celso Mancilla, Río Verde, San Luís Potosí 

 

PRECURSORY POETICS 

To invoke the study of folk expressive practice within the cultural landscape of 

Greater Mexico is also to invoke a critical (and necessary) engagement with the work of 

Américo Paredes. With his Pistol in his Hand (1958) represents, in the words of José 

Limón (2007), “the scholarly and intellectual apogee of general ballad scholarship,” for 

we mustn’t forget Paredes’ contribution to the study of folk balladry, a corpus of work 

which remains largely ignored in folkloristics (4). Paredes, a self-proclaimed mid-20th 

century proto-Chicano, locates for us an entire range of Mexican-American expressive 

culture amidst the history of social conflict endemic to the U.S.-Mexico border region. 

His approach – at once literary, anthropological, ethnographic, and comparative –weds a 

diversity of perspectives in groundbreaking fashion. Our understanding of the 
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Borderlands is, to a great extent, grounded in his work. Presently, mine is ultimately a 

concern with the form of performance: the social relations that contour the enactment and 

reception of performance practice – yet ever situated in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands. 

Here I draw upon the performance-centered approach – influenced in part by the 

“ethnography of speaking.” This model, as a means toward comprehending the 

uniqueness of performance as a generalized cultural system representative of a 

community’s ethos, I believe, may be extended to an analysis of folk-derived popular 

musics that now circulate heavily in the realm of mass popular culture throughout Greater 

Mexico (Bauman 1974; Sheehy 1997). Folk music performance in general is increasingly 

caught within the cultural logic of late capitalism and as such there has been a call within 

contemporary folkloristics for the total integration of history, society, and culture in close 

analysis of performance more broadly (Limón and Young: 1986).  

Ultimately, what we identify to be distinct cultural practices (folk performance or 

otherwise) are selected from a series of human activity. Their form exists as idealized sets 

of relationships and their content is selected from the myriad of experiential resources at 

one’s disposal – the relationship between the two is what shapes performance. My 

concern is with the relations that constitute situated socio-aesthetic practices and the 

cultural content that is contained within them. The ideal-typical corrido, for instance, is a 

narrative re-telling of actual events within the frame of the copla, whereas the huapango 

arribeño poesía and decimal exist as narrative evocations of shared experience by means 

of the décima. Both, however, rely on specific social relations and patterns – the form of 

performance – that constitute and maintain the integrity of their performative social 

spaces. Although Raymond Williams never explicitly mentions folklore or folk practice, 

the residual/traditional practices he often makes reference to, those of the country, one 

can assume, are the stuff of folklore. He writes: 
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Form is inevitably a relationship. Form depends, that is to say, on its perception as well as its 
creation. Like every other communicative element, from the most local to the most general, it is 
always in this sense a social process which, in those conditions of extension of the continuity on 
which the process itself is absolutely dependent, becomes a social product. Forms are thus the 
common property, to be sure with differences of degree, of writers and audiences or readers, 
before any communicative composition can occur. This is much easier to recognize in the case of 
stable traditional forms, where a specific relationship, of a collective or relatively general kind, is 
called upon and activated in the very processes of composition and performance. In such cases the 
two processes are often significantly close and at times even indistinguishable. It is impossible to 
overestimate the significance which is then felt and shared. The hearing of certain traditional 
arrangements of words; the recognition and activation of certain rhythms; the perception, often 
through already shared themes, of certain basic flows and relations and in this deep sense real 
compositions, real performances: all these are parts of some of our most profound cultural 
experiences. (Williams 1977: 188)   

The active life process of invoking “traditional” forms of performance is forged 

through shared experience: the topada, poesías, and decimales in the case of huapango 

arribeño. And herein lies the fundamental difference – the crux of the intervention 

proposed – between situated folk performance and mass mediated expressive practices 

(folk-derived or otherwise).  

Let us recall, in chapter five we dealt with performative encounter and its role in 

sustaining huapango arribeño as oral tradition. Chapters six and seven provided us with 

socially and historically situated content – the experiencing of emergent postsmodernity 

and migration, respectively. The current chapter is an exercise in coupling both (form and 

content) to underscore huapango arribeño’s contradistinctive qualities vis-à-vis other 

folk-derived popular musics. We arrive at this through an exploration of el saludado and 

la palabra viva, both of which, as a cultural poetics perspective suggests, represent and 

embody a practical politics of everyday life, the means by which people strategically 

engage with the conditions of their existence (Limón 1994; Stewart 1996). Considering 

our thematic social framework of the transborder imaginary, the focus here is much less 

preoccupied with what huapango arribeño means to transborder communities, but rather, 

what it does for them. What is the agentive role that huapango arribeño plays in carving 

out spaces in the reimagining of community – the transborder? It is through an analysis of 
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its poetics that we begin to understand how huapango arribeño maintains a resonant 

sensibility that truly shapes lives. 

 

 

THE SOCIAL SPACE OF FOLK PERFORMANCE 

 Labor as life activity, Richard Flores (1995) observes in reference to its 

conflictive incarnations contained within Marx’s Economic and Philosophical 

Manuscripts of 1844, “can be both the free action associated with praxis and the alienated 

activity of human misery” (149). The socially shared production, the invested self-

activity that sustains folk performance is what Flores refers to as the labor of performance 

– the productive aspects of human labor that maintain performative social space. 

“Ideally,” he writes, “performance, as an artistic form of human behavior, is seen as a 

product of labor that is not abstracted from social relations but constitutive of them:” the 

unmediated production of aesthetic use-value as a result of human labor-capacity (ibid: 

151). Once more, in no other Mexican son variant does the poetic-lyrical dimension 

occupy an equivocal role as in huapango arribeño. Poetas are constantly engaged with 

their social base, they cultivate relationships premised on the acts of listening and giving 

and this is fully actualized during performance when poetas invoke and speak to the 

sociocultural subjectivities of their audience. Further, people request a huapango 

arribeño performance because they expect to hear “something”, an expectation evidence 

of the bonds of sociability between public and practitioner that ultimately maintain and 

constantly regenerate performative social space. And, the economy of discourses that 

flourishes during performance is forged through performative encounter in all of its 

dialogic, critical, and engaging dimensions. Yet the parameters of encounter, I believe, do 

not solely exist as a set of performative social relations – el código de honor – that is 
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shared between practitioners, but also extends to the audience. The labor of performance, 

as it were, is also, as Flores suggests, shared between audience and practitioner. It is here 

where I locate the saludado and la palabra viva.  

Illustration 8.1: Tocada – Las Negritas, Guadalcázar, San Luís Potosí. 

In his analysis of the folk drama Los Pastores, Flores (1995) argues its situated 

performance among South Texas Mexican Americans undermines notions of capitalist 

commodity-exchange, for it is a symbolic gifting of performance – embodied in the ways 

performance is organized, actualized, and maintained – that encourages the emergence of 

a collectivity among the audience and practitioners:  

If performance is understood as gift-exchange based on the labor of performance, it is not because 
it embodies some higher, mystical understanding of human interaction, but because the human 
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activity from which it is produced is founded on a process that accentuates the social relations that 
constitute it. (151) 

The greater implication, here, is that folk performance somehow counters the extension 

and universalizing of the commodity-exchange logic of alienation to the realm of social 

relations. Marx in Capital: 

Things are in themselves external to man, and therefore alienable. In order that this alienation 
[Veräusserung] may be reciprocal, it is only necessary for men to agree tacitly to treat each other 
as the private owners of those alienable things, and, precisely for that reason, as persons who are 
independent of each other. (1976[1867]: 182) 

Flores bases his argument on José Limón’s (1983) exploration of the role of folklore 

within the Western Marxist tradition (with an emphasis on both Gramsci and the 

Frankfurt School) and its resistive “potential”, or lack thereof. He challenges “decline” 

characterizations and Marxist neo-romanticism, both of which depend on reified content 

analysis alone. Instead, he identifies the form of performance as a modality of analysis 

through which he then reads folkloric acts metaphorically as forms of gift-giving, thereby 

evoking fundamental Marxian concepts of labor, self-activity, and use-value. He arrives 

at this position with the help of Fredric Jameson (1981): 

We may suggest that . . . ideology is not something which informs or invests symbolic production; 
rather the aesthetic act is itself ideological, and the production of aesthetic or narrative form is to 
be seen as an ideological act in its own right, with the function of inventing imaginary or formal 
‘solutions’ to unresolvable social contradictions. (79) 

Jameson’s notion allows Limón to conclude that the form of folk performance, as a type 

of divergent social exchange that exists within the strongholds of the contemporary social 

formation, exists in contradistinction to conventional means of social relations. He moves 

us beyond a content-based analysis to a focus on one that privileges the “acts” of 

discourse and dialogue, on enactment and reception, on the form of performance. I hinted 

at this before with respect to huapango arribeño as oral tradition. Richard Bauman, 

likewise, suggests “the getting and giving of information, the patterns and functions of 

speaking in society and culture, are themselves the focus of ethnographic investigation, to 
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be discovered rather than assumed a priori” within the performance-oriented perspective 

(Paredes 1993: xxi). He continues:  

[I see] folklore as action . . . the doing of folklore, that is, on folklore performance, is the key to 
the real integration between people and lore on the empirical level.  This is to conceptualize the 
social base of folklore in terms of the actual place of the lore in social relationships and its use in 
communicative interaction. (Bauman in Paredes 1972: 33) 

Once more, communities request a huapango arribeño performance because they expect 

to be gifted with the living word, they expect to hear narratives that cultivate 

performative encounter – primarily through the topada – but also to be themselves 

discursively encountered. Poetas labor to do just this. 

This chapter begins with a quote from Celso Mancilla, poeta from Palo Alto, San 

Ciro de Acosta, San Luís Potosí, where he speaks to the amazing and endless discursive 

possibilities that are made available to him through huapango arribeño, the pieza 

arribeña to be exact. As mentioned previously, it is during the valona portion where 

poetas improvise the decimal. Here a dialogic space opens up for them to negotiate the 

encounter, debate unabashedly, and explicitly engage one another and the audience. 

Celso’s comments make specific reference to saludados and the reaction they cause 

among those whom they are intended for/directed to. Now, a saludado is a particular type 

of poetic, an aesthetically contoured hailing forth, an active interpellation whereby one 

(in the audience) is summoned, acknowledged and often honored through décima. This 

name stems from the word saludar – literally, to greet. Poetas frequently use the decimal 

to craft saludados. Meaning, saludados are entirely improvised – one can thus understand 

why Celso comments, “Uno hace versos muy buenos de repente y se van” (One crafts 

great versos and all of a sudden they’re gone).  There is tremendous skill involved in 

crafting such fleeting, powerfully transient, in-the-moment improvised discourse. Celso 

has been doing it for nineteen years now – since becoming a poeta at the age of twenty-

three in 1990 – and he claims that the ability to do so still escapes him at times. Still, 
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there are those moments when he successfully and beautifully crafts saludados for people 

that are incredibly satisfying for him: “Gracias a dios me dieron lugar como trovador . . . 

esto fue mi destino” (Thank God the people allowed me to be a troubadour . . . this was 

my destino). The saludado is an embodied moment of performative encounter between 

practitioner and audience, a moment when the labor of performance creates an acute bond 

of sociability between the two. I have made mention of la palabra viva, the living word, a 

performative notion that in fact applies to the entirety of huapango arribeño’s discursive 

terrain, yet I believe it is best crystallized with the saludado: the living word as gifted, 

living, breathing narrative that, in fact, represents the ideal integration of form and 

content – the performative encountering of the social base by means of a gifted, intimate 

narrative evocation of sociocultural subjectivity. As Guillermo Velázquez maintains, “el 

trovador tiene la responsabilidad de la palabra comunicante . . . con los saludados la 

reciben emotivamente y la descifran racionalmente”(The troubadour has the 

responsibility of the communicative word . . . with saludados they [audience] receives it 

emotionally y decipher it rationally).  Explicitly se permiten el saludar, hacen sus 

labores, and entregan la palabra (they allow themselves to saludar, they labor, and gift 

the word) – poetas often say.  Here are a few examples: 
 

Topada – Xichú, Guanajuato 
 

EMPEZANDO LA LABOR 
BUENAS NOCHES PERSONAL 
OTRA VEZ AQUÍ EN EL REAL 

DE TODOS SOY SERVIDOR 
 

(1) Con mucho gusto he venido    (3) Yo lo digo sin demoras  
lo digo en un decimal     empezando las labores 
y un abrazo fraternal     buenas noches bailadores 
desde Río Verde he traído     buenas noches bailadoras 
y ante un público reunido      los señores, las señoras 
empezamos el folclor     de una manera cordial 
y le agradezco al creador     expreso en mi memorial 
con su ayuda hemos llegado    yo se que están escuchando 
ya estamos en el tablado     quiero saludar cantando 
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EMPEZANDO ESTA LABOR    BUENAS NOCHES PERSONAL  
 

(2) Saludar serán mis fines     (4) En este mismo ratito 
y en decirlo yo no dudo     reciban mis decimales 
a todos doy mi saludo     y el trío de Los Caporales104 
al compás de los violines     saludarles me permito 
empezando los festines     ante un público todito 
reciban un decimal     les canta este trovador 
de una manera cordial     ante un pueblo observador 
saludo a toda esta gente     que se escuche hasta Moscú 
y aquí me tienen presente     mis amigos de Xichú 
OTRA VEZ AQUÍ EN EL REAL    DE TODOS SOY SERVIDOR 

 

– Celso Mancilla 

 

Topada – El Refugio, San Luís Potosí 
 

A ESTE PÚBLICO HONRADOR 
UN SALUDO VOY A ENVIAR 

PARA PODER COMENZAR 
AL ORDEN, SU SERVIDOR 

 
(1) Al hacer el memorial     (3) Saludos a mis amistades 
hoy la alegría me condujo     los que se encuentran presentes 
un saludo aquí al refugio     y al publico de esta gente 
en su fiesta patronal105     hablare sin falsedades 
con cariño sin igual     bajo el cielo y sus verdades 
como humilde trovador     lo vuelvo a rectificar 
quiero desear lo mejor     en este hermoso lugar 
para todos los presentes     he regresado otra vez 
con mis saludos patentes      doy un saludo cortés 
A ESTE PUBLICO HONRADOR    PARA PODER COMENZAR 
 
(2) Tratando de proseguir     (4) Les dedico mis cantares 
estos cuatro que tocamos     en esta fecha lucida 
cuatro de julio aquí estamos    a la gente bienvenida 
dispuestos para servir     de diferentes lugares 
y lo vuelvo a repetir     como rosas y azahares 
en este hermoso lugar     quiero exiliar mi labor 
hoy que vuelvo a regresar     aunque no es de lo mejor 
igual que el año pasado     pero si de voluntad 
va ya mi verso trovado     les desea felicidad 
PARA PODER COMENZAR    Y LOS SALUDA UN SERVIDOR 

 

– Pánfilo Oviedo 

                                                
104 A son huasteco trio that performed earlier that evening. 
105 The topada is held in honor of El Refugio’s fiestas patronales, which take place at the end of June/beginning of 
July every year. 
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Bodas de Plata – Dr. Mora, Guanajuato 
 

A SU CASA YA LLEGAMOS 
Y POR ESO LO DIRÉ 

BUENAS TARDES DON JOSÉ106 
A SUS ORDENES ESTAMOS 

 
(1) Estamos emocionados     (3) Todo se me reconcilia 
y todos lo estamos viendo     al hacer mis decimales  
sus papas están cumpliendo    buenas tardes comensales 
cincuenta años de casados     y buenas a esta familia 
hay familia e invitados     una flor de bugambilia   
y por eso lo elogiamos     se merecen les diré  
a horita que comenzamos     por su empeño, por su fe  
un verso lo quiero hacer     porque a misa ya asistieron 
como usted lo puede ver     como escucharon y vieron 
A SU CASA YA LLEGAMOS    BUENAS TARDES DON JOSÉ 
 
(2) Disfrute los ratos bellos    (4) Decirlo no es por demás 
se lo digo a su merced     y me atrevo a subrayar 
para que dicha de usted      venimos a amenizar  
se pueda contar con ellos     la fiesta de sus papas 
¡caray, que tiempos aquellos!    que todo culmine en paz 
cuando jóvenes los miré     eso es lo que hoy esperamos 
dirá ahorita Don José     y otra vez le reiteramos 
mas quiero decir al paso     entre el publico que ve 
bríndeles un fuerte abrazo     buenas tardes don José 
SINCERAMENTE DIRÉ     A SUS ORDENES ESTAMOS 

 

– Tobías Hernández 

 

Topada – San Luís de la Paz, Guanajuato 
 

DE AQUÍ DONDE ESTOY SENTADO 
YO LE HARÉ MI VERSERÍA 

PARA CRISTINA ALVARADO107 
QUE HOY FESTEJA TAMBIÉN SU DÍA 

 
(1) Mi verso es como un huella    (3) Hoy lo digo y lo repito 
yo por eso yo lo declaro     por eso hago mi glosa 
el violín lo toca Genaro108     a Genaro y a su esposa109 
y es en honor de ella     trovando les felicito 
para el es una estrella     y lo hago con verso exquisito 

                                                
106 Don José is the person who organized the wedding anniversary celebration for his parents. 
107 A woman in the audience who was also celebrating a birthday. 
108 Genaro Rincón; it was his wedding and Cristina a relative of his. 
109 The topada was in honor of Genaro’s wedding. 
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y ahorita me había comentado    porque la palabra me guía 
por eso hago mi verso trovado    y lo hago con armonía 
de lo poco que yo soy     se va enlazando la rima 
mi atento saludo doy     también saludando a Cristina 
PARA CRISTINA ALVARADO    HOY QUE TAMBIÉN ES SU DÍA 
 
(2) El pensamiento me guía    (4) Entre jarabes y sones 
y lo compongo sabroso     ante esta gente, toda 
oiga Cristina, su esposo     hoy que festejan su boda 
vino a pedirme la melodía     les doy felicitaciones 
para usted con bastante alegría    por eso en mis improvisaciones 
por eso la estoy anunciando    las haré mientras canto 
con mi guitarra en la mano     el verso yo lo levanto 
espero se la pase bien     de aquí donde estoy sentado 
y reciba mi parabién     también a Cristina Alvarado 
USTED, CRISTINA ALVARADO    QUE CELEBRA EL DÍA DE SU SANTO 

 

– Javier Rodríguez 

 

Tornaboda – San Nicolás Tolentino, San Luís Potosí 
 

CON VALONAS Y CON SONES 
CON SUS PAPAS BIEN AMADOS 

A LOS RECIÉN  DESPOSADOS 
MUCHAS FELICITACIONES 

 
(1) El gusto se me acomoda    (3) Con ustedes me ilumino 
y se alegra la floresta     lo pregono en mi poesía 
el día de ayer fue la fiesta     se que la virgen María 
y feliz le gente toda     les enseñará el camino 
pero ahora es la tornaboda     y cumplirán su destino 
regresan las emociones     siempre, siempre enamorados 
y el huapango de Los Leones    continúen ilusionados 
esta aquí en este lugar     San Nicolás, San José 
los vine a felicitar      los cuidan se los diré  
CON VALONAS Y CON SONES     HOY QUE ESTÁN RECIÉN CASADOS 
 
(2) Vuelan palomas y codornices    (4) Se los dice un trovador 
les digo desde donde estoy     de fiestas y de quebrantos 
Martín, Leticia les doy110     yo se que todos los santos 
mis versos, los mas felices     hoy están a su favor 
la tarde tiene matices     que los bendiga el creador 
y mis versos enlazados     y enraícen sus ilusiones 
hoy que están recién casados    con valonas y con sones 
oigan los versos que yo enlazo    con sus papas bien amados 
y reciban el abrazo     hoy que están recién casados 
DE SUS PAPAS BIEN AMADOS     MUCHAS FELICITACIONES 

 

– Guillermo Velázquez 
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Topada – Xichú, Guanajuato 
 

BUENOS DÍAS PÚBLICO HONRADO 
TIERRA QUE ME VIO NACER 

YO LE VENGO A COMPLACER 
A ESTE GRAN PÚBLICO HONRADO 

 
(1) Buenos días personal     (3) Van mis saludos atentos 
se lo digo recio y quedo     les digo y no hay engaño 
un muy feliz año nuevo     y que en este nuevo año 
y a todos en general     entre tantos movimientos 
va mi saludo cordial     se la pasen muy contentos 
desde arriba del tablado     con la alegría menester  
soy su servidor y creado      y lo digo al proceder 
hemos venido a servir     alegrando los confines 
y no dejo de decir      con vihuela y con violines  
BUENOS DÍAS PUEBLO ADORADO   LOS VAMOS A COMPLACER 
  
(2) Muy buenos días a esta gente    A los organizadores111 
muy buenos días a toditos     de este hermoso festival 
y con versos exquisitos     vaya un saludo cordial 
hago este verso patente     al iniciar mis labores 
y les trova su sirviente     porque son merecedores 
cumpliendo con mi deber     mas de un verso trovado 
en un amanecer      ahora que a Xichú he llegado  
trovando sin prontitud     lo repito de estos modos 
muy buenos días mi Xichú     muy buenos días a todos 
TIERRA QUE ME VIO NACER    AQUÍ EN MI PUEBLO ADORADO 

 

– Pablo González 

 

LOCATING THE POLITICS OF “DECENTERED/FRACTURED” MUSIC CULTURES 

Cultural Studies’ intervention in the culture debate airs on the side of cultural 

populism, calling into question the canonizing tendencies of bourgeois elitist high taste. 

Its efforts at democratizing the culture concept, in turn, have yielded a diversity of 

conceptual distinctions, chief among them those of popular culture (of the people, folk 

even) and mass culture (industrially produced in mass). Although the distinction between 

                                                
110 The groom and bride. 
111 A reference to the Festival del Huapango Arribeño y de la Cultura de la Sierra Gorda organizing committee.  
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popular/mass and high cultures has become less pronounced over time – these supposed 

autonomous zones increasingly overlap and so generate hybridized tastes and desires that 

undermine social hierarchies  –, the question remains whether the critical faculties may 

be nurtured within the sphere of popular culture, where we find commercial mass culture. 

David Harvey (1990) observes: 

I see no difference in principle between the vast range of speculative and equally unpredictable 
activities undertaken by entrepreneurs (new products, new marketing stratagems, new 
technologies, new locations, etc.) and the equally speculative development of cultural, political, 
legal, and ideological values and institutions under capitalism . . . while it is indeed possible that 
speculative development in these latter domains would not be reinforced or discarded according to 
the post hoc rationalizations of profit-making, profitability . . . has long been implicated in these 
activities, and with the passing of time the strength of this connection has increased rather than 
diminished. Precisely because capitalism is expansionary and imperialistic, cultural life in more 
and more areas gets brought within the grasp of the cash nexus and the logic of capital circulation.  
(344) 

Prior to the advent of Cultural Studies, it was largely the Critical Theorists of the 

Frankfurt School who explored the relationship between culture and capitalist social 

relations, with an equal amount of pessimism as Harvey. Their intellectual project of 

demystifying the extension of capitalist regimentation and the commodity-form to the 

whole of society was always tempered with a negative outlook concerning the 

revolutionary potential of the proletariat. Although Critical Theory’s analysis, in effect, 

represents an incarnation of previous Marxist philosophy – for it privileged the 

autonomous development of capitalist domination and, by implication, erased the active 

historical subject –, it still presents us with useful insights regarding the consumerist logic 

of domination. Besides, any treatment of the relationship between music cultures and 

capital requires we lend attention to Critical Theorists and their seminal work on the 

culture industry. Here, I am referring to none other than Theodor Adorno, the father of 

the sociology of music. 

Adorno’s work on the culture industry is premised on deconstructing its 

contradictions, for, he argues, the culture industry is aimed at obliterating the 
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potentialities of humanity through crass manipulation of the critical faculties. Cultural 

commodities cultivate and satisfy false needs and they manufacture desire in place of 

actualizing human freedom, creativity, and true happiness. In the factories of the soul 

(publishing, cinema, radio, television), Paolo Virno (2004) maintains in his treatment of 

Adorno:  

The conveyer belt, the dominant symbol of automobile factories, seems to assert itself. Capitalism 
. . . shows that it can mechanize and parcelize even its spiritual production . . . Serialization, 
insignificance of individual tasks, the econometrics of feelings . . . this critical approach allowed, 
in the peculiar case of the culture industry, for the continuation of some elements which resist a 
complete assimilation to the Fordist organization of the labor process. In the culture industry, that 
is to say, it was therefore necessary to maintain a certain space that was informal, not 
programmed, one which was open to the unforeseen spark, to communicative and creative 
improvisation: not in order to favor human creativity, naturally, but in order to achieve satisfactory 
levels of corporate productivity. (59) 

Most, if not all, contemporary musical life, Adorno argues, is subjected to the commodity 

form. Music’s sublime qualities are now reduced to mere exchange-value; “the last pre-

capitalist residues have been eliminated” (Adorno 1982[1938]: 278). Although music in 

its entirety is susceptible to the tyranny of capitalist fetishization, there exists a distinction 

between music complicit in its commodification and that which resists such a fate. 

Meaning, there exists an expressed tension between music as authentic, self-driven 

collective expression (something reminiscent of folk music) and music as commodity or 

industry product – a difference between autonomous serious/critical art and 

heteronomous uncritical vulgar commodity trash. Unfortunately, he believes, the latter is 

what most often touches our lives. The machinery of distribution manufactures a hit 

parade of popular songs whose musical composition is degenerative, formulaic, plagued 

with endless repetition and predictability. This standardization creates what he refers to 

as regressive listening, a primitive, infantile and forcibly retarded impulse devoid of 

responsibility, freedom of choice, and conscious perception of music.  
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Many have critiqued Adorno for a number of reasons. For one, people are entirely 

absent in his monolithic assessment. No local spheres of action exist, only industry 

administrators (composers among them). Further, his focus on Western high-art music is 

altogether Eurocentric. Finally, many suggest his critique of the culture industry is not 

based on a thorough knowledge of popular musics themselves. Nevertheless, his insights, 

for our purposes, give us some perspective in terms of locating the politics of folk-

derived popular musics that circulate in the sphere of mass culture. On that note, Adorno 

is rather indifferent, if not entirely silent, on the subject of folk music itself. He makes 

passing reference to “agrarian” musics that managed to escape the wrath of the culture 

industry, having gradually integrated themselves into European art music and the salon 

tradition (Paddison 1996). Contemporary ethnomusicology aids us in this endeavor. 

“World Music” – much of it of the folk variety – provides an interesting and 

relevant ethnomusicological case study. Bohlman (2002) understands world music to be 

inseparable from globalization. Although it may bring people and music making together 

in the spirit of diversity, it often homogenizes and exploits cultural resources: 

World music is very much a construct of modernity, which is to say the encounter with and 
interpretation of the world that was unleashed by the Age of Discovery, the Enlightenment, 
colonial expansion, and the rise of the nation-state. Asserting that there is music everywhere in the 
world is, therefore, a Western concept, if it is also, however, a concept that results from Western 
encounters with the world. (ibid: xvi) 

Similarly, Steven Feld (2000) would also have us consider world music as a sort of 

cultural contact zone of activities and representations. And like Bohlman, his outlook is 

rather bleak. In the end, for him, no matter how celebratory of multicultural diversity 

world music may be, its success is driven by globalization’s profit-motive and need to 

consolidate markets. The question remains: how ought we locate the critical possibilities 

– the cultural poetics of folk music – amidst the cultural logic of late capitalism, to 

invoke Jameson (1991)?  
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George Lipsitz (1994) employs the term “crossroads” to describe the 

simultaneous risk and emancipatory potential involved in the interplay of commerce and 

music culture for artists from formerly colonized countries and diasporic populations who 

seek to use “the very instruments of their displacement and dispossession to forge a new 

public sphere” (Lipsitz 1994: 14). Although commercial culture always maintains the 

possibility of reducing a peoples historically situated cultural expressions to easily 

appropriated and disposable fashions that obliterate their original meanings, “the same 

channels of investment and commerce that exploit these populations may carry music to a 

wider world audience and thus allow them to develop new social relations with possibly 

profound political implications” (ibid: 17). World musics mobilize sounds that solidify 

new identities (Taylor 1997). Lipsitz’s position is fundamentally opposed to that of the 

Critical Theorists; he firmly believes that working through the channels of commercial 

culture may lead to the building of meaningful alliances with other world populations, 

thereby highlighting resemblances in political struggles, for people must utilize the means 

at their disposal and be as dynamic as mobile as the forces of capital (ibid). This is to say, 

aesthetic interventions in the realm of mass culture have the potential to mobilize signs, 

contest meanings, and appropriate them as well (Hebdige 1979). Mexican folk-derived 

popular musics are representative of this tension and, in my opinion, a clear estimation of 

their potentialities must be comparatively assessed vis-à-vis their non-commercialized 

counterparts, for, on the other hand, simply because certain folk music practices – like 

huapango arribeño for instance – do not circulate as mass commodities within the greater 

commercial realm does not mean that they lack the potential for actualizing a 

transnational critical politic, nor can it be denied that they are likewise subject to the 

disembedding tendencies of the overarching social formation. To invoke “disembedding” 

here, is to make reference to the lived realities of migration and globalization, 
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specifically, and their role in generating the precarious conditions through which the 

ever-shifting social base of huapango arribeño exists across borders. Ultimately, I 

believe there exists a medium between Critical Theory and Lipsitz’s position, one I aim 

to unravel through further analysis of huapango arribeño, its cultural poetics of the living 

word to be precise, for the consequences of modernity always, as Richard Flores (2002) 

sites, exist as a: 

Transformational process through which earlier social and cultural complexes are broken up, 
disembedded, or removed from the social relations of their making and reconstituted and 
relocated, under the weight of routinized re-presentations, into distinct, spatial-temporal domains. 
(155) 

This certainly applies to situated folk performance and its tenuous relationship with 

postmodernity. Let us turn to some comparative examples before tending to huapango 

arribeño. 
 

Banda Derivatives and Texas-Mexican Music 
 

Banda, which has its origins along Mexico’s Pacific coast region, is yet another 

traditional Mexican music genre. The brass-based ensemble (banda popular) in Mexico 

dates back to the mid 19th century and is associated with military band music practices. 

Civilian brass bands, Helena Simonett (2001) explains, were introduced into European 

colonies where they subsequently became a fixture in community civic life in both urban 

and rural areas. By the 1990s, the style had developed considerably and it was at this 

point when – due to a set of social and cultural circumstances – banda emerged as a 

transnational musical phenomenon. In 1992, the Los Angeles, California based Spanish-

language radio station La Equis (KLAX 97.9) became number one in the nation’s most 

lucrative market playing a steady rotation of banda music – counting on 1.1 million 
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listeners at any given time – featuring acts like Banda R15, Banda Machos and Banda El 

Recodo. Station revenues grew from 4 million in 1990 to 20 million in 1993 (ibid). Soon, 

record labels and media outlets crafted elaborate international marketing strategies that 

propelled the lucrative banda boom which eventually spawned a series of dance crazes 

and dress styles – most notably the quebradita – and generated massive amounts of 

revenue (radio, record sales, tours) that drastically increased Latino music’s market share, 

all while retaining and asserting its Mexican character. Simonett writes: 

As a genre directed at the mass market, it [banda] depends on production and consumption 
systems and strategies developed by the popular music industry. On the one hand, technobanda 
emphasizes its roots in particular localities and thus reasserts its independence from and resistance 
against Anglo-American hegemony; on the other, it is subjected to mainstream popular culture. If 
we understand technobanda as a cultural practice entangled in a dynamic global-local nexus rather 
than as part of a static binary of hegemony and resistance, we may come to the conclusion that 
technobanda’s appeal was grounded precisely in the tension between elements of nationalistic 
resistance . . . and conformity to the hegemonic power of the culture industry, with its MTV 
inspired high-tech music. (2001: 50)   

 
She refers here to technobanda, a hybrid brass/electronic offshoot of the more traditional 

banda style. Tecnobanda is the variant that enjoyed the most success in the 1990s. Fast-

forward ten years and the pasito Duranguense emerges to replace the waning tecnobanda 

sound.  

 In From Quebradita to Duranguense: Dance in Mexican American Youth Culture 

(2007), Sydney Hutchinson attempts to embed border youth subcultural patterns within 

the larger social narrative of ethnic and class struggles in the U.S. Her focus is on the 

music and dance stylings of the pasito Duranguense as expressions of resistance to Anglo 

“hegemony”. Taking from Simonett, she suggests the pasito Duranguense, like the 

quebradita, comes alive where it is being danced. Let’s contextualize the presence of 
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these folk-derived popular musics across borders, for a moment. It is often acknowledged 

that the first popular transnational Mexican music genre to anchor itself in the greater 

imaginary of the Mexican diaspora was norteño in the late 1960s, thanks in part to the 

work of bands like Los Tigres del Norte and Los Alegres de Terán, among others. Its 

success later comes to serve as a blueprint for the commercialization of other Mexican 

regional based genres, like banda and its derivatives. The newest of these, the pasito 

Duranguense, took both Mexico and the U.S. by storm in 2003. Interestingly enough, it 

was born in Chicago, Illinois – a resounding echo of the technobanda that preceded it ten 

years earlier. In fact, its sound is nearly indistinguishable from technobanda, though, as 

Huthinson explains, the difference between the two rests in duranguense’s heavy reliance 

on the synthesizer (nearly doing away with brass elements altogether – though the actual 

musical styling is identical) and its greater emphasis on the dance repertoire. In the end, 

duranguense is an amalgamation of musical elements taken from the states of Durango, 

Zacatecas, Monterrey, and Nuevo León; is most often played at an incredibly fast tempo; 

is a dance mix of quebradita and merengue; is notorious for recycling older previously 

recorded songs (irrespective of genre); it incorporates the tamborón, melodeon, 

synthesized harmonica, and flute – some of which do stray from typical technobanda 

instrumentation. All of this constitutes, according to Hutchinson, “a more self-

consciously artificial sound” (2007: 174). The more popular groups, both past and 

present, include Montez de Durango, Travieso Musical, Alacranes Musical, Lamento 

Show, K-Paz de la Sierra, Trono de México, La Apuesta, Horóscopos de Durango, and 

Patrulla 81. If we understand Hutchinson correctly, her argument seems to suggest that 
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the pasito Duranguense represents an expressive practice of a subordinate group – in this 

instance, Mexican-American youth.  

Moving on. Manuel Peña’s influential work on Texas-Mexican music is, as has 

been mentioned, part of the conflict school. This is to say, accounting for inter-cultural 

and class conflict, for him, is necessary in situating the emergence of distinct musical 

styles among Texas Mexicans. The lived experiences of ethnic segregation and class 

differentiation, Peña argues, have shaped artistic musical production in Texas, such that 

these struggles eventually resulted in the formation of two distinct musical styles. On the 

one hand, conjunto exists as a working class aesthetic that recreates a “traditional” sound 

that showcases the bajo-sexto and the accordion, two instruments considered folk and 

common among the working classes in rural areas. Orquesta, on the other hand, attempts 

to emulate American big-band stylings through its brass ensemble and jazz arrangements, 

which represent cultural assimilationist desires on the part of the nascent Texas-Mexican 

middle class. Although this may have been the case seventy years ago, these two musical 

spheres are much less demarcated in class terms and have instead both come to equally 

represent greater Texas-Mexican ethnic identity. Much of this is in part due to yet a third 

style: Tejano, with a capital T, which emerges as somewhat of a mixture of these two 

styles and is likewise a product of social processes occurring in the late 1970s and early 

1980s. Its instrumentation is a mixing of conjunto accordion, orquesta brass, electric 

guitars and synthesizers; its repertoire includes polkas, the pan-Latin ballad styles, 

boleros, and Columbian cumbias, yet all infused with elements of American rock, pop, 

country, and even rap. For Peña, this promiscuous mixing of genres amounts to a type of 
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superficial bi-musicality – not a concrete synthesis like that achieved by Tejano orquestas 

of the 1970s. Rather, these new mixings are barely perceptible surface fusions. This is 

debatable, in my opinion. Still, what does this “surface-level” amalgamation of sound tell 

us about Texas-Mexican society at that historical moment? Peña believes it is symbolic 

of a sense of cultural drift among Texas-Mexicans, a moment in which they are not only 

situated beyond the Chicano civil rights generation, but also located within the emergent 

pan-Hispanic identity of the 1980s thereby creating a de-centered sense of ideological 

purpose in an era of postmodernity (Peña 1999).  

 

The Cultural Logic of Postmodernity  
 

Drawing on David Harvey’s contentions regarding the emergent space-time 

disjunctural consequences of postFordist production, Stuart Hall suggests (1996) the 

growth of cultural homogenization and global structural and institutional changes have 

fragmented cultural identities: the more social life has become mediated by the global 

market, the more identities have become detached from specific times, places, histories, 

and traditions, and appear free floating. This is what Anthony Giddens (1990) refers to as 

disembedding, “the ‘lifting out’ of social relations from local contexts of interaction and 

their restructuring across indefinite spans of time-space” (21). Fredric Jameson (1981) 

extends this analysis to the actual products of culture themselves and asserts they are 

ultimately empty, illusory, and exploitative – a critique anchored in Critical Theory. 

Horkheimer and Adorno (1947): 
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The more densely and completely its [the culture industry’s] techniques duplicate objects, the 
more easily it creates the illusion the world outside is a seamless extension of the one which has 
been revealed in the cinema. (99) 

 
The promises of the culture industry constitute an empty ideology that lends little 

meaning to life, we are told. Jameson agrees and details for us the conditions of this 

ideological emptiness as the effect of reification whereby – as noted by Flores previously 

(who himself draws from Jameson) – “natural” human practices and social 

formations/relations are fractured and reconstituted more efficiently by means of a 

process where: 

At the same time, these now isolated broken bits and pieces of the older unities acquire a certain 
autonomy of their own, a semi-autonomous coherence which, not merely a reflex of capitalist 
reification and rationalization, also in some measure serves to compensate for the dehumanization 
of experience reification brings with it, and to rectify the otherwise intolerable effects of the new 
process. (Jameson 1981: 63) 
 

In the end, we are left with an autonomous subject/object independent of the social 

relations that produced it, which results in a new kind of superficiality or depthlessness –  

“heaps of fragments” (Jameson 1991).  This postmodern cultural logic of represents an 

ontological system that wholly integrates aesthetic creativity into the processes of 

commodity production:  

Postmodernism then signals nothing more than a logical extension of the power of the market over 
the whole range of cultural production. (Harvey 1990: 62)  

  
We come to experience this commoditized pastiche aestheticization of Reality through a 

range of incarnations. Veit Erlmann locates this process within the production of world 

music. For him, world music itself may be understood to embody a pastiche aesthetic, it 

is a play of signifiers, yet they are not necessarily empty as Jameson suggests. Rather, 

world music “is more an attempt at coating the sounds of the fully commodified present 
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with the patina of use value in some other time and place” (Erlmann 1993: 13). The 

incorporation of the “Other” within first world aesthetic production accomplishes four 

things: it veils the history of colonialism; attempts to cultivate an “empathetic sociality”; 

lends fractured musical production a false sense of history and meaningful rootedness; 

and locality is fetishized and reified to the extent that the exploitative globalized 

processes of production are entirely disguised. I believe folk-derived popular Mexican 

musics are subject to many of the same dynamics. 

The Spectacle of Invented Tradition 

Jonathan Crary (2005) comments, “spectacle implies an organization of 

appearances that are simultaneously enticing, deceptive, distracting, and superficial” 

(335). This understanding is no doubt influenced by Guy Debord’s (1983) own 

reflections on the matter, where he renders insight into the status of the commodity in 

everyday life – the commodified space of spectacle where human communication itself is 

fundamentally transformed into the commodity form. Negri and Hardt (2000) elaborate 

further: 

In the society of the spectacle, what was once imagined as the public sphere, the open terrain of 
political exchange and participation, completely evaporates. The spectacle destroys any collective 
form of sociality. (321-322) 

I think of Foucault (1977): spectacle is merely a mechanism of surveillance, of subject-

making, an integral part of the modern disciplinary process, which constitutes a greater 

strategy of isolation and social separation that, in the end, produces docility and 

neutralizes the polity. After all, we consume primarily as individuals – the act is 

privatized. Manuel Peña contextualizes for us the emergence, development, and shifts in 

Texas-Mexican musical styles; they are representative of a clash of cultural economies 
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and the conflict between Anglos and Mexicans (Peña: 1999). However, these powerful 

organic symbols have been subject to the disembedding process endemic to 

commercialization. I quote him at length:  

Since the advent and expansion of recording technology, music increasingly has been performed 
in ‘second-order’ or – what we may consider the second instance of the superorganic – acontextual 
or weakly symbolic setting, such as commercial studios, where performance is converted into a 
commodity, then packaged and warehoused until ready for marketing to an absent, anonymous 
audience . . . As superorganic phenomenon, music is substantially emptied of its symbolic load. 
Increasingly, this superorganic, second-order of performance has affected the status of music in 
and as culture. Except during unique and isolated events, such as ceremonials, religious rituals, 
and, occasionally, some communal forms of celebration, we do not regularly use music to 
negotiate in-the-flesh, face-to-face social commitments or obligations. Rather, we are just as likely 
to consume it in private ‘rituals,’ as an atomized commodity that cuts us off from the rest of 
society. Or, we may use it as we do other commodities, such as cosmetics, jewelry, cars, or any of 
a wide array of products – as ‘surface markers for our shifting individual ‘personalities’ in a 
‘decentered’ society of faceless strangers. (ibid: 5) 

The rupture here referred to – the production of music as commodity – is what 

distinguishes music as organic cultural performance from superorganic spectacle.  He 

continues:  

Music-as-cultural-performance speaks powerfully to politico-aesthetic issues that ‘re-center’ a 
social group, thus contributing to a shared, reciprocating identity. As I am conceptualizing it here, 
spectacle is inescapably tied to the tendency of late capitalism to transform social relations into 
commodity relations. (ibid: 6) 

 

No longer does music (as spectacle) primarily aimed at reinforcing bonds of sociability, 

nor is its performance constituted through those same bonds. Instead, it has the adverse 

affect of loosening its symbolic/cultural/social/experiential grip on communities. I agree 

with Peña, yet there is a glaring caveat implicit here: this is a process, thus, for our 

purposes, the decentering or fracturing of folk music culture and performance is located 

along a spectrum, meaning this may happen over time, carries with it varied 

connotations/impacts/results, and at times the entire process my accelerate or regress – 

there is room to breath, it may not be reduced to a veritable monolithic cultural greyout.  
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 Here, Peña is specifically thinking about Tejano music (with a capital T), a style 

that seemingly reduces the significance of Texas-Mexican music as an organic cultural 

emblem. It must be noted that the emergence of Tejano also has much to do with 

demographic and generational shifts occurring at the time, yet its mass commercialization 

certainly played a role. Specifically, many local artists were overtaken by the frenzy of 

crossover pan-Latin superstardom and embraced a strategy – articulated in fundamental 

shifts in performance and musicality – that loosened its identification with blue-collar 

Tejanos and their regional identity. All things considered, we must still be conscious of 

the fact that new means of struggle ought to be (and are actively) developed within the 

new global technological cultural order, as Negri and Hardt (2000) remind us. Or, to 

invoke Lipsitz (2007) once more: people must be as dynamic as the mobile forces of 

capital. Nonetheless, there is a difference, in my mind, between utilizing the channels of 

capitalist exchange and circuits of globalization to build community, link struggles, re-

articulate public meanings, and live out alternative ways of existing and, on the other 

hand, crass commercialism. With respect to the latter, I am reminded of the phenomenon 

Lipsitz refers to as “containerization:” the unfettered growth of prefabricated “flavor-of-

the-month” disposable musical acts a la New Kids on the Block, N’Sync or Menudo, 

RBD in Mexico or the products of American Idol, Latin American Idol, Cantando por un 

Sueño, Bailando por un Sueño, etc. This particular intersectional node between 

expressive activity and the realm of mass commercialism is hardly ideal-typically 

libratory or representative of an oppositional politics by any measure. It is spectacle at its 

best (or worst). Folk-derived popular musics of the Mexican variety, it must be said, are 

riddled with such groups. There exists a plethora of fabricated music acts that play pasito 

Duranguense, to give a recent and relevant example. These groups are featured and 

circulated extensively within a mass-media network of television and radio stations 
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catered towards publicizing, selling, and promoting their music, videos, and concerts. For 

instance, in the U.S. Univision Radio is the largest Spanish-language radio broadcaster: 

they own seventy stations in sixteen of the top twenty-five Hispanic markets, including 

Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Miami, Chicago, Houston, San Antonio, Dallas, 

Phoenix, Albuquerque, Las Vegas, and Puerto Rico; their total weekly listenership totals 

at over ten million; and one of their more popular formats is ranchera. Their website 

reads: 

Due to its traditional folkloric sound, Ranchera music is popular throughout Mexico and has 
become a symbol of the entire country. Ranchera usually features guitars and horns. It is 
extremely popular throughout the Northern region of Mexico ("El Norte"). It is considered 
indigenous to Mexicans who have lived in country (pueblo) towns. 
 

On the television side of things, there is the popular BANDAMAX station (part of 

Televisa networks), which had its first transmission in 1996 and focuses on the 

ranchero/norteño/grupero styles. Its twenty-four-hour-a-day MTV-like music 

programming of Mexican regional styles features the latest in ranchero-esque sounds. 

Not to be left behind, TeleRitmo, VideoRola, and TeleHit also provide healthy 

competition. These television stations are Mexican in origin, but are also transmitted in 

certain U.S. markets. Further, the musical acts that contribute to this constant hit parade 

are most often Sony Latin, Fonovisa, and EMI Latin recording artists who have won (or 

at least been nominated for and/or performed at the) Latin Grammy Awards and 

Billboard Latin Music Awards. Given this mass-mediated commercial market, one can – 

at least at some level – begin to comprehend how the spectacle of superorganic 

commodities circulates and functions.  

Having understood this, what lends semiotic weight to these sounds and styles is 

their conscious and deliberate invocation of la ranchero. They coat their fully 

commoditized status and commercially mediated production with the use-value of 
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Mexican rural life and identity, to invoke Erlmann. The idea of lo ranchero is operative 

across the border. It is a symbolic evocation of an idealized agrarian society, a stratified 

social hierarchy (hacendados, rancheros, rural masses) that is touted as the supposed 

core of Mexican culture. Usually, lo ranchero is articulated in stereotypical images and 

narratives that are highly sexualized and glorify manliness, self-sufficiency, candor, and 

patriotism, much of which represents a popular expressive attempt at re-articulating 

newfound identity in post-revolutionary Mexico (Peña 1999). It is deployed as a cultural 

anchor of sorts. Think of the Golden Age of Mexican cinema (1930s-1950s) and actors 

like Jorge Negrete and Pedro Infante elegantly dressed in charro outfits, all too eager to 

display their virility and die with honor. These images, as previous scholars have noted 

(Paredes; Nájera-Ramírez; Farr), are entrenched representations key in the greater social 

process of inventing tradition. Helena Simonett (2001) in reference to the banda boom of 

the early 1990s: 

The broadcast media played a crucial role in the formation of a collective self-consciousness and 
the creation of an ‘imagined community’ centered around shared traditions and memories . . . a 
form of community consciousness and solidarity that maintained identification with the 
‘homeland’ in order to facilitate the newcomers’ life in the United States as ‘others.’ (50) 

 
Having noted this, I believe contemporary folk-derived popular musics play an important 

role in achieving what I refer to as “performing home”: an expressive-symbolic strategy 

key in reconfiguring sociospatial dynamics, a strategy that is incredibly salient in an 

immigration context. Simply put, lo ranchero projects the romantic image of an ideal-

typical rural-agrarian “Mexico” and its associated expressive practices attempt to perform 

just that. For instance, Hutchinson (2007) argues that particular dance steps in the 

quebradita evoke symbols of ranch life: patterned movements that represent rodeo events 

(riding horses, roping, etc.) and elaborate hat tricks. Now, it is clear that recently 
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emergent dance and music styles, though indebted to tradition, are undeniably new, for 

this is part of what makes them so popular. Yet, it seems to me the invocation of lo 

ranchero on the part of commercially successful folk-derived popular Mexican music 

(and Simonett and Hutchinson imply this) serves the deeper need to mediate its own 

disembedded production outside of the communities it claims to represent and, more 

importantly, seeks to profit from – the reified commoditization of authenticity.  

Illustration 8.2: On the road to the rancho El Aguacate, Río Verde, San Luís Potosí. 
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The Crucible of Identity Politics 

Banda, quebradita, and duranguense, as ethnic and class-based aesthetic practices 

that signify Mexicanness, it has been argued, allowed Mexican and Mexican-American 

youth to reaffirm their identities through positive leisure activities associated with artistic 

expression (i.e. quebradita clubs helped channel teenagers away from gangs). Consuming 

and performing lo ranchero seemingly allowed dancers – especially those Mexican-

American – to gain a deeper appreciation of their Mexican heritage amidst the 

hostile/xenophobic political climate of the early and mid 1990s in California. Hutchinson 

(2007) writes: 

Banda often clashes with North American middle-class aesthetics and beliefs and is therefore a 
much more effective weapon against them. Listening to banda shows that one has not swallowed 
North American pop culture whole and that one still retains ties to Mexican culture and the 
Spanish Language. (54) 

Similarly, George Lipsitz (2007) contends, in the face of nativist immigration policies 

and politicians who despised them: 

The identification with the Spanish language, with Mexican culture and imagery, and with 
Mexican music expressed in banda by U.S. citizens of Mexican origin represents a powerful 
rejection of assimilation or at least a recognition of the need for unity and solidarity among 
Mexicans and Mexican Americans in the face of a cultural and political system and an economy 
that work inexorably against the interests of both. (64)  

Much of the work referenced here rests on the analytical axis aimed at understanding 

subcultural struggles. Often, Hebdige (1979) reminds us, subcultures are born out of 

struggles against discrimination, etc. However, much of what has been written about 

them in reference to greater Mexican expressive cultural practice positions them mostly – 

if not exclusively – as struggles of identity, thereby premised on a crisis of identity that 

may only be resolved through performing home, lo ranchero for our purposes. In the end, 

such analysis leaves us with a commercially reified notion of identity politics, whereby 

an identity politics ia made possible through participation in mass consumer culture. 
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Lipsitz (2007) admits, youth forced society to notice them by using their power as 

consumers, through which they:  

Created discursive as well as physical spaces, especially through dress and performance. Banda 
artists and audiences favored vaquero (cowboy) styles . . . This clothing displayed, even flaunted, 
the foreign and rural origins of many immigrants, turning what might have once seemed like a 
source of shame into a point of pride. (63) 

Hebdige (1979) provides some insight concerning this process:  

A subculture is concerned first and foremost with consumption . . . It communicates through 
commodities even if the meanings attached to those commodities are purposefully distorted or 
overthrown . . . Indeed, the creation and diffusion of new styles is inextricably bound up with the 
process of production, publicity and packaging which must inevitably lead to the defusion of the 
subculture’s subversive power. (95)  

And here, Hutchinson’s (2007) comments are incredibly telling:  

It is true that commercialization has had its effect, such as the somewhat uniform sound of the 
more popular groups, the replacement of instrumentalists with synthesizers, high ticket prices, and 
the uninspired nature of many lyrics. And, in some ways, tecnobanda and the quebradita are 
perfect examples of how transnational rural styles begin to adapt to their new locations in 
capitalist societies . . . Yet such adaptations are necessary in the competition for audiences who 
have a multiplicity of other options. Without the large audience such changes have gained, banda 
would not have had the opportunity to have much impact at all. I would argue that banda is 
making a difference: social statements may be made in many different ways, and these musicians 
and dancers are making quite strong statements through their use and support of an aesthetic 
system that subverts middle-class culture and insists on strong ties to roots. (49) 

Having noted this, Hutchinson not only proves my point concerning the analytical axis of 

“identity crisis,” but is also rather clear that her focus is primarily on the abstracted 

expressive practice itself: the dance. She places little to no emphasis on the production, 

distribution, and consumption of the music, and consequently, the more complicated 

theoretical issues of capital and geo-politics of the border region are kept to a minimum 

or neglected entirely. New cultural forms, it is said, speak to new social identities through 

the creation of new spaces, rituals, networks, practices, aesthetics, and styles that people 

gravitate towards. Yet, what of this “community” that is being created? Is it as transient 

as the styles themselves? Let us recall, the quebradita fizzled out within a few years and 

the Pasito Duranguense is on the brink of suffering the same fate. This is to say, how 
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powerful is an identity politics that relies solely on larger circuits of capital for its 

maintenance and semantic weight? Are people’s identities that de-centered that any and 

every ranchero trend after another anchors their social world? I am inclined to say no, but 

it is not my job here to develop an alternative analytical rendering that concerns the 

aforementioned styles. I have huapango arribeño to deal with. Let us just say that such 

analysis is ultimately unsatisfying.  

Once more, I am of the opinion that folk-derived popular musics of the Mexican 

variety evoke lo ranchero in order to symbolically mediate their own disembeddedness, 

an act that altogether reifies the historically situated conditions of their emergence. Banda 

and Duranguense must constantly remind themselves where they come from. Some 

would understand this type of nostalgic remembering as central in the construction of the 

“social space of postmodernism” (Rouse 1991) or “third spaces” (Price and Whitworth 

2004), crucial in cultivating an identity politics. Now, huapango arribeño scarcely 

invokes such images and when it does it is not for the sake of style or romanticism, but 

rather, the narrative evocation of rural campesino life often signifies a subjugated 

subjectivity – one that gains a powerful valence within the frame of the saludado (more 

on this ahead). Huapango arribeño is hardly representative of a decentered/fractured 

music culture. Although it is transborder in scope, subject to the greater processes of 

immigration and the precarious social conditions of postmodernity, its performance does 

not exist as commodity dependent upon mass-mediated circuits of capital. It does not 

invoke lo ranchero out of necessity: to re-center itself, to veil its own fetishization. Lo 

ranchero – if one can even speak of such a thing when referring to huapango arribeño – 

exists for us as an entirely different proposition. Guadalupe Reyes: 
 
SOY UN INUTIL POBRE RANCHERO 
SIEMPRE CAREZCO DE BUENAS LETRAS 
PERO EN LA MARCHA QUE ES DE LOS POETAS 
ME INSPIRO MUCHO POR SER VERSERO 
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Nací en el año treinta y uno 
un día primero del mes de septiembre 
en mi boleta bien se comprende 
cual fue la causa de mi infortunio 
sufrí bastante como ninguno 
como el que pasa de limosnero 
ahora medito y lo considero 
por equis causes de algún motivo 
fue por mis padres, yo lo suscribo: 
SOY UN INUTIL POBRE RANCHERO 
 
Allá en los libros quedé archivado 
como lo marca el mandamiento 
en el civil tuve nombramiento 
luego a la iglesia fui presentado 
quedando en gracia ya bautizado 
por nuestra fe que es lo primero 
y mis padrinos en grande esmero 
según me nombre los dos pedían 
que Guadalupe me llamarían: 
SOY UN INUTIL POBRE RANCHERO 
 
Humilladito yo fui creciendo 
bajo el respeto de quien me crío 
una abuelita me protegió 
y de algún modo yo fui viviendo 
muchos trabajos pasé sufriendo 
a los maltratos, en desespero 
siempre descalzo y sin sombrero 
que triste vida del huerfanito 
eso es lo cierto, yo lo acredito: 
SOY UN INUTIL POBRE RANCHERO 
 
Luego que pude ya trabajar 
muy apreciado fui por un tío 
entre calores, aguas o en frío 
la cosa es que había que entrar 
todito el día sin descansar 
cuidando vacas en un potrero 
pero de escuela, de eso ya mero 
cuando uno queda muy orillado 
siento y lamento muy atrasado: 
SOY UN INUTIL POBRE RANCHERO 
 
Siempre pensando en lo necesario 
allá solito me divertía 
hasta que tuve la suerte un día 
de conseguirme un silabario 
no entendí nada el vocabulario 
faltó el maestro que es consejero 
pero un amigo bueno y sincero 
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me dio lecciones poco a poquito 
y así logré conocer tantito: 
SOY UN INUTIL POBRE RANCHERO 
 
De a un cinquito, de a dos ahorrando 
junté y compre unos libros gruesos 
y una guitarra en ochenta pesos 
para empezar por ahí entonando 
mi hermano Ofelio me fue enseñando 
algunas notas por buen sendero 
y el me alentaba ya cancionero 
para cantarles a unas morenas 
y así calmando todas mis penas: 
SOY UN INUTIL POBRE RANCHERO 

Don Guadalupe offers us a rather lucid picture of the everyday struggles of rural 

campesino life – hardly a romanticized image in the service of consumerist identity 

trends. Meaning, huapango arribeño is not about an identity politics.  

Globalization and the Production of Locality 

The circumstances of globalized integration, it may be said with a degree of 

certainty, constitute the rather complex terrain through which popular musics now 

circulate; the contradictions of the historical legacies of colonialism, the realities of 

global empire, war, and exploitation are coupled with the rapid mobility of capital and 

people, in effect complicating common-sense understandings of place. As a result, 

popular culture, as a site of identification, has acquired a particular importance previously 

unattained – for some, this, again, represents, “performing home”. George Lipsitz (1994) 

observes: 

As people in different places around the world face similar and interconnected kinds of austerity, 
inequality, and social disintegration, a transnational culture speaking to shared social realities 
starts to emerge . . . A peculiar inversion takes place as people from colonized countries long 
connected to global migrations emerge as experts about displacement and the qualities needed to 
combat it. (7) 

Often – and Lipsitz would agree –, popular culture exists as a node that exemplifies the 

type of transnationality he speaks of. Yet, the vexed issue remains: how to negotiate and 
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understand the contradictions between a passive acceptance of cultural commodities and 

the possibility of critical/emancipatory cultural production forged through the very 

conditions it seeks to free itself from. I believe, above all else, this is a question of 

accountability. To what extent do popular cultural expressions represent the very 

alienation its champions claim it resists? Alienation, here, is understood as the “active 

process of self-estrangement, the negation of self-activity and power-to through the 

production of an object rendered alien, for it is the embodied separation of doer/doing 

from done” (Holloway 2005: 44). Power-to, in the autonomist Marxist vein, represents 

human potentiality, whereas power-over is domination. What capitalism fundamentally 

accomplishes, is the fracturing of doing in which the social flow of humanity’s power-to-

do/to create is ruptured and transformed into power-over – the “powerful separate the 

done from the doers and appropriate it to themselves” (ibid: 28). This process breaks the 

social flow of life. If the self-activity of culture is here denied, then how can a critical 

resonance be attained when the expressive vehicles through which identities are 

constructed are themselves reduced to mere marketing strategy – lo ranchero (the 

fetishization of historically situated social conditions used as a means to sustain 

consumerist practices)? Self-admitted short-lived crazes are undeniably fickle affairs: 

At the moment, duranguense seems to be going strong, but some musicians in Chicago are already 
preparing themselves for the next big thing. They expect the style will have outlived its novelty 
within a few years, as did the tecnobanda sound of years past, and many are already predicting the 
next trend will arise from the grupera music of the tierra caliente. (Hutchinson 2007: 192) 

Hutchinson (2007) continues:  

Quebradita clubs are now defunct, and the intensity with which quebradita dancers devoted 
themselves to their dance at its height has passed. One reason for its decline may be the brief but 
intense media frenzy that surrounded it. Positive attention from radio, television, and print media 
encouraged the young dancers to strive toward impressive choreographic feats, but when the 
media became saturated and stopped coverage of quebradita events, lack of such reinforcement 
may have caused a decline in interest: quebradita lost its glamorous sheen, as most popular styles 
eventually do. (200) 
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Once more, what of transformational identity politics? Alienation. It is becoming obvious 

that social bases (ethnic-Mexican, immigrant or otherwise) are not what sustain folk-

derived popular musics. Rather, profit-driven transnational circuits of capital are what 

ultimately manage the music industry. No matter how subversive ranchero identity may 

be or how contradistinctive its ethos, these subcultural signs are transformed into mass-

produced objects that ultimately trivialize and domesticate the “subversive” referential 

context upon which they are fashioned – lo ranchero is potentially reduced to alienating 

spectacle:   

As soon as the original innovations which signify ‘subculture’ are translated into commodities and 
made generally available, they become ‘frozen’. Once removed from their private context by the 
small entrepreneurs and big fashion interests who produce them on a mass scale, they become 
codified, made comprehensible, rendered at once public property and profitable merchandise. 
(Hebdige 1979: 96) 

Arribeño poetas are astutely aware of this process and they often make it a point to 

critically comment:  
 
EL QUE ES POETA DE NATALIDAD 
EL QUE TOCA VIOLÍN O JARANA 
SE MERCE UN APLAUSO, UNA DIANA 
PORQUE ES MÚSICO DE CALIDAD 
 
Si en la fiesta hay topada y tarango 
las poesías y los versos afloran 
aunque pocos sean los que valoran 
al artista de mas grande rango 
como son los que tocan huapango 
y que alegran la festividad 
porque cantan con facilidad 
a el pariente, a el amigo, a el paisano 
y por eso le brindo mi mano: 
EL QUE ES POETA DE NATALIDAD 
 
Es un lujo mirar dos tablados 
escondidos bajo  la enramada 
ni que cumbias, que rock, que lambada 
es un reto entre gallos jugados 
violinistas, poetas preparados 
son aquellos que en la actualidad 
se abren paso con dificultad 
enfrascados en duras faenas 
ya ni el vino ni quita sus penas:  
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EL QUE ES POETA DE NATALIDAD 
 
El huapango para el rancherito 
es de pegue dentro del guateque  
si un amigo nos pide un querreque 
una polka o algún caballito 
un saludo para el compadrito 
que ha venido desde por allá 
aunque es poca nuestra variedad 
un versero es seguro y no falla 
es un disco que nunca se raya: 
EL QUE ES POETA DE NATALIDAD 
 
Aunque muchos no la hagan de tos 
que “Los Bukis” o grupos norteños 
para el gusto de los arribeños 
aseguro como este no hay dos 
porque el poeta que es un portavoz 
que denuncia la virtualidad  
le cantamos a la soledad 
a la dicha, también la tristeza 
embriagados con una cerveza: 
EL QUE ES POETA DE NATALIDAD 

 

– Ángel González  

 

EL HUAPANGO ARRIBEÑO RESISTE 
AL IMPARTE DE LO COMERCIAL 
HECHA RAÍCES SU SER ANCESTRAL 
HACE SIGLOS Y SIGLOS QUE EXISTE 
 
El huapango difiere por eso 
en la música mas pobre y vil 
la que basa su ser mercantil 
en lo hueco, lo burro y sin seso 
la que no tiene carne y es hueso 
las canciones que nomás son sin chiste 
y que son como pájaro al piste 
y enajenan así a nuestra gente 
y se vende como pan caliente: 
EL HUAPANGO ARRIBEÑO RESISTE 
 
El huapango a basado su ser 
en lo mas actual y genuino 
en el banco elevado, el camino 
en lo puro de su florecer 
en la noche y el amanecer 
en el poeta cuanto lo que enviste 
el que trova si ningún despiste 
a la vida y lo mas campirano 
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y a lo íntimo de lo cotidiano: 
EL HUAPANGO ARRIBEÑO RESISTE 
 
Es el foro – el bautizo o la boda 
del huapango de nuestra región 
no le dicta la televisión 
el camino a seguir, ninguna moda 
en cualquier ocasión se acomoda 
y se enraíza donde alguien lo aviste 
porque el arte arribeño subsiste 
del comercio feroz que condena  
y aunque “Bronco” regrese a la escena:   
EL HUAPANGO ARRIBEÑO RESISTE 

 

– Tobías Hernández  

 

SE ME HACE QUE EL PASO DURANGUENSE 
EL HUAPANGO SE LO HECHA DE BAJO112 
COMO ABURREN DE VERAS CARAJO 
Y QUE EL PUBLICO A MI ME DISPENSE 
 
En los bailes de fiesta y salón 
ya la moda me tiene hasta el gorro 
veo a la gente apretando el pensamiento113 
y la neta que bailan pelón 
de Durango llego de jalón 
ese ritmo dic que Duranguense 
ahí que el publico a mi me dispense 
se de esa moda los miro bailar 
yo hasta pienso que quieren caminar (cagar): 
SE ME HACE QUE EL PASO DURANGUENSE 
 
Cuantas modas de baile han pasado 
y la gente siguiendo la farra 
en la radio y en la tele se narra 
que ahora si salio un grupo pesado 
ya nos tienen medido el calzado 
y de ejemplo pongo el Duranguense 
nada mas que a mi no me convence 
y aunque aprietan  rebien la colita 
¿qué paso con la tal quebradita?: 
SE ME HACE QUE EL PASO DURANGUENSE 
 
De “Los Bukis” quedo Marco Antonio 

                                                
112 This expression is part of the greater corpus of erotically laced Mexican speech play literally meaning “to 
physically put underneath,” yet signifying the act of converting an actor into the passive agent in the sexual act – in 
effect screwing/fucking them. So, huapango arribeño screws Pasito Duranguense. 
113 This is a clear break in the décima parallelism. The word hinted at is pedorro, Mexican slang for ass.   
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Illustration 8.3: Cover art for the Raúl Orduña y Los Trovadores album En Defensa de la 
Música de Vara (2006). 

 
de “Los Yonics” tal vez la balada 
luego el “rap” otra moda pasada 
del tal “Bronco” ni doy testimonio 
“Banda Machos” que vaya al demonio 
Colombiana nomás no convence 
y el huapango que nunca se vence 
se transforma en un ritmo arribeño 
y aunque dude algún grupo Norteño: 
SE ME HACE QUE EL PASO DURANGUENSE 
 
De repente salio el tal “Montez” 
de Durango dic que de la sierra 
y el huapango nacido en mi tierra 
se defiende con mucha altivez  
nomás cuenten del uno hasta el tres 
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y se acaba ese tal Duranguense 
viva, viva, el huapango Atarjense 
de Xichú, de Victoria y San Luís 
los gruperos no tienen raíz: 
SE ME HACE QUE EL PASO DURANGUENSE 

 

– Raúl Orduña114  

 

EL COMERCIO ESTA DETRÁS 
DE ARTISTAS QUESQUE DE RANGO 

Y SOSTENIENDO EL HUAPANGO 
PUEBLO Y GUSTO NADA MAS 

 
(1) El arte es puro y genuino    (3) Entre tal mercantilismo 
como el grano de maíz     nuestro huapango al contrario  
pero ataca su raíz      no es idea de un empresario 
mas de un gusano asesino     es arte y pueblo en si mismo 
como en cigarros y en vino    misterio sin mal abismo  
detergentes y demás     espejo y ser del fandango 
como una fiera voraz     entre tarango y tarango 
en una y en otra parte     en Xichú  y en Potosí 
explotando artistas y arte     el pueblo vive de si  
EL COMERCIO ESTA DETRÁS    Y SOSTENIENDO EL HUAPANGO 

 
(2) Pagando planas, revistas    (4) En músicas como esta 
usando métodos viles     reverbera lo genuino  
intereses mercantiles     galope, monte, camino 
encumbran muchas artistas    baile, corazón y fiesta 
peinadoras, publicistas     con ella todo se presta 
hacen de cualquier a un mago    vida y muerta con ti más 
y aunque que aquel parezca chango    el hombre aquí llega al ras  
o hacen una pepitoria     de sentimiento y conciencia  
se sabe la trayectoria     el huapango es en esencia  
DE ARTISTAS QUESQUE DE RANGO   PUEBLO Y GUSTO NADA MAS 
 

– Guillermo Velázquez 

 

The critique is obvious on the part of practitioners.  

                                                
114 This poesía is featured on the Raúl Orduña y Los Trovadores record En Defensa de la Música de Vara 
(2006) 
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 It may sound as if I’m waging unwarranted criticism of the products of mass 

culture a la Frankfurt School. Understand, the issue here is not the expressive forms 

themselves, but rather the analytical axis of oppositional identity politics:   

If the quebradita/tecnobanda craze was sparked in part by anti-immigrants and English-only 
legislation, what was the reason for Duranguense’s sudden notoriety? It may yet be too early to 
tell, but the new backlash against immigrants generated by the events of 11 September 2001 has 
likely played a role. (Hutchinson 20027: 195) 

This type of surface-level treatment is incredibly thin. Kim Kattari (2008), in her 

assessment of Hutchinson’s work:   

Most of the [Hutchinson’s] personal interviews indicate that teenagers found a renewed sense of 
cultural identity through their involvement, but few express an awareness of any political 
consequence of their choice to participate in this particular style, making Hutchinson’s conclusion 
seem idealistic, hypothetical, and unsubstantiated. (285) 

Duranguense and other like styles circulate and operate in the multi-inflected and 

contending spheres of global, localized, commercial, everyday, mass, popular, and folk 

cultures along with other expressive practices, all of which overlap and are meaningful to 

people in varied degrees. Yet, meaning – and here with reference to huapango arribeño – 

is for me much less about how music relates back to identity. Yes, we can agree that 

individuals are in part being swept up by the global. However, people also accept the 

global on their own terms. In order we understand this crucial point, we must shift our 

understanding of globalization itself.  

 Globalization is not an answer. It ought not be treated as teleology. It should not 

be rendered as the paramount enabling postmodern condition in social analysis. We must 

step away from celebrating the transnationalization of culture in itself. Rather, we must 

be critical of the entire range of “conditions of possibility” that globalization creates: war, 

displacement, exploitation, xenophobia, alienation, stratification – in addition to 

interconnectedness. Globalization, ultimately, is a condition, not an answer. Further, as 

was discussed in the previous chapter, the borders traversed through the process of 
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globalization are themselves fraught with power and contradiction, which in turn foment 

the disastrous social and political climates that sustain things like broken immigration 

policy and white supremacist ideology that exploit, subjugate, and disenfranchise an 

entire segment of the U.S. population. If we understand this, then it becomes clearer that 

people themselves negotiate these conditions, often culturally on their own terms.  

 Sadly, a great amount of scholarship focused on transnationalized Latino popular 

music tends to ignore this perspective and opts for a celebratory treatment of 

globalization. In Hutchinson’s own analysis the U.S.-Mexico border – in all of its senses 

– is entirely silent. This is unfortunate. Although my work is not entrenched in symbolic 

analysis, I at the very least understand that the construction of symbols/symbolic 

practices – the aesthetic vehicles of identity politics (Duranguense) – does not occur in a 

vacuum. What of migrant lives, the border, immigration policy? The fact that 

Duranguense exists as a popular musical form in both the U.S. and Mexico is enough for 

her. Relatedly, in Musical Migrations: Transnationalism and Cultural Hybridity in 

Latina/o America (2003), Frances R. Aparicio and Candida F. Jaquez gather for us a 

series of articles by various authors whose aim is to elaborate the social and political 

ground from which musical migrations occur throughout the hemisphere and in turn 

explore the aesthetic interconnectedness between Latina/o culture across countries. 

“Migration” is the main trope of the collection, as it foregrounds the processes of 

dislocation and transformation that characterizes the transnationalization of musical 

production and its mainstream popularity. Interestingly enough, the migration of people 

is entirely absent. Theirs, again, is also a concern with national identity in the face of 

deterritorialization and the destabilization of local identities. However, there are two 

additional analytical contentions embedded within this central idea. First, they tend to the 

production of hybridity – a result of the complicated exchange of cultural commodities, 
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representative of the interplay between tradition and modernity and; second, the 

production of locality in new social contexts as an “oppositional” force embedded in 

dislocation. Now, much of their analysis is indebted to Nestor Garcia Canclini’s (1995) 

work on hybrid cultures. His aim is to map and locate the process of hybridization, 

specifically, at the infusion of traditional arts and cultures in the spaces of modernity. It is 

here where a unique synthesis of cultural practice forges entirely new meanings that are 

carried and mediated through processes of production and consumption. In the end, for 

him, authentic tradition and progressive modernity exist as two autonomous zones that, 

once in contact with one another, create a site of transformation where the modern 

explodes upon the traditional. Maintaining such precarious distinctions between supposed 

entirely sovereign cultural realms is incredibly problematic, to say the least. This illusion 

is hard to maintain under any historical circumstance and it only succeeds in reifying the 

notion of two separate social worlds. A more productive notion of hybridity, in my 

opinion, comes to us from Homi Bhabha (1994), who suggests that hybrid identities exist 

against the Euro-center’s cultural fixity. For him, the hybrid subaltern, through its own 

ambivalence, subverts the ideological closure of fixed identity contained within master 

narratives the legacy of colonial rule. This deconstruction of alterity, it must be noted, is 

most often actualized through cultural expressive practice – my music scholar 

counterparts, if so committed to identity politics, would be better served by looking to 

this analytical axis. Instead, they are in awe of how identity-hybrid-cultural commodities 

are made available to us through globalization and the interconnectedness it affords us. 

Still, no matter how “ambivalent” some might consider the border or borders to be, they 

do not cease to exist as sites of conflict. Yes, new identities are often forged through 

contact and transition and hybrid cultures may offer new ways of dealing with 

fragmentation, but analysis must not stop there when treating transborder music practice. 
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We must lend focus to the conditions of fragmentation themselves. Music travels, but 

under very precarious and often times brutal circumstances. In the end, we cannot divorce 

transborder cultural practice from the people who engage in its production or who 

consume it: immigrants and their social lives. To simply explore the transnational 

movements of musical commodities across national boundaries and suggest that borders 

are becoming increasingly irrelevant is to obfuscate the realities faced by these 

communities. 

Ultimately, this idea of “musical migrations” privileges and promotes a rather 

uncritical view of globalization. It reifies the notion that globalization only creates 

conditions for cultural exchange and also normalizes the fragmented production of 

commoditized musical expression. Yes, one may speak of the increased global re-

contouring of the social world that creates new human relationships. Still, these 

connections are often forged in relation to and mediated by capital, the state, processes of 

production, markets for consumption. David Harvey (1990):  

Capitalism is a process and not a thing. It is a process of reproduction of social life through 
commodity production, in which all of us in the advanced capitalist world are heavily implicated. 
Its internalized rules of operation are such as to ensure that it is a dynamic and revolutionary mode 
of social organization, restlessly and ceaselessly transforming the society within which it is 
embedded. The process masks and fetishizes, achieves growth through creative destruction, 
creates new wants and needs, exploits the capacity of human labour and desire, transforms spaces, 
and speeds up the pace of life . . . Through these mechanisms capitalism creates its own distinctive 
historical geography. (343) 

We cannot disguise the globally dispersed exploitative forces of production of which the 

migration of people forms a part. In doing so, deterritorialized performance practice is 

rendered, once more, a symbolic “performing home.” And, in this sense the production of 

locality – lo ranchero – is understood to alleviate a crisis of identity. Hutchinson (2007): 

The concept of “sinaloense” continues to be meaningful simply because it continues to serve as a 
marker of tradition – a talisman of the local that can serve to ward of the disorienting effects of the 
global. (38)  
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Localized symbols of authenticity are at times abstracted – in classic Jamesonian pastiche 

– and in the end their status as such disintegrates history altogether, a strategy utilized 

with which to market and commoditize. This is the locality that is produced, the “home” 

Hutchinson and others refer to. Although “the transactions transform – but do not erase – 

attachments to place,” such an understanding only comes to us if we turn our attention 

away from what deterritorialized music performance (folk or folk-derived popular) means 

to people, and instead focus on what it does/accomplishes for communities and 

individuals alike (Lipsitz 1994: 4). And this means, in the end, rethinking the entire 

local/global dichotomy altogether. Hardt and Negri (2000) on the production of locality: 

We maintain, however, that today this localist position, although we admire and respect the spirit 
of some of its proponents, is both false and damaging. It is false first of all because the problem is 
poorly posed. In many characterizations the problem rests on a false dichotomy between the global 
and the local, assuming that the global entails homogenization and undifferentiated identity 
whereas the local preserves heterogeneity and difference. Often implicit in such arguments is the 
assumption that the differences of the local are in some sense natural, or at least that their origin 
remains beyond question. Local differences preexist the present scene and must be defended or 
protected against the intrusion of globalization . . . This view can easily devolve into a kind of 
primordialism that fixes and romanticizes social relations and identities. What needs to be 
addressed, instead, is precisely the production of locality, that is, the social machines that create 
and recreate the identities and differences that are understood as the local. The differences of 
locality are neither preexisting nor natural but rather effects of a regime of production. Globality 
similarly should not be understood in terms of cultural, political, or economic homogenization. 
Globalization, like localization, should be understood instead as a regime of the production of 
identity and difference, or really of homogenization and heterogenization. (44-45) 

Performing home is not an “escape”. Or, if performing home re-centers, then what 

idealized cultural center exists, really?  

 

 

THE LIVING WORD 

The communities that constitute huapango arribeño’s social base listen to, 

consume, and are exposed to a myriad of musics (commercial and otherwise), yet theirs is 

also a conscious choice to invest in huapango arribeño. They sustain performative 
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encounter through the organizing of topadas and, in turn, create the spaces and moments 

that speak to their situated socio-cultural subjectivity. Poesía, as renowned activist poet 

Raúl Salinas often said, empowers, liberates, and heals and the poeta shares, challenges, 

and inspires. The musical production of huapango arribeño is not disconnected from 

communities, it is theirs and it performs crucial work for them. The saludado, as the 

quintessential incarnation of the palabra viva, constitutes an alternative process of subject 

formation that exists in contradistinction to the types of imposed subject-making 

constructed by regimes of “truth,” for instance – more on this in the following chapter.  

Illustration 8.4: Don Rei and Doña Chimina dance as Cándido Martínez performs for her 
birthday – El Refugio, Cd. Fernández, San Luís Potosí. 
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It’s not so much that people identify with huapango arribeño, as an identity politics 

argument would suggest. Rather, huapango arribeño and its performative possibilities 

themselves identify and speak to the social world, to the perpetual presence of always-

emergent realities that unfold before their eyes, of which the social conditions of 

transborder migration form a part. Joel Sherzer (2002): 

These [subaltern] voices are expressed, represented, and juxtaposed to those of their significant 
Others – those that dominate, oppress, or persecute them – as well as the homogenizing voice of 
the globalized, market-oriented world more generally. (154) 

Poesía and saludados resonate because, ultimately, they are accountable to communities. 

As types of situated knowledges, their discursive weight is not fleeting, but instead an 

actively shaping force, a living epistemology, living thought. When audience members 

are confronted with a saludado they are participating in the construction of their own 

subjectivity, they are being powerfully engaged with an in-the-moment discursive act: the 

opposite of alienation. Huapango arribeño’s poetic-discursive/narrative possibilities 

represent a critical self-activity, in the autonomist Marxist sense. It exists as the valuing 

of value itself. Participating in the constant exercise of composition means valuing the 

myriad of experiences that touch people’s lives, recognizing their inherent integrity, 

dignity, importance, and value and utilizing performance as an aesthetic register to give 

voice to them – not symbolically, but actively and literally. 

 
VIVA EL ARTE DE LA POESÍA 
LA CULTURA NATIVA QUE VIVA 
EL PINCEL DEL ARTISTA DA VIDA 
A LA CRISIS SOCIAL DE HOY EN DÍA 
 
Viva México, viva su gente 
viva el verso, el son, el huapango 
la pintura, el artista de rango 
que en murales dibuja palpante 
realidades de un pueblo llorante 
desgarrado por la carestía 
le pintura, el pincel hoy en día 
son mil armas que claman victoria 
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para un pueblo sediento de gloria: 
VIVA EL ARTE DE LA POESÍA 
 
Somos indios mestizos es cierto 
pero no con un cactus a un lado 
mucho menos jorongo embrocado 
ni dormidos allá en el desierto 
somos pueblo y aún no hemos muerto 
somos arte, color, poesía 
tradición convertida en porfía 
tinta, letra y mil versos unidos 
y en batallas también decididos:  
VIVA EL ARTE DE LA POESÍA 
 
Hay artistas genuinos de veras 
con un toque divino realmente 
Mario Orozco pintor que no miente 
un respeto exclusivo de veras 
hoy sus obras son de la primeras 
y me atrevo a pensarlo y diría 
que con Diego Rivera hoy en día 
nos retratan las crisis sociales 
de los pueblos que son desiguales: 
VIVA EL ARTE DE LA POESÍA 
 
Ya sea en verso pintando un paisaje 
hay poetas y artistas de ahora 
sentimientos que alumbran la aurora 
son verdad, decisión, y coraje 
son presagio y en alto al ultraje 
yaga hiriente  al poder de hoy en día 
viva el arte, el pincel, la poesía 
los poetas, las mentes, sus manos 
y que vivan derechos humanos: 
VIVA EL ARTE DE LA POESÍA 

 

– Raúl Orduña  

Paolo Virno (2004) understands post-Fordist labor to be principally based on language-

use, an industry of the means of communication: 

In the post-Ford era, human communication is also an essential ingredient of productive 
cooperation in general; thus, it is the reigning productive force, something that goes beyond the 
domain of its own sphere, pertaining, instead, to the industry as a whole, to poiesis in its totality . . 
. In the spectacle we find exhibited, in a separate and fetishized form, the most relevant productive 
forces of society, those productive forces on which every contemporary work process must draw: 
linguistic competence, knowledge, imagination, etc. Thus, the spectacle has a double nature: a 
specific product of a particular industry, but also at the same time, the quintessence of the mode of 
production in its entirety. (60) 
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In exploring the relationship between labor, action, and intellect it becomes clear that 

politics and communication ostensibly have the potential of becoming inseparable, yet 

contemporary productive postFordist labor merely appropriates the qualities of 

language/performance. The culture industry is by far the most extreme example of how 

linguistic-virtuosic and aesthetic practice are rendered commodities. However, it may be 

said that political action, proper, is “an activity which finds its own fulfillment (that is, its 

own purpose) in itself, without objectifying itself into an end product . . . into an object 

which would survive the performance” (ibid: 52). In the case of huapango arribeño and 

its role in sustaining bonds of sociability, one could argue its virtuosity is political in 

nature, for there is the absence of a finished product – the fleeting, yet resonant, qualities 

of la palabra viva are a prime example of this. Saludados are in-the-moment narrative 

invocations of community that powerfully appear, touch hearts and minds, and fade. A 

finished product necessitates labor – in the negative sense, not as human productive 

power, but as the imposition of work –, yet virtuosity does not yield such a thing and 

“where an extrinsic ‘end product’ is lacking there lies the ground for political action” 

(ibid: 58) As it is continually mediated by the postmodern condition, huapango arribeño, 

I suggest, cultivates a generative virtuosic agency that speaks to that very condition and 

therefore displays a contradistinction to more commonplace folk-derived popular musics. 

It maintains a resonance, as oral tradition, through its form of performance and narrative 

invocations – its politics. It creates spaces of encounter as a means to actively re-imagine 

the transborder social space, for as has been illustrated thus far, huapango arribeño is 

ever more a mode of expression and vehicle for its practitioners and respective 

communities to be critical of and engage the very conditions under which they find 

themselves. The transborder communities in question are reproducing themselves anew 
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and renegotiating themselves through new experiences, efforts, and at times loss. Still, 

they are resilient. 
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On Transborder Folk Performance:                                                            
the borderlands, postmodernity and chicana/o cultural studies 

Tradition remembers but not as history remembers . . . building its own timeless 
world out of the wreck of history. 

–    Américo Paredes, Folklore and History  

 

FOLKLORE IN THE BORDERLANDS 

“Border theory” – the primary framework of Chicana/o cultural studies –, it may 

be asserted with a rather cautious certainty, exists as a coherent body of work comprised 

of literary studies, ethnography, folklore, cultural critique, sociology, and performance-

centered approaches, all of which together strive to articulate the multi-inflected realities 

of the U.S.-Mexico border. The legacies of colonial domination, racial subjugation, 

pervasive inequality, gender oppression, and class struggle are remapped through a 

critical rendering of the tactical strategies (everyday life, expressive activity, etc.) 

particular to the social traffic that carves out its existence in the face of these historical 

conditions. In part, borderlands scholarship constitutes a decolonialist discourse aimed at 

giving voice to silenced histories and at unraveling the production of racial alterity. It 

asks: how does the dominant reproduce its domination through borders and how does the 

Mexican diaspora continually negotiate and regenerate the ever-expanding social/cultural 

world of those borders? Ultimately, the “Borderlands” both reconceptualizes and 

decenters the ideological containment wielded by the culture concept itself, a strategy 

Lila Abu-Lughod (1991) refers to as writing against culture, a deconstruction of the 

savage slot, as Michel-Rolph Trouillot (1991) understands it, through which Western 

hegemony reinscribes its dominance.  
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Américo Paredes (1993[1978]), perhaps the foundational figure of border theory, 

contends the border doesn’t exist “simply as a line on a map but, more fundamentally, as 

a sensitized area where two cultures or two political systems come face to face” (19-20). 

His formulation not only shifts the understanding of what “border” signifies, but also 

unravels the development of a distinctive border culture, one entrenched in the conflict 

between Anglos and Mexicans through which we inherit an entire body of expressive 

practices: “a purely Mexican American folklore must be sought in the conflict of 

cultures” (1993 [1979]: 13). The conditions of the creation of the U.S.-Mexico border 

itself are, for him, undeniably historical and political. Meaning, the experiences of 

contact, and by extension conflict, engender the social conditions that generate the 

shaping, molding, and signifying of new meanings and thereby congeal a corpus of 

expressive cultural practices along the U.S.-Mexico border region. Implicit here is the 

exoteric dimension of such expressive activity, as difference of identity is central in 

sustaining this body of folklore.  

Paredes’ anthropology, with its focus on the lore of border Mexicans, represents 

the first critical exploration of border life that exposes various forms of social, racial, and 

class subordination. By breaking down the geopolitical border with the term Greater 

Mexico, he illustrates the multi-dimensional character of life on the borderlands and its 

varied articulations in folkloric genres that express localized understandings of identity, 

inequality, and conflict forged through the experiencing of global forces. Paredes’ 

understanding of folklore at the level of social action holds a particular valence when we 

situate it vis-à-vis folkloristics’ objectification of the cultural “other” and its paradoxical 

senses of both romanticism and condescension. This is to say, the folk, although 

inheritors of the cultural legacy of a former poetic world were also seen as victims of 

degeneration, frozen in time. While elevated as a site of truth and authentic expression, 
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folklore was simultaneously understood as a limitation to those who possessed it – a 

social gap separated those who studied folklore from those who possessed it. Early 

folklore scholarship transformed folklore – as aesthetic practice – into an object-text 

available for revision and recontextualization in the service of nationalist discourse – 

geopolitical mythology as ethical expression of the volksgeist (Stocking 1987: 20). 

Bauman and Briggs (2003) suggest the intellectual task of the German Romantics in 

particular was guided by an assumed empathy for the volkgeist and thereby sought to: 

Recover, collect, and preserve the folk poetry and to foster the use of the German language, to 
develop the educational and literary institutions that would sustain the authentic folk culture. It lies 
also with das Volkder Gelehrsamkeit to create the poetry that will renew the folk spirit of the 
German nation and carry it into the future. This is the foundation so that broad nineteenth-century 
effort of “all those lexicographers, philologists, grammarians, folklorists,” an other intellectuals 
who provided grist for the mill of print capitalism, grinding out the reading materials for bourgeois 
readers, that Benedict Anderson identifies as necessary to the coalescence of modern nationalism 
(1991: 71; see also Hobsbawm 1992: 103-104). (184) 

This initial impetus conditioned the systematic analysis of humans, society and their 

expressive culture that resulted in the orientations that eventually shaped folkloristics in 

the British and American traditions and subsequent antiquarian, Tylorian evolutionist, 

diffusionist, and structural functionalist models: folklore itself is a construction of 

modernity.  

While representing a modernist science, folklore as discipline also embodied an 

anti-modernist sentiment. In 1846, William John Thoms, writing in the Athenaeum under 

the pseudonym Ambrose Merton, suggested the term ‘folk-lore’ to refer to what the 

English designated to be popular antiquities (Stocking 1987: 55-56). George Stocking 

adds: 

Insisting that ‘the belief in fairies is by no means extinct in England,’ he [Thoms] proposed that in 
districts ‘where steam engines, cotton mills, mail coaches, and similar exorcists have no yet 
penetrated, numerous legends might be collected. (ibid)  

This passage is telling, for in addition to enumerating various genres of folklore, Thoms 

acknowledges a particular relationship between folklore and capitalist modernity, the 
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nature of which could be characterized as contrapuntal or antagonistic. The proposed 

relationship is noted and, I argue, continues to this day. That is, folklorists continue to 

recognize a supposed binary between modernity and the world out of which folklore 

emerges and represents. 

Paredes (1958), though inheritor of the problematic orientations of folklore and 

anthropology, seems to move beyond them in his study of the corrido, which predates the 

official arrival of the performance-centered approach. In truth, he turns sociocultural 

evolutionism entirely on its head. In his work, he situates the corrido within a historical 

and cultural context and recovers its agency as an active form. The corrido, here, is 

understood as the Texas-Mexican expressive response to the emergent dominant social 

order in South Texas, thereby signifying an ideological reflexive relationship. This is to 

say, the supposed distanced poetic world of folklore is not separate and apart from that of 

modernity, as early folklorists imagined. Rather, these “worlds” exist at once and are part 

of the same social fabric, suggesting otherwise amounts to nothing more than crass 

reification, essentialism, myth – what Raymond Williams (1973) understands as the 

constructed difference between the country and the city, the metropole and the province. 

This position is clearly opposed to the more popular conception of folklore as residual 

survival. The legacy of Paredes’ work lies in allowing us the possibility of viewing 

expressive culture as an instrument of social conflict and cultural negotiation, whereby its 

practitioners articulate their own visions of the social world. Such agency, conceived 

within the context of the U.S.-Mexico border, is what forms the bedrock of Borderlands 

scholarship, of Chicana/o cultural studies – the ability to recognize change, conflict, the 

ways in which power reinscribes itself and the modes of life that exist within that social 

relationship. Further, this perspective asks that we reconceptualize the culture concept 

altogether, now understood as a veritable crossroads where a myriad of life processes find 
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one another, intersect, come into conflict, and coincide, yet always embedded within an 

asymmetrical geopolitical relationship (Rosaldo 1989). Robert Alvarez (1995) suggests: 

Borderlands . . . work done on the Mexican-US border . . .  [illustrates] the contradiction, paradox, 
difference, and conflict of power and domination in contemporary global capitalism and the 
nation-state, especially as manifested in local-level practices. (447) 

In the face of global capital – its ideologies and hegemonies – and the lived paradox 

between geopolitical and conceptual boundaries, the aim is to understand the expressions 

and accommodations of human traffic in the borderlands: Mexico does not stop at the 

border (ibid: 461). As Rosaldo (1989) reminds us, the late capitalist globally 

interdependent world is marked by increased encounters across boundaries “saturated 

with inequality, power, and domination” (217). 

 This framework provides the backdrop against which one ought to situate and 

understand precursory work on the poetics of greater Mexican culture: Paredes and the 

corrido; Limón and verbal play and dancing; Flores and folk drama; Peña and Texas-

Mexican music; Najera-Ramirez the canción ranchera; José and Ramón Saldívar and 

popular culture. Yet, in the face of this orientation, José Limón (2008), within the 

purview of his own intellectual project, wages a critique against the globalizing, and 

subsequent decentering, of American literary studies away from a nation-state focus (or 

the border). He argues for a critical regionalism, a renewed regionalist outlook in 

“tension with globalization” through which we can understand the global complexities of 

locality (ibid: 167). Ultimately, he warns against precisely what I also consider to be a 

dangerously nihilistic understanding of the borderlands that often renders uncritical and 

celebratory view of globalization a la Sydney Hutchinson, Frances R. Aparicio and 

Candida F. Jaquez. As his primary example, he looks at José Saldívar’s Border Matters 

(1997), which he argues represents only a mere gesture towards the transnationalized 

culture of Greater Mexico, for “we learn precious little about the other side of the border 
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because Saldívar spends most of his time with English-language texts produced largely 

by Chicano and Chicana cultural elites on this side” (Limón 2008: 164). I agree with 

Limón’s assessment of Saldívar’s haphazard analytical focus; his readings of borderlands 

texts not only struggle to articulate a unifying narrative of anti-colonial resistance but 

also obfuscate the political condition of the U.S.-Mexico border through his complete and 

utter silencing of national Mexico itself. Instead, Limón argues, we ought not reify the 

borderlands as fixed site – which is a contradiction in terms – and instead examine the 

production of locality – as Hardt and Negri (2000) suggest – through its always-unfolding 

relationship to the global; critical regionalism accomplishes this, Limón suggests, for it 

is: 

Simultaneously a theory, methodology, and praxis for recognizing, closely examining, fostering 
but also linking cultural and socioeconomic localized identities, especially as these stand in 
antagonistic, if also negotiated, relationships with late capitalist globalization. Such local 
identities, however, are not fixed practices, although they often do retain their distinction and 
discretion over against a globalizing ‘outside.’ Such a negotiated yet fundamentally adversarial 
relationship is, indeed, a relationship, tempered by an openness toward discrete globalizing 
elements and processes, but conducted with a critical selectiveness relative to their contribution 
toward the local identity and its often transformed perdurance in such a globalized existence. (167)  

Accordingly, the specificity of literary histories – or the histories/narratives articulated 

through folk performance for our purposes – are understood to be always in “critical 

interaction with the global” (ibid: 168). Having noted this, although we may consider 

folklore (as practice) to exist as an imagined body of expressive activity generated by a 

unique aesthetic means of production – the performative face-to-face, artfulness in 

communication, aesthetically contoured bonds of sociability (to name a few of the 

elements central to the performance-centered approach) –, we ought not reify its social 

world (the U.S.-Mexico borderlands, for our purposes), for folk performance, though in 

some sense exists in difference to the commoditizing impulse of the late capitalist 

moment, is ever more wrapped up in the very processes of postmodernity itself. We must 

call for the total integration of history, society and culture in close analysis of the 
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performance event (Limón and Young 1986). In part, this requires we resist the urge to 

set the global and local into opposition – a la Saldívar.  

 

 

INTERPRETING THE BORDERLANDS 

Social conflict, ultimately, represents an enabling condition for the florescence of 

expressive activity in the symbolic realm, says the premise of the conflict school. I agree, 

in part. Yet, I firmly believe that the cultural expressions and aesthetic means of 

production with which those in the borderlands negotiate their social lives are far more 

than symbolic gestures. If we allow analysis to rest on such an axis, we come 

dangerously close to reifying culture onto the interpretive plane, thereby reproducing the 

tired problematic of folkloristics. Once more, the question ought not be what does folk 

performance (huapango arribeño or otherwise) mean, but, rather, what does it do, for 

there is a materiality of language and affect embodied within its discursive 

manifestations. Yet, in order we arrive at an alternative analytical frame, we must first 

treat the positions of my most relevant precursors. We’ll begin with Paredes and move on 

to both Limón and Flores. 

Given the discussion thus far, we can agree that Paredes’ (1958) work on the 

corrido effectively turns folkloristics on its head. Yet, a tragic flaw, José Limón (1994) 

maintains, is woven into Américo Paredes’ work, as it expresses a modern tragic 

sentiment, one that treats fuereños, Mexicans from south of the border, rather 

ambivalently, if not with disapproval. Not only does Paredes attribute, to a considerable 

degree, the collapse of south Texas society between 1870 and 1930 to the presence of 

fuereños (in addition to that of the gringos), but goes on to suggest, in a rendering 

dangerously similar to that of Octavio Paz (1961) in reference to the pocho/pachuco, the 
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urban fuereño to have little to offer with respect to their present-day, antiheroic 

expressive culture (Limón 1994: 86). For Paredes, the war of old has ended, the victory 

of the dominant is near complete, and the Mexicano of the mid 20th century stands, or 

perhaps lies, socially and culturally defeated (ibid: 93). It is here where Limón picks up, 

as he ethnographically renders the expressive culture with which he grew up with as an 

urban child of fuereños in south Texas. His exploration of art and ritual as political form 

is duly noted. However, I, with regards to huapango arribeño, intend to take us in a 

different direction and open up further possibilities with respect to the study of folk 

performance in the Borderlands that perhaps Paredes might not have foreseen and that 

Limón did not, considering his Mexicanos were native-born, not recently arrived 

immigrants. 

Arguably, I, like Limón (1983), begin in a distinctly postmodern moment, a 

moment product of a long history of  “induced and accelerating sociocultural disruption, 

change, and marginalization” which has “[marked] the fate of Mexicanos in this country” 

(231). What is more, there exists a myriad of ways in which people engage with the 

problematics of their situated sociocultural subjectivity. These practical politics of 

everyday life often take the form of performance and radically transform the “everyday.” 

In reference to Mexican American expressive cultural practice in South Texas, José 

Limón notes: 

Contemporary folkloric practices –indebted to tradition- among marginalized working-class 
Mexican-Americans in South Texas and possibly elsewhere are forms of a continuing, if 
repressed, war with a late-capitalist urbanized ‘Anglo’ culture of postmodernity. Through these 
forms, this sector articulates what I shall call a critical difference of consciousness in antagonistic 
contradistinction to this now dominant culture. Through them, this sector seems to maintain a 
centered historical subjectivity, a creative sense of critical depth against the new flattening, 
fragmentary pressures. Although much in the present, these practices are the most distant cousins 
of Gregorio Cortez, for though not ‘heroic,’ they are edges of critical difference. (1994: 116-117)  

These “edges of critical difference,” generated through performance forged in a class-

polarized situatedness, I believe, form part of the strategic cultural practices with which 
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narrators/actors negotiate the conditions of their existence. Situated people through 

similarly situated cultural practices in the face of the dominant social formation express 

these “edges.” Within the context of huapango arribeño, these edges are embodied and 

operative within the discursive articulations of subjugated sociocultural subjectivities. We 

will revisit this, yet we must first explore the symbolic contouring of folk expressive 

activity on the part of my predecessors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 9.1: Raúl Orduña’s guitar case. 
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Folk Performance, again, structures and is structured by sets of social 

relationships. Yet, if we are to consider the potential for encounter within performative 

social space, then a shift in focus beyond the bonds that exist between the public and 

practitioner is necessary – the topada, saludados. Richard Bauman (1972) suggests 

prevalent formulations regarding the social base of folklore consider it to be a function of 

shared identity. Yet, he asks, “does the performance of folklore only occur in interaction 

between people of parallel, shared identity, or does it figure in relationships between 

people of differential identity as well” (Bauman 1972: 33)? His empirical understanding 

of folklore as social action, suggests a move beyond an in-group focus to one that 

considers the exoteric aspects of the social relationships and communicative interaction 

that emerge through the doing of folklore in contexts marked by differential identity, for 

lore may be an instrument of conflict and aggression (ibid: 39). His key examples deal 

with actual interpersonal engagements between people of different identities as they 

partake in communicative interaction. Although useful, I would like to move beyond 

interpersonal and immediate exchanges and focus on the communicative interaction and 

relationship that exists between narratives that emerge within the context of folk 

performance (articulations of the sociocultural subjectivity particular to the in-group) and 

more dominant social narratives within the prevailing social formation. I ask how does 

folk performance narrative, through its relationship to dominant social narratives, serve 

as a marker of difference that in turn transforms the performative social space into one of 

encounter? The answer I provide is precisely where I differ from my precursors. 

William Bascom’s (1965) assertions concerning folk performance maintain it to 

be an expression of particular factions of society and as such it serves as a safety valve of 

discontent. This perspective reduces folklore to symbolic psychological function and 

deserves attention with respect to symbolic anthropology more generally. Its more 
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prominent practitioners, Clifford Geertz (1973) and Victor Turner (1967), identify its 

central operation to be that of analyzing symbols and symbolic action, respectively, as 

key elements of culture central to social life, for people are invested in the expressive. 

Relatedly, Levi-Strauss’ (1966) approach to the study of social life, his emphasis on ritual 

myth specifically – guided by a unique synthesis of linguistic methods, Freudian analysis, 

and Marxism –, proposes a type of structuralism anchored in symbolic analysis that 

fashions the workings of the transformative possibilities of symbolic practices. His 

structuralism suggests a principle binary of opposition is the foundation upon which the 

cultural, in all its incarnations (practice, myth, marriage rules, etc.), rests to the extent that 

cultural phenomena represent basic expressions and re-workings of contrasting 

oppositions through which a meaningful order is then produced. Levi-Strauss’ reading of 

myths and aesthetic forms proves useful, as his interpretive principle maintains, “the 

individual narrative, or the individual formal structure is to be grasped as the imaginary 

resolution of a real contradiction” (Jameson 1981: 77). Fredric Jameson (1981) makes 

use of Levi-Strauss in his own interpretive framework. His analytical model seeks to 

discover the social ground of a text through use of Marxist critical insights, which he 

claims serve as the ultimate precondition for the intelligibility of both literary and cultural 

texts (ibid: 75). For him, texts contain a “political unconscious,” a buried narrative of the 

social experience of late capitalism, which requires a particular hermeneutic in order to 

be understood.  

Key is the relationship between symbolic “resolution” and the ideological, as 

Jameson continues his discussion in reference to ideological closure and necessity. 

Ultimately, he argues, ideological centers exist within particular social formations and 

ideological closure, as an analytical tool, aids in mapping the limits of a specific 

ideological consciousness, in marking the conceptual bounds beyond which 
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consciousness cannot go. Moreover, mapping the limits of said formations offers a way 

into texts, for always present is a dialectical tension between the realized and the 

unrealized, presence and absence. The political unconscious of texts, reconstructed 

through the model of ideological closure, reveals the forces of contradictions which texts 

seeks to control, master, or repress. Therefore, it becomes clear that the literary and/or 

aesthetic act “entertains some active relationship with the Real” (Jameson 1981: 81). The 

nature of this relationship is my concern. Apart from drawing the Real into its own 

texture, how is the relationship between the two –texts and the Real – active? He states: 

The social contradiction addressed and “resolved” by the formal prestidigitation of narrative must, 
however reconstructed, remain an absent cause, which cannot be directly or immediately 
conceptualized by the text. It seems useful, therefore, to distinguish, from this ultimate subtext 
which is the place of social contradiction a secondary one, which is more properly the place of 
ideology . . . what can in the former be resolved only through the intervention of praxis here 
comes before the purely contemplative mind as logical scandal . . . that which cannot be unknotted 
by the operation of pure thought. And which must therefore generate a whole more properly 
narrative apparatus- the text itself- to square its circles and to dispel, through narrative movement, 
its intolerable closure. (ibid: 82-83) 

This, I believe, relegates the generative agency of narrative production/creation within 

folk performance to mere symbolic thrust, although ever fueled by necessity. Drawing 

upon Marx: 

Just as the savage must wrestle with Nature to satisfy his wants, to maintain and reproduce his life, 
so must civilized man, and he must do so in all social formations and under all possible modes of 
production. (Marx quoted in ibid: 19) 

The mode of production, for Jameson, is understood in a broad sense as the system of 

social relations as a whole. Meaning, man necessarily struggles against nature and 

likewise must do the same over and against ideological formations, for they present an 

equally brute force. However, necessity, I argue, requires engagement and to speak of 

mere symbolic resolutions to social contradictions strips the generative agency that 

sustains the relationship between the text and the Real. It is not enough to draw the Real 

into the text, but rather the aim is to actively engage the ideological formation of the 
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Real, to create spaces of encounter whereby the praxis of performance comes alive 

through the activity performed by narrative – realized in both its production, as the 

topada stages encounters between poets whereby divergent performative and discursive 

social relations emerge, and its content, as its articulations express a sociocultural 

subjectivity distinct from more dominant and institutionalized social narratives (i.e. those 

of citizenship and legality). Herein lies the problem with Jameson and both José Limón 

and Richard Flores’ appropriation of his Marxian hermeneutic: expressive activity exists 

as a semiotic index of the Real, it does not actively engage and thereby affect how the 

Real (hegemony, power, society) reinscribes itself upon the lives of those whom it seeks 

to define, contain, and police. Symbolic anthropology (whether guided by a Marxian 

sensibility or otherwise) maintains expressive modes serve to resolve various forms of 

conflict and contradiction on a symbolic level. Consequently, the conditions of conflict 

and contradiction are treated as reified structures, rather than active social processes that 

have decisive influence on the development of cultural practice and vice versa (Williams 

1977). Raymond Williams reminds us: 

Cultural tradition and practice are seen as much more than superstructural expressions- of a 
formed social and economic structure. On the contrary, they are among the basic processes of the 
formation itself and, further, related to a much wider area of reality than the abstractions of social 
and economic experience. (111) 

Any particular social formation, as life process, consists of the constant experiencing of 

limits and pressures. Therefore, cultural practice is embedded within differential 

exercises of power. In view of this, the notion of resolution offered by the symbolic turn 

becomes grossly inadequate, as it negates the generative agency of expressive culture, for 

it suggests a “coping with”, which in turn connotes a defeatism of sorts, relegates it to the 

psychological, and thereby mystifies the larger social and political conditions of 

performance. Instead, we should understand that expressive modes and forms have the 
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ability to create spaces of encounter whereby social conflict and contradiction are 

actively engaged, not psychologically resolved. 

 Ramón Saldívar (2006) suggests the corrido, as “oral folk history memorializing 

late 19th century conflict between Anglo hegemony and Mexican tradition,” represents a  

“socially symbolic intervention into collective and subjective identity construction . . . a 

crucial illustration of the residual cultural order continuing as an effective element of the 

present” while at the same time contains within it “the hope of freedom associated with 

the structures of feeling tied to place” (272, 9). It is his third contention that I find most 

productive. However, let us first explore those that precede it. Paredes (1958) writes, 

“one can see the balladry of the Lower Border working toward a single type: toward one 

form, the corrido, toward one theme, border conflict, toward one concept of the hero, the 

man fighting for his right with this pistol in his hand” (149). And, his students argue, 

“actual events are changed to fit the culturally mediated narrative form” of the heroic 

corrido of border conflict (Flores 1992: 170). The corrido, for them, is an interpretive 

historical frame that symbolically “inverses the dominated conditions of Mexicanos,” for 

it renders the “Anglo as less than mythic type and celebrates the heroic, resistive qualities 

of the border Mexicano” (Limón 1994: 82, 87). In reality, Anglo hegemony is cruel, 

oppressive, deadly, and administered by the “fearless” Texas Rangers, conditions which 

are symbolically reversed in the corrido, which, in Jamesonian fashion, represents the 

buried narrative of capitalism itself in both its content, as it registers and contests violent 

change in the region, and form, as narrative communal history aimed at countering the 

conditions of its obliteration through its cultivation of bonds of sociability through 

collective memory. Limón extends this analysis to the more recent folk expressive 

practices of South Texas Mexicans. Let us recall, postmodernism, Fredric Jameson 

(1984) maintains, is “a world in which the human subject is no longer just alienated, thus 
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presuming some lost agency and purpose, but rather decentered and fragmented, 

incapable of conceiving mission, agency, purpose” (63). Bearing this condition in mind, 

as the conflict school would have it, subaltern expressive practices often represent and 

embody a practical politics of everyday life amidst the devastating conditions of the late 

capitalist moment (Limón 1994). Accordingly, in their own folkloristics, both Limón and 

Flores conclude that folk performance is shaped in ways that signal its social and class 

formation (Flores 1992: 170). Yet, their reading of folkloric acts and performance is 

analytically grounded in the “political unconscious”. In Dancing with the Devil (1994), 

José Limón attempts to ground Jameson’s art-centered postmodernism through a critical 

rendering of the interpretive power of South Texas Mexicans’ expressive tactical 

weapons. It is their folklore that signals the lived experience of a subaltern 

postmodernity, of capitalism from below and registers their pastiche and fragmented 

political existence. Their “urbanized working-class expressive culture” speaks of the 

devil at the dance, a shifting signifier that captures the “contradictions under capitalism” 

(Limón 1994: 116, 17). This subjugated population, he writes: 

[Experiences] the ongoing war with late capitalist postmodernity in its most intense form, where 
race, class, and gender come together in a single sharp point. Their narrative dance with the devil 
is their elaborated critique, a critique that is symbolic while anchored in the Real, a critique 
establishing their critical difference. (ibid: 185-186) 

For Limón (and Flores for that matter), a Jamesonian reading of cultural practice links it 

to the greater narrative of modernity – its work is figurative vis-à-vis the cultural logic of 

late capitalism and therefore contains within it the “symbolic resolution of real political 

and social contradictions” (Jameson 1981: 80). However, this analytical axis is ultimately 

embedded in an ideological Marxism that privileges and understands the “capitalist laws 

of motion” as the driving motor of history and humanity exists as the hapless victim of 

capital’s development.  And, if we take the time to carefully understand Jameson’s 

position, we arrive at a rather pessimistic view of human self-activity. I completely reject 
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Jameson’s hermeneutic and instead seek to truly insert human potentiality into the 

horizon of our understanding of the role of expressive culture within the struggles of 

everyday life. Let us return to Saldívar (2006) and his third contention as our point of 

departure. 

 

 

HUMANITY IN THE BORDERLANDS 

Although in his reading of the corrido he ultimately also reduces it to mere 

symbolic thrust, Saldívar’s (2006) invocation of Raymond Williams’ structure of feeling 

is nonetheless useful. It is commonly asserted that structures of feeling reflected in 

expressive practice index alternative ways of being or emergent modes of social life, yet 

it is the notion of feeling itself that intrigues me the most. Feeling, emotion, impulse, self-

valorization is what makes us human and it is precisely our humanity that capital 

desperately tries to deny us of. The autonomist Marxist perspective is premised on the 

polarity reversal between labor and capital whereby working-class struggle is understood 

to determine capitalist development, which, in effect, represents a liberation of class 

struggle from its subordinate role in analysis – the antithesis of Marxian orthodoxy 

(Jamseson included). Therefore, all regimented, rational, and organizational innovation 

introduced into the factory and social factory is understood as capital’s response to labor 

insubordination, a strategy aimed at containing workers’ self-activity. If we begin with 

this premise, then we also realize that working-class identity is always negative within 

capital, for it is an imposed subjectivity, as it were, in fact a non-identity; the working-

class struggles against being constituted as working class. John Holloway (2005) 

explains:  
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The only way in which we can construct relations of dignity is through the negation of those 
relations which deny dignity. Our movement, then, is in the first place a negative movement, a 
movement against identity. It is we who de-compose, we are the wreckers. It is capital which 
constantly seeks to compose, to create identities. (164) 

Working-class, here, is extended beyond the orthodox sense of industrial wage labor, for 

that sector no longer plays a hegemonic role in the global economy. In short, “class is a 

political concept . . . in that a class is and can only be a collectivity that struggles in 

common” (Hardt and Negri 2004: 104). Working-class struggle is a struggle to liberate 

the power-to-create from capital’s power-over that very process; it is the struggle to 

liberate doing and self-activity from their objectification (Holloway 2005: 36). This being 

the case, then it stands to reason that capital incessantly seeks to use workers’ 

antagonistic will to struggle as the motor for its own development. Harry Cleaver (1991) 

engages Antonio Negri on precisely this point: 

When capital succeeds in harnessing working-class subjectivity to the yoke of capitalist 
development, it has imposed the contradictory unity of a dialectical relation. But to bind working-
class struggle, to impose a unity, means that capital must overcome this other subject – the 
working class – that moves and develops with its own separate logic. This logic, Negri argues, is a 
non-dialectical one. It is a logic of antagonism, of separation, that characterizes a class seeking not 
to control another, but to destroy it in order to free itself. Two different logics for two different 
and opposed classes. (Cleaver Quoted in Negri 1991: xxi)  

The antagonistic will of the working-class develops within itself the power to throw the 

system into crisis, for capitalist hegemony is, as Raymond Williams (1977) reminds us, 

always a tenuous and momentary control that must constantly reinscribe itself in the face 

of working-class struggle, self-activity: “capitalist crisis is always a crisis in its ability to 

control the working class” (Cleaver Quoted in Negri 1991: xxii). Capitalist production, 

through the production of commodities – the separation and subsequent reification of 

object from subject (the process of alienation), which results in the production of the de-

subjectified working-class subject – also produces the social relations between classes. 

Class struggle, then, is the struggle to resist the imposition of classification, to resist the 
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establishing of the capitalist social relation of domination between classes. John 

Holloway (2005): 

More orthodox discussions of class struggle tend to assume that classes are pre-constituted, that 
the working class is effectively subordinated, and to start the analysis of class struggle from there. 
However, the conflict does not begin after subordination has been established, after the fetishised 
forms of social relations have been constituted: rather it is a conflict about the subordination of 
social practice, about the fetishisation of social relations. Class struggle does not take place within 
the constituted forms of capitalist social relations: rather the constitution of those forms is itself 
class struggle. (143) 

Better understood, class struggle is not that of an already constituted working-class but 

against being constituted as working-class, not a labor struggle but a struggle against 

labor itself. The efforts on the part of the working-class are those to escape their class 

status in order to become something more, more human:  

In capitalist society, doing is turned against itself, alienated from itself; we lose control over our 
creative activity. This negation of human creativity takes place through the subjection of human 
activity to the market . . . when the capacity to work creatively (labour power) becomes a 
commodity to be sold . . . The antagonism between human creativity and its negation thus 
becomes focused in the antagonism between those who must sell their creativity and those who 
appropriate that creativity and exploit it . . . The social antagonism is thus not in the first place a 
conflict between two groups of people: it is a conflict between creative social practice and its 
negation. (ibid: 146-147) 

The struggle to assert one’s power-to in the face of power-over is fundamentally one of 

anti-power, one of asserting human dignity, one of regaining control of life and 

community. Therefore, the critical revolutionary subject is indefinable, for definition 

necessarily suggests subordination and, the critical revolutionary subject, ostensibly, 

struggles against subordination. Subordination, here, is understood as the organization of 

life around the imposition of work and the fundamental rupture of the sociality of doing 

whereby the social character required to produce commodities becomes reflected in the 

commodity to the extent that social relations are abstracted from labor and wholly 

invested in the commodities themselves – fetishization, as the negation of power-to-do. 

Marx: 
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It is nothing but the definite social relation between men themselves which assumes here, for 
them, the fantastic form a of a relation between things.  In order, therefore, to find an analogy we 
must take flight into the misty realm of religion. There the products of the human brain appear as 
autonomous figures endowed with a life of their own, which enter into relations both with each 
other and with the human race. So it is in the world of commodities with the products of men’s 
hands. I call this the fetishism which attaches itself to the products of labour as soon as the are 
produced as commodities, and is therefore inseparable from the production of commodities. 
(1976[1867]: 165) 

However, this is always a process of separating subject and object, doing and done unto 

itself, never an accomplished fact, for if capital were characterized “by the total 

objectification of the subject, then there is no way that we, as ordinary people, could 

criticise fetishism” (Holloway 2005: 89). Humanity’s struggle within capital is the 

constant struggle to reunite subject and object, to recompose doing and done:  

Our existence, then, is not simply an existence within fetishised forms of social relations. We do 
not exist simply as the objectified victims of capitalism . . . rather, as the starting-point of this 
discussion – the scream – suggests, we exist against-and-in capital. Our existence against 
capitalism is not a question of conscious choice, it is the inevitable expression of our life in an 
oppressive, alienating society . . . Our existence-against-capital is the inevitable constant negation 
of our existence-in-capital. (ibid: 90) 

This final contention represents the fundamental antithesis of ideological/philosophical 

Marxism. 

Fredric Jameson’s (1981) intervention within the compelling dilemma of 

historicism is clear in its fidelity to a Marxian reading of the matters of humanity, for 

they may: 

Recover their original urgency for us only if they are retold within the unity of a single collective 
story; only if, in however disguised and symbolic a form, they are seen as sharing a single 
fundamental them – for Marxism, the collective struggle to wrest a realm of Freedom from a realm 
of Necessity; only if they are grasped as vital episodes in a single vast unfinished plot. (19-20)   

His hermeneutic is intent on contouring the limits of ideological consciousness in order to 

detect the buried and always-present narrative of class struggle, the fundamental horizon 

of history. Accordingly, his political interpretation of literary texts as such seeks to 

uncover the ideological nodal points repressed within the texts themselves, to restructure 

the ideological subtext – understood not as mere common-sense external context. Once 
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more, although the literary or aesthetic act always maintains an active relationship with 

the Real, the work of the political unconscious is not immediately available to us. At 

glance, Jameson’s hermeneutic may be seen to privilege class struggle as the driving 

motor of history: 

History is therefore the experience of Necessity, and it is this alone which can forestall its 
thematization or reification as a mere object of representation or as one master code among others. 
Necessity is not in that sense a type of content, but rather the inexorable form of events . . . But 
this History can be apprehended only through its effects, and never directly as some reified force. 
This is indeed the ultimate sense in which History as ground and untranscendable horizon needs 
no particular theoretical justification: we may be sure that its alienating necessities will not forget 
us, however much we might prefer to ignore them. (Jameson 1981: 102) 

Yet, although the buried narrative of human history is one of necessity, the expressions 

and manifestations of the desire/need to be free are fundamentally compromised and 

rendered impotent. He continues: 

To imagine that, sheltered from the omnipresence of history and the implacable influence of the 
social, there already exists a realm of freedom – whether it be that of the microscopic experience 
of words in a text or the ecstasies and intensities of the various private religions – is only to 
strengthen the grip of Necessity over all such blind zones in which the individual subject seeks 
refuge, in pursuit of a purely individual, a merely psychological, project of salvation. (ibid: 20)  

Ultimately, he understands fetishization as accomplished fact, for he suggests culture, or 

superstructural phenomena within his ideological Marxism, as mere epiphenomenal 

projection of infrastructural realities at some level. The most lucid example with 

reference to his work is his discussion of modernism, which for him emerges as a 

reaction against the dehumanization of late 19th century modernity, the former is the 

“determinate situation,” a subtextual crisis to which the latter emerges as a “symbolic 

resolution” (ibid: 42). What does all this mean? Principally, that although human History 

is one of necessity (everything being political – woven into the fabric of the political 

unconscious), humanity is ultimately incapable of attaining a dignified existence. In his 

debate with Mike Davis (1985) regarding the postmodern cityscape of Los Angeles, 

Jameson makes clear his position on this matter. Both he and Davis are engaged in 
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locating the politics of the emergent world space of multinational capital reflected in 

urban architecture and its surrounding inner-city spaces. They focus their attention on the 

Westin Bonaventure Hotel in Los Angeles built by the architect John Portman. On the 

one hand, though his rendering of postmodernism is inescapably art-centered (often times 

“high” art), Jameson nonetheless attempts to recover the populist appeal of such 

emergent postmodern architectural monuments. He suggests: 

It is generally affirmed, in other words, that these newer buildings are popular works, on the one 
hand, and that they respect the vernacular of the American city fabric, on the other; that is to say, 
they no longer attempt, as did the masterworks and monuments of high modernism, to insert a 
different, a distinct, an elevated, a new Utopian language into the tawdry and commercial sign 
system of the surrounding city, but rather they seek to speak that very language, using its lexicon 
and syntax as that has been emblematically “learned from Las Vegas.” (Jameson 1991: 39)  

For him, a new human being, a type of hypercrowd, is being formed to meet the sensorial 

demands of this new multidimensional mutated space, for our own perceptual capacities 

and habits were formed in an older space of high modernism and are thus incapable of 

cognitively mapping this newly built environment and the emergent global multinational 

corporate order it symbolizes – the greater postmodern social formation in which we 

inevitably exist as subjects (ibid: 38-39, 44). “Fiction, fragmentation, collage, and 

eclecticism, all suffused with a sense of ephemerality and chaos,” David Harvey (1990) 

comments, represent a radical departure from modernist spatial configurations and “are, 

perhaps, the themes that dominate in today’s practices of architecture and urban design” 

(98). However, despite the supposed populism of urban renewal, Mike Davis (1985), 

much like José Limón (1994), renders for us a subaltern postmodernism, one in which the 

“vernacular” and “lexicon” of the city is one of displaced peoples, the working-classes, 

and everyday struggle, hardly the celebratory image of cutting-edge architectural 

innovation:   

It is fair to say that all current multi-block, multi-purpose developments descend from the model 
of Rockefeller Center, built between 1931 and 1940 . . . But increasingly the Rockefeller strategy 
of using vitalized public spaces to valorize private speculation was undermined by the crisis of the 
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inner city, as industry fled to the suburbs, followed by the white working class, and the downtown 
residential districts filled up with the displaced Southern poor. The wave of ghetto insurrections 
between 1964 and 1969 powerfully concentrated the attention of urban developers and corporate 
architects on the problem of cordoning off the downtown financial districts, and other zones of 
high property values, from inner-city residential neighbourhoods. Genuine public spaces, whether 
as parks, streets, places of entertainment, or in urban transport, were devalued as amenities and 
redefined as planning problems to be eliminated or privatized. (Davis 1985: 110-111) 

Davis further contextualizes the emergence of urban renewal as part of a global strategy 

to contain working-classes struggle, the prime indicator of capitalist crisis: 

Indeed, the postmodernist phenomenon seems irreducibly specific to the reckless overbuilding of 
commercial space that has taken place since 1974 . . . this great construction bubble has been 
inflated, not by expanding civilian industrial production, but by oil rents, third-world debts, 
military outlays, and the global flight of capital to the safe harbour of Reagan’s America. This 
hypertrophic expansion of the financial service sector is not a new, higher stage of capitalism . . . 
but a morbid symptom of the financial overaccumulation prolonged by the weakness of the US 
labour movement and productive capital’s fears of a general collapse. Thus, while Jameson’s 
account of the phenomenal reality of postmodernism is acute and penetrating, his theorization of 
this moment as the surface content of a deeper structure of multinational integration in the 
capitalist world system . . . misses the crucial point about contemporary capitalist structures of 
accumulation: that they are symptoms of global crisis, not signs of the triumph of capitalism’s 
irresistible drive to expand. (ibid: 109) 

For Davis (1998), to speak of urban renewal is to also understand its accompanying 

strategies of low intensity conflict waged upon the inner-city poor, to realize that urban 

populations are constantly policed, purposefully segregated, and displaced through 

gentrification in order to remake the cityscape of postmodernity. That said, high-rise 

fortresses and their high levels of physical security are the cornerstone of an “ecology of 

fear” designed to contain the potential threat of the urban poor, they are not to be seen as 

mere symbols of a postmodern populist aesthetic sensibility to be celebrated. In response, 

Jameson (1991) candidly asserts his view of humanity’s role in the greater process of 

capitalist development. He begins by quoting Davis:  

To say that a structure of this type ‘turns its back away’ is surely an understatement, while to   
speak of its ‘popular’ character is to miss the point of its systematic   segregation from the great 
Hispanic---Asian city outside (whose crowds   prefer the open space of the old Plaza). Indeed, it is 
virtually to endorse   the master illusion that Portman seeks to convey: that he has recreated   
within the precious spaces of his super-lobbies the genuine popular   texture of city life.  In fact, 
Portman has only built large vivariums for the upper middle   classes, protected by astonishingly 
complex security systems. Most of   the new downtown centres might as well have been built on 
the third   moon of Jupiter. Their fundamental logic is that of a claustrophobic   space colony 
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attempting to miniaturize nature within itself. Thus the   Bonaventure reconstructs a nostalgic 
Southern California in aspic: orange trees, fountains, flowering vines, and clean air. Outside, in a   
smog-poisoned reality, vast mirrored surfaces reflect away not only the   misery of the larger city, 
but also its irrepressible vibrancy and quest   for authenticity (including the most exciting 
neighbourhood mural   movement in North America). (Davis 1985: 112 Quoted in Jameson 1991: 
421) 

He then states his position clearly: 

Davis imagines I am being complacent or corrupt about this bit of second-order urban renewal; his 
article is as full of useful urban information and analysis as it is of bad faith. Lessons in economics 
from someone who things sweatshops are “precapitalist” are not helpful; while it is unclear what 
mileage is to be gained by crediting our side (“the ghetto rebellions of the late 1960s”) with the 
formative influence in bringing postmodernism into being (a hegemonic or “ruling class” style if 
there ever was one), let alone gentrification. The sequence is obviously the other way around: 
capital (and its multitudinous “penetrations”) comes first, and only then can “resistance” to it 
develop, even though it might be pretty to think otherwise. (The association of the workers as it 
appears in the factory is not posited by them but by capital. Their combination is not their being, 
but the being of capital. To the individual worker it appears fortuitous. He relates to his own 
association with other workers and to this cooperation with them as alien, as to modes of operation 
of capital,” [Karl Marx, Grundrisse, Colelcted Works, colume 28 0New York, 1986), p. 505]). 
(ibid: 421) 

The sequence, understood here as capitalist development, is, for Jameson, driven by 

capital itself and humanity is a hapless victim caught within its internal laws of motion. 

Second, if this is so, then any affective self-activity on the part of the working-class is 

inconceivable, for not only is it we who react to capital, but ultimately there is no realm 

of human self-activity that exists outside capitalist social relations. What is interesting 

here is his direct use of Marx, as a way to drive the point home. Now, if we recall, 

autonomist Marxists make clear that to harness working-class subjectivity is to impose 

the unity of a dialectical relation, for capital seeks to control the working-class, while the 

working-class seeks to destroy capital and liberate itself. Freedom. If we understand this, 

then we can render an alternative reading of Marx’s contention above. Meaning, we can 

agree that the association of the worker within the factory is posited by capital, but this is 

so because capital struggles incessantly to stratify, rationalize, mechanize, and 

dehumanize the working-class – it is capital that constantly contain human potentiality. 

Of course the working-class does not contour the conditions of its own oppression – that 
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would be a ludicrous contention. However, what is ludicrous is the glaring contradiction 

in Jameson’s argument: humanity struggles to “wrest a realm of Freedom from a realm of 

Necessity,” yet the truism of History is that of capitalist domination from which there is 

no escape – end of story: there is no Freedom. The aim here is to expose Jameson’s 

ideological position, to uncover the entrenched social fact of his analysis: ideological 

closure is an a priori state of affairs. The Real is simply a Reality of accomplished 

domination; within the subtextual political unconscious, expressive activity is mere 

reactionary unreflective impulse folded into the greater, and buried, narrative of capitalist 

domination. On the contrary, we ought to understand that everyday expressive activity, 

self-valorization, and struggle often represent the very assertions of human dignity that 

capital itself struggles to contain and harness for the purposes of accumulation. Paolo 

Virno (2004): 

Capitalists are interested in the life of the worker, in the body of the worker, only for an indirect 
reason: this life, this body, are what contains the faculty, the potential, the dynamis. The living 
body becomes an object to be governed not for its intrinsic value, but because it is the substratum 
of what really matters: labor-power as the aggregate of the most diverse human faculties” (82-83) 

Everyday life can be and often is misery for many, yet it is the imaginative moments of 

self-making where we begin to approximate what life ought to be, a dignified human 

existence, the very stuff of life that capital so desperately labors to obliterate. Ultimately, 

the most influential incarnation of sustained Marxian cultural critique, as of late, exists as 

a prime example of defeatist philosophical Marxism. 

Now, I am aware of the poststructuralist counter-argument to my position. This 

fact does not escape me. Jameson (1983) himself, as has been made obvious, is firm in 

his belief that the bourgeois individual has never existed as an autonomous agent and to 

suggest otherwise is mere “philosophical and cultural mystification . . . to persuade 

people that they . . . [possess] . . . unique personal identity” (115).  Poststructuralism, as 

David Harvey (1990) suggests, embodies a “vigorous denunciation of abstract reason and 
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a deep aversion to any project that [seeks] universal human emancipation through 

mobilization of the powers of technology, science, and reason” (41). History is dead, as is 

the search for objective metaphysical truth, and, not to mention, the subject, as we 

conceive of it, never existed. Derrida, Lacan, Foucault, among others, profoundly reject 

humanist and biological determinism to the extent that the authentic subject simply does 

not exist beneath the varied layers of culture and ideology, rather, the subject is merely a 

construction of those very discourses. Human agency is reduced to the reflexes of 

ideology and the identity of the human subject is, in a sense, over determined, beyond the 

control of the individual, mediated by greater social forces, and individual experience and 

agency, if such things even exist, bear little influence upon “self-making.” We are, and 

will always be, products of history, as it were. Any semblance of critical self-activity 

with which the subject may utilize to navigate and negotiate social discourse, cultural 

practice, and institutions, is erased.  

Yet, much of third wave feminism, while utilizing the insights of 

poststructuralism as a way to reject biological determinist explanations for sex and 

gender, has also waged its own critique against poststructuralism, suggesting that it 

fundamentally obfuscates the ground for a feminist politics, for such a position is 

premised on the idea that the “female” subject is incapable of participating in the 

construction of its own identity. Judith Butler’s (1990) work on gender performativity 

and Linda Alcoff’s (1994) own work represent a direct challenge to this notion. For them, 

to transcend the category of woman is, yes, to deconstruct and de-essentialize this male-

created concept, but this is merely the first step in actively building a useful and 

productive feminist political theory and identity politics. This is achieved through an 

exploration of the experience of subjectivity itself, as a way to avoid both essentialism 

and poststructuralist nominalism. It is possible to alter the oppressive power of discourse 
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and its role in weaving knowledges that both construct and constrain the subject through 

reflexive exercises which recognize that identity is imagined through an ever-shifting 

historical process of consciousness that makes an always-emergent corpus of knowledges 

and practices available to us. For Linda Alcoff (1994), the concept of woman is one of 

positionality:  

If we combine the concept of identity politics with a conception of the subject as positionality, we 
can conceive of the subject as nonessentialized and emergent from a historical experience and yet 
retain our political ability to take gender as an important point of departure. Thus we can say at 
one and the same time that gender is not natural, biological, universal, ahistorical, or essential and 
yet still claim that gender is relevant because we are taking gender as a position from which to act 
politically . . . When the concept “woman” is defined not by a particular set of attributes but by a 
particular position, the internal characteristics of the person thus identified are not denoted so 
much as the external context within which that person is situated . . . The positional definition . . . 
makes her identity relative to a constantly shifting context, to a situation that includes a network of 
elements involving others, the objective economic conditions, cultural and political institutions 
and ideologies, and so on. If it is possible to identify women by their position with this network of 
relations, then it becomes possible to ground a feminist argument for women, not on a claim that 
their innate capacities are being stunted, but that their position within the network lacks power and 
mobility and requires radical change . . . However, this view should not imply that the concept of 
“woman” is determined solely by external elements and that the woman herself is merely a passive 
recipient of an identity created by these forces. Rather, she herself is part of the historicized, fluid, 
movement, and she therefore actively contributes to the context within which her position can be 
delineated. (116-117)   

I accept the feminist premise and also argue that identities, however influenced by greater 

social processes, are never absolute. Ours is a constant process of identification. Further, 

social structures alone do not meet the needs of our subjectivity, they, on the contrary, 

contain us, impose, and strip us of our own process of self-making. Meaning, we possess 

the capacity to make ourselves and this is precisely what capital struggles to deny us. 

Both are at work. I understand this may be reduced to the age-old question of structure 

and agency. Yet, for me, the question is not whether we have agency – for I believe we 

do – but, rather, what is the affective quality of that agency and its relationship to capital. 

John Holloway (2005) argues that in our active pursuit and reclamation of our power-to-

create, we also construct our own subjectivity and this process within capital rests upon 

an axis of antagonism, for power-to is necessarily opposed to power-over. It is important 
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to stress the anti-ness of power-to under capitalism. This is to say, developing one’s 

potential is opposed to capitalist logic, for capital does not provide the opportunity to 

develop a dignified human existence (our power-to), it instead harnesses our potential for 

the purposes of accumulation (Holloway 2005: 37). Still, this is not to suggest that I 

understand the subject under capital as inherently liberated, unified, or pre-existent (a 

priori) to the forces of ideology, the technologies of containment that codify our everyday 

lives. However, I do believe that our humanity – no matter how raped and maimed it may 

come to exist under capital – remains ours and capital struggles to deny us of it. Meaning, 

at some level, human dignity is all we have and both capital and we realize this, our lives 

are the bundled experiences of trying to remain human, we feel this antagonism 

everyday.  

Social lives, especially within the context of the borderlands, are marked by what 

Chela Sandoval (2000) refers to as methodologies of the oppressed, technologies of 

survival and self-making in the modern state. Gloria Anzaldúa (1987) says it perfectly:  

So don’t give me your tenets and your laws. Don’t give me your lukewarm gods. What I want is 
an accounting with all three cultlures – white, Mexican, Indian. I want the freedom to carve and 
chisel my own face, to staunch the bleeding with ashes, to fashion my own gods out of my 
entrails. And if going home is denied me then I will have to stand and claim y space, making a 
new culture – una cultura mestiza – with my won lumber, my own bricks and mortar and my own 
feminist architecture. (44) 

To assert our dignity and take part in the very act of being human, of self-making is to 

articulate what Holloway refers to as the “scream,” a scream against oppression that is 

shaped by oppression and therefore ultimately exists as a scream against the negation of 

ourselves, of our humanity, of our power-to-create. Capital imposed subjectivity is our 

non-identity. To negate this identity is likewise to assert becoming, creation, the 

“emancipation of power-to” (Holloway 2005: 152). If we are not what capital tells us 

then we are also not yet what we desire to be – fully human. If this is so, then: 
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Human existence is not just an existence of negation but an existence of not-yet-ness, in which 
negation, by being negation of the negation of our humanity, is at the same time a projection 
towards that humanity. Not a lost humanity, nor an existing humanity, but a humanity to be 
created. (ibid)  

Within Empire the Multitude, then, represents the breathing alternative that exists 

dialogically within and in relation to Empire: humanity. Humanity is not about class, but 

about what it can become through struggle, about possibility. Hardt and Negri (2004) 

contend: 

Circuits of cooperation and collaboration that stretch across nations and continents and allow an 
unlimited number of encounters . . . [provide] the possibility that, while remaining different, we 
discover the commonality that enables us to communicate and act together. The multitude too 
might thus be conceived as a network: an open and expansive network in which all differences can 
be expressed freely and equally, a network that provides the means of encounter so that we can 
work and live in common. (xiii-xiv) 

Illustration 9.2: Over the shoulders of Luz Vera and Javier Rodríguez – San Luís de la 
Paz, Guanajuato.  
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This is precisely the case with respect to undocumented immigrants, as individuals that 

labor under the rule of capital and whose simultaneous presence and mobility refuse its 

rule. Once more, production as social production – the production of, yes, material life 

mediated by economic relations of production, but also the production of forms of social 

life (community, communication, relationships, imaginaries) – implies the commonness 

of human life and experience: to produce socially is to produce in common and in that 

commonness we reach alternative ways of being in the world. 

The multiplicity of the Multitude – not as fractured postmodern subject, but as 

empowered difference acting in unison – is what capital tries to erase: 

From the socioeconomic perspective, the multitude is the common subject of labor, that is, the real 
flesh of postmodern production, and at the same time the object from which collective capital tries 
to make the body of its global development. Capital wants to make the multitude into an organic 
unity, just like the state wants to make it into a people. This is where, through the struggles of 
labor, the real productive biopolitical figure of the multitude begins to emerge. When the flesh of 
the multitude is imprisoned and transformed into the body of global capital, it finds itself both 
within and against the processes of capitalist globalization. The biopolitical production of the 
multitude, however, tends to mobilize what it shares in common and what it produces in common 
against the imperial power of global capital.  (ibid: 101) 

Biopolitical production, in the autonomist Marxist sense, is understood not solely in an 

economic sense, but exists as the total integration of all human creative capacities in 

social production (of relationships, ways of life). There is a basic reflexivity embedded in 

this process, as lived experience is folded into the very acts of self-making and 

cultivating community. Discourse and communication are crucial nodal points in this 

greater social production, especially in the face of Empire, whose industrial and financial 

powers: 

Produce not only commodities but also subjectivities. They produce agentic subjectivities within 
the biopolitical context: they produce needs, social relations, bodies, and minds – which is to say, 
they produce producers. (Hardt and Negri 2000: 32) 

But the Multitude’s own potential to produce, its labor-power, as it were, is part of the 

fabric of its human dignity. And, basic corporeal manifestations of productive power in 
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the form of language and performance practice – through which situated subjectivities are 

articulated and constructed – constitute the cornerstone of an alternative and empowering 

bio-politics. 

 

 

DISCOURSING IN THE BORDERLANDS 

Hans-Georg Gadamer (1987) and Hayden White’s (1987) discussions of 

interpretation afford us a deeper understanding of the narrative form of what is articulated 

through huapango arribeño. Gadamer’s project is concerned with establishing a 

hermeneutics of history, codifying rules to engage in historical interpretation. The 

principle of historical productivity, as he identifies it, “effectuates a mediation between 

the once and the now; it develops in itself all the continual series of perspectives through 

which the past presents and address itself to us” (Gadamer 1987: 140). Accordingly, he 

argues that we are historical subjects and as such our tradition plays a significant role 

within our historical attitude, it codifies our interpretations, it guides our understanding of 

history. Similarly, White is concerned with the realm of human experience and 

interpretation, with our impulse to moralize history and the ways in which our 

representations of reality, embodied in discourse, attach value to narrativity itself. He 

writes, “where, in any account of reality, narrativity is present, we can be sure that 

morality or a moralizing impulse is present too” (White 1987:24). What both theorists 

point to is the inescapable fact that our representations of reality, particularly in narrative 

form, are reflective of our own subjectivities, although not determined by them. Thus, if 

we consider the articulation of sociocultural subjectivities within the context of huapango 

arribeño to be of narrative form, then we may understand narrativizing to be an 
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expression of subjectivity (process), while at the same time understanding that very mode 

of expression to be imbued with subjectivity (conditions).  

Relatedly, Michel-Rolph Trouillot (1995) would have us examine the dialectic of 

narrative construction itself. He believes the process of plotting historical narrative to 

involve silencing; history is a social process, a relation between what happened and what 

is said to have happened. He writes: 

For what history is changes with time and places or, better said, history reveals itself only through 
the production of specific narratives. What matters most are the process and conditions of 
production of such narratives. Only a focus on that process can uncover the ways in which the two 
sides of historicity intertwine in a particular context. Only through that overlap can we discover 
the differential exercise of power that makes some narratives possible and silences others. (ibid: 
25) 

His primary concern is with the present in which the past is constructed and suggests 

silences in historical narrative produce social silences not only about facts, but, more 

importantly, about conditions and experiences. The issue, then, is not to assess how well 

what is said to have happened accurately reflects what actually happened, but rather to 

trace the social effects of silences contained in historical narratives and engage them. 

With reference to the retrospective significance of said narratives, he argues “the value of 

a historical product cannot be debated without taking into account both the context of its 

production and the context of its consumption” (ibid: 146). The past is a position 

involving accountability and must be evaluated as such. This having been established, he 

introduces the notion of authenticity to aid in that very estimation. Quoting Cascardi, 

“authenticity is not a type of degree of knowledge, but a relationship to what is known” 

(ibid:  148). To realize that “what is known” should take into account the present may 

seem obvious, but it may be less apparent that “historical authenticity resides not in the 

fidelity to an alleged past but in an honesty vis-à-vis the present as it re-presents that 

past” (ibid). The meaning of history, then, rests in its purpose, as it is not only a vehicle 
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for the transmission of knowledge but also establishes a relation to that knowledge. 

Ramón Saldívar (2006): 

History is not the official documents and records of the deeds of an age only; it is also the 
emplotment of those deeds as story in official and unofficial forms, conveying the conscious and 
unconscious desires, hopes, and prejudices of the story’s emplotter. (12) 

The aim of officialized master narratives is to impose order on the messy heterogenous 

world, however it is the alternative expressions of history that disrupt this teleology – 

social discourses, expressions of a people’s self-making. Folk performance is one of the 

many practices and spaces through which such alternative archives emerge (Lipsitz 

2007). With respect to Trouillot’s assertion, authenticity in historical narrative, then, is 

not a claim but implies a responsibility to engage the social effects of historical 

knowledge. This said, I believe his idea may be extended to the realm of folk 

performance, as I understand the narrativizing of sociocultural subjectivities to produce 

alternative situated knowledges. Let us recall, Gadamer reminds us that our 

interpretations are always mediated by our subjectivity, never neutral. Hence, we must 

attempt to consciously take into account our prejudices. For him, being in the world is a 

way of knowing the world, ontology as epistemology. Social narratives within the context 

of huapango arribeño, I find, not only take into account prejudices, but embrace them 

and through them effectively expresses subjectivities in order to fulfill a responsibility in 

the Briggsian sense, to invoke shared patterns of meaning. This requires we couple 

Briggs’ responsibility with Trouillot’s. 

Responsibility and accountability are embedded in huapango arribeño’s 

performative social space. It is here that narrators become actors, as Trouillot would have 

it, where, through reflexive discursive relationships – the topada, the saludado –, one not 

only constructs a social narrative that expresses a sociocultural subjectivity, but also 

maintains honesty about its partiality by means of engaging other more dominant social 
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narratives regarding citizenship and legality, for example. Knowledge production within 

performative social space is not only interpretive but also transformative: reflexive 

discursive relations both constitute and congeal performance. That is, narrativizing 

sociocultural subjectivities within the frame of huapango arribeño not only maintains 

performative social space, but also transforms it into a space for active engagement and 

encounter. This is a space to uncover the hidden realities of immigration, to unsilence the 

discourses of humanity in the borderlands through engaging in narrative production as 

both narrators and actors, perhaps the ability to imagine, as Jill Dolan refers to it. 

Let us return to Jameson one final time, for my precursors continually invoke him 

in their analysis of folk performance. Again, a more productive perspective, with respect 

to Jameson’s notion of the Real, is to understand not how folk performance symbolically 

resolves contradiction, but actively engages it, or better still, creates spaces for that 

encounter to take place. Here, within the context of huapango arribeño performance 

across borders, the contradiction is understood as that of the geopolitics of the transborder 

itself, discussed in chapter seven. Let us recall the practitioners and communities in 

question. They are transborder Mexican immigrants, a subjugated population in the U.S. 

And, once more, popular discourse constitutes an everyday practice of exclusion. As 

Menjivar and Sang (2002) note, at its most fundamental level even benevolent language 

employed as a strategy to make verbal claims regarding the “plight” of immigrants seem 

more compassionate or apolitical, in reality excludes them. There exists a very real 

connection between popular discourse, power, and identity, one that serves as a window 

into the immigrant experience. Ackleson (2005) suggests “policy discourse is understood 

as the defining ‘scripts’ of international politics: public documents, speeches, legislation, 

and other symbolic resources.” An evaluation of said discourse is crucial in 

understanding the social context of border enforcement and how undocumented migrants 
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are constructed as a security problem. This social context does not merely refer to middle 

America, but rather more broadly to immigrant groups themselves, for exclusionary 

language impacts the lives of immigrants (Menjivar and Sang 2002). With respect to 

huapango arribeño, such considerations are crucial in unraveling the everyday discursive 

practices of exclusion codified by languages of citizenship and legality.  

In her discussion of re-presentations of the past and the imagining of community, 

Ana Maria Alonso’s (1988) examines the production of “truth” and power in both official 

and popular historical discourses in Mexico and demonstrates how representations of the 

past configure the imagining of community. For her, social memory and  “ideologies of 

history are central to the symbolic constitution of social groups and to the creation of 

social solidarities” (ibid: 40). These memories and ideologies of history, I suggest, are no 

doubt embodied in social narratives. Key is to take into account the conditions of their 

production. It is through such a consideration that the real generative agency of social 

narratives may be understood to truly engage the Real and thus both reaffirm and project 

sociocultural subjectivities specific to particular social groups, for language possesses a 

certain materiality. Drawing on Foucault, Alonso reminds us “truths and effects of 

knowledge are also the truths and effects of power” (1988: 39). That is, the exercise of 

power necessitates an economy of discourses of truth. Truth, or knowledge, as Foucault 

would have it, is the principle social base of power, it institutionalizes. The discourse of 

knowledge/truth delineates what is taken as true and what is untrue, what is taken as real 

and what is unreal; that demarcation creates a basic understanding of the world. I argue, 

however, that the narratives of folk performance are distinct from those that Foucault 

argues institutionalize. For although poets within the huapango arribeño tradition also 

give a certain type of meaning to the world through the circulation of discourse and 

narrative, they do so by constructing particular maps of the social world distinct from the 
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dominant in both their making (their invocation/performative form) and in their telling 

(imagining/content). Foucault (1980) explains: 

It is in discourse that power and knowledge are joined together. And for this very reason, we must 
conceive discourses as a series of discontinuous segments whose tactical function is neither 
uniform nor stable. To be more precise, we must not imagine a world of discourse divided 
between accepted discourse and excluded discourse, or between the dominant discourse and the 
dominated discourse; but as a multiplicity of discursive elements that can come into play in 
various stages. (100) 

A resonating difference captures the nuances of this tangled process. Their thoughts and 

opinions regarding their own experiences as immigrants, crossing the border and its 

militarization, cultural assimilation and imperialism, capitalism and labor, U.S./Mexico 

relations, immigration policy, the war in Iraq, and a host of other socially relevant issues 

are not only distinct from those narratives proliferated by agents of the state and popular 

media, but they actively engage them in a very public way. Life and experience are 

mediated through huapango arribeño’s narrative production. Such narratives embody 

social action, speak against the containing ideologies of citizenship and legality, and 

actively construct the transborder. Huapango arribeño travels and transforms along 

transnational routes with transnational actors from Mexico to the U.S. and back – the 

physical decentering endemic to the postmodernity. Its narratives recognize this condition 

and embrace it in order to engage more dominant narratives that altogether negate, 

ignore, and silence the contradictions embedded in this tenuous social context. What 

becomes of importance is the relationship between that which emerges out of huapango 

arribeño, its performative dialogue, discourse, and social relations, and the Real of out 

there, not any quality specific to huapango arribeño as fixed “traditional” form. Folk 

performance is not mere symbolic expression, it is not about “resolution”. Rather, 

performative social space is contoured through its relation to the dominant social 

formation of late capitalism, a relation contingent upon the production of social narratives 

that ultimately transform the performative social space into one of encounter. This stems 
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from a Necessity (to appropriate Jameson’s Marxism), not to resolve, but rather to engage 

and participate in the process of self-making. The end result of which is something that 

approximates what Emma Perez (1999) refers to as the decolonial imaginary in her 

approach to Chicana/o historiography, a productive process for re-imagining histories and 

subjectivities through both unsilencing subjugated voices and recovering a transformative 

agency crucial in transcending discursive and ideological strategies of containment. 

 

 

TRANSBORDER FOLK PERFORMANCE 

In conversation, Raúl Orduña once shared with me in words similar to those 

expressed by other poets his conviction and responsibility as a practitioner of huapango 

arribeño: “En el momento que no digo lo que tengo que decir, en que no comento sobre 

lo que debo que comentar, en ese momento, paro de ser poeta” (At the moment that I 

don’t say what I have to say, when I don’t comment what I must comment, at the 

moment, I cease to be a poet). His need to say, to comment, I believe, is grounded in a 

responsibility that requires he speak to the experiences particular to his sociocultural 

subjectivity, to articulate verdades. Namely, it is necessary for him to read the “real 

world” in which he and his respective audience live and articulate its existential problems 

in an attempt to fit their experiences, for fulfilling this objective is central to maintaining 

performative social space (Briggs 1988: 2). Otherwise, as he states, he ceases to be a 

poet, he has failed in his responsibility. Relatedly, with a great emphasis on narrative 

content, Guadalupe Reyes once told me the story of having to defend what he knew 

against certain individuals that insisted on contesting his poesías. During an engagement 

in El Refugio, Querétaro, a few men who he identified as “authorities,” no doubt officials 

of the municipal government, interrupted and questioned him in the midst of his 
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performance. He recalls they asked where he had learned what he communicated in a 

poesía of his concerning local history, for they believed what he commented was not true, 

that his information was wrong. He responded, “Toda mi poesía es la verdad” (All of my 

poesía is the truth). In our conversation, he expressed that what he knew came from 

experience, from those around him, and from things he himself read, and this was valid, 

even if it did not conform to what “las autoridades de la mayor” (the high authorities) 

thought history ought to be or worse that he was in any position to comment on historical 

matters. He comments: 

Y luego que me agarran [las autoridades] ahí, “hay una poesía que no esta legal, 
esta poesía no tiene lo que le puso ahí, ese es invento suyo.” “Si, claro que si,” le 
dije, “el verso va inventado, pero en un libro que tengo ahí menciona ese punto 
que lleva ahí, por eso lo agregué ahí. Eso está en otra escritura, ahí tengo todo, 
tengo aquella y esta y acá no está lo que tiene aquí, por eso lo agregué aquí, para 
que se den cuenta . . . Si quieren se los muestro . . . Junto una cosa con otra . . . 
porque si corresponde.”  

He pointed out to these individuals that the social and historical content of his poetic 

narrative was aesthetically contoured through performance, the décima. He wasn’t just 

making things up, though he retains the artistic liberty to render knowledge poetically. In 

the end, he aimed to “darle salida a la gente, que se de cuenta de cosas que no sabe”  (to 

give people insight, so that they know about things that they might not otherwise). The 

late Franco González, an old family friend of mine and first jarana teacher, concurs. 

When speaking of Mauro Villeda and Guadalupe Reyes, he passionately exclaims, 

“hablaban del campesino, de nosotros mismos” (they spoke about the rural peasant, about 

us). In a similar situation, individuals’ bothered by the contents of Raúl Orduña’s poesía 

concerning Vicente Fox, a critical commentary on the Mexican president, also interrupted 

him during his performance. In this instance, Raúl was rather performing at an event 

organized by a local Mexican art museum in Austin, Texas. Present were also a number 
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of “authorities”, many associated with the Mexican consulate. According to Raúl, it was 

they who stopped him in the middle of his poesía. Despite this, and his anger, he 

continued with ever more conviction. “La poesía debe ser libre,” (poesía must be free) he 

expressed to me. He firmly believes one ought not to censor oneself and much less if 

there exists the possibility of “offending” someone. If anything, that should be more of an 

incentive to say what needs to be said, to comment what must be commented upon. We 

need only remember his performance at the immigrants’ rights march in Austin, Texas at 

the Texas State Capitol in the Spring of 2006. He articulated the struggles of a 

transborder community, experiences being appropriated and interpreted, in a threatening 

and xenophobic manner by lawmakers. Through his performance, Raúl reclaimed them 

and asserted their legitimacy as valid representations of experiences and visions part of 

the fabric of immigrant life. Poeta Ángel González asserts, “Somos portavoces del pueblo 

. . . lo que a muchos se les hace difícil hablar; nosotros tenemos que hablarlo” (we are 

the voice of the people . . . what is often difficult for others to express, we have to speak 

to it) (Rodriguez-León 1998: 7). Tobías Hernández believes poesía ought to be about 

consciousness, de la actualidad (reality), “el huapango es fiesta de vida y uno debe de ser 

crítico” (huapango is a celebration of life and one must be critical). Mario Aguilar, yet 

another poeta, asserts, “Se dicen cosas de lo cierto y la gente se informa por medio de 

uno . . . uno siente la obligación de traerle mensaje a la gente . . . soy un responsable del 

pueblo, siento que me reprocharían se dejara de tocar” (One speaks the truth and people 

become informed by way of the poeta . . . one feels the obligation to bring a message to 

the people . . . I am responsible for the people, I feel they would reproach me if I stopped 

playing). To this end, as has already been expressed in previous chapters, poetas speak of 

their communities, their experiences, of worldly matters, humanity, and struggle, to name 

a few temas de fundamento, – all of which are ever more acute in an immigration context.   
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Illustration 9.3: Immigrant Rights March, Spring 2006 – Austin, Texas.  

These extended discussion of performative encounter (some interpersonal 

exchanges) points to an existing difference between narratives communicated within the 

context of huapango arribeño performance and more dominant narratives within the 

prevailing social formation. They imagine and articulate situations, conditions, and 

realities different from those perhaps deemed acceptable, held, or likewise imagined by 

more dominant narratives (which “authorities” serve as custodians of).  As John R. Gillis 

(1994) reminds us, “popular memory appears to . . . [differ] from elite memory in 

important ways” (6). On that note, Ana Maria Alonso (1988) continues, “the relationship 

between popular and dominant memory is not fixed but constantly negotiated. 
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Hegemonic ideologies are not monolithically installed nor everywhere believed” (47). 

Accordingly, “the production and reproduction of ideological hegemony is an ongoing 

process in which official and popular interests struggle to advance and to defend social 

interests and values” (ibid: 48). Her analysis necessarily requires an examination of the 

social conditions of production, as “the articulation of the dominant and the subordinated 

is not only effected through discourses but also through practices” (ibid). The process of 

invocation central to the production of huapango arribeño’s performative narrative 

content emerges through a divergent discursive social relation, as the performance act 

creates a space of encounter between practitioners whereby they literally encounter one 

another and dialogically construct narratives that hover over the audience – the topada. 

What this points to, I suggest, is the distinctiveness of this performance type, its 

respective social space and relations included, which are undeniably marked by the act(s) 

of giving, different from more alienated, passive, and perhaps “commercial” forms of 

performance, as was discussed in the preceding chapter. Within the context of capitalist 

social relations, the topada actively engages audiences by mean of the process through 

which it creates and circulates discourse. Those in attendance expect to hear encounter, 

the poetic chingazos that engage them. Yet, not only is the form of performance 

distinctive here, but also its content. What audiences receive are socially situated 

discourses that speak to and actively construct their sociocultural subjectivity, which 

ultimately stands in difference to imposed subjectivities the products of institutions that 

generate imposed institutional narratives.  

Yet, in the midst of this conversation, I cannot help but be reminded of the 

favored comparative example often invoked on the part of those who write about 

Borderlands music and its thematic treatment of migration (Leo Chávez 1992; José 

Saldívar 1997). Here I am principally referencing the corrido “La Jaula de Oro” (The 
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Gilded Cage) popularized by the norteño group Los Tigres del Norte in the mid 1980s. 

Los Tigres rose to stardom a decade earlier with narcocorridos like “Contrabando y 

Traición” and “La Banda del Carro Rojo.” Yet, they turned a new leaf after teaming up 

with songwriter and Tijuana native Enrique Franco in the early 1980s. He is responsible 

for authoring Los Tigres more “socially conscious” corridos concerning immigration, 

Mexico and U.S. cultural relations and politics, and political figures – this includes “La 

Jaula de Oro.” For about a decade he served as the band’s principal composer, produced, 

and musical director. They parted ways in the early 1990s and Los Tigres returned to 

their narcocorrido roots thereafter. Still, it is undeniable that Los Tigres have become one 

of the most commercially successful transnational groups across the U.S.-Mexico border. 

They are accredited with staggering record and concert ticket sales, have acquired various 

accolades and awards from the music industry, have starred in feature films, and have 

achieved a level of visibility previously unknown to groups performing folk-derived 

popular musics. It is such stardom that leads writers like Elijah Wald (2001) to refer to 

Los Tigres as “the most eloquent musical chroniclers of immigrant America” (151). “La 

Jaula de Oro,” stands as a testament to this opinion. Enrique Franco’s corrido tells the 

story of a Mexican immigrant who has been settled in the U.S. for ten years, yet who is 

haunted not only by memories of his native Mexico but of his vexed life in the United 

States: his children deny their heritage, don’t speak Spanish, his life is reduced to 

incessant work, he is constantly policed and lives in fear of being deported, ultimately the 

great nation is like a prison. The corrido’s emotional core, to invoke Américo Paredes, is 

perhaps contained in its first two verses and subsequent chorus:  

 
Aquí estoy establecido  

en Los Estados Unidos 
  Diez años pasaron ya…  
 

en que cruzé de mojado. 
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 Papeles no he arreglado 
  sigo siendo ilegal. 
  
Tengo mi esposa y mis hijos 
 que me los traje muy chicos 
  y se han olvidado ya…  
 

de mi México querido, 
 del que yo nunca me olvido 
  y no puedo regresar. 
 
De qué me sirve el dinero,  

si estoy como prisionero  
dentro de esta gran nación 

 

Cuando me acuerdo hasta lloro,  
que aunque la jaula sea de oro  

no deja de ser prisión. 
 

Many suggest this corrido echoes the situation of many undocumented immigrants  

(Chávez 1992). And, it is this notion that drives the analysis of those like José Saldívar 

(1997). He invokes George Lipsitz (1994) and his previously cited discussion concerning 

the interplay between mass culture and the emergent postmodern social field of 

interaction, the dangerous crossroads where critical politics and commodity production 

overlap, interact, and “activate new social relations.” Saldívar (1997) attempts to locate a 

“space of survival and self respect” in the realm of mass culture “in light of the 

government’s doctrine of low-intensity conflict” (1). He writes: 

We do not see the golden nation-state as being invaded by so-called illegal aliens, corrupting and 
polluting pure cultural spaces beyond the borderlands. Nor do we accept the premise of those 
sociologists who stress the ‘pathological’ side of the U.S.-Mexico border-crossing experience. 
Rather, our projects make space for an alternative narrative of what can now be called the ethno-
racialized cultures of displacement – a recognition hinted at by the undocumented Mexican 
worker’s vernacular assertion that he is irrevocably established in the United States: “It’s been ten 
years since I crossed as a wetback.” (ibid: 7) 

Who is this “we”? Cultural critics? Immigrants? If so, then do the politics of immigrants’ 

expressive cultural production only hint, insinuate critiques of power (Scott 1990)? 

Though he takes cues from Lipsitz, I believe, in the end, Lipsitz himself is far more 

successful in rendering the “political possibilities” of the relationship between commerce 
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and expressive culture. Saldívar never discusses affect. He never grounds these supposed 

emergent cultural formations within the everyday lives of immigrants, in this specific 

instance. If Border Matters is a  “materially hybrid and cultural critique of the U.S.-

Mexico borderlands,” then where are the people (8)? He only treats abstracted cultural 

texts and even then, “La Jaula de Oro” is perhaps the only one that is truly transnational, 

to use his language, for the remaining examples are exclusively produced on the U.S. side 

of the border. Still, Los Tigres’ corrido, he suggests, exist as a hybridized cultural form 

that “transgressed the North’s monology of cultural nationalism” and provided “a 

renewed mass cultural ground for an alternative critique of the narrative of the nation” (7-

8). However, I still cannot help but draw a distinction between the narrative work 

accomplished by a commercially successful corrido and the political valence of poesía 

within the context of huapango arribeño and its own treatment of citizenship and 

legality. There is a fundamental difference, which has already been discussed, and Los 

Tigres, at the end of the day are in the business of selling records. Enrique Franco, author 

of La Jaula de Oro speaks to this contradiction:  

The corrido used to be a sort of homage to people of merit. To sing of the antihero, well, ye you 
can do that, but those kinds of corridos are not corridos, they don’t speak of anything, they are 
lies, a fantasy. There are certain clichés, easy to pick out: ‘Freeway 15 that goes to Las Vegas, 
there are the parties of El Señor de Los Cielos’ – it’s always the same, the same: ‘my cuerno de 
chivo,’ ‘my new SUV,’ and there you have the corrido. Unfortunately, business is business, and 
selling records is a business. For a record company, whoever sells records is the good guy, the 
prettiest, the best singer. And the people who have connections to that kind of traffic bring in 
money, they are good consumers for bars, for night-clubs, for records – those people will buy ten 
CDs at a time, and a normal person in Mexico can’t buy one. Those people want their music, and, 
now that we have fallen into the clutches of consumerism – to put it that way – it’s the only way 
for them to advertise. (Quoted in Wald 2001: 164) 

Franco believes that even his socially relevant corridos are mere consumerist product, 

therefore inherently compromised. Thought I don’t necessarily agree with him, for the 

products of mass culture are meaningful to people in particular ways, I do see his point, 

especially in light of huapango arribeño’s own narrative possibilities. In the end, the 
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larger point here is to recognize the kind and level of analysis cultural critics are engaged 

in when treating the Borderlands and transborder folk performance. In the end, we are 

speaking of people and their social lives. We cannot reduce them to mere commoditized 

public. Further, it is not only the products of mass culture where a critical politics is made 

available to us. And if one is to only treat this expressive realm then an equal amount of 

time ought to be spent discussing the lucrative business behind it and, in this specific 

case, narcocorrido culture as well. Helena Simonett (2001), though not a cultural critic, 

does account for this side of things: 

With a few exceptions, the more recent corrido production is an apothesis of the narco and his life 
style. Although the way of life narrated in narcocorridos may be part of the everyday life of many 
inhabitants of various cities and regions in Mexico and across the border, these corridos can no 
longer be considered folk ballads in which the common folk express their sentiments and points of 
view regarding their social reality. Commercialized and mass-mediated narcocorridos call for a 
redefinition of this genre. Contemporary corridos not only suffer from a commercial mystification 
of the drug trafficker, they also succumb to the hegemonic power of the popular culture industry.  
(229) 

Los Tigres del Norte have enjoyed an on-and-off romance with more “socially conscious” 

material, but always return to the narcocorrido as well. Their most successful records to 

date are Corridos Prohibidos (1989) and Jefe de Jefes (1997) where, curiously enough, in 

the title track of the latter Los Tigres step outside the corrido narrative form itself in order 

to reassert its legitimacy with open dialogue. No longer is the semantic weight of the 

corrido, as sensationalized cultural commodity, enough to legitimize and ground it within 

its social base, a voice outside must remind listeners of its “authenticity”:  

  
- A mi me gustan los corridos porque son los hechos reales de nuestro pueblo. 

- Si, a mi también me gustan porque en ellos se canta la pura verdad. 
- Pues ponlos pues. 

- Orale, ahí va. 

 Simonett (2001): 

The claim to truthfulness seems to be a clever strategy to disguise what really counts in the music 
business, namely the number of records sold. Moreover, it is a simple excuse for the exaltation of 
drug traffickers in popular music. (228) 
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Enacting alternative ways of being in the world through performance is, as was 

discussed with respect to la palabra viva, virtuosic and the situated politics of this mode 

of self-activity become ever more pronounced in a transborder context: the scream is at 

once, “we are not illegal” and “yes, we are human.” This mode of articulation is what is 

consistently silenced in the immigration debate and it is this very mode that anchors 

communities and allows them to imagine and understand their lives as they see fit. 

Guillermo Velázquez comments on the semantic power of poesía: 

Hay que estar permanente agarrados de lo que puede ser, de lo que necesita que sea, de lo que 
soñamos, de lo que imaginamos, de lo que empuja hacia delante, no de lo que estanca o retrae, 
hay que saber que lo inmediato que vemos no es lo único posible . . . es decir, hay movimiento, 
ebullición y hay que estar en eso. Yo me instalo en el terreno de la imaginación, de la utopía. 
(Quoted in Velázquez 2004: 341-342) 

This powerful human quality is grounded in everyday life, not abstracted texts or buried 

within subtexts. As an expression of power-to, and therefore anti-power, this critical self-

activity ultimately exists: 

In the everyday frustrations of all of us, the everyday struggles to maintain our dignity in the face 
of power, retain or regain control over our lives. Anti-power is in the dignity of everyday 
existence. Anti-power is in the relations o that we form all the time, relations of love, friendship, 
comradeship, community, cooperation, Obviously, such relations are traverse by power because of 
the nature of the society in which we live, yet the element of love, friendship, comradeship lies in 
the constant struggle which we wage against power, to establish those relations on a basis of 
mutual recognition, the mutual recognition of one another’s dignity. (Holloway 2005: 158) 

Guillermo Velázquez:  
 

No es mi pregón de ansiedad 
ni de falso patriotismo  
ni invito al valemadrismo 
ni a evadir la realidad 
invito a la claridad 
entre tanta confusión 
invito a la reflexión 
a no confundir cabestros 
con los valores mas nuestros: 
QUE SE ALEGRE EL CORAZÓN 
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Touching people’s hearts is perhaps the principal aim of the saludado and in its mode of 

interpellation acquires a unique political valence when crafted in a transborder context. 

Often, the dehumization of the border itself is confronted with assertions of dignity and 

self-valorization through transborder saludados. Poetas – whether themselves immigrants 

or not – affirm and assert the humanity of transborder communities against that which 

would erase them, deny them of their humanity. 

 Pánfilo Oviedo, native of La Lagunita, Victoria Guanajuato, became a poeta at 

the age of sixteen. A year later, in 1993, he had his first topada. His more memorable 

rivals include Celso Mancilla, Fidel Cruz, Tobías Hernández, Pablo González, Mario 

Aguilar, Javier Rodríguez, and Guillermo Velázquez. “Hemos hecho el trabajo” (we’ve 

put in the work), he says to me. Pánfilo himself spent some time working in Northern 

California at the age of seventeen. It was hard work and the rampant Pete Wilson-

inspired xenophobia of the time certainly made his experience that much more difficult. 

He recalls the feelings of disgust and hostility that his presence seemed to invoke among 

native Californians. These thoughts occupy his mind as he crafts a saludado for a fellow 

friend whom is about to embark on the journey north: 

 
El Refugio, San Luís Potosí 

 

ME PONGO A IMPROVISAR 
CON MI CARIÑO SINCERO 
Y PARA TOÑO QUINTERO 

UN SALUDO VOY A ENVIAR 
 

(1) Se destierra, lo ven    (3) Yo quiero enviarle el saludo 
según estoy informado     de parte de sus amistad 
se va para el otro lado     a horita sin falsedades 
deseo que le vaya bien    de mi instrumento me ayudo 
como lo hace cada quien    ya que su amistad yo acudo 
y lo vuelvo a rectificar    y en este verso primero 
si es que me puede escuchar   con un cariño sincero 
sobre el arte que prosigo    reciban el pormenor 
Toño Quintero, fino amigo    miren soy su servidor 
ME PERMITO EL SALUDAR   EN MI ARTE DE HUAPANGUERO 
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(2) Al son de mi huapanguera   (4) Con mi guitarra en la mano 
y el compás de los violines   ya cumplí con mi deber 
complacerlo son mis fines    y el verso le pude hacer 
como una amistad sincera    en el suelo Mexicano 
y al paso y no a la carrera    le doy me brazo y mi mano 
en un rato amiguero    en este hermoso lugar 
si se va para el extranjero    lo mejor quiero desear 
le deseamos lo mejor    y en este verso le reitero 
de parte de un servidor    óigame Toño Quintero 
PARA TOÑITO QUINTERO   ME PERMITO EL SALUDAR 

 

– Pánfilo Oviedo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 9.4: Panfilo Oviedo, topada – San Luís de la Paz, Guanajuato.  
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The following are a number of other like transborder saludados. 

San Ciro, San Luís Potosí 
 

DON MANUEL ROCHA NI HABLAR 
Y DOÑA FRANCISCA SU ESPOSA 

VOY A DARLES ESTA PROSA 
PARA PODER CONTINUAR 

 
(1) Don Manuel le saludamos   (3) Trovándole a mi manera 
antes que pase la hora    el que considera piensa 
me dice que su señora    por dios que me da vergüenza 
es de la familia Ramos    cantar, pues, de esta manera 
desde aquí le saludamos    al son de mi huapanguera 
hoy que viene a este lugar    yo le improviso esta prosa 
yo le voy a improvisar    para usted y para su esposa 
y le digo mientras tanto    hoy lo mejor le deseamos 
este saludo le canto    desde aquí le saludamos 
DON MANUEL ROCHA NI HABLAR  Y QUIERO BRINDARLES ESTA PROSA 

 
(2) Hoy que hay gozo y alegrías   (4) Don Manuel como sabrán 
a Don Manuel mi estimado   hoy me quise dirigir 
desde arriba del tablado    usted me vino decir 
reciba estas verserías    que allá en California están 
dándole los buenos días    los hechos no mentirán 
hoy que de dicha se goza    y le digo al expresar 
quiero brindarle esta prosa    por medio de mi Cantar 
ante todo personal    en San Ciro ciertamente 
va mi saludo cordial    les saludo atentamente 
DOÑA FRANCISCA SU ESPOSA   PARA PODER CONTINUAR 

 

– Celso Mancilla 

 

Northern Mississippi 
 

DON PEDRITO, MI ESTIMADO 
SAUCEDA SU APELATIVO 

ESTE VERSO LE SUBSCRIBO 
DESEO QUE SEA DE SU AGRADO 

 
(1) Hoy en este día del mes   (3) A usted le estrecho mi mano 
espero que bien la pase    como amigo muy sincero 
y por medio de mi frase    gracias a dios verdadero 
se lo digo con sencillez    lo que le digo de plano 
porque la verdad así es    sobre este verso profano 
sobre el destino salado    perdón si no fue lucido 
y usted como apreciado    en mi verso le pido 
quiero tributarle honor    tocando mi guitarrita 
por medio de mi labor    y como le dije a horita 
DON PEDRITO, MI ESTIMADO   ESTE VERSO LE SUBSCRIBO 
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(2) Hoy aquí en este país    (4) Hoy ante la gente toda 
con cariño le diré     usted como observador 
hoy le saludo a usted    le canta su servidor 
que viene de San Luís    yo veo que ustedes ahora  
espero se halle feliz    tomen cerveza o soda 
mil poemas yo le digo    o lo que ustedes han deseado 
recordando como amigo    como le había recalcado 
anocheciendo el día de hoy   usted como gran amigo 
estos saludes le doy    y este verso le subscribo 
SAUCEDA SU APELATIVO   DESEANDO QUE SEA DE SU AGRADO 

 

– Mario Aguilar 

 

Xichú, Guanajuato 
 

OYE RAMÓN MI ESTIMADO 
DE MATA TU DISTINCIÓN 

VOY HACERTE TROVACIÓN 
TE SALUDO CON AGRADO 

 
(1) Ramón lo vamos a creer   (3) Ramoncito, Ramoncito 
esto que dice quien canta    te saluda este trovero 
de cuando estuve en Atlanta   y entre público entero 
yo tengo que agradecer    con gusto te felicito 
y cumplo con mi deber    y esto digo y lo remito 
ante este público honrado    que esto aquí si hay diversión 
no se si hayas escuchado    te deseo de corazón 
esta humilde versería    que te la pases contento 
repito con alegría     y te dice este talento 
OYE RAMÓN MI ESTIMADO   VOY HACERTE TROVACIÓN 

 
(2) Tiempos que no te veía    (4) Hay, Ramoncito ni hablar 
te dice este trovador    ese poetilla chicharra 
yo se que eres valedor    ya trastornó la guitarra 
por eso mi versería    pa’ poderme contestar 
ya que es amistad nos guía    yo le quiero demostrar 
aquí  en cualquier región    que aquí y en cualquier poblado 
eres un amigasón     que ninguno me ha espantado 
tu amistad vale la plata    ahora que de ti se trata  
te dice quien te relata    oye Ramoncito Mata 
DE MATA TU DISTINCIÓN   TE SALUDO CON AGRADO 

 

– Pablo González 

 

San Ciro, San Luís Potosí 
 

EN ESTA IMPROVISACIÓN 
MI SALUDO DOY AQUÍ 

QUE SE OIGA HASTA TENNESSEE 
EL SALUDO ES PARA RAMÓN 
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(1) Poniendo mi entendimiento   (3) Quiero hablarte en esta glosa 
quiero ver por donde empiezo    y el saludo va trovado 
y de parte de Tereso    a Refugio, tu cuñado 
va mi saludo que intento    y a su muy querida esposa 
y esta allá el complacimiento   en esta noche gozosa 
pero de buena intención    menciono porque es así 
por eso en mi trovación    yo pienso que no mentí  
quiero mencionar aquí    mientras trovo y versifíco 
que vaya hasta Tennessee    el saludo que ahora ubico  
ESTA IMPROVISACIÓN    QUE SE OIGA HASTA TENNESSEE 
 
(2) La gente me estará oyendo   (4) Con toda estimación 
mientras mi verso campea    a través del decimal 
del rancho del Atarjea    Tereso Orduña, que tal? 
hoy memoria estoy haciendo   cumplí con la petición 
y lo mismo complaciendo    y dando terminación 
con justo y con frenesí    hoy que el gusto se encartuche 
lo digo porque es así    y que hasta Tennessee se escuche 
en estos versos floridos    El SALUDO PA’ RAMÓN 
para allá en Estados Unidos    
MI SALUDO DOY AQUÍ     

 

– Fidel Cruz 

 

Río Verde, San Luís Potosí 
 

COMO POETA TROVADOR 
MI VERSO LOS GLORIFICA 
FAMILIA ÁVILA-AMADOR 

QUE EN CALIFORNIA RADICA 
 

(1) Magdalena y Juan Manuel   (3) Hoy cada verso enlazado 
su gran amor se destila    es la ternura infinita 
y los niños hacen fila    “El Niño” me solicita 
quieren morder el pastel    que les cante un saludado 
la boda es una miel    y yo estoy emocionado 
que belleza y que esplendor   creo que hasta siento rubor  
les doy gracias al creador    pero todo es esplendor 
con mi décima y mi glosa    y con íntimo decoro 
en esta boda preciosa    escribo con letras de oro 
COMO POETA Y TROVADOR   FAMILIA ÁVILA-AMADOR 
 
(2) Solo cariño trasudo     (4) Según me pude informar 
como poeta y verseador    la verdad me reconcilia 
familia Ávila-Amador    la suya es una familia 
para ustedes va el saludo    que ha tenido que emigrar 
ni tantitito lo dudo    y viven de trabajar 
yo se lo que en mi radica    según Juan Manuel me explica 
y mi corazón se aplica    y el mismo lo testifica 
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y hoy que en el gusto navegan   les brindo un verso en flor 
desde California llegan     familia Ávila-Amador 
MI VERSO LOS GLORIFICA   QUE EN CALIFORNIA RADICA 

 

– Guillermo Velázquez  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 9.5: Newlyweds Juan Manuel “El Niño” and Magdalena walking to their 
reception – Puente del Carmen, Río Verde, San Luís Potosí.  

 

Austin, Texas 
 

OBSERVANDO EL INFINTO 
YO CON ESTE SALUDADO 
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PONCHO DE DONDE ESTOY SENTADO 
HOY TE BRINDO OTRO VERSITO 

 
(1) Hoy que miro el universo   (3) Como humilde trovador 
de veras la lejanía     en esta noche bonita 
te damos esta poesía    saludo a tu mamacita 
improvisando otro verso    también a Poncho el señor 
y para ti lo disperso    aunque no soy trovador 
con un cariño exquisito    pero hoy que ando en este lado 
lo digo recio y quedito    el verso te he improvisado 
en la presente ocasión    yo lo digo ahorita, ahorita 
Poncho va mi trovación    en esta noche bonita 
OBSERVANDO EL INFINTO   RECIBE ESTE SALUDADO 
 
(2) Hoy con Higinio el varero   (4) Hoy que estamos en estancia 
y también Ramiro Díaz    yo te lo digo Ponchito 
recibe estas poesías    esto se pone bonito 
y con Alex el vihuelero    y el aire con su fragancia 
saludarte lo primero    nos brinda su abundancia 
y el verso que he improvisado   improvisando este verso 
para ti va dedicado    observo yo el universo 
junto con tus familiares    y brindo este saludado 
recibe versos cordiales    desde donde estoy sentado 
DESDE DONDE ESTOY SENTADO  PONCHO PA TI LO DISPERSO 

 

– Raúl Orduña 

 

El Refugio, San Luís Potosí 
 

REICITO JUNIOR, TE CANTO 
AL NORTE DE CAROLINA 

CON CHELY, TU ESPOSA FINA 
CON TU MAMÁ, LA DEL SANTO 

 
(1) Pues, Alex no es por demás   (3) Reicito te condecoro  
de acuerdo a la invitación    a través de mis versitos  
ante toda esta reunión    mándate unos verdecitos  
continuando este compás    que en México valen oro  
decirlo no es por demás    tu mamá es un tesoro 
y aunque mi voz agiganto    donde la amistad se inclina 
con gusto y aprecio tanto    y bajo esta estancia fina 
y sin dar un paso atrás    aquí ante los invitados 
aquí estoy con tus papás    vayan mis trovados 
REICITO JUNIOR, TE CANTO   CON CHELY, TU ESPOSA FINA 

 
(2) Quiero escuches esta prosa   (4) Continuando este debate 
con estímulos muy grandes   aunque no soy en mentor 
formas familia Hernández    pero soy tu servidor 
y con Yañes y tu esposa    Cándido el del Aguacate 
con atención cariñosa    discúlpame algún disparate 
un verso se te coordina     aunque mi voz agiganto 
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si la trova se refina    mas con estimulo cuanto 
al compás de los violines    con todo este personal    
dice Cándido Martínez    ahí te mando un decimal 
AL NORTE DE CAROLINA   CON TU MAMÁ, LA DEL SANTO 

 

– Cándido Martínez 

Discourse, as has been argued, exists as a site where ideological borders are constructed. 

These transborder saludados represent tangible, discursive instances of self-valorization, 

critical engagements with overarching discourses of containment, active constructions of 

the transborder on their own terms, a powerful re-imagining of community across borders 

that declares their humanity is irreducible to illegality.  

 

 

RECUPERATING CHICANA/O CULTURAL STUDIES… 

Randy Martin (1990) reminds us “to take the metaphor of performance quite 

seriously, seriously enough so that it ceases to be a metaphor and becomes a way of 

experiencing, enacting, and embodying political activity” (9). In like fashion, we must 

move beyond the desire to consider huapango arribeño’s social narratives to be mere 

symbolic expressions and take into account the actual work they perform, for they are not 

mere mechanisms for escape a la folklore of old, but active expressions that engage their 

audiences, practitioners, and the “Real” of out there. That which is articulated through 

performance not only cultivates shared cultural and social understandings, but also serves 

as a window into the active social worlds that practitioners and listeners occupy and 

engage. If we understand culture to be, among other things, practical everyday material 

and expressive activity and come to recognize huapango arribeño’s active role in 

mediating the social world of this particular segment of the Mexican diaspora, then it 

becomes clear how such a practice diagnoses problems, speaks to them, and thus 
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exercises agency through building solidarity, community. The importance of social 

narratives lies in their purpose. Those characteristically dominant have vested political 

interests in maintaining the status quo, in silencing. While those that emerge out of 

huapango arribeño’s performative at once actively construct and articulate sociocultural 

subjectivities and through their expression engage the social effects of dominant 

narratives: they unsilence. Performance and performative social space allow transnational 

Mexican immigrant communities to maintain a situated sensibility that resonates in 

contradistinction to the decentering and silencing tendencies of the greater American 

imaginary. Through performative discursive spaces for encounter, critiques of power are 

not subtextually insinuated but actively embodied and expressed as direct challenges to 

the “public transcript.” In Domination and the Arts of Resistance (1990), James C. Scott 

considers particular cultural practices to be hidden transcripts of the powerless, disguised 

forms of resistance that “insinuate” a critique of power. For him, they represent a sort of 

counter-theatre to the dominant. I, however, consider it disagreeable to reduce cultural 

practices to veiled scripts, particularly when referring to cultural practices situated within 

the realm of folk performance, often the realm of the powerless. He continues: 

[The] ambiguous, polysemic elements of folk culture mark off a relatively autonomous realm of 
discursive freedom on the condition that they declare no direct opposition to the public transcript 
as authorized by the dominant. (1990: 157) 

Such an understanding of folklore strips it of its performative agency. This notion of 

“hidden” does not merely suggest that something is concealed or subordinate as Scott 

maintains, but such language mystifies, obscures, and connotes passiveness and 

ineffectiveness, never mind his notion of “counterness”. My most immediate precursors, 

with their Jamesonian reading, come dangerously close to such a rendering. Instead, 

folklore should be understood as both embedded and actively engaged with structures of 
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power and domination. If we render transborder folk performance as such, we arrive at an 

image distinct from Paredes’ tragic angst-ridden fuereño or defeated native Tejano. 

 It may be said that Paredes’ (1958) work is not entrenched in Marxist cultural 

critique, however, both Richard Flores and José Limón argue that it does in fact resemble 

something akin to a precursory Cutural Studies: a redefining of the culture concept 

through the idea of Greater Mexico, or at least a move at situating cultural practice within 

a political economy (in all its ideological-philosophical limitations). Obviously, the 

political economy they are referring to is the transformation of South Texas, that is the 

emergence of a new race-class hegemony from the mid19th to early 20th centuries. Now, 

considering the conflict thesis that is the premise upon which his students formulate this 

interpretation, I am inclined to view this, within a Marxian lense, as a reproduction of the 

base-superstructure dichotomy – the corrido is reflective. The question remains: what, in 

fact, does the corrido do? This requires we must move beyond understanding the 

conditions of its emergence, and therefore also move beyond the foundations of symbolic 

analysis. Limón (1994), taking us a step further, offers a more nuanced understanding 

(indebted to cutural studies a la Raymond Williams) of cultural poetics (speech play, 

dance). Still, in my opinion, though the dance space, for example, may be shot through 

with the fractured conditions and contradictions of late capitalism, the performance 

within it, in my reading of Limón, is one reduced to reflective expression embedded in 

the economic base, a reaction to the oppresive conditions of capital (the imposition of 

work, racism, classism, sexism), as it were. Yes, Limón argues against Manuel Peña's 

(1980) notion that the dance space is one of comunitas or a veritable safe-space against 

the imposing race-class social order outside the dance. That is, he, in contradistinction, 

highlights the tensions within th dance space, for it is not as neat and resistive as Peña 

would have us believe. Still, the dancing itself does not evade the quality of existing as a 
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safe practice of coping. Thanks to Jameson’s (1981) hermeneutic, Limon's poetics stands 

as a reaction to capital. In his study of the folk-drama Los Pastores, Richard Flores 

applies Limón´s (1983) performance-centered approach to the understanding/reading of 

folklore: the gifting of performance and its bonds of sociability exist as an alternative to 

capitlist commoditized social relations. He writes:  

Historical conditions and the processes of that structure social life . . . are negotiated through 
performance. Los Pastores, as a cultural text that has been and often contintues to be performed in 
a social climate that is indifferent, if not antagonistic, to its cultural makeup, is an effort by its 
performers to negotiate that same environment. (1995: 9) 

Los Pastores is both resistant and constructed in relation to dominant social pressures, yet 

his reliance on the Jamesonian model also leaves his analysis vulnerable to the 

aforementioned critique  (ibid: 9). 

The axis of my greater intervention into Chicana/o Cultural Studies rests in one 

simple question: what in fact is the relationship between culture (as an expression of the 

subject-object of capitalist social relations) and capital? Meaning, is culture (as critical 

self-activity) compromised prima facie? Does capitalist “hegemony” exist a priori and 

render alternative forms of life unthinkable? Or would we, instead, dare to engage in a 

reversal of polarity and suggest that culture does not struggle against capital, it is not 

reflective epiphenomena, a defeated impulse, but instead it is in fact capital that struggles 

to impose its domination and contain the very activity that makes us human: our dignity. 

Now, this is an attempt at moving beyond classic Cultural Studies’ re-evaluation of 

Gramsci's hegemony (consent), for as critical as Cultural Studies analysis may be, its 

reading of Marx is, ultimately, philosophical. And, though Cultural Studies scholars 

break with orthodox historical materialism, capital is still understood as the motor of 

history. My position, on the other hand, is one indebted to autonomist Marxism and I 

firmly believe it is humanity’s power-to that capital, through its social relation of 

alienation-fetishization, constantly struggles to dehumanize. This may sound like an 
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obvious step to take, but it has yet to be done, for scholarship on Greater Mexico has 

taken the Cultural Studies position as its point of analytical departure and, consequently, 

accepted its flawed premise. My intervention is just that, to question this premise and, in 

the end, to argue that Chicana/o Cultural Studies has seemingly rendered any semblance 

of critical self-activity flaccid and undignified. Political practice – cultural poetics – is 

seen as derivative to hegemony’s developmental law of motion, one of domination, and 

the antagonistic working-class subject is ignored. This is simply unacceptable if we seek 

to understand the role culture plays in how people live and understand their lives across 

borders.  

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Greater Mexico or the Borderlands has become too diffuse, too nihilistic and in 

order we reclaim this conceptual idea, perhaps we ought to return to one of its original 

and most powerful proponents, Gloria Anzaldúa and her own understandings of both 

identity and encounter. We must, however, read her carefully and resist our 

postmodernism tendencies. Her work represents a challenge to the tyranny of Western 

ideologies, for “in trying to become ‘objective,’ Western culture made ‘objects’ of things 

and people when it distanced itself from them, thereby losing ‘touch’ with them. This 

dichotomy is the root of all violence” (1987: 59). Culture from below decenters dominant 

paradigms and the illusion of coherence, but it also represents a new consciousness. Most 

have interpreted Anzaldua’s mestiza consciousness as a mere celebration of ambiguity, 

plurality, and contradiction. Thought that may be part of her argument, I think, in the end, 

she is challenging us to ground ourselves in difference, not to dissolve ourselves in it. She 

is not suffering from a crisis of identity nor is she confused about who she is: 
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Half and halfs are not suffering from confusion of sexual identity, or even from a confusion of 
gender. What we are suffering from is an absolute despot duality that says we are able to be only 
one or the other. (ibid: 41) 

Culture, self-making, self-valorization represent a direct challenge to that which imposes 

subjectivity. In the end, we are not reacting to domination, but our dignity is precisely 

that which domination would seek to contain. The means of resistance, yes, pre-exist 

capital, for they are what capital transforms into labor-power and the commodity-form.  

 Huapango arribeño, as transborder folk performance, is a site of encounter 

saturated with power and inequality where human dignity is asserted, not where a crisis 

of identity is mediated. To reduce the borderlands to nihilistic plurality is to dissolve the 

border itself, to argue that it is becoming less important – nothing could be further from 

the truth. The state is re-territorializing itself in different ways, yes, but its borders are not 

being eroded. Discourse, capital, and labor all play their part in at once excluding and 

containing an entire subjugated population in the U.S Joseph Nevins (2002):  

The forces of economic globalization are not making national boundaries redundant. Instead, 
globalization arguably seems to be having the opposite effect: it is making national boundaries – at 
least those between rich and poor – all the more ‘necessary,’ especially in the face of intensifying 
migratory pressures from without . . . Modern territorial states are not disappearing; they are 
merely changing. (186) 

And, as has been argued, the striking inconsistencies between immigration and economic 

policy create the ruptured space of contradiction that is the transborder, its antinomies 

dehumanize. Anzaldúa (1987) writes: 

The U.S.-Mexican border  es una heria abierta where the Third World grates against the first and 
bleeds. And before a scab forms it hemorrhages again, the lifeblood of two worlds merging to 
form a third country – a border culture . . . A borderland is a vague and undetermined place 
created by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary. It is in a constant state of transition. 
(25) 

Negotiating this space of contradiction is precisely what huapango arribeño actively 

does. There is no crisis of identity, for to suggest such a thing is to accept the identities 

that capital imposes, which in fact are non-identities. Communities are in route, 
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discovering their identity and each other through poesía, saludados, and performance 

practice in the face of ICE raids at job sites in search of “illegals” like Higinio or in the 

South Texas brush chasing Genaro. Raúl Orduña firmly pronounces: 
 
 POR DONDE QUIERA DONDE YO VOY 
 LA PINGA MIGRA ME LA PERSIGNA 
 AUNQUE SU ESTANCIA ME PREDOMINA 
 NADA ME IMPORTA, YO SOY QUIEN SOY  

Illustration 9.6: Luz Vera and Filemón Torres – La Florida, Arroyo Seco, Querétaro. 

Of paramount importance throughout this extended discussion has been the 

attempt at seeking an understanding of how huapango arribeño exists as an alterantive 

way of being in the world, of performing, of communicating, of giving voice to struggle – 

and here it´s not a reference to a "political conscienceness," but of everyday struggle, 
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which in effect is the most political of experiences. Huapango arribeño is a mode of 

expression that does not merely signify, in the Jamesonian sense, but rather huapango 

arribeño directly speaks to and encounters the dehumanization of postmodernity. And, in 

the end, much of what I have done thus far represents an attempt at rethinking the 

relationship between folklore and postmodernity in a more productive manner, yet I 

believe Guillermo Velázquez puts it best: 

La tradición no es una reliquia del pasado, es un expresión del pasado en el 
presente que imagina el futuro . . . Preservar los valores que la generación 
pasada cultivó, pero incorporarlos a la contemporaneidad que nos toca vivir, sin 
miedo . . .  Yo pienso que las tradiciones se fortalecen abriéndolas con 
inteligencia y con sensibilidad a la interacción de todo, no cerrarlas. Cerrarlas es 
marchitarlas, condenarlas a que se mueran. 

 
DESDE MÉXICO LES TRAIGO MUY CONTENTO 
EL SALUDO Y LOS HUAPANOGS DE MI TIERRA 
COMO POETA DE LOS LEONES DE LA SIERRA 
LES COMPARTO LO QUE SOY Y LO QUE SIENTO 

 
De una vez los desengaño, y sepan todos 
que no soy estereotipo nacional 
ni sombrero, ni pistola, ni mezcal 
ni bigote que presagie malos modos 
he podido colocar mis electrodos 
en el pulso de la vida en movimiento 
soy poeta trovador y vivo atento 
a la guerra de invasión que sufre Irak 
y a los labios de Shakira en otro track: 
DESDE MÉXICO LES TRAIGO MUY CONTENTO 

 
De una sabia y acendrada tradición 
soy un cóncavo y felíz depositario 
y enraizado en ese humus tan agrario 
yo soy árbol de diversa floración 
me interesa la moderna clonación 
y la antigüa laudería de un instrumento 
los secretos de un motor y los del viento 
me emociona el poder de una turbina 
y me asombra la semilla que germina: 
DESDE MÉXICO LES TRAIGO MUY CONTENTO 

 
Ya se ve, no soy un folk convencional 
de güaraches y un encanto analfabeta 
ni especímen ni microbio en la probeta 
de un sesudo etnolinguista musical 
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la world music hoy es moda y es global 
pero en ella yo me doy baños de asiento 
ni vedette, ni big star ni gran portento 
soy un músico acústico nomás 
un cross over del hip-hop con el blue grass: 
DESDE MÉXICO LES TRAIGO MUY CONTENTO 

 

This chapter begins with an Américo Paredes quote that distinguishes officialized 

history from situated tradition. Although there is something to be said about their 

differences, I believe they overlap far more than Paredes would have been comfortable 

with. This is not to suggest that disparate narratives of postmodernity and folklore render 

cultural memory in the same manner, but rather that they are part of the same multi-

inflected world in which we live and both play their role in allowing us to make sense of 

it. Folk performance represents something akin to what Lipsitz (2007) refers to as an 

alternative archive of history, a crucial repository for collective memory and collective 

witness. His concern lay in the realm of commercial culture, ours in that of the folk 

variety. Nonetheless, as a type of register, huapango arribeño is not about nostalgia, 

performing home, a musical migration, an assumed and adopted tradition, nor does it 

signify ethnic pride. To say such things would be to misunderstand and obfuscate the 

relationship between culture and capital here argued for, it would be to accept identities 

rather than understand the process of self-making. Rather, this type of transborder folk 

performance is an embodied expression of human dignity in the face of policy that 

criminalizes, an expression that exists across borders that dehumanize, in relation to 

capital which reduces human life to mere subjugated labor, and within a political system 

that disenfranchises. It is an alternative archive that attests to and makes sense of this 

process rather than silencing it. José Limón (1994) tells us the tactical cultural weapons 

of the subaltern are the means by which they “dance with the devil” – after all, that’s the 

idea, so he writes. Perhaps. Yet, the devil – the lived contradictions of late capitalism – is, 
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in my opinion, death personified. Death. Yes, we may dance with death, but we are 

capable of much more than that. Guillermo Velázquez, during the jarabe portion of the 

pieza arribeña featuring the poesía “Como un Enjambre Desesperado” on the 1982 

recording, exclaims in the midst of bundled remates in all their wonder: 
 
Es muy profunda su huella 
Pero, yo piso mas fuerte 
Tráiganme ahorita la muerte 
Que quiero bailar con ella 

A dance, yes. However, he takes us much further and closes with the following:  
 
Cuando del gusto me ayudo 
La muerte a mi no me manda 
Quisiera saber si aquí anda 
Para trovarle un saludo 

Let us engage, encounter, interpellate that which would seek to kill our spirit, our 

humanity. It is ultimately we who possess that which death would seek to deny us of. To 

speak of culture as “critical difference” (Limón 1994), as “resistance” or “social and 

numinous desire” (Flores 1995), as “heroic” and engendered through “conflict” (Paredes 

1958) is, in the end, to argue for and believe in humanity’s capacity and need to assert its 

dignity. However, the very presence of humanity is guised and subordinated in analysis 

that accepts prima facie the objectification of the subject whereby any semblance of self-

activity is compromised, seen as impossibility, in effect, unthinkable, much less 

dignified. We must reject this entrenched perspective within Chicana/o Cultural Studies. 
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Precursory Cultural Memory:                                                                     
final considerations 

Coplero que cantó con su guitarra                                                                      
sordos cantares que por fin se acaban, 

¡Ah, guitarrero! 

y si cruzaras el mundo entero                                                                           
¿quién de tu nombre se acordará?                                                                          
se fue la novia de la ventana,                                                                                      
no cantes más. 

–    Américo Paredes, Between Two Worlds  

 

Ciro Orduña was born in El Capulín, San Ciro de Acosta, San Luís Potosí in 

1960. His father Martín and grandfather Refugio were both arribeño violinists. At 

thirteen, Ciro began playing vihuela in velaciones. A year later he moved to Mexico City 

where he remained for seven years working construction. He returned to San Luís Potosí 

in the early 1980s and picked up where he left off, at which point he had the privilege of 

playing vihuela for Antonio Garcia and Agapito Briones in topadas. Agapito would later 

guide him in the art of poesía, a destino he would pursue in 1986 and continue to this 

very day. In those early years he encountered Javier Rodríguez, Cándido Martínez, Pedro 

Sauceda, Guillermo Velázquez, and Mauro Villeda. He recalls meeting face-to-face with 

Mauro in a topada in 1989. He reflects, “los viejos cultivaron la poesía con un amor” 

(the elders cultivated poesía with great love). The memory of Mauro haunts this entire 

project… 

Writing in 1977, Américo Paredes suggests: 

The informant who is a natural performer can very well make a performance out of what he 
intends as a simple act of factual communication. Reminiscence is embellished into legend, reality 
gilded over with a patina of romantic remembering. (97)  
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This comes from his influential essay “On Ethnographic Work among Minority Groups: 

A Folklorist’s Perspective.” Writing against distorted representations of Mexican-

Americans, Paredes engages with ethnographic accounts that ideologically de-legitimize 

Mexican-American culture as somehow dysfunctional, for he finds the “Mexicans and 

Chicanos pictured in the usual ethnographies somewhat unreal” (ibid: 74). His analytical 

focus rests in the ethnographic encounter itself. Now, rather than dismiss the scholarship 

in question as simply racist, he instead attributes the ethnocentrism embedded in its 

rendering to the gross inability, on the part of ethnographers, in identifying and 

understanding emic-language-use. Ultimately, he suggests ethnographers ought to 

possess the competence necessary to recognize communicative frames and linguistic 

markers, in order that one not mistake various forms of speech, communication, and 

performance for straight factual verbal reporting. This is to say, the ethnographer should 

always be aware that her informants are capable of engaging in expression that involves a 

degree of creativity beyond straight-factual verbal reporting, for, as we know, language 

does not possess only one level of meaning.  

José Limón (1992) understands the corpus of Paredes’ scholarship, including With 

His Pistol in His Hand (1958), to embody a critical reflexivity, one that would have us 

consider Paredes’ work to be the first instance of a native postmodern ethnography 

situated in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands. Such a reading, I believe, immediately invokes 

Rosaldo’s (1989) notion of “erosion.” Reflexive ethnography, Rosaldo maintains, 

signifies a post-modern skepticism, an intellectual dismantling of regimes of truth and 

objectivity, an erosion of the categorical legacy of anthropology – its knowledges and 

ideologies. He writes: 

The truth of objectivism . . . has lost its monopoly status. It now competes . . . with the truths of 
case studies that are embedded in local contexts, shaped by local interests, and colored by local 
perceptions. (21) 
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It is here, embedded in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands, where we find Paredes, Anzaldúa: 

positioned accounts that offer critical perspectives central to the paradigm of Chicana/o 

studies. This is native-ethnography that challenges conventional intellectual wisdom 

regarding Mexican origin people, their culture, and anthropology’s conceptual 

formulations. Still, a rejection of objectivity does not mean the embrace of one’s own 

situated subjectivity is without its complications. Subjectivity itself, James Clifford 

(1988) suggests, is at times beyond the control of the ethnographer, such that an 

“ethnographic science” must always be understood vis-à-vis more political debates 

regarding representation – the “power of representation,” aptly suggested by Olga Nájera-

Ramirez (1999), as it applies to both informants and ethnographers. It is precisely this 

lack of “control,” as it were, that “haunts” me in a very specific way. As good 

anthropologists, we want to be in control, we want for things to be clear, to discover the 

ever elusive patterns of culture. This is not to suggest that one aims to gloss over the 

complexities of social phenomena, but rather that interpretation itself – the drawing out of 

meaning/significance – requires a degree of clarity. Embracing one’s subjectivity does 

not guarantee such a thing, rather that embrace requires one enact particular strategies of 

representation, strategies that ought not only take into account one’s positionality, but 

also that of our equally positioned subjects; as Paredes reminds us, the informant always 

speaks to us from somewhere. And, in my experience, this “somewhere,” with its 

overlapping transborder spatial and temporal dimensions, is where I have come face-to-

face with my grandfather. 

This dissertation has focused on the transborder practice and performance of 

huapango arribeño, its recent emergence among Mexican immigrant communities 

located in the U.S. being a focal point, in an effort to explore how its performance shapes 

and is shaped by the active process of migration between Mexico and the U.S. I’ve asked: 
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how huapango arribeño’s situated knowledges and performative social space mediate 

experiencing of the state, migration, and community, how and why does huapango 

arribeño form part of the range of expressive cultural practices with which these 

communities negotiate their existence across borders? Now, such a rendering (that is, an 

ethnographic account of transnational musical performance in relation to larger processes 

of political economy) necessarily requires one map the physical and cultural uprooting 

and re-territorialization of communities. Accordingly, there has been a concern with 

grasping people’s understanding of place and belonging, as they are reconfigured in new 

social contexts. And, it is precisely through my engagement with these varied contexts 

where I have come to encounter my grandfather, Mauro Villeda Olguín, time and time 

again. 

Mauro was born in 1911 in El Agua Del Maíz, Municipio de Pinal de Amoles, 

Querétaro, a small community located in the mountains above Jalpan, my father’s 

hometown. He was the second of seven children born to Perfeuta Olguín Ortiz and 

Ricardo Villeda Rosales. His siblings, from oldest to youngest, were Otilio, Guadalupe, 

Conrado, Sirenia, Isidora, and Manuel, all of whom were also born en El Agua Del Maíz. 

At the time of his birth, the Mexican revolution, with its dreams of land and liberty, 

descended upon the Sierra Gorda Queretana and its communities experienced their share 

of revolutionary fervor and hardship. In Jalpan, an enthusiastic Herminio Olvera 

organized the Club Aquiles Serdan, a ragtag band of revolutionaries who declared their 

loyalty to Francisco I. Madero, the principal challenger to Porfirio Díaz at that moment. 

However, once Victoriano Huerta had appointed himself leader of the republic, having 

come to power through his assassination of Madero, he ordered troops throughout the 

nation to quell remaining revolutionaries loyal to Venustiano Carranza, Pancho Villa, and 

Emiliano Zapata. In 1914, Huerta’s troops arrived in La Sierra Gorda and battled 
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revolutionaries once loyal to Madero, now proud Carrancistas, in and around Jalpan. 

After having been soundly defeated, the Carrancistas took revenge upon locals whom 

they suspected to have aided the Huertistas (Berrones 1997: 50-64). 

An epoch of chaos and lawlessness ensued. Though Huerta now had control over 

the Sierra Gorda Queretana, order was far from established. In 1915, quarrels among 

revolutionary factions loyal to Villa and Carranza became commonplace and continued in 

the region until as late as 1924. Beginning in 1918, various bandits, outlaws, and defected 

revolutionaries from the surrounding states of San Luís Potosí and Guanajuato pillaged 

towns and communities throughout the Sierra Gorda Queretana. Armed voluntary 

defenders did not establish order in the region until the late 1920s (Berrones 1997: 50-

64). It is these events that Mauro remembered and told his children about. My aunt Julia 

recalls her father’s stories: 

El nos platicaba de aquellos tiempos cuando el y mis abuelitos se iban de la casa 
porque se oía decir que según venían los revolucionarios. Ha de ver tenido 
algunos seis años en esos tiempos. Se escondían en el monte, escarbaban hoyos y 
ahí se quedaban. Llegaban los revolucionarios y se llevaban la cosecha, 
mataban, violaban. Robaban todo. El se acuerda que se escondían seguido de 
aquellos hombres.   

The vacuum of power created in the aftermath of the revolution made possible the 

caciquismo that subsequently took hold in the Sierra Gorda. Caciques exploited 

campesinos and killed at will with the aid of their personal militias – they would force 

men in the surrounding areas to swear loyalty to them and pick up arms or be killed.115 

Don Francisco Trejo Camacho, a ninety-three year old native of Jalpan, Querétaro, 

comments, “No había justicia . . . no había gobierno” (There was no justice, there was no 

government). Amidst the chaotic climate of cacique warfare in the 1920s, Mauro 

becomes a huapango arribeño practitioner.   

                                                
115 In fact, gunmen loyal to cacique Rómulo Vega murdered Mauro’s brother, Guadalupe, in the early 1950s. 
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AL TOMAR ESTE TABLADO 
PRIMERO PIDO ATENCIÓN 
DEDICANDO UN SALUDADO 
PARA TODITA ESTA REUNIÓN 
 
Traigo mi poesía por planta 
aunque no he tenido estudio 
pero dedico un saludo 
para todos los de Jalpan 
a ver si mi voz levanta 
por lo que me he imaginado 
saludarlos con agrado 
aquí por estos lugares 
observarán mis cantares: 
AL TOMAR ESTE TABLADO 
 
Jalpan, mi pueblo querido 
donde quiera se resuena 
esta mi voz los comprueba 
y lo traigo en mi sentido 
por eso se me aprevino 
el hacer este encadenado 
y lo tengo comprobado 
hablar con educación 
obsérvenme por favor: 
AL TOMAR ESTE TABLADO 

 

“Según las voces y los que dan fé de eso dicen que a los catorce años tuvo su 

primer topada mi papa” (According to the voices and people who know about these 

things, my father had his first topada at the age of fourteen), my uncle, Elias Villeda, tells 

me. According to him and many others, Mauro took part in his first topada in 1925, a 

wedding in the rural community of Tancoyol, Querétaro. It was on this occasion when he 

met face-to-face with Cleofas “El Zurdo,” an accomplished local poeta best known for 

being a left-handed guitarrero. On a previous occasion, Mauro’s father, Ricardo Villeda 

Rosales (violinist) and his ensemble had met face-to-face with Cleofas. Needless to say, 

it proved to be a long and trying night for Ricardo and his compañeros. They performed 

poorly at the topada. After the engagement, Ricardo spoke with Cleofas and let him 

know that next time he’d introduce him to his son Mauro. And, so it was. When Mauro 
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arrived on the occasion in question, people joked that the guitarra quinta was bigger than 

he was. Cleofas chuckled, “Que me va hacer esa criatura?” (What is that child going to 

do to me?) Mauro began by performing decimales that greeted the bride, groom and their 

respective families. As the night wore on he questioned Cleofas’ knowledge of local 

history, biblical mythology, and regional geography. Cleofas was taken aback. By 

midnight, the audience began to heckle Cleofas, as it became apparent that Mauro would 

not be easily vanquished. Some say Cleofas stepped down from the tablado at dawn in 

defeat. 

Illustration 10.1:  Mauro Villeda, circa mid 1980s – La Colgada, Pinal de Amoles, 
Querétaro.  

Though there is something to be said about the differences between rural 

Querétaro, Mexico of 1925 and the current realities of immigrant urban life in the Dallas 

– Ft. Worth metroplex, these distinct times and places are perhaps more alike than my 
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informants would have me believe. Yet, for many contemporary huapango arribeño 

practitioners, Mauro’s poetic world represents a fundamentally distinct moment. It stands 

at a distance from their own social reality. Ciro Orduña has been migrating back and forth 

between Mexico and the U.S. for over twenty-five years. He’s spent time in California, 

Arizona, and Texas and has worked in plant nurseries, construction, landscaping, and as a 

farm-worker. Over the years, he’s even run into a few of his fellow compañeros del 

destino in far off places, working side by side picking crops, building subdivisions, etc. 

He now resides in Dallas. It’s been eight years or so and since living there he’s now had 

the opportunity to fully develop his craft as a poeta on the U.S. side of the border. He’s 

had topadas with Claro González, Raúl Orduña, Javier Rodríguez, Misael Arbizu 

Oviedo, and Pedro Sauceda in Texas, Oklahoma, and Mississippi. Yet, he invokes Mauro 

with great ceremony, “Como esos poetas viejos trovadores, ya no hay” (There are no 

longer any veteran poets like that anymore). Even Mauro, perhaps anticipating his poetic 

successors, echoes: 

 
YA LOS POETAS SE ESTAN ACABANDO 
LOS QUE FUERON MAS HISTORIADORES 
LOS MODERNOS QUE ´ORA ESTAN QUEDANDO 
SE DEDICAN A PURAS CANCIONES 
 
Una historia les voy a dejar 
de las cosas que fueron muy ciertas 
de los hombres que fueron poetas 
en el mundo se oyen resonar 
las historias van a terminar 
porque no hay quien las siga estudiando 
lo moderno esta ahora triunfando 
por los pueblos y los campos del mundo 
me lo dijo un sueño profundo: 
YA LOS POETAS SE ESTAN ACABANDO 
 
Las poesías son un gran elemento  
llevándolas por historia 
sacándolas de la noria 
donde está el conocimiento 
hablarlas con argumento 
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y seguirlas estudiando 
yo me estoy imaginando 
que no hay como la poesía 
y pa’ hablar de astronomía: 
YA LOS POETAS SE ESTAN ACABANDO 

Proceso Sánchez, dear friend of mine and son huasteco violinist of Estrella Queretana, 

recalls that as a child his father would often invite Mauro to perform at their home. His 

own interest in music was born thereafter, “Andaba yo de encimoso con Los Villeda pa’ 

ver que aprendía” (I would hang around the Villedas to see what I could learn).  He 

remembers on one occasion he had built himself a makeshift violin made of firewood and 

huddled around Los Villeda and began bowing away. Mauro crafted this verso for him: 
 
 Es un pedazo de vara 
 con el que estamos tocando 
 yo vengo de La Colgada 
 y me sigo descolgando; 
 Y no se me queda nada 
 para estarlos felicitando  
 

Guillermo Velázquez comments on the time he briefly saw Mauro perform in Xichú: 

Que reconcentraba en si la fuerza que reconcentran los hombres que asumen el 
destino del canto y de la poesía, eso lo pude ver . . . esa es la imagen que yo tengo 
de el . . . Don Mauro era un hombre serio, un hombre recio, un hombre que 
reconcentraba esa fuerza y esa energía que dan los largos años de cultivar el 
canto y la palabra . . . es una referencia, lo es . . . Cuando se habla de Querétaro 
y de la Sierra Gorda Queretana se piensa en don Mauro Villeda. 

During a topada with Celso Mancilla in Jalpan, Ángel González mentions Mauro in a 

decimal: 
 
(3) Mi canto se lo consagro 
y lo hago con gran cautela  
fue de San Pedro Escanela 
el gran poeta don Mauro 
con mis versos lo restauro 
inciensos, también copál 
cempasúchil da igual 
para adornar su sepultura 
ahora que se haya allá en la altura 
LE BRINDO ME MEMORIAL 
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I constantly travel and reminisce between Mexico and the U.S., between Mauro and those 

who remember him. And, I believe the aforementioned type of imagining on the part of 

practitioners conversely situates their own performative-selves and transborder social 

realities as somehow not the same as huapango arribeño of the “past.” There is no 

shortage of mentions of Mauro on the part of Higinio, Sebastián, Guillermo, Proceso, 

Ciro, Cándido, and the list goes on… Recall, I even began this dissertation with a portion 

of a saludado crafted by Raúl Orduña in my honor in Xichú:  
 
(1) Desde Tejas has venido   

 compañero del destino   
 aunque poquito me afino   
 el verso te he dirigido   
 hoy que a tocar he venido   
 y sin sentir ni un quebranto  
 yo te diré por lo tanto   
 una amistad sincera   
 junto con mi huapanguera   
 ALEX CHÁVEZ, YO TE CANTO  
 
 (2) Hoy la amistad se conlleva 
 esto te lo dice un hermano 
 compañero Queretano 
 sobrino de Los Villeda 
 mira, tu amistad se queda 
 en el folclor que hay aquí 
 como allá en el Potosí 
 voy a trovarte este verso 
 y para ti lo disperso 
 AHORA QUE ANDA POR AQUÍ 

I have come to consider that what my informants express is no doubt coated with the 

patina of a distanced cultural memory that extends far beyond the immediacy of the 

ethnographic encounter. There is a performative quality to what is being communicated 

to me, for the ethnographic encounter itself, according to Olga Nájera-Ramirez (1999), 

becomes a “site of performance.” I believe when huapango arribeño practitioners 

actively imagine the “former” poetic world that Mauro represents they are doing so 
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against the backdrop of their own experiences of dislocation/alienation, of which 

migration forms part.  

Undocumented immigration, low-intensity warfare on the border, and the present 

nativist political climate constitute the current global postmodern state of war. 

“Hostilities” can and do erupt at any time. The constant potentiality for war is a 

mechanism utilized to buttress the late capitalist global order. The abstract enemy 

“without a face,” free of spatial and temporary locality creates the condition for perpetual 

police activity. In classical political philosophy, the modern sovereign state is intended to 

cease war or at least isolate it to a state of exception. Now, war is dispersed globally 

through networks, across nation-states, within them, entrenched in their borders, 

discursively/rhetorically invoked and produced. The wars on drugs, on terror, on 

migration, on poverty, etc. represent a veritable Hobbesian perpetual “primal” state that 

has flooded the entire social field. “The state of exception has become permanent and 

general” (Hardt and Negri 2004: 7). Raúl Orduña on the current state of global 

geopolitics and the Middle East: 
 
LA TIERRA PROMETIDA NO HA DE PERTENECER 
A LA PARTE OCCIDENTE, NI EL NORTE LA REGIÓN 
AUNQUE HOY EN SUS ENTRAÑAS HAY GUERRA Y DIVISIÓN 
PARA ESTADOS UNIDOS JAMÁS DEBE DE SER 
 
Primero fue Kuwait, Irak, tal vez Turquía 
donde por conveniencia los fueron a invadir 
después de algunos años se vuelve a repetir 
el daño a esas naciones y a su soberanía 
los gobiernos audaces invaden día con día 
con falsas diplomacias usando su poder 
pero la guerra inerte se debe suspender 
pare que quede libre también Afganistán 
y aunque hay revoluciones cerquita del Jordán: 
LA TIERRA PROMETIDA NO HA DE PERTENECER 
 
El pueblo Palestino que vive en la región 
también en sus ideales sufrió las consecuencias 
porque sufrieron mucho las crueles inclemencias 
del poderío Isrealita a puerta de cañón 
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tal vez nada me importe al hacer la observación 
pero Estados Unidos lo debe de entender 
que saque las narices, que deje de morder 
los intereses netos que nunca serán de el 
para que hagan la paz en Lebanon e Israel: 
LA TIERRA PROMETIDA NO HA DE PERTENECER 
 
Hezbollah se retira en Lebanon pa’ dentro 
sufriendo ya las bajas con armas indefensas 
Israel los ataca y ponen su ofensas 
los tanques, los aviones y avanzan hacía al centro 
su entrenzan en su lucha feroz y en ese encuentro 
una bandera en alza también se deja ver 
es la de Estados Unidos y no puedo creer 
que siga la avaricia en todita la región 
que muera ya el imperio que habita en la nación: 
LA TIERRA PROMETIDA NO HA DE PERTENECER 
 

Although the election of Barack Obama no doubt represents a watershed moment 

in American political history, his own politics, despite their “audacity,” in the end offer 

little hope that Empire will retreat. In his inaugural speech he vehemently asserted, “to 

those leaders around the globe who seek to sow conflict or blame their society's ills on 

the West, know that your people will judge you on what you can build, not what you 

destroy” – a reinscription of the master narrative of “modernization” that absolves the 

West from its brutal history of conquest, imperialism (past and neo), exploitation, and 

genocide. Raúl continues on the 2008 election:   
 
LAS ELECCIONES EN EL OTRO LADO116 
ANDAN COMO AGUA PA’ CHOCOLATE 
QUE SI EL OBAMA, QUE SI LE LATE 
PORQUE LA HILLARY NO HA GANADO 
 
Anda la gente toda alocada  
por el morenito que es una estrella 
que si la Hillary no está bella 
que el tal McCain está de bajada 
ahora la Hillary ya derrotada 
por ser mujer, está comprobado 
hoy su partido la ha rechazado 
porque el Obama es el mero mero 

                                                
116 This poesía is meant to be performed in Mexico, hence the reference to the U.S. as el otro lado. 
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aunque lo eleven, yo no le creo: 
LAS ELECCIONES EN EL OTRO LADO 
 
Sarah Palin, vise presidenta 
del tal McCain, la trae como mula 
aunque la neta está rete chula 
pero a mi ni me la presenta 
y yo que hago si tomo en cuenta 
que allá mi voto sigue retado 
y muchos regresan para este lado 
y candidatos de mano a mano 
no hacen reformas para el Hispano: 
LAS ELECCIONES EN EL OTRO LADO 
 
Aunque la historia se nos presente 
con el moreno, con la mujer 
gane el que gane queremos ver 
que hacen de bueno pa’ nuestra gente 
no tiene chiste ser presidente 
sin experiencia, ni preparado 
y aunque el Obama se ha levantado 
y “si se puede” se oye decir 
a mi la neta me hacen reír:  
LAS ELECCIONES EN EL OTRO LADO 

 

Despite his campaign promises to the Latino community regarding amnesty and 

legalization for millions of undocumented workers, Obama’s approach to such sweeping 

reform consists of imposing fines on those who entered “illegally,” increased 

militarization of the border, and greater domestic policing efforts throughout the 

“homeland”. This battle is being waged on the part of his administration alongside those 

regarding healthcare, renewable energy, and terror, all of which, he admits, take 

precedence. Furthermore, conspiracy theorist and rejectionist right-wing elements have 

effectively mobilized popular outrage over potential immigration reform and its assumed 

impacts – not to mention the fact that they are terrified that Obama will take their guns, 

bibles, and raise taxes. Make no mistake about it, these people tip the political scale in 

this country. Perhaps this is why Obama named Janet Napolitano head of Homeland 

Security. Napolitano, former Governor of Arizona – the epicenter of anti-immigrant 

xenophobia –, enacted several measures during her tenure that explicitly targeted and 
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criminalized undocumented immigrants. Apart from further militarizing the border and 

calling for extra National Guard after the end of Operation Jump Start (2006) – a program 

focused on surveillance, apprehension of drugs and crossers, and fence building along the 

border – she also signed into law the Anti-Smuggling Statute (2005) which was designed 

to target human trafficking. Thereafter, Maricopa County District Attorney, Andrew 

Thomas, issued a formal opinion that, in effect, considers “illegal aliens” themselves to 

be co-conspirators in the act of smuggling and thus may also be prosecuted under the 

statute, thereby making crossing the border illegally in that state a felony. Despite the 

intended effect, bodies continue to pile up in the desert at an alarming rate and drug 

cartels have now brought violence to the streets of Arizona cities, now the site of rampant 

kidnappings and home invasions. Napolitano’s infamous relationship with Joe Arpaio, 

the media-obsessed Sheriff of Maricopa County, is also worth mentioning. Arpaio, self-

proclaimed “America’s Toughest Sheriff,” came into the national spotlight in the 1990s 

with his disgraceful disciplinary tactics – forcing inmates to wear pink underwear, 

feeding them green bologna, housing them in army tents, organizing them into chain 

gangs and excessive use of force (the liberal use of pepper spray and common-place 

beatings of inmates). With such a track record, any “Hope” for “Change” along the 

border immediately dissipates. As I conclude my writing in the spring of 2010, SB 1070, 

which legalizes racial profiling practices on the part of local law enforcement in order to 

assess the legal status of those suspected to be undocumented immigrants, is passed in the 

Arizona legislature. In addition, the Department of Homeland Security expands section 

287(g) of the Illegal Immigration Reform and immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA) 

(1995) allowing state and local entities to join I.C.E. in immigration enforcement within 

their jurisdictions.   
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Napolitano’s appointment and Obama’s election come during the worst economic 

recession in recent American history – worse than in the 1980s, 1974, and fast 

approaching that of the 1930s. According to the U.S. Department of Labor Statistics, the 

U.S. economy shed over five hundred thousand jobs in November of 2008 and 

unemployment shot up 6.7 percent, its highest level since 1993. 10.3 million Americans, 

out of a total workforce of 154.6 million, have lost their jobs since the world economy 

officially entered into a recession in December of 2007. And, as of late, economists 

predict the unemployment rate will peak at 11%. All of this is augmented by a financial 

crisis, a housing crisis, and rising energy and healthcare costs. Some of the most 

vulnerable amidst such economic uncertainty are immigrants. Already, 39% of 

undocumented children live below the poverty line; 53% of undocumented migrants lack 

health insurance; the average income for undocumented families is sixteen thousand 

dollars less than American citizens. These conditions persist despite the fact that 

undocumented immigrants pay millions of unclaimed dollars in federal and state taxes 

and unused social security (it is estimated immigrant workers provide the U.S. a subsidy 

of $7 billion a year in social security), not to mention that they represent a massive force 

in the consumer market (they contribute at least $300 billion per year to the U.S. in GDP) 

(Chomsky 2007). At a time when the gap between rich and poor is increasing 

exponentially – in 2000 the top 5% of the U.S. population controlled 60% of the 

country’s wealth –, it is undocumented immigrants and their children who end up paying 

into the public coffers that fund the services required by quaint, retiring middle class 

baby boomers (Myers 2007).  
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Illustration 10.2:  Javier Rodríguez at his home – Cerritos, San Luís Potosí.  

In the face of the current economic recession, many immigrants have lost their 

homes, their jobs, and have been forced to return to Mexico. In October of 2008, the 

Guanajuato newspaper El Correo, reported that the Mexican government expected 2 

million Mexicans to return from the U.S. over the holiday season, 10% from Guanajuato 

alone, this according to el Centro de Estudios e Investigación en Desarrollo y Asistencia 

Social (CEIDAS) part of the Instituto Nacional de Migración, el Banco de México and el 

Consejo Nacional de Población. I myself witnessed the exodus while living in Mexico at 

the time – vehicles upon vehicles traversing the highways, loaded with furniture, 
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appliances, belongings, finally reaching their destinations in San Luís Potosí, Querétaro, 

and Guanajuato. These communities, already suffering, now have to accommodate a 

population for which it has neither the resources nor infrastructure to sustain. This is 

compounded by the fact that the inflow of remittances has been dramatically reduced 

over the past two years. In 2005 alone, remittances reached an annual total of $20 billion, 

more than provided by tourism and second only to petroleum (Ganster and Lorey 2008: 

184). This inflow of capital has been dramatically impacted. Claro González: 

La situación esta muy triste. Es la cause porque me vine. Como no hay chamba, 
pues entonces que estoy haciendo allá. Muy dura la situación hay mucha gente 
sin trabajo. De muchas partes se están viniendo voluntariamente. Esta trabajoso. 
Y luego aquí también esta penoso el jale, muy fregado el asunto.  Si no hay 
chamba allá, pues aquí tampoco. Por ejemplo como ahorita en diciembre toda la 
feria de las tocadas viene de allá, en cualquier fiesta, las bodas, pues esa feria 
viene de allá. Si no llega dinero de allá entonces aquí no se hace evento.  

This logistical reality acutely speaks to the transborder social world of huapango 

arribeño performance where labor, migration, and social life come together in and 

through performance. Poetas have certainly taken the liberty to comment on the current 

state of affairs: 
 
POR LAS INJUSTICIAS DE LOS GOBERNANTES 
SE SIENTE UNA CRISIS EN TODO EL PAÍS 
DEL GRAVE PROBLEMA ESTA ES LA RAÍZ 
QUE TIENEN UN RUINA MUCHOS HABITANTES 
 
Desde la cabeza del gran mandatario 
que es el presidente de nuestra nación 
viene la avaricia, viene la ambición 
y hace que las cosas empeoren a diario 
todo el cabecilla se hace millonario 
tiene casas nuevas, carros elegantes 
se sienten ellos los mas importantes 
mientras que la gente de la clase baja 
ya nada le alcanza con lo que trabaja: 
POR LAS INJUSTICIAS DE LOS GOBERNANTES 
 
Y cuando han logrado llegar al poder 
se olvidan de aquellas palabras de honor 
si ve un campesino a pedir un favor 
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ahí lo comienzan a desconocer 
todo esto es muy cierto lo pueden creer 
si hacen orgullosos, y se hacen chocantes 
pero si a los ricos, los grandes comerciantes 
les brindan su apoyo con la mano abierta 
mientras que a los pobres nos dan con la puerta: 
POR LAS INJUSTICIAS DE LOS GOBERNANTES 

 

– José Mendoza  

 

ES UNA GRANDE LAMENTACIÓN 
PORQUE HA SURGIDO LA CARESTÍA 
Y VA AUMENTANDO DÍA TRAS DÍA  
ESTA DIFICIL LA SITUACÍON 
 

 Esta del cuerno nuestro país 
 pobre del pobre no haya salida 
 pues todo el precio va para arriba 
 ya no se puede vivir feliz 
 sube el fríjol, sube el maíz 
 esta difícil la situación 
 muchos dejamos nuestra nación 
 buscando el rumbo de otro destino 
 a las ciudades va el campesino: 

ES UNA GRANDE LAMENTACIÓN 
 

Muchos emigran al otro lado 
se van al norte a buscar la vida 
aunque en su pecho tristeza anida 
pero el destino así lo a marcado 
algunos muchos que lo han logrado 
se les conceda su ilusión 
si es que encuentran un buen patrón 
los ha ayudado muy bien la suerte 
otros en cambio hayan la muerte: 
ES UNA GRANDE LAMENTACIÓN 

 

– Pánfilo Oviedo   

 

¿ME VOY?, ¿ME QUEDO? PREGUNTA HOY DÍA 
EL QUE ES BRACERO Y EN EL DILEMA 
TITUBEA Y DUDA POR EL PROBLEMA 
DE QUE ESTA EN CRISIS LA ECONOMÍA 
 
Esto que pasa con las finanzas 
y está cimbrando todo el planeta 
no es tan de a gratis porque la neta 
tras de los giros de tales danzas 
hay intereses y muchas tranzas 
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de los mas ricos, y hay porquería 
ahora resulta que la teoría 
del endiosado libre mercado 
¡a la jodida nos ha llevado!: 
¿ME VOY?, ¿ME QUEDO? PREGUNTA HOY DÍA 
 
Lo que los ricos han provocado 
es culpa de ellos, de eso estoy cierto 
pero nos quieren cargar el muerto 
y aquí el gobierno nos ha fallado 
por eso el peso se ha devaluado 
“¡y lo que falta!” dice mi tìa 
por eso estamos en la crujía 
de angustias, miedos e incertidumbres 
y es el humito, faltan las lumbres!: 
¿ME VOY?, ¿ME QUEDO? PREGUNTA HOY DÍA 

 

– Guillermo Velázquez  

 

POR DONDE QUIERA SE OYE DECIR 
SUBEN LAS COSAS CASI DEL DIARIO 
TODITO SUBE, PERO EL SALARIO 
NO NOS ALCANZA PARA VIVIR 
 
Ahora la platica de día con día 
es de lo caro que está la vida 
uno le busca y no haya salida 
ante esta crisis cruel y solía  
es muy tremenda la carestía 
y mas aguda se ha de sentir 
según se sabe ya va a subir 
los abarrotes, la gasolina 
esto es el colmo de nuestra ruina: 
POR DONDE QUIERA SE OYE DECIR 
 
Los campesinos y los obreros 
los que sufrimos, los amolados 
somos los siempre sacrificados 
por empresarios y dinereros 
y aunque el gobierno y los banqueros 
digan que vamos casi a salir 
muy bien sabemos que pa’ cumplir 
con el anhelo de superarnos 
es necesario organizarnos: 
POR DONDE QUIERA SE OYE DECIR  

 

– Tobías Hernández  

 

TODAS LAS GUERRAS Y CARESTÍAS 
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YO NO LAS VEO COMO NOVEDAD 
ES UNA CRÓNICA ENFERMEDAD 
QUE NO SE CURA CON LAS POESÍAS 
 
Señores préstenme su atención 
Y no se ofendan por lo que digo 
El pobre sufre de pan, de abrigo 
Porque no goza de protección 
De que sirvió la constitución 
En donde están esas garantías 
Todas las leyes en estos días 
Las ha violado el capitalista 
Está muy claro y muy a la vista: 
TODAS LAS GUERRAS Y CARESTÍAS 
 
Entre el gobierno y sus funcionarios 
Esta muy claro y justificado 
Vemos el sueldo de un licenciado 
No es el que tienen los secretarios 
La diferencia en los honorarios 
Truncan diversas hipocresías 
Si sube en precio las mercancías 
El que trabaja para el gobierno 
Hablando claro le importa un cuerno 
TODAS LAS GUERRAS Y CARESTÍAS 

 

– Ciro Orduña  

 

YA NO HALLAMOS QUE HIERBA COCER 
CON LOS PRECIOS QUE ESTÁN LEVANTANDO 
QUIEN VIVE EN EL CAMPO JORNALEANDO 
YA NO ALCANZA NI PARA COMER 
 
No contesta ya nuestro salario 
pa’ surtir el domingo un mandado 
si en las tiendas todo ha levantado 
lo mas básico y lo necesario 
ya nos gruñen las tripas del diario 
una y otra se quieren comer 
no podremos, yo creo, mantener 
nuestros hijos con puro trabajo 
yo nos llevan a la cuesta abajo: 
YA NO HALLAMOS QUE HIERBA COCER 
 
Nunca tratan jamás de igualar 
el gobierno de aquí ni de allá 
que el que tiene papeles se va 
otro nuevo horizonte a buscar 
y nosotros aquí a soportar 
tanta crisis nos va a estremecer 
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que tocándonos la de perder 
y dejando de tanto vacile  
comeremos gordita con chile: 
YA NO HALLAMOS QUE HIERBA COCER 

 

– Hilario Gutiérrez   

 

ESTA QUE ARDE LA CUESTIÓN 
CON LOS GRINGOS HOY EN DÍA 
SE CAYÒ LA ECONOMÍA 
Y HAY MUCHA PREOCUPACIÓN 

 
Yo había pensado venir 
a cantarle a los braceros 
exaltando sus esmeros 
e instándolos a seguir 
barbechando porvenir 
con la misma decisión, 
pero ante la situación 
que priva en este momento 
se desplazó el pensamiento: 
ESTA QUE ARDE LA CUESTIÓN 

 
Yo había pensado decirles 
que al Norte, el dolar buscando, 
que se siguieran pasando 
y en nada contradecirles, 
y ahora tengo que advertirles 
antes que agarren camión 
ò coyote ò aventón  
en estos siguientes meses 
que se la piensen dos veces: 
ESTA QUE ARDE LA CUESTIÓN 

 

– Guillermo Velázquez  

The current moment of global capitalist crisis only serves to reinforce the fact that 

immigration policy ought to be a cooperative effort and process between civil society, the 

state, and receiving and sending populations with a concern for human rights. All 

workers should be given full citizenship, the Multitude ought to be able to control its own 

movement. However, as has been argued: 

To fully open or close the borders would have a deleterious effect on profits, since the former 
would enable equalization of rights for workers and the latter would restrict business’s access to 
both necessary labor and necessarily cheap labor. The result is that immigration policy contains 
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mechanisms for both labor importation and deportations . . . Class-conscious capitalists realized 
the need to disrupt and retard the process of class integration and class solidarity that ultimately 
enables immigrant labor to increase it negotiating power. Policy-makers, acting in the interest of 
capital, developed a dual strategy for labor control, externally in the form of immigration 
‘filtration,’ and internally in the form of legally sanctioned segregation through the practice of 
selective citizenship. This process gradually transformed the state apparatus into a mechanism 
through which labor would be provided and policed, according to the dictates of immigration 
policy and with the aid of its ancillary enforcement agencies. (Akers Chacón and Davis 2006: 179) 

Empire criminalizes the movements of the Multitude in order to keep them from gaining 

political legitimacy (Hardt and Negri 2000). Yet, ultimately, in the face of such 

contradictions, communities must and do make and re-make themselves, for “discrete 

local and national mappings no longer account adequately for the complex relationships 

that conflate cultures and places” (Lipsitz 2007: 53). Although Lipsitz would reduce such 

self-activity to represent an attachment to place, I, instead, insist that processes of self-

making and self-valorization are much less about mediating the “dizzying” effects of 

deterritorialization and more about creating community against that which seeks to erase 

humanity, namely institutionalized policy and discourse. The border still matters and will 

continue to. Yet, performance and the production of the transborder imaginary are the 

means by which the border’s contradictions are engaged in order that communities may 

reproduce themselves anew. Displacement is made sense of not by dialectically 

imagining an established and centered sense of place, but by re-articulating the conditions 

of displacement themselves and making sense of them on their own terms – unsilencing 

histories and experiences, asserting dignity, building the discursive ripple of humanity 

that reaches souls across borders – through the evening air, through verso, through the 

very self-activity that, it is argued, should not cross borders. Practices of self-valorization 

undermine the very notion of illegality, for they are expressions of humanity that, 

ostensibly, ought not even exist. This chorus of innumerable voices suggests that 

language is not passive, it invokes, it resonates and as shared interaction it represents the 

interplay between competence and sociability, it builds community (Briggs 1988). The 
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social dimensions of linguistic activity have been explored throughout this dissertation to 

the extent that they may ultimately be seen, within the realm of folk performance, to 

embody a strategy of being in the world (Sherzer 1974).  

Once more, tradition is a process of interpretation that attributes meaning in the 

present through making reference to the past. In the case of my key informants, this 

referencing is mediated by a profound sense of dislocation, which enables them to 

interpret the memory of Mauro as representing a distanced, yet rooted, time and place. 

Bearing in mind this interpretive frame and its ability to distance, what in fact binds these 

varied performative contexts? Let’s return to the saludado one final time.  

Within the purview of our greater understanding of “Borderlands” and the 

disparate discursive networks that operate and contour the social worlds of transborder 

communities, saludados, as expressions of immigrant communities’ own making, 

represent a rather powerful type of situated knowledge in their own right, they constitute 

a distinct process of subject formation that exists in contradistinction to the types of 

imposed subject-making constructed by regimes of “truth,” for instance, whom 

understand Ciro or Raúl and the communities they perform for in Texas as “illegals,” 

threats to the social and political integrity of the U.S. Now, the very musicians that 

suggest they do not “live up to” the legacy of Mauro continue to engage in this very 

practice, it is the cornerstone of the palabra viva crucial to the performance of huapango 

arribeño. They do not stand at a distance from the greater huapango arribeño tradition; 

they are equally part of its cultural fabric. However, this is not to suggest that social 

circumstance and political realities in which the saludado is forged do not afford it 

divergent meanings. Still, these transborder poetas are not so distinct from Mauro, 

despite the cultural memory of him.  
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I recall a colleague of mine, with reference to her own subjectivity as an 

ethnographer, asking “When does one get too close?” to one’s subject. A professor 

countered, “Can we get close enough?” I would add, “What if one has little choice in 

such matters?” An honest reflexivity, both in fieldwork and writing culture, is not solely 

about positioning, but also about questioning oneself. And, questioning has proven to be 

an incessant exercise for me. I met Mauro only once. I was seven years old. He passed 

away a year later. Thereafter, a number of experiences prompted me to ask questions 

about his life, who he was and, more importantly, about huapango arribeño itself. 

Though I never had a relationship with the man, I came to know him through those who 

remembered him. It is precisely this collective memory of Mauro that travels with me. 

And, that I have done extensively – travel, to, from, and in between communities 

on both sides of the border. And I can’t help but think of those who have traveled with 

me along the way. Jaime, an Austin-based vihuelero – Ramiro’s younger brother –, says 

to me, “Soy de Guanajuato, San Luís Potosí, Austin, Garland, de aquí, todos lados!” 

(I’m from Guanajuato, San Luís Potosí, Austin, Garland, from here, from all over!) 

We’ve driven I-35 many a time together, ever conscious of lurking border patrol. I 

recently found out the construction company he works for is building the new 

anthropology department building on the UT campus. The irony does not escape me. I’ve 

seen him on occasion laboring away.  

I recall traveling from Houston to West Texas with my cousin Salvador in tow, 

recently arrived from Querétaro via Florida. Curiously, he asks I keep playing the old 

tape of vinuetes I keep in my car. He stares out the window, “A la vez tristes y alegres. 

Como que escucho la chilladera de la gente en el velorio” (Sad and happy, at once. I can 

hear the people crying at the wake). He was picked up by ICE and deported a few months 

later.  
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A trip to the Austin bus station, Alberto Arbizu and Elpidio Galván ask me for a 

ride, they’re headed back to San Luís de la Paz. Elpidio, vihuelero from Paso de 

Vaqueros, San Luís de la Paz, Guanajuato, has been coming to Texas since 1980 – ranch 

hand, construction work, landscaping. He was thirteen the first time he crossed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 10.3:  Elpidio Galván.  
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I recall witnessing the anxiety of first time crossers on one occasion. It was a long 

bus ride from Río Verde, San Luís Potosí to Ciudad Acuña, Coahuila. We make a quick 

stop in Cerritos to pick up passengers. It’s late, but a few souls climb aboard – five men, 

one woman. One sits next to me, a few years younger than I, Rubén. He tells me he and 

the others are crossing. They’re all friends, headed for Houston. The coyote will be 

waiting for them on the outskirts of Acuña. Hours later, the sun rises, the bus stops, 

Acuña in the distance, quieting spell, the air frigid outside, it’s January. They wake up, I 

hand Rubén my number, he meets the others outside, I never hear from him.  

Perhaps we’ll run into each other at a tocada or topada; perhaps a saludado in his 

honor will trigger my memory. Perhaps. I can’t help but imagine that on such an occasion 

he and others may find one another; that they feel the earth stir and move beneath their 

dancing feet; that as the pre-dawn hours bathe everything in shades of mauve just before 

the sun explodes over the city/the horizon and floods their faces, they wake up con el 

aliento del sol y acaricias del viento (warmth of the sun and caresses from the wind); that 

they ask for saludados; that sones lift their hearts y que escuchen el pecho del poeta (that 

they hear the poet’s song); that versos and poesías remain nestled in their memories, 

awaiting another opportunity to breathe, speak, and touch. After all, it is Rubén and his 

companions whom make such moments possible. Arribeño musicians are their musicians, 

poetas are their poetas, and the poesía the flourishes belongs to them. Guillermo 

Velázquez:   

 
YO LO VEO REVERDECIDO 
Y JURO SOBRE EL TALMUD 

GOZA DE BUENA SALUD 
NUESTRO HUAPANGO, Y QUE CHIDO 

 
(1) Nomás de ver este ambiente   (3) Sin salir en Televisa 
por descontado lo doy    ni en TV Azteca ò Sky 
nuestra música hoy por hoy   nuestro huapango, me cae 
para nada es decadente    florece y se profundiza 
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sigue arraigada y vigente    no es un arte que precisa 
ha ganado y ha perdido    de spots ò de un Robin Hood 
fronteras ha trascendido    en su sabia pulcritud 
la escuchamos, la bailamos   en su presente y su arcano 
y hoy que del huapango hablamos   nuestro huapango serrano 
YO LO VEO REVERDECIDO   GOZA DE BUENA SALUD 

 
(2) Igual que con el maíz    (4) Sin que falten los gusanos 
la música huapanguera    que le roen el cogollito 
mientras el pueblo lo quiera   se ve radiante y bonito 
y humedezca su raíz    y hay violines campiranos 
fructificará felíz     y guitarras en las manos 
y I think it’s very good    que alegran y hacen su ruido 
incluso a la juventud    yo no lo veo decaído 
ya le está cayendo el veinte   sigue hoy por hoy como en ser 
hago la cruz en mi frente    no da su brazo a torcer 
Y JURO SOBRE EL TALMUD   NUESTRO HUAPANGO, Y QUE CHIDO 

 

After sorting through endless memories, conversations, music, and work, I came 

to realize that those who remember Mauro remember him primarily as a poeta. This is 

telling, for it is not so much the man that stands out, but his role as a perfomer. I was 

never able to separate Mauro from his craft. His memory can only be understood with 

reference to the bonds of sociability that he tirelessly cultivated through performance. My 

engagements with communities and practitioners alike have been mediated in varying 

degrees by his presence. Ethnography, for me, has been a dynamic process embedded 

with an inescapable subjectivity, however not determined by it, for my own strategy of 

representation has been a constant, yet rewarding and productive, struggle to understand 

and negotiate a powerful precursory cultural memory. I had to pull apart the 

entanglements of Mauro’s presence and this unraveling prompted critical interrogation of 

the practice of huapango arribeño across borders. Yes, Mauro invokes the past, yet that 

very invocation underscores how practitioners understand themselves and their 

communities, their situatedness in a rather precarious social context contoured by 

borders, migration, inequality, hostile discourse and policy. In the end, it is their palabra 

that resonates as an extraordinary means of self-valorization. Creative practice, Raymond 
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Williams (1977) asserts, is practical consciousness, the struggle of self-creation, the 

embodiment of subordinated experience and relationships, and the articulation of 

possibilities (212). Having said this, I would – to invoke a final precursor – suggest to 

Mr. Paredes, los cantares del guitarrero jamás serán sordos. Al contrario, cruza el 

mundo porque espera entregarnos su palabra y aunque tal vez su nombre quedará en el 

olvido, en ese instante de entrega nos da a saber quienes somos. Y – a final de cuentas – 

ese es su destino. 
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Appendix A – Huapango Arribeño Son Verses 

Las Conchitas 
Conchita vamos al mar 
a juntar caracolitos; 
A ver si con tu mirar  
juntamos los mas bonitos 
conchita para jugar 
 
Es bonito tu mirar 
y tu modo de reír; 
Pero mas me ha de gustar 
irme contigo a vivir 
a las orillas del mar 
 
Las conchitas son del mar 
me lo dijo un marinero; 
Y las quisiera sacar 
para mirarlas primero,  
ay conchita sin igual  
yo las canto con esmero 
 
Un dardo tiro cupido 
y en alma me pego; 
A las conchas yo les pido 
que entreguen el corazón 
el amor es un sentido  
que nos llena de emoción 
 
Eres conchita del mar 
de la playa de Tampico; 
Ven conmigo a platicar 
si quiera por un ratito 
no tienes que reservar  
ya sabes que soy solito 
 
 
 
El Caballito 
Pobre de mi caballito 
lo miro muy acabado; 
Era ligero y bonito 
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pero muy enamorado 
ya lo miro viejito 
por el servicio que ha dado 
 
El caballo colorado  
que traje del extranjero; 
Yo lo tengo destinado 
pa’ este año si no me muero 
te he de llevar de mi lado 
como amante verdadero 
 
Voy a salir a campear 
hasta San Luís Potosí; 
A ver si puedo lazar 
un caballito que vi 
para llevar a pasear 
una muchacha de aquí 
 
Tengo un caballo muy fino 
bueno pa' galopar; 
Andaba por el camino 
sin poderlo remediar 
cuando llega a su destino 
se le empieza relinchar 
 
Tengo un caballo cerrero 
que no ha bajado el corral; 
A veces montarlo quiero 
y no se quiero dejar 
yo he sido muy buen vaquero 
y no lo he podido amansar 
 
Tengo un caballo muy bueno 
que le llamo el pavo real;  
Ese no sabe de freno 
sabe de puro gozar 
estando bueno el terreno 
nunca me hace quedar mal 
 
Mi caballo no se niego 
el no se anda por la orilla; 
Mirando una cosa nueva 
hasta brinca con la silla 
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parece que es siete leguas 
del general Pancho Villa 
 
En un hermoso caballo 
hasta aquí he venido a verte; 
Yo soy hombre que no fallo 
y siempre he de quererte 
solo que me parte un rayo 
o dios me mande la muerte 
 
 
 
El Cuervo/Cuervito 
El cuervo es un animal 
que hay que tenerle cuidado; 
Con las mujeres del mal 
no se puede estar confiado 
pues casi toditas ellas 
tienen un gallo tapado 
 
Yo ví de una delegación 
de un cuervo con un perico; 
El cuervo tendría razón 
porque le sobraba pico 
el que nace de panzón 
aunque lo fajen de chico 
 
 
 
El Cupido 
Cupido por comercial 
compro una tienda en el viento; 
Para eso de enamorar 
primero les cuento un cuento 
aunque las hago enojar 
pero me dejan contento 
 
Cupido como traidor 
quitarme la vida trata; 
Solo les pido un favor 
que la espada sea de plata 
para morir con amor 
en los brazos de mi chata 
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Por las orillas del mar 
me dio un consejo cupido; 
La mujer que sabe amar 
es la que tiene marido 
se le debe perdonar 
las faltas que haya tenido 
 
Yo le pregunte a cupido 
que cuantas se contenta; 
Y me contesto afligido 
amigo ni con cincuenta 
son tantas las que he tenido 
que perdido la cuenta 
 
 
 
El Frijolito 
Frijolito, frijolito, frijolito alrededor 
el que quieren los arrearos, arrearos de la labor 
frijolito, frijolito, frijolito alrededor 
por debajo de la vaina, por arriba de la flor 
 
Me puse a sembrar fríjol en un muégano de arena 
y me respondió el venado no siembres en tierra ajena  
ay-lay-la-ra-la-la-lay-la-la-la-lay-la-la-la-la 
que trabajos he pasado por amar a una morena 
ay-lay-la-ra-la-la-lay-la-la-la-lay-la-la-la-la 
y me respondió el venado no siembres en tierra ajena  
 
 
 
El Pajarillo 
Que pajarillo es aquel 
que canta en aquella higuera 
anda dile que no cante 
que espere hasta que me muera 
 
Que pajarillo es aquel 
que canta en aquella rima 
anda dile que no cante 
que mi corazón lo estima 
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Que pajarillo es aquél 
que canta en aquella higuera 
anda dile que no cante 
que deje que yo me muera 
 
Que pajarillo es aquél 
que canta en aquella lima 
anda dile que no cante 
el corazón me lastima 
 
Soy pájaro platanero  
que habita en el platanal; 
Pa’ que sepas que te quiero 
cien besitos te he de dar 
en ese pico embustero 
que me voy a saborear 
 
Que pajarillo es aquél 
ese que anda sollozando; 
Dile que baje el nivel 
porque estoy agonizando 
y al llegar la muerte cruel 
quiero que me halle cantando 
 
Que pajarillo es aquél 
que canta tan desganado; 
Dile que baje el nivel 
o que cante de buen grado 
que si no tiene amor el 
yo si estoy ilusionado 
 
 
 
La Presumida 
Presumida será presumida 
presumida de allá de la mesa 
ya no me andes tanto presumiendo 
presumida te llamas Teresa 
 
Presumida será presumida 
presumida será la bonita 
ya no me andes tanto presumiendo 
presumida te llamas Lupita 
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Me dijo una presumida 
que por cuanto la paseaba;  
Y yo le dije mi vida 
que no le costaba nada 
pero si te hallas perdida 
vas a hacer mi prenda amada 
 
La presumida de puebla 
esa lo conozco yo; 
Señora que no se acuerda  
de los besos que me dio 
debajo de aquella hiedra 
que hasta la hiedra floreó  
 
yo vi de una presumida 
bailando con un soltero; 
Y le decía la querida 
hay señor cuanto lo quiero 
a sus pies estoy rendida 
solo si tiene dinero 
 
La presumida de en frente 
se le murió su marido; 
Al miedo del accidente 
se vino a dormir conmigo 
que mujer tan imprudente 
y yo tan compadecido 
 
Me dijo un a presumida 
que la llevara a mi tierra; 
Y yo lo dije mi vida 
te llevare pa’ la sierra 
donde la noche es divina 
con la luna y las estrellas 
 
 
 
La Rosita 
Eres bonita rosita acabada de cortar, eres bonita rosita acabada de cortar 
me la dio una morenita del pueblo de Ahuacatlán, del pueblo de Ahuacatlán 
que regalo de rosita, quien la pudiera cortar, quien la pudiera cortar 
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Eres bonita rosita que pareces mirasol, eres bonita rosita que pareces mirasol 
me la dio una chaparrita del pueblo de Tancoyol, del pueblo de Tancoyol 
que regalo de rosita, luego le trate de amor, luego le trate de amor 
 
Eres bonita rosita aparecida de lirio, eres bonita rosita aparecida de lirio  
me la dio una chaparrita de ese pueblo de San Ciro, de ese pueblo de San Ciro 
que regalo de rosita, prometo que no lo olvido, prometo que no lo olvido 
 
Eres bonita rosita que pareces de clavel, eres bonita rosita que pareces de clavel 
me la dio una chaparrita de los huertos de Isabel, de los huertos de Isabel 
que regalo de rosita, no la dejo de querer, no la dejo de querer 
 
Hay que bonita rosita, que parece de clavel 
me la dio una muy bonita, me la dio una chiquitita que se llamaba Isabel 
me la dio una muy bonita, me la dio una chiquitita que se llamaba Isabel 
 
Hay que bonita rosita, que parece de botón 
me la dio una muy bonita, me la dio una chiquitita que se llamaba Asención 
me la dio una muy bonita, me la dio una chiquitita dueña de mi corazón 
 
Hay que bonita rosita, que parece de lililla  
me la dio una muy bonita, me la dio una chiquitita que se llamaba Maria 
me la dio una muy bonita, me la dio una chiquitita que se llamaba Maria 
 
Hay que bonita rosita, me dirás quien te la dio 
a mi nadie me la dio, rosita si, rosita no, mi dinero me costo 
a mi nadie me la dio, rosita si, rosita no, mi dinero me costo 
 
 
 
El Tecolotito 
El tecolote nochero le dijo a el madrugador 
el tecolote nochero le dijo a el madrugador 
no mates el carpintero que es el que cuida mi amor 
no mates el carpintero que es el que cuida mi amor, que es el que cuida mi amor 
te-cu-ru-cuy-cuy-cuy 
te-cu-ru-cuy-cuy-cuy 
te-cu-ru-cuy-cuy-cuy 
el tecolote nochero le dijo a el madrugador 
 
Tecolote que haces allí sentado en esa pared  
tecolote que haces allí sentado en esa pared 
espero a mi tecolota que me traiga de comer 
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espero a mi tecolota que me traiga de comer, que me traiga de comer 
te-cu-ru-cuy-cuy-cuy 
te-cu-ru-cuy-cuy-cuy 
te-cu-ru-cuy-cuy-cuy 
tecolote que haces allí sentado en esa pared 
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Appendix B – Listening Audio Guide 

1. Foundational Recordings 
• Track 1: Complete example of the pieza arribeña featuring poeta Celso 

Mancilla. This is taken from a field recording in Xichú, Guanajuato 
 

• Track 2: 1978 commercial recording of Soccoro Perea y Los Cantores de 
la Sierra 

 
• Track 3: Antología del Son de México recording of poeta Antonio 

Escalante and his ensemble performing the son “El Pajarillo” in 1979 
 

• Track 4: Antología del Son de México recording of poeta Pedro Sauceda 
and his ensemble performing a jarabe in 1980 

 
• Track 5: Guillermo Velázquez y Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú 

performing a pieza arribeña featuring the poesía “En Busca de Chamba” 
from their first studio recording in 1982 

 
 

2. The Valona 
• Tracks 6 & 7: Field recording of violinist Mario González demonstrating 

the valoneo 
 

• Tracks 8-11: Field recording of violinist Mario González demonstrating 
various remates de valona 

 
• Tracks 12-14: Field recording of violinist El Niño demonstrating various 

remates de valona 
 

• Track 15: A field recording of a valona with its accompanying decimal de 
saludado performed by poeta Mario Aguilar and his ensemble in Northern 
Mississippi  

 
• Track 16: Comparative example of a valona entitled “El Cabrito” 

performed by Los Madrugadores de Chon Larios from the state of 
Michoacán taken from the Antología del Son de México 

 
 

3. The Vihuela 
• Track 17:  A recording of the Danza de Moctezuma from the state of 

Hidalgo featuring the indigenous jaranita. This was taken from the 
commercial recording of the 2nd Festival de la Huasteca in 1997 
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• Track 18: Javier Rodríguez, vihuelero for Los Leones de la Sierra de 

Xichú, speaks about his approach to vihuela playing. This is taken from an 
interview conducted in Austin, Texas. 

 
• Track 19: Field recording of a valona performed by Los Leones de la 

Sierra de Xichú in San Nicolás Tolentino, San Luís Potosí featuring Javier 
Rodríguez on vihuela. This serves as a lucid example of the contrapuntal 
and syncopated strumming patterns used by vihueleros during the valona.  

 
 

4. Poetic Encounter 
• Track 20: A portion of a field interview featuring poeta Alberto Arbizu in 

Milpillas, Victoria, Guanajuato where he speaks of his first topadas and 
how he began learning the craft of poesía. 

 
• Track 21: An edited field recording example of poetic encounter that took 

place at topada between poetas Raúl Orduña and Pablo González in 
Xichú, Guanajuato. Raúl is heard first.  

 
 

5. Sones 
• Tracks 22-27: Field recordings of violinist Juan Manuel “El Niño” 

Amador demonstrating various sones 
o Las Conchitas  
o El Frijolito 
o El Pajarillo  
o El Tecolotito  
o La Presumida 
o La Rosita 

 
• Track 28: A field recording of “La Rosita” performed by violinists Juan 

Manuel “El Niño” Amador and Filimón Torres alongside poeta Celso 
Mancilla in Jalpan, Querétaro 

  
• Track 29: A field recording of “La Presumida” performed by violinists 

Santos Espino and Higinio Ledesma alongside poeta Raúl Orduña in 
Dallas, Texas 

 
• Track 30: A comparative example taken from a studio recording of the son 

huasteco trio Los Siete Mares performing “La Rosita” 
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6. Jarabes and Virtuosity 
• Track 31: A compilation of violinist-led ensemble modulations into minor 

keys. Mario González begins by commenting on this performative 
strategy. Thereafter we hear from: 

o Los Leones de la Sierra de Xichú w/ 1st violinist Mario González – 
studio recording 

o Tobías Hernández and Alegría Arribeña w/ 1st violinist Sebastián 
Salinas – field recording conducted in Ahuacatlan, Querétaro 

o Celso Mancilla w/ 1st violinist Cacho Rodríguez – field recording 
conducted in Xichú, Guanajuato 

o Raúl Orduña y Los Trovadores w/ 1st violinist Santos Espino – 
studio recording 

  
• Tracks 32-36: Field recordings of violinist Mario González demonstrating 

various bundled remates de jarabe 
  

• Tracks 37-38: Field recordings of violinist Mario González demonstrating 
the closing melodies to the pieza arribeña 

  
• Track 39: A field recording conducted in Victoria, Guanajuato that 

demonstrates the back-and-forth modulation between violinists/ensembles 
during a topada. On this occasion Tobías Hernandez w/ 1st violinist 
Sebastián Salinas are facing Mario Aguilar w/ 1st violinist Inez Suarez. 
Mario and Inez are heard first. The modulation is gradual from the key of 
D to the key of A.  

 
• Track 40: This is a field recording conducted in San Luís de la Paz, 

Guanajuato of a jarabe performed by the ensemble Los Compadres de la 
Sierra, featuring poeta Mario Aguilar and 1st violinist Inez Suarez.  

 
• Track 41: A comparative example of a jarabe Jalisciense taken from the 

1976 compilation El Son del sur de Jalisco released by the Instituto 
Nacional de Antropología e Historia 

 
 

7. Misc. 
• Track 42: Field recording of Los Compadres de la Sierra in Victoria, 

Guanajuato performing Hermosisimo Lucero and Que Chulada de Mujer 
  

• Track 43: Field recording of a pieza performed by Guadalupe Reyes y Los 
Reyes del Refugio in El Refugio, Querétaro 
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• Track 44: Commercial recording of the vinuete “El Carrizal” performed by 
El Camarón y sus Hidalguenses 

 
• Track 45: A field recording conducted in Xichú, Guanajuato of Chabe and 

Licha Flores singing a canto a lo divino to the rhythm of a valona 
performed by Pablo González and his ensemble. 

 
• Track 46: A field recording conducted in Jalpan, Querétaro of Rosalío 

Bernon (poeta) and Fortunato Ramírez (violinist) with their arribeño 
ensemble playing a valona/decimal a lo divino and a vinuete thereafter. 
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Glossary 

 
Abuelito – grandfather (with a diminutive suffix). 
 

Agarrón – from the verb agarrar, to grab, thereby signifying pulling/tugging, as in a fight  
     or scrap. 

 

Agricultuores – farmers. 
 

Alabanza – literally a praise, yet refers to religious songs/hymns that praise holy/divine  
       images and saints. 

 

Albañil – bricklayer, stonemason. 
 

Asado – typical Northern Mexican braised pork dish that is simmered in red chile.  
 

Bailadora(f) – dancer. 
 

Barbacoa – beef or goat meat roasted in an earthen pit, often times wrapped in the fleshy  
        leaves of the maguey cactus. 

 

Campesinos – country person or peasant. 
 

Canción Ranchera – literally country song; its roots extend to 19th century Mexico, yet its  
widespread popularity surges after the Mexican Revolution (1910-
1920) when it circulates as a nationalist cultural symbol of Mexico 
within mass popular culture. Its themes usually speak of patriotism, 
candor, maleness/virility, honor, and the rural countryside.  

 

Chilango – person from Mexico City. 
 

Cierra/Finalización –  closing/concluding melody of the pieza arribeña. 
 

Claves – literally key, though here in reference to the arribeño musical codes (keys). 
 

Cocinera – cook-maid/kitchen-maid. 
 

Código de Honor – literally the honor code, a reference to the performative rules of  
        engagement central to huapango arribeño. 

 

Compañera/o – companion.  
 

Copál – a transparent resin burned in religious and spiritual ceremonies (Catholic and  
 Indigenous) throughout Mexico. 

 

Corrido – the Mexican folk-ballad type that emerges along the U.S.-Mexico border in the  
     mid 19th century. 

 

Costurera – seamstress. 
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Coyote – literally coyote; a reference to the middleman guide who smuggles people  
   across the border from Mexico to the U.S. and destinations North.  

 

Danza – the dance or dancing. 
 

D.F. – the abbreviation for distrito federal, the Mexican capitol federal district. 
 

Enramada – canopy. 
 

Ensalada – salad. 
 

Falsete – falsetto.  
 

Fietas Patronales – yearly celebrations/country fairs dedicated to saints or virgins who  
        are the holy patrons of the community, township or city holding the  
        fiesta. 

 

Guitarrero – guitar player/practitioners whom is also a poeta. 
 

Huapanguero – huapango musician/practitioner.  
 

Huasteca/Huasteco – the huasteca is a region in the northeastern part of Mexico,  
          comprised of mountains, hill country and lowlands, centered on the   
          drainage basin of the Pánuco River, inland from the city of 
          Tampico. It includes parts of the states of Veracruz, Tamaulipas,  
          San Luis Potosí, and Hidalgo – some also include Querétaro and  
          Puebla. 

 

Jaranero – jarana player/practitioner.  
 

Jornalero del campo – field laborer. 
 

La Madrugada – dawn. 
 

Las Mañanitas – the name of traditional Mexican birthday song, which means “the Little  
    Mornings.” 

 

Levantada de Niño – Catholic nativity tradition where a sacred baby doll, meant to  
          represent the holy child Jesus Christ, is awoken/risen from its      
          manger altar. The traditional celebration takes place any time         
          between January 6th and before the beginning of lent. Family  
          members and friends sponsor the holy child and provide it with gifts  
          and clothing, in addition to food and treats for those in attendance. 

 

Lonchería – small restaurant or establishment that serves daily lunch.  
 

Mariachero – mariachi musician.  
 

Menudo – a traditional Mexican soup dish made with beef tripe in a red chile base broth. 
 

Migra – a truncated rendering of inmigración, in reference to any immigration  
  enforcement agency or official (I.N.S., Border Patrol, Homeland Security,  
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  I.C.E.).  
 

Milpa – a maize field. 
 

Mole –  the generic name for several complex sauces used to braise different types of  
  meats (usually chicken) in traditional Mexican cuisine. 

 

Músico – musician.  
 

El Norte/El Otro Lado – literally “the north” or “the other side,” both referents to the  
 United States. 

 

Norteña/o – of Northern Mexico, often in reference to the accordion based folk music   
        genre from that region.  

 

Paisano – countryman/person. 
 

Palabra viva – the living word. 
 

Pandillero – gang member.  
 

Parabíen – literally congratulations, yet refers to musical pieces played in honor of  
someone or a holy figure, to celebrate or congratulate them on varied 
occasions (i.e. vigil, wedding).  

 

Peregrinos – pilgrims.  
 

Polka-Ranchera – polka version of the canción ranchera (see canción ranchera). 
 

Pueblo – town/community or a referent to a people (i.e. the people of a nation). 
 

Quinceanera – Mexican coming of age celebration held on a girls fifteenth birthday. 
 

Rancho – literally ranch, yet also a gloss for small rural community. 
 

Remate – violin melody. 
 

Rezandero – a person who leads prayer. 
 

Rockero – rock ‘n’ roller; rock music fan.  
 

Sobandera – someone that specializes in treating ailments, physical or otherwise, through  
         massage.  

 

Tarima – wooden platform upon which people dance. 
 

Tia/tio – aunt/uncle. 
 

Travesiada – literally a reference to traveling or crossing, yet here meant to refer to  
          fooling around musically, as in an informal “jam session.”  

 

Varero – violinist.  
 

Vecindad – neighborhood, often times a communal housing project. 
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Velación – vigil honoring a holy figure. 
 

Velorio – funeral wake.  
 

Versos – verses (décimas, sextillas, plantas/quatrains). 
 

Vihuelero – vihuela practitioner.  
 

Vinuete/minuete – type of song played at vigils or wakes. 
 

Zapateado – dance style whereby one keeps time by stomping the feet on the floor. 
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